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Preface

The OSF DCE Application Development Referenceprovides complete and detailed
reference information to help application programmers use the correct syntax for
Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) calls when writing UNIX applications for
a distributed computing environment.

Audience

This document is written for application programmers who want to write Distributed
Computing Environment applications for a UNIX environment.

Applicability

This document applies to the OSF® DCE Version 1.2.2 offering and related updates.
See your software license for details.
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Purpose

The purpose of this document is to assist application programmers when writing UNIX
applications for a distributed computing environment. After reading this manual,
application programmers should be able to use the correct syntax for DCE calls.

Document Usage

This document is organized into six chapters.

• For DCE Routines, see Chapter 1.

• For DCE Threads, see Chapter 2.

• For DCE Remote Procedure Call, see Chapter 3.

• For DCE Directory Service, see Chapter 4.

• For DCE Distributed Time Service, see Chapter 5.

• For DCE Security Service, see Chapter 6.

Related Documents

For additional information about the Distributed Computing Environment, refer to the
following documents:

• Introduction to OSF DCE

• OSF DCE Command Reference

• OSF DCE Administration Guide—Introduction

• OSF DCE Administration Guide—Core Components

• OSF DCE DFS Administration Guide and Reference

• OSF DCE GDS Administration Guide and Reference

• OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Introduction and Style Guide

• OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components
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• OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services

• OSF DCE/File-Access Administration Guide and Reference

• OSF DCE/File-Access User’s Guide

• OSF DCE Problem Determination Guide

• OSF DCE Testing Guide

• OSF DCE/File-Access FVT User’s Guide

• Application Environment Specification/Distributed Computing

• OSF DCE Release Notes

Typographic and Keying Conventions

This guide uses the following typographic conventions:

Bold Bold words or characters represent system elements that you must use
literally, such as commands, options, and pathnames.

Italic Italic words or characters represent variable values that you must supply.
Italic type is also used to introduce a new DCE term.

Constant width
Examples and information that the system displays appear in
constant width typeface.

[ ] Brackets enclose optional items in format and syntax descriptions.

{ } Braces enclose a list from which you must choose an item in format
and syntax descriptions.

| A vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

< > Angle brackets enclose the name of a key on the keyboard.

... Horizontal ellipsis points indicate that you can repeat the preceding item
one or more times.

This guide uses the following keying conventions:
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<Ctrl- x> or ^x
The notation<Ctrl- x> or ^x followed by the name of a key indicates
a control character sequence. For example,<Ctrl-C> means that you
hold down the control key while pressing<C>.

<Return> The notation<Return> refers to the key on your terminal or workstation
that is labeled with the word Return or Enter, or with a left arrow.

Pathnames of Directories and Files in DCE
Documentation

For a list of the pathnames for directories and files referred to in this guide, see the
OSF DCE Administration Guide—IntroductionandOSF DCE Testing Guide.

Problem Reporting

If you have any problems with the software or documentation, please contact your
software vendor’s customer service department.
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Purpose Introduction to the DCE routines

Description

The DCE routines provide several facilities that are applicable across more than one
DCE component. They can be divided into the following major areas:

DCE Attribute Interface Routines
These routines allow applications to define and access attribute types
(schema entries) in a schema of your choice. They are based on the
extended registry attribute (ERA) interface, which defines and accesses
attribute types in the register database schema.

For more information about the individual attribute interface routines,
see thedce_attr_intro(3dce) reference page.

DCE Configuration Routines
These routines return information based on the contents of the local DCE
configuration file, which is created during the DCE cell-configuration
or machine-configuration process.

For more information about the various individual configuration
routines, see thedce_config_intro(3dce)reference page.

DCE Backing Store Routines
These routines allow you to maintain typed data between program
invocations. The backing store routines can be used in servers, in
clients or in standalone programs that do not involve remote procedure
calls (RPCs).

For more information about the individual backing store routines, see
the dce_db_intro(3dce)reference page.

DCE Messaging Interface Routines
These routines give you access to message catalogs, to specific message
texts and message IDs, and to in-memory message tables.
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For more information about the individual messaging interface routines,
see thedce_msg_intro(3dce)reference page.

DCE Server Routines
These routines are used by servers to register themselves with DCE. This
includes RPC runtime, the local endpoint mapper, and the namespace.
Routines are also available to set up DCE security so that servers can
receive and invoke authenticated RPCs.

For more information about the individual server routines, see the
dce_server_intro(3dce)reference page.

DCE Serviceability Routines
These routines are intended for use by servers that export the
serviceability interface defined inservice.idl. There are also a set of
DCE serviceability macros can be used for diagnostic purposes, and to
create a serviceability handle.

For more information about the individual serviceability routines, see
the dce_svc_intro(3dce) reference page. For more information
about the individual DCE serviceability macros, see the
DCE_SVC_INTRO(3dce)reference page.

DCE Host Daemon Application Programming Interface
These routines give management applications remote access to various
data, servers, and services on DCE hosts.

For more information about the individual host daemon application
programming interface routines, see thedced_intro(3dce) reference
page.
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dce_attr_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE attribute interface routines

Description

The DCE attribute interface API allows applications to define and access attributes
types (schema entries) in a schema of your choice. It is based on the extended
registry attribute (ERA) interface, which defines and accesses attribute types in the
registry database schema. Except for the binding methods, the two APIs are similar.

Note however, that the extended registry attribute API provides routines to create
attribute types in the registry schema, to create and manipulate attribute instances,
and to attach those instances to objects. The DCE attribute interface in its current
state provides calls only to create attribute types.

The DCE Attribute Interface Routines

The DCE attribute interface consists of the following routines:

dce_attr_sch_bind()
Returns an opaque handle of typedce_attr_sch_handle_tto a schema
object specified by name and sets authentication and authorization
parameters for the handle.

dce_attr_sch_bind_free()
Releases an opaque handle of typedce_attr_sch_handle_t.

dce_attr_sch_create_entry()
Creates a schema entry in a schema bound to withdce_attr_sch_bind().

dce_attr_sch_update_entry()
Updates a schema entry in a schema bound to withdce_attr_sch_bind().

dce_attr_sch_delete_entry()
Deletes a schema entry in a schema bound to withdce_attr_sch_bind().

dce_attr_sch_scan()
Reads a specified number of schema entries.
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dce_attr_sch_cursor_init()
Allocates resources to and initializes a cursor used with
dce_attr_sch_scan(). The dce_attr_sch_cursor_init() routine
makes a remote call that also returns the current number of schema
entries in the schema.

dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()
Allocates resources to a cursor used withdce_attr_sch_scan(). The
dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()routine is a local operation.

dce_attr_sch_cursor_release()
Releases states associated with a cursor created by
dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()or dce_attr_sch_cursor_init().

dce_attr_sch_cursor_reset()
Reinitializes a cursor used withdce_attr_sch_scan(). The reset cursor
can then be reused without releasing and reallocating.

dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_id()
Reads a schema entry identified by attribute type UUID.

dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_name()
Reads a schema entry identified by attribute name.

dce_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs()
Retrieves the manager types of the ACLs protecting objects dominated
by a named schema.

dce_attr_sch_aclmgr_strings()
Returns printable ACL strings associated with an ACL manager
protecting a schema object.

Data Types and Structures

dce_attr_sch_handle_t
An opaque handle to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind() to
acquire the handle.

dce_attr_component_name_t
A pointer to a character string used to further specify a schema object.

dce_bind_auth_info_t
An enumeration that defines whether or not the binding is authenticated.
This data type is defined exactly as thesec_attr_bind_auth_info_tdata
type in the ERA interface. See thesec_intro(3sec)reference page for
more information onsec_attr_bind_auth_info_t.
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dce_attr_schema_entry_t
A structure that defines a complete attribute entry for the schema catalog.
This data type is defined exactly as thesec_attr_schema_entry_tdata
type in the ERA interface. See thesec_intro(3sec)reference page for
more information onsec_attr_schema_entry_t.

dce_attr_cursor_t
A structure that provides a pointer into a database and is used for
multiple database operations. This cursor must minimally represent
the object indicated bydce_attr_sch_handle_t. The cursor may
additionally represent an entry within that schema.

dce_attr_schema_entry_parts_t
A 32-bit bitset containing flags that specify the schema entry fields that
can be modified on a schema entry update operation. This data type
is defined exactly as thesec_attr_schema_entry_parts_tdata type in
the ERA interface. See thesec_intro(3sec)reference page for more
information onsec_attr_schema_entry_parts_t.
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dce_cf_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE configuration routines

Description

The DCE configuration routines return information based on the contents of the local
DCE configuration file, which is created during the DCE cell-configuration or machine-
configuration process. A configuration file is located on each DCE machine; it
contains the host’s name, the primary name of the cell in which the host is located,
and any aliases for that cell name.

The configuration routines can also be used to get the following additional information
corollary to the host name:

• The host’s principal name

• Binding information to the host

The configuration file on machines that belong to internationalized DCE cells also
contains the pathname to the code set registry object file on the host.

The security service component on each DCE machine must be able to find out, by
strictly local means, its machine’s host name, the host machine’s principal name, and
its cell’s name. The DCE configuration routines exist primarily to enable security
components to do these things. But because this information can be useful to DCE
applications as well, these routines are made available as part of the general application
programming interface.

Note thathost nameas used throughout this section refers to theDCE host name(that
is, the machine’s/.../cellname/host_directory/hostnameentry in the CDS namespace),
and not, for example, its Domain Name Service (DNS) host name, which could be
quite different from the DCE name.

The DCE configuration routines are as follows:

dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host()
Returns the host binding entry name.
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dce_cf_dced_entry_from_host()
Returns thedced entry name on a host.

dce_cf_find_name_by_key()
Returns a string tagged by key (this is a lower-level utility routine that
is used by the others).

dce_cf_free_cell_aliases()
Frees a list of cell aliases for a cell.

dce_cf_get_cell_aliases()
Returns a list of cell aliases for a cell.

dce_cf_get_cell_name()
Returns the primary cell name for the local cell.

dce_cf_get_csrgy_filename()
Returns the pathname of the local code set registry object file.

dce_cf_get_host_name()
Returns the host name relative to a local cell.

dce_cf_prin_name_from_host()
Returns the host’s principal name.

dce_cf_profile_entry_from_host
Returns the host’s profile entry.

dce_cf_same_cell_name()
Indicates whether or not two cell names refer to the same cell.

Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

The format of the configuration file is as follows:

Each of the entries is tagged with its own identifier, which must be the first nonblank
token on a line that does not begin with a# (number sign) comment character. The
second token on a line is assumed to be the name associated with the tag that was
detected in front of it.
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For example,cellname and hostname are tags, identifying the cell name and host
name, respectively, for the machine on which the configuration file is located. A
sample configuration file could have the following contents, which would identify the
hostbrazil in the osf.org cell:

cellname /.../osf.org
hostname hosts/brazil

Text characterized by the following is ignored:

• Garbage lines (lines that do not conform to the previously described format)

• Leading and trailing spaces in lines

• Additional tokens appearing on a line after the second token

The configuration file should be writable only by privileged users, and readable by
all.

Output

The DCE configuration routines return names without global or cell-relative prefixes,
such as the following:

host_directory/hostname

or

principalname

wherehost_directoryis usuallyhosts.

However, the DCE Name Service Interface (NSI) routines require names passed to
them to be expressed either in a cell-relative form or as global names. Cell-relative
names have the following form:

/.:/host_directory/hostname

Global names, with the global root prefix/.../ and the cell name, have the following
form:

/.../cellname/host_directory/hostname
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Therefore, an application must add either the cell-relative prefix (/.:/) or correct global
prefix (/.../cellname) to any name it receives from a DCE configuration routine before
it passes the name to an NSI routine. (NSI routines all have names beginning
with rpc_ns_.) For example, the namehost_directory/hostnamewould become the
following, if expressed in cell-relative form:

/.:/hosts/hostname

The cell-relative form of the nameprincipalnamewould be

/.:/sec/principals/principalname

where hostname and principalname are the host’s name and principal name,
respectively.

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host(3dce),
dce_cf_dced_entry_from_host(3dce), dce_cf_find_name_by_key(3dce),
dce_cf_free_cell_aliases(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_aliases(3dce),
dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce), dce_cf_get_csrgy_filename(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce),
dce_cf_profile_entry_from_host(3dce), dce_cf_same_cell_name(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components, OSF DCE
Command Reference.
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dce_db_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE backing store interface

Description

The DCE backing store interface allows you to maintain typed data between program
invocations. For example, you might store application-specific configuration data
in a backing store, and then retrieve it from the backing store when the application
restarts. The backing store routines can be used in servers, in clients or in standalone
programs that do not involve remote procedure calls (RPCs). A program can have
more than one backing store open at the same time.

Sometimes the backing store is called a database. For instance, the associated IDL file
is dce/database.idl, and the name of the backing store routines begin withdce_db_.
The backing store is, however, not a full-fledged database in the conventional sense,
and it has no support for SQL or for any other query system.

Backing Store Data

The backing store interface provides for the tagged storage and retrieval of typed data.
The tag (or retrieval key) can be either a UUID or a standard C string. For a specific
backing store, the data type must be specified at compile time, and is established
through the IDL encoding services. Each backing store can contain only a single
data type.

Each data item (also called a data object or data record) consists of the data stored
by a single call to a storage routine (dce_db_store(), dce_db_store_by_name(), or
dce_db_store_by_uuid()). Optionally, data items can have headers. If a backing
store has been created to use headers, then every data item must have a header. For
a description of the data item header, see the section in this reference page entitled
Data Types and Structures.

Encoding and Decoding in the Backing Store

When an RPC sends data between a client and a server, it serializes the user’s
data structures by using the IDL encoding services (ES), described in theOSF DCE
Application Development Guide.
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The backing store uses this same serialization scheme for encoding and decoding,
informally calledpickling, when storing data structures to disk. The IDL compiler,
idl , writes the routine that encodes and decodes the data.

This routine is passed todce_db_open(), remembered in the handle, and used by the
store and fetch routines:

• dce_db_fetch()

• dce_db_fetch_by_name()

• dce_db_fetch_by_uuid()

• dce_db_header_fetch()

• dce_db_store()

• dce_db_store_by_name()

• dce_db_store_by_uuid()

Memory Allocation

When fetching data, the encoding services allocate memory for the data structures
that are returned. These services accept a structure, and userpc_sm_allocate()to
provide additional memory needed to hold the data.

The backing store library does not know what memory has been allocated, and
therefore cannot free it. For fetch calls that are made from a server stub, this is not
a problem, since the memory is freed automatically when the server call terminates.
For fetch calls that are made from a nonserver, the programmer is responsible for
freeing the memory.

Programs that call the fetch or store routines, such asdce_db_fetch(), outside of a
server operation (for instance, if a server does some backing store initialization, or in
a standalone program) must callrpc_sm_enable_allocate()first.

The Backing Store Routines

Many of the backing store routines appear in three versions: plain, by name, and by
UUID. The plain version will work with backing stores that were created to be indexed
either by name, or by UUID, while the restricted versions accept only the matching
type. It is advantageous to use the restricted versions when they are appropriate,
because they provide type checking by the compiler, as well as visual clarity of
purpose.

The backing store routines are as follows, listed in alphabetical order:
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dce_db_close()
Frees the handle returned bydce_db_open(). It closes any open files
and releases all other resources associated with the backing store.

dce_db_delete()
Deletes an item from a backing store that is indexed by name or
by UUID. The key’s type must match the flag that was used in
dce_db_open().

dce_db_delete_by_name()
Deletes an item only from a backing store that is indexed by name.

dce_db_delete_by_uuid()
Deletes an item only from a backing store that is indexed by UUID.

dce_db_fetch()
Retrieves data from a backing store that is indexed by name or by UUID.
The key’s type must match the flag that was used indce_db_open().

dce_db_fetch_by_name()
Retrieves data only from a backing store that is indexed by name.

dce_db_fetch_by_uuid()
Retrieves data only from a backing store that is indexed by UUID.

dce_db_free()
Releases the data supplied from a backing store.

dce_db_header_fetch()
Retrieves a header from a backing store.

dce_db_inq_count()
Returns the number of items in a backing store.

dce_db_iter_done()
Terminates and iteration operation initiated bydce_db_iter_start(). It
should be called when iteration is done.

dce_db_iter_next()
Returns the key for the next item from a backing store that is indexed
by name or by UUID. Thedb_s_no_morereturn value indicates that
there are no more items.
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dce_db_iter_next_by_name()
Returns the key for the next item only from a backing store that is
indexed by name. Thedb_s_no_morereturn value indicates that there
are no more items.

dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid()
Returns the key for the next item only from a backing store that is
indexed by UUID. Thedb_s_no_morereturn value indicates that there
are no more items.

dce_db_iter_start()
Prepares for the start of iteration.

dce_db_lock()
Locks a backing store. A lock is associated with an open
backing store’s handle. The storage routines,dce_db_store(),
dce_db_store_by_name(), and dce_db_store_by_uuid(), all acquire
the lock before updating.

dce_db_open()
Creates a new backing store or opens an existing one. The backing
store is identified by a filename. Flags allow you to

• Create a new backing store, or open an existing one.

• Create a new backing store indexed by name, or indexed by UUID.

• Open an existing backing store read/write, or read-only.

• Use the standard data item header, or not.

The routine returns a handle by which subsequent routines can reference
the opened backing store.

dce_db_std_header_init()
Initializes a standard backing store header retrieved by
dce_db_header_fetch(). It only places the values into the
header, and does not write into the backing store.

dce_db_store()
Stores a data item into a backing store that is indexed by name
or by UUID. The key’s type must match the flag that was used in
dce_db_open().
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dce_db_store_by_name()
Stores a data item only into a backing store that is indexed by name.

dce_db_store_by_uuid()
Stores a data item only into a backing store that is indexed by UUID.

dce_db_unlock()
Unlocks a backing store.

Data Types and Structures

dce_db_handle_t
An opaque handle to a backing store. Usedce_db_open()to acquire
the handle.

dce_db_header_t
The data structure that defines a standard backing store header for data
items. Usedce_db_header_fetch()to retrieve it from a backing store
anddce_db_std_header_init()to initialize it.

dce_db_convert_func_t
An opaque pointer to the data conversion function to be used when
storing or retrieving data. This function is specified as an argument to
dce_db_open()at open time. It converts between native format and
on-disk (serialized) format. It is generated from the IDL file by the
IDL compiler.

Cautions

You can not use conformant arrays in objects stored to a backing store. This is
because the idl-generated code that encodes (pickles) the structure has no way to
predict or detect the size of the array. When the object is fetched, there will likely be
insufficient space provided for the structure, and the array’s data will destroy whatever
is in memory after the structure.

Files

database.idl

database.h

db.h
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dbif.h

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide
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dce_msg_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE messaging interface

Description

All DCE message texts are assigned a unique message ID. This is a 32-bit number,
with the special value of all-bits-zero reserved to indicate success. All other numbers
are divided into a technology/component that identifies the message catalog, and an
index into the catalog.

All messages for a given component are stored in a single message catalog generated
by the sams utility when the component is built. (The messages may also be
compiled into the application code, rendering the successful retrieval of message text
independent of whether or not the message catalogs were correctly installed.)

In typical use, a message is first retrieved from a message catalog, allowing localization
to occur. If this fails, the default message is retrieved from an in-memory table. If
this fails, a fallback text identifying the message number is generated. The two
most useful routines,dce_error_inq_text() anddce_msg_get(), and the DCEprintf
routines follow these rules. The rest of this API gives direct access for special needs.

The dce_msg_cat_* () routines provide a DCE abstraction to standard message
catalog routines, mapping DCE message IDs to message catalog names. They
offer a convenient way of opening and accessing a message catalog simply by
supplying the ID of a message contained in it, rather than the name of the catalog
itself. Once opened, the catalog is accessed by means of an opaque handle (the
dce_msg_cat_handle_ttypedef).

The DCE Messaging Routines

The messaging routines are as follows, listed in alphabetical order:

dce_error_inq_text()
Retrieves from the installed DCE component message catalogs the
message text associated with an error status code returned by a DCE
library routine.
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dce_fprintf()
Functions much likedce_printf(), except that it prints the message and
its arguments on the specified stream.

dce_msg_cat_close()
Closes the message catalog (which was opened with
dce_msg_cat_open()).

dce_msg_cat_get_msg()
Retrieves the text for a specified message.

dce_msg_cat_open()
Opens the message catalog that contains the specified message,
and returns a handle that can be used in subsequent calls to
dce_msg_cat_get_msg().

dce_msg_define_msg_table()
Registers an in-memory table containing the messages.

dce_msg_get()
Retrieves the text for a specified message. A convenience form of the
dce_msg_get_msg()routine.

dce_msg_get_cat_msg()
A convenience form of thedce_msg_cat_get_msg()routine. Unlike
dce_msg_cat_get_msg(), dce_msg_get_cat_msg()does not require the
message catalog to be explicitly opened.

dce_msg_get_default_msg()
Retrieves a message from the application’s in-memory tables.

dce_msg_get_msg()
Retrieves the text for a specified message.

dce_msg_translate_table()
The dce_msg_translate_table()routine overwrites the specified in-
memory message table with the values from the equivalent message
catalogs.

dce_pgm_fprintf()
Equivalent todce_fprintf() , except that it prepends the program name
and appends a newline.
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dce_pgm_printf()
Equivalent todce_printf(), except that it prepends the program name
and appends a newline.

dce_pgm_sprintf()
Equivalent todce_sprintf(), except that it prepends the program name
and appends a newline.

dce_printf() Retrieves the message text associated with the specified message ID,
and prints the message and its arguments on the standard output.

dce_sprintf()
Retrieves the message text associated with the specified message ID,
and prints the message and its arguments into an allocated string that is
returned.

Data Types and Structures

dce_error_string_t
An array of characters big enough to hold any error text returned by
dce_error_inq_text().

dce_msg_cat_handle_t
An opaque handle to a DCE message catalog. (Use
dce_msg_cat_open()to get a handle.)

Files

dce/dce_msg.h

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide
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dce_server_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE server routines

Description

The routines described on this reference page are used by servers to register themselves
with DCE. This includes registering with the RPC runtime, the local endpoint mapper,
and the namespace. Routines are also available to set up DCE security so that servers
can receive and invoke authenticated RPCs.

The DCE Server Routines

The server routines are as follows, listed in alphabetical order:

dce_server_disable_service()
Unregisters an individual interface of a DCE server from the RPC
runtime, and marks the server’s endpoints as disabled in thedced’s
endpoint mapper service.

dce_server_enable_service()
Registers an individual interface (application service) of a DCE server
with the RPC runtime, and marks the server’s endpoints as enabled in
the dced’s endpoint mapper service.

dce_server_inq_attr()
Obtains application-specific attribute data from thedced server
configuration data.

dce_server_inq_server()
Obtains the server configuration datadced used to start the server.

dce_server_inq_uuids()
Obtains the UUIDs thatdcedused in itssrvrconf andsrvrexecfacilities
to identify the server’s configuration and execution data.

dce_server_register()
Registers a DCE server by establishing a server’s binding information,
registering its services (represented by interface IDs) with the RPC
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runtime, and entering its endpoints in thedced’s endpoint mapper
service.

dce_server_sec_begin()
Prepares a server to receive and generate authenticated RPCs.

dce_server_sec_done()
Releases the resources previously set up by a call to
dce_server_sec_begin().

dce_server_unregister()
Unregisters a DCE server by unregistering a servers services (interfaces)
from the RPC runtime, and removing the server’s endpoints from the
dced’s endpoint mapper service.

dce_server_use_protseq()
Registers a protocol sequence to use for the server.

Data Types and Structures

dce_server_handle_t
An opaque data structure containing information the runtime uses to
establish the server with DCE.

dce_server_register_data_t
A structure that contains an interface handle (generated by IDL), a
default EPV, and a count and array ofdce_server_type_ts for services
that use RPC object types.

dce_server_type_t
A structure containing a manager type UUID and an RPC entry-point
vector (EPV) that specified which routines implement the IDL interface
for the specific type.

server_t Seedced_intro(3dce)for a complete description ofserver_t.
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Files

dce/dced.h

dce/dced_base.idl

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide
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dce_svc_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE serviceability interface

Description

The routines listed below are intended to be used by servers that export the
serviceability interface defined inservice.idl. The complete list of these remote
serviceability implementation calls is as follows (the remote operation name is given
in the left column, and the corresponding implementation routine is given in the right
column).

Remote Operation Implementation Routine

dce_svc_set_route dce_svc_routing

dce_svc_set_dbg_route dce_svc_debug_routing

dce_svc_set_dbg_levels dce_svc_debug_set_levels

dce_svc_inq_components dce_svc_components

dce_svc_inq_table dce_svc_table

dce_svc_filter_control dce_svc_filter

dce_svc_inq_stats dce_svc_inq_stats

These routines perform all the necessary processing (except for checking clients’
authorization) that must be done by the application manager to implement the remote
serviceability operations.

Note that most of these routines have little meaning except as implementations
of remote operations. However, thedce_svc_routing(), dce_svc_filter(),
dce_svc_debug_routing()anddce_svc_debug_set_levels()routines can conceivably
be used by servers as purely local operations (for example, in order to allow routing
and debug levels to be set via command line flags when the server is invoked).

The dce_svc_log_routines provide read access toBINFILE format logs which are
created and written by the DCE serviceability routines; seesvcroute(5) for further
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information. Thedce_svc_log_handle_ttypedef is an opaque pointer to a handle for
an opened log file.

Applications that use the serviceability interface can install a routine that will be
effectively hooked into the operation of the interface. If a filter is installed, it will
be called whenever one of the serviceability output routines (dce_svc_printf()) is
about to output a message; whenever this happens, the filter will receive a group of
parameters that describe the message that is about to be output and the circumstances
that provoked the action. The filter can then allow the message output to proceed,
or suppress the message.

Along with the filter routine itself, the application also installs a filter control routine,
whose purpose is to permit the behavior of the filter to be altered dynamically while
the application is running. Thedce_svc_filter() routine is the interface’s call-in to
such an installed filter control.

The DCE Serviceability Routines

The serviceability routines are as follows, listed in alphabetical order:

dce_assert() Adds runtime ‘‘can’t happen’’ assertions to programs (such as,
programming errors).

dce_svc_components()
Returns an array containing the names of all components in the program
that have been registered with thedce_svc_register()routine.

dce_svc_debug_routing()
Specifies both the level of an applications’s serviceability debug
messaging, and where the messages are routed.

dce_svc_debug_set_levels()
Sets serviceability debugging message level(s) for a component.

dce_svc_define_filter()
Lets applications define serviceability filtering routines.

dce_svc_filter()
Controls the behavior of the serviceability message filtering routine, if
one exists.

dce_svc_log_close()
Closes an open binary format serviceability log and releases all internal
state associated with the handle.
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dce_svc_log_get()
Reads the next entry from a binary format serviceability log.

dce_svc_log_open()
Opens the specified file for reading.

dce_svc_log_rewind()
Rewinds the current reading position of the specified (byhandle) log
file to the first record.

dce_svc_printf()
Provides the normal call for writing or displaying serviceability
messages.

dce_svc_register()
Registers a serviceability handle and subcomponent table.

dce_svc_routing()
Specifies how normal (non-debug) serviceability messages are routed.

dce_svc_set_progname()
If not called, the application’s generated serviceability messages will be
identified by its process ID.

dce_svc_table()
Returns the serviceability subcomponent table registered with the
specified component.

dce_svc_unregister()
Destroys a serviceability handle, releasing all allocated resources
associated with the handle.

Data Types and Structures

dce_svc_filter_proc_t
The prototype of a serviceability filtering routine.

dce_svc_filterctl_proc_t
The prototype of a serviceability filter-control routine.

dce_svc_handle_t
An opaque handle to generate serviceability messages. (Use
dce_svc_register()or DCE_DEFINE_SVC_HANDLE to obtain one.)

dce_svc_log_handle_t
An opaque handle to an open serviceability binary format log file. (Use
dce_svc_log_open()to obtain one.)
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dce_svc_log_prolog_t
A structure containing data about a serviceability binary format log
entry.

dce_svc_prolog_t
A structure containing the initial message parameters passed to the
filtering routine.

Files

dce/service.idl

dce/dce_svc.h

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide
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dced_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE host daemon routines

Description

This introduces the DCE host daemon application programming interface: the
dced API. This API gives management applications remote access to various data,
servers, and services on DCE hosts. Servers manage their own configuration in
the local dced by using the routines starting withdce_server, introduced in the
dce_server_intro(3dce)reference page.

The dced API Naming Conventions

All of the dced API routine names begin with thedced_prefix. This API contains
some specialized routines that operate on services represented by the following
keywords in the routine names:

hostdata The host data management service stores host-specific data such as the
host name, the host’s cell name, and other data, and it provides access
to these data items.

server The server control service configures, starts, and stops servers, among
other things. Applications must distinguish two general states of
server control: server configuration (srvrconf) and server execution
(srvrexec).

secval The security validation service maintains a host’s principal identity and
ensures applications that the DCE security daemon is genuine.

keytab The key table management service remotely manages key tables.

Thedcedalso provides the endpoint mapper service which has its own API, described
with the RPC API. These routines begin withrpc_ep and rpc_mgmt_ep.

Since some of thedceddaemon’s services require the same operations (but on different
data types), thedcedAPI also contains generic routines that may operate on more than
one of the preceding services. For example, you use the routinedced_object_read()
to read a data item (object) from thehostdata, srvrconf, srvrexec, or keytab services.
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dced Binding Routines

A binding must be established to adcedservice on a particular host before you can use
any otherdced routines. The resources of thedced binding should also be released
when an application is finished with the service.

dced_binding_create()
Establishes adced binding to a host service.

dced_binding_from_rpc_binding()
Establishes adcedbinding to adced service on the host specified in an
already-established RPC binding handle to any server.

dced_binding_set_auth_info()
Sets authentication, authorization, and protection level information for
a dced binding handle.

dced_binding_free()
Releases the resources of adced binding handle.

Generic Entry Routines

All data maintained bydced is managed as entries. Most of the services ofdced
have lists of entries traversed with a cursor that describe where the actual data is
maintained.

dced_entry_add()
Adds akeytab or hostdata entry.

dced_entry_remove()
Removes ahostdata or keytab data entry fromdced.

dced_initialize_cursor()
Obtains a list of data entries fromdcedand sets a cursor at the beginning
of the list.

dced_entry_get_next()
Obtains the next data entry from a list of entries.

dced_release_cursor()
Releases the resources associated with a cursor which traverses a
service’s list of entries.

dced_list_get()
Returns the list of data entries maintained by a DCE host service.
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dced_list_release()
Releases the resources of a list of entries.

dced_inq_id()
Obtains the UUID associated with an entry name.

dced_inq_name()
Obtains the name associated with an entry UUID.

Generic Routines to Read Data Objects

These routines obtain the actual data for items to which entries refer (objects).

dced_object_read()
Reads one data item of adced service, based on the entry UUID.

dced_object_read_all()
Reads all the data of adced service’s entry list.

dced_objects_release()
Releases the resources allocated for data obtained.

Host Data Management Routines

dced_hostdata_create()
Creates ahostdata item and the associated entry.

dced_hostdata_read()
Reads ahostdata item.

dced_hostdata_write()
Replaces an existinghostdata item.

dced_hostdata_delete()
Deletes ahostdata item from a specific host and removes the associated
entry.

Server Configuration Control Routines

dced_server_create()
Creates a DCE server’s configuration data.

dced_server_modify_attributes()
Modifies a DCE server’s configuration data.

dced_server_delete()
Deletes a DCE server’s configuration data.
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dced_server_start()
Starts a DCE-configured server.

Server Execution Control Routines

dced_server_disable_if()
Disables a service provided by a server.

dced_server_enable_if()
Re-enables a service provided by a server.

dced_server_stop()
Stops a DCE-configured server.

Security Validation Routines

dced_secval_start()
Starts a host’s security validation service.

dced_secval_validate()
Validates that the DCE security daemon (secd) used by a specific host
is legitimate.

dced_secval_status()
Returns a status parameter of TRUE if the security validation service is
activated and FALSE if not.

dced_secval_stop()
Stops a host’s security validation service.

Key Table Management Routines

dced_keytab_create()
Creates a key table with a list of keys in a new file.

dced_keytab_delete()
Deletes a key table file and removes the associated entry.

dced_keytab_initialize_cursor()
Obtains a list of keys from a key table and sets a cursor at the beginning
of the list.

dced_keytab_get_next_key()
Returns a key from a cached list, and advances the cursor.

dced_keytab_release_cursor()
Releases the resources associated with a cursor that traverses a key table.
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dced_keytab_add_key()
Adds a key to a key table.

dced_keytab_change_key()
Changes a key in both a key table and in the security registry.

dced_keytab_remove_key()
Removes a key from a key table.

Data Types and Structures

The following data types used with thedced API are defined indce/dced_base.idl
and are shown here in alphabetical order.

dced_attr_list_t
This data structure specifies the configuration attributes to use when you
start a server viadced. The structure consists of the following:

count An unsigned32 number representing the number of
attributes in the list.

list An array of configuration attributes where each
element is of typesec_attr_t. This data type is
described in thesec_intro(3sec)reference page. For
dced, the list[i].attr_id field can have values of
either dced_g_uuid_fileattr specifying plain text or
dced_g_uuid_binfileattr specifying binary data.

dced_binding_handle_t
A dced binding handle is an opaque pointer that refers to information
that includes adced service (hostdata, srvrconf, srvrexec, secval, or
keytab) and RPC binding information for a specific DCE host daemon.

dced_cursor_t
The entry list cursor is an opaque pointer used to keep track of a location
in an entry list between calls that traverse the list.

dced_entry_t
An entry is the structure that contains information about a data item (or
object) maintained by adced service. The actual data is maintained
elsewhere. Each entry consists of the following structure members:

id A unique identifer of typeuuid_t thatdced maintains for
every data item it maintains
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name The name for the data item. The data type is
dced_string_t .

description A brief description the data item (of typedced_string_t)
for the convenience of human users.

storage_tag A string of typedced_string_t describing the location of
the actual data. This is implementation-specific and may
be a file (with a pathname) on the host system or a storage
identifier for thedced process.

dced_entry_list_t
An entry list is a uniform way to list the data items adced service
maintains. The entry list structure contains a list of all the entries for a
given service. For example, the complete list of all entries of hostdata,
server configuration data, server execution data, and keytab data are
each maintained in separate entry lists. The structure consists of the
following:

count An unsigned32number representing the number of entries
in the list.

list An array of entries where each element is of type
dced_entry_t.

dced_key_t A key consists of the following structure members:

principal A dced_string_t type string representing the principal for
the key.

version An unsigned32number representing the version number
of the key.

authn_service
An unsigned32 number representing the authentication
service used.

passwd A pointer to a password. This is of type
sec_passwd_rec_t.

See also the security introduction reference page,sec_intro(3sec).

dced_key_list_t
A key list contains all the keys for a given key table and consists of the
following structure elements:
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count An unsigned32number representing the number of keys
in the list.

list An array of keys where each element is of type
dced_key_t.

dced_keytab_cursor_t
The keytab cursor is an opaque pointer used to keep track of a location
in a key list between calls that traverse the list.

dced_opnum_list_t
A list of operation numbers is used in theservice_t structure. This
structure consists of the following fields:

count An unsigned32 number representing the number of
operations in the list.

list An array of UUIDs where each element is of typeuuid_t.

dced_service_type_t
The dced service type distinguishes the services provided by
dced. It is an enumerated type used mainly in a parameter of the
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine. It can have one of the
following values:

dced_e_service_type_hostdata
The host data management service.

dced_e_service_type_srvrconf
The server configuration management service.

dced_e_service_type_srvrexec
The server execution management service.

dced_e_service_type_secval
The security validation service.

dced_e_service_type_keytab
The key table management service.

dced_e_service_type_null
A NULL service type used internally.

dced_string_t
This data type is a character string from the Portable Character Set
(PCS).
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dced_string_list_t
A list of strings with the following format:

count An unsigned32number representing the number of strings
in the list.

list An array of strings where each element is of type
dced_string_t.

dced_tower_list_tA list of protocol towers used in theservice_tstructure. This structure
consists of the following fields:

count An unsigned32 number representing the number of
protocol towers in the list.

list An array of pointers where each element is a pointer to
a protocol tower of the typesec_attr_twr_set_p_t. This
data type is described in thesec_intro(3sec)reference
page.

server_fixedattr_t
This structure is a field in theserver_t structure. It contains the
following fields:

startupflags
This field is of type unsigned32 and can be any
combination of the following bits:

server_c_startup_at_boot
This means thatdcedshould start the server
whendced is started.

server_c_startup_auto
This means that the server can be started
automatically ifdced determines there is a
need.

server_c_startup_explicit
This meansdced can start the server if it
receives an explicit command to do so via
dced_server_start()or thedcecpoperation
server start.
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server_c_startup_on_failure
This means that the server should be
restarted by dced if it exits with an
unsuccesful exit status.

Several bits are also reserved for vendor-specific startup
and include the following:

server_c_startup_vendor1

server_c_startup_vendor2

server_c_startup_vendor3

server_c_startup_vendor4

flags This represents the execution state of the server and is the
unsigned32type. This field is maintained only bydced
and should not be modified. Valid values to check for
are self-explanatory and include the following:

server_c_exec_notrunning

server_c_exec_running

Several bits are also reserved for vendor-specific
execution states and include:

server_c_exec_vendor1

server_c_exec_vendor2

server_c_exec_vendor3

server_c_exec_vendor4

program This is the full path name of the server and is of type
dced_string_t.

arguments This is a list of arguments for the server and is of type
dced_string_list_t.

prerequisites
This is an advisory field that means this server is a client
of other prerequisite servers whose IDs are in a list of type
uuid_list_t. The UUIDs should be theid fields from the
server_t structures of the relevent servers.
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keytables This is a list of keytab entry UUIDs representing the key
tables for this server and is of typeuuid_list_t.

posix_uid This is a POSIX execution attribute for the user ID. It is
of type unsigned32.

posix_gid This is a POSIX execution attribute for the group ID. It
is of typeunsigned32.

posix_dir This is a POSIX execution attribute for the directory in
which the server started when it is invoked. It is of type
dced_string_t.

server_t The DCE host daemon describes a server as follows:

id Each server has a unique ID of typeuuid_t.

name Each server’s name is of typedced_string_t.

entryname The server’s entry name is a hint as to where the server
appears in the namespace. This is of typedced_string_t.

services Each server offers a list of services specified in a list
of type service_list_t. This structure has the following
members:

count An unsigned32 number representing the
number of services in the list.

list A pointer to an array of services where each
element is of typeservice_t.

fixed This is a set of attributes common to all DCE
implementations. The data type isserver_fixedattr_t.

attributes This field is of typedced_attr_list_t and contains a list of
attributes representing the behavior specific to a particular
server or host.

prin_names This field is a list of principal names for the server and is
of type dced_string_list_t.

exec_data Data about an executing server is maintained in a tagged
union (namedtagged_union) with a discriminator of type
unsigned32 named execstate representing the server’s
execution state.
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The union has the following two execution states:

server_c_exec_notrunning
For the case where the server is not running,
the union member has no value. For
example:

if(server->exec_data.execstate == server_c_exec_notrunning)

server->exec_data.tagged_union = NULL;

server_c_exec_running
For the case where the server is running,
and the value of the union member
is a srvrexec_data_t data type named
running_data. A srvrexec_data_t
structure contains the following members:

instance Each instance of a server on a
host is identified with a UUID
(type uuid_t).

posix_pid Each server has a POSIX
process ID of type
unsigned32.

service_t This structure describes each service offered by a server. Theserver_t
structure, described earlier, contains an array of these structures. The
service_tstructure contains the following fields:

ifspec An interface specification of typerpc_if_id_t, generated
by an idl compilation of the interface definition
representing the service. This data type is described in
the rpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

ifname An interface name of typedced_string_t.

annotation An annotation about the purpose of the interface (type
dced_string_t). This field is for user display purposes
only.

flags The flag field is of typeunsigned32and currently has only
one bit field defined,service_c_disabled. If this flag is
set, it indicates that the service is not currently available
for the server. Also, thedced endpoint mapper will not
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map an endpoint to a disabled service. Several values
are also reserved for vendor-specific use:

service_c_vendor1

service_c_vendor2

service_c_vendor3

service_c_vendor4

entryname The entry name (typedced_string_t) is a hint as to where
this service appears in the namespace. If the value is
NULL, the value in theentryname field of theserver_t
structure is used.

objects This is a list of objects supported by the service. The list
is of typeuuid_list_t.

operations This is a list of operation numbers of type
dced_opnum_list_t. This field is not currently
used.

towers This is a list of protocol towers of typedced_tower_list_t,
specifying the endpoints where this server can be reached.

srvrexec_stop_method_t
The server execution stop method is an enumerated type with one of
the following values:

srvrexec_stop_rpc
Stops the running server gracefully by letting
the server complete all outstanding remote
procedure calls. This causesdced to invoke the
rpc_mgmt_server_stop_listening() routine in that
server.

srvrexec_stop_soft
This uses a system-specific mechanism such as the
SIGTERM signal. It stops the running server with a
mechanism that the server can ignore or intercept in
order to do application-specific cleanup.

srvrexec_stop_hard
This uses a system-specific mechanism such as
the SIGKILL signal. It stops the running server
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immediately with a mechanism that the server cannot
intercept.

srvrexec_stop_error
This uses a system-specific mechanism such as the
SIGABRT signal. The local operating system captures
the server’s state before stopping it, and the server can
also intercept it.

uuid_list_t
A list of UUIDs in the following format:

count An unsigned32 number representing the number of
UUIDs in the list.

list A pointer to an array of UUIDs where each element is of
type uuid_t.

Files

dce/dced_base.h

dce/dced.h

dce/dced_data.h

dce/rpctypes.idl

dce/passwd.idl

dce/sec_attr_base.idl

Related Information

Functions: dced_* API.

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide
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DCE_SVC_INTRO

Purpose Introduction to the DCE serviceability macros

Description

The DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE macro is used to create a serviceability handle.
This can be useful in a library that has no explicit initialization routine in which a
call to dce_svc_register()could be added. The remaining macros can be compiled
out of production code, or left in to aid diagnostics, depending on whether or not
DCE_DEBUG (normally found indce/dce.h) is defined.

The DCE Serviceability Macros

The serviceability macros are as follows, listed in alphabetical order:

DCE_SVC_DEBUG()
Used to generate debugging output.

DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST()
Can be used to test the debug level of a subcomponent for a specified
handle. Tests whether the debug level is at least at the specified level.

DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS()
Can be used to test the debug level of a subcomponent for a specified
handle. Tests for an exact match with the specified level.

DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE()
Registers a serviceability message table.

DCE_SVC_LOG()
Generates debugging output based on a message defined in an
application’ssamsfile.
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Files

dce/service.idl

dce/dce_svc.h

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide
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dce_assert

Purpose Inserts program diagnostics

Synopsis
#define DCE_ASSERT
#include <dce/assert.h>

void dce_assert(
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
int expression);

Parameters
Input

handle A registered serviceability handle.

expression An expression the truth of which is to be tested.

Description

The dce_assertmacro is used to add runtime ‘‘can’t happen’’ assertions to programs
(that is, programming errors). On execution, whenexpressionevaluates to 0 (that
is, to FALSE), thendce_svc_printf() is called with parameters to generate a message
identifying the expression, source file and line number. The message is generated
with a severity level ofsvc_c_sev_fatal, with the svc_c_action_abortflag specified
(which will cause the program to abort when the assertion fails and the message is
generated). See thedce_svc_register(3dce)reference page for more information.

The handle parameter should be a registered serviceability handle; it can also be
NULL, in which case an internal serviceability handle will be used.

Assertion-checking can be enabled or disabled at compile time. The header filedce/
assert.h can be included multiple times. IfDCE_ASSERT is defined before the
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header is included, assertion checking is performed. If it is not so defined, then the
assertion-checking code is not compiled in. The system default is set indce/dce.h.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_register(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_bind

Purpose Returns an opaque handle to a schema object

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_bind(
dce_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
dce_bind_auth_info_t *auth_info,
dce_attr_sch_handle_t *h,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

schema_name
A pointer to a value of typedce_attr_component_name_tthat specifies
the name of the schema object to bind to.

auth_info A value of typedce_bind_auth_info_t that defines the authentication
and authorization parameters to use with the binding handle. If set to
NULL, the default authentication and authorization parameters are used.

Output

h An opaque handle of typedce_attr_sch_handle_tto the named schema
object for use withdce_attr_schoperations.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The dce_attr_sch_bind() routine returns an opaque handle of type
dce_attr_sch_handle_t to a named schema object. The returned handle can
then be used for subsequentdce_attr_schoperations performed on the object.

Permissions Required

The dce_attr_sch_update_entry()routine requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_name

sec_login_s_no_current_context

rpc_s_entry_not_found

rpc_s_no_more_bindings

dce_attr_s_unknown_auth_info_type

dce_attr_s_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_bind_free(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_bind_free

Purpose Releases an opaque handle of typedce_attr_sch_handle_tto a schema object

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_bind_free(
dce_attr_sch_handle_t *h,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle of typedce_attr_sch_handle_t.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_bind_free() routine releases an opaque handle of type
dce_attr_sch_handle_t. The handle was returned with thedce_attr_sch_bind()
routine and used to performdce_attr_schoperations.

Permissions Required

Thedce_attr_sch_bind_free()routine requires appropriate permissions on the schema
object. These permissions are managed by the target server.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_bind(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_create_entry

Purpose Creates a schema entry in a schema bound to by a previousdce_attr_sch_bind()

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_create_entry(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
dce_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

schema_entry
A pointer to adce_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains the schema entry
values for the schema in which the entry is to be created.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_create_entry()routine creates schema entries that define attribute
types in the schema object bound to byh.

Permissions Required

The dce_attr_sch_create_entry()routine requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_binding

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_delete_entry(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_update(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc

Purpose Allocates resources to a cursor used withdce_attr_sch_scan()

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_sch.h>

void dce_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc(
dce_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

cursor A pointer to adce_attr_cursor_t.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the call
returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()routine allocates resources to a cursor used with
the dce_attr_sch_scan()routine. This routine, which is a local operation, does not
initialize cursor.

The dce_attr_sch_cursor_init() routine, which makes a remote call, allocates
and initializes the cursor. In addition,dce_attr_sch_cursor_init() returns
the total number of entries found in the schema as an output parameter;
dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()does not.

Permissions Required

The dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()routine requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_cursor_init(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_cursor_release(3dce), dce_attr_sch_scan(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_cursor_init

Purpose Initializes and allocates a cursor used withdce_attr_sch_scan()

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_rgy_attr_cursor_init(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
unsigned32 *cur_num_entries,
dce_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

Output

cur_num_entries
A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the total number
of entries contained in the schema at the time of this call.

cursor A pointer to adce_attr_cursor_t that is initialized to the first entry in
the the schema.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the call
returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thedce_attr_sch_cursor_init()routine initializes and allocates a cursor used with the
dce_attr_sch_scan()routine. This call makes remote calls to initialize the cursor.
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To limit the number of remote calls, use thedce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()routine
to allocatecursor, but not initialize it. If the cursor input todce_attr_sch_scan()
has not been initialized,dce_attr_sch_scan()routine will initialize it; if it has been
initialized, dce_attr_sch_scan()advances it.

Unlike the dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc() routine, the dce_attr_sch_cursor_init()
routine supplies the total number of entries found in the schema as an output parameter.

Permissions Required

None.

Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_binding

dce_attr_s_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_cursor_allocate(3dce),dce_attr_sch_cursor_release(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_scan(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_cursor_release

Purpose Releases states associated with a cursor that has been allocated with either
dce_attr_sch_cursor_init()or dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_cursor_init(
dce_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor A pointer to adce_attr_cursor_t. As an input parameter,cursor must
have been initialized to the first entry in a schema. As an output
parameter,cursor is uninitialized with all resources released.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_cursor_init() routine releases the resources allocated to
a cursor that has been allocated by eitherdce_attr_sch_cursor_init() or
dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(). This call is a local operation and makes no remote
calls.

Permissions Required

None.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_cursor_init(3dce), dce_attr_sch_cursor_reset(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_scan(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_cursor_reset

Purpose Resets a cursor that has been allocated with eitherdce_attr_sch_cursor_init() or
dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_cursor_reset(
dce_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor A pointer to adce_attr_cursor_t. As an input parameter, an initialized
cursor. As an output parameter,cursor is reset to the first attribute in
the schema.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_cursor_reset() routine resets a dce_attr_cursor_t that
has been allocated by either thedce_attr_sch_cursor_init() routine or the
dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()routine. The reset cursor can then be used to process
a new dce_attr_sch_scanquery by reusing the cursor instead of releasing and
reallocating it. This is a local operation and makes no remote calls.

Permissions Required

None.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_cursor_init(3dce), dce_attr_sch_scan(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_delete_entry

Purpose Deletes a schema entry

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_sch.h>

void dce_attr_sch_delete_entry(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
uuid_t * attr_id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

attr_id A pointer to auuid_t that identifies the schema entry to be deleted in
the schema bound to byh.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_delete_entry()routine deletes a schema entry. Because this is
a radical operation that invalidates any existing attributes of this type on objects
dominated by the schema, access to this operation should be severely limited.

Permissions Required

Thedce_attr_sch_delete_entry()routine requires requires appropriate permissions on
the schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_binding

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_create_entry(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_update_entry(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs

Purpose Retrieves the manager types of the ACLs protecting the objects dominated by a named
schema

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
unsigned32size_avail,
unsigned32 *size_used,
unsigned32 *num_acl_mgr_types,
uuid_t acl_mgr_types[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
acl_manager_types[] array.

Output

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of output entries
returned in theacl_mgr_types[] array.

num_acl_mgr_types
An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of types returned in
the acl_mgr_types[] array. This may be greater thansize_usedif there
was not enough space allocated bysize_availfor all the manager types
in the acl_manager_types[] array.
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acl_mgr_types[]
An array of the length specified insize_availto contain UUIDs (of type
uuid_t) identifying the types of ACL managers protecting the target
object.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs()routine returns a list of the manager types
protecting the schema object identified byh.

ACL editors and browsers can use this operation to determine the ACL manager types
protecting a selected schema object.

Permissions Required

The dce_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs()routine requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object for which the ACL manager types are to be returned. These
permissions are managed by the target server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_not_implemented
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error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_id

Purpose Reads a schema entry identified by UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_id(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
uuid_t * attr_id,
dce_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

attr_id A pointer to auuid_t that identifies a schema entry.

Output

schema_entry
A dce_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains an entry identified byattr_id.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_id()routine reads a schema entry identified byattr_id.
This routine is useful for programmatic access.

After a successful call, free the resources allocated by this routine for theschema_entry
parameter by using thesec_attr_util_sch_ent_free_ptrs()routine.
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Permissions Required

The dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_id()routine requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_binding

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_name(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_scan(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_name

Purpose Reads a schema entry identified by name

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_name(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
char *attr_name,
dce_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

attr_name A pointer to a character string that identifies the schema entry.

Output

schema_entry
A dce_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains the schema entry identified
by attr_name.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_name()routine reads a schema entry identified by
name. This routine is useful for use with an interactive editor.
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After a successful call, free the resources allocated by this routine for theattr
parameter by using thesec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs()routine.

Permissions Required

Thedce_attr_sch_lookup_by_name()routine requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_binding

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_lookup_by_id(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_scan(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_scan

Purpose Reads a specified number of schema entries

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void dce_attr_sch_scan(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
dce_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
unsigned32num_to_read,
unsigned32 *num_read,
dce_attr_schema_entry_tschema_entries[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

num_to_readAn unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the size of theschema_entries[]
array and the maximum number of entries to be returned.

Input/Output

cursor A pointer to adce_attr_cursor_t. As input cursor must be allocated
and can be initialized. Ifcursor is not initialized,dce_attr_sch_scan
will initialize it. As output, cursor is positioned at the first schema
entry after the returned entries.

Output

num_read A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the number of entries
returned inschema_entries[].
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schema_entries[]
A dce_attr_schema_entry_t that contains an array of the returned
schema entries.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_attr_sch_scan()routine reads schema entries. The read begins at the entry
at which the inputcursor is positioned and ends after the number of entries specified
in num_to_read.

The inputcursor must have been allocated by either thedce_attr_sch_cursor_init()
or the dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()routine. If the inputcursor is not initialized,
dce_attr_sch_scan()initializes it; if cursor is initialized,dce_attr_sch_scan()simply
advances it.

To read all entries in a schema, make successivedce_attr_sch_scan()calls. When
all entries have been read, the routine returns the messageno_more_entries.

This routine is useful as a browser.

Permissions Required

The dce_attr_sch_scan()routine requires requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_binding
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dce_attr_s_bad_cursor

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_cursor_init(3dce), dce_attr_sch_cursor_release(3dce).
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dce_attr_sch_update_entry

Purpose Updates a schema entry

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_sch.h>

void dce_attr_sch_update_entry(
dce_attr_sch_handle_th,
dce_attr_schema_entry_parts_tmodify_parts,
dce_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h An opaque handle bound to a schema object. Usedce_attr_sch_bind()
to acquire the handle.

modify_partsA value of type dce_attr_schema_entry_parts_tthat identifies the
fields in the schema bound to byh that can be modified.

schema_entry
A pointer to adce_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains the schema entry
values for the schema entry to be updated.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The dce_attr_sch_update_entry()routine modifies schema entries. Only those
schema entry fields set to be modified in thedce_attr_schema_entry_parts_tdata
type can be modified.

Some schema entry components can never be modified. Instead, in order to make
any changes to these components, the schema entry must be deleted (which deletes
all attribute instances of that type) and recreated. The schema entry components that
can never be modified are as follows:

• Attribute name

• Reserved flag

• Apply defaults flag

• Intercell action flag

• Trigger types

• Comment

Fields that are arrays of structures (such asacl_mgr_set and trig_binding ) are
completely replaced by the new input array. This operation cannot be used to add a
new element to the existing array.

Permissions Required

The dce_attr_sch_update_entry()routine requires appropriate permissions on the
schema object. These permissions are managed by the target server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/dce_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/dce_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_attr_s_bad_binding
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error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dce_attr_intro(3dce), dce_attr_sch_create_entry(3dce),
dce_attr_sch_delete_entry(3dce).
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dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host

Purpose Returns the host binding entry name

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host(
char *hostname,
char ** entry_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

hostname Specifies the name of the host. Note that host names are case sensitive.
If NULL, the configuration file is searched for the host name, and that
name, if found, is used.

Output

entry_name The binding entry name associated with the specified host.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

Thedce_cf_binding_entry_from_host()routine returns the binding entry name string
associated with thehostnamepassed to it. Ifhostnameis NULL, the binding entry
name associated with the name returned bydce_cf_get_host_name()is returned.
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Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok
Operation completed successfully.

dce_cf_e_file_open
File open error.

dce_cf_e_no_mem
No memory available.

dce_cf_e_no_match
No host name entry in the DCE configuration file.

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_find_name_by_key(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide.
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dce_cf_dced_entry_from_host

Purpose Returns thedced entry name on a host

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_dced_entry_from_host(
char *hostname,
char ** entry_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

hostname Specifies the name of the host. Note that host names are case sensitive.
If this value is NULL, the value returned bydce_cf_get_host_name()
is used.

Output

entry_name The dced entry name associated with the specified host. Storage for
this name is dynamically allocated; release it withfree() when you no
longer need it.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_cf_dced_entry_from_host()routine returns the name entered into the DCE
namespace for a DCE host daemon (dced) on the host specified by thehostname
parameter. If thehostnameparameter is NULL, thedced name associated with the
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name returned bydce_cf_get_host_name()is returned. The string name is of the
form /.:/hosts/hostname/config, and specifies the entry point into thedcednamespace
on the host. This is the location in the DCE namespace at whichdced stores the
objects associated with the host services it provides (thehostdata, srvrconf, srvrexec,
secval, and keytab services, as well as ACL editing). It is also an actual name in
the DCE namespace that you can import if you want to create your own RPC binding
to dced.

You can use thedced entry name returned by this routine as input to
the dced_binding_create() routine, input to sec_acl_* routines, or to
rpc_ns_binding_import_* routines to establish a binding to adced host
service.

If using dced_binding_create(), you append a service name to the entry returned by
this routine. If usingsec_acl_* routines, you append the service and the object name.
If using rpc_ns_binding_import_* , you use only the entry returned by the routine.

You can also use the returned string to name objects thatdcedmaintains, for example,
when editing these objects’ ACLs withdcecp. For example, the string name/.:/hosts/
vineyard/config/srvrconf/dtsd names the server configuration data for the DTS server
on the hostvineyard.

Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok
Operation completed successfully.

dce_cf_e_file_open
File open error.
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dce_cf_e_no_mem
No memory available.

dce_cf_e_no_match
No host name entry in the DCE configuration file.

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host(3dce),
dce_cf_find_name_by_key(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce),
dced_binding_create(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components, OSF DCE
Command Reference.
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dce_cf_find_name_by_key

Purpose Returns a string tagged by a character string key

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_find_name_by_key(
FILE * fp,
char *key,
char ** name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

fp A file pointer to a correctly formatted text file opened for reading.

key A character string key that will be used to findname.

Input/Output

name A pointer to a string (char ** ) in which a string containing the name
found will be placed. The name string will be allocated bymalloc().

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_cf_find_name_by_key()routine searches a text file for the first occurrence
of a string tag identical to the string passed inkey. The tag string, in order to be
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found, must be the first nonwhitespace string on an uncommented line. If the tag
string is found,dce_cf_find_name_by_key()allocates (by a call tomalloc()) a buffer
for the next string found on the same line as the tag string, copies this second string
into the buffer, and returns its address in thenameinput parameter.

The name of the DCE configuration file is in the constantdce_cf_c_db_name; in
turn, this constant is defined in the header file<dce_cf.h>.

Cautions

The memory for a returned name string is allocated bymalloc(), and
must be freed by the original caller of the configuration routine that called
dce_cf_find_name_by_key().

Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok
Operation completed succesfully.

dce_cf_e_no_mem
No memory available.

dce_cf_e_no_match
No match forkey in the file.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide.
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dce_cf_free_cell_aliases

Purpose Frees a list of cell name aliases for the local cell

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_free_cell_aliases(
char ** cell_alias_list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

cell_alias_list
The address of a cell alias list, which is a null-terminated array of
pointers to the cell alias names for the local cell.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

Thedce_cf_free_cell_aliases()routine frees the list of aliases for the local cell that the
dce_cf_free_cell_aliases()routine allocated. The routine frees the memory allocated
to hold the array of pointers to cell alias string buffers, and also frees the string buffers.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok

dce_cf_e_file_open

dce_cf_e_no_mem

dce_cf_e_no_match

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_get_cell_aliases(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce),
dce_cf_same_cell_name(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components, OSF DCE
Command Reference.
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dce_cf_get_cell_aliases

Purpose Returns a list of aliases for the local cell

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_get_cell_aliases(
char *** cell_alias_list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

cell_alias_list
The address of a string pointer array. This routine sets this address to
point to the address of an allocated null-terminated array of pointers to
the cell alias names for the local cell. If no aliases exist, the routine
returns NULL in this parameter.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_cf_get_cell_aliases()routine retrieves the local cell’s cell name aliases. If
cell aliases are found, the routine returns the address of an allocated list of cell alias
names in thecell_alias_list parameter. If no aliases exist for the cell, the routine
returns NULL.
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Use the dce_cf_free_cell_aliases()routine to free the memory allocated by the
dce_cf_get_cell_aliases()routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok

dce_cf_e_file_open

dce_cf_e_no_mem

dce_cf_e_no_match

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_free_cell_aliases(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_same_cell_name(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components, OSF DCE
Command Reference.
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dce_cf_get_cell_name

Purpose Returns the primary name for the local cell

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_get_cell_name(
char ** cellname,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

cellname The address of a string pointer. This pointer will be set by the function
to point to an allocated buffer that contains the cell name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_cf_get_cell_name()routine retrieves the primary name for the local cell. If
the name is found,dce_cf_get_cell_name()returns an allocated (by a call tomalloc())
copy of it in thecellnameinput parameter. Usefree() to free the allocated copy when
you no longer need it.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok

dce_cf_e_file_open

dce_cf_e_no_mem

dce_cf_e_no_match

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_free_cell_aliases(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_aliases(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide.
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dce_cf_get_csrgy_filename

Purpose Returns the pathname of the code set registry file on a host

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_get_csrgy_filename(
char ** csrgy_filename,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Input/Output

csrgy_filename
The address of a string pointer. This pointer will be set by the function
to point to a buffer that contains the pathname to the code set registry
file.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

Thedce_cf_get_csrgy_filename()routine is a DCE function that returns the pathname
of a code set registry file that has been created on a given host with thecsrc utility.
DCE RPC routines for code set interoperability use this routine when they need to
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locate a host’s code set registry file in order to map between unique code set identifiers
and their operating system-specific local code set names, or to obtain supported code
sets for a client or server. User-written code set interoperability routines can also use
the routine.

The dce_cf_get_csrgy_filename()routine searches the DCE configuration file for the
name of the local host’s code set registry file, allocates a buffer for it (by a call to
malloc()), copies the name into the buffer, and returns its address in thecsrgy_filename
input parameter.

Cautions

The memory for a returned name string is allocated bymalloc(), and must be freed
by the caller ofdce_cf_get_csrgy_filename().

Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok
Operation successfully completed.

dce_cf_e_file_open
File open error.

dce_cf_e_no_mem
No memory available.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_find_name_by_key(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce),
rpc_rgy_get_codesets(3rpc).

Commands: csrc(8dce).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide.
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dce_cf_get_host_name

Purpose Returns the host name relative to the local cell root

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_get_host_name(
char ** hostname,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Input/Output

hostname The address of a string pointer. This pointer will be set by the function
to point to a buffer that contains the host name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_cf_get_host_name()routine searches the DCE configuration file for the
local host’s name relative to the local cell’s root. If the name is found,
dce_cf_get_host_name()allocates (by a call tomalloc()) a buffer for it, copies the
name into the buffer, and returns its address in thehostnameinput parameter.
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Cautions

The memory for a returned name string is allocated bymalloc(), and must be freed
by the caller ofdce_cf_get_host_name().

Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok
Operation successfully completed.

dce_cf_e_file_open
File open error.

dce_cf_e_no_mem
No memory available.

dce_cf_e_no_match
No host name entry in the DCE configuration file.

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host(3dce),
dce_cf_find_name_by_key(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide.
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dce_cf_prin_name_from_host

Purpose Returns the host’s principal name

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(
char *hostname,
char ** prin_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

hostname The name of the host. Note that host names are case sensitive. If
NULL, the configuration file is searched for the host name, and that
name, if found, is used.

Output

prin_name The principal name associated with the specified host.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_cf_prin_name_from_host() routine returns the principal name
associated with the hostname passed to it. If hostname is NULL,
dce_cf_prin_name_from_host() returns the principal name associated with
the name returned bydce_cf_get_host_name().
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Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok
Operation completed successfully.

dce_cf_e_file_open
File open error.

dce_cf_e_no_mem
No memory available.

dce_cf_e_no_match
No host name entry in the DCE configuration file.

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host(3dce),
dce_cf_find_name_by_key(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide.
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dce_cf_profile_entry_from_host

Purpose Returns the host profile entry

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_profile_entry_from_host(
char *hostname,
char ** prof_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

hostname Specifies the name of the host. Note that host names are case sensitive.
If NULL, the configuration file is searched for the host name, and that
name, if found, is used.

Output

prof_name The profile entry associated with the specified host.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_cf_profile_entry_from_host() routine returns the profile entry string
associated with thehostnamepassed to it. Ifhostnameis NULL, the profile entry
associated with the name returned bydce_cf_get_host_name()is returned.
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Files

dcelocal/dce_cf.db
The machine’s local DCE configuration file (wheredcelocalis usually
something like/opt/dcelocal).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok
Operation completed successfully.

dce_cf_e_file_open
File open error.

dce_cf_e_no_mem
No memory available.

dce_cf_e_no_match
No host name entry in the DCE configuration file.

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_binding_entry_from_host(3dce),
dce_cf_find_name_by_key(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce),
dce_cf_get_host_name(3dce), dce_cf_prin_name_from_host(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide.
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dce_cf_same_cell_name

Purpose Indicates whether or not two cell names refer to the same cell

Synopsis
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dce/dce_cf.h>

void dce_cf_same_cell_name(
char *cell_name1,
char *cell_name2,
boolean result,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

cell_name1 A character string that specifies the name of a cell.

cell_name2 A character string that specifies the name of a cell to compare with
cell_name1. If this value is NULL, the routine determines whether or
not the cell name specified incell_name1is the name of the local cell.

Output

result A boolean value that indicates whether or not the specified cell names
match, when two cell names are given, and indicates whether or not the
specified cell name is the name of the local cell, when only one cell
name is given. A value of TRUE indicates that the cell names refer to
the same cell.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.
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Description

The dce_cf_same_cell_name ()routine, when given the names of two cells as input
parameters, compares the cell names to determine whether or not they refer to the
same call. Theresult parameter is set to TRUE if they do, and to FALSE if they do
not.

If only one cell name is specified as an input parameter, thedce_cf_same_cell_name()
routine determines whether or not the specified cell name is the same as the local cell’s
primary name (which it retrieves by callingdce_cf_get_cell_name()). You can use
the routine in this way to determine whether a given cell name is the primary name
of your local cell.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cf_st_ok

dce_cf_e_no_match

Related Information

Functions: dce_cf_free_cell_aliases(3dce), dce_cf_get_cell_aliases(3dce),
dce_cf_get_cell_name(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components, OSF DCE
Command Reference.
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dce_db_close

Purpose Closes an open backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_close(
dce_db_handle_t *handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle identifying the backing store to be closed.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thedce_db_close()routine closes a backing store that was opened bydce_db_open().
It also frees the storage used by the handle, and sets the handle’s value to NULL.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_db_delete

Purpose Deletes an item from a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_delete(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
void *key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A pointer to a string or UUID that is the key to the item in the backing
store. The datatype ofkeymust match the key method that was selected
in the flags parameter todce_db_open()when the backing store was
created.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error code.

Description

The dce_db_delete()routine deletes an item from the backing store that is identified
by the handleparameter, which was obtained fromdce_db_open(). It is a general
deletion routine, interpreting thekey parameter according to the type of index with
which the backing store was created.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_del_failed
The deletion did not occur. The global variableerrno may indicate
further information about the error.

db_s_bad_index_type
The key’s type is wrong, or the backing store is not by name or by
UUID.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration, begun by
dce_db_iter_start(), was in progress. Deletion is not allowed
during iteration.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_delete_by_name(3dce), dce_db_delete_by_uuid(3dce),
dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_db_delete_by_name

Purpose Deletes an item from a string-indexed backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_delete_by_name(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
char *key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A NULL-terminated string that is the key to the item in the backing
store.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error code.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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db_s_del_failed
The deletion did not occur. The global variableerrno may indicate
further information about the error.

db_s_bad_index_type
The backing store is not indexed by name.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration, begun by
dce_db_iter_start(), was in progress. Deletion is not allowed
during iteration.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_delete(3dce), dce_db_delete_by_uuid(3dce),
dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_db_delete_by_uuid

Purpose Deletes an item from a UUID-indexed backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_delete_by_uuid(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
uuid_t * key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A pointer to a UUID that is the key to the item in the backing store.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error code.

Description

The dce_db_delete_by_uuid()routine deletes an item from the backing store that is
identified by thehandleparameter, which was obtained fromdce_db_open(). It is a
specialized deletion routine for backing stores that are indexed by UUID, as selected
by the db_c_index_by_uuidbit in the flags parameter todce_db_open()when the
backing store was created.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_del_failed
The deletion did not occur. The global variableerrno may indicate
further information about the error.

db_s_bad_index_type
The backing store is not indexed by UUID.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration, begun by
dce_db_iter_start(), was in progress. Deletion is not allowed
during iteration.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_delete(3dce), dce_db_delete_by_name(3dce),
dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_db_fetch

Purpose Retrieves data from a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_fetch(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
void *key,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A string or UUID that is the key to the item in the backing store. The
datatype ofkey must match the key method that was selected in the
flagsparameter todce_db_open()when the backing store was created.

Output

data A pointer to the returned data.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_fetch()routine retrieves data from the backing store that is identified
by the handleparameter, which was obtained fromdce_db_open(). It is a general
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retrieval routine, interpreting thekey parameter according to the type of index with
which the backing store was created.

The data parameter is shown as a pointer to an arbitrary data type. In actual use it
will be the address of the backing-store-specific data type.

Notes

After calling dce_db_fetch(), it may be necessary to free some memory, if
the call was made outside of an RPC, on the server side. This is done by
calling rpc_sm_client_free(). (Inside an RPC the memory is allocated through
rpc_sm_allocate(), and is automatically freed.)

Programs that calldce_db_fetch()outside of a server operation (for instance, if a
server does some backing store initialization, or in a standalone program) must call
rpc_sm_enable_allocate()first. Indeed, every thread that callsdce_db_fetch()must
do rpc_sm_allocate(), but in the server side of an RPC, this is already done.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_key_not_found
The specified key was not found in the backing store. (This
circumstance is not necessarily an error.)

db_s_bad_index_type
The key’s type is wrong, or else the backing store is not by name or by
UUID.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch_by_name(3dce), dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(3dce),
dce_db_free(3dce), dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_db_fetch_by_name

Purpose Retrieves data from a string-indexed backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_fetch_by_name(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
char *key,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A null-terminated string that is the key to the item in the backing store.

Output

data A pointer to the returned data.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_fetch_by_name() routine retrieves data from the string-indexed
backing store that is identified by thehandle parameter, which was obtained from
dce_db_open(). It is a specialized retrieval routine for backing stores that are
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indexed by string, as selected by thedb_c_index_by_namebit in the flagsparameter
to dce_db_open()when the backing store was created.

The data parameter is shown as a pointer to an arbitrary data type. In actual use it
will be the address of the backing-store-specific data type.

Notes

After calling dce_db_fetch_by_name(), it may be necessary to free some memory,
if the call was made outside of an RPC, on the server side. This is done by
calling rpc_sm_client_free(). (Inside an RPC the memory is allocated through
rpc_sm_allocate(), and is automatically freed.)

Programs that calldce_db_fetch_by_name()outside of a server operation (for
instance, if a server does some backing store initialization, or in a standalone
program) must callrpc_sm_enable_allocate()first. Indeed, every thread that calls
dce_db_fetch_by_name()must dorpc_sm_allocate(), but in the server side of an
RPC, this is already done.

Examples

This example shows the use of the user-defined data type as thedata parameter.

extern dce_db_handle_t db_h;

uuid_t key_uuid;

my_data_type_t my_data;

error_status_t status;
/* set key_uuid = xxx; */

dce_db_fetch_by_name(db_h, &key_uuid, &my_data, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_key_not_found
The specified key was not found in the backing store. (This
circumstance is not necessarily an error.)
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db_s_bad_index_type
The backing store is not indexed by name.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch(3dce), dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(3dce), dce_db_free(3dce),
dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_db_fetch_by_uuid

Purpose Retrieves data from a UUID-indexed backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
uuid_t * key,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A UUID that is the key to the item in the backing store.

Output

data A pointer to the returned data.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_fetch_by_uuid() routine retrieves data from the UUID-indexed
backing store that is identified by thehandle parameter, which was obtained from
dce_db_open(). It is a specialized retrieval routine for backing stores that are
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indexed by UUID, as selected by thedb_c_index_by_uuidbit in the flagsparameter
to dce_db_open()when the backing store was created.

The data parameter is shown as a pointer to an arbitrary data type. In actual use it
will be the address of the backing-store-specific data type.

Notes

After calling dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(), it may be necessary to free some memory,
if the call was made outside of an RPC, on the server side. This is done by
calling rpc_sm_client_free(). (Inside an RPC the memory is allocated through
rpc_sm_allocate(), and is automatically freed.)

Programs that calldce_db_fetch_by_uuid() outside of a server operation (for
instance, if a server does some backing store initialization, or in a standalone
program) must callrpc_sm_enable_allocate()first. Indeed, every thread that calls
dce_db_fetch_by_uuid()must do rpc_sm_allocate(), but in the server side of an
RPC, this is already done.

Examples

This example shows the use of the user-defined data type as thedata parameter.

extern dce_db_handle_t db_h;

uuid_t key_uuid;

my_data_type_t my_data;

error_status_t status;
/* set key_uuid = xxx; */

dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(db_h, &key_uuid, &my_data, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_key_not_found
The specified key was not found in the backing store. (This
circumstance is not necessarily an error.)
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db_s_bad_index_type
The backing store is not indexed by UUID.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch(3dce), dce_db_fetch_by_name(3dce),
dce_db_free(3dce), dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_db_free

Purpose Releases the data supplied from a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_free(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

data The data area to be released.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_free() routine is designed to free the data area previously returned
via a call to any of the routinesdce_db_fetch(), dce_db_fetch_by_name(), or
dce_db_fetch_by_uuid().
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Notes

In the current implementation, thedce_db_free()routine does not perform any action.
For servers that execute properly, this is of little consequence because their allocated
memory is automatically cleaned up when a remote procedure call finishes. For
completeness, and for compatibility with future releases, the use ofdce_db_free()is
recommended.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch(3dce), dce_db_fetch_by_name(3dce),
dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(3dce).
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dce_db_header_fetch

Purpose Retrieves the header from a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_header_fetch(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
void *key,
dce_db_header_t *hdr,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A string or UUID that is the backing store key.

Output

hdr A pointer to a caller-supplied header structure to be filled in by the
library.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_header_fetch()routine returns a pointer to a copy of the header of the
object in the backing store that is identified by thehandle parameter, which was
obtained fromdce_db_open(). The caller must free the copy’s storage. It was
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allocated (as with other fetch routines) throughrpc_ss_alloc(). Thekeyparameter is
interpreted according to the type of index with which the backing store was created.

The hdr parameter is shown as a pointer to an arbitrary data type. In actual use it
will be the address of the backing-store-specific data type.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_key_not_found
The key was not found in the backing store.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch(3dce), dce_db_std_header_init(3dce).
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dce_db_inq_count

Purpose Returns the number of items in a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_inq_count(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
unsigned32 *count,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

count A pointer to the number of items in the backing store.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_inq_count()routine returns the number of items in the backing store
that is identified by thehandleparameter, which was obtained fromdce_db_open().
It performs identically on backing stores that are indexed by UUID and those that
are indexed by string. The count of items can be helpful when iterating through a
backing store.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration, begun by
dce_db_iter_start(), was in progress. Determining the count
is not allowed during iteration.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_iter_next(3dce).
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dce_db_iter_done

Purpose Frees the state associated with iteration

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_iter_done(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok.

Description

The dce_db_iter_done()routine frees the state that permits iteration. It should be
called after an iteration through a backing store is finished.

The iteration state is established bydce_db_iter_start(). The routines for performing
iteration over the items aredce_db_iter_next(), dce_db_iter_next_by_name(), and
dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid().
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_iter_next(3dce), dce_db_iter_next_by_name(3dce),
dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid(3dce), dce_db_iter_start(3dce).
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dce_db_iter_next

Purpose During iteration, returns the next key from a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_iter_next(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
void ** key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

key A pointer to the string or UUID that is the key to the item in the backing
store.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_iter_next()routine retrieves the next key from the backing store that is
identified by thehandleparameter. An iterator established by thedce_db_iter_start()
routine maintains the identity of the current key. Use one of thedce_db_fetch()
routines to retrieve the actual data.
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The iteration functions scan sequentially through a backing store, in no particular order.
The dce_db_iter_start() routine initialized the process, adce_db_iter_next()routine
retrieves successive keys, for which the data can be retrieved withdce_db_fetch(),
and thedce_db_iter_done()routine finishes the process. The iteration can also
use thedce_db_iter_next_by_name()anddce_db_iter_next_by_uuid()routines; the
fetching can use thedce_db_fetch_by_name()anddce_db_fetch_by_uuid()routines.

The iteration routine returns a pointer to a private space associated with the handle.
Each call to the iteration routine reuses the space, instead of using allocated space.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_no_more
All the keys in the backing store have been accessed; there are no more
iterations remaining to be done.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch(3dce), dce_db_fetch_by_name(3dce),
dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(3dce), dce_db_iter_done(3dce),
dce_db_iter_next_by_name(3dce), dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid(3dce),
dce_db_iter_start(3dce).
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dce_db_iter_next_by_name

Purpose During iteration, returns the next key from a backing store indexed by string

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_iter_next_by_name(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
char ** key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

key The string that is the key to the item in the backing store.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_iter_next_by_name()routine retrieves the next key from the backing
store that is identified by thehandle parameter. An iterator established by the
dce_db_iter_start() routine maintains the identity of the current key. Use the
dce_db_fetch_by_name()routine to retrieve the actual data.
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This iteration routine is the same asdce_db_iter_next(), except that it only works
with backing stores indexed by name, and returns an error if the backing store index
is the wrong type.

The iteration routine returns a pointer to a private space associated with the handle.
Each call to the iteration routine reuses the space, instead of using allocated space.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_no_more
All the keys in the backing store have been accessed; there are no more
iterations remaining to be done.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch_by_uuid(3dce), dce_db_iter_done(3dce),
dce_db_iter_next(3dce), dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid(3dce),
dce_db_iter_start(3dce).
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dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid

Purpose During iteration, returns the next key from a backing store indexed by UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
uuid_t ** key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

key The UUID that is the key to the item in the backing store.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid() routine retrieves the next key from the backing
store that is identified by thehandle parameter. An iterator established by the
dce_db_iter_start() routine maintains the identity of the current key. Use the
dce_db_fetch_by_uuid()routine to retrieve the actual data.
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This iteration routine is the same asdce_db_iter_next(), except that it only works
with backing stores indexed by UUID, and returns an error if the backing store index
is the wrong type.

The iteration routine returns a pointer to a private space associated with the handle.
Each call to the iteration routine reuses the space, instead of using allocated space.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_iter_done(3dce), dce_db_iter_next(3dce),
dce_db_iter_next_by_name(3dce), dce_db_iter_start(3dce).
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dce_db_iter_start

Purpose Prepares a backing store for iteration

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_iter_start(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok.

Description

The dce_db_iter_start() routine prepares the backing store that is identified by the
handleparameter for iterative retrieval of all its keys in succession.

A given handle can support only a single instance of iteration at one time.

To avoid the possibility that another thread will write to the backing store during an
iteration, always use thedce_db_lock()routine before callingdce_db_iter_start().
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration was already in progress. The
concept of nested iterations is not supported.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_iter_done(3dce), dce_db_iter_next(3dce),
dce_db_iter_next_by_name(3dce), dce_db_iter_next_by_uuid(3dce),
dce_db_lock(3dce), dce_db_open(3dce), dce_db_unlock(3dce).
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dce_db_lock

Purpose Applies an advisory lock on a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_lock(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_lock()routine acquires the lock associated with the handle.

There is an advisory lock associated with each handle. The routines for storing and
deleting backing stores apply the lock before updating a backing store. This routine
provides a means to apply the lock for other purposes, such as iteration.

Advisory locks allow cooperating threads to perform consistent operations on backing
stores, but do not guarantee consistency; that is, threads may still access backing stores
without using advisory locks, possibly resulting in inconsistencies.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_already_locked
An attempt was made to lock a backing store, but it was already locked.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_delete(3dce), dce_db_delete_by_name(3dce),
dce_db_delete_by_uuid(3dce), dce_db_store(3dce), dce_db_store_by_name(3dce),
dce_db_store_by_uuid(3dce), dce_db_unlock(3dce).
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dce_db_open

Purpose Opens an existing backing store or creates a new one

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_open(
const char *name,
const char *backend_type,
unsigned32flags,
dce_db_convert_func_tconvert,
dce_db_handle_t *handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

name The filename of the backing store to be opened or created.

backend_type
Either of the strings,bsd4.4-hashor bsd4.4-btree, or a null pointer,
which defaults to hash. This parameter specifies the backing store
backend type for licensees adding multiple backends.

flags The manner of opening, as specified by any of the following bits:

db_c_index_by_name
The backing store is to be indexed by name. Either this
or db_c_index_by_uuid, but not both, must be selected.

db_c_index_by_uuid
The backing store is to be indexed by UUID. Either this
or db_c_index_by_name, but not both, must be selected.
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db_c_std_header
The first field of each item (which is defined as a
union in dce_db_header_t) is the standard backing store
header, with the casedce_db_header_stdselected. The
selection for header cannot have bothdb_c_std_header
and db_c_acl_uuid_header. If neither header flag is
specified, no header is used.

db_c_acl_uuid_header
The first field of each item (the union) is an ACL UUID,
with the casedce_db_header_acl_uuidselected. The
selection for header cannot have bothdb_c_std_header
and db_c_acl_uuid_header. If neither header flag is
specified, no header is used.

db_c_readonly
An existing backing store is to be opened in read-only
mode. Read/write is the default.

db_c_create
Creates an empty backing store if one of the given name
does not already exist. It is an error to try to create an
existing backing store.

convert The function, generated by the IDL compiler, that is called to perform
serialization.

Output

handle A pointer to a handle that identifies the backing store being used.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_open()routine opens the specified backing store. Theflags parameter
must specify whether the backing store is to be indexed by name or by UUID. If all
of a server’s objects have entries in the CDS namespace, then it is probably best to
use a UUID index. If the server provides a junction or another name-based lookup
operation, then it is probably best to use a name index.
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The IDL code in /usr/include/dce/database.idldefines the backing store header
(selected by theflags parameter) that is placed on each item, the possible header
types, and the form of the function for serializing headers.

Notes

Backing stores are also called databases. For instance, the associated IDL header
is dce/database.idl, and the name of the backing store routines begin withdce_db_.
Nevertheless, backing stores are not databases in the conventional sense, and have no
support for SQL or for any other query system.

Examples

Standardized use of the backing store library is encouraged. The following is the
skeleton IDL interface for a server’s backing store:

interface XXX_db

{

import "dce/database.idl";

typedef XXX_data_s_t {
dce_db_header_t header;

/* server-specific data */

} XXX_data_t;

void XXX_data_convert(
[in] handle_t h,

[in, out] XXX_data_t *data,

[out] error_status_t *st

);

}

This interface should be compiled with the following ACF:

interface XXX_db

{

[encode, decode] XXX_data_convert();
}
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A typical call to dce_db_open(), using the preceding IDL example, follows:

dce_db_open("XXX_db", NULL,

db_c_std_header | db_c_index_by_uuid,

(dce_db_convert_func_t)XXX_data_convert,

&handle, &st);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_bad_index_type
The index type inflags is specified neither by name nor by UUID, or
else it is specified as both.

db_s_bad_header_type
The header type inflags is specified as both standard header and ACL
header.

db_s_index_type_mismatch
An existing backing store was opened with the wrong index type.

db_s_open_already_exists
The backing store file specified for creation already exists.

db_s_no_name_specified
No filename is specified.

db_s_open_failed_eacces
The server does not have permission to open the backing store file.

db_s_open_failed_enoent
The specified directory or backing store file was not found.

db_s_open_failed
The underlying database-open procedure failed. The global variable
errno may provide more specific information.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_db_close(3dce).
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dce_db_std_header_init

Purpose Initializes a standard backing store header

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_std_header_init(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
dce_db_header_t *hdr,
uuid_t * uuid,
uuid_t * acl_uuid,
uuid_t * def_object_acl,
uuid_t * def_container_acl,
unsigned32ref_count,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

hdr Pointer to the object header part of the users’ structure.

uuid The UUID to be placed into the header. Can be NULL.

acl_uuid The UUID of the ACL protecting this object, to be placed into the
header. Can be NULL.

def_object_acl
The UUID of the default object ACL, to be placed into the header. Can
be NULL.
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def_container_acl
The UUID of the default container ACL, to be placed into the header.
Can be NULL.

ref_count The reference count to be placed into the header.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_std_header_init()routine initializes the fields of the standard header
for a data object whose backing store is identified by the handle parameter. The
fields are only set in memory and should be stored to the backing store by one of
the store routines. The handle was obtained fromdce_db_open(), which must have
been called with thedb_c_std_headerflag.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_bad_header_type
The header type is notdce_db_header_std.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_header_fetch(3dce).
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dce_db_store

Purpose Stores data into a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_store(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
void *key,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A string or UUID that is the backing store key. The datatype ofkey
must match the key method that was selected in theflags parameter to
dce_db_open()when the backing store was created.

data A pointer to the data structure to be stored.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The dce_db_store() routine stores the data structure pointed to bydata into
the backing store. The conversion function that was specified in the call to
dce_db_open()serializes the structure so that it can be written to disk.

If the key value is the same as a key already stored, the newdata replaces the
previously stored data associated with that key.

Notes

Because thedce_db_store()routine uses the encoding services, and they in turn use
rpc_sm_allocate(), all programs that calldce_db_store()outside of a server operation
(for instance, if a server does some backing store initialization, or in a standalone
program) must callrpc_sm_enable_allocate()first. Indeed, every thread that calls
dce_db_store()must dorpc_sm_enable_allocate(), but in the server side of an RPC,
this is already done.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_bad_index_type
The key’s type is wrong, or else the backing store is not by name or by
UUID.

db_s_readonly
The backing store was opened with thedb_c_readonlyflag, and cannot
be written to.

db_s_store_failed
The data could not be stored into the backing store for some reason.
The global variableerrno may contain more information about the error.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration, begun by
dce_db_iter_start(), was in progress. Storing is not allowed
during iteration.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_fetch(3dce), dce_db_open(3dce),
dce_db_store_by_name(3dce), dce_db_store_by_uuid(3dce).
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dce_db_store_by_name

Purpose Stores data into a string-indexed backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_store_by_name(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
char *key,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A null-terminated string that is the backing store key.

data A pointer to the data structure to be stored.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_store_by_name()routine stores the data structure pointed to bydata
into the backing store. The conversion function that was specified in the call to
dce_db_open()serializes the structure so that it can be written to disk.
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This routine is specialized for storage into backing stores that are indexed by string,
as selected by thedb_c_index_by_namebit in the flagsparameter todce_db_open()
when the backing store was created.

If the key value is the same as a key already stored, the newdata replaces the
previously stored data associated with that key.

Notes

Because thedce_db_store_by_name()routine uses the encoding services, and they in
turn userpc_sm_allocate(), all programs that calldce_db_store_by_name()outside
of a server operation (for instance, if a server does some backing store initialization,
or in a standalone program) must callrpc_sm_enable_allocate()first. Indeed, every
thread that callsdce_db_store_by_name()must dorpc_sm_enable_allocate(), but
in the server side of an RPC, this is already done.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_bad_index_type
The backing store is not indexed by name.

db_s_readonly
The backing store was opened with thedb_c_readonlyflag, and cannot
be written to.

db_s_store_failed
The data could not be stored into the backing store for some reason.
The global variableerrno may contain more information about the error.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration, begun by
dce_db_iter_start(), was in progress. Storing is not allowed
during iteration.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_db_open(3dce), dce_db_store(3dce),
dce_db_store_by_uuid(3dce).
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dce_db_store_by_uuid

Purpose Stores data into a UUID-indexed backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_store_by_uuid(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
uuid_t * key,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

key A UUID that is the backing store key.

data A pointer to the data structure to be stored.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_store_by_uuid()routine stores the data structure pointed to bydata
into the backing store. The conversion function that was specified in the call to
dce_db_open()serializes the structure so that it can be written to disk.
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This routine is specialized for storage into backing stores that are indexed by UUID,
as selected by thedb_c_index_by_uuidbit in the flagsparameter todce_db_open()
when the backing store was created.

If the key value is the same as a key already stored, the newdata replaces the
previously stored data associated with that key.

Notes

Because thedce_db_store_by_uuid()routine uses the encoding services, and they in
turn userpc_sm_allocate(), all programs that calldce_db_store_by_uuid()outside
of a server operation (for instance, if a server does some backing store initialization,
or in a standalone program) must callrpc_sm_enable_allocate()first. Indeed, every
thread that callsdce_db_store_by_uuid()must dorpc_sm_enable_allocate(), but in
the server side of an RPC, this is already done.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_bad_index_type
The backing store is not indexed by UUID.

db_s_readonly
The backing store was opened with thedb_c_readonlyflag, and cannot
be written to.

db_s_store_failed
The data could not be stored into the backing store for some reason.
The global variableerrno may contain more information about the error.

db_s_iter_not_allowed
The function was called while an iteration, begun by
dce_db_iter_start(), was in progress. Storing is not allowed
during iteration.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_db_open(3dce), dce_db_store(3dce),
dce_db_store_by_name(3dce).
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dce_db_unlock

Purpose Releases the backing store lock

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/dbif.h>

void dce_db_unlock(
dce_db_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A handle, returned fromdce_db_open(), that identifies the backing store
being used.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_db_unlock()routine releases the lock associated with the handle.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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db_s_not_locked
An attempt was made to unlock a backing store, but it was not locked.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_db_lock(3dce).
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dce_error_inq_text

Purpose Retrieves message text associated with a DCE error code

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_error.h>

void dce_error_inq_text(
error_status_t status_to_convert,
dce_error_string_t error_text,
int * status);

Parameters
Input

status_to_convert
DCE status code for which text message is to be retrieved.

Output

error_text The message text associated with thestatus_to_convert.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is set to
0 on success, and to -1 on failure.

Description

The dce_error_inq_text() routine retrieves from the installed DCE component
message catalogs the message text associated with an error status code returned by a
DCE library routine.

All DCE message texts are assigned a unique 32-bit message ID. The special value
of all-bits-zero is reserved to indicate success.

The dce_error_inq_text() routine uses the message ID as a series of indices into
the correct DCE component’s message catalog; the text found by this indexing is the
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message that explains the status code that was returned by the DCE or DCE application
routine.

All messages for a given component are stored in a single message catalog generated
by the sams utility when the component is built. (The messages may also be
compiled into the component code, rendering the successful retrieval of message text
independent of whether or not the message catalogs were correctly installed.)

If the user sets theirLANG variable and has the correct message catalog files
installed, the user can receive translated messages. That is, the text string returned
by dce_error_inq_text() is dependant on the current locale.

Examples

The following code fragment shows howdce_error_inq_text() can be used to retrieve
the message text describing the status code returned by a DCE RPC library routine:

dce_error_string_t error_string;

error_status_t status;
int print_status;

rpc_server_register_if( application_v1_0_s_ifspec, &type_uuid,

(rpc_mgr_epv_t)&manager_epv, &status);

if (status != rpc_s_ok) {

dce_error_inq_text(status, error_string, &print_status);
fprintf(stderr," Server: %s: %s\n", caller, error_string);

}
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dce_msg_cat_close

Purpose DCE message catalog close routine

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

void dce_msg_cat_close(
dce_msg_cat_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The handle returned bydce_msg_cat_open()to the catalog that is to
be closed.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_msg_cat_close()routine closes the message catalog which was opened with
dce_msg_cat_open(). On error, it fills instatuswith an error code.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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Seedce_msg_get(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_cat_get_msg(3dce), dce_msg_cat_open(3dce),
dce_msg_get(3dce), dce_msg_get_cat_msg(3dce), dce_msg_get_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_cat_get_msg

Purpose DCE message text retrieval routine

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

unsigned char * dce_msg_cat_get_msg(
dce_msg_cat_handle_thandle,
unsigned32message,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

message The ID of the message to be retrieved.

handle A handle returned bydce_msg_cat_open()to an opened message
catalog.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

Once the catalog has been opened with thedce_msg_cat_open() routine,
the dce_msg_cat_get_msg()routine can be used to retrieve the text for
a specified message (which is a 32-bit DCE message ID as described in
dce_error_inq_text(3dce)). The space allocated for the message should not be
freed. The output pointer is useable until a call to thedce_msg_cat_get_msg()
or dce_msg_cat_close()routine. If the specified message cannot be found in the
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catalog, the routine returns a NULL and fills instatus with the appropriate error
code.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_msg_get(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_cat_close(3dce), dce_msg_cat_open(3dce),
dce_msg_get(3dce), dce_msg_get_cat_msg(3dce), dce_msg_get_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_cat_open

Purpose DCE message catalog open routine

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

dce_msg_cat_handle_tdce_msg_cat_open(
unsigned32message_ID,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

message_IDThe ID of the message to be retrieved.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_msg_cat_open()routine opens the message catalog that contains the
specifiedmessage_ID. It returns a handle that can be used in subsequent calls to
dce_msg_cat_get_msg(). On error, it returns NULL and fills instatus with an
appropriate error code.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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Seedce_msg_get(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_cat_close(3dce), dce_msg_cat_get_msg(3dce),
dce_msg_get(3dce), dce_msg_get_cat_msg(3dce), dce_msg_get_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_define_msg_table

Purpose Adds a message table to in-memory table

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

void dce_msg_define_msg_table(
dce_msg_table_t *table,
unsigned32count,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

table A message table structure (defined in a header file generated bysams
during compilation (see theEXAMPLES section).

count The number of elements contained in the table.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

All messages for a given component are stored in a single message catalog generated
by thesamsutility when the component (application) is built.

However, the messages may also be compiled directly into the component code, thus
rendering the successful retrieval of message text independent of whether or not the
message catalogs were correctly installed. Generation of in-memory message tables
is specified by theincatalog flag in thesamsfile in which the message text is defined
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(seesams(1dce)for more information onsams files). If the messages have been
generated at compile time with this option specified, thedce_msg_define_msg_table()
routine can be called by the application to register an in-memory table containing the
messages.

The table parameter to the call should identify a message table structure defined in
a header file generated bysamsduring compilation (see theEXAMPLES section).
The count parameter specifies the number of elements contained in the table. If an
error is detected during the call, the routine will return an appropriate error code in
the statusparameter.

Examples

The following code fragment shows how an application (whose serviceability
component name isapp) would set up an in-memory message table:

#include <dce/dce.h>

#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

#include <dce/dcesvcmsg.h>
#include "dce appmsg.h" /* defines app_msg_table */

error_status_t status;

The following call adds the message table to the in-memory table. Note that you must
include <dce/dce_msg.h>. You also have to link indceappmsg.oand dceappsvc.o
(object files produced by compilingsams-generated.c files), which contain the code
for the messages and the table, respectively.

dce_msg_define_msg_table( app_msg_table,

sizeof( app_msg_table) / sizeof( app_msg_table[0]),
&status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_msg_get(3dce).
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Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_get(3dce), dce_msg_get_default_msg(3dce),
dce_msg_get_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_get

Purpose Retrieves text of specified DCE message

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

unsigned char * dce_msg_get(
unsigned32message);

Parameters
Input

message ID of message to be retrieved.

Description

The dce_msg_get()routine is a convenience form of thedce_msg_get_msg()routine.
Like dce_msg_get_msg(), dce_msg_get()retrieves the text for a specifiedmessage
(which is a 32-bit DCE message ID as described indce_msg_intro(3dce)). However,
dce_msg_get()does not return a status code; it either returns the specified message
successfully or fails (aborts the program) with an assertion error if the message could
not be found or memory could not be allocated.

The routine implicitly determines the correct message catalog in which to access the
specified message, and opens it; the caller only has to call this routine.

The routine first searches the appropriate message catalog for the message, and then
(if it cannot find the catalog) searches the in-memory message table, if it exists.

The message, if found, is returned in allocated space to which the routine returns a
pointer. The pointed-to space must be freed by the caller usingfree().
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

msg_s_bad_id
A message ID with an invalid technology or component was specified.

msg_s_no_cat_open
Could not open the message catalog for the specified message ID.

msg_s_no_cat_perm
Local file permissions prevented the program from opening the message
catalog for the specified message ID.

msg_s_no_catalog
The message catalog for the specified message ID does not exist.

msg_s_no_default
Could not find the default message for the specified status code in the
internal tables.

msg_s_no_memory
Could not allocate memory for message table, string copy, or other
internal requirement.

msg_s_not_found
Could not find the text for the specified status code in either the in-core
message tables or the message catalogs.

msg_s_ok_text
The operation was performed successfully.

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_define_msg_table(3dce), dce_msg_get_default_msg(3dce),
dce_msg_get_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_get_cat_msg

Purpose Opens message catalog and retrieves message

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

unsigned char * dce_msg_get_cat_msg(
unsigned32message,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

message ID of message to be retrieved.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_msg_get_cat_msg() routine is a convenience form of the
dce_msg_cat_get_msg()routine. The difference between it and the latter
routine is thatdce_msg_get_cat_msg()does not require the message catalog to be
explicitly opened; it determines the correct catalog from themessageparameter
(which is a 32-bit DCE message ID as described indce_error_inq_text(3dce)),
opens it, and returns a pointer to the message. If the message catalog is inaccessible,
the routine returns an error. (See the routinedce_msg_get()for a description of
the return value.) The space allocated for the message should not be freed. The
output pointer is useable until a call to anotherdce_msg... routine or a call to the
dce_error_inq_text() routine.
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The routine will fail if the message catalog is not correctly installed.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_msg_get(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_cat_close(3dce),
dce_msg_cat_get_msg(3dce),dce_msg_cat_open(3dce),
dce_msg_get(3dce), dce_msg_get_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_get_default_msg

Purpose Retrieves DCE message from in-memory tables

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

unsigned char * dce_msg_get_default_msg(
unsigned32message,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

message ID of message to be retrieved.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_msg_get_default_msg()routine retrieves a message from the application’s
in-memory tables. It returns a pointer to static space that should not be freed.
If the specified message(which is a 32-bit DCE message ID as described in
dce_error_inq_text(3dce)) cannot be found in the in-memory tables, the routine
returns NULL and fills instatuswith the appropriate error code.

This routine should be used only for message strings that will never have to be
translated (seedce_msg_translate_table(3dce)).

All messages for a given component are stored in a single message catalog generated
by the samsutility when the component is built. Messages may also be compiled
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directly into the component code, thus rendering the successful retrieval of message
text independent of whether or not the message catalogs were correctly installed.
Generation of in-memory message tables is specified by theincatalog flag in thesams
file in which the message text is defined. (Seesams(1dce)for more information on
samsfiles.) If the messages have been generated at compile time with this option
specified, thedce_msg_define_msg_table()routine can be called by the application
to set up an in-memory table containing the messages.

Examples

The following code fragment shows howdce_msg_get_default_msg()might be called
to retrieve the in-memory copy of a message defined by a DCE application (whose
serviceability component name isapp):

#include <dce/dce.h>

#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

#include <dce/dcesvcmsg.h>

#include "dce appmsg.h" /* test_msg is defined in this file */

unsigned char *my_msg;

error_status_t status;

<. . .>

my_msg = dce_msg_get_default_msg(test_msg, &status);

printf("Message is: %s\n", my_msg);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_msg_get(3dce).
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Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_define_msg_table(3dce), dce_msg_get(3dce),
dce_msg_get_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_get_msg

Purpose Retrieves a DCE message from its ID

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

unsigned char * dce_msg_get_msg(
unsigned32message,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

message ID of message to be retrieved.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_msg_get_msg()routine retrieves the text for a specifiedmessage(which is
a 32-bit DCE message ID as described indce_error_inq_text(3dce)). The routine
implicitly determines the correct message catalog in which to access the message, and
opens it; the caller only has to call the routine.

The routine first searches the appropriate message catalog for the message, and then
(if it cannot find the catalog) searches the in-memory message table. If the message
cannot be found in either of these places, the routine returns a default string and fills
in statuswith an error code. This routine thus always returns a string, even if there
is an error (except formsg_sno_memory).
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The message, if found, is returned in allocated space to which the routine returns
a pointer. The pointed-to space must be freed by the caller usingfree(). If
memory cannot be allocated, the routine returns NULL and fills instatuswith the
msg_s_no_memoryerror code.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_get_msg(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_define_msg_table(3dce), dce_msg_get(3dce),
dce_msg_get_default_msg(3dce).
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dce_msg_translate_table

Purpose Translates all in-memory messages in a table

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

void dce_msg_translate_table(
dce_msg_table_t *table,
unsigned32count,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

table A message table structure (defined in a header file generated bysams
during compilation (see theEXAMPLES section), the contents of which
are to be translated.

count The number of elements contained in the table.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_msg_translate_table()routine overwrites the specified in-memory message
table (that is, updates the in-memory table with the contents of a message table, which
has changed for some reason; for example, because of a change in locale).

If any in-memory message is not found in the message catalog, all in-memory
messages are left unchanged.
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Examples

The following code fragment shows howdce_msg_translate_table()might be
called (in an application whose serviceability component name isapp) to translate
a DCE application’s in-memory message table, set up by an earlier call to
dce_msg_define_msg_table():

#include <dce/dce.h>

#include <dce/dce_msg.h>

#include <dce/dcesvcmsg.h>

#include "dce appmsg.h"

char *loc_return;

error_status_t status;

<. . .>

dce_msg_translate_table( app_msg_table,

sizeof( app_msg_table) / sizeof( app_msg_table[0]),

&status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_msg_get(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_define_msg_table(3dce).
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dce_pgm_printf, dce_pgm_fprintf, dce_pgm_sprintf

Purpose Formatted DCE message output routines

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

int dce_pgm_printf(
unsigned32messageid,
. . .);

int dce_pgm_fprintf(
FILE * stream,
unsigned32messageid,
. . .);

unsigned char *dce_pgm_sprintf(
unsigned32messageid,
. . .);

Parameters
Input

messageid The message ID, defined in the message’scodefield in thesamsfile.

stream An open file pointer.

. . . Any format arguments for the message string.

Description

The dce_pgm_printf() routine is equivalent todce_printf(), except that it prefixes
the program name to the message (in the standard style of DCE error messages), and
appends a newline to the end of the message. The routinedce_printf() does neither.
This allows clients (which do not usually use the serviceability interface) to produce
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error (or other) messages which automatically include the originating application’s
name. Note that the application should calldce_svc_set_progname()first to set the
desired application name. Otherwise, the default program name will bePID#nnnn,
wherennnn is the process ID of the application making the call.

The dce_pgm_sprintf() routine is similarly equivalent todce_sprintf(), and the
dce_pgm_fprintf() routine is similarly equivalent todce_fprintf() .

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_msg_get(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_fprintf(3dce), dce_msg_get_msg(3dce), dce_printf(3dce),
dce_sprintf(3dce), dce_svc_set_progname(3dce).
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dce_printf, dce_fprintf , dce_sprintf

Purpose Formatted DCE message output routines

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

int dce_printf(
unsigned32messageid,
. . .);

int dce_fprintf(
FILE * stream,
unsigned32messageid,
. . .);

unsigned char *dce_sprintf(
unsigned32messageid,
. . .);

Parameters
Input

messageid The message ID, defined in the message’scodefield in thesamsfile.

stream An open file pointer.

. . . Any format arguments for the message string.

Description

The dce_printf() routine retrieves the message text associated with the specified
messageid, and prints the message and its arguments on the standard output. The
routine determines the correct message catalog and, if necessary, opens it. If the
message catalog is inaccessible, and the message exists in an in-memory table, then
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this message is printed. If neither the catalog nor the default message is available, a
default message is printed.

The dce_fprintf() routine functions much likedce_printf(), except that it prints the
message and its arguments on the specified stream.

The dce_sprintf() routine retrieves the message text associated with the specified
messageid, and prints the message and its arguments into an allocated string that
is returned. The routine determines the correct message catalog and, if necessary,
opens it. If the message catalog is inaccessible, and the message exists in an in-
memory table, then this message is printed. If neither the catalog nor the default
message is available, a default message is printed. Thedce_pgm_printf() routine is
equivalent todce_printf(), except that it prefixes the program name to the message
(in the standard style of DCE error messages), and appends a newline to the end of
the message. For more information, see thedce_pgm_printf(3dce)reference page.

Examples

Assume that the following message is defined in an application’ssamsfile:

start

code arg_msg

text "This message has exactly %d, not %d argument(s)"

action "None required"

explanation "Test message with format arguments"
end

The following code fragment shows howdce_sprintf() might be called to write the
message (with some argument values) into a string:

unsigned char *my_msg;

my_msg = dce_sprintf(arg_msg, 2, 8);

puts(my_msg);

free(my_msg);

Of course,dce_printf() could also be called to print the message and arguments:

dce_printf(arg_msg, 2, 8);
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_msg_get(3dce).

Notes

The final formatted string generated bydce_sprintf() must not exceed 1024 bytes.

Related Information

Functions: dce_msg_get_msg(3dce), dce_svc_set_progname(3dce).
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dce_server_disable_service

Purpose Disables an individual service of a server

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_disable_service(
dce_server_handle_tserver_handle,
rpc_if_handle_t interface,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

server_handle
An opaque handle returned bydce_server_register().

interface Specifies an opaque variable containing information the runtime uses to
access interface specification data.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully. The only status code is
error_status_ok.

Description

The dce_server_disable_service()routine disables an individual service that a server
provides by unregistering the service’s interface from the RPC runtime and marking
the server’s endpoints as disabled in the localdced’s endpoint mapper service.

For dced to recognize all of a server’s services, a server should register
all its application services using thedce_server_register() routine. If it
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later becomes necessary for the server to disable an interface, it can use the
dce_server_disable_service()routine rather than unregistering the entire server.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_enable_service(3dce), dce_server_register(3dce),
rpc_intro(3rpc) .

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_enable_service

Purpose Enables an individual service for a server

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_enable_service(
dce_server_handle_tserver_handle,
rpc_if_handle_t interface,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

server_handle
An opaque handle returned bydce_server_register().

interface Specifies an opaque variable containing information the runtime uses to
access interface specification data.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully. The only status code is
error_status_ok.

Description

The dce_server_enable_service()routine enables an individual service that a server
provides by registering the service’s interface with the RPC runtime, and registering
the endpoints in the endpoint map. If thedce_server_c_no_endpointsflag was set
with the dce_server_register()call prior to callibng this routine, the endpoints are
not registered in the endpoint map.
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A server commonly registers all its services with DCE at once by using
the dce_server_register() routine. If necessary, a server can use the
dce_server_disable_service()routine to disable individual services and then
reenable them by usingdce_server_enable_service(). However, suppose a server
needs its services registered in a certain order, or it require application-specific
activities between the registration of services. If a server requires this kind of
control as services are registered, you can set theserver->services.list[i].flagsfield
of the server_t structure toservice_c_disabledfor individual services prior to calling
dce_server_register(). Then, the server can calldce_server_enable_service()for
each service when needed.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_disable_service(3dce), dce_server_register(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_inq_attr

Purpose Obtains fromdced the value of an attribute known to the server

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_inq_attr(
uuid_t attribute_uuid,
sec_attr_t *value,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

attribute_uuid
The UUID dced uses to identify an attribute.

Output

value Returns the attribute.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dce_server_inq_attr()routine obtains an attribute from the environment created
by dced when it started the server. Each server maintains among other things, a list
of attributes that are used to describe application-specific behavior.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_server_attr_not_found

dced_s_not_started_by_dced

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_inq_server(3dce), dce_server_inq_uuids(3dce),
dced_intro(3dce), sec_intro(3sec).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_inq_server

Purpose Obtains the server configuration datadced used to start the server

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_inq_server(
server_t **server,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

server Returns the structure that describes the server’s configuration.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dce_server_inq_server()routine obtains the server configuration data (srvrconf)
maintained bydced and used bydced to start the server. This routine is commonly
called prior to registering the server to obtain the server data used as input to
dce_server_register().

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
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dced_s_not_started_by_dced

dced_s_data_unavailable

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_register(3dce), dced_intro(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_inq_uuids

Purpose Obtains the UUIDs thatdcedassociates with the server’s configuration and execution
data

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_inq_uuids(
uuid_t * conf_uuid,
uuid_t * exec_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

conf_uuid Returns the UUID thatdced uses to identify the server’s configuration
data. If a NULL value is input, no value is returned.

exec_uuid Returns the UUID thatdced uses to identify the executing server. If a
NULL value is input, no value is returned.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Thedce_server_inq_uuids()routine obtains the UUIDs thatdceduses in itssrvrconf
andsrvrexec services to identify the server’s configuration and execution data. The
server can then usedced API routines to access the data and perform other server
management functions.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_not_started_by_dced

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_inq_server(3dce), dced_intro(3dce), dced_* (3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_register

Purpose Registers a server with DCE

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_register(
unsigned32flags,
server_t *server,
dce_server_register_data_t *data,
dce_server_handle_t *server_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

flags Specifies options for server registration. Combinations of the following
values may be used:

dce_server_c_no_protseqs

dce_server_c_no_endpoints

dce_server_c_ns_export

server Specifies the server data, commonly obtained fromdced by calling
dce_server_inq_server(). The server_t structure is described in
sec_intro(3sec).

data Specifies the array of data structures that contain the additional
information required for the server to service requests for specific remote
procedures. Each structure of the array includes the following:

• An interface handle (ifhandle) of type rpc_if_handle_t

• An entry point vector (epv) of type rpc_mgr_epv_t
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• A number (num_types) of typeunsigned32representing the number
in the following array

• An array of server types (types) of type dce_server_type_t

Thedce_server_type_tstructure contains a UUID (type) of typeuuid_t
representing the object type, and a manager entry point vector (epv) of
type rpc_mgr_epv_t representing the set of procedures implemented
for the object type.

Output

server_handle
Returns a server handle, which is a pointer to an opaque data structure
containing information about the server.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

By default, thedce_server_register()routine registers a DCE server by establishing
a server’s binding information for all valid protocol sequences, registering all the
servers services with the RPC runtime, and entering the server’s endpoints indced’s
endpoint mapper service.

Prior to calling the dce_server_register() routine, the server obtains the server
configuration data fromdced by calling dce_server_inq_server(). The server must
also set up an array of registration data, where the size of the array represents all the
server’s services that are currently registered in the server configuration data ofdced
(server->services.count). If the memory for the array is dynamically allocated, it
must not be freed until after the correspondingdce_server_unregister()routine is
called.

You can modify the behavior ofdce_server_register()Depending on the values of
the flags parameter. If the flag has the valuedce_server_c_ns_export, the the
binding information is also exported to the namespace. The namespace entry is
determined for each service by theserver->services.list[i].entrynameparameter. If
this parameter has no value, the default value for the entire server is used (server-
>entryname). If the flag has the valuedce_server_c_no_endpoints, the binding
information is not registered with the endpoint map. Your application can use
rpc_ep_register() to register specific binding information. If the flag has the
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value dce_server_c_no_protseqs, specific protocol sequences are used rather than
all valid protocol sequences. Use of this flag requires that the server first call
dce_server_use_protseq()at least once for a valid protocol sequence.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

rpc_s_no_memory

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_inq_server(3dce), dce_server_sec_begin(3dce),
dce_server_unregister(3dce), dced_intro(3dce), rpc_server_listen(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_sec_begin

Purpose Establishes a server to receive fully authenticated RPCs and to act as a client to do
authenticated RPCs

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_sec_begin(
unsigned32flags,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

flags Flags are set to manage keys and setup a login context. Valid values
include the following:

dce_server_c_manage_key

dce_server_c_login

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dce_server_sec_begin()routine prepares a server to receive authenticated RPCs.
It also sets up all that is required for the application, when behaving as a client to
other servers, to do authenticated RPCs as a client. When authentication is required,
this call must precede all other RPC and DCE server initialization calls, including
dce_server_register(). When your application is finished listening for RPCs, it
should call thedce_server_sec_done()routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_need_one_server_prin

dced_s_not_started_by_dced

dced_s_no_server_keyfile

dced_s_cannot_create_key_mgmt_thr

dced_s_cannot_detach_key_mgmt_thr

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_register(3dce), dce_server_sec_done(3dce),
rpc_server_listen(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_sec_done

Purpose Releases resources established for a server to receive (and when acting as a client, to
send) fully authenticated RPCs

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_sec_done(
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully. The only status code is
error_status_ok.

Description

The dce_server_sec_done()routine releases the resources previously set up by a
call to dce_server_sec_begin(). The dce_server_sec_begin()routine sets all that
is needed for a server to receive authenticated RPCs and it also sets up all that is
required for the application to do authenticated RPCs as a client. If this routine is
used, it must follow all other server DCE and RPC initialization and cleanup calls.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_server_sec_begin(3dce), rpc_server_listen(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_unregister

Purpose Unregisters a DCE server

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_unregister(
dce_server_handle_t *server_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

server_handle
An opaque handle returned bydce_server_register().

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully. The only status code is
error_status_ok.

Description

The dce_server_unregister()routine unregisters a DCE server by unregistering a
server’s services (interfaces) from the RPC runtime. When a server has stopped
listening for remote procedure calls, it should call this routine.

The flags set with the correspondingdce_server_register()routine are part of the
server handle’s information used to determine what action to take or not take. These
actions include removing the server’s endpoints from thedced’s endpoint mapper
service and unexporting binding information from the namespace.
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Use thedce_server_disable_service()routine to disable specific application services
rather than unregistering the whole server.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_disable_service(3dce), dce_server_register(3dce),
rpc_server_listen(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_server_use_protseq

Purpose Tells DCE to use the specified protocol sequence for receiving RPCs

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dce_server_use_protseq(
dce_server_handle_tserver_handle,
unsigned char *protseq,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

server_handle
An opaque handle. Use the value of NULL.

protseq Specifies a string identifier for the protocol sequence to register with
the RPC runtime. (For a list of string identifiers, see the table of valid
protocol sequences in theintro(3rpc) reference page.)

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully. The only status code is
error_status_ok.

Description

The dce_server_use_protseq()routine registers an individual protocol sequence
with DCE. Typical servers use all valid protocol sequences, the default behavior
for the dce_server_register()call, and so most servers do not need to call this
dce_server_use_protseq()routine. However, this routine may be called prior to
dce_server_register(), to restrict the protocol sequences used. A server must register
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at least one protocol sequence with the RPC runtime to receive remote procedure call
requests. A server can call this routine multiple times to register additional protocol
sequences.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: dce_server_register(3dce), rpc_intro(3rpc) ,
rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dce_svc_components

Purpose Returns registered component names

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>#include <dce/svcremote.h>

void dce_svc_components(
dce_svc_stringarray_t *table,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

table An array containing the names of all components that have been
registered with thedce_svc_register()routine.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_componentsroutine returns an array containing the names of all
components in the program that have been registered with thedce_svc_register()
routine.

Examples

The following code fragment shows how thedce_svc_components()routine should
be used in a DCE application’s implementation of the serviceability remote interface.
The function defined below is the implementation of theapp_svc_inq_components
operation defined in the application’s serviceability.epvfile. Clients call this function
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remotely, and the function, when called, first checks the caller’s authorization and then
(if the client is authorized to perform the operation) calls thedce_svc_components()
routine to perform the actual operation.

/*****

* app_svc_inq_components -- remote request for list of all
* components registered by dce_svc_register().

*****/

static void

app_svc_inq_components(

handle_t h,
dce_svc_stringarray_t *table,

error_status_t *st)

{

int ret;

/* Check the client’s permissions here, if insufficient, */

/* deny the request. Otherwise, proceed with operation */

dce_svc_components(table, st);

}

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages. Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Files

dce/service.idl
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dce_svc_debug_routing

Purpose Specifies how debugging messages are routed

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/svcremote.h>

void dce_svc_debug_routing(
unsigned char *where,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

where A four-field routing string, the format of which is described in
svcroute(5dce).

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_debug_routing()routine specifies both the level of an applications’s
serviceability debug messaging, and where the messages are routed. Thewhere
parameter is a four-field routing string, as described insvcroute(5dce). All four
fields are required.

The routine is used to specify the disposition of serviceability debug messages. If
called before the component is registered (withdce_svc_register()), the disposition
is stored until it is needed. In case of error, thestatusparameter is filled in with an
error code.
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To set only the debugging level for a component, use thedce_svc_debug_set_levels()
routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_debug_set_levels(3dce).

Files: svcroute(5dce).
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dce_svc_debug_set_levels

Purpose Sets the debugging level for a component

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/svcremote.h>

void dce_svc_debug_set_levels(
unsigned char *where,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

where A multifield string consisting of the component name separated by
a colon from a comma-separated list of subcomponent/level pairs, as
described insvcroute(5dce).

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_debug_set_levels()routine sets serviceability debugging message
level(s) for a component. Thewhere parameter is a multifield string consisting
of the component name separated by a colon from a comma-separated list of
subcomponent/level pairs, as described insvcroute(5dce). The subcomponents are
specified by codes defined in the component’ssamsfile; the levels are specified by
single digits (1 through 9).
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If the routine is called before the component is registered (withdce_svc_register()),
the disposition is stored until it is needed. In case of error, thestatusparameter is
filled in with an error code.

To set both the debug level and routing for a component, use the
dce_svc_debug_routing()routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_debug_routing(3dce).

Files: svcroute(5dce).
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dce_svc_define_filter

Purpose DCE serviceability filtering routines

Synopsis
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <pthread.h>
#include <dce/svcfilter.h>

void dce_svc_define_filter(
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
dce_svc_filter_proc_tfilter_function,
dce_svc_filterctl_proc_tfilter_ctl_function,
error_status_t *status);

Description

The serviceability interface provides a hook into the message-output mechanism that
allows applications to decide at the time of messaging whether the given message
should be output or not. The application defines its own routine to perform whatever
checking is desired, and installs the routine (thefilter_functionparameter) with a call
to dce_svc_define_filter().

The filter routine to be installed must have the signature defined by the
dce_svc_filter_proc_t typedef. Once installed, the routine will be automatically
invoked every time a serviceability routine is called to output a message. The
filter receives aprolog argument which contains all the pertinent information about
the message. If the filter returns TRUE, the message is output per the original
serviceability call. If the filter returns FALSE, the message is not output. The
information in theprolog allows such decisions to be made on the basis of severity
level, subcomponent, message index, and so on. For details, see the header filedce/
svcfilter.h.

In addition, an application that installs a message-filtering routine must also define a
routine that can be called remotely to alter the operation of the filter routine. This
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procedure must have the signature defined by thedce_svc_filterctl_proc_t typedef.
The routine will be invoked with an opaque byte array parameter (and its length),
which it is free to interpret in an appropriate manner. The remote-control routine
is installed by the same call todce_svc_define_filter()(as thefilter_ctl_function
parameter) in which the filter itself is installed. Seedce_svc_filter(3dce).

Examples

The following code fragment consists of example versions of an application’s routines
to filter serviceability messages, alter the behavior of the filter routine, and install the
two routines.

/*****
* Filter routine-- this is the routine that’s hooked into

* the serviceability mechanism when you install

* it by calling dce_svc_define_filter().

*****/

boolean app_filter(prolog, args)
dce_svc_prolog_t prolog;

va_list args;

{

if (filter_setting) {

printf("The value of filter_setting is TRUE\n");

printf("The progname is %s\n", prolog->progname);
if (prolog->attributes & svc_c_sev_notice)

printf("This is a Notice-type message\n");

switch (prolog->table_index) {

case app_s_server:
printf("Server subcomponent\n");

break;

case app_s_refmon:

printf("Refmon subcomponent\n");

break;

case app_s_manager:
printf("Manager subcomponent\n");

break;

}

}
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return 1;

}

/*****

* Filter Control routine-- this is the entry point for

* the remote-control call to modify the filter

* routine’s behavior.
*****/

void app_filter_control(arg_size, arg, status)

idl_long_int arg_size;

idl_byte *arg;

error_status_t *status;
{

if (strncmp(arg, "Toggle", arg_size) != 0)

return;

else {
filter_setting = (filter_setting == FALSE) ? TRUE : FALSE;

if (filter_setting)

printf(" FILTER IS TURNED ON\n");

else

printf(" FILTER IS TURNED OFF\n");

}
return;

}

/*****
* install_filters-- calls dce_svc_define_filter()

* to install the above 2 routines.

*****/

void install_filters()

{
unsigned32 status;

filter_setting = TRUE;

dce_svc_define_filter( app_svc_handle, app_filter,

dce_svc_filterctl_proc_t) app_filter_control, &status);

}
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_register(3dce), DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE(3dce).
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dce_svc_filter

Purpose Controls behavior of serviceability filter

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/svcremote.h>

void dce_svc_filter(
dce_svc_string_tcomponent,
idl_long_int arg_size,
idl_byte *argument,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

component The name of the serviceability-registered component, defined in the
componentfield of thesamsfile.

arg_size The number of characters contained inargument.

argument A string value to be interpreted by the target component’s filter control
routine.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_filter() routine controls the behavior of the serviceability message
filtering routine, if one exists.
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Along with the filter routine itself, the application also installs a filter control routine,
whose purpose is to permit the behavior of the filter to be altered dynamically while
the application is running. Thedce_svc_filter() routine is the interface’s call-in to
such an installed filter control.

If an application has installed a serviceability filtering routine, and if filter
remote control is desired, the application’s filter routine (installed by the call to
dce_svc_define_filter()) should be coded so that its operation can be switched to the
various desired alternatives by the values of static variables to which it has access.
These variables should also be accessible to the filter control routine. The filter
control routine thus receives fromdce_svc_filter()an argument string (which it uses
to set the variables), the meaning of whose contents are entirely application-defined.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Files

dce/service.idl
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dce_svc_log_close

Purpose Closes an open log file

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <pthread.h>
#include <dce/svclog.h>

void dce_svc_log_close(
dce_svc_log_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The handle (returned bydce_svc_log_open()) of the log file to be closed.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_log_close()routine closes an open binary format serviceability log and
releases all internal state associated with the handle.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_log_get(3dce), dce_svc_log_open(3dce),
dce_svc_log_rewind(3dce).
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dce_svc_log_get

Purpose Reads the next record from a binary log file

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <pthread.h>
#include <dce/svclog.h>

void dce_svc_log_get(
dce_svc_log_handle_thandle,
dce_svc_log_prolog_t *prolog,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The handle (returned bydce_svc_log_open()) of the log file to be read.

Output

prolog A pointer to a structure containing information read from the log file
record.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

Thedce_svc_log_get()routine reads the next entry from a binary format serviceability
log, and fills inprolog with a pointer to a private data area containing the data read.
The contents of theprolog structure are defined indce/svclog.h.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_log_close(3dce), dce_svc_log_open(3dce),
dce_svc_log_rewind(3dce).
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dce_svc_log_open

Purpose Opens binary log file

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <pthread.h>
#include <dce/svclog.h>

void dce_svc_log_open(
const char *name,
dce_svc_log_handle_t *handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

name The pathname of the log file to be opened.

Output

handle A filled-in handle to the opened log file specified byname.

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_log_open()routine opens the binary log file specified byname for
reading. If the call is successful,handleis filled in with a handle to be used with the
other dce_svc_log_calls. On error,statuswill contain an error code.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_log_close(3dce), dce_svc_log_get(3dce),
dce_svc_log_rewind(3dce).
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dce_svc_log_rewind

Purpose Rewinds binary log file to first record

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <pthread.h>
#include <dce/svclog.h>

void dce_svc_log_rewind(
dce_svc_log_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The handle (returned bydce_svc_log_open()) of the log file to be
rewound.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_log_rewind() routine rewinds the current reading position of the
specified (byhandle) binary log file to the first record.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_log_close(3dce), dce_svc_log_get(3dce),
dce_svc_log_open(3dce).
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dce_svc_printf

Purpose Generates a serviceability message

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

void dce_svc_printf(
DCE_SVC(dce_svc_handle_thandle char * argtypes),
const unsigned32table_index,
const unsigned32attributes,
const unsigned32messageID,
. . .);

Parameters
Input

handle The caller’s serviceability handle.

argtypes Format string for the message.

table_index The message’s subcomponent name (defined in thesamsfile).

attributes Any routing, severity, action, or debug attributes that are to associated
with the generated message, OR’d together.

messageID The message ID, defined in the message’scodefield in thesamsfile.

. . . Any format arguments for the message string.

Description

Thedce_svc_printf()routine is the normal call for writing or displaying serviceability
messages. It cannot be called with a literal text argument. Instead, the message text
is retrieved from a message catalog or an in-core message table. These are generated
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by thesamsutility, which in turn outputs sets of tables from which the messages are
extracted for output.

There are two main ways in which to call the routine. If a message has been defined
in the samsfile with both sub-componentand attributes specified, then thesams
output will include a convenience macro for the message that can be passed as the
single argument todce_svc_printf(), for example:

dce_svc_printf(SIGN_ON_MSG);

The convenience macro’s name will be generated from the uppercase version of the
message’scodevalue (as specified in thesamsfile), with the string_MSG appended.

If a convenience macro is not generated, or if you want to override some of the
message’s attributes at the time of output, then you must call the routine in its long
form. An example of this form of the call looks as follows:

dce_svc_printf(DCE_SVC( app_svc_handle, ""), app_subcomponent,\

svc_c_sev_error | svc_c_route_stderr, messageID);

DCE_SVC() is a macro thatmustbe passed as the first argument todce_svc_printf()
if a convenience macro is not being used. It takes two arguments:

• The caller’s serviceability handle

• A format string for the message that is to be output

The format string is for use with messages that have been coded with argument
specifiers. It is a character string consisting of the argument types as they would
be passed to aprintf() call. If the message is to be routed to a binary file, the
format is extended to include a%b specifier; using%b in a different routing will
give unpredictable results. The%b specifier takes two arguments: an integer size,
and a buffer pointer.

The remaining arguments passed todce_svc_printf() are as follows:

• Subcomponent table index

This symbol is declared in thesub-componentlist coded in Part II of thesams
file; its value is used to index into the subtable of messages in which the desired
message is located.

• Message attribute(s)
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This argument consists of one or more attributes to be applied to the message that
is to be printed. Note that youmustspecify at least one severity here. Multiple
attributes are OR’d together, as shown in the following example.

There are four categories of message attributes:

Routing The available routing attribute constants are as follows:

• svc_c_route_stderr

• svc_c_route_nolog

However, most routing is done either by passing specially-
formatted strings todce_svc_routing()or by environment variable
values. Note that usingsvc_c_route_nolog without using
svc_c_route_stderrwill result in no message being generated.

Severity The available severity attribute constants are as follows:

• svc_c_sev_fatal

• svc_c_sev_error

• svc_c_sev_warning

• svc_c_sev_notice

• svc_c_sev_notice_verbose

Action The available message action attribute constants are as follows:

• svc_c_action_abort

• svc_c_action_exit_bad

• svc_c_action_exit_ok

• svc_c_action_brief

• svc_c_action_none

Note that svc_c_action_brief is used to suppress the standard
prolog.

Debug Level
Nine different debug levels can be specified
(svc_c_debug1...svc_c_debug9or svc_c_debug_off).

• Message ID
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This argument consists of the message’scode, as declared in thesamsfile.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This routine has no return value.

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_register(3dce), DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE(3dce).
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dce_svc_register

Purpose Registers a serviceability message table

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

dce_svc_handle_t dce_svc_register(
dce_svc_subcomp_t *table,
const idl_char *component_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

table A message table structure (defined in a header file generated bysams
during compilation).

component_name
The serviceability name of the component, defined in thecomponent
field of thesamsfile.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_register() routine registers a serviceability message table. An
application must call either it (or theDCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE() macro) in
order to set up its table(s) and obtain the serviceability handle it must have in order
to use the serviceability interface.
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Two parameters are required for the call:table is a pointer to the application’s
serviceability table, defined in a file calleddceappsvc.hgenerated by thesamsutility.
component_nameis a string whose value isapp, which is defined in thecomponent
field of thesamsfile in which the serviceability messages are defined.

On error, this routine returns NULL and fills instatuswith an error code.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

The following serviceability status codes are defined:

svc_s_assertion_failed
A programmer-developed compile-time assertion failed.

svc_s_at_end
No more data is available.

svc_s_bad_routespec
Seesvcroute(5dce)for information on routing specification format.

svc_s_cantopen
Permission denied or file does not exist; consulterrno.

svc_s_no_filter
Attempted to send data to the filter-control handle for a component that
does not have a filter registered.

svc_s_no_memory
Could not allocate memory for message table, string copy or other
internal requirement.

svc_s_no_stats
The definition of the return value has not been specified.

svc_s_ok Operation performed.

svc_s_unknown_component
Could not find the service handle for a component.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_debug_routing(3dce), dce_svc_debug_set_levels(3dce),
dce_svc_define_filter(3dce), dce_svc_routing(3dce), dce_svc_unregister(3dce).
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dce_svc_routing

Purpose Specifies routing of serviceability messages

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/svcremote.h>

void dce_svc_routing(
unsigned char *where,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

where A three-field routing string, as described insvcroute(5).

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_routing() routine specifies how normal (non-debug) serviceability
messages are routed. Thewhereparameter is a three-field routing string, as described
in svcroute(5). For convenience, the first field of the routing specifier (which
indicates the message severity type to which the routing is to be applied) may be
an * (asterisk) to indicate that all messages, whatever their severity, should be routed
as specified.

If the routine is called before the component is registered (with thedce_svc_register()
routine), the routing is stored until it is needed. In case of error, thestatusparameter
is filled in with an error code.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Files

dce/service.idl
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dce_svc_set_progname

Purpose Sets an application’s program name

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

void dce_svc_set_progname(
char *program_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

program_name
A string containing the name that is to be included in the text of all
serviceability messages that the application generates during the session.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

This function sets the application’sprogram name, which is included in serviceability
messages. This allows serviceability messages from more than one application to be
written to the same file and still be distinguishable as to their separate origins.

If dce_svc_set_progname()is not called, the application’s generated serviceability
messages will be identified by its process ID.
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Examples

Suppose an application sets its program name to bedemo_program, as follows:

dce_svc_set_progname("demo_program", &status);

Serviceability messages generated by the program will as a result look like the
following:

1994-04-05-20:13:34.500+00:00I----- demo_program NOTICE app

main.c 123 0xa444e208 message text

If the application does not set its program name, its generated serviceability messages
will have the following form:

1994-04-05-20:13:34.500+00:00I----- PID#9467 NOTICE app
main.c 123 0xa444e208 message text

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages. Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_printf(3dce), dce_svc_printf(3dce), DCE_SVC_DEBUG(3dce).
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dce_svc_table

Purpose Returns a registered component’s subcomponent table

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/svcremote.h>

void dce_svc_table(
dce_svc_string_tcomponent,
dce_svc_subcomparray_t *table,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

component The name of the serviceability-registered component, defined in the
componentfield of the application’ssamsfile.

Output

table An array of elements, each of which describes one of the component’s
serviceability subcomponents (as defined in itssamsfile).

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_tableroutine returns the serviceability subcomponent table registered
with the specified component. The returned table consists of an array of elements,
each of which describes one subcomponent. Each element consists of four fields,
which contain the subcomponent name, its description, its message catalog ID, and
the current value of its debug message level.
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The first three of these values are specified in thesamsfile which is processed during
the application’s compilation, and from which the application’s message catalogs and
other serviceability and message files are generated.

Examples

The following code fragment shows how the remote operation might be called from
an application’s client side, and how the results might be printed out:

#include <dce/rpc.h>

#include <dce/service.h>

handle_t svc_bind_handle;
dce_svc_string_t component;

dce_svc_subcomparray_t subcomponents_table;

error_status_t remote_status;

int i;

dce_svc_inq_table(svc_bind_handle, component, &subcomponents_table,

&remote_status);

fprintf(stdout, "Subcomponent table size received is: %d...\n",

subcomponents_table.tab_size);

fprintf(stdout, "Subcomponent table contents are:\n");
for (i = 0; i < subcomponents_table.tab_size; i++)

{

fprintf(stdout, "Name: %s\n",

subcomponents_table.table[i].sc_name);

fprintf(stdout, "Desc: %s\n",
subcomponents_table.table[i].sc_descr);

fprintf(stdout, "Msg Cat ID: 0x%8.8lx\n",

(long) subcomponents_table.table[i].sc_descr_msgid);

fprintf(stdout, "Active debug level: %d\n\n",

subcomponents_table.table[i].sc_level);

}
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Files

dce/service.idl
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dce_svc_unregister

Purpose Destroys a serviceability handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

void dce_svc_unregister(
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The application’s serviceability handle, originally returned
by a call to dce_svc_register(), or filled in by the
DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE() macro.

Output

status Returns the status code from this operation. The status code is a value
that indicates whether the routine completed successfully and if not,
why not.

Description

The dce_svc_unregister()routine destroys a serviceability handle. Calling it closes
any open serviceability message routes and frees all allocated resources associated
with the handle.

The handle parameter is the serviceability handle that was originally returned by
the call todce_svc_register(), or filled in by theDCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE()
macro. On error, the routine fills instatuswith an error code.
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Note that it is not usually necessary to call this routine, since the normal process exit
will perform the required cleanup.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Seedce_svc_register(3dce).

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_register(3dce).
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dced_binding_create

Purpose Establishes adced binding to one of the host services of a remote (or the local)dced

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_binding_create(
dced_string_t service,
unsigned32binding_flags,
dced_binding_handle_t *dced_bh,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

service A character string that specifies a host daemon service name and an
optional remote host. A service name is specified with one of the
following: hostdata, srvrconf, srvrexec, secval, or keytab. The
format of a complete service and host specification is one of the
following:

service_name
A service at the local host. Pre-existing defined values
include

dced_c_service_hostdata

dced_c_service_srvrconf

dced_c_service_srvrexec

dced_c_service_secval

dced_c_service_keytab

service_name@hosts/host_name
A service at a host anywhere in the local namespace.
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/.:/hosts/host_name/config/service_name
A complete specification forservice_name@host, where
the host is anywhere in the local namespace.

/.../cell/hosts/host_name/config/service_name
A service at a host anywhere in the global namespace.

binding_flags
The only valid flag value for this parameter is
dced_c_binding_syntax_default.

Output

dced_bh Returns adced binding handle which is a pointer to an opaque data
structure containing information about an RPC binding, the host, the
host service, and a local cache.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Thedcedon each DCE host maintains the host services and provides a remote interface
to them. The host services include the following:

• endpoint mapper

• host data management (hostdata)

• server management, including server configuration (srvrconf) and server
execution (srvrexec)

• security validation (secval)

• key table management (keytab)

The dced_binding_create() routine establishes a dced binding to adced service
and it (or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding()) must be the firstdced API routine
called before an application can access one of the host services with otherdced
API routines. When an application is finished with the service, it should call the
dced_binding_free()routine to free resources. To establish adced binding to your
local host’sdced, you can use the service name by itself, and do not need to specify
a host.
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To access the endpoint map directly, userpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin() and
associated routines.

Examples

The following example establishes adced binding to the server configuration service
on the hostpatrick .

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

error_status_t status;

dced_binding_create("srvrconf@hosts/patrick",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,
&dced_bh,

&status);

.

. /* Other routines including dced API routines. */

.
dced_binding_free(dced_bh, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dce_cf_e_no_mem

dced_s_invalid_arg

dced_s_no_memory

dced_s_unknown_service

rpc_s_entry_not_found

rpc_s_incomplete_name

rpc_s_invalid_object
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rpc_s_name_service_unavailable

rpc_s_no_memory

rpc_s_no_more_bindings

rpc_s_no_ns_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_free(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_binding_free

Purpose Releases the resources associated with adced binding handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_binding_free(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies adced binding handle to free for adced service on a specific
host.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_binding_free()routine frees resources used by adced binding handle and
referenced information. Use this routine when your application is finished with a host
service to break the communication between your application and thedced. Thedced
binding handle and referenced information is created with thedced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_binding_from_rpc_binding

Purpose Establishes adced binding to one of the host services on the host specified in an
existing RPC binding handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(
dced_service_type_tservice,
handle_t rpc_bh,
dced_binding_handle_t *dced_bh,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

service A variable that specifies one of the host services. A valid variable
name includes one of the following:

dced_e_service_type_hostdata

dced_e_service_type_srvrconf

dced_e_service_type_srvrexec

dced_e_service_type_secval

dced_e_service_type_keytab

rpc_bh An RPC binding handle to some server.

Output

dced_bh Returns adced binding handle which is a pointer to an opaque data
structure containing information about an RPC binding, the host, the
host service, and a local cache.
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status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Thedcedon each DCE host maintains the host services and provides a remote interface
to the services. Thedced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine establishes adced
binding to adced service, and it (ordced_binding_create()) must be the firstdced
API routine called before an application can access one of the host services with other
dced routines. When an application is finished with the service, it should call the
dced_binding_free()routine to free resources.

Prior to using the RPC binding in this routine, make a copy of the binding by using the
rpc_binding_copy() routine. This is necessary if the application needs to continue
using the RPC binding, because otherwise thedced binding takes over the RPC
binding.

The RPC binding may be obtained from a call to specific RPC runtime
routines such as the routinesrpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc), or rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc).

Examples

This example obtains an RPC binding from a string binding, and it later makes a copy
of the RPC binding for use in thedced_binding_from_rpc_binding() call.

handle_t rpc_bh, binding_handle;
dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

dced_service_type_t service_type;

error_status_t status;

unsigned_char_t string_binding[STRINGLEN];

.

.

.

rpc_binding_from_string_binding(string_binding, &binding_handle,

&status);

.

.

.
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rpc_binding_copy(binding_handle, &rpc_bh, &status);

dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(service_type, rpc_bh, &dced_bh,

&status);

.

. /* Other routines including dced API routines. */

.
dced_binding_free(dced_bh, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_no_memory

dced_s_unknown_service

ept_s_cant_perform_op

ept_s_database_invalid

ept_s_invalid_context

ept_s_invalid_entry

rpc_s_comm_failure

rpc_s_fault_context_mismatch

rpc_s_invalid_arg

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_no_more_elements
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rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_free(3dce),
rpc_binding_copy(3rpc), rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_binding_set_auth_info

Purpose Sets authentication and authorization information for adced binding handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_binding_set_auth_info(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
unsigned32protect_level,
unsigned32authn_service,
rpc_auth_identity_handle_t authn_identity,
unsigned32authz_service,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for which to set the authentication
and authorization information.

protect_levelSpecifies the protection level fordced API calls that will use thedced
binding handledced_bh.

authn_service
Specifies the authentication service to use fordced API calls that will
use thedced binding handledced_bh.

authn_identity
Specifies a handle for the data structure that contains the calling
application’s authentication and authorization credentials appropriate for
the selectedauthn_serviceandauthz_serviceservices.

Specify NULL to use the default security login context for the current
address space.
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authz_service
Specifies the authorization service to be implemented bydced for the
host service accessed.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_binding_set_auth_info()routine sets up thedced binding handle so it
can be used for authenticated calls that include authorization information. The
rpc_binding_set_auth_info() routine performs in the same way as this one. See
it for details of the parameters and values. Prior to calling this routine, the
application must have established a validdced binding handle by calling either the
dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

This example establishes adcedbinding to a host’s key table service, and then it calls
dced_binding_set_auth_info()so that the application is authorized to access remote
key tables by using additional calls to the key table service.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

error_status_t status;

dced_binding_create((dced_string_t)"keytab@hosts/patrick",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,

&dced_bh,

&status);
dced_binding_set_auth_info(dced_bh,

rpc_c_protect_level_default,

rpc_c_authn_pkt_privacy,

NULL,

rpc_c_authz_dce,

&status);
.

. /* Other routines including dced API routines. */
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.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_support

ept_s_not_registered

rpc_s_authn_authz_mismatch

rpc_s_binding_incomplete

rpc_s_comm_failure

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowed

rpc_s_rpcd_comm_failure

rpc_s_unknown_authn_service

rpc_s_unsupported_protect_level

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_entry_add

Purpose Adds akeytab or hostdata entry to a host’sdced for an existing file on that host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_entry_add(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
dced_entry_t *entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

Input/Output

entry Specifies the data entry to add to the service.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_entry_add()routine adds a data entry to adcedservice. The data it refers
to must already exist in a file on thedced’s host. You can only addhostdata or
keytab entries.

A service’s data entries do not contain the actual data. Instead, they contain a UUID,
a name for the entry, a brief description of the item, and a storage tag that describes
the location of the actual data. In the cases of thehostdata andkeytab services, the
data for each entry is stored in a file. Thedced uses this two-level scheme so that it
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can manipulate different kinds of data in the same way and so names are independent
of local file system requirements.

The hostdata and keytab services each have their respective routines to create new
data and at the same time, add a new entry to the appropriate service. These routines
aredced_hostdata_create()anddced_keytab_create().

Prior to calling thedced_entry_add()routine, the application must have established
a valid dced binding handle for thehostdata or keytab service by calling either the
dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

The following example shows how to add a printer configuration file to thehostdata
service. The example creates adced binding to the localhostdata service, an entry
data structure is filled in with the storage tag containing the full path of the existing
configuration file, and finally, thedced_entry_add()routine is called.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

error_status_t status;

dced_entry_t entry;

dced_binding_create(dced_c_service_hostdata,

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,

&dced_bh,

&status);

uuid_create(&(entry.id), &status);

entry.name = (dced_string_t)("NEWERprinter");

entry.description = (dced_string_t)("Configuration for a new printer.");

entry.storage_tag = (dced_string_t)("/etc/NEWprinter");

dced_entry_add(dced_bh, &entry, &status);

.

.

.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_already_exists

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_import_cant_access

dced_s_no_support

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

sec_acl_invalid_permission

uuid_s_no_address

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_entry_remove(3dce), dced_hostdata_create(3dce),
dced_keytab_create(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_entry_get_next

Purpose Obtains one data entry from a list of entries of adced service

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_entry_get_next(
dced_cursor_tcursor,
dced_entry_t **entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor Specifies the entry list’s cursor that points to an entry, and returns the
cursor advanced to the next entry in the list.

Output

entry Returns a pointer to an entry.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_entry_get_next()routine obtains a pointer to a data entry, and advances
the cursor to the next entry in the list. This routine is commonly used in a loop to
traverse a host service’s entry list. The data is obtained in an undetermined order.
Prior to using this routine, the application must calldced_initialize_cursor()to obtain
a list of entries and to establish the beginning of the cursor. When the application
is finished traversing the entry list, it should calldced_release_cursor()to release
resources.
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A data entry does not contain the actual data, but it contains the name, identity,
description, and storage location of the data. In the cases ofhostdata and keytab
services, the data for each entry is stored in a file. In the cases ofsrvrconf and
srvrexec services, data is stored in memory. Thedced uses this two-level scheme
so that it can manipulate different kinds of data in the same way.

Prior to using the dced_entry_get_next() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

In the following example, adced binding is obtained from a service type and
an existing rpc binding handle. After establishing an entry list cursor, the
dced_entry_get_next()routine obtains an entry, one at a time, and the name and
description of each entry is displayed until the entry list is exausted.

dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(service_type, rpc_bh, &dced_bh, &status);

dced_initialize_cursor(dced_bh, &cursor, &status);
for( ; ; ) { /* forever loop */

dced_entry_get_next(cursor, &entry, &status);

if(status != error_status_ok) break;

display(entry->name, entry->description); /* application specific */

}
dced_release_cursor(&cursor, &status);

dced_binding_free( dced_bh, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
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dced_s_no_more_entries

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_initialize_cursor(3dce), dced_release_cursor(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_entry_remove

Purpose Removes ahostdata or keytab data entry from adced service’s list of entries

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_entry_remove(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * entry_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

entry_uuid Specifies the UUID of the entry to be removed from the service.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_entry_remove()routine removes an entry from thehostdata or keytab
service entry list ofdced. It does not remove the actual data stored in the file, but
makes it inaccessible from a remote host by way of thedced’s user interfaces which
include thedced API and the DCE control program,dcecp. Each host service that
maintains data also maintains a list of data entries. A data entry contains a name, a
UUID, a brief description, and a storage tag indicating the location of the actual data.

To delete both the data and entry for thehostdata, keytab, or srvrconf services,
use dced_hostdata_delete(), dced_keytab_delete(), or dced_server_delete(),
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respectively. (Thesrvrexec service is maintained only bydced and thesecval
service does not maintain data, so you cannot remove data for these services.)

Applications commonly obtain an entry by traversing the entry list using the
dced_entry_get_next()routine with its associated cursor routines.

Prior to calling the dced_entry_remove() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle to thehostdata or keytab service by calling
either thedced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_del_failed

db_s_key_not_found

db_s_readonly

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_support

dced_s_not_found

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_hostdata_delete(3dce), dced_initialize_cursor(3dce),
dced_keytab_delete(3dce), dced_server_delete(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_hostdata_create

Purpose Creates ahostdata item and the associated entry indced on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_hostdata_create(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
dced_entry_t *entry,
dced_attr_list_t *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for the host data service on a specific
host.

Input/Output

entry Specifies the hostdata entry to create. You supply a name
(entry->name), description (entry->description), and file name
(entry->storage_tag), in the form ofdced strings. You can supply a
UUID (entry->id) for dced to use or you can use a NULL value and
dced will generate a new UUID for the entry.

Input

data Specifies the data created and written to a file on the host. The
dced_attr_list_t consists of a count of the number of attributes,
and an array of attributes of typesec_attr_t. The reference OSF
implementation has one attribute for ahostdata item (file contents).
However some vendors may provide multiple attributes.
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Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_hostdata_create()routine creates a new host data item in a file on the host
to which thedced binding handle refers, and it generates the associatedhostdata
entry in the host’sdced.

If data that you want to add to the host data service already exists on the host (in a
file), you can add it to the service by callingdced_entry_add(), which only creates
the new data entry fordced.

Prior to calling the dced_hostdata_create()routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle to thehostdata service by calling either
the dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

The following example creates a binding to the host data service on the local host,
creates the entry data, and fills in the data structure for one attribute to a hypothetical
printer configuration. The attribute represents a plain-text file containing one string
of data.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

error_status_t status;

dced_entry_t entry;

dced_attr_list_t data;

int num_strings, str_size;

sec_attr_enc_str_array_t *attr_array;

dced_binding_create(dced_c_service_hostdata,

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,

&dced_bh,

&status);

/*Create an Entry. */

uuid_create(&entry.id, &status);
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entry.name = (dced_string_t)("NEWERprinter");

entry.description = (dced_string_t)("Configuration for a new printer.");

entry.storage_tag = (dced_string_t)("/etc/NEWprinter");

/* create the attributes */

data.count = 1;

num_strings = 1;

data.list = (sec_attr_t *)malloc( data.count * sizeof(sec_attr_t) );

data.list->attr_id = dced_g_uuid_fileattr;

data.list->attr_value.attr_encoding = sec_attr_enc_printstring_array;

str_size = sizeof(sec_attr_enc_str_array_t) +

num_strings * sizeof(sec_attr_enc_printstring_p_t);

attr_array = (sec_attr_enc_str_array_t *)malloc(str_size);

data.list->attr_value.tagged_union.string_array = attr_array;

attr_array->num_strings = num_strings;

attr_array->strings[0] = (dced_string_t)("New printer configuration data");

dced_hostdata_create(dced_bh, &entry, &data, &status);

dced_binding_free( dced_bh, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_key_not_found

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_already_exists

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_cant_open_storage_file

dced_s_import_already_exists
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dced_s_unknown_attr_type

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_entry_add(3dce), dced_hostdata_read(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_hostdata_delete

Purpose Deletes ahostdata item from a specific host and removes the associated entry from
dced

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_hostdata_delete(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * entry_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thehostdataservice on a specific
host.

entry_uuid Specifies the UUID of thehostdataentry (and associated data) to delete.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_hostdata_delete()routine deletes ahostdata item (a file) from a specific
host, and removes the associated entry from the host data service of that host’sdced.

If you want to only make the data inaccessible remotely but not delete it, use the
dced_entry_remove()routine which only removes the data’shostdata entry.
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Prior to calling the dced_hostdata_delete()routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle for thehostdata service by calling either
the dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Warnings

Do not delete the standardhostdata items such ascell_name, cell_aliases, host_name,
post_processors, or dce_cf.db. This will cause operational problems for the host.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_del_failed

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_cant_remove_storage_file

dced_s_not_found

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_entry_remove(3dce), dced_hostdata_read(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_hostdata_read

Purpose Reads ahostdata item maintained bydced on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_hostdata_read(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * entry_uuid,
uuid_t * attr_uuid,
sec_attr_t **data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thehostdataservice on a specific
host.

entry_uuid Specifies thehostdata entry UUID associated with the data to read.

attr_uuid Specifies the UUID associated with an attribute of the data. The
attribute is either plain text (dced_g_uuid_fileattr) or binary
(dced_g_uuid_binfileattr). Some vendors may allow other attributes.

Output

data Returns the data for the item. See thesec_intro(3sec)reference page
for details on thesec_attr_t data type.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The dced_hostdata_read()routine returns ahostdata item maintained bydced on a
specific host. The standard data items include the cell name, a list of cell aliases, the
host name, a list of UUID-program pairs (post_processors), and the DCE configuration
database, among other items.

For programming convenience, the following global variables are defined for the
entry_uuidof some standard data items:

dced_g_uuid_cell_name

dced_g_uuid_cell_aliases

dced_g_uuid_host_name

dced_g_uuid_hostdata_post_proc

dced_g_uuid_dce_cf_db

dced_g_uuid_pe_site

dced_g_uuid_svc_routing

Other host-specific data items may also be maintained by thehostdata service.
The UUIDs for these are established when the data item is created (see
dced_hostdata_create()). After the application reads host data and when it is
done with the data, it should call thedced_objects_release()routine to release the
resources allocated.

Eachhostdata item for a specific host is stored in a local file. The name of an item’s
storage file is indicated in the storage tag field of eachdced hostdataentry.

You can also use thedced_object_read()routine to read the text of ahostdata item.
You might use this routine if your application needs to read data for other host services
(srvrconf, srvrexec, or keytab) in addition to data for thehostdata service.

Prior to calling the dced_hostdata_read() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle to thehostdata service by calling either
the dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_key_not_found

dce_cf_e_file_open

dce_cf_e_no_match

dce_cf_e_no_mem

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_cant_open_storage_file

dced_s_invalid_attr_type

dced_s_no_memory

sec_acl_invalid_permission

uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_object_read(3dce), dced_objects_release(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_hostdata_write

Purpose Replaces an existinghostdata item maintained bydced on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_hostdata_write(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * entry_uuid,
dced_attr_list_t *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for the host data service on a specific
host.

entry_uuid Specifies thehostdata entry UUID to associate with the data to be
written.

data Specifies the data to write. Thedced_attr_list_t consists of a count of
the number of attributes, and an array of attributes of typesec_attr_t.
The reference OSF implementation has one attribute for a hostdata item
(file contents). However some vendors may require multiple attributes.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The dced_hostdata_write() routine replaces existing data for ahostdata item
maintained bydced on a specific host. If theentry_uuidis not one maintained by
dced, an error is returned and a new entry isnot created. Usedced_hostdata_create()
to create a new entry.

Prior to calling the dced_hostdata_write() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle to thehostdata service by calling either
the dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_cant_open_storage_file

dced_s_no_postprocessors

dced_s_postprocessor_file_fail

dced_s_postprocessor_spawn_fail

dced_s_unknown_attr_type

sec_acl_invalid_permission

uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_hostdata_create(3dce), dced_hostdata_read(3dce).
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Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_initialize_cursor

Purpose Sets a cursor to the start of a cached list of data entries for adced service

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_initialize_cursor(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
dced_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

Output

cursor Returns the cursor used to traverse the list of data entries, one at a time.
The cursor is an opaque data structure that is used to keep track of the
entries between invocations of thedced_entry_get_next()routine.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_initialize_cursor() routine sets a cursor at the start of a DCE host
service’s list of data entries. The cursor is then used in subsequent calls to
dced_entry_get_next()to obtain individual data entries. When the application is
finished traversing the entry list, it should calldced_release_cursor()to free the
resources allocated for the cursor.
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The valid services for this routine that have entry lists includehostdata, srvrconf,
srvrexec, andkeytab.

If a service’s entry list is small, it may be more efficient to obtain the entire list
using thedced_list_get()routine, rather than using cursor routines. This is because
dced_list_get()guarantees that the list is obtained with one remote procedure call.
However, your application is scalable if you use the cursor routines. This is because
when an entry list is very large, it may be more efficient (or even necessary) to obtain
the list in chunks with more than one remote procedure call.

Prior to calling the dced_initialize_cursor() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_memory

dced_s_no_support

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_entry_get_next(3dce), dced_list_get(3dce), dced_release_cursor(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_inq_id

Purpose Obtains the entry UUID thatdced associates with a name

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_inq_id(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
dced_string_t name,
uuid_t * uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

name Specifies the name for which to obtain theuuid.

Output

uuid returns the UUID associated with thenameinput.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_inq_id() routine obtains the UUID associated with a name in a service of a
specific host’sdced. Applications and administrators use strings maintained bydced
to identify data, butdced and its API must associate each data entry with a UUID.
This routine is valid for thehostdata, srvrconf, srvrexec, andkeytab services.
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Prior to calling this routine, the application must have established a
valid dced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create() or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

The following example establishes adced binding to a host’s server configuration
service. The example then obtains the UUID of some known server in order to read
the server’s configuration data.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

server_t conf;

dced_string_t server_name;
uuid_t srvrconf_id;

error_status_t status;

dced_binding_create("srvrconf@hosts/patrick",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,
&dced_bh,

&status);

dced_inq_id(dced_bh, server_name, &srvrconf_id, &status);

dced_object_read(dced_bh, &srvrconf_id, (void**)&(conf), &status);

.

.

.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found
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dced_s_not_found

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_inq_name(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_inq_name

Purpose Obtains the entry name thatdced associates with a UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_inq_name(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * uuid,
dced_string_t *name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

uuid Specifies the UUID for which to obtain thename.

Output

name Returns the name associated with theuuid input.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_inq_name()routine obtains the name associated with a UUID in a service
of a specific host’sdced.

A name is a label for each data entry to help applications and administrators identify
all data maintained bydced. The dced requires UUIDs to keep track of the data
it maintains. But it also maintains a mapping of UUIDs to names so that other
applications and administrators can more easily access the data by using a recognizable
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name rather than a cumbersome UUID. A name is a label forhostdata items,srvrconf
andsrvrexec servers, andkeytab tables.

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have established a
valid dced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create() or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

The following example establishes adcedbinding handle to the local host data service,
reads an entry, and usesdced_inq_name()to get the name associated with the attribute
ID.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;
uuid_t entry_uuid;

sec_attr_t *data_ptr;

error_status_t status;

.

.

.

dced_binding_create(dced_c_service_hostdata,

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,

&dced_bh,

&status);
dced_hostdata_read(dced_bh,

&entry_uuid,

&dced_g_uuid_fileattr,

&data_ptr,

&status);

dced_inq_name(dced_bh, data_ptr->sec_attr.attr_id, &name, &status);
.

.

.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_not_found

sec_acl_invalid_permission

uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_inq_id(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_add_key

Purpose Adds a key (server password) to a specified key table on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_add_key(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * keytab_uuid,
dced_key_t *key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thekeytab service on a specific
host.

keytab_uuid Specifies the UUID thatdced uses to identify the key table to which
the key is to be added.

Input/Output

key Specifies the key to be added. Some fields are completed bydced.
Seedced_intro(3dce).

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The dced_keytab_add_key()routine adds a key to a server’s key table (file) on
a specific host, without changing the key in the security registry. (Servers use
sec_key_mgmt_set_key(3sec)to do this for their own local key table.)

Most management applications use thedced_keytab_change_key()routine to
remotely change a key because it also changes the key in the security registry.

Managing the same key in multiple key tables is a more complex process. The
security registry needs a copy of a server’s key, so that during the authentication
process, it can encrypt tickets that only a server with that key can later decrypt. Part
of updating a key in the security registry also includes automatic version number
updating. When servers share the same principle identity they use the same key. If
these servers are on different hosts, then the key must be in more than one key table.
(Even if the servers are on the same host, it is possible for their keys to be in different
key tables, although this is not a recommended key management practice.) When the
same keys in different tables need changing, one (perhaps the master server or busiest
one) is changed usingdced_keytab_change_key()which also causes an automatic
version update. However, all other copies of the key must be changed using the
dced_keytab_add_key()routine so that the version number does not change again.

Prior to callingdced_keytab_add_key()the application must have established a valid
dcedbinding handle to thekeytab service by calling either thedced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_key_v0_not_allowe

dced_s_key_version_mismatch
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dced_s_need_privacy

dced_s_random_key_not_allowed

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_acl_invalid_permission

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unsupported

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_version_exists

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_keytab_change_key(3dce), sec_key_mgmt_set_key(3sec).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_change_key

Purpose Changes a key (server password) in both a key table and in the security registry

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_change_key(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * keytab_uuid,
dced_key_t *key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thekeytab service on a specific
host.

keytab_uuid Specifies the UUIDdceduses to identify the key table in which the key
is to be changed.

Input/Output

key Specifies the new key. Some fields are modified bydced.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_keytab_change_key()routine updates a key in both the key table on a
specific host and in the security registry. Management applications change keys
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remotely with this routine. (Servers can change their own keys locally with the
sec_key_mgmt_change_key()routine.)

The security registry needs a copy of a server’s current key, so that during the
authentication process, it can encrypt tickets that only a server with that key can
later decrypt. When a management application callsdced_keytab_change_key(),
dced first tries to make the modification in the security registry, and, if successful,
it then modifies the key in the key table. The old key is not really replaced,
but a new version and key is established for all new authenticated communication.
The old version is maintained in the key table (and registry too) for a time, so
that existing clients with valid tickets can still communicate with the server. The
old key is removed depending on the local cell’s change policy and whether the
server callssec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect()to purge its old keys explicitly, or
calls sec_key_mgmt_manage_key()to purge them implicitly.

When more than one server shares the same principal identity, the servers use the
same key. If you need to change the same key in more than one key table, use
decd_keytab_change_key()for one change and then use thedced_keytab_add_key()
routine for all others.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_key_version_mismatch

dced_s_need_privacy

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
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sec_acl_invalid_permission

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_unavailable

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unsupported

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_version_exists

sec_key_mgmt_e_not_implemented

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized

sec_rgy_object_not_found

sec_rgy_server_unavailable

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_keytab_add_key(3dce), sec_key_mgmt_change_key(3sec).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_create

Purpose Creates a key table with a list of keys (server passwords) in a new file on a specific
host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_create(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
dced_entry_t *keytab_entry,
dced_key_list_t *keys,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thekeytab service on a specific
host.

Input/Output

keytab_entrySpecifies thekeytab entry to create fordced.

keys Specifies the list of keys to be written to the key table file.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_keytab_create()routine creates a new key table file on a specific host,
and it generates the associatedkeytab service entry indced. This routine is used
by management applications to remotely create a key table. Servers typically create
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their own key table locally using thesec_key_mgmt_set_key()routine. However, if
several servers on different hosts share the same principal, each host requires a local
copy of the key table.

If a key table that you want to add to thekeytab service already exists on the host,
you can add it to the service by callingdced_entry_add(). This routine creates a
new keytab service entry by associating the existing key table file with a new UUID
in dced.

Prior to calling the dced_keytab_create() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle to thekeytab service by calling either the
dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_header_type

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_already_exists

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_import_already_exists

dced_s_need_privacy

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth
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rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_acl_invalid_permission

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unsupported

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_version_exists

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized

uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_entry_add(3dce), sec_key_mgmt_set_key(3sec).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_delete

Purpose Deletes a key table file from a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_delete(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * keytab_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thekeytab service on a specific
host.

keytab_uuid Specifies the UUID of thekeytab entry and associated key table to be
deleted.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_keytab_delete()routine deletes a key table (file) from a specific host and
removes the associated entry from thekeytab service of that host’sdced. A key
table is a file containing a list of server keys (passwords). This routine is used by
management applications to remotely delete a key table.

To remove individual keys from a remote key table, use the
dced_keytab_remove_key()routine. If you only want to make the key table
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inaccessible remotely (viadced), but not to delete it, use thedced_entry_remove()
routine. This routine only removes the key table’skeytab entry fromdced.

Prior to calling the dced_keytab_delete() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle to thekeytab service by calling either the
dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_del_failed

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_cant_remove_storage_file

dced_s_need_privacy

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_entry_remove(3dce), dced_keytab_remove_key(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_get_next_key

Purpose Returns a key from a cached list and advances the cursor in the list

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_get_next_key(
dced_keytab_cursor_tcursor,
dced_key_t **key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor Specifies the cursor that points to a key, and returns the cursor advanced
to the next key in the list.

Output

key Returns the current key to which thecursor points.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_keytab_get_next_key()routine obtains the current key to which the key-
list cursor points. This routine is commonly used in a loop to traverse a key table’s
keys. The keys are returned in an undetermined order. Prior to using this routine
in the loop, the application must calldced_keytab_initialize_cursor() to obtain the
key list and establish the beginning of the cursor. When the application is finished
traversing the key list, it should calldced_keytab_release_cursor()to release the
resources allocated.
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Management applications usedced_keytab_get_next_key()to remotely access a
server’s individual keys. Servers usesec_key_mgmt_get_next_key()to access their
own local keys individually.

You can also use thedced_object_read()routine to read an entire key table. You
might usedced_object_read()if your application needs to bind to and read data for
other host services (srvrconf, srvrexec, or hostdata) in addition to data for thekeytab
service.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_no_more_entries

Related Information

Functions: dced_keytab_initialize_cursor(3dce),
dced_keytab_release_cursor(3dce), dced_object_read(3dce),
sec_key_mgmt_get_next_key(3sec).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_initialize_cursor

Purpose Obtains a list of keys from a key table and sets a cursor at the beginning of the list

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_initialize_cursor(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * keytab_uuid,
dced_keytab_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thekeytab service on a specific
host.

keytab_uuid Specifies thekeytab entry dced associates with a key table.

Output

cursor Returns the cursor that is used to traverse the list of keys.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_keytab_initialize_cursor()routine obtains the complete list of keys from a
remote key table and sets a cursor at the beginning of the cached list keys. In order to
minimize the security risks of keys exposed to the network, the entire set of keys are
encrypted and transferred in one remote procedure call rather than individually or in
chunks. The cursor is then used in subsequent calls todced_keytab_get_next_key()
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to obtain individual keys. When the application is finished traversing the key
list, it should calldced_keytab_release_cursor()to release the resources previously
allocated.

Management applications use dced_keytab_initialize_cursor() and its
associated routines to remotely access server keys. Servers use
sec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor() and its associated routines to manage
their own keys locally.

Prior to calling thedced_keytab_initialize_cursor() routine, the application must
have established a validdced binding handle to thekeytab service by calling either
the dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_need_privacy

dced_s_no_memory

dced_s_no_support

sec_acl_invalid_permission

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_keytab_get_next_key(3dce), dced_keytab_release_cursor(3dce),
sec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor(3sec).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_release_cursor

Purpose Releases the resources of a cursor that traverses a key table’s list of keys (server
passwords)

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_release_cursor(
dced_keytab_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor Specifies the cursor for which resources are released.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_keytab_release_cursor()routine releases the cursor and resources
initially set by the dced_keytab_initialize_cursor() routine and used by the
dced_keytab_get_next_key()routine.

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have first established
a valid dced binding handle by calling eitherdced_binding_create() or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(), and then the application must have called the
dced_keytab_initialize_cursor()routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_support

Related Information

Functions: dced_keytab_get_next_key(3dce),
dced_keytab_initialize_cursor(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_keytab_remove_key

Purpose Removes a key (server password) from a specified key table on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_keytab_remove_key(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * keytab_uuid,
dced_key_t *key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thekeytab service on a specific
host.

keytab_uuid Specifies the UUIDdcedmaintains to identify the key table from which
the key is to be removed.

key Specifies the key to be removed from the key table.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_keytab_remove_key()routine removes a key from a key table (file) on
a specific host. The key table is specified with akeytab entry UUID from the
host’sdced. Management applications usedced_keytab_remove_key()to remotely
remove server keys from key tables. Typically, servers delete their own keys from
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their local key tables implicitly by callingsec_key_mgmt_manage_key(), or explicitly
by calling sec_key_mgmt_delete_key(). Applications can delete an entire key table
file using thedced_keytab_delete()routine.

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have established a validdced
binding handle to thekeytab service by calling either thedced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_key_not_found

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_need_privacy

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_acl_invalid_permission

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_keytab_delete(3dce), sec_key_mgmt_delete_key(3sec).
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Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_list_get

Purpose Returns the list of data entries maintained by adced service on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_list_get(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
dced_entry_list_t *list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

Output

list Returns a list of data entries for the service.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Thedced_list_get()routine obtains all the data entries for adcedservice on a specific
host. The list of data entries obtained is not the actual data. Each entry contains
a UUID, name, description, and storage tag that describes where the data is located
(for example, a filename or memory location). Call thedced_list_release()routine
when your application is finished with the entry list to release resources allocated with
dced_list_get()routine.

If a service’s entry list is small, it may be efficient to obtain the entire list
using thedced_list_get() routine, because this guarantees that the list is obtained
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with one remote procedure call. However, to make your application scalable,
use thedced_initialize_cursor(), dced_entry_get_next(), anddced_release_cursor()
routines, because if an entry list is very large, it may be more efficient (or even
necessary) to obtain the list in chunks with more than one remote procedure call.

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have established a
valid dced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create() or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

In the following example, adced binding is obtained from a service type and an
existing RPC binding handle. The list of entries for the service is obtained with the
dced_list_get()routine and each entry’s name and description are displayed.

dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(service_type, rpc_bh, &dced_bh,

&status);

dced_list_get(dced_bh, &entries, &status);

for(i=0; i<entries.count; i++)
display(&entries); /* application specific */

dced_list_release(dced_bh, &entries, &status);

dced_binding_free( dced_bh, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_memory

dced_s_no_support
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sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_initialize_cursor(3dce), dced_list_release(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_list_release

Purpose Releases the resources for a list of entries of adced service

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_list_release(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
dced_entry_list_t *list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

InputOutput

list Specifies a list of data entries for the service.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Thedced_list_release()routine releases the resources allocated for a list of data entries
previously retrieved by thedced_list_get()routine.

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have first established a
valid dced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create() or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine, and then the application must have
called thedced_list_get()routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_list_get(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_object_read

Purpose Reads a data item of adced service on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_object_read(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * entry_uuid,
void ** data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

entry_uuid Specifies the UUID of thedced service’s data entry associated with the
data item.

Output

data Returns the data read. The data returned is one of the following
structures, depending on the service:

Service Data Type Returned

hostdata sec_attr_t

srvrconf server_t

srvrexec server_t

keytab dced_key_list_t

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The dced_object_read()routine reads the data for a specified entry of adcedservice.
When the application is done with the data, it should call thedced_objects_release()
routine with a value of 1 for thecountparameter.

The valid services for which you can read data includehostdata, srvrconf, srvrexec,
and keytab. These host services each have a list of data entries maintained
by dced. The entries do not contain the actual data, but contain the data’s
identity and an indicator of the location of the data item. Thehostdata service
also has thedced_hostdata_read()routine to read data, and thekeytab service
has a series of routines that traverse over the keys in a key table. (See the
dced_keytab_initialize_cursor()routine.) Thesecvalandendpoint services do not
have data items to read with this routine.

Applications can also read the data for all entries of a service using one call to
dced_objects_read_all().

Prior to reading the actual data, an application commonly obtains the entries to read
using the series of cursor routines that begin withdced_entry_initialize_cursor().

Prior to calling thedced_object_read()routine, the application must have established
a valid dced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create() or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

The following example creates adced binding to adced service based on a service
type and host in an RPC binding handle. The example then obtains the service’s
entry list and reads the data associated with each entry.

dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(service_type, rpc_bh, &dced_bh,
&status);

dced_list_get(dced_bh, &entries, &status);

for(i=0; i<entries.count; i++) {

dced_object_read(dced_bh, &entries.list[i].id, &data, &status);

.

.

.

dced_objects_release(dced_bh, 1, data, &status);

}

.
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.

.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_key_not_found

dce_cf_e_file_open

dce_cf_e_no_match

dce_cf_e_no_mem

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_need_privacy

dced_s_no_memory

dced_s_no_support

dced_s_not_found

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_acl_invalid_permission

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
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uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_hostdata_read(3dce), dced_initialize_cursor(3dce),
dced_keytab_initialize_cursor(3dce), dced_objects_read_all(3dce),
dced_objects_release(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_object_read_all

Purpose Reads all the data for a service ofdced on specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_object_read_all(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
unsigned32 *count,
void ** data_list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

Output

count Returns the count of the number of data items read.

data_list Returns the list of data items read. The data returned is an array of
one of the following types, depending on the service:

Service Data Type of Array Returned

hostdata sec_attr_t

srvrconf server_t

srvrexec server_t

keytab dced_key_list_t

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The dced_object_read_all()routine reads all the data for a specified host service
on a specific host. When the application is done with the data, it should call the
dced_objects_release()routine. Applications can also read individual data objects
for a service using thedced_object_read()routine.

The valid services for which you can read data includehostdata, srvrconf, srvrexec,
andkeytab.

Prior to calling the dced_object_read_all() routine, the application must have
established a validdced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Examples

The following example reads and displays all the data for a particulardced service.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

dced_string_t host_service;
void *data_list;

unsigned32 count;

error_status_t status;

dced_binding_create(host_service, dced_c_binding_syntax_default,
&dced_bh, &status);

dced_object_read_all(dced_bh, &count, &data_list, &status);

display(host_service, count, &data_list); /* application specific */

dced_objects_release(dced_bh, count, data_list, &status);

dced_binding_free( dced_bh, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type
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db_s_key_not_found

dce_cf_e_file_open

dce_cf_e_no_match

dce_cf_e_no_mem

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_need_privacy

dced_s_no_memory

dced_s_no_support

dced_s_not_found

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_acl_invalid_permission

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized

sec_s_no_memory

uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_object_read(3dce), dced_objects_release(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_objects_release

Purpose Releases the resources allocated for data read from adced service

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_objects_release(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
unsigned32count,
void *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for adced service on a specific host.

count Specifies the number of data items previously read and now to be
released.

Input/Output

data Specifies the data for which resources are released.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_objects_release()routine releases the resources allocated when data for
dced is read. Applications should calldced_objects_release()when finished with
data allocated by the followingdced API routines:
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• dced_object_read_all()

• dced_object_read()

• dced_hostdata_read()

If the data being released was read by usingdced_object_read_all(), the
count returned from this routine is used as input to thedced_objects_release()
routine. If the data being released was read by usingdced_object_read()
or dced_hostdata_read(), the count value required as input for the
dced_objects_release()routine is1.

Examples

In the following example, a binding is created to adced service on some host for a
service that stores data, and the service’s entry list is obtained. For each entry, the
data is read, displayed, and released.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

dced_entry_list_t entries;
unsigned32 i;

void *data;

error_status_t status;

dced_binding_create(host_service, dced_c_binding_syntax_default,
&dced_bh, &status);

dced_list_get(dced_bh, &entries, &status);

for(i=0; i<entries.count; i++) {

dced_object_read(dced_bh, &(entries.list[i].id), &data, &status);

display(host_service, 1, &data); /* application specific */

dced_objects_release(dced_bh, 1, data, &status);
.

.

.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_support

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_hostdata_read(3dce), dced_object_read(3dce), dced_object_read_all(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_release_cursor

Purpose Releases the resources of a cursor which traverses adced service’s list of entries

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_release_cursor(
dced_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor Specifies the cursor for which resources are released.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_release_cursor()routine releases the resources of a cursor initially set by
the dced_initilalize_cursor() routine and used by thedced_entry_get_next()routine.

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have first established a
valid dced binding handle by calling either thedced_binding_create() or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine, and then the application must have
called thedced_initialize_cursor() routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_entry_get_next(3dce), dced_initialize_cursor(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_secval_start

Purpose Starts the security validation service of a specific host’sdced

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_secval_start(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thesecval service on a specific
host.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_secval_start()routine starts the security validation service of a specific
host’sdced. This routine is typically used by management applications.

The security validation service (secval) has two major functions:

• Maintains a login context for the host’sself identity.

• Validates and certifies to applications (usually login programs) that the DCE
security daemon (secd) is legitimate.
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The secval program is commonly started by default whendced starts. See the
dced_secval_stop()routine for a discussion of when to use the combination of
dced_secval_stop()anddced_secval_start().

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have established a validdced
binding handle to thesecvalservice by calling either thedced_binding_create()or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_sv_already_enabled

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Commands: dced(8dce), thesecval(8dce)object ofdcecp.

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_secval_stop(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_secval_status

Purpose Indicates whether or not a specific host’s security validation service ofdced is running

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_secval_status(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
boolean32 *secval_active,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thesecval service on a specific
host.

Output

secval_activeReturns a value of TRUE if the security validation service is running
and FALSE if it is not running.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_secval_status()routine sets a parameter to TRUE or FALSE depending on
whether the security validation service has been activated or deactivated.

Prior to calling this routine, the application must have established a validdced
binding handle to thesecvalservice by calling either thedced_binding_create()or
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding() routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

Related Information

Commands: dced(8dce), thesecval(8dce)object ofdcecp.

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_secval_start(3dce), dced_secval_stop(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_secval_stop

Purpose Stops the security validation service of a specific host’sdced

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_secval_stop(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thesecval service on a specific
host.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_secval_stop()routine stops the security validation service (secval) of a
specific host’sdced. This routine is typically used by management applications.

Thesecvalservice is commonly started by default whendcedstarts. The main use of
dced_secval_stop()anddced_secval_start()is to force a refresh of the host principal
credentials. This is the only way to force certain registry changes made by the host
principal (such asgroupsetmembership) to be seen by processes running on the host.

You can easily stop and then start thesecvalservice with the following operations:
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dcecp -c secval deactivate
dcecp -c secval activate

It is not a good idea to remove the machine principalself credentials for an extended
period of time because processes running asself will fail in their attempts to perform
authenticated operations.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_sv_not_enabled

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

Commands: dced(8dce), thesecval(8dce)object ofdcecp.

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_secval_start(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_secval_validate

Purpose Validates that thesecdused by a specific host is legitimate

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_secval_validate(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedced binding handle for thesecval service on a specific
host.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_secval_validate()routine validates and certifies for a specific host that
the DCE security daemon (secd) is legitimate. Typically, a login program uses the
security validation service when it uses the security service’s login API (routines that
begin with sec_login). However, if a management application trusts some remote
host, it can usedced_secval_validate()to validatesecd, without logging in to the
host.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

ept_s_not_registered

rpc_s_comm_failure

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_rpcd_comm_failure

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_login_s_no_current_context

Related Information

Commands: dced(8dce), thesecval(8dce)object ofdcecp.

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_secval_start(3dce), sec_login_* (3sec)API.

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_server_create

Purpose Creates a DCE server’s configuration data for the host’sdced

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_server_create(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
server_t *conf_data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thesrvrconf service on a specific
host.

Input/Output

conf_data Specifies the configuration data for the server. Thedced_intro(3dce)
reference page describes theserver_t structure.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_server_create()routine creates a server’s configuration data. This routine
is used by management installation applications to remotely (or locally) establish the
data used to control how a DCE server starts. However, this routine does not create
the program or start it. Since this activity is typically part of a server’s installation,
you can also usedcecp’s server createoperation.
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Management applications use thedced_object_read()routine to read the configuration
data.

Prior to callingdced_server_create(), the application must have established a valid
dced binding handle to thesrvrconf service by calling eitherdced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding().

Examples

The following example shows how to fill in some of the fields of aserver_t structure
and then create the configuration indced.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

server_t conf;

error_status_t status;

dced_binding_create("srvrconf@hosts/katharine",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,

&dced_bh,

&status);

/* setup a server_t structure */

uuid_create(&conf.id, &status);

conf.name = (dced_string_t)"application";

conf.entryname = (dced_string_t)"/.:/development/new_app";

conf.services.count = 1;

/* service_t structure(s) */

conf.services.list = malloc(conf.services.count * sizeof(service_t));

rpc_if_inq_id(application_v1_0_c_ifspec,

&(conf.services.list[0].ifspec), &status);

conf.services.list[0].ifname = (dced_string_t)"application";

conf.services.list[0].annotation = (dced_string_t)"A new application";

conf.services.list[0].flags = 0;

/* server_fixedattr_t structure */

conf.fixed.startupflags = server_c_startup_explicit |

server_c_startup_on_failure;

conf.fixed.flags = 0;

conf.fixed.program = (dced_string_t)"/usr/users/bin/new_app";
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dced_server_create(dced_bh, &conf, &status);

.

.

.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_header_type

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_already_exists

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_name_missing

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

dcecp objects: server(8dce).

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_object_read(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_server_delete

Purpose Deletes a DCE server’s configuration data fromdced

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_server_delete(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * conf_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thesrvrconf service on a specific
host.

conf_uuid Specifies the UUID thatdced uses to identify the server’s configuration
data to be deleted.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_server_delete()routine deletes a server’s configuration data from the
server’s dced. This routine removes a server from DCE control by making it
incapable of starting viadced. The routine does not delete the program from disk
nor does it affect the server if the server is currently running.
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Prior to usingdced_server_delete(), the server configuration data must be created by
an administrator using thedcecp server createoperation or by an application using
dced_server_create().

Prior to callingdced_server_delete(), the application must have established a valid
dced binding handle to thesrvrconf service by calling eitherdced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding().

Examples

In the following example, adcedbinding is created to the server configuration service
on a host, and then an inquiry is made as to the UUID associated with a particular
server. Thedced_server_delete()routine is then used to delete the configuration.

dced_binding_handle_t dced_bh;

dced_string_t server_name;

uuid_t srvrconf_id;

error_status_t status;

name_server(&server_name); /* application specific */

dced_binding_create("srvrconf@hosts/katharine",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default, &dced_bh, &status);

dced_inq_id(dced_bh, server_name, &srvrconf_id, &status);

dced_server_delete(dced_bh, &srvrconf_id, &status);
dced_binding_free(dced_bh, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_del_failed

db_s_iter_not_allowed

dced_s_bad_binding
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dced_s_not_found

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

dcecp Objects: server(8dce).

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_server_create(3dce), dced_server_modify_attributes(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_server_disable_if

Purpose Disables a service (RPC interface) provided by a specific server on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_server_disable_if(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * exec_uuid,
rpc_if_id_t * interface,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thesrvrexecservice on a specific
host.

exec_uuid Specifies the UUID thatdced uses to identify the running server.

interface Specifies the RPC interface identifier that represents the service to
be disabled. The interface identifier is generated whenidl compiles
an interface definition file. The interface identifier is anrpc_if_id_t
structure that contains the interface UUID (uuid) of type uuid_t, and
numbers of typeunsigned16representing the major (vers_major) and
minor (vers_minor) version numbers for the interface.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The dced_server_disable_if()routine disables a service provided by a server on a
specific host. A service is represented by an RPC interface identifier. Management
applications use this routine to remotely disable an interface so it is inaccessible by
clients, without completely stopping the entire server.

When a server starts and initializes itself, it must call thedce_server_register()routine
to enable all of its services. The server can then disable its own individual services by
using dce_server_disable_service(). This routine unregisters the service’s interface
from the RPC runtime and marks the interface as disabled in the endpoint map. As
an alternative, a management application can usedced_server_disable_if()to disable
individual services. However, this routine only affects the endpoint map indced by
marking the interface as disabled and does not affect the server’s runtime.

A management application can reenable a service again by calling the
dced_server_enable_if() routine. (Servers reenable their own services using
the dce_server_enable_if()routine.)

Prior to callingdced_server_disable_if(), the application must have established a valid
dced binding handle to thesrvrexec service by calling eitherdced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding().

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_not_found
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sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

dcecp Objects: server(8dce).

Functions: dce_server_disable_if(3dce), dce_server_enable_if(3dce),
dce_server_register(3dce), dced_binding_create(3dce),
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce), dced_server_enable_if(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_server_enable_if

Purpose Enables a service (RPC interface) of a specific server on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_server_enable_if(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * exec_uuid,
rpc_if_id_t * interface,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thesrvrexecservice on a specific
host.

exec_uuid Specifies the UUID thatdced uses to identify the running server.

interface Specifies the RPC interface identifier that represents the service to
be enabled. The interface identifier is generated whenidl compiles
an interface definition file. The interface identifier is a structure
that contains the interface UUID (interface->uuid), and the major
(interface->vers_major) and minor (interface->vers_minor) version
numbers for the interface.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The dced_server_enable_if()routine enables a service (or reenables a previously
disabled service) that a specific server provides. Management applications use this
routine. A service is represented by an RPC interface identifier.

When a server starts and initializes itself, it typically calls thedce_server_register()
routine to enable all of its services. The services can then be disabled and
reenabled, as needed. A server enables and disables its own services by using
the routinesdce_server_enable_service()and dce_server_disable_service(). A
management application enables and disables a remote server’s service using the
routinesdced_server_enable_if()anddced_server_disable_if().

The dce_server* routines affect both the RPC runtime and the local endpoint map
by registering (or unregistering) with the runtime and setting a flag for the interface
in the the endpoint map as enabled (or disabled). Thedced_server_enable_if()and
dced_server_disable_if()routines affect only the remote endpoint map by setting the
flag.

Prior to callingdced_server_enable_if(), the application must have established a valid
dced binding handle to thesrvrexec service by calling eitherdced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding().

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_not_found
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sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

dcecp Objects: server(8dce).

Functions: dce_server_disable_if(3dce), dce_server_enable_if(3dce),
dce_server_register(3dce), dced_binding_create(3dce),
dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce), dced_server_disable_if(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_server_modify_attributes

Purpose Modifies attributes for a DCE server’s configuration data

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_server_modify_attributes(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * conf_uuid,
dced_attr_list_t *data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thesrvrconf service on a specific
host.

conf_uuid Specifies the UUID thatdced uses to identify a server’s configuration
data to be modified.

data Specifies the attributes to be modified.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_server_modify_attributes() routine replaces a server’s attributes of its
configuration data maintained bydced on a specific host. This routine is typically
called after a configuration is created with thedced_server_create()routine.
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A server’s configuration is manipulated in aserver_t data structure, and the
dced_server_modify_attributes()routine affects only theattributes member of this
structure. To change other server configuration data, you must first delete the
configuration by usingdced_server_delete(), and then create the configuration again
by usingdced_server_create().

Prior to calling dced_server_modify_attributes(), the application must have
established a validdced binding handle to thesrvrconf service by calling either
dced_binding_create()or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding().

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_index_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_not_found

sec_acl_invalid_permission

Related Information

dcecp Objects: server(8dce).

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_object_read(3dce).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide
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dced_server_start

Purpose Starts a DCE-configured server on a specified host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_server_start(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * conf_uuid,
dced_attr_list_t *attributes,
uuid_t * exec_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thesrvrconf service on a specific
host.

conf_uuid Specifies the UUID thatdceduses to identify the server to start. If the
value input is that of a server that is already running,dced starts a new
instance.

attributes Specifies the configuration attributes to use to start the server. If the
value is NULL, the default configuration defined indced is used.

Input/Output

exec_uuid Specifies a new UUID fordced to use to identify the running server.
If a nil UUID is input, a new UUID is created and returned. If the
value input is that of a server that is already running,dced starts a new
instance and returns a new value.
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Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_server_start()routine starts DCE-configured servers on a specific remote
host (or the local host). The configuration data is stored in an object in thesrvrconf
service ofdced. When the server starts,dced uses the server configuration object
and creates a server execution object in thesrvrexec service. A server execution
object consists of data that describes the executing server.

Management applications create the configuration data by using the
dced_server_create()and thedced_object_read()routine to read the configuration
or execution data.

Prior to calling dced_server_start(), the application must have established a valid
dced binding handle to thesrvrconf service by calling eitherdced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding().

Examples

The following example starts a configured server using a nil UUID as input for the
executing server.

dced_binding_handle_t conf_bh;
dced_string_t server_name;

uuid_t srvrconf_id, srvrexec_id;

error_status_t status;

dced_binding_create("srvrconf@hosts/patrick",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,
&conf_bh,

&status);

dced_inq_id(conf_bh, server_name, &srvrconf_id, &status);

uuid_create_nil(&srvrexec_id, &status);

dced_server_start(conf_bh, &srvrconf_id, NULL, &srvrexec_id,
&status);

.
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.

.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

db_s_bad_header_type

db_s_iter_not_allowed

db_s_key_not_found

db_s_readonly

db_s_store_failed

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_support

dced_s_not_found

dced_s_sc_cant_fork

dced_s_sc_invalid_attr_type

dced_s_sc_open_file_failed

sec_acl_invalid_permission

uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

Commands: server(8dce).

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_server_create(3dce), dced_server_stop(3dce).
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Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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dced_server_stop

Purpose Stops a DCE-configured server running on a specific host

Synopsis
#include <dce/dced.h>

void dced_server_stop(
dced_binding_handle_tdced_bh,
uuid_t * exec_uuid,
srvrexec_stop_method_tmethod,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

dced_bh Specifies thedcedbinding handle for thesrvrexecservice on a specific
host.

exec_uuid Specifies a UUID thatdced uses to identify the running server. If the
value input isdced_g_uuid_all_servers, dced attempts to stop all the
DCE servers running on that host.

method Specifies the methoddced uses to stop a server. A method is
represented by one of the following values:

srvrexec_stop_rpc
Uses the rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening() routine.
This is the cleanest way to stop a server, because it waits
for outstanding remote procedure calls to finish before
making the server’srpc_server_listen() routine return.

srvrexec_stop_soft
Uses a soft local host mechanism (such as theTERM
signal in UNIX)
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srvrexec_stop_hard
Uses a hard local host mechanism (such as theKILL
signal in UNIX)

srvrexec_stop_error
Uses a mechanism that saves the program state (such as
the ABORT signal in UNIX)

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dced_server_stop()routine stops DCE-configured servers on specific hosts.
When the server is completely stopped and no longer a running process,dced deletes
the associated execution data it maintained.

Administrators use thedcecp operations server create and server start to
configure and start a server, and management applications use the associated
dced_server_create()anddced_server_start()routines.

Prior to calling dced_server_stop(), the application must have established a valid
dced binding handle to thesrvrexec service by calling eitherdced_binding_create()
or dced_binding_from_rpc_binding().

Cautions

Using the valuedced_g_uuid_all_serversfor the exec_uuidparameter causesdced
to shutdown all serversincluding itself.

Examples

The following example obtainsdced binding handles to the server configuration and
execution services ofdced on the hostpatrick . The example then checks to see
if the server is running by seeing ifdced has a UUID and entry for the executing
server. However, the server may be in the process of starting up or stopping, so
the example also checks to be sure the instance UUID of the running server matches
the UUID of the configuration for that server. If there is a match, the server is
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running. Finally, the example stops the server by callingdced_server_stop()with
the srvrexec_stop_rpcparameter.

dced_binding_handle_t conf_bh, exec_bh;

dced_string_t server_name;

void *data;

server_t *exec_ptr;

uuid_t srvrconf_id, srvrexec_id;

error_status_t status;

.

.

.

dced_binding_create("srvrconf@hosts/patrick",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,

&conf_bh,

&status);

dced_binding_create("srvrexec@hosts/patrick",

dced_c_binding_syntax_default,

&exec_bh,

&status);

/* is server running? */

dced_inq_id(exec_bh, server_name, &srvrexec_id, &status);

/* also check to be sure server is not coming up or going down */

dced_object_read(exec_bh, &srvrexec_id, &data, &status);

exec_ptr = (server_t*)data;

dced_inq_id(conf_bh, server_name, &srvrconf_id, &status);

if(uuid_equal(&srvrconf_id,

&exec_ptr->exec_data.tagged_union.running_data.instance,

&status) ) {

dced_server_stop(exec_bh, &srvrexec_id, srvrexec_stop_rpc, &status);

}

dced_objects_release(exec_bh, 1, data, &status);

dced_binding_free(conf_bh, &status);

dced_binding_free(exec_bh, &status);
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

dced_s_bad_binding

dced_s_no_support

dced_s_not_found

rpc_s_binding_incomplete

rpc_s_comm_failure

rpc_s_invalid_binding

rpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowed

rpc_s_unknown_if

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

sec_acl_invalid_permission

uuid_s_bad_version

Related Information

dcecp Objects: server(8dce).

Functions: dced_binding_create(3dce), dced_binding_from_rpc_binding(3dce),
dced_server_create(3dce) dced_server_start(3dce),
rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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DCE_SVC_DEBUG

Purpose Macro to output a serviceability debug message

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

DCE_SVC_DEBUG((
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
const unsigned32table_index,
unsigned32debug_level,
char * format,
...));

Parameters
Input

handle The caller’s serviceability handle.

table_index The message’s subcomponent name (defined in thesamsfile).

debug_level Serviceability debug level for the message.

format The message string.

. . . Format arguments, if any.

Description

The DCE_SVC_DEBUG macro is used to generate debugging output. Because it is
a macro that takes a variable number of arguments, the entire parameter list must be
enclosed in two sets of parentheses. Thehandleand table_indexparameters are as
described fordce_svc_printf().
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In contrast to the normal operation of the serviceability interface,DCE_SVC_DEBUG
requires the caller to specify the message as a string literal in the call, rather than by
defining it in the application’ssamsfile specifying the message by a message ID.

The debug_levelargument indicates the level of detail associated with this message
and must be in the rangesvc_c_debug1to svc_c_debug9.

Thus the value ofdebug_levelassociates the message with one of nine levels,
and whether or not the message is actually generated at run time will depend
on what debugging level has been set for the application. The level can
be set by the application itself by a call todce_svc_debug_set_levels()or
dce_svc_debug_routing(). The level can also be set by the value of an environment
variable or a serviceability routing file. Seesvcroute(5dce)for further information.

The significance of the various levels is application-defined, but in general the higher
levels (numbers) imply more detail in debugging output.

The format and . . . parameters are passed directly tofprintf() or its equivalent.

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_debug_routing(3dce), dce_svc_debug_set_levels(3dce),
dce_svc_printf(3dce), dce_svc_routing(3dce).

Files: svcroute(5dce).
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DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST

Purpose Macro to test a component’s serviceability debug level

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST(
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
const unsigned32table_index,
unsigned32debug_level);

Parameters
Input

handle The caller’s serviceability handle.

table_index The subcomponent name (defined in thesamsfile) whose debug level
is being tested.

debug_level The debug level being tested.

Description

If serviceability debug code was enabled (by definingDCE_DEBUG) during
compilation, the DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST and DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS
macros can be used to test the debug level of a subcomponent (specified by
table_index) for the specifiedhandle. DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST tests
whether the debug level is at least at the specified level.DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS
tests for an exact match with the specified level. In either case, the specified level
should be a number between 1 and 9.
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Related Information

Functions: DCE_SVC_DEBUG(3dce), DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS(3dce),
DCE_SVC_LOG(3dce).
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DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS

Purpose Macro to test a component’s serviceability debug level

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS(
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
const unsigned32table_index,
unsigned32debug_level);

Parameters
Input

handle The caller’s serviceability handle.

table_index The name of the subcomponent name (defined in thesamsfile) whose
debug level is to be tested.

debug_level The serviceability debug level being tested.

Description

If serviceability debug code was enabled (by definingDCE_DEBUG) during
compilation, the DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST and DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS
macros can be used to test the debug level of a subcomponent (specified by
table_index) for the specifiedhandle. DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST tests
whether the debug level is at least at the specified level.DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS
tests for an exact match with the specified level. In either case, the specified level
should be a number between 1 and 9.
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Related Information

Functions: DCE_SVC_DEBUG(3dce), DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST(3dce),
DCE_SVC_LOG(3dce).
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DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE

Purpose Macro to create a serviceability handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE(
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
dce_svc_subcomp_t *table,
const idl_char *component_name);

Parameters
Input

table A message table structure (defined in a header file generated bysams
during compilation).

component_name
The serviceability name of the component, defined in thecomponent
field of thesamsfile.

Output

handle A serviceability handle structure that will be filled in by the macro.

Description

There are two ways to register a serviceability table preparatory to using the
serviceability interface in an application. The first is to create a global variable using
the DCE_SVC_DEFINE_HANDLE macro. The first parameter is the serviceability
handle, the second is a pointer to the component’s message table, and the third is the
name of the serviceability component (application). The macro creates a skeleton
variable that will be completed the first time the handle is used. This can be useful
when writing library code that has no explicit initialization routine.
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The second method is to call thedce_svc_register()routine.

Related Information

Functions: dce_svc_register(3dce).
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DCE_SVC_LOG

Purpose Macro to output a binary form of a serviceability debug message

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>

DCE_SVC_LOG((
dce_svc_handle_thandle,
const unsigned32table_index,
unsigned32debug_level,
const unsigned32messageid,
char * format,
. . .));

Parameters
Input

handle The caller’s serviceability handle.

table_index The message’s subcomponent name (defined in thesamsfile).

debug_level Serviceability debug level for the message.

messageid A message ID, defined in the message’scodefield in thesamsfile.

format A message format specifier string (used ifmessageidcannot be found).

. . . Any format arguments for the message string.

Description

TheDCE_SVC_LOG macro is used to generate debugging output based on a message
defined in an application’ssamsfile (in this respect it is unlikeDCE_SVC_DEBUG,
in which the message is specified as a literal string parameter). Because it is a macro
that takes a variable number of arguments, the entire parameter list must be enclosed
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in two sets of parentheses. Thehandleand table_indexparameters are as described
for dce_svc_printf().

The message can be specified in either one of two ways: bymessageid, identifying a
message defined in the normal way in the application’ssamsfile; or as a string literal
paramater (format). The format string is used only if the specifiedmessageidcannot
be found.

DCE_SVC_LOG generates a record in the serviceability binary format, not a
conventional serviceability message as such. The complete message text is not
normally written; instead, only the message ID (themessageidspecified in the macro
parameter), and its format arguments (if any) are written. When the binary log
is read (seesvcdumplog(8dce)), the text of the message is reconstructed from the
application’s installed message catalog. However, if the original message was
generated from theformat argument, then the entire message text is written to the
binary record.

The debug_levelargument indicates the level of detail associated with the message
and must be in the rangesvc_c_debug1to svc_c_debug9.

Thus the value ofdebug_levelassociates the message with one of nine levels,
and whether or not the message is actually generated at run time will depend
on what debugging level has been set for the application. The level can
be set by the application itself by a call todce_svc_debug_set_levels()or
dce_svc_debug_routing(). The level can also be set by the value of an environment
variable or a serviceability routing file. Seesvcroute(5dce)for further information.

The significance of the various levels is application-defined, but in general the higher
levels (numbers) imply more detail in debugging output.

Related Information

Functions: DCE_SVC_DEBUG(3dce), DCE_SVC_DEBUG_ATLEAST(3dce),
DCE_SVC_DEBUG_IS(3dce).
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svcroute

Purpose Routing control file for DCE serviceability messages

Description

The file svc/routing specifies routing for serviceability messages. The default
location forsvc/routing is the DCE local data directory (typically/opt/dcelocal/var).
The environment variableDCE_SVC_ROUTING_FILE , if set, specifies a different
location for the file.

The file consists of a series of text lines. Blank lines and lines that begin with a
# (number sign) character are ignored when the file’s contents are interpreted. All
other lines must consist of either three or four fields, each separated by a: (colon).
Leading whitespace is ignored.

Lines consisting of three fields specify routing for nondebug serviceability messages.
Their format is as follows:

sev:out_form:dest[;out_form:dest. . . ] [GOESTO:{ sev| comp}]

The sev(severity) field specifies one of the following message severities:

FATAL Fatal error exit: An unrecoverable error (such as database corruption)
has occurred and will probably require manual intervention to be
corrected. The program usually terminates immediately after such an
error.

ERROR Error detected: An unexpected event that is nonterminal (such as a
timeout), or is correctable by human intervention, has occurred. The
program will continue operation, although some functions or services
may no longer be available. This severity level may also be used to
indicate that a particular request or action could not be completed.

WARNING Correctible error: An error occurred that was automatically corrected
(for example, a configuration file was not found, and default values
were used instead). This severity level may also be used to indicate a
condition thatmaybe an error if the effects are undesirable (for example,
removing all files as a side-effect of removing a nonempty directory).
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This severity level may also be used to indicate a condition that, if not
corrected, will eventually result in an error (for example, a printer’s
running low on paper).

NOTICE Informational notice: A significant routine major event has occurred;
for example, a server has started.

NOTICE_VERBOSE
Verbose information notice: A significant routine event has occurred;
for example, a directory entry was removed.

The out_form(output form) field specifies how the messages of a given severity level
should be processed, and must be one of the following:

BINFILE Write these messages as a binary log entry to the specified file.

TEXTFILE Write these messages as human-readable text.

FILE Equivalent toTEXTFILE .

DISCARD Do not record messages of this severity level.

STDOUT Write these messages as human-readable text to standard output.

STDERR Write these messages as human-readable text to standard error.

Files written asBINFILE s can be read and manipulated with a set of log file functions
(for more information, seedce_svc_log_open()and dce_svc_log_get()), or by the
svcdumplogcommand (seesvcdumplog(1dce)).

The out_formspecifier may be followed by a two-number specifier of the form

.gens.count

where

gens is an integer that specifies the number of files (that is, generations) that
should be kept

count is an integer specifying how many entries (that is, messages) should be
written to each file

The multiple files are named by appending a dot to the simple specified name,dest,
followed by the current generation number. When the number of entries in a file
reaches the maximum specified bycount, the file is closed, the generation number is
incremented, and the next file is opened. When the maximum generation number
files have been created and filled, the generation number is reset to 1, and a new file
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with that number is created and written to (thus overwriting the already-existing file
with the same name), and so on, as long as messages are being written. Thus the files
wrap around to their beginning, and the total number of log files never exceedsgens,
although messages continue to be written as long as the program continues writing
them. Note that when a program starts, the generation starts at 1.

The dest (destination) field specifies where the message should be sent, and is a
pathname. The field can be left blank if theout_form specified isDISCARD,
STDOUT, or STDERR. The field can also contain a%ld string in the filename
which, when the file is written, will be replaced by the process ID of the program that
wrote the message(s). Filenames maynot contain colons or periods.

Multiple routings for the same severity level can be specified by simply adding the
additional desired routings as semicolon-separatedout_form:deststrings.

For example, the following strings specify that

• Fatal error messages should be sent to the console.

• Warnings should be discarded.

• Notices should be written both to standard error and as binary entries in files
located in the/tmp directory. No more than 50 files should be written, and there
should be no more than 100 messages written to each file. The files will have
names of the form/tmp/logprocess_id.n, whereprocess_idis the process ID of
the program originating the messages, andn is the generation number of the file
(expressed with only as many digits as needed).

FATAL:TEXTFILE:/dev/console
WARNING:DISCARD:–
NOTICE:STDERR:-;BINFILE.50.100:/tmp/log%ld

The GOESTO specifier allows messages for the severity whose routing specification
it appears in to be routed to the same destination (and in the same output form) as
those for the other, specified, severity level (or component name). For example,
the following specification means thatWARNING messges should show up in three
places: twice tostderr, and then once to the file/tmp/foo:

WARNING:STDERR:;GOESTO:FATAL
FATAL:STDERR:;FILE:/tmp/foo

Note that aGOESTO specification should be the last element in a multidestination
route specification.
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Routing Serviceability Messages by Environment Variable

Serviceability message routing can also be specified by the values of certain
environment variables. If environment variables are used, the routings they specify
will override any conflicting routes specified by the routing file.

The routes are specified on the basis of severity level by putting the desired routing
instructions in their corresponding environment variables:

• SVC_FATAL

• SVC_ERROR

• SVC_WARNING

• SVC_NOTICE

• SVC_NOTICE_VERBOSE

Each variable should contain a single string in the format

out_form:dest[;out_form:dest. . . ]

where out_form and dest have the same meanings and form as in the preceding
syntax line. Multiple routings can be specified with semicolon-separated additional
substrings specifying the additional routes, as shown.

Setting Serviceability Debug Message Levels

Nine serviceability debug message levels (specified respectively by single digits from
1 to 9) are available. The precise meaning of each level varies with the application or
DCE component in question, but the general notion is that ascending to a higher level
(for example, from2 to 3) increases the level of informational detail in the messages.

Setting debug messaging at a certain level means that all levels up to and including
the specified level are enabled. For example, if the debug level is set at4, then the
1, 2, and3 levels are enabled as well.

The general format for the debug level specifier string is

component:sub_comp.level,sub_comp.level,. . .

where

component is the three-character serviceability component code for the program
whose debug message levels are being specified.
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sub_comp.level
is a serviceability subcomponent name, followed (after a dot) by a debug
level (expressed as a single digit from 1 to 9). Note that multiple
subcomponent/level pairs can be specified in the string.

If there are multiple subcomponents and it is desired to set the debug level to be
the same for all of them, then the following form will do this (where* specifies all
subcomponents):

component:*. level

Routing Serviceability Debug Messages

Routing for serviceability debug messages can be specified in either of the two
following ways:

• By the contents of theSVC_COMP_DBG environment variable (whereCOMP
is the code of the component, converted to upper case, whose debug message
routing is to be set).

• By the contents of the/svc/routing routing file.

The routing is specified by the contents of a specially-formatted string that is either
included in the value of the environment variable or the contents of the routing file.

The general format for the debug routing specifier string is

component:sub_comp.level,. . .:out_form:dest[;out_form:dest. . . ] \
[GOESTO:{ sev| component}]

wherecomponent, sub_comp.level, out_form, dest, and sevhave the same meanings
as defined earlier in this reference page.

For example, consider the following string value:

hel:*.4:STDERR:-;TEXTFILE:/tmp/hel_debug_log_%ld

This value, when assigned to theSVC_HEL_DBG environment variable, would set
the debug level and routing for allhel subcomponents. A debug level of4 is specified,
and all debug messages of that level or lower will be written both to standard error,
and in text form to the file/tmp/hel_debug_log_process_ID, whereprocess_IDis the
process ID of the program writing the messages.
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thr_intro

Purpose Introduction to DCE Threads

Description

DCE Threads is a set of routines that you can call to create a multithreaded
program. Multithreading is used to improve the performance of a program. Routines
implemented by DCE Threads that are not specified by Draft 4 of the POSIX 1003.4a
standard are indicated by an_np suffix on the name. These routines are new
primitives.

The threads routines sort alphabetically in the reference pages; however, the tables in
this introduction list the routines in the following functional groups:

• Threads routines

• Routines that implicitly initialize threads package

• Attributes object routines

• Mutex routines

• Condition variable routines

• Thread-specific data routines

• Threads cancellation routines

• Threads priority and scheduling routines

• Cleanup routines

• The atfork() routine

• Signal handling routines

Threads Routines

Routine Description

pthread_create() Creates a thread
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pthread_delay_np() Causes a thread to wait for a period of
time

pthread_detach() Marks a thread for deletion

pthread_equal() Compares one thread identifier to
another thread identifier

pthread_exit() Terminates the calling thread

pthread_join() Causes the calling thread to wait for the
termination of a specified thread

pthread_once() Calls an initialization routine to be
executed only once

pthread_self() Obtains the identifier of the current
thread

pthread_yield() Notifies the scheduler that the current
thread will release its processor to other
threads of the same or higher priority

The following DCE Threads routines will, when called, implicitly perform any
necessary initialization of the threads package. Thus any application using DCE
Threads should call one of the following routines before calling any other threads
routines, in order to ensure that the package is properly initialized.

Routines that Implicitly Perform Threads Initialization

Routine Description

pthread_attr_create() Creates a thread attributes object

pthread_create() Creates a thread

pthread_self() Obtains the identifier of the current
thread

pthread_setprio() Changes the scheduling priority
attribute

pthread_getprio() Obtains the scheduling priority attribute

pthread_setscheduler() Changes the scheduling policy attribute

pthread_getscheduler() Obtains the scheduling policy attribute
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pthread_once() Calls an initialization routine to be
executed only once

pthread_keycreate() Generates a unique thread-specific data
key value

pthread_mutexattr_create() Creates a mutex attributes object

pthread_mutex_init() Creates a mutex

pthread_condattr_create() Creates a condition variable attributes
object

pthread_cond_init() Creates a condition variable

pthread_testcancel() Requests delivery of a pending cancel

pthread_setcancel() Enables or disables the current thread’s
general cancelability

pthread_setasynccancel() Enables or disables the current thread’s
asynchronous cancelability

pthread_delay_np() Causes a thread to wait for a period of
time

Attributes Object Routines

Routine Description

pthread_attr_create() Creates a thread attributes object

pthread_attr_delete() Deletes a thread attributes object

pthread_attr_getinheritsched() Obtains the inherit scheduling attribute

pthread_attr_getprio() Obtains the scheduling priority attribute

pthread_attr_getsched() Obtains the scheduling policy attribute

pthread_attr_getstacksize() Obtains the stacksize attribute

pthread_attr_setinheritsched() Changes the inherit scheduling attribute

pthread_attr_setprio() Changes the scheduling priority
attribute

pthread_attr_setsched() Changes the scheduling policy attribute

pthread_attr_setstacksize() Changes the stacksize attribute
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pthread_condattr_create() Creates a condition variable attributes
object

pthread_condattr_delete() Deletes a condition variable attributes
object

pthread_mutexattr_create() Creates a mutex attributes object

pthread_mutexattr_delete() Deletes a mutex attributes object

pthread_mutexattr_getkind_np() Obtains the mutex type attribute

pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np() Changes the mutex type attribute

Mutex Routines

Routine Description

pthread_lock_global_np() Locks a global mutex

pthread_mutex_destroy() Deletes a mutex

pthread_mutex_init() Creates a mutex

pthread_mutex_lock() Locks a mutex and waits if the mutex
is already locked

pthread_mutex_trylock() Locks a mutex and returns if the mutex
is already locked

pthread_mutex_unlock() Unlocks a mutex

pthread_unlock_global_np() Unlocks a global mutex

Condition Variable Routines

Routine Description

pthread_cond_broadcast() Wakes all threads waiting on a
condition variable

pthread_cond_destroy() Deletes a condition variable

pthread_cond_init() Creates a condition variable

pthread_cond_signal() Wakes one thread waiting on a
condition variable
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pthread_cond_timedwait() Causes a thread to wait for a specified
period of time for a condition variable
to be signaled or broadcast

pthread_cond_wait() Causes a thread to wait for a condition
variable to be signaled or broadcast

pthread_get_expiration_np() Obtains a value representing a desired
expiration time

Thread-Specific Data

Routine Description

pthread_getspecific() Obtains the thread-specific data
associated with the specified key

pthread_keycreate() Generates a unique thread-specific data
key value

pthread_setspecific() Sets the thread-specific data associated
with the specified key

Threads Cancellation Routines

Routine Description

pthread_cancel() Allows a thread to request termination

pthread_setasynccancel() Enables or disables the current thread’s
asynchronous cancelability

pthread_setcancel() Enables or disables the current thread’s
general cancelability

pthread_signal_to_cancel_np() Cancels a thread if a signal is received
by the process

pthread_testcancel() Requests delivery of a pending cancel

Threads Priority and Scheduling Routines

Routine Description

pthread_getprio() Obtains the current priority of a thread

pthread_getscheduler() Obtains the current scheduling policy of
a thread
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pthread_setprio() Changes the current priority of a thread

pthread_setscheduler() Changes the current scheduling policy
and priority of a thread

Cleanup Routines

Routine Description

pthread_cleanup_pop() Removes a cleanup handler from the
stack

pthread_cleanup_push() Establishes a cleanup handler

The atfork() Routine

Routine Description

atfork() Arranges for fork cleanup handling

Signal Handling Routines

Routine Description

sigaction() Specifies action to take on receipt of
signal

sigpending() Examines pending signals

sigprocmask() Sets the current signal mask

sigwait() Causes thread to wait for asynchronous
signal
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datatypes

Purpose Data types used by DCE Threads

Description

The DCE Threads data types can be divided into two broad categories: primitive
system and application level.

Primitive System Data Types

The first category consists of types that represent structures used by (and internal to)
DCE Threads. These types are defined as being primitive system data types.

• pthread_attr_t

• pthread_cond_t

• pthread_condattr_t

• pthread_key_t

• pthread_mutex_t

• pthread_mutexattr_t

• pthread_once_t

• pthread_t

Although applications must know about these types, passing them in and receiving
them from various DCE Threads routines, the structures themselves are opaque: they
cannot be directly modified by applications, and they can be manipulated only (and
only in some cases) through specific DCE Threads routines. (Thepthread_key_t
type is somewhat different from the others in this list, in that it is essentially a handle
to a thread-private block of memory requested by a call topthread_keycreate().)

Application Level Data Types

The second category of DCE Threads data consists of types used to describe objects
that originate in the application:

• pthread_addr_t
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• pthread_destructor_t

• pthread_initroutine_t

• pthread_startroutine_t

• sigset_t

All of the above types, with the exception of the last, are various kinds of memory
addresses that must be passed by callers of certain DCE Threads routines. These
types are extensions to POSIX. They permit DCE Threads to be used on platforms
that are not fully ANSI C compliant. While being extensions to permit the use of
compilers that are not ANSI C compatible, they are fully portable data types.

The last data type,sigset_t, exhibits properties of both primitive system and application
level data types. While objects of this type originate in the application, the data type
is opaque. A set of functions is provided to manipulate objects of this type.

For further information, see the following descriptions, listed in sorted order.

Data Type Descriptions

Following are individual descriptions of each of the DCE Threads data types. The
descriptions include the routines where the data type is modified, such as, created,
changed or deleted/destroyed, but not the routines referencing or using them that do
not change them.

• pthread_addr_t

A miscellaneous data type representing an address value that must be passed by
the caller of various threads routines. Usually thepthread_addr_t value is the
address of an area which contains various parameters to be made accessible to
an implicitly called routine. For example, when thepthread_create() routine
is called, one of the parameters passed is apthread_addr_t value that contains
an address which will be passed to thestart_routinewhich the thread is being
created to execute; presumably the routine will extract necessary parameters from
the area referenced by this address.

• pthread_attr_t

Threads attribute object, used to specify the attributes of a thread when it is
created by a call topthread_create(). The object is created by a call to
pthread_attr_create(), then modified as desired by calls to

— pthread_attr_setinheritsched()
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— pthread_attr_setprio()

— pthread_attr_setsched()

— pthread_attr_setstacksize()

(Note that there are_getversions of these four calls, which can be used to retrieve
the respective values.)

• pthread_cond_t

Data type representing a threads condition variable. The variable is created by a
call to pthread_cond_init(), and destroyed by a call topthread_cond_destroy().

• pthread_condattr_t

Data type representing a threads condition variable attributes object.
Created by a call topthread_condattr_create(). The range of possible
modifications to a condition variable attributes object is not great: creation (via
pthread_condattr_create()) and deletion (viapthread_condattr_delete()) are
all. The object is created with default values.

• pthread_destructor_t

Data type, passed in a call topthread_keycreate(), representing the address of
a procedure to be called to destroy a data value associated with a unique thread-
specific data key value when the thread terminates.

• pthread_initroutine_t

Data type representing the address of a procedure that performs a one-time
initialization for a thread. It is passed in a call topthread_once(). The
pthread_once() routine, when called, executes the initialization routine. The
specified routine isguaranteed to be executed only once, even though the
pthread_once()call occurs in multithreaded code.

• pthread_key_t

Data type representing a thread-specific data key, created by a call to
pthread_keycreate(). The key is an address of memory. Associating a static
block of memory with a specific thread in this way is an alternative to using
stack memory for the thread. The key is destroyed by the application-supplied
procedure specified by the routine specified using thepthread_destructor_t data
type in the call topthread_keycreate().

• pthread_mutex_t
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Data type representing a mutex object. It is created by a call to
pthread_mutex_init() and destroyed by a call topthread_mutex_destroy().
Care should be taken not to attempt to destroy a locked object.

• pthread_mutexattr_t

Data type representing an attributes object which defines the characteristics of a
mutex. Created by a call topthread_mutexattr_create(); modified by calls to
pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np() (which allows you to specify fast, recursive,
or nonrecursive mutexes); passed topthread_mutex_init() to create the mutex
with the specified atttributes. The only other modification allowed is to destroy
the mutex attributes object, withpthread_mutexattr_delete().

• pthread_once_t

A data structure that defines the characteristics of the one-time initialization
routine executed by callingpthread_once(). The structure is opaque to the
application, and cannot be modified by it, but it must be explicitly declared
by the client code, and initialized by a call topthread_once_init(). The
pthread_once_ttype must not be an array.

• pthread_startroutine_t

Data type representing the address of the application routine or other routine,
whatever it is, that a new thread is created to execute as its start routine.

• pthread_t

Data type representing a thread handle, created by a call topthread_create().
The thread handle is used thenceforth to identify the thread to calls such as
pthread_cancel(), pthread_detach(), pthread_equal()(to which two handles are
passed for comparison).

• sigset_t

Data type representing a set of signals. It is always an integral or structure type.
If a structure, it is intended to be a simple structure, such as, a set of arrays as
opposed to a set of pointers. It is opaque in that a set of functions called the
sigsetopsprimitives is provided to manipulate signal sets. They operate on signal
set data objects addressable by the application, not on any objects known to the
system.

The primitives aresigemptyset()andsigfillset() which initialize the set as either
empty or full, sigaddset()and sigdelset()which add or delete signals from the
set, andsigismember()which permits the application to check if a object (signal)
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of type sigset_t is a member of the signal set. Applications must call at least
one of the initialization primitives at least once for each object of typesigset_t
prior to any other use of that object (signal set).

The object, or objects, represented by this data type when used bysigaction() is
(are) used in conjunction with asigaction structure by thesigaction function to
describe an action to be taken with (a) specifiedsigset_t-type object(s).
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atfork

Purpose Arranges for fork cleanup handling

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

void atfork(
void (*user_state)(),
void (*pre_fork)(),
void (*parent_fork)(),
void (*child_fork)());

Parameters

user_state Pointer to the user state that is passed to each routine.

pre_fork Routine to be called before performing the fork.

parent_fork Routine to be called in the parent after the fork.

child_fork Routine to be called in the child after the fork.

Description

The atfork() routine allows you to register three routines to be executed at different
times relative to a fork. The different times and/or places are as follows:

• Just prior to the fork in the parent process.

• Just after the fork in the parent process.

• Just after the fork in the created (child) process.

Use these routines to clean up just prior tofork (), to set up afterfork (), and to perform
locking relative tofork (). You are allowed to provide one parameter to be used in
conjunction with all the routines. This parameter must beuser_state.
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Return Values

The atfork () routine does not return a value. Instead, an exception is raised if there
is insufficient table space to record the handler addresses.

Related Information

Functions: fork(2) .
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exceptions

Purpose Exception handling in DCE Threads

Description

DCE Threads provides the following two ways to obtain information about the status
of a threads routine:

• The routine returns a status value to the thread.

• The routine raises an exception.

Before you write a multithreaded program, you must choose only one of the preceding
two methods of receiving status. These two methods cannot be used together in the
same code module.

The POSIX P1003.4a (pthreads) draft standard specifies that errors be reported to
the thread by setting the external variableerrno to an error code and returning
a function value of−1. The threads reference pages document this status value-
returning interface. However, an alternative to status values is provided by DCE
Threads in the exception-returning interface.

Access to exceptions from the C language is defined by the macros in the
exc_handling.hfile. Theexc_handling.hheader file is included automatically when
you includepthread_exc.h.

To use the exception-returning interface, replace#include <pthread.h> with the
following include statement:

#include <dce/pthread_exc.h>

The following example shows the syntax for handling exceptions:

TRY
try_block

[CATCH (exception_name)

handler_block]...

[CATCH_ALL
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handler_block]

ENDTRY
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pthread_attr_create

Purpose Creates a thread attributes object

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_create(
pthread_attr_t * attr);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object created.

Description

The pthread_attr_create() routine creates a thread attributes object that is used to
specify the attributes of threads when they are created. The attributes object created
by this routine is used in calls topthread_create().

The individual attributes (internal fields) of the attributes object are set to default
values. (The default values of each attribute are discussed in the descriptions of the
following services.) Use the following routines to change the individual attributes:

• pthread_attr_setinheritsched()

• pthread_attr_setprio()

• pthread_attr_setsched()

• pthread_attr_setstacksize()

When an attributes object is used to create a thread, the values of the individual
attributes determine the characteristics of the new thread. Attributes objects perform
in a manner similar to additional parameters. Changing individual attributes does not
affect any threads that were previously created using the attributes object.
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Return Values

If the function fails, -1 is returned anderrno may be set to one of the following
values:

Return Error Description

−1 [ENOMEM ] Insufficient memory exists to create the
thread attributes object.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_delete(3thr), pthread_attr_setinheritsched(3thr),
pthread_attr_setprio(3thr) , pthread_attr_setsched(3thr),
pthread_attr_setstacksize(3thr), pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_delete

Purpose Deletes a thread attributes object

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_delete(
pthread_attr_t * attr);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object deleted.

Description

The pthread_attr_delete() routine deletes a thread attributes object and gives
permission to reclaim storage for the thread attributes object. Threads that were
created using this thread attributes object are not affected by the deletion of the thread
attributes object.

The results of calling this routine are unpredictable if the value specified by theattr
parameter refers to a thread attributes object that does not exist.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by
attr is invalid.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_getinheritsched

Purpose Obtains the inherit scheduling attribute

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_getinheritsched(
pthread_attr_t attr);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object whose inherit scheduling attribute is obtained.

Description

The pthread_attr_getinheritsched() routine obtains the value of the inherit
scheduling attribute in the specified thread attributes object. The inherit scheduling
attribute specifies whether threads created using the attributes object inherit the
scheduling attributes of the creating thread, or use the scheduling attributes stored in
the attributes object that is passed topthread_create().

The default value of the inherit scheduling attribute is
PTHREAD_INHERIT_SCHED .

Return Values

On successful completion, this routine returns the inherit scheduling attribute value.

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

Inherit scheduling
attribute

Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by
attr is invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_setinheritsched(3thr),
pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_getprio

Purpose Obtains the scheduling priority attribute

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_getprio(
pthread_attr_t attr);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object whose priority attribute is obtained.

Description

The pthread_attr_getprio() routine obtains the value of the scheduling priority of
threads created using the thread attributes object specified by theattr parameter.

Return Values

On successful completion, this routine returns the scheduling priority attribute value.

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

Scheduling priority
attribute

Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by
attr is invalid.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_setprio(3thr) ,
pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_getsched

Purpose Obtains the value of the scheduling policy attribute

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_getsched(
pthread_attr_t attr);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object whose scheduling policy attribute is obtained.

Description

The pthread_attr_getsched()routine obtains the scheduling policy of threads created
using the thread attributes object specified by theattr parameter. The default value
of the scheduling attribute isSCHED_OTHER.

Return Values

On successful completion, this routine returns the value of the scheduling policy
attribute.

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

Scheduling policy
attribute

Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by
attr is invalid.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_setsched(3thr),
pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_getstacksize

Purpose Obtains the value of the stacksize attribute

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

long pthread_attr_getstacksize(
pthread_attr_t attr);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object whose stacksize attribute is obtained.

Description

The pthread_attr_getstacksize()routine obtains the minimum size (in bytes) of the
stack for a thread created using the thread attributes object specified by theattr
parameter.

Return Values

On successful completion, this routine returns the stacksize attribute value.

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

Stacksize attribute Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_setstacksize(3thr),
pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_setinheritsched

Purpose Changes the inherit scheduling attribute

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_setinheritsched(
pthread_attr_t attr,
int inherit);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object to be modified.

inherit New value for the inherit scheduling attribute. Valid values are as
follows:

PTHREAD_INHERIT_SCHED
This is the default value. The created thread inherits the
current priority and scheduling policy of the thread calling
pthread_create().

PTHREAD_DEFAULT_SCHED
The created thread starts execution with the priority and
scheduling policy stored in the thread attributes object.

Description

The pthread_attr_setinheritsched() routine changes the inherit scheduling attribute
of thread creation. The inherit scheduling attribute specifies whether threads created
using the specified thread attributes object inherit the scheduling attributes of the
creating thread, or use the scheduling attributes stored in the thread attributes object
that is passed topthread_create().
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The first thread in an application that is not created by an explicit call to
pthread_create() has a scheduling policy ofSCHED_OTHER. (See the
pthread_attr_setprio() and pthread_attr_setsched()routines for more information
on valid priority values and valid scheduling policy values, respectively.)

Inheriting scheduling attributes (instead of using the scheduling attributes stored in the
attributes object) is useful when a thread is creating several helper threads—threads
that are intended to work closely with the creating thread to cooperatively solve the
same problem. For example, inherited scheduling attributes ensure that helper threads
created in a sort routine execute with the same priority as the calling thread.

Return Values

If the function fails, -1 is returned, anderrno may be set to one of the following
values:

Return Error Description

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by
attr is invalid.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by
inherit is invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_getinheritsched(3thr),
pthread_attr_setprio(3thr) , pthread_attr_setsched(3thr), pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_setprio

Purpose Changes the scheduling priority attribute of thread creation

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_setprio(
pthread_attr_t * attr,
int priority);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object modified.

priority New value for the priority attribute. The priority attribute depends on
scheduling policy. Valid values fall within one of the following ranges:

• PRI_OTHER_MIN <= priority <= PRI_OTHER_MAX (use with
the SCHED_OTHER policy)

• PRI_FIFO_MIN <= priority <= PRI_FIFO_MAX (use with the
SCHED_FIFO policy)

• PRI_RR_MIN <= priority <= PRI_RR_MAX (use with the
SCHED_RR policy)

• PRI_FG_MIN_NP <= priority <= PRI_FG_MAX_NP (use with
the SCHED_FG_NPpolicy)

• PRI_BG_MIN_NP <= priority <= PRI_BG_MAX_NP (use with
the SCHED_BG_NPpolicy)

The default priority is the midpoint betweenPRI_OTHER_MIN and
PRI_OTHER_MAX . To specify a minimum or maximum priority, use the
appropriate symbol; for example,PRI_FIFO_MIN or PRI_FIFO_MAX . To
specify a value between the minimum and maximum, use an appropriate arithmetic
expression. For example, to specify a priority midway between the minimum and
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maximum for the Round Robin scheduling policy, specify the following concept
using your programming language’s syntax:

pri_rr_mid = (PRI_RR_MIN + PRI_RR_MAX + 1)/2

If your expression results in a value outside the range of minimum to maximum, an
error results when you attempt to use it.

Description

The pthread_attr_setprio() routine sets the execution priority of threads that are
created using the attributes object specified by theattr parameter.

By default, a created thread inherits the priority of the thread callingpthread_create().
To specify a priority using this routine, scheduling inheritance must be
disabled at the time the thread is created. Before calling this routine and
pthread_create(), call pthread_attr_setinheritsched() and specify the value
PTHREAD_DEFAULT_SCHED for the inherit parameter.

An application specifies priority only to express the urgency of executing the thread
relative to other threads. Priority is not used to control mutual exclusion when
accessing shared data.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is invalid.

−1 [ERANGE] One or more parameters supplied have an invalid
value.

−1 [EPERM] The caller does not have the appropriate privileges
to set the priority of the specified thread.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_getprio(3thr) ,
pthread_attr_setinheritsched(3thr), pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_setsched

Purpose Changes the scheduling policy attribute of thread creation

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_setsched(
pthread_attr_t * attr,
int scheduler);

Parameters

attr The thread attributes object modified.

scheduler The new value for the scheduling policy attribute. Valid values are as
follows:

SCHED_FIFO
First In, First Out—The highest-priority thread runs until
it blocks. If there is more than one thread with the
same priority, and that priority is the highest among other
threads, the first thread to begin running continues until it
blocks.

SCHED_RR Round Robin—The highest-priority thread runs until it
blocks; however, threads of equal priority, if that priority
is the highest among other threads, are timesliced.
Timeslicing is a process in which threads alternate
making use of available processors.

SCHED_OTHER
Default—All threads are timesliced.SCHED_OTHER
ensures that all threads, regardless of priority, receive
some scheduling so that no thread is completely denied
execution time. (However,SCHED_OTHER threads
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can be denied execution time bySCHED_FIFO or
SCHED_RR threads.)

SCHED_FG_NP
Foreground—Same asSCHED_OTHER. Threads are
timesliced and priorities can be modified dynamically by
the scheduler to ensure fairness.

SCHED_BG_NP
Background—Ensures that all threads, regardless
of priority, receive some scheduling. However,
SCHED_BG_NP can be denied execution by
SCHED_FIFO or SCHED_RR threads.

Description

The pthread_attr_setsched()routine sets the scheduling policy of a thread that is
created by using the attributes object specified by theattr parameter. The default
value of the scheduling attribute isSCHED_OTHER.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is invalid.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byscheduleris invalid.

−1 [EPERM] The caller does not have the appropriate privileges to
set the scheduling policy attribute in the specified
threads attribute object.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_getsched(3thr),
pthread_attr_setinheritsched(3thr), pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_attr_setstacksize

Purpose Changes the stacksize attribute of thread creation

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_attr_setstacksize(
pthread_attr_t * attr,
long stacksize);

Parameters

attr Thread attributes object modified.

stacksize New value for the stacksize attribute. Thestacksizeparameter specifies
the minimum size (in bytes) of the stack needed for a thread.

Description

Thepthread_attr_setstacksize()routine sets the minimum size (in bytes) of the stack
needed for a thread created using the attributes object specified by theattr parameter.
Use this routine to adjust the size of the writable area of the stack. The default value
of the stacksize attribute is machine specific.

A thread’s stack is fixed at the time of thread creation. Only the main or initial thread
can dynamically extend its stack.

Most compilers do not check for stack overflow. Ensure that your thread stack is
large enough for anything that you call from the thread.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bystacksizeis
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_attr_getstacksize(3thr),
pthread_create(3thr).
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pthread_cancel

Purpose Allows a thread to request that it or another thread terminate execution

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_cancel(
pthread_t thread);

Parameters

thread Thread that receives a cancel request.

Description

The pthread_cancel() routine sends a cancel to the specified thread. A cancel is
a mechanism by which a calling thread informs either itself or the called thread to
terminate as quickly as possible. Issuing a cancel does not guarantee that the canceled
thread receives or handles the cancel. The canceled thread can delay processing
the cancel after receiving it. For instance, if a cancel arrives during an important
operation, the canceled thread can continue if what it is doing cannot be interrupted
at the point where the cancel is requested.

Because of communications delays, the calling thread can only rely on the fact that a
cancel eventually becomes pending in the designated thread (provided that the thread
does not terminate beforehand). Furthermore, the calling thread has no guarantee that
a pending cancel is to be delivered because delivery is controlled by the designated
thread.

Termination processing when a cancel is delivered to a thread is similar to
pthread_exit(). Outstanding cleanup routines are executed in the context of the
target thread, and a status of−1 is made available to any threads joining with the
target thread.
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This routine is preferred in implementing Ada’sabort statement and any other
language (or software-defined construct) for requesting thread cancellation.

The results of this routine are unpredictable if the value specified inthread refers to
a thread that does not currently exist.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The specified thread is invalid.

−1 [ERSCH] The specified thread does not refer to a
currently existing thread.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_exit(3thr), pthread_join(3thr) , pthread_setasynccancel(3thr),
pthread_setcancel(3thr), pthread_testcancel(3thr).
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pthread_cleanup_pop

Purpose Removes the cleanup handler at the top of the cleanup stack and optionally executes
it

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

void pthread_cleanup_pop(
int execute);

Parameters

execute Integer that specifies whether the cleanup routine that is popped should
be executed or just discarded. If the value is nonzero, the cleanup
routine is executed.

Description

The pthread_cleanup_pop() routine removes the routine specified in
pthread_cleanup_push() from the top of the calling thread’s cleanup stack
and executes it if the value specified inexecuteis nonzero.

This routine andpthread_cleanup_push()are implemented as macros and must be
displayed as statements and in pairs within the same lexical scope. You can think
of the pthread_cleanup_push()macro as expanding to a string whose first character
is a { (left brace) andpthread_cleanup_popas expanding to a string containing the
corresponding} (right brace).

Return Values

This routine must be used as a statement.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_cleanup_push(3thr).
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pthread_cleanup_push

Purpose Establishes a cleanup handler

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

void pthread_cleanup_push(
void routine,
pthread_addr_t arg);

Parameters

routine Routine executed as the cleanup handler.

arg Parameter executed with the cleanup routine.

Description

The pthread_cleanup_push()routine pushes the specified routine onto the calling
thread’s cleanup stack. The cleanup routine is popped from the stack and executed
with the arg parameter when any of the following actions occur:

• The thread callspthread_exit().

• The thread is canceled.

• The thread callspthread_cleanup_pop()and specifies a nonzero value for the
executeparameter.

This routine andpthread_cleanup_pop()are implemented as macros and must be
displayed as statements and in pairs within the same lexical scope. You can think of
the pthread_cleanup_push()macro as expanding to a string whose first character is
a { (left brace) andpthread_cleanup_pop()as expanding to a string containing the
corresponding} (right brace).
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Return Values

This routine must be used as a statement.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cancel(3thr), pthread_cleanup_pop(3thr),
pthread_exit(3thr), pthread_testcancel(3thr).
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pthread_cond_broadcast

Purpose Wakes all threads that are waiting on a condition variable

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_cond_broadcast(
pthread_cond_t *cond);

Parameters

cond Condition variable broadcast.

Description

The pthread_cond_broadcast()routine wakes all threads waiting on a condition
variable. Calling this routine implies that data guarded by the associated mutex has
changed so that it might be possible for one or more waiting threads to proceed. If
any one waiting thread might be able to proceed, callpthread_cond_signal().

Call this routine when the associated mutex is either locked or unlocked.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bycond is invalid.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_destroy(3thr), pthread_cond_init(3thr),
pthread_cond_signal(3thr), pthread_cond_timedwait(3thr),
pthread_cond_wait(3thr).
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pthread_cond_destroy

Purpose Deletes a condition variable

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_cond_destroy(
pthread_cond_t *cond);

Parameters

cond Condition variable deleted.

Description

The pthread_cond_destroy()routine deletes a condition variable. Call this routine
when a condition variable is no longer referenced. The effect of calling this routine
is to give permission to reclaim storage for the condition variable.

The results of this routine are unpredictable if the condition variable specified incond
does not exist.

The results of this routine are also unpredictable if there are threads waiting for the
specified condition variable to be signaled or broadcast when it is deleted.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bycond is invalid.

−1 [EBUSY] A thread is currently executing a
pthread_cond_timedwait() routine or
pthread_cond_wait() on the condition variable
specified incond.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_broadcast(3thr), pthread_cond_init(3thr),
pthread_cond_signal(3thr), pthread_cond_timedwait(3thr),
pthread_cond_wait(3thr).
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pthread_cond_init

Purpose Creates a condition variable

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_cond_init(
pthread_cond_t *cond,
pthread_condattr_t attr);

Parameters

cond Condition variable that is created.

attr Condition variable attributes object that defines the characteristics of the
condition variable created. If you specifypthread_condattr_default,
default attributes are used.

Description

The pthread_cond_init() routine creates and initializes a condition variable. A
condition variable is a synchronization object used in conjunction with a mutex. A
mutex controls access to shared data; a condition variable allows threads to wait for
that data to enter a defined state. The state is defined by a Boolean expression called
a predicate.

A condition variable is signaled or broadcast to indicate that a predicate might have
become true. The broadcast operation indicates that all waiting threads need to
resume and reevaluate the predicate. The signal operation is used when any one
waiting thread can continue.

If a thread that holds a mutex determines that the shared data is not in the correct state
for it to proceed (the associated predicate is not true), it waits on a condition variable
associated with the desired state. Waiting on the condition variable automatically
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releases the mutex so that other threads can modify or examine the shared data.
When a thread modifies the state of the shared data so that a predicate might be true,
it signals or broadcasts on the appropriate condition variable so that threads waiting
for that predicate can continue.

It is important that all threads waiting on a particular condition variable at any
time hold thesamemutex. If they do not, the behavior of the wait operation is
unpredictable (an implementation can use the mutex to control internal access to the
condition variable object). However, it is legal for a client to store condition variables
and mutexes and later reuse them in different combinations. The client must ensure
that no threads use the condition variable with the old mutex. At any time, an
arbitrary number of condition variables can be associated with a single mutex, each
representing a different predicate of the shared data protected by that mutex.

Condition variables are not owned by a particular thread. Any associated storage is
not automatically deallocated when the creating thread terminates.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EAGAIN ] The system lacks the necessary resources to
initialize another condition variable.

−1 [EINVAL ] Invalid attributes object.

−1 [ENOMEM ] Insufficient memory exists to initialize the
condition variable.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_broadcast(3thr), pthread_cond_destroy(3thr),
pthread_cond_signal(3thr), pthread_cond_timedwait(3thr),
pthread_cond_wait(3thr).
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pthread_cond_signal

Purpose Wakes one thread that is waiting on a condition variable

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_cond_signal(
pthread_cond_t *cond);

Parameters

cond Condition variable signaled.

Description

Thepthread_cond_signal()routine wakes one thread waiting on a condition variable.
Calling this routine implies that data guarded by the associated mutex has changed
so that it is possible for a single waiting thread to proceed. Call this routine when
any thread waiting on the specified condition variable might find its predicate true,
but only one thread needs to proceed.

The scheduling policy determines which thread is awakened. For policies
SCHED_FIFO andSCHED_RR a blocked thread is chosen in priority order.

Call this routine when the associated mutex is either locked or unlocked.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bycond is
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_broadcast(3thr), pthread_cond_destroy(3thr),
pthread_cond_init(3thr), pthread_cond_timedwait(3thr),
pthread_cond_wait(3thr).
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pthread_cond_timedwait

Purpose Causes a thread to wait for a condition variable to be signaled or broadcast

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_cond_timedwait(
pthread_cond_t *cond,
pthread_mutex_t *mutex,
struct timespec *abstime);

Parameters

cond Condition variable waited on.

mutex Mutex associated with the condition variable specified incond.

abstime Absolute time at which the wait expires, if the condition has not been
signaled or broadcast. (See thepthread_get_expiration_np()routine,
which you can use to obtain a value for this parameter.)

Description

The pthread_cond_timedwait() routine causes a thread to wait until one of the
following occurs:

• The specified condition variable is signaled or broadcast.

• The current system clock time is greater than or equal to the time specified by
the abstimeparameter.

This routine is identical topthread_cond_wait() except that this routine can return
before a condition variable is signaled or broadcast—specifically, when a specified
time expires.
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If the current time equals or exceeds the expiration time, this routine returns
immediately, without causing the current thread to wait.

Call this routine after you lock the mutex specified inmutex. The results of this
routine are unpredictable if this routine is called without first locking the mutex.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bycond, mutex, or
abstimeis invalid.

−1 [EAGAIN ] The time specified byabstimeexpired.

−1 [EDEADLK ] A deadlock condition is detected.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_broadcast(3thr), pthread_cond_destroy(3thr),
pthread_cond_init(3thr), pthread_cond_signal(3thr), pthread_cond_wait(3thr),
pthread_get_expiration_np(3thr).
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pthread_cond_wait

Purpose Causes a thread to wait for a condition variable to be signaled or broadcast

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_cond_wait(
pthread_cond_t *cond,
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

Parameters

cond Condition variable waited on.

mutex Mutex associated with the condition variable specified incond.

Description

The pthread_cond_wait() routine causes a thread to wait for a condition variable
to be signaled or broadcast. Each condition corresponds to one or more predicates
based on shared data. The calling thread waits for the data to reach a particular state
(for the predicate to become true).

Call this routine after you have locked the mutex specified inmutex. The results of
this routine are unpredictable if this routine is called without first locking the mutex.

This routine automatically releases the mutex and causes the calling thread to wait
on the condition. If the wait is satisfied as a result of some thread calling
pthread_cond_signal()or pthread_cond_broadcast(), the mutex is reacquired and
the routine returns.

A thread that changes the state of storage protected by the mutex in such a way that
a predicate associated with a condition variable might now be true must call either
pthread_cond_signal()or pthread_cond_broadcast()for that condition variable. If
neither call is made, any thread waiting on the condition variable continues to wait.
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This routine might (with low probability) return when the condition variable has not
been signaled or broadcast. When a spurious wakeup occurs, the mutex is reacquired
before the routine returns. (To handle this type of situation, enclose this routine in a
loop that checks the predicate.)

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bycondor
mutexis invalid.

−1 [EDEADLK ] A deadlock condition is detected.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_broadcast(3thr), pthread_cond_destroy(3thr),
pthread_cond_init(3thr), pthread_cond_signal(3thr),
pthread_cond_timedwait(3thr).
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pthread_condattr_create

Purpose Creates a condition variable attributes object

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_condattr_create(
pthread_condattr_t *attr);

Parameters

attr Condition variable attributes object that is created.

Description

The pthread_condattr_create()routine creates a condition variable attributes object
that is used to specify the attributes of condition variables when they are created. The
condition variable attributes object is initialized with the default value for all of the
attributes defined by a given implementation.

When a condition variable attributes object is used to create a condition variable, the
values of the individual attributes determine the characteristics of the new object.
Attributes objects act like additional parameters to object creation. Changing
individual attributes does not affect objects that were previously created using the
attributes object.

Return Values

The created condition variable attributes object is returned to theattr parameter.

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is invalid.

−1 [ENOMEM ] Insufficient memory exists to create the
condition variable attributes object.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_init(3thr), pthread_condattr_delete(3thr).
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pthread_condattr_delete

Purpose Deletes a condition variable attributes object

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_condattr_delete(
pthread_condattr_t *attr);

Parameters

attr Condition variable attributes object deleted.

Description

The pthread_condattr_delete() routine deletes a condition variable attributes
object. Call this routine when a condition variable attributes object created by
pthread_condattr_create() is no longer referenced.

This routine gives permission to reclaim storage for the condition variable attributes
object. Condition variables that are created using this attributes object are not affected
by the deletion of the condition variable attributes object.

The results of calling this routine are unpredictable if the handle specified by theattr
parameter refers to an attributes object that does not exist.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_condattr_create(3thr).
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pthread_create

Purpose Creates a thread object and thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_create(
pthread_t * thread,
pthread_attr_t attr,
pthread_startroutine_t start_routine,
pthread_addr_t arg);

Parameters

thread Handle to the thread object created.

attr Thread attributes object that defines the characteristics of the thread
being created. If you specifypthread_attr_default, default attributes
are used.

start_routine Function executed as the new thread’s start routine.

arg Address value copied and passed to the thread’s start routine.

Description

The pthread_create() routine creates a thread object and a thread. Athread is a
single, sequential flow of control within a program. It is the active execution of a
designated routine, including any nested routine invocations. A thread object defines
and controls the executing thread.

Creating a Thread

Calling this routine sets into motion the following actions:

• An internal thread object is created to describe the thread.
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• The associated executable thread is created with attributes specified by theattr
parameter (or with default attributes ifpthread_attr_default is specified).

• The threadparameter receives the new thread.

• The start_routinefunction is called. This may occur before this routine returns
successfully.

Thread Execution

The thread is created in the ready state and therefore might immediately begin
executing the function specified by thestart_routineparameter. The newly created
thread begins running beforepthread_create() completes if the new thread follows
the SCHED_RR or SCHED_FIFO scheduling policy or has a priority higher than
the creating thread, or both. Otherwise, the new thread begins running at its turn,
which with sufficient processors might also be beforepthread_create()returns.

The start_routineparameter is passed a copy of thearg parameter. The value of the
arg parameter is unspecified.

The thread object exists until thepthread_detach() routine is called or the thread
terminates, whichever occurs last.

The synchronization between the caller ofpthread_create() and the newly created
thread is through the use of thepthread_join() routine (or any other mutexes or
condition variables they agree to use).

Terminating a Thread

A thread terminates when one of the following events occurs:

• The thread returns from its start routine.

• The thread exits (within a routine) as the result of calling thepthread_exit()
routine.

• The thread is canceled.

When a Thread Terminates

The following actions are performed when a thread terminates:

• If the thread terminates by returning from its start routine or calling
pthread_exit(), the return value is copied into the thread object. If the start
routine returns normally and the start routine is a procedure that does not return
a value, then the result obtained bypthread_join() is unpredictable. If the
thread has been cancelled, a return value of−1 is copied into the thread object.
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The return value can be retrieved by other threads by calling thepthread_join()
routine.

• A destructor for each thread-specific data point is removed from the list of
destructors for this thread and then is called. This step destroys all the thread-
specific data associated with the current thread.

• Each cleanup handler that has been declared bypthread_cleanup_push()and not
yet removed bypthread_cleanup_pop() is called. The most recently pushed
handler is called first.

• A flag is set in the thread object indicating that the thread has terminated. This
flag must be set in order for callers ofpthread_join() to return from the call.

• A broadcast is made so that all threads currently waiting in a call topthread_join()
can return from the call.

• The thread object is marked to indicate that it is no longer needed by the thread
itself. A check is made to determine if the thread object is no longer needed
by other threads; that is, ifpthread_detach()has been called. If that routine is
called, then the thread object is deallocated.

Return Values

Upon successful completion, this routine stores the identifier of the created thread at
thread and returns 0. Otherwise, a value of -1 is returned and no thread is created,
the contents ofthread are undefined, anderrno may be set to one of the following
values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EAGAIN ] The system lacks the necessary resources to
create another thread.

−1 [ENOMEM ] Insufficient memory exists to create the
thread object. This is not a temporary
condition.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_create(3thr), pthread_cancel(3thr),
pthread_detach(3thr), pthread_exit(3thr), pthread_join(3thr) .
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pthread_delay_np

Purpose Causes a thread to wait for a specified period

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_delay_np(
struct timespec *interval);

Parameters

interval Number of seconds and nanoseconds that the calling thread waits before
continuing execution. The value specified must be greater than or equal
to 0 (zero).

Description

The pthread_delay_np() routine causes a thread to delay execution for a specified
period of elapsed wall clock time. The period of time the thread waits is at least as
long as the number of seconds and nanoseconds specified in theinterval parameter.

Specifying an interval of 0 (zero) seconds and 0 (zero) nanoseconds is allowed and
can result in the thread giving up the processor or delivering a pending cancel.

The struct timespecstructure contains two fields, as follows:

• The tv_secfield is an integer number of seconds.

• The tv_nsecfield is an integer number of nanoseconds.

This routine is a new primitive.
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Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byinterval is
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_yield(3thr).
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pthread_detach

Purpose Marks a thread object for deletion

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_detach(
pthread_t * thread);

Parameters

thread Thread object marked for deletion.

Description

The pthread_detach() routine indicates that storage for the specified thread is
reclaimed when the thread terminates. This includes storage for thethread
parameter’s return value. Ifthread has not terminated when this routine is called,
this routine does not cause it to terminate.

Call this routine when a thread object is no longer referenced. Additionally, call this
routine for every thread that is created to ensure that storage for thread objects does
not accumulate.

You cannot join with a thread after the thread has been detached.

The results of this routine are unpredictable if the value ofthread refers to a thread
object that does not exist.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bythread is
invalid.

−1 [ESRCH] The value specified bythreaddoes
not refer to an existing thread.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cancel(3thr), pthread_create(3thr), pthread_exit(3thr),
pthread_join(3thr) .
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pthread_equal

Purpose Compares one thread identifier to another thread identifier.

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

boolean32 pthread_equal(
pthread_t * thread1,
pthread_t * thread2);

Parameters

thread1 The first thread identifier to be compared.

thread2 The second thread identifier to be compared.

Description

This routine compares one thread identifier to another thread identifier. (This routine
does not check whether the objects that correspond to the identifiers currently exist.)
If the identifiers have values indicating that they designate the same object, 1 (true)
is returned. If the values do not designate the same object, 0 (false) is returned.

This routine is implemented as a C macro.

Return Values

Possible return values are as follows:
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Return Error Description

0 Values of thread1 and thread2 do not
designate the same object.

1 Values of thread1 and thread2 designate the
same object.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_create(3thr)
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pthread_exit

Purpose Terminates the calling thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

void pthread_exit(
pthread_addr_t status);

Parameters

status Address value copied and returned to the caller ofpthread_join().

Description

The pthread_exit() routine terminates the calling thread and makes a status value
available to any thread that callspthread_join() and specifies the terminating thread.

An implicit call to pthread_exit() is issued when a thread returns from the start
routine that was used to create it. The function’s return value serves as the thread’s
exit status. If the return value is−1, an error exit is forced for the thread instead of
a normal exit. The process exits when the last running thread callspthread_exit(),
with an undefined exit status.

Restrictions

The pthread_exit() routine does not work in the main (initial) thread because DCE
Threads relies on information at the base of thread stacks; this information does not
exist in the main thread.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_create(3thr), pthread_detach(3thr), pthread_join(3thr) .
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pthread_get_expiration_np

Purpose Obtains a value representing a desired expiration time

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_get_expiration_np(
struct timespec *delta,
struct timespec *abstime);

Parameters

delta Number of seconds and nanoseconds to add to the current system time.
The result is the time when a timed wait expires.

abstime Value representing the expiration time.

Description

The pthread_get_expiration_np() routine adds a specified interval to the current
absolute system time and returns a new absolute time. This new absolute time is
used as the expiration time in a call topthread_cond_timedwait(). This routine is
a new primitive.

The struct timespecstructure contains two fields, as follows:

• The tv_secfield is an integer number of seconds.

• The tv_nsecfield is an integer number of nanoseconds.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bydelta is
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cond_timedwait(3thr).
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pthread_getprio

Purpose Obtains the current priority of a thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_getprio(
pthread_t thread);

Parameters

thread Thread whose priority is obtained.

Description

The pthread_getprio() routine obtains the current priority of a thread. The current
priority is different from the initial priority of the thread if thepthread_setprio()
routine is called.

The exact effect of different priority values depends upon the scheduling policy
assigned to the thread.

Return Values

The current priority value of the thread specified inthread is returned. (See the
pthread_setprio() reference page for valid values.)

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

Priority value Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bythread is invalid.

−1 [ESRCH] The value specified bythreaddoes not
refer to an existing thread.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_setprio(3thr) , pthread_setprio(3thr),
pthread_setscheduler(3thr).
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pthread_getscheduler

Purpose Obtains the current scheduling policy of a thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_getscheduler(
pthread_t thread);

Parameters

thread Thread whose scheduling policy is obtained.

Description

Thepthread_getscheduler()routine obtains the current scheduling policy of a thread.
The current scheduling policy of a thread is different from the initial scheduling policy
if the pthread_setscheduler()routine is called.

Return Values

The current scheduling policy value of the thread specified inthreadis returned. (See
the pthread_setscheduler()reference page for valid values.)

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

Current scheduling
policy

Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bythread is
invalid.

−1 [ESRCH] The value specified bythreaddoes
not refer to an existing thread.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_setscheduler(3thr), pthread_setscheduler(3thr).
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pthread_getspecific

Purpose Obtains the thread-specific data associated with the specified key

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_getspecific(
pthread_key_t key,
pthread_addr_t *value);

Parameters

key Context key value that identifies the data value obtained. This key
value must be obtained frompthread_keycreate().

value Address of the current thread-specific data value associated with the
specified key.

Description

The pthread_getspecific()routine obtains the thread-specific data associated with the
specified key for the current thread.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The key value is invalid.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_keycreate(3thr), pthread_setspecific(3thr).
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pthread_join

Purpose Causes the calling thread to wait for the termination of a specified thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_join(
pthread_t thread,
pthread_addr_t *status);

Parameters

thread Thread whose termination is awaited by the caller of this routine.

status Status value of the terminating thread when that thread calls
pthread_exit().

Description

The pthread_join() routine causes the calling thread to wait for the termination of a
specified thread. A call to this routine returns after the specified thread has terminated.

Any number of threads can call this routine. All threads are awakened when the
specified thread terminates.

If the current thread calls this routine to join with itself, an error is returned.

The results of this routine are unpredictable if the value forthread refers to a thread
object that no longer exists.

Return Values

If the thread terminates normally, the exit status is the value that is is optionally
returned from the thread’s start routine.
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If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bythread is invalid.

−1 [ESRCH] The value specified bythreaddoes not
refer to a currently existing thread.

−1 [EDEADLK ] A deadlock is detected.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_create(3thr), pthread_detach(3thr), pthread_exit(3thr).
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pthread_keycreate

Purpose Generates a unique thread-specific data key value

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_keycreate(
pthread_key_t *key,
void (*destructor) (void *value));

Parameters

key Value of the new thread-specific data key.

destructor Procedure to be called to destroy a data value associated with the created
key when the thread terminates.

Description

The pthread_keycreate()routine generates a unique thread-specific data key value.
This key value identifies a thread-specific data value, which is an address of memory
generated by the client containing arbitrary data of any size.

Thread-specific data allows client software to associate information with the current
thread.

For example, thread-specific data can be used by a language runtime library that needs
to associate a language-specific thread-private data structure with an individual thread.
The thread-specific data routines also provide a portable means of implementing
the class of storage called thread-private static, which is needed to support parallel
decomposition in the FORTRAN language.

This routine generates and returns a new key value. Each call to this routine within
a process returns a key value that is unique within an application invocation. Calls
to pthread_keycreate()must occur in initialization code guaranteed to execute only
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once in each process. Thepthread_once()routine provides a way of specifying such
code.

When multiple facilities share access to thread-specific data, the facilities must agree
on the key value that is associated with the context. The key value must be created
only once and needs to be stored in a location known to each facility. (It may be
desirable to encapsulate the creation of a key, and the setting and getting of context
values for that key, within a special facility created for that purpose.)

When a thread terminates, thread-specific data is automatically destroyed. For
each thread-specific data currently associated with the thread, thedestructorroutine
associated with the key value of that context is called. The order in which per-thread
context destructors are called at thread termination is undefined.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bykey is
invalid.

−1 [EAGAIN ] An attempt was made to allocate a
key when the key namespace is
exhausted. This is not a temporary
condition.

−1 [ENOMEM ] Insufficient memory exists to create
the key.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_getspecific(3thr), pthread_setspecific(3thr).
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pthread_lock_global_np

Purpose Locks the global mutex

Synopsis

#include <pthread.h>

void pthread_lock_global_np( );

Description

The pthread_lock_global_np() routine locks the global mutex. If the global mutex
is currently held by another thread when a thread calls this routine, the thread waits
for the global mutex to become available.

The thread that has locked the global mutex becomes its current owner and remains
the owner until the same thread has unlocked it. This routine returns with the global
mutex in the locked state and with the current thread as the global mutex’s current
owner.

Use the global mutex when calling a library package that is not designed to run
in a multithreaded environment. (Unless the documentation for a library function
specifically states that it is compatible with multithreading, assume that it is not
compatible; in other words, assume it is nonreentrant.)

The global mutex is one lock. Any code that calls any function that is not known to
be reentrant uses the same lock. This prevents dependencies among threads calling
library functions and those functions calling other functions, and so on.

The global mutex is a recursive mutex. A thread that has locked the global
mutex can relock it without deadlocking. (The locking thread must call
pthread_unlock_global_np()as many times as it called this routine to allow another
thread to lock the global mutex.)

This routine is a new primitive.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_lock(3thr), pthread_mutex_unlock(3thr),
pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr), pthread_unlock_global_np(3thr).
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pthread_mutex_destroy

Purpose Deletes a mutex

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutex_destroy(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

Parameters

mutex Mutex to be deleted.

Description

The pthread_mutex_destroy() routine deletes a mutex and must be called when a
mutex object is no longer referenced. The effect of calling this routine is to reclaim
storage for the mutex object.

It is illegal to delete a mutex that has a current owner (in other words, is locked).

The results of this routine are unpredictable if the mutex object specified in themutex
parameter does not currently exist.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EBUSY] An attempt was made to
destroy a mutex that is
locked.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by
mutexis invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_init(3thr) , pthread_mutex_lock(3thr),
pthread_mutex_trylock(3thr) , pthread_mutex_unlock(3thr).
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pthread_mutex_init

Purpose Creates a mutex

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutex_init(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex,
pthread_mutexattr_t attr);

Parameters

mutex Mutex that is created.

attr Attributes object that defines the characteristics of the created mutex.
If you specifypthread_mutexattr_default, default attributes are used.

Description

The pthread_mutex_init() routine creates a mutex and initializes it to the unlocked
state. If the thread that called this routine terminates, the created mutex is not
automatically deallocated, because it is considered shared among multiple threads.

Return Values

If an error condition occurs, this routine returns−1, the mutex is not initialized, the
contents ofmutexare undefined, anderrno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EAGAIN ] The system lacks the necessary
resources to initialize another
mutex.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.

−1 [ENOMEM ] Insufficient memory exists to
initialize the mutex.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_lock(3thr), pthread_mutex_trylock(3thr) ,
pthread_mutex_unlock(3thr), pthread_mutexattr_create(3thr),
pthread_mutexattr_getkind_np(3thr), pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_mutex_lock

Purpose Locks an unlocked mutex

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutex_lock(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

Parameters

mutex Mutex that is locked.

Description

The pthread_mutex_lock() routine locks a mutex. If the mutex is locked when a
thread calls this routine, the thread waits for the mutex to become available.

The thread that has locked a mutex becomes its current owner and remains the owner
until the same thread has unlocked it. This routine returns with the mutex in the
locked state and with the current thread as the mutex’s current owner.

If you specified a fast mutex in a call topthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(), a
deadlock can result if the current owner of a mutex calls this routine in an attempt
to lock the mutex a second time. If you specified a recursive mutex in a call
to pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(), the current owner of a mutex can relock the
same mutex without blocking. If you specify a nonrecursive mutex in a call to
pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(), an error is returned and the thread does not block
if the current owner of a mutex calls this routine in an attempt to lock the mutex a
second time.

The preemption of a lower-priority thread that locks a mutex possibly results in
the indefinite blocking of higher-priority threads waiting for the same mutex. The
execution of the waiting higher-priority threads is blocked for as long as there is a
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sufficient number of runnable threads of any priority between the lower-priority and
higher-priority values. Priority inversion occurs when any resource is shared between
threads with different priorities.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bymutexis
invalid.

−1 [EDEADLK ] A deadlock condition is detected.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_destroy(3thr), pthread_mutex_init(3thr) ,
pthread_mutex_trylock(3thr) , pthread_mutex_unlock(3thr),
pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_mutex_trylock

Purpose Locks a mutex

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutex_trylock(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

Parameters

mutex Mutex that is locked.

Description

The pthread_mutex_trylock() routine locks a mutex. If the specified mutex is
locked when a thread calls this routine, the calling thread does not wait for the mutex
to become available.

When a thread calls this routine, an attempt is made to lock the mutex immediately.
If the mutex is successfully locked, 1 is returned and the current thread is then the
mutex’s current owner.

If the mutex is locked by another thread when this routine is called, 0 (zero) is returned
and the thread does not wait to acquire the lock. If a fast mutex is owned by the
current thread, 0 is returned. If a recursive mutex is owned by the current thread,
1 is returned and the mutex is relocked. (To unlock a recursive mutex, each call to
pthread_mutex_trylock() must be matched by a call to thepthread_mutex_unlock()
routine.)

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

1 Successful completion.

0 The mutex is locked; therefore, it was not
acquired.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bymutexis invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_destroy(3thr), pthread_mutex_init(3thr) ,
pthread_mutex_lock(3thr), pthread_mutex_unlock(3thr),
pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_mutex_unlock

Purpose Unlocks a mutex

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutex_unlock(
pthread_mutex_t *mutex);

Parameters

mutex Mutex that is unlocked.

Description

The pthread_mutex_unlock() routine unlocks a mutex. If no threads are waiting
for the mutex, the mutex unlocks with no current owner. If one or more threads are
waiting to lock the specified mutex, this routine causes one thread to return from its
call to pthread_mutex_lock(). The scheduling policy is used to determine which
thread acquires the mutex. For theSCHED_FIFO and SCHED_RR policies, a
blocked thread is chosen in priority order.

The results of calling this routine are unpredictable if the mutex specified inmutex
is unlocked. The results of calling this routine are also unpredictable if the mutex
specified inmutexis currently owned by a thread other than the calling thread.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bymutexis
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_destroy(3thr), pthread_mutex_init(3thr) ,
pthread_mutex_lock(3thr), pthread_mutex_trylock(3thr) ,
pthread_unlock_global_np(3thr), pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_mutexattr_create

Purpose Creates a mutex attributes object

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutexattr_create(
pthread_mutexattr_t * attr);

Parameters

attr Mutex attributes object created.

Description

The pthread_mutexattr_create() routine creates a mutex attributes object used to
specify the attributes of mutexes when they are created. The mutex attributes
object is initialized with the default value for all of the attributes defined by a given
implementation.

When a mutex attributes object is used to create a mutex, the values of the individual
attributes determine the characteristics of the new object. Attributes objects act like
additional parameters to object creation. Changing individual attributes does not
affect any objects that were previously created using the attributes object.

Return Values

The created mutex attributes object is returned to theattr parameter.

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.

−1 [ENOMEM ] Insufficient memory exists to create
the mutex attributes object.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_create(3thr), pthread_mutex_init(3thr) ,
pthread_mutexattr_delete(3thr), pthread_mutexattr_getkind_np(3thr),
pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_mutexattr_delete

Purpose Deletes a mutex attributes object

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutexattr_delete(
pthread_mutexattr_t * attr);

Parameters

attr Mutex attributes object deleted.

Description

The pthread_mutexattr_delete() routine deletes a mutex attributes object. Call
this routine when a mutex attributes object is no longer referenced by the
pthread_mutexattr_create() routine.

This routine gives permission to reclaim storage for the mutex attributes object.
Mutexes that were created using this attributes object are not affected by the deletion
of the mutex attributes object.

The results of calling this routine are unpredictable if the attributes object specified
in the attr parameter does not exist.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutexattr_create(3thr).
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pthread_mutexattr_getkind_np

Purpose Obtains the mutex type attribute used when a mutex is created

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutexattr_getkind_np(
pthread_mutexattr_t attr);

Parameters

attr Mutex attributes object whose mutex type is obtained.

Description

Thepthread_mutexattr_getkind_np() routine obtains the mutex type attribute that is
used when a mutex is created. See thepthread_mutexattr_setkind_np() reference
page for information about mutex type attributes.

This routine is a new primitive.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

Mutex type attribute Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_init(3thr) , pthread_mutexattr_create(3thr),
pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np

Purpose Specifies the mutex type attribute

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(
pthread_mutexattr_t * attr,
int kind);

Parameters

attr Mutex attributes object modified.

kind New value for the mutex type attribute. Thekind parameter
specifies the type of mutex that is created. Valid values are
MUTEX_FAST_NP (default), MUTEX_RECURSIVE_NP , and
MUTEX_NONRECURSIVE_NP .

Description

The pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np() routine sets the mutex type attribute that is
used when a mutex is created.

A fast mutex is locked and unlocked in the fastest manner possible. A fast mutex
can only be locked (obtained) once. All subsequent calls topthread_mutex_lock()
cause the calling thread to block until the mutex is freed by the thread that owns it.
If the thread that owns the mutex attempts to lock it again, the thread waits for itself
to release the mutex (causing a deadlock).

A recursive mutex can be locked more than once by the same thread without
causing that thread to deadlock. In other words, a single thread can make
consecutive calls topthread_mutex_lock() without blocking. The thread
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must then callpthread_mutex_unlock() the same number of times as it called
pthread_mutex_lock() before another thread can lock the mutex.

A nonrecursive mutex is locked only once by a thread, like a fast mutex. If the
thread tries to lock the mutex again without first unlocking it, the thread receives an
error. Thus, nonrecursive mutexes are more informative than fast mutexes because
fast mutexes block in such a case, leaving it up to you to determine why the thread no
longer executes. Also, if someone other than the owner tries to unlock a nonrecursive
mutex, an error is returned.

Never use a recursive mutex with condition variables because the implicit unlock
performed for apthread_cond_wait() or pthread_cond_timedwait() might not
actually release the mutex. In that case, no other thread can satisfy the condition of
the predicate.

This routine is a new primitive.

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified byattr is
invalid.

−1 [EPERM] The caller does not have the
appropriate privileges.

−1 [ERANGE] One or more parameters supplied
have an invalid value.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_mutex_init(3thr) , pthread_mutexattr_create(3thr),
pthread_mutexattr_getkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_once

Purpose Calls an initialization routine executed by one thread, a single time

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_once(
pthread_once_t *once_block,
pthread_initroutine_t init_routine);

Parameters

once_block Address of a record that defines the one-time initialization code. Each
one-time initialization routine must have its own uniquepthread_once_t
data structure.

init_routine Address of a procedure that performs the initialization. This routine is
called only once, regardless of the number of times it and its associated
once_blockare passed topthread_once().

Description

The pthread_once()routine calls an initialization routine executed by one thread, a
single time. This routine allows you to create your own initialization code that is
guaranteed to be run only once, even if called simultaneously by multiple threads or
multiple times in the same thread.

For example, a mutex or a thread-specfic data key must be created exactly once.
Calling pthread_once()prevents the code that creates a mutex or thread-specific data
from being called by multiple threads. Without this routine, the execution must be
serialized so that only one thread performs the initialization. Other threads that reach
the same point in the code are delayed until the first thread is finished.
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This routine initializes the control record if it has not been initialized and then
determines if the client one-time initialization routine has executed once. If it has
not executed, this routine calls the initialization routine specified ininit_routine. If
the client one-time initialization code has executed once, this routine returns.

The pthread_once_t data structure is a record that allows client initialization
operations to guarantee mutual exclusion of access to the initialization routine, and
that each initialization routine is executed exactly once.

The client code must declare a variable of typepthread_once_t to use the
client initialization operations. This variable must be initialized using the
pthread_once_init macro, as follows:

static pthread_once_t myOnceBlock = pthread_once_init;

Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by a parameter is
invalid.

0 Successful completion.
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pthread_self

Purpose Obtains the identifier of the current thread

Synopsis

#include <pthread.h>

pthread_t pthread_self( );

Description

The pthread_self() routine allows a thread to obtain its own identifier. For example,
this identifier allows a thread to set its own priority.

This value becomes meaningless when the thread object is deleted; that is, when the
thread terminates its execution andpthread_detach() is called.

Return Values

Returns the identifier of the calling thread topthread_t.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_create(3thr), pthread_setprio(3thr),
pthread_setscheduler(3thr).
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pthread_setasynccancel

Purpose Enables or disables the current thread’s asynchronous cancelability

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_setasynccancel(
int state);

Parameters

state State of asynchronous cancelability set for the calling thread. On return,
receives the prior state of asynchronous cancelability. Valid values are
as follows:

CANCEL_ON
Asynchronous cancelability is enabled.

CANCEL_OFF
Asynchronous cancelability is disabled.

Description

The pthread_setasynccancel()routine enables or disables the current thread’s
asynchronous cancelability and returns the previous asynchronous cancelability state.

When general cancelability is set toCANCEL_OFF , a cancel cannot be delivered
to the thread, even if a cancelable routine is called or asynchronous cancelability is
enabled. When general cancelability is set toCANCEL_ON , cancelability depends
on the state of the thread’s asynchronous cancelability.

When general cancelability is set toCANCEL_ON and asynchronous cancelability
is set to CANCEL_OFF , the thread can only receive a cancel at specific
cancellation points (for example, condition waits, thread joins, and calls to the
pthread_testcancel() routine). If both general cancelability and asynchronous
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cancelability are set toCANCEL_ON , the thread can be canceled at any point in its
execution.

When a thread is created, the default asynchronous cancelability state is
CANCEL_OFF .

If you call this routine to enable asynchronous cancels, call it in a region of code where
asynchronous delivery of cancels is disabled by a previous call to this routine. Do
not call threads routines in regions of code where asynchronous delivery of cancels is
enabled. The previous state of asynchronous delivery can be restored later by another
call to this routine.

Return Values

On successful completion, the previous state of asynchronous cancelability is returned.
If the function fails, -1 is returned. Following are the possible return values and the
possible corresponding values (if any) forerrno:

Return Error Description

CANCEL_ON Asynchronous cancelability was on.

CANCEL_OFF Asynchronous cancelability was off.

−1 [EINVAL ] The specified state is notCANCEL_ON or
CANCEL_OFF .

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cancel(3thr), pthread_setcancel(3thr),
pthread_testcancel(3thr).
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pthread_setcancel

Purpose Enables or disables the current thread’s general cancelability

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_setcancel(
int state);

Parameters

state State of general cancelability set for the calling thread. On return,
receives the prior state of general cancelability. Valid values are as
follows:

CANCEL_ON
General cancelability is enabled.

CANCEL_OFF
General cancelability is disabled.

Description

The pthread_setcancel()routine enables or disables the current thread’s general
cancelability and returns the previous general cancelability state.

When general cancelability is set toCANCEL_OFF , a cancel cannot be delivered
to the thread, even if a cancelable routine is called or asynchronous cancelability is
enabled.

When a thread is created, the default general cancelability state isCANCEL_ON .
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Possible Dangers of Disabling Cancelability

The most important use of cancels is to ensure that indefinite wait operations are
terminated. For example, a thread waiting on some network connection, which may
take days to respond (or may never respond), is normally made cancelable.

However, when cancelability is disabled, no routine is cancelable. Waits must be
completed normally before a cancel can be delivered. As a result, the program stops
working and the user is unable to cancel the operation.

When disabling cancelability, be sure that no long waits can occur or that it is necessary
for other reasons to defer cancels around that particular region of code.

Return Values

On successful completion, the previous state of general cancelability is returned. If
the function fails,−1 is returned. Following are the possible return values and the
possible corresponding values (if any) forerrno:

Return Error Description

CANCEL_ON Asynchronous cancelability was on.

CANCEL_OFF Asynchronous cancelability was off.

−1 [EINVAL ] The specified state is notCANCEL_ON or
CANCEL_OFF .

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cancel(3thr), pthread_setasynccancel(3thr),
pthread_testcancel(3thr).
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pthread_setprio

Purpose Changes the current priority of a thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_setprio(
pthread_t thread,
int priority);

Parameters

thread Thread whose priority is changed.

priority New priority value of the thread specified inthread. The priority value
depends on scheduling policy. Valid values fall within one of the
following ranges:

• PRI_OTHER_MIN <= priority <= PRI_OTHER_MAX

• PRI_FIFO_MIN <= priority <= PRI_FIFO_MAX

• PRI_RR_MIN <= priority <= PRI_RR_MAX

• PRI_FG_MIN_NP <= priority <= PRI_FG_MAX_NP

• PRI_BG_MIN_NP <= priority <= PRI_BG_MAX_NP

If you create a new thread without specifying a threads attributes object that contains
a changed priority attribute, the default priority of the newly created thread is
the midpoint betweenPRI_OTHER_MIN and PRI_OTHER_MAX (the midpoint
between the minimum and the maximum for theSCHED_OTHER policy).

When you call this routine to specify a minimum or maximum priority, use the
appropriate symbol; for example,PRI_FIFO_MIN or PRI_FIFO_MAX . To specify
a value between the minimum and maximum, use an appropriate arithmetic expression.
For example, to specify a priority midway between the minimum and maximum
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for the Round Robin scheduling policy, specify the following concept using your
programming language’s syntax:

pri_rr_mid = (PRI_RR_MIN + PRI_RR_MAX + 1)/2

If your expression results in a value outside the range of minimum to maximum, an
error results when you use it.

Description

The pthread_setprio() routine changes the current priority of a thread. A thread can
change its own priority using the identifier returned bypthread_self().

Changing the priority of a thread can cause it to start executing or be preempted
by another thread. The effect of setting different priority values depends on the
scheduling priority assigned to the thread. The initial scheduling priority is set by
calling thepthread_attr_setprio() routine.

Note thatpthread_attr_setprio() sets the priority attribute that is used to establish
the priority of a new thread when it is created. However,pthread_setprio() changes
the priority of an existing thread.

Return Values

If successful, this routine returns the previous priority. If the function fails,errno
may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

Previous priority Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bythread is
invalid.

−1 [ENOTSUP] An attempt is made to set the
priority to an unsupported value.
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−1 [ESRCH] The value specified bythreaddoes
not refer to an existing thread.

−1 [EPERM] The caller does not have the
appropriate privileges to set the
priority of the specified thread.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_setprio(3thr) , pthread_attr_setsched(3thr),
pthread_create(3thr), pthread_self(3thr), pthread_setscheduler(3thr).
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pthread_setscheduler

Purpose Changes the current scheduling policy and priority of a thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_setscheduler(
pthread_t thread,
int scheduler,
int priority);

Parameters

thread Thread whose scheduling policy is to be changed.

scheduler New scheduling policy value for the thread specified inthread. Valid
values are as follows:

SCHED_FIFO
(First In, First Out) The highest-priority thread runs until
it blocks. If there is more than one thread with the
same priority, and that priority is the highest among other
threads, the first thread to begin running continues until it
blocks.

SCHED_RR (Round Robin) The highest-priority thread runs until
it blocks; however, threads of equal priority, if that
priority is the highest among other threads, are timesliced.
Timeslicing is a process in which threads alternate using
available processors.

SCHED_OTHER
(Default) All threads are timesliced.SCHED_OTHER
ensures that all threads, regardless of priority, receive
some scheduling, and thus no thread is completely denied
execution time. (However,SCHED_OTHER threads
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can be denied execution time bySCHED_FIFO or
SCHED_RR threads.)

SCHED_FG_NP
(Foreground) Same asSCHED_OTHER. Threads are
timesliced and priorities can be modified dynamically by
the scheduler to ensure fairness.

SCHED_BG_NP
(Background) LikeSCHED_OTHER, ensures that all
threads, regardless of priority, receive some scheduling.
However,SCHED_BG_NP can be denied execution by
any of the other scheduling policies.

priority New priority value of the thread specified inthread. The priority
attribute depends on scheduling policy. Valid values fall within one of
the following ranges:

• PRI_OTHER_MIN <= priority <= PRI_OTHER_MAX

• PRI_FIFO_MIN <= priority <= PRI_FIFO_MAX

• PRI_RR_MIN <= priority <= PRI_RR_MAX

• PRI_FG_MIN_NP <= priority <= PRI_FG_MAX_NP

• PRI_BG_MIN_NP <= priority <= PRI_BG_MAX_NP

If you create a new thread without specifying a threads attributes object that contains
a changed priority attribute, the default priority of the newly created thread is
the midpoint betweenPRI_OTHER_MIN and PRI_OTHER_MAX (the midpoint
between the minimum and the maximum for theSCHED_OTHER policy).

When you call this routine to specify a minimum or maximum priority, use the
appropriate symbol; for example,PRI_FIFO_MIN or PRI_FIFO_MAX . To specify
a value between the minimum and maximum, use an appropriate arithmetic expression.
For example, to specify a priority midway between the minimum and maximum
for the Round Robin scheduling policy, specify the following concept using your
programming language’s syntax:

pri_rr_mid = (PRI_RR_MIN + PRI_RR_MAX)/2

If your expression results in a value outside the range of minimum to maximum, an
error results when you use it.
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Description

Thepthread_setscheduler()routine changes the current scheduling policy and priority
of a thread. Call this routine to change both the priority and scheduling policy of
a thread at the same time. To change only the priority, call thepthread_setprio()
routine.

A thread changes its own scheduling policy and priority by using the identifier returned
by pthread_self(). Changing the scheduling policy or priority, or both, of a thread
can cause it to start executing or to be preempted by another thread.

This routine differs from pthread_attr_setprio() and pthread_attr_setsched()
because those routines set the priority and scheduling policy attributes that are used to
establish the priority and scheduling policy of a new thread when it is created. This
routine, however, changes the priority and scheduling policy of an existing thread.

Return Values

If successful, the previous scheduling policy value is returned. If the function fails,
errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

Previous policy Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bythread is invalid.

−1 [ENOTSUP] An attempt is made to set the priority to an
unsupported value.

−1 [ESRCH] The value specified bythreaddoes not
refer to an existing thread.

−1 [EPERM] The caller does not have the appropriate
privileges to set the scheduling policy of
the specified thread.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_setprio(3thr) , pthread_attr_setsched(3thr),
pthread_create(3thr), pthread_self(3thr), pthread_setprio(3thr).
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pthread_setspecific

Purpose Sets the thread-specific data associated with the specified key for the current thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_setspecific(
pthread_key_t key,
pthread_addr_t value);

Parameters

key Context key value that uniquely identifies the context value
specified in value. This key value must have been obtained from
pthread_keycreate().

value Address containing data to be associated with the specified key for the
current thread; this is the thread-specific data.

Description

The pthread_setspecific()routine sets the thread-specific data associated with the
specified key for the current thread. If a value has already been defined for the key
in this thread, the new value is substituted for it.

Different threads can bind different values to the same key. These values are typically
pointers to blocks of dynamically allocated memory that are reserved for use by the
calling thread.

Return Values

If the function fails,−1 is returned, anderrno may be set to the following value:
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Return Error Description

−1 [EINVAL ] The key value is invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_getspecific(3thr), pthread_keycreate(3thr).
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pthread_signal_to_cancel_np

Purpose Cancels the specified thread

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int pthread_signal_to_cancel_np(
sigset_t *sigset,
pthread_t * thread);

Parameters

sigset Signal mask containing a list of signals that, when received by the
process, cancels the specified thread.

thread The thread canceled if a valid signal is received by the process.

Description

The pthread_signal_to_cancel_np()routine requests that the specified thread be
canceled if one of the signals specified in the signal mask is received by the process.
The set of legal signals is the same as that for thesigwait() service. Thesigset
parameter is not validated. If it is invalid, this routine returns successfully but neither
the specified thread nor the previously specified thread is canceled if a signal occurs.

Note that the address of the specified thread is saved in a per-process global variable.
Therefore, any subsequent call to this routine by your application or any library
function will supercede the thread specified in the previous call, and that thread will
not be canceled if one of the signals specified for it is delivered to the process. In
other words, take care when you call this routine; if another thread calls it after you
do, the expected result of this routine will not occur.
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Return Values

If the function fails,errno may be set to one of the following values:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bythread is
invalid.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cancel(3thr).
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pthread_testcancel

Purpose Requests delivery of a pending cancel to the current thread

Synopsis

#include <pthread.h>

void pthread_testcancel( );

Description

The pthread_testcancel()routine requests delivery of a pending cancel to the current
thread. The cancel is delivered only if a cancel is pending for the current thread
and general cancel delivery is not currently disabled. (A thread disables delivery of
cancels to itself by calling thepthread_setcancel()routine.)

This routine, when called within very long loops, ensures that a pending cancel is
noticed within a reasonable amount of time.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cancel(3thr), pthread_setasynccancel(3thr),
pthread_setcancel(3thr).
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pthread_unlock_global_np

Purpose Unlocks a global mutex

Synopsis

#include <pthread.h>

void pthread_unlock_global_np( );

Description

The pthread_unlock_global_np() routine unlocks the global mutex when each call
to pthread_lock_global_np() is matched by a call to this routine. For example,
if you called pthread_lock_global_np() three times,pthread_unlock_global_np()
unlocks the global mutex when you call it the third time. If no threads are waiting
for the global mutex, it becomes unlocked with no current owner. If one or more
threads are waiting to lock the global mutex, one thread returns from its call to
pthread_lock_global_np(). The scheduling policy is used to determine which thread
acquires the global mutex. For the policiesSCHED_FIFO and SCHED_RR, a
blocked thread is chosen in priority order.

The results of calling this routine are unpredictable if the global mutex is already
unlocked. The results of calling this routine are also unpredictable if the global
mutex is owned by a thread other than the calling thread.

This routine is a new primitive.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Related Information

Functions: pthread_lock_global_np(3thr), pthread_mutex_lock(3thr),
pthread_mutex_unlock(3thr), pthread_mutexattr_setkind_np(3thr).
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pthread_yield

Purpose Notifies the scheduler that the current thread is willing to release its processor

Synopsis

#include <pthread.h>

void pthread_yield( );

Description

The pthread_yield() routine notifies the scheduler that the current thread is willing
to release its processor to other threads of the same priority. (A thread releases its
processor to a thread of a higher priority without calling this routine.)

If the current thread’s scheduling policy (as specified in a call to the
pthread_attr_setsched()or pthread_setscheduler()routine) is SCHED_FIFO or
SCHED_RR, this routine yields the processor to other threads of the same or a
higher priority. If no threads of the same priority are ready to execute, the thread
continues.

This routine allows knowledge of the details of an application to be used to increase
fairness. It increases fairness of access to the processor by removing the current
thread from the processor. It also increases fairness of access to shared resources
by removing the current thread from the processor as soon as it is finished with the
resource.

Call this routine when a thread is executing code that denies access to other threads
on a uniprocessor if the scheduling policy isSCHED_FIFO.

Usepthread_yield() carefully because misuse causes unnecessary context switching,
which increases overhead without increasing fairness. For example, it is
counterproductive for a thread to yield while it has a needed resource locked.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_attr_setsched(3thr), pthread_setscheduler(3thr).
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sigaction

Purpose Examines and changes synchronous signal actions (POSIX software signal facilities)

Synopsis

#include <signal.h>

struct sigaction {
void (*sa_handler);
sigset_t sa_mask;
int sa_flags;

};

int sigaction(sig, act, oact)
int sig;
const struct sigaction *act;
struct sigaction *oact;

Parameters

sig Synchronous signal to examine or change.

act Points to asigactionstructure that describes the action to be taken upon
receipt of the signal indicated by the value of theact parameter.

oact Points to asigaction structure in which the signal action data in effect
at the time of thesigaction() function call is returned.

Description

ThesigactionPOSIX service allows for per-thread handlers to be installed for catching
synchronous signals. It is called in a multithreaded process to establish thread specific
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actions for such signals. This call is the POSIX equivalent of thesigaction() system
call with the following exceptions or modifications:

• The sigaction() routine only modifies behavior for individual threads.

• The sigaction() routine only works for synchronous signals. Attempting to set
a signal action for an asynchronous signal is an error. This is true even in a
single-threaded process.

Any multithreaded application using DCE Threads will need to use thesigwait()
function for dealing with asynchronous signals. Thesigwait() function can be
used to synchronously wait for delivery of asynchronously generated signals.

• The SA_RESTART flag is always set by the underlying system in POSIX mode
so that interrupted system calls will fail with return value of−1 and theEINTR
error in errno instead of getting restarted.

The system’s SA_RESTART flag has the opposite meaning of the
SA_RESTART flag in the sa_flagsfield and is always set in the underlying
system call resulting fromsigaction() regardless of whetherSA_RESTART was
indicated insa_flags.

• The signal mask is manipulated using the POSIX § 3.3.3sigsetops()functions.
They aresigemptyset(), sigfillset(), sigaddset(), sigdelset(), andsigismember().

The sigaction() function can be used to inquire about the current handling of a given
signal by specifying a null pointer foract, since the action is unchanged unless this
parameter is not a null pointer. In order for the signal action in effect at the time of
the sigaction() call to be returned, theoact parameter must not be a null pointer.

Return Values

Possible return values are as follows:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EFAULT ] Either act or oact points to memory
which is not a valid part of the
process address space.

A new signal handler is not
installed.
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−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified bysig is
invalid. A new signal handler is
not installed.

−1 [EINVAL ] An attempt is made to ignore or
supply a handler forSIGKILL or
SIGSTOP. A new signal handler is
not installed.

Related Information

Functions: setjmp(3), siginterrupt(3) , sigpending(3thr), sigprocmask(3thr),
sigsetops(3), sigsuspend(3), sigvec(2), tty(4).
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sigpending

Purpose Examines pending signals (POSIX software signal facilities)

Synopsis

#include <signal.h>

int sigpending(sigset_t *set;

Parameters

set Points to a location in which the signals that are blocked from delivery
and pending at the time of thesigpending() function call are returned.

Description

The sigpending()function stores the set of signals that are blocked from delivery and
pending for the calling process in the space pointed to by the argumentset.

The sigpending() function may be called by any thread in a multithreaded process to
determine which signals are in the pending set for that thread. Since DCE Threads
supports the{_POSIX_THREADS_PER_PROCESS_SIGNALS_1}option, signals
pending upon the thread are those that are pending upon the process.

Return Values

Possible return values are as follows:
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Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EFAULT ] The setargument points to memory that is
not

a valid part of the process address space.

Related Information

Functions: sigprocmask(3thr), sigsetops(3).
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sigprocmask

Purpose Examines and changes blocked signals (POSIX software signal facilities)

Synopsis

#include <signal.h>

int sigprocmask(int how const sigset_t *set sigset_t *oset);

Parameters

how The manner in which the values inset are changed as defined by one
of the described argument values.

set A set of signals that will be used to change the current thread’s signal
mask according to the value in thehow parameter.

oset Points to a location in which the signal mask in effect at the time of the
sigprocmask() function call is returned.

Description

The sigprocmask() function is used to examine or change (or both) the signal mask
of the calling process. If the value of the argumentset is not NULL, it points to
a set of signals to be used to change the currently blocked set according to thehow
parameter as follows:

SIG_BLOCK
The resulting signal set is the union of the current set and the signal set
pointed to by the argumentset.

SIG_UNBLOCK
The resulting signal set is the intersection of the current set and the and
the complement of the signal set pointed to by the argumentset.
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SIG_SETMASK
The resulting signal set is the signal set pointed to by the argumentset.

If the argumentoset is not NULL, the previous mask is stored in the space pointed
to by oset.

Thesigprocmask()function can be used to inquire about the currently blocked signals
by specifying a null pointer forset, since the value of the argumenthow is not
significant and the signal mask of the process is unchanged unless this parameter is not
a null pointer. In order for the signal mask in effect at the time of thesigprocmask()
call to be returned, theosetargument must not be a null pointer.

If there are any pending unblocked signals after the call to thesigprocmask()function,
at least one of those signals shall be delivered before thesigprocmask() function
returns. As a system restriction, the SIGKILL and SIGSTOP signals cannot be
blocked.

If the sigprocmask()function fails, the signal mask of the process is not changed by
this function call.

Return Values

Possible return values are as follows:

Return Error Description

0 Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] The value specified by thehow parameter is

not equal to one of the defined values.

The signal mask of the process remains
unchanged.

Related Information

Functions: sigaction(3thr), sigpending(3thr), sigsetops(3), sigsuspend(3).
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sigwait

Purpose Causes a thread to wait for an asynchronous signal

Synopsis
#include <pthread.h>

int sigwait(
sigset_t *set);

Parameters

set Set of pending signals upon which the calling thread will wait.

Description

This routine causes a thread to wait for an asynchronous signal. It atomically chooses
a pending signal fromset, atomically clears it from the system’s set of pending signals
and returns that signal number. If no signal inset is pending at the time of the call,
the thread is blocked until one or more signals becomes pending. The signals defined
by setmay be unblocked during the call to this routine and will be blocked when the
thread returns from the call unless some other thread is currently waiting for one of
those signals.

A thread must block the signals it waits for usingsigprocmask() prior to calling this
function.

If more than one thread is using this routine to wait for the same signal, only one of
these threads will return from this routine with the signal number.

A call to sigwait() is a cancellation point.
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Return Values

Possible return values are as follows:

Return Error Description

Signal number Successful completion.

−1 [EINVAL ] One or more of the values specified
by set is invalid.

−1 [EINVAL ] One or more of the values specified
by set is not blocked.

−1 [EINVAL ] There are no values specified inset.

Related Information

Functions: pause(3), pthread_cancel(3thr), pthread_setasynccancel(3thr),
sigpending(3), sigprocmask(3), sigsetops(3).
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rpc_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE RPC API runtime

Description

This introduction gives general information about the DCE RPC application
programming interface (API) and an overview of the following parts of the DCE
RPC API runtime:

• Runtime services

• Environment variables

• Data types and structures

• Permissions required

• Frequently used routine arguments

General Information

The following subsections contain topics, beyond those directly related to the RPC
API, that application programmers need to know.

IDL-to-C Mappings
The Interface Definition Language (IDL) compiler converts an interface
definition into output files. Therpc_intro(1rpc) reference page in the
OSF DCE Command Referencecontains a summary of theidl command,
which invokes the IDL compiler.

Additional information about the IDL compiler appears in the following
table, which shows the IDL base types and the IDL-to-C mappings.

The following table lists the IDL base data type specifiers. Where
applicable, the table shows the size of the corresponding transmittable
type and the type macro emitted by the IDL compiler for resulting
declarations.
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Base Data Type Specifiers—rpc_intro(3rpc)

Specifier Type Macro

(sign) (size) (type) Size Emitted by
idl

small int 8 bits idl_small_int

short int 16 bits idl_short_int

long int 32 bits idl_long_int

hyper int 64 bits idl_hyper_int

unsigned small int 8 bits idl_usmall_int

unsigned short int 16 bits idl_ushort_int

unsigned long int 32 bits idl_ulong_int

unsigned hyper int 64 bits idl_uhyper_int

float 32 bits idl_short_float

double 64 bits idl_long_float

char 8 bits idl_char

boolean 8 bits idl_boolean

byte 8 bits idl_byte

void — idl_void_p_t

handle_t — —

Note that you can use theidl_ macros in the code you write for an
application to ensure that your type declarations are consistent with those
in the stubs, even when the application is ported to another platform.
The idl_ macros are especially useful when passing constant values to
RPC calls. For maximum portability, all constants passed to RPC calls
declared in your network interfaces should be cast to the appropriate
type because the size of integer constants (like the size of theint data
type) is unspecified in the C language.

The idl_ macros are defined indce/idlbase.h, which is included by
header files that the IDL compiler generates.
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Management Commands for Programmers
In addition to theidl command for programmers, DCE RPC provides
two management commands for the RPC control program and the DCE
host daemon, as follows:

• The rpccp control program accesses the RPC control program
(RPCCP). This program provides a set of commands for accessing
the operations of the RPC Name Service Interface (NSI). RPCCP
also supports showing the elements of the local endpoint map and
removing elements from it.

You can manage the name service with RPCCP commands or with
DCE RPC runtime routines. For example, suppose you want to
obtain the members of a group. You can give theshow group
command to RPCCP or you can write an application program that
calls the following DCE RPC runtime routines:

— rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin()

— rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next()

— rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done()

• The dced command starts the DCE host daemon. The daemon
maintains the local endpoint map for RPC servers and looks up
endpoints for RPC clients.

See theOSF DCE Command Referencefor more information about these
two management commands.

Overview of DCE RPC Runtime Services

The RPC runtime services consist of RPC routines that perform a variety of operations.

Note that the RPC API is thread safe and synchronous cancel safe (in the context
of POSIX threads). However, the RPC API is not asynchronous cancel safe. For
more information about threads and their cancellation, see theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Core Components.

The rest of this overview consists of the following items:

• An explanation of abbreviations in the names of the RPC runtime routines

• An alphabetical list of DCE RPC runtime routines. With each routine name is its
description and the type of application program that most likely calls the routine.
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An alphabetical list of abbreviations in the names of the DCE RPC routines follows.
The list can help you remember the names more easily. For example, consider
the routine namerpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin(). Use the next list to expand the
name to ‘‘RPC management endpoint element inquiry begin,’’ which summarizes the
description ‘‘Creates an inquiry context for viewing the elements in a local or remote
endpoint map. (Management).’’

auth authentication, authorization

com communications

cs character/code set interoperability

dce distributed computing environment

dflt default

elt element

ep endpoint

exp expiration

fn function

id identifier

idl_es IDL encoding services

if interface

inq inquiry

mbr member

mgmt management

ns name service

protseq protocol sequence

rgy DCE character and code set registry

rpc remote procedure call

stats statistics

An alphabetical list of the RPC runtime routines follows. With each routine name is
its description and the type of application program that most likely calls the routine.
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cs_byte_from_netcs()
Converts international character data from a network code set to a local
code set. (Client, server).

cs_byte_local_size()
Calculates the necessary buffer size for a code set conversion from a
network code set to a local code set. (Client, server).

cs_byte_net_size()
Calculates the necessary buffer size for a code set conversion from a
local code set to a network code set. (Client, server).

cs_byte_to_netcs()
Converts international character data from a local code set to a network
code set. (Client, server).

dce_cs_loc_to_rgy()
Maps a local name for a code set to a code set value in the code set
registry. (Client, server).

dce_cs_rgy_to_loc()
Maps a code set value in the code set registry to a the local name for a
code set. (Client, server).

idl_es_decode_buffer()
Returns a buffer decoding handle. (Client, server).

idl_es_decode_incremental()
Returns an incremental decoding handle. (Client, server).

idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer()
Returns a dynamic buffer encoding handle. (Client, server).

idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer()
Returns a fixed buffer encoding handle. (Client, server).

idl_es_encode_incremental()
Returns an incremental encoding handle. (Client, server).

idl_es_handle_free()
Frees an IDL encoding services handle. (Client, server).

idl_es_inq_encoding_id()
Identifies an application encoding operation. (Client, server).
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rpc_binding_copy()
Returns a copy of a binding handle. (Client or server).

rpc_binding_free()
Releases binding handle resources. (Client or server).

rpc_binding_from_string_binding()
Returns a binding handle from a string representation of a binding
handle. (Client or management).

rpc_binding_inq_auth_client()
Returns authentication and authorization information from the binding
handle for an authenticated client. (Server).

rpc_binding_inq_auth_info()
Returns authentication and authorization information from a server
binding handle. (Client).

rpc_binding_inq_object()
Returns the object UUID from a binding handle. (Client or server).

rpc_binding_reset()
Resets a server binding handle so the host remains specified, but the
server instance on that host is unspecified. (Client or management).

rpc_binding_server_from_client()
Converts a client binding handle to a server binding handle. (Server).

rpc_binding_set_auth_info()
Sets authentication and authorization information into a server binding
handle. (Client).

rpc_binding_set_object()
Sets the object UUID value into a server binding handle. (Client).

rpc_binding_to_string_binding()
Returns a string representation of a binding handle. (Client, server, or
management).

rpc_binding_vector_free()
Frees the memory used to store a vector and binding handles. (Client
or server).

rpc_cs_binding_set_tags()
Places code set tags into a server binding handle. (Client).
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rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check()
Evaluates character set compatibility between a client and a server.
(Client).

rpc_cs_eval_with_universal()
Evaluates a server’s supported character sets and code sets during the
server binding selection process. (Client).

rpc_cs_eval_without_universal()
Evaluates a server’s supported character sets and code sets during the
server binding selection process. (Client).

rpc_cs_get_tags()
Retrieves code set tags from a binding handle. (Client, server).

rpc_ep_register()
Adds to, or replaces, server address information in the local endpoint
map. (Server).

rpc_ep_register_no_replace()
Adds to server address information in the local endpoint map. (Server).

rpc_ep_resolve_binding()
Resolves a partially bound server binding handle into a fully bound
server binding handle. (Client or management).

rpc_ep_unregister()
Removes server address information from the local endpoint map.
(Server).

rpc_if_id_vector_free()
Frees a vector and the interface identifier structures it contains. (Client,
server, or management).

rpc_if_inq_id()
Returns the interface identifier for an interface specification. (Client or
server).

rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin()
Creates an inquiry context for viewing the elements in a local or remote
endpoint map. (Management).

rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done()
Deletes the inquiry context for viewing the elements in a local or remote
endpoint map. (Management).
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rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()
Returns one element at a time from a local or remote endpoint map.
(Management).

rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister()
Removes server address information from a local or remote endpoint
map. (Management).

rpc_mgmt_inq_com_timeout()
Returns the communications timeout value in a binding handle.
(Client).

rpc_mgmt_inq_dflt_protect_level()
Returns the default protection level for an authentication service.
(Client or server).

rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids()
Returns a vector of interface identifiers of interfaces a server offers.
(Client, server, or management).

rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name()
Returns a server’s principal name. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_mgmt_inq_stats()
Returns RPC runtime statistics. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening()
Tells whether a server is listening for remote procedure calls. (Client,
server, or management).

rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn()
Establishes an authorization function for processing remote calls to a
server’s management routines. (Server).

rpc_mgmt_set_cancel_timeout()
Sets the lower bound on the time to wait before timing out after
forwarding a cancel. (Client).

rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout()
Sets the communications timeout value in a binding handle. (Client).

rpc_mgmt_set_server_stack_size()
Specifies the stack size for each server thread. (Server).

rpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free()
Frees a statistics vector. (Client, server, or management).
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rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening()
Tells a server to stop listening for remote procedure calls. (Client,
server, or management).

rpc_network_inq_protseqs()
Returns all protocol sequences supported by both the RPC runtime and
the operating system. (Client or server).

rpc_network_is_protseq_valid()
Tells whether the specified protocol sequence is supported by both the
RPC runtime and the operating system. (Client or server).

rpc_ns_binding_export()
Establishes a name service database entry with binding handles or object
UUIDs for a server. (Server).

rpc_ns_binding_import_begin()
Creates an import context for an interface and an object in the name
service database. (Client).

rpc_ns_binding_import_done()
Deletes the import context for searching the name service database.
(Client).

rpc_ns_binding_import_next()
Returns a binding handle of a compatible server (if found) from the
name service database. (Client).

rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name()
Returns the name of an entry in the name service database from which
the server binding handle came. (Client).

rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()
Creates a lookup context for an interface and an object in the name
service database. (Client).

rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done()
Deletes the lookup context for searching the name service database.
(Client).

rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()
Returns a list of binding handles of one or more compatible servers (if
found) from the name service database. (Client).
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rpc_ns_binding_select()
Returns a binding handle from a list of compatible server binding
handles. (Client).

rpc_ns_binding_unexport()
Removes the binding handles for an interface, or object UUIDs, from
an entry in the name service database. (Server).

rpc_ns_entry_expand_name()
Expands the name of a name service entry. (Client, server, or
management).

rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin()
Creates an inquiry context for viewing the objects of an entry in the
name service database. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done()
Deletes the inquiry context for viewing the objects of an entry in the
name service database. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next()
Returns one object at a time from an entry in the name service database.
(Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_group_delete()
Deletes a group attribute. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_group_mbr_add()
Adds an entry name to a group; if necessary, creates the entry. (Client,
server, or management).

rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin()
Creates an inquiry context for viewing group members. (Client, server,
or management).

rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done()
Deletes the inquiry context for a group. (Client, server, or
management).

rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next()
Returns one member name at a time from a group. (Client, server, or
management).

rpc_ns_group_mbr_remove()
Removes an entry name from a group. (Client, server, or management).
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rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval()
Adds an evaluation routine to an import context. (Client).

rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport()
Removes multiple binding handles, or object UUIDs, from an entry in
the name service database. (Management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create()
Creates an entry in the name service database. (Management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_delete()
Deletes an entry from the name service database. (Management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids()
Returns the list of interfaces exported to an entry in the name service
database. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_free_codesets()
Frees a code sets array that has been allocated in memory. (Client).

rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age()
Sets a handle’s expiration age for local copies of name service data.
(Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_inq_exp_age()
Returns the application’s global expiration age for local copies of name
service data. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()
Reads the code sets attribute associated with an RPC server entry in the
name service database. (Client).

rpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute()
Removes an attribute from an RPC server entry in the name service
database. (Server, management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute()
Adds an attribute to an RPC server entry in the name service database.
(Server, management).

rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age()
Modifies the application’s global expiration age for local copies of name
service data. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_ns_profile_delete()
Deletes a profile attribute. (Client, server, or management).
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rpc_ns_profile_elt_add()
Adds an element to a profile. If necessary, creates the entry. (Client,
server, or management).

rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()
Creates an inquiry context for viewing the elements in a profile. (Client,
server, or management).

rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done()
Deletes the inquiry context for a profile. (Client, server, or
management).

rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()
Returns one element at a time from a profile. (Client, server, or
management).

rpc_ns_profile_elt_remove()
Removes an element from a profile. (Client, server, or management).

rpc_object_inq_type()
Returns the type of an object. (Server).

rpc_object_set_inq_fn()
Registers an object inquiry function. (Server).

rpc_object_set_type()
Assigns the type of an object. (Server).

rpc_protseq_vector_free()
Frees the memory used by a vector and its protocol sequences. (Client
or server).

rpc_rgy_get_codesets()
Gets supported code sets information from the local host. (Client,
server).

rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes()
Gets the maximum number of bytes that a code set uses to encode one
character. (Client, server).

rpc_server_inq_bindings()
Returns binding handles for communication with a server. (Server).

rpc_server_inq_if()
Returns the manager entry point vector registered for an interface.
(Server).
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rpc_server_listen()
Tells the RPC runtime to listen for remote procedure calls. (Server).

rpc_server_register_auth_info()
Registers authentication information with the RPC runtime. (Server).

rpc_server_register_if()
Registers an interface with the RPC runtime. (Server).

rpc_server_unregister_if()
Unregisters an interface from the RPC runtime. (Server).

rpc_server_use_all_protseqs()
Tells the RPC runtime to use all supported protocol sequences for
receiving remote procedure calls. (Server).

rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()
Tells the RPC runtime to use all the protocol sequences and endpoints
specified in the interface specification for receiving remote procedure
calls. (Server).

rpc_server_use_protseq()
Tells the RPC runtime to use the specified protocol sequence for
receiving remote procedure calls. (Server).

rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()
Tells the RPC runtime to use the specified protocol sequence combined
with the specified endpoint for receiving remote procedure calls.
(Server).

rpc_server_use_protseq_if()
Tells the RPC runtime to use the specified protocol sequence combined
with the endpoints in the interface specification for receiving remote
procedure calls. (Server).

rpc_sm_allocate()
Allocates memory within the RPC stub memory management scheme.
(Usually server, possibly client).

rpc_sm_client_free()
Frees memory allocated by the current memory allocation and freeing
mechanism used by the client stubs. (Client).
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rpc_sm_destroy_client_context()
Reclaims the client memory resources for a context handle, and sets the
context handle to NULL. (Client).

rpc_sm_disable_allocate()
Releases resources and allocated memory within the RPC stub memory
management scheme. (Client).

rpc_sm_enable_allocate()
Enables the stub memory management environment. (Client).

rpc_sm_free()
Frees memory allocated by therpc_sm_allocate()routine. (Usually
server, possibly client).

rpc_sm_get_thread_handle()
Gets a thread handle for the stub memory management environment.
(Usually server, possibly client).

rpc_sm_set_client_alloc_free()
Sets the memory allocation and freeing mechanism used by the client
stubs. (Client).

rpc_sm_set_thread_handle()
Sets a thread handle for the stub memory management environment.
(Usually server, possibly client).

rpc_sm_swap_client_alloc_free()
Exchanges the current memory allocation and freeing mechanism used
by the client stubs with one supplied by the client. (Client).

rpc_string_binding_compose()
Combines the components of a string binding into a string binding.
(Client or server).

rpc_string_binding_parse()
Returns, as separate strings, the components of a string binding. (Client
or server).

rpc_string_free()
Frees a character string allocated by the runtime. (Client, server, or
management).
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uuid_compare()
Compares two UUIDs and determines their order. (Client, server, or
management).

uuid_create()
Creates a new UUID. (Client, server, or management).

uuid_create_nil()
Creates a nil UUID. (Client, server, or management).

uuid_equal()
Determines if two UUIDs are equal. (Client, server, or management).

uuid_from_string()
Converts a string UUID to its binary representation. (Client, server, or
management).

uuid_hash()
Creates a hash value for a UUID. (Client, server, or management).

uuid_is_nil()
Determines if a UUID is nil. (Client, server, or management).

uuid_to_string()
Converts a UUID from a binary representation to a string representation.
(Client, server, or management).

wchar_t_from_netcs()
Converts international character data from a network code set to a local
code set. (Client, server).

wchar_t_local_size()
Calculates the necessary buffer size for a code set conversion from a
network code set to a local code set. (Client, server).

wchar_t_net_size()
Calculates the necessary buffer size for a code set conversion from a
local code set to a network code set. (Client, server).

wchar_t_to_netcs()
Converts international character data from a local code set to a network
code set. (Client, server).

Environment Variables

The RPC NSI routines use the following environment variables:
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• RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY

Designates the default entry in the name service database that the import and
lookup routines use as the starting point to search for binding information for a
compatible server. Normally, the starting entry is a profile.

An application that uses a default entry name must define this environment
variable. The RPC runtime does not provide a default.

For example, suppose that a client application needs to search the name
service database for a server binding handle. The application can use the
rpc_ns_binding_import_begin() routine as part of the search. If so, the
application must specify, to the routine’sentry_nameparameter, the name of
the entry in the name service database at which to begin the search. If the
search is to begin at the entry that theRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY environment
variable specifies, then the application must specify the value NULL to parameter
entry_namein rpc_ns_binding_import_begin().

• RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX

Specifies the syntax of the name provided in theRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY
environment variable. In addition, provides the syntax for those RPC NSI
routines that allow a default value for the name syntax argument.

If the RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable is not defined,
the RPC runtime uses therpc_c_ns_syntax_dcename syntax.

(For the valid name syntaxes in this reference page and for the valid syntax
values, see the table in the description of the frequently used routine argument
name_syntax, which appears later in this reference page.)

Optionally, each application defines either or both of the first two environment
variables. The application can change the value of either one, or both, at any time
during runtime.

RPC Data Types and Structures

The following subsections contain the data types and structures used by client, server,
and management application programs.

Much of the information in this section is derived from theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide. You may want to refer to the appropriate volume of this book
as you read this section. For example, this section contains a brief description of a
binding handle. TheOSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components
explains binding handles in detail. It also explains concepts related to binding
handles, such as binding information and string bindings.
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Binding Handle
A binding handle is a pointer-size opaque variable containing
information the RPC runtime uses to manage binding information.
The RPC runtime uses binding information to establish a client/server
relationship that allows the execution of remote procedure calls.

Based on the context where it is created, a binding handle is considered
a server binding handle or a client binding handle.

A server binding handle is a reference to the binding information
necessary for a client to establish a relationship with a specific server.
Many RPC API runtime routines return a server binding handle that you
can use to make a remote procedure call.

A server binding handle refers to several components of binding
information. One is the network address of a server’s host system.
Each server instance has one or more transport addresses (endpoints).
A well-known endpoint is a stable address on the host, while a dynamic
endpoint is an address that the RPC runtime requests for the server.
Some transport protocols provide fewer well-known endpoints than
dynamic endpoints.

If binding information contains an endpoint, the corresponding binding
handle is a fully bound binding handle. If the information lacks an
endpoint, the binding handle is a partially bound binding handle.

The RPC runtime creates and provides a client binding handle to a called
remote procedure as thehandle_t parameter. The client binding handle
contains information about the calling client. A client binding handle
cannot be used to make a remote procedure call. A server uses the
client binding handle. Therpc_binding_server_from_client() routine
converts a client binding handle to a server binding handle. You can
use the resulting server binding handle to make a remote procedure call.

For an explanation of making a remote procedure call with a
partially bound binding handle, see theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Core Components. For an explanation of
failures associated with such a call, see the explanation of status code
rpc_s_wrong_boot_time in the OSF DCE Problem Determination
Guide.
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Binding information can contain an object UUID. The default object
UUID associated with a binding handle is a nil UUID. Clients can obtain
a nonnil UUID in various ways, such as from a string representation of
binding information (a string binding), or by importing it.

The following table contains the RPC runtime routines that operate on
binding handles. The table also specifies the type of binding handle,
client or server, allowed.

Client and Server Binding Handles

Routine Input
Argument

Output
Argument

rpc_binding_copy() Server Server

rpc_binding_free() Server None

rpc_binding_from_string_binding() None Server

rpc_binding_inq_auth_client() Client None

rpc_binding_inq_auth_info() Server None

rpc_binding_inq_object() Server or client None

rpc_binding_reset() Server None

rpc_binding_server_from_client() Client Server

rpc_binding_set_auth_info() Server None

rpc_binding_set_object() Server None

rpc_binding_to_string_binding() Server or client None

rpc_binding_vector_free() Server None

rpc_ns_binding_export() Server None

rpc_ns_binding_import_next() None Server

rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name() Server None

rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() None Server

rpc_ns_binding_select() Server Server

rpc_server_inq_bindings() None Server
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If the input argument type is only a client or only a server, the
routines return the status coderpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding when
an application provides the incorrect binding handle type.

An application can share a single binding handle across multiple threads
of execution. The RPC runtime, instead of the application, manages
binding handle concurrency control across concurrent remote procedure
calls that use a single binding handle. However, the client application
has responsibility for binding handle concurrency control for operations
that read or modify a binding handle.

The related routines are as follows:

• rpc_binding_free()

• rpc_binding_reset()

• rpc_binding_set_auth_info()

• rpc_binding_set_object()

• rpc_ep_resolve_binding()

• rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout()

For example, suppose an application shares a binding handle across two
threads of execution and it resets the binding handle endpoint in one of
the threads (by callingrpc_binding_reset()). The binding handle in
the other thread is then also reset. Similarly, freeing the binding handle
in one thread (by callingrpc_binding_free()) frees the binding handle
in the other thread.

If you do not want this effect, your application can create a copy of a
binding handle by callingrpc_binding_copy(). An operation on one
binding handle then has no effect on the second binding handle.

Clients and servers can access and set object UUIDs by using
rpc_binding_inq_object() andrpc_binding_set_object().

Routines requiring a binding handle as an argument show a data type
of rpc_binding_handle_t. Binding handle arguments are passed by
value.
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Binding Vector
The binding vector data structure contains a list of binding handles over
which a server application can receive remote procedure calls.

The binding vector contains a count member (count), followed by an
array of binding handle (binding_h) elements.

The C language representation of a binding vector is as follows:

typedef struct {
unsigned32 count;
rpc_binding_handle_t binding_h[1];
} rpc_binding_vector_t;

The RPC runtime creates binding handles when a server application
registers protocol sequences. To obtain a binding vector, a server
application calls therpc_server_inq_bindings() routine.

A client application obtains a binding vector of compatible
servers from the name service database by calling the routine
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next().

In both routines, the RPC runtime allocates memory for the binding
vector. An application calls therpc_binding_vector_free() routine to
free the binding vector.

An application, when it is finished with an individual binding handle in a
binding vector, frees the binding handle by callingrpc_binding_free().
This routine also sets the corresponding pointer in the binding vector to
NULL.

Note that you should not decrement thecountfield in a binding vector
structure when you call therpc_binding_free() routine to free an
individual binding handle.

The following routines require a binding vector and show an argument
data type ofrpc_binding_vector_t:

• rpc_binding_vector_free()

• rpc_ep_register()
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• rpc_ep_register_no_replace()

• rpc_ep_unregister()

• rpc_ns_binding_export()

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_select()

• rpc_server_inq_bindings()

Boolean Routines that require a Boolean-valued argument or return a Boolean
value show a data type ofboolean32. DCE RPC provides the integer
constants TRUE (1) and FALSE (0) for use as Boolean values.

Code Set A code set is a mapping of the members of a character set to specific
numeric code values. Different code sets use different numeric code
values to represent the same character. In general, operating systems
use string names to refer to the code sets that the system supports. It
is common for different operating systems to use different string names
to refer to the same code set.

Distributed applications that run in a network of heterogeneous operating
systems need to be able to identify the character sets and code sets
that client and server machines are using to avoid losing data during
communications between each other.

DCE RPC supports transparent automatic conversion for characters that
are members of the DCE Portable Character Set (DCE PCS) and which
are encoded in the ASCII and U.S. EBCDIC code sets. The RPC
runtime automatically converts DCE PCS characters encoded in ASCII
or U.S. EBCDIC, if necessary, when they are passed over the network
between client and server.

DCE RPC applications that need to transfer character data that is outside
the DCE PCS character set and ASCII and U.S. EBCDIC encodings
(international characters) can use special IDL constructs and a set of
DCE RPC routines to set up their applications so that they can pass this
international character data with minimal or no loss between client and
server applications. An example of such an application would be one
that used European, Chinese, or Japanese characters mapped to EUC,
Big5, or SJIS encodings. Together, the IDL constructs and the DCE
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RPC routines provide a method of automatic code set conversion for
applications that transfer international character data in heterogeneous
code set environments.

DCE provides a mechanism to uniquely identify a code set; this
mechanism is the code set registry. The code set registry assigns
a unique identifier to each character set and code set. Because the
registry provides code set identifiers that are consistent across a network
of heterogeneous operating systems, it provides a method for clients
and servers in a heterogeneous environment to use to identify code sets
without having to rely on operating system-specific string names.

The code set data structure contains a 32-bit hexadecimal value (c_set)
that uniquely identifies the code set followed by a 16-bit decimal value
(c_max_bytes) that indicates the maximum number of bytes this code
set uses to encode one character in this code set.

The value forc_setis one of the registered values in the code set registry.

The following routines require a code set value:

• cs_byte_from_netcs()

• cs_byte_local_size()

• cs_byte_net_size()

• cs_byte_to_netcs()

• dce_cs_loc_to_rgy()

• dce_cs_rgy_to_loc()

• rpc_cs_get_tags()

• rpc_cs_binding_set_tags()

• rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes()

• wchar_t_from_netcs()

• wchar_t_local_size()

• wchar_t_net_size()

• wchar_t_to_netcs()
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In these routines, the code set value shows a data type ofunsigned32.

The RPC stub buffer sizing routines*_net_size()and*_local_sizeuse
the value ofc_max_bytesto calculate the size of a buffer for code set
conversion.

The C language representation of a code set structure is as follows:

typedef struct {
long c_set;
short c_max_bytes;

} rpc_cs_c_set_t;

The code set data structure is a member of the code sets array.

Code Sets Array
The code sets array contains the list of the code sets that a client or
server supports. The structure consists of a version number member
(version), followed by a count member (count), followed by an array of
code set data structures (rpc_cs_c_set_t). This array is declared to be
a conformant array so that its size will be determined at runtime. The
countmember indicates the number of code sets contained in the array.

The first element in the code sets array represents the client or server
process’s local code set.

The second element through thenth element represents one or more
intermediate code sets that the process can use to transmit character
data over the network. Client or server processes can convert into
an intermediate code set when their host system does not provide a
converter for the other’s local code set but does provide a converter for
the intermediate code set.

DCE RPC routines for character/code sets compatibility evaluation and
code set conversion support one intermediate code set, which is the
ISO 10646 Universal character/code set. Consequently, DCE requires
host systems running applications that transfer international characters
to provide converters for this code set.
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System administrators for machines in internationalized DCE cells (that
is, cells of machines that run applications that use the DCE character/
code sets compatibility evaluation and conversion functionality) and who
want to use other intermediate code sets can run thecsrc utility and
specify that their intermediate code set(s) be used in preference to ISO
10646.

The remaining elements in the array represent other code sets that the
process’s host supports (that is, code sets for which the system provides
converters).

The C language representation of a code set structure is as follows:

typedef struct rpc_codeset_mgmt_t {
unsigned32 version;
long count;
[size_is(count)] rpc_cs_c_set_t codesets[];

} rpc_codeset_mgmt_t, *rpc_codeset_mgmt_p_t;

Client and server applications and DCE RPC routines for automatic
code set conversion obtain a code sets array by calling the routine
rpc_rgy_get_codesets(). Server applications user the code sets array as
input to therpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute()routine, which registers their
supported code sets in the name service database. Client applications
look up a server’s supported code sets in the name service database by
calling the routinerpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()and then use their
code sets array to evaluate their supported code sets against the code
sets that the server supports.

The following DCE RPC routines require a code sets array and show
an argument data type ofrpc_codeset_mgmt_t:

• rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()

• rpc_rgy_get_codesets()

Server applications that userpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute() to register
their supported code sets in the name service database also specify the
code sets array, but show an argument data type ofvoid.
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Conversion Type
The conversion type data structure is an enumerated type that RPC
stub buffer sizing routines return to indicate whether character data
conversion is necessary and whether or not existing storage is sufficient
for the stub to store the results of the conversion. The conversion type
can be one of the following values:

idl_cs_no_convert
No code set conversion is required.

idl_cs_in_place_convert
Code set conversion can be performed in a single storage
area.

idl_cs_new_buffer_convert
The converted data must be written to a new storage area.

The C language representation of a conversion type structure is as
follows:

typedef enum {
idl_cs_no_convert,
idl_cs_in_place_convert,
idl_cs_new_buffer_convert,

} idl_cs_convert_t;

Endpoint Map Inquiry Handle
An endpoint map inquiry handle is a pointer-size opaque variable
containing information the RPC runtime uses to access the elements in a
local or remote endpoint map. The description of therpc_ep_register()
routine lists the contents of an element.

The following routines require an endpoint map inquiry handle and show
an argument data type ofrpc_ep_inq_handle_t:

• rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin()

• rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done()

• rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()
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Global Name
The NSI uses global names for the names of name service entries.
A global name includes both a cell name and a cell-relative name
composed of a directory pathname and a leaf name. For a description
of global names, see theOSF DCE Administration Guide—Introduction.
The cell name is assigned to a cell root at its creation. When you specify
only a cell-relative name to an NSI operation, the NSI automatically
expands the name into a global name by inserting the local cell name.
Thus, the name of a member in a group or in a profile element is always
stored as a global name. When returning the name of a name service
entry or a member, NSI operations return global names.

For example, even when you specify a cell-relative
name as the member_name parameter to routine
rpc_ns_group_mbr_add(), when you read that group member
(by calling rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next()), you will receive the
corresponding global name.

IDL Encoding Service Handle
An IDL encoding service handle is a pointer-size opaque variable that
points to functions that control how data encoding or decoding is
performed. The following routines return an IDL encoding service
handle and show an argument data type ofidl_es_handle_t:

• idl_es_encode_incremental()

• idl_es_decode_buffer()

• idl_es_decode_incremental()

• idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer()

• idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer()

The idl_es_handle_free() and idl_es_inq_encoding_id() routines
require an IDL encoding service handle.

Note that in order to use the IDL encoding services, you must include a
header file that has been generated for an application that has used the
encodeanddecodeACF attributes on one or more of its operations.
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Interface Handle and Specification
An interface handle is a pointer-size opaque variable containing
information the RPC runtime uses to access the interface specification
data structure.

The DCE IDL compiler automatically creates an interface specification
data structure from each IDL file and creates a global variable of type
rpc_if_handle_t for the interface specification.

The DCE IDL compiler places an interface handle declaration in the
generatedinterface-name.h file. The compiler generates this header
file for each interface.

Routines requiring the interface handle as an argument show a data type
of rpc_if_handle_t.

The form of each interface handle name is as follows:

• For the client:

if-name_vmajor-version_minor-version_c_ifspec

• For the server:

if-name_vmajor-version_minor-version_s_ifspec

where

• The if-namevariable is the interface identifier specified in the IDL
file.

• The major-versionvariable is the interface’s major-version number
specified in the IDL file.

• The minor-versionvariable is the interface’s minor-version number
specified in the IDL file.

An example isnotes_v1_2_c_ifspec

The maximum combined length of the interface identifier and interface
version number is 19 characters.
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Since the major-version and minor-version numbers must each be at
least 1 character, the interface name can be no more than 17 characters.
This limits the interface handle name to 31 or fewer characters.

No concurrency control is required for interface handles.

The following routines require an interface handle and show an argument
data type ofrpc_if_handle_t:

• rpc_ep_register()

• rpc_ep_register_no_replace()

• rpc_ep_resolve_binding()

• rpc_ep_unregister()

• rpc_if_inq_id()

• rpc_ns_binding_export()

• rpc_ns_binding_import_begin()

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()

• rpc_ns_binding_unexport()

• rpc_server_inq_if()

• rpc_server_register_if()

• rpc_server_unregister_if()

• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()

• rpc_server_use_protseq_if()

Interface Identifier
The interface identifier (id) data structure contains the interface UUID
and major-version and minor-version numbers of an interface. The
interface identifier is a subset of the data contained in the interface
specification structure.

The C language representation of an interface identifier structure is as
follows:
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typedef struct {
uuid_t uuid;
unsigned16 vers_major;
unsigned16 vers_minor;
} rpc_if_id_t;

Routines that require an interface identifier structure show a data type
of rpc_if_id_t . In those routines, the application is responsible for
providing memory for the structure.

The rpc_if_inq_id() routine returns the interface identifier from an
interface specification. The following routines require an interface
identifier:

• rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin()

• rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()

• rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister()

• rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_add()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_remove()

Interface Identifier Vector
The interface identifier vector data structure contains a list of interfaces
offered by a server. The interface identifier vector contains a count
member (count), followed by an array of pointers to interface identifiers
(rpc_if_id_t ).

The C language representation of an interface identifier vector is as
follows:

typedef struct {
unsigned32 count;
rpc_if_id_t *if_id[1];
} rpc_if_id_vector_t;
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The interface identifier vector is a read-only vector. To obtain a vector
of the interface identifiers registered by a server with the RPC runtime,
an application calls therpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids() routine. To obtain a
vector of the interface identifiers exported by a server to a name service
database, an application calls therpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids()
routine.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the interface identifier vector.
The application calls therpc_if_id_vector_free() routine to free the
interface identifier vector.

Manager Entry Point Vector
The manager entry point vector (EPV) is an array of pointers to remote
procedures.

The DCE IDL compiler automatically generates a manager EPV data
type, into the header file generated by the IDL compiler, for use in
constructing manager EPVs. The data type is named as follows:

if-name_vmajor-version_minor-version_epv_t

where

• The if-namevariable is the interface identifier specified in the IDL
file.

• The major-versionvariable is the interface’s major-version number
specified in the IDL file.

• The minor-versionvariable is the interface’s minor-version number
specified in the IDL file.

By default, the DCE IDL compiler automatically creates and initializes
a manager EPV. DCE IDL creates this EPV assuming that a manager
routine of the same name exists for each procedure in the interface (as
specified in the IDL file).

The DCE IDL compiler can define a client entry point vector with
addresses of local routines. Client applications can call these
routines. For more information about client entry point vectors, see
the explanation of the−cepv argument in theidl(1rpc) reference page.
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If the server offers multiple implementations of the same interface,
the server must create additional manager EPVs, one for each
implementation. Each EPV must contain exactly one entry point
(address of a function) for each procedure defined in the IDL file.
The server application declares and initializes one manager EPV
variable of typeif-name_vmajor-version_minor-version_epv_t for each
implementation of the interface.

The rpc_server_register_if() and rpc_server_inq_if() routines use the
manager EPV data type and show the manager EPV argument as having
an rpc_mgr_epv_t data type.

Name Service Handle
A name service handle is a pointer-size opaque variable containing
information the RPC runtime uses to return the following RPC data
from the name service database:

• Server binding handles

• UUIDs of resources offered by a server

• Profile members

• Group members

The following routines require a name service handle and show an
argument data type ofrpc_ns_handle_t:

• rpc_ns_binding_import_begin()

• rpc_ns_binding_import_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_import_done()

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done()

• rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin()

• rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next()

• rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done()

• rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin()
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• rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next()

• rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done()

• rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age()

The scope of a name service handle is from a*_begin() routine through
the corresponding*_done() routine.

Applications have responsibility for concurrency control of name service
handles across threads.

Protocol Sequence
A protocol sequence is a character string identifying the network
protocols used to establish a relationship between a client and server.
The protocol sequence contains a set of options that the RPC runtime
must know about. The following options are in this set:

• The RPC protocol used for communications (choices arencacnand
ncadg).

• The format used in the network address supplied in the binding
(choice isip).

• The transport protocol used for communications (choices aretcp
andudp).

Because only certain combinations of these options are valid (are useful
for interoperation), RPC provides predefined strings that represent the
valid combinations. RPC applications use only these strings.

The following table contains predefined strings representing valid
protocol sequences. In the descriptions NCA is an abbreviation of
Network Computing Architecture.
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Valid Protocol Sequences

Protocol Sequence Description

ncacn_ip_tcp NCA Connection over Internet
Protocol: Transmission Control
Protocol

ip or ncadg_ip_udp NCA Datagram over Internet Protocol:
User Datagram Protocol

A server application can use a particular protocol sequence only if the
operating system software supports that protocol. A server chooses to
accept remote procedure calls over some or all of the supported protocol
sequences.

Client and server applications can determine if a protocol sequence is
supported by both the RPC runtime and the operating system. The
applications make this determination by calling the following routines:

• rpc_network_inq_protseqs()

• rpc_network_is_protseq_valid()

The following routines allow server applications to register protocol
sequences with the runtime:

• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs()

• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()

• rpc_server_use_protseq()

• rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()

• rpc_server_use_protseq_if()

Those routines requiring a protocol sequence argument show a data type
of unsigned_char_t *.

A client can use the protocol sequence strings to construct a string
binding using therpc_string_binding_compose()routine.
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Protocol Sequence Vector
The protocol sequence vector data structure contains a list of protocol
sequences over which the RPC runtime can send or receive remote
procedure calls. The protocol sequence vector contains a count member
(count), followed by an array of pointers to protocol sequence strings
(protseq).

The C language representation of a protocol sequence vector is as
follows:

typedef struct {
unsigned32 count;
unsigned_char_t *protseq[1];
} rpc_protseq_vector_t;

The protocol sequence vector is a read-only vector. To
obtain a protocol sequence vector, a server application calls the
rpc_network_inq_protseqs() routine. The RPC runtime allocates
memory for the protocol sequence vector. The server application calls
the rpc_protseq_vector_free() routine to free the protocol sequence
vector.

Statistics Vector
The statistics vector data structure contains statistics from the RPC
runtime on a per address space basis. The statistics vector contains
a count member (count), followed by an array of statistics. Each array
element contains anunsigned32value. The following list describes
the statistics indexed by the specified constant:

rpc_c_stats_calls_in
The number of remote procedure calls received by the
runtime.

rpc_c_stats_calls_out
The number of remote procedure calls initiated by the
runtime.

rpc_c_stats_pkts_in
The number of network packets received by the runtime.

rpc_c_stats_pkts_out
The number of network packets sent by the runtime.
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The C language representation of a statistics vector is as follows:

typedef struct {
unsigned32 count;
unsigned32 stats[1];
} rpc_stats_vector_t;

To obtain runtime statistics, an application calls the
rpc_mgmt_inq_stats() routine. The RPC runtime allocates
memory for the statistics vector. The application calls the
rpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free()routine to free the statistics vector.

String Binding
A string binding contains the character representation of a binding
handle.

String bindings are a convenient way of representing portions of a
binding handle. However, you cannot use string bindings directly
to make remote procedure calls. You must first call the routine
rpc_binding_from_string_binding() , which converts a string binding
to a binding handle.

A string binding does not contain all the information from a binding
handle. For example, a call torpc_binding_to_string_binding() does
not translate the authentication information sometimes associated with
a binding handle into the resulting string binding.

You can begin the development of a distributed application by having
its servers communicate their binding information to clients by using
string bindings. This communication allows a server to establish a
client/server relationship without using the local endpoint map or the
name service database.

In this case, the server calls none of therpc_ep_register(),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(), andrpc_ns_binding_export()routines.
Instead, the server calls only routinerpc_server_inq_bindings()
to obtain a vector of binding handles. The server obtains
binding handles one at a time from the vector and calls routine
rpc_binding_to_string_binding() to convert each binding handle into
a string binding. The resulting string binding is always fully bound
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and may contain a nonnil object UUID. The server then makes some or
all of its string bindings available to clients. One way is placing the
string bindings in a file to be read by clients or users or both. Another
way is delivering the string bindings to clients or users by means of a
file, mail, or paper.

You can continue the distributed application’s development by changing
the application so that servers use the local endpoint map and the name
service database to communicate their binding information.

To find the server, a client obtains a string binding containing a
protocol sequence that the client runtime supports and, optionally, an
object UUID that the client requires. The client then calls routine
rpc_binding_from_string_binding() to convert the string binding into
a server binding handle.

Other useful routines for working with string bindings are
rpc_string_binding_compose(), which creates a string binding from
its component parts, andrpc_string_binding_parse(), which separates
a string binding into its component parts.

The two formats of a string binding follow. The four fields represent
the object UUID, RPC protocol sequence, network address, and endpoint
and network options of the binding. A delimiter character such as@
(at sign) or: (colon) separates each field. A string binding does not
contain any whitespace.

object-uuid@ rpc-prot-seq: nw-addr [endpoint, opt ...]

or

object-uuid@ rpc-prot-seq: nw-addr [endpoint= endpoint, opt ...]

object-uuid This field specifies the UUID of the object operated on
by the remote procedure that is called with this string
binding. The RPC runtime, at the server, maps the
object’s type to a manager entry point vector (EPV) to
invoke the correct manager routine. The explanation of
the routinerpc_server_register_if() discusses mapping
object UUIDs to manager EPVs.
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This field is optional. If you do not provide it the RPC
runtime assumes a nil UUID.

@ This symbol is the delimiter character for the object UUID
field. If you specify an object UUID you must follow it
with this symbol.

rpc-protocol-sequence
This field specifies the protocol sequence used for making
remote procedure calls. The valid protocol sequences are
as follows:

ncacn_ip_tcp
ncacn_dnet_nsp
ncacn_osi_dna
ncadg_ip_udp
ncadg_dds

More information about these valid protocol sequences
appears in the preceding table.

This field is required.

: This symbol is the delimiter character for the RPC
protocol sequence field.

nw-addr This field specifies the address (addr) of a host on a
network (nw) that receives remote procedure calls made
with this string binding. The format and content of the
network address depends on the value ofrpc-protocol-
sequenceas follows:

ncacn_ip_tcpandncadg_ip_udp

Specify an Internet address using the common Internet
address notation or host name.

Two examples with common Internet address notation
are 128.10.2.30and #126.15.1.28. The second example
shows the use of the optional# (number sign) character.
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An example with a host name isko.

If the specified host name is multihomed, the
binding handle that is returned from the routine
rpc_binding_from_string_binding() contains a host
address. It is the first host address returned from the
system library call that translates a host name to a host
address for the network address format in the protocol
sequence. To control the host address used, specify
the network address using the common Internet address
notation instead of a host name.

The network address field is optional. If you do not
supply this field, the string binding refers to your local
host.

[ This symbol is the delimiter character specifying that one
endpoint and zero or more options follow. If the string
binding contains at least one endpoint, this symbol is
required.

endpoint This field specifies the endpoint, or address of a specific
server instance on a host, to receive remote procedure calls
made with this string binding. Optionally the keyword
endpoint= can precede the endpoint specifier.

The format and content of the endpoint depends on the
specified protocol sequence as follows:

ncacn_ip_tcpandncadg_ip_udp

The endpoint field is optional. For more information
about endpoints, see the information on binding handles
in this reference page.

, This symbol is the delimiter character specifying that
option data follows. If an option follows, this delimiter
is required.

option This field specifies any options. Each option is specified
asoption name=option value.
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The format and content of the option depends on the
specified protocol sequence as follows:

ncacn_ip_tcpandncadg_ip_udp

There are no Internet options.

The option field is optional.

] This symbol is the delimiter character specifying that one
endpoint and zero or more options precede. If the string
binding contains at least one endpoint, this symbol is
required.

The \ (backslash) character is treated as an escape character for all string
binding fields.

Examples of valid string bindings follow. In each exampleobj-uuid
represents a UUID in string form. In other words, the symbolobj-uuid
can represent the UUID 308fb580-1eb2-11ca-923b-08002b1075a7.

obj-uuid @ncacn_ip_tcp:16.20.16.27[2001]
obj-uuid @ncacn_ip_tcp:16.20.16.27[endpoint=2001]

String UUID
A string UUID contains the character representation of a UUID. A string
UUID consists of multiple fields of hexadecimal characters. Each field
has a fixed length, and dashes separate the fields. An example of a
string UUID follows:

989c6e5c-2cc1-11ca-a044-08002b1bb4f5

When you supply a string UUID as an input argument to an RPC runtime
routine, you can enter the alphabetic hexadecimal characters in either
uppercase or lowercase letters. The RPC runtime routines that return
a string UUID always return the hexadecimal characters in lowercase
letters.

The following routines require a string UUID:

• rpc_string_binding_compose()
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• uuid_from_string()

The following routines return a string UUID:

• rpc_string_binding_parse()

• uuid_to_string()

Unsigned Character String
DCE RPC treats all characters in strings as unsigned characters.
Those routines with character string arguments show a data type of
unsigned_char_t *.

UUID Vector
The UUID vector data structure contains a list of UUIDs. The UUID
vector contains a count member (count), followed by an array of pointers
to UUIDs.

The C language representation of a UUID vector is as follows:

typedef struct
{

unsigned32 count;
uuid_t *uuid[1];

} uuid_vector_t;

An application constructs a UUID vector to contain object UUIDs to be
exported or unexported from the name service database. The following
routines require a UUID vector and show an argument data type of
uuid_vector_t:

• rpc_ep_register()

• rpc_ep_register_no_replace()

• rpc_ep_unregister()

• rpc_ns_binding_export()

• rpc_ns_binding_unexport()

• rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport()
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Permissions Required

To use the NSI routines to access entries in a Cell Directory Service (CDS) database,
you need access control list (ACL) permissions. Depending on the NSI operation,
you need ACL permissions to the parent directory or the CDS object entry (the name
service entry) or both.

The ACL permissions are as follows:

• To create an entry, you need insert permission to the parent directory.

• To read an entry, you need read permission to the CDS object entry.

• To write to an entry, you need write permission to the CDS object entry.

• To delete an entry, you need delete permission either to the CDS object entry or
to the parent directory.

• To test an entry, you need either test permission or read permission to the CDS
object entry.

Note that write permission does not imply read permission.

To find the ACL permissions for the NSI routines whose names begin withrpc_ns,
see these routines’ reference pages.

The non-NSI routines whose names do not begin withrpc_ns do not need ACL
permissions, so their reference pages do not specify any.

Frequently Used Routine Parameters

A few parameters are common to many of the DCE RPC routines. These parameters
are described fully here and again briefly on the specific routine reference pages.

binding Used as an input or output parameter.

Returns a binding handle for making remote procedure calls to a server.

A client obtains a binding handle by calling one of the following
routines:

• rpc_binding_copy()

• rpc_binding_from_string_binding()

• rpc_ns_binding_import_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_select()
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Creating a binding handle establishes a relationship between a client
and a server. However, the relationship does not involve any
communications between the client and server. The communications
occur when a client makes a remote procedure call.

As an input parameter to a remote procedure call,binding specifies a
binding handle that refers to binding information. The client’s RPC
runtime uses this binding information to make a remote procedure call
to a server.

Server manager routines can extract client information from a client
binding handle by using the following routines:

• rpc_binding_inq_auth_client()

• rpc_binding_inq_object()

• rpc_binding_to_string_binding()

• rpc_string_binding_parse()

name Used as an input/output parameter.

When used as an input parameter, the value of this parameter depends
on the syntax selected in thename_syntaxparameter. If it is allowed
by the called routine, the value NULL specifies that the routine uses the
name specified in theRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY environment variable.
Specifying NULL also has the called routine use the name syntax that the
environment variableRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX specifies.

For aname_syntaxvalue ofrpc_c_ns_syntax_dce, use the DCE naming
rules to specify parametername.

As an output parameter, returns an entry in the name service database
in the form of a character string that includes a terminating null
character. The value of this parameter depends on the syntax selected
in name_syntax.

For a name_syntaxvalue of rpc_c_ns_syntax_dce, name is returned
using the DCE naming syntax.
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The DCE RPC runtime allocates memory for the returned string. The
application is responsible for calling therpc_string_free() routine to
deallocate the string.

If an application does not want a returned name string, the application
usually specifies NULL for this parameter. The one exception is routine
rpc_ns_entry_expand_name(); it always returns a name string.

name_syntaxUsed as an input parameter, an integer value that specifies the syntax
of an entry name. When allowed by the called routine, a value of
rpc_c_ns_syntax_defaultspecifies that the routine uses the syntax
specified in theRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment
variable. The following table lists the valid syntaxes that applications
can use in DCE RPC for entries in the name service database.

Valid Name Syntaxes

Constant Value Description

rpc_c_ns_syntax_default 0 Default syntax

rpc_c_ns_syntax_dce 3 DCE

The name_syntaxparameter tells routines how to parse the entry name
specified in an inputnameparameter or specifies the syntax to use when
returning an entry name as an outputnameparameter.

If the RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable is
not defined, the RPC runtime uses therpc_c_ns_syntax_dcename
syntax.

string Used as an input or output parameter.

Returns a character string, which always includes the terminating null
character\0. The DCE RPC runtime allocates memory for the returned
string. The application calls therpc_string_free() routine to deallocate
the memory occupied by the string.

If there is no data for the requested string, the routine returns the
string \0. For example, if the string binding passed to routine
rpc_string_binding_parse() does not contain an object UUID, the
routine returns\0 as the value of the object UUID string. The
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application must call therpc_string_free() routine to deallocate the
memory occupied by this string.

If an application does not require a returned output string, the application
specifies NULL for this parameter.

status Each routine in the RPC API returns a DCE status code indicating
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not. A
return value ofrpc_s_ok indicates success. All other return values
signify routine failure. The status codes listed for each RPC runtime
routine are the most likely, but not necessarily all, the status codes that
the routine can return.

The status code argument has a data type ofunsigned32.

To translate a DCE status code to a text message, call the routine
dce_error_inq_text().

Note that RPC exceptions are equivalent to RPC status codes. To
identify the status code that corresponds to a given exception, replace
the _x_ string of the exception with the string_s_; for example, the
exception rpc_x_already_listening is equivalent to the status code
rpc_s_already_listening.

For more information about the RPC status codes, see theOSF DCE
Problem Determination Guide.

uuid Used as an input or output parameter.

When you need to specify a nil UUID to auuid input parameter in any
of the DCE RPC routines, you can supply the value NULL.

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Introduction and Style Guide,
OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components, OSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Directory Services, OSF DCE Command Reference, OSF DCE
Problem Determination Guide.
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cs_byte_from_netcs

Purpose Converts international character data from a network code set to a local code set prior
to unmarshalling; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void cs_byte_from_netcs(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
idl_byte *network_data,
unsigned32network_data_length,
unsigned32local_buffer_size,
idl_byte * local_data,
unsigned32 *local_data_length,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain code set
conversion information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select()routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set
that was used to transmit character data over the network. In general,
the networkcode set is the code set that the client application’s code
sets evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client
and server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the receiving
tag. When the caller is the server stub, this value is the sending tag.
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network_dataA pointer to the international character data that has been received, in
the network code set encoding.

network_data_length
The number ofidl_byte data elements to be converted. For a varying
array or a conformant varying array, this value is the local value of the
length_isvariable. For a conformant array, this value is the local value
of the size_isvariable. For a fixed array, the value is the array size
specified in the interface definition.

local_buffer_size
A pointer to the buffer size to be allocated to contain the converted data,
in units of cs_byte. The value specified in this parameter is the local
buffer size returned from thecs_byte_local_size()routine.

Output

local_data A pointer to the converted data, incs_byteformat.

local_data_length
The length of the converted data, in units ofcs_byte. NULL is specified
if a fixed array or varying array is to be converted.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The cs_byte_from_netcs()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The cs_byte_from_netcs()routine is one of the DCE RPC stub code set conversion
routines that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to convert
international character data to and from local and network code sets.

Client and server stubs call thecs_byte_*_netcs() routines when thecs_byte type
has been specified as the local data type using thecs_char attribute in the attribute
configuration file for the application. (Thecs_bytetype is equivalent to theidl_byte
type.)

Client and server stubs call thecs_byte_from_netcs()routine before they unmarshall
the international character data received from the network. The routine takes a
binding handle, a code set value that identifies the code set used to transfer international
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character data over the network, the address of the network data, inidl_byte format,
that may need to be converted, and the data length, in units ofidl_byte.

The routine compares the sending code set to the local code set currently in use. If
the routine finds that code set conversion is necessary, (because the local code set
differs from the code set specified to be used on the network), it determines which
host code set converter to call to convert the data and then invokes that converter.

The routine then returns the converted data, incs_byte format. If the data is a
conformant or conformant varying array, the routine also returns the length of the
converted data, in units ofcs_byte.

Applications can specify local data types other thancs_byte and wchar_t (the
local data types for which DCE RPC supplies stub code set conversion routines)
with the cs_char ACF attribute. In this case, the application must also supply
local_type_to_netcs()and local_type_from_netcs() stub conversion routines for this
type.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok
Success.

rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain code set evaluation information.
If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception is raised to the client
application.

When running the host converter, the following errors can occur:

• rpc_s_ss_invalid_char_input
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• rpc_s_ss_short_conv_buffer

When invoked from the server stub, the routine calls thedce_cs_loc_to_rgy()routine
and the host converter routines. If these routines return an error, an exception is
raised to the client application.

Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_local_size(3rpc), cs_byte_net_size(3rpc),
cs_byte_to_netcs(3rpc), dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), wchar_t_from_netcs(3rpc),
wchar_t_to_netcs(3rpc).
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cs_byte_local_size

Purpose Calculates the necessary buffer size for code set conversion from a network code set
to a local code set prior to unmarshalling; used by client and server stubs but not
directly by applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void cs_byte_local_size(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
unsigned32network_buffer_size,
idl_cs_convert_t *conversion_type,
unsigned32 *local_buffer_size,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain buffer size
evaluation information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select()routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set
used to transmit character data over the network. In general, the
networkcode set is the code set that the client application’s code sets
evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client and
server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the receiving
tag. When the caller is the server stub, this value is the sending tag.
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network_buffer_size
The size, in units ofidl_byte, of the buffer that is allocated for the
international character data. For a conformant or conformant varying
array, this value is the network value of thesize_isvariable for the array;
that is, the value is the size of the unmarshalled string if no conversion
is done.

Output

conversion_type
A pointer to the enumerated type defined indce/idlbase.hthat indicates
whether data conversion is necessary and whether or not the existing
buffer is sufficient for storing the results of the conversion. The
conversion type can be one of the following values:

idl_cs_no_convert
No code set conversion is required.

idl_cs_in_place_convert
Code set conversion can be performed in the current
buffer.

idl_cs_new_buffer_convert
The converted data must be written to a new buffer.

local_buffer_size
A pointer to the buffer size that needs to be allocated to contain the
converted data, in units ofcs_byte. This value is to be used as the
local value of thesize_isvariable for the array, and is nonNULL only
if a conformant or conformant varying array is to be unmarshalled. A
value of NULL in this parameter indicates that a fixed or varying array
is to be unmarshalled.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The cs_byte_local_size()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.
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The cs_byte_local_size()routine is one of the four DCE RPC buffer sizing routines
that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to determine whether
or not the buffers allocated for code set conversion need to be enlarged to hold the
converted data. The buffer sizing routines determine the type of conversion required
and calculate the size of the necessary buffer (if a conformant or conformant varying
array is to be marshalled or unmarshalled); the RPC stub then allocates a buffer of
that size before it calls one of the code set conversion routines.

Client and server stubs call the twocs_byte_*_sizeroutines when thecs_byte type
(which is internally equivalent toidl_byte) has been specified as the local data type
using thecs_charattribute in the attribute configuration file for the application. The
cs_byte_local_size()routine is used to evaluate buffer size requirements prior to
unmarshalling data received over the network.

Applications do not callcs_byte_local_size()routine directly. Client and server
stubs call the routine before they unmarshall any data. The stubs pass the routine
a binding handle and a code set value that identifies the code set that was used to
transfer international character data over the network. The stubs also specify the
network storage size of the data, in units ofidl_byte, if a conformant or conformant
varying array is to be unmarshalled, or they specify NULL if a fixed or varying array
is to be marshalled.

When called from a client stub, thecs_byte_local_size()routine determines the value
of conversion_typefrom the client and server’s code set tag information stored in
the binding handle by a code sets evaluation routine or a tag-setting routine. If the
conversion type specified in the handle isidl_cs_new_buffer_convert, the routine
sets theconversion_typeparameter to this value and, if a conformant or conformant
varying array is to be unmarshalled, calculates a new buffer size by multiplying the
value ofnetwork_buffer_sizeby the maximum number of bytes required to represent
the code set specified innetwork_code_set_value. The routine returns the new buffer
size in thelocal_buffer_sizeparameter. The size is specified in units ofcs_byte,
which is the local representation used for international character data (and is equivalent
to the idl_byte data type). For fixed and varying arrays, the routine assumes that
network_buffer_sizeis sufficient to store the converted data.

If the handle information specifiesidl_cs_convert_in_placeor idl_cs_no_convert,
the routine assumes thatnetwork_buffer_sizecan store the converted data (or that no
conversion is necessary) and returnsidl_cs_convert_in_place(or idl_cs_no_convert)
in the conversion_typeparameter. If a conformant or conformant varying array is
to be unmarshalled. the routine also returns the value ofnetwork_buffer_sizein
local_buffer_size
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In cases in which the binding handle does not contain the results of character and code
sets evaluation, or in which thecs_byte_local_size()routine is being called from the
server stub, it determines the value ofconversion_typeitself using the local code
set value and the code set value passed in thenetwork_code_set_valueparameter and
returns the appropriateconversion_typevalue. If a conformant or conformant varying
array is to be unmarshalled, and the routine finds that a new buffer is required to hold
the converted data, it also calculates the size of this new buffer (by multiplying the
value ofnetwork_buffer_sizeby the maximum number of bytes required to represent
the code set specified innetwork_code_set_value) and returns the results, in units of
cs_byte, in local_buffer_size.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain the information necessary to
evaluate the code set. If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception
is raised to the client application.

When invoked from the server stub, this routine calls the routinesdce_cs_loc_to_rgy()
and rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(). If either of these routines returns an error, the
cs_byte_local_size()routine raises an exception to the client application.
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Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_from_netcs(3rpc), cs_byte_net_size(3rpc),
cs_byte_to_netcs(3rpc), dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(3rpc).
wchar_t_local_size(3rpc), wchar_t_net_size(3rpc).
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cs_byte_net_size

Purpose Calculates the necessary buffer size for code set conversion from a local code set to a
network code set prior to marshalling; used by client and server stubs but not directly
by applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void cs_byte_net_size(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
unsigned32local_buffer_size,
idl_cs_convert_t *conversion_type,
unsigned32 *network_buffer_size,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain buffer size
evaluation information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select()routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set to
be used to transmit character data over the network. In general, the
networkcode set is the code set that the client application’s code sets
evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client and
server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the sending tag.
When the caller is the server stub, this value is the receiving tag.
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local_buffer_size
The size, in units ofcs_byte, of the buffer that is allocated for the
international character data. For a conformant or conformant varying
array, this value is the local value of thesize_isvariable for the array;
that is, the value is the size of the marshalled string if no conversion is
done.

Output

conversion_type
A pointer to the enumerated type defined indce/idlbase.hthat indicates
whether data conversion is necessary and whether or not existing storage
is sufficient for storing the results of the conversion. The conversion
type can be one of the following values:

idl_cs_no_convert
No code set conversion is required.

idl_cs_in_place_convert
Code set conversion can be performed in the current
buffer.

idl_cs_new_buffer_convert
The converted data must be written to a new buffer.

network_buffer_size
A pointer to the buffer size that needs to be allocated to contain the
converted data, in units ofidl_byte. This value is to be used as the
network value of thesize_isvariable for the array, and is non-NULL
only if a conformant or conformant varying array is to be marshalled.
A value of NULL in this parameter indicates that a fixed or varying
array is to be marshalled.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The cs_byte_net_size()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.
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The cs_byte_net_size()routine is one of the four DCE RPC buffer sizing routines
that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to determine whether
or not the buffers allocated for code set conversion need to be enlarged to hold the
converted data. The buffer sizing routines determine the type of conversion required
and calculate the size of the necessary buffer (if a conformant or conformant varying
array is to be marshalled or marshalled). The RPC stub then allocates a buffer of
that size before it calls one of the code set conversion routines.

Client and server stubs call the twocs_byte_*_sizeroutines when thecs_byte type
(which is internally equivalent toidl_byte) has been specified as the local data type
using the cs_char attribute in the attribute configuration file for the application.
The cs_byte_net_size()routine is used to evaluate buffer size requirements prior to
marshalling data to be sent over the network.

Applications do not call thecs_byte_net_size()routine directly. Client and server
stubs call the routine before they marshall any data. The stubs pass the routine a
binding handle and a code set value that identifies the code set to be used to transfer
international character data over the network. The stubs also specify the local storage
size of the data, in units ofcs_byte.

When called from a client stub, thecs_byte_net_size()routine determines the value
of conversion_typefrom the client and server’s code set tag information set up the
binding handle by a code sets evaluation routine or a tag-setting routine. If the
conversion type specified in the handle isidl_cs_new_buffer_convert, the routine
sets theconversion_typeparameter to this value and, if a conformant or conformant
varying array is to be marshalled, calculates a new buffer size by multiplying the
value of local_buffer_sizeby the maximum number of bytes required to represent the
code set specified innetwork_code_set_value(the sending tag parameter).

The routine returns the new buffer size in thenetwork_buffer_sizeparameter. The
size is specified in units ofidl_byte, which is the network representation used for
international character data (and is internally equivalent to thecs_byte type). For
fixed and varying arrays, the routine assumes thatlocal_buffer_sizeis sufficient to
store the converted data.

If the binding handle information specifiesidl_cs_convert_in_place or
idl_cs_no_convert, the routine assumes thatlocal_buffer_sizecan store the converted
data (or that no conversion is necessary) and returnsidl_cs_convert_in_place
(or idl_cs_no_convert) in the conversion_typeparameter. If a conformant or
conformant varying array is to be marshalled, the routine also returns the value of
local_buffer_sizein network_buffer_size.
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In cases in which the binding handle does not contain the results of character and
code sets evaluation, or in which thecs_byte_net_size()routine is being called from
the server stub, it determines the value ofconversion_typeitself using the local code
set value and the code set value passed in thenetwork_code_set_valueparameter and
returns the appropriateconversion_typevalue. If a conformant or conformant varying
array is to be marshalled, and the routine finds that a new buffer is required to hold the
converted data, it also calculates the size of this new buffer (by multiplying the value
of local_buffer_sizeby the maximum number of bytes required to represent the code
set specified innetwork_code_set_value) and returns the results, in units ofidl_byte,
in network_buffer_size.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain the information necessary to
evaluate the code set. If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception
is raised to the client application.

When invoked from the server stub, this routine calls the routinesdcs_cs_loc_to_rgy()
and rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(). If either of these routines returns an error, the
cs_byte_net_size()routine raises an exception to the client application.
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Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_from_netcs(3rpc), cs_byte_local_size(3rpc),
cs_byte_to_netcs(3rpc), dcs_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(3rpc),
wchar_t_local_size(3rpc), wchar_t_net_size(3rpc).
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cs_byte_to_netcs

Purpose Converts international character data from a local code set to a network code set prior
to marshalling; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void cs_byte_to_netcs(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
idl_byte * local_data,
unsigned32local_data_length,
idl_byte *network_data,
unsigned32 *network_data_length,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain code set
conversion information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select()routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set to
be used to transmit character data over the network. In general, the
networkcode set is the code set that the client application’s code sets
evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client and
server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the sending tag.
When the caller is the server stub, this value is the receiving tag.

local_data A pointer to the international character data to be transmitted, in the
local code set encoding.
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local_data_length
The number ofcs_bytedata elements to be converted. For a varying
array or a conformant varying array, this value is the local value of the
length_isvariable. For a conformant array, this value is the local value
of the size_isvariable. For a fixed array, the value is the array size
specified in the interface definition.

Output

network_dataA pointer to the converted data, inidl_byte format.

network_data_length
A pointer to the length of the converted data, in units ofidl_byte.
NULL is specified if a fixed or varying array is to be converted.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The cs_byte_to_netcs()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The cs_byte_to_netcs()routine is one of the DCE RPC stub code set conversion
routines that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to convert
international character data to and from local and network code sets.

Client and server stubs call thecs_byte_*_netcs() routines when thecs_byte type
has been specified as the local data type using thecs_char attribute in the attribute
configuration file for the application. (Thecs_bytetype is equivalent to theidl_byte
type.)

Client and server stubs call thecs_byte_to_netcs()routine before they marshall any
data. The routine takes a binding handle, a code set value that identifies the code set
to be used to transfer international character data over the network, the address of the
data to be converted, and the length of the data to be converted, in units ofidl_byte.

The routine compares the code set specified as the network code set to the local code
set currently in use. If the routine finds that code set conversion is necessary, (because
the local code set differs from the code set specified to be used on the network), it
determines which host code set converter to call to convert the data and then invokes
that converter.
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The routine then returns the converted data, inidl_byte format. If the data is a
conformant or conformant varying array, the routine also returns the length of the
converted data, in units ofidl_byte.

Applications can specify local data types other thancs_byte and wchar_t (the
local data types for which DCE RPC supplies stub code set conversion routines)
with the cs_char ACF attribute. In this case, the application must also supply
local_type_to_netcs()and local_type_from_netcs() stub conversion routines for this
type.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain code set evaluation information.
If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception is raised to the client
application.

When running the host converter, the following errors can occur:

• rpc_s_ss_invalid_char_input

• rpc_s_ss_short_conv_buffer

When invoked from the server stub, the routine calls thedce_cs_loc_to_rgy()routine
and the host converter routines. If these routines return an error, an exception is
raised to the client application.
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Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_from_netcs(3rpc), cs_byte_local_size(3rpc),
cs_byte_net_size(3rpc), dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), wchar_t_from_netcs(3rpc),
wchar_t_to_netcs(3rpc).
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dce_cs_loc_to_rgy

Purpose Maps a local name for a code set to a code set value in the code set registry; used by
client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(
idl_char * local_code_set_name,
unsigned32 *rgy_code_set_value,
unsigned16 *rgy_char_sets_number,
unsigned16 **rgy_char_sets_value,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

local_code_set_name
A string that specifies the name that the local host’s locale environment
uses to refer to the code set. The string is a maximum of 32 bytes: 31
character data bytes plus a terminating NULL character.

Output

rgy_code_set_value
The registered integer value that uniquely identifies the code set specified
by local_code_set_name.

rgy_char_sets_number
The number of character sets that the specified code set encodes.
Specifying NULL prevents this routine from returning this parameter.

rgy_char_sets_value
A pointer to an array of registered integer values that uniquely identify
the character set(s) that the specified code set encodes. Specifying
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NULL prevents this routine from returning this parameter. The routine
dynamically allocates this value.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dce_cs_loc_to_rgy()routine is a DCE function that maps operating system-
specific names for character/code set encodings to their unique identifiers in the code
set registry.

The routine is currently used by the DCE RPC routines for character and code set
interoperability, which permit DCE RPC clients and servers to transfer international
character data in a heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The dce_cs_loc_to_rgy()routine takes as input a string that holds the host-specific
local name of a code set and returns the corresponding integer value that uniquely
identifies that code set, as registered in the host’s code set registry. If the integer
value does not exist in the registry, the routine returns the statusdce_cs_c_unknown.
The routine also returns the number of character sets that the code set encodes and
the registered integer values that uniquely identify those character sets. Specifying
NULL in the rgy_char_sets_numberand rgy_char_sets_value[] parameters prevents
the routine from performing the additional search for these values. Applications that
want only to obtain a code set value from the code set registry can specify NULL
for these parameters in order to improve the routine’s performance. If the value is
returned from the routine, application developers should free the array after it is used,
since the array is dynamically allocated.

The DCE RPC code sets compatibility evaluation routines
rpc_cs_eval_with_universal(), rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(), and
rpc_cs_character_set_compat_check()use this routine to obtain registered
integer values for a client and server’s supported character sets in order to ensure
that the server supports a character set that is compatible with the client. The DCE
RPC stub support routines for code set conversion can use this routine to obtain the
registered code set value that corresponds to the code set they are currently using;
that is, the local code set specified in their host’s locale environment. The stub
routines for code set conversion then compare their local code set value to the code
set value specified in the sending tag for the call to determine whether code set
conversion is necessary.
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In general, programmers who are developing RPC applications that transfer
international characters do not need to call this routine directly; the DCE RPC
routines provided for code sets evaluation and the DCE RPC stub support routines
for code set conversion call this routine on the client or server application’s behalf.

However, programmers who are developing their own stub support routines for code
set conversion may want to include this routine in their conversion code to map their
current locale information to a code set value in order to perform local-to-sending tag
code set comparison.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cs_c_ok

dce_cs_c_cannot_allocate_memory

dce_cs_c_cannot_open_file

dce_cs_c_cannot_read_file

dce_cs_c_unknown

dce_cs_c_not_found

Related Information

Commands: csrc(8dce).
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Functions: dce_cs_rgy_to_loc(3rpc), rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check(3rpc),
rpc_cs_eval_with_universal(3rpc), rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(3rpc),
rpc_rgy_get_code_sets(3rpc).
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dce_cs_rgy_to_loc

Purpose Maps a code set value in the code set registry to the local name for a code set; used
by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void dce_cs_rgy_to_loc(
unsigned32 *rgy_code_set_value,
idl_char ** local_code_set_name,
unsigned16 *rgy_char_sets_number,
unsigned16 **rgy_char_sets_value,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

rgy_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal value that uniquely identifies the code set.

Output

local_code_set_name
A string that specifies the name that the local host’s locale environment
uses to refer to the code set. The string is a maximum of 32 bytes: 31
character data bytes and a terminating NULL character.

rgy_char_sets_number
The number of character sets that the specified code set encodes.
Specifying NULL in this parameter prevents the routine from returning
this value.

rgy_char_sets_value
A pointer to an array of registered integer values that uniquely identify
the character set(s) that the specified code set encodes. Specifying
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NULL in this parameter prevents the routine from returning this value.
The routine dynamically allocates this value.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The dce_cs_rgy_to_loc()routine is a DCE function that maps a unique identifier for
a code set in the code set registry to the operating system-specific name for the code
set, if it exists in the code set registry.

The routine is currently used by the DCE RPC routines for character and code set
interoperability, which permit DCE applications to transfer international characters in
a heterogeneous character and code sets environment.

The dce_cs_rgy_to_loc()routine takes as input a registered integer value of a code
set and returns a string that holds the operating system-specific, or local name, of the
code set.

If the local code set name does not exist in the registry, the routine returns the status
dce_cs_c_unknownand returns an undefined string.

The routine also returns the number of character sets that the code set encodes and
the registered integer values that uniquely identify those character sets. Specifying
NULL in the rgy_char_sets_numberand rgy_char_sets_value[] parameters prevents
the routine from performing the additional search for these values. Applications that
want only to obtain a local code set name from the code set registry can specify NULL
for these parameters in order to improve the routine’s performance. If the value is
returned from the routine, application developers should free thergy_char_sets_value
array after it is used.

In general, client and server applications that use the DCE RPC character and code
set interoperablity features do not need to call this routine directly; the DCE RPC
stub support routines provided for code set conversion call this routine on the client
or server application’s behalf to obtain the string name that matches the name of the
host code set converter that they will call to perform the actual code set conversion.

However, application programmers who are developing their own RPC stub support
routines for code set conversion may want to include this routine in their conversion
code to map code set values sent in code set tags into the local names for the code
sets so that they can locate the correct operating system code set converter.
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Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cs_c_ok

dce_cs_c_cannot_allocate_memory

dce_cs_c_cannot_open_file

dce_cs_c_cannot_read_file

dce_cs_c_unknown

dce_cs_c_not_found

Related Information

Commands: csrc(8dce).

Functions: dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check(3rpc),
rpc_cs_eval_with_universal(3rpc), rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(3rpc),
rpc_rgy_get_code_sets(3rpc).
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idl_es_decode_buffer

Purpose Returns a buffer decoding handle to the IDL encoding services

Synopsis
void idl_es_decode_buffer(

idl_byte *encoded_data_buffer,
idl_ulong_int buffer_size,
idl_es_handle_t *es_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

encoded_data_buffer
The address of the buffer that contains the data to be decoded.

buffer_size The number of bytes of data in the buffer to be decoded.

Output

es_handle Returns the address of an IDL encoding services handle for use by a
client or server decoding operation.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The IDL encoding services provide client and server RPC applications with a method
for encoding data types in input parameters into a byte stream and decoding data
types in output parameters from a byte stream without invoking the RPC runtime.
Encoding and decoding operations are analogous to marshalling and unmarshalling,
except that the data is stored locally, and is not transmitted over the network. Client
and server applications can use the IDL encoding services to create persistent storage
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for their data. Encoding flattens complex data types into a byte stream for storage
on disk, while decoding restores the flattened data to complex form.

The idl_es_decode_buffer()routine belongs to a set of routines that return handles
to the IDL encoding services for use by client and server encoding and decoding
operations. The information in the handle controls the way in which the IDL encoding
services manage memory when encoding or decoding data.

The idl_es_decode_buffer()routine returns a buffer decoding handle, which directs
the IDL encoding services to decode data from a single application-supplied buffer of
encoded data.

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_bad_buffer
Bad buffer operation.

rpc_s_no_memory
Insufficient memory available to complete operation.

Related Information

Function: idl_es_decode_incremental(3rpc).
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idl_es_decode_incremental

Purpose Returns an incremental decoding handle to the IDL encoding services; used by client
and server applications

Synopsis
void idl_es_decode_incremental(

idl_void_p_t state,
idl_es_read_fn_tread_fn,
idl_es_handle_t *es_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

state Specifies the address of an application-provided data structure that
coordinates the actions of successive calls to theread_fnroutine. The
state data structure acts as a communications channel between the
application and theread_fnroutine.

Input

read_fn Specifies the address of a user-provided routine that generates a buffer
of encoded data for decoding by the IDL encoding services. The IDL
encoding services call theread_fnroutine repeatedly until all of the data
has been decoded.

The following C definition foridl_es_read_fn_tillustrates the prototype
for the read_fnroutine:
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typedef void (*idl_es_read_fn_t)
(
idl_void_p_t state, /* in/out */
idl_byte **buffer, /* in */
idl_ulong_int *size, /* in */

);

The idl_es_decode_incremental()routine passes the specifiedstate
parameter value as input to theread_fnroutine. Thestatedata structure
is the communications path between the application and theread_fn
routine. For example, the application can use thestateparameter to
pass in an open file pointer from which theread_fnroutine is to read
encoded data.

The buffer parameter specifies the address of the data to be decoded;
this address must be 8-byte aligned. Thesizeparameter specifies the
size of the buffer to be decoded, and must be a multiple of 8 bytes
unless it represents the size of the last buffer to be decoded.

The read_fnroutine should return an exception on error.

Output

es_handle Returns the address of an IDL encoding services handle for use by a
client or server decoding operation.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The IDL encoding services provide client and server RPC applications with a method
for encoding data types in input parameters into a byte stream and decoding data
types in output parameters from a byte stream without invoking the RPC runtime.
Encoding and decoding operations are analogous to marshalling and unmarshalling,
except that the data is stored locally, and is not transmitted over the network. Client
and server applications can use the IDL encoding services to create persistent storage
for their data. Encoding flattens complex data types into a byte stream for storage
on disk, while decoding restores the flattened data to complex form.
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The idl_es_decode_incremental()routine belongs to a set of routines that return
handles to the IDL encoding services for use by client and server encoding and
decoding operations. The information in the handle controls the way in which the
IDL encoding services manage memory when encoding or decoding data.

The idl_es_decode_incremental()routine returns an incremental decoding handle,
which directs the IDL encoding services to decode data by calling the user-supplied
read_fnroutine, which generates a small buffer of encoded data for the IDL encoding
services to decode. The routine passes the buffer address and size to the IDL encoding
services, which then decode the buffer. The IDL encoding services call theread_fn
routine repeatedly until there is no more data to decode.

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_no_memory
Insufficient memory available to complete operation.

Related Information

Functions: idl_es_decode_buffer(3rpc), idl_es_encode_incremental(3rpc).
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idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer

Purpose Returns a dynamic buffer encoding handle to the IDL encoding services; used by
client and server applications

Synopsis
void idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer(

idl_byte ** encoded_data_buffer,
idl_ulong_int * buffer_size,
idl_es_handle_t *es_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

encoded_data_buffer
The address to which the IDL encoding services will write the address
of the buffer that contains the encoded data, when the encoding process
is complete. When the application no longer needs the buffer, it
should release the memory resource. See theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Core Componentsfor an explanation of how to
manage memory when using the IDL encoding services.

buffer_size The address to which the IDL encoding services will write the size of
the buffer that contains the encoded data, when the encoding process is
complete.

es_handle Returns the address of an IDL encoding services handle for use by a
client or server encoding operation.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The IDL encoding services provide client and server RPC applications with a method
for encoding data types in input parameters into a byte stream and decoding data
types in output parameters from a byte stream without invoking the RPC runtime.
Encoding and decoding operations are analogous to marshalling and unmarshalling,
except that the data is stored locally, and is not transmitted over the network. Client
and server applications can use the IDL encoding services to create persistent storage
for their data. Encoding flattens complex data types into a byte stream for storage
on disk, while decoding restores the flattened data to complex form.

The idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer()routine belongs to a set of routines that return
handles to the IDL encoding services for use by client and server encoding and
decoding operations. The information in the handle controls the way in which the
IDL encoding services manage memory when encoding or decoding data.

The idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer()routine returns a dynamic buffer encoding handle,
which directs the IDL encoding services to store the encoded data in a chain of small
buffers, build an additional single buffer that contains the encoded data, and pass that
buffer’s address to the application. Dynamic buffering is the most expensive style
of IDL encoding services buffering, since two copies of the encoded data exist (one
in the chain of buffers, and one in the single buffer).

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_bad_buffer
Bad buffer operation.

rpc_s_no_memory
Insufficient memory available to complete operation.
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Related Information

Functions: idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer(3rpc), idl_es_encode_incremental(3rpc).
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idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer

Purpose Returns a fixed buffer encoding handle to the IDL encoding services

Synopsis
void idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer(

idl_byte *data_buffer,
idl_ulong_int data_buffer_size,
idl_ulong_int * encoded_buffer_size,
idl_es_handle_t *es_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

data_buffer The address of the application-supplied buffer. This address must be
8-byte aligned.

data_buffer_size
The size of the application-supplied buffer. The size must be a multiple
of 8 bytes.

Output

encoded_buffer_size
Returns the address to which the IDL encoding services write the size
of the encoded buffer when they have completed encoding the data.

es_handle Returns the address of an IDL encoding services handle for use by a
client or server encoding operation.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The IDL encoding services provide client and server RPC applications with a method
for encoding data types in input parameters into a byte stream and decoding data
types in output parameters from a byte stream without invoking the RPC runtime.
Encoding and decoding operations are analogous to marshalling and unmarshalling,
except that the data is stored locally, and is not transmitted over the network.

Client and server applications can use the IDL encoding services to create persistent
storage for their data. Encoding flattens complex data types into a byte stream for
storage on disk, while decoding restores the flattened data to complex form.

The idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer()routine belongs to a set of routines that return
handles to the IDL encoding services for use by client and server encoding and
decoding operations. The information in the handle controls the way in which the
IDL encoding services manage memory when encoding or decoding data.

The idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer()routine returns a fixed buffer encoding handle,
which directs the IDL encoding services to encode data into a single buffer that the
application has provided. The fixed buffer encoding style is useful for applications
that need only one buffer for their encoding and decoding process. The buffer that the
application allocates must be large enough to hold all of the encoded data, and must
also allocate 56 bytes for each encoding operation that the application has defined
(this space is used to hold per-operation header information.)

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_bad_buffer
Bad buffer operation.

rpc_s_no_memory
Insufficient memory available to complete operation.
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Related Information

Functions: idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer(3rpc), idl_es_encode_incremental(3rpc).
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idl_es_encode_incremental

Purpose Returns an incremental encoding handle to the IDL encoding services; used by client
and server applications

Synopsis
void idl_es_encode_incremental(

idl_void_p_t state,
idl_es_allocate_fn_tallocate_fn,
idl_es_write_fn_t write_fn,
idl_es_handle_t *es_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

state Specifies the address of an application-provided data structure that
coordinates the actions of theallocate_fnand write_fn routines. The
state data structure acts as a communications channel between the
application and theallocate_fnandwrite_fn routines.

Input

allocate_fn Specifies the address of a user-provided routine that allocates an empty
buffer. The encoding stub uses the allocated buffer to store encoded
data.

The following C definition for idl_es_allocate_fn_t illustrates the
prototype for the buffer allocation routine:
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typedef void (*idl_es_allocate_fn_t)
(
idl_void_p_t state, /* in/out */
idl_byte **buffer, /* out */
idl_ulong_int *size, /* in/out */

);

The idl_es_encode_incremental()routine passes the specifiedstate
parameter value as input to theallocate_fnbuffer allocation routine.
When the IDL encoding services call theallocate_fnroutine, the value
at the address indicated bysizerepresents the buffer size that the IDL
encoding services have requested the routine to allocate. When the
allocate_fnbuffer allocation routine allocates the buffer, it writes the
actual size of the allocated buffer to this parameter; the value must be a
multiple of eight bytes. Thebuffer parameter specifies the address of
the allocated buffer; this address must be 8-byte aligned.

The allocate_fnroutine should return an exception on error.

write_fn Specifies the address of a user-provided routine that writes the contents
of a buffer that contains data that has been encoded by the IDL encoding
services. The IDL encoding services will call this routine when the
buffer allocated byallocate_fnis full, or when all of the application’s
encoding operation parameters have been encoded.

The following C definition for idl_es_write_fn_t illustrates the
prototype for thewrite_fn routine:

typedef void (*idl_es_write_fn_t)
(
idl_void_p_t state, /* in/out */
idl_byte *buffer, /* in */
idl_ulong_int size, /* in */

);

The idl_es_encode_incremental()routine passes the specifiedstate
parameter value as input to thewrite_fn routine. Thebuffer parameter
value is the address of the data that the IDL encoding services have
encoded. Thesizeparameter value is the size, in bytes, of the encoded
data.
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The write_fn routine should return an exception on error.

Output

es_handle Returns the address of an IDL encoding services handle for use by a
client or server encoding operation.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The IDL encoding services provide client and server RPC applications with a method
for encoding data types in input parameters into a byte stream and decoding data
types in output parameters from a byte stream without invoking the RPC runtime.
Encoding and decoding operations are analogous to marshalling and unmarshalling,
except that the data is stored locally, and is not transmitted over the network. Client
and server applications can use the IDL encoding services to create persistent storage
for their data. Encoding flattens complex data types into a byte stream for storage
on disk, while decoding restores the flattened data to complex form.

The idl_es_encode_incremental()routine belongs to a set of routines that return
handles to the IDL encoding services for use by client and server encoding and
decoding operations. The information in the handle controls the way in which the
IDL encoding services manage memory when encoding or decoding data.

The idl_es_encode_incremental()routine returns an incremental encoding handle,
which directs the IDL encoding services to encode data into a chain of small buffers
that the user-providedallocate_fn routine manages. The user-providedwrite_fn
routine writes the encoded data in these buffers back for access by the application.

The statedata structure is the communications path between the application and the
allocate_fnandwrite_fn routines. For example, the application can build a cache of
pre-allocated memory to store encoded data, and store pointers to that pre-allocated
memory in thestatedata structure. When invoked by the IDL encoding services to
allocate a buffer, theallocate_fnroutine can search thestatedata structure for a free
memory location to use.

Return Values

None.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_no_memory
Insufficient memory available to complete operation.

Related Information

Functions: idl_es_decode_incremental(3rpc), idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer(3rpc),
idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer(3rpc).
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idl_es_handle_free

Purpose Frees an IDL encoding services handle

Synopsis

void idl_es_handle_free(
idl_es_handle_t *es_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

es_handle The address of the handle whose resources are to be freed. The handle
is made NULL by this operation.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The idl_es_handle_freeroutine frees an IDL encoding services handle that has been
allocated by one of the IDL encoding services handle-returning routines.

Return Values

None.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: idl_es_decode_buffer(3rpc), idl_es_decode_incremental(3rpc),
idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer(3rpc), idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer(3rpc),
idl_es_encode_incremental(3rpc).
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idl_es_inq_encoding_id

Purpose Identifies an operation within an interface that has been called to encode data using
the IDL encoding services

Synopsis
void idl_es_inq_encoding_id(

idl_es_handle_tes_handle,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
idl_ulong_int * op_num,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

es_handle A encoding services handle returned by one of the IDL encoding services
handle-returning routines.

Output

if_id Returns the interface UUID and version number assigned to the interface
that defines the operation that encoded the data. This information is
stored in the IDL encoding services handle that is associated with the
encoded data.

op_num Returns the operation number assigned to the operation that encoded the
data. Operations are numbered in the order in which they appear in
the interface definition, starting with zero (0). The operation number
for the operation that encoded the data is stored in the IDL encoding
services handle that is associated with the encoded data.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The IDL encoding services provide client and server RPC applications with a method
for encoding data types in input parameters into a byte stream and decoding data
types in output parameters from a byte stream without invoking the RPC runtime.
Encoding and decoding operations are analogous to marshalling and unmarshalling,
except that the data is stored locally, and is not transmitted over the network. Client
and server applications can use the IDL encoding services to create persistent storage
for their data. Encoding flattens complex data types into a byte stream for storage
on disk, while decoding restores the flattened data to complex form.

The idl_es_inq_encoding_id()routine returns the identity of an operation within an
application that has been invoked to encode data using the IDL encoding services.
Applications can use this routine to determine the identity of an encoding operation,
for example, before calling their decoding operations.

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_unknown_if
Interface identifier and operation number unavailable.

Related Information

Functions: idl_es_decode_buffer(3rpc), idl_es_decode_incremental(3rpc),
idl_es_encode_dyn_buffer(3rpc), idl_es_encode_fixed_buffer(3rpc),
idl_es_encode_incremental(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_copy

Purpose Returns a copy of a binding handle; used by client or server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_copy(
rpc_binding_handle_t source_binding,
rpc_binding_handle_t *destination_binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

source_binding
Specifies the server binding handle whose referenced binding
information is copied.

Output

destination_binding
Returns the server binding handle that refers to the copied binding
information.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_binding_copy() routine copies the server binding information referenced by
the binding handle specified in thesource_bindingparameter. This routine returns
a new server binding handle for the copied binding information. The new server
binding handle is returned in thedestination_bindingparameter.
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Use the rpc_binding_copy() routine if you want a change (made to binding
information by one thread)not to affect the binding information used by other threads.
The explanation of binding handles in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page has more
detail about this use of routinerpc_binding_copy().

After calling this routine, operations performed on thesource_bindingbinding handle
do not affect the binding information referenced by thedestination_bindingbinding
handle. Similarly, operations performed on thedestination_bindingbinding handle
do not affect the binding information referenced by thesource_bindingbinding handle.

If you want the changes made to binding information by one thread to affect the
binding information used by other threads, your program must share a single binding
handle across the threads. In this case the application controls binding handle
concurrency.

When an application is finished using the binding handle specified by the
destination_bindingparameter, the application calls therpc_binding_free() routine
to release the memory used by thedestination_bindingbinding handle and its
referenced binding information.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_free(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_free

Purpose Releases binding handle resources; used by client or server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_free(
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

binding Specifies the server binding handle to free.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_binding_free() routine frees the memory used by a server binding handle
and its referenced binding information. Use this routine when your application is
finished using a server binding handle that was dynamically created during program
execution.

If the free-binding operation succeeds, thebindingparameter returns the value NULL.

An application can dynamically create binding handles by calling any of the following
routines:

• rpc_binding_copy()

• rpc_binding_from_string_binding()
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• rpc_ns_binding_import_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_select()

• rpc_server_inq_bindings()

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_copy(3rpc), rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_select(3rpc),
rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_from_string_binding

Purpose Returns a binding handle from a string representation; used by client or management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_from_string_binding(
unsigned_char_t *string_binding,
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

string_binding
Specifies a string representation of a binding handle.

Output

binding Returns the server binding handle.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Therpc_binding_from_string_binding() routine creates a server binding handle from
a string representation of a binding handle.

The string_bindingparameter does not need to contain an object UUID. In this case,
the returnedbinding contains a nil UUID.

If the provided string_binding parameter does not contain an endpoint field, the
returnedbinding parameter is a partially bound server binding handle.
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If the providedstring_bindingparameter does contain an endpoint field, the returned
bindingparameter is a fully bound server binding handle with a well-known endpoint.

If the providedstring_bindingparameter does not contain a host address field, the
returnedbinding parameter refers to the local host.

To create a string binding, call therpc_string_binding_compose()routine or call the
rpc_binding_to_string_binding() routine or provide a character string constant.

When an application finishes using thebinding parameter, the application calls the
rpc_binding_free() routine to release the memory used by the binding handle.

The rpc_intro(3rpc) reference page contains an explanation of partially and fully
bound binding handles.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_arg
Invalid argument.

rpc_s_invalid_endpoint_format
Invalid endpoint format.

rpc_s_invalid_rpc_protseq
Invalid protocol sequence.

rpc_s_invalid_string_binding
Invalid string binding.

rpc_s_protseq_not_supported
Protocol sequence not supported on this host.

uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.
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uuid_s_invalid_string_uuid
Invalid format for a string UUID.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_copy(3rpc), rpc_binding_free(3rpc),
rpc_binding_to_string_binding(3rpc), rpc_string_binding_compose(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller

Purpose Returns authentication and authorization information from the binding handle for an
authenticated client; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>
#include <dce/id_base.h>

void rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding_handle,
rpc_authz_cred_handle_t *privs,
unsigned_char_p_t *server_princ_name,
unsigned32 *protect_level,
unsigned32 *authn_svc,
unsigned32 *authz_svc,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding_handle
Specifies the client binding handle from which to return the
authentication and authorization information.

Output

privs Returns an opaque handle to the authorization information for the client
that made the remote procedure call onbinding_handle.

The data referenced by this parameter are read-only and should not be
modified by the server. If the server wants to preserve any of the
returned data, it must copy the data into server-allocated memory.
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server_princ_name
Returns a pointer to the server principal name specified by the client
that made the remote procedure call onbinding_handle. The content
of the returned name and its syntax are defined by the authentication
service in use.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case, the caller does not have to call therpc_string_free() routine.

protect_levelReturns the protection level requested by the client that made the remote
procedure call onbinding. The protection level determines the degree
to which authenticated communications between the client and the server
are protected.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible protection levels are as follows:

rpc_c_protect_level_default
Uses the default protection level for the specified
authentication service.

rpc_c_protect_level_none
Performs no protection.

rpc_c_protect_level_connect
Performs protection only when the client establishes a
relationship with the server.

rpc_c_protect_level_call
Performs protection only at the beginning of each remote
procedure call when the server receives the request.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt
Ensures that all data received is from the expected client.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ
Ensures and verifies that none of the data transferred
between client and server has been modified.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_privacy
Performs protection as specified by all of the previous
levels and also encrypt each remote procedure call
argument value.
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authn_svc Returns the authentication service requested by the client that made the
remote procedure call onbinding.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible authentication services are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

rpc_c_authn_default
DCE default authentication service.

authz_svc Returns the authorization service requested by the client that made the
remote procedure call onbinding_handle.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible authorization services are as follows:

rpc_c_authz_noneServer performs no authorization. This is valid only if
the authn_svcparameter isrpc_c_authn_none.

rpc_c_authz_name
Server performs authorization based on the client principal
name.

rpc_c_authz_dce
Server performs authorization by using the client’s DCE
privilege attribute certificate (PAC) sent to the server with
each remote procedure call made withbinding_handle.
Generally, access is checked against DCE access control
lists (ACLs).

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

The possible status codes and their meanings are as follows:
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rpc_s_ok The routine completed successfully.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
The routine did not complete because of an invalid binding
handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
The routine did not complete because of the wrong kind
of binding was specified for the operation.

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth
The routine completed successfully, but the binding has
no authentication information.

Description

The rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() routine returns authentication and authorization
information associated with the client identified bybinding_handle. The calling
server manager routine can use the returned data for authorization purposes.

If the client is part of a delegation chain, the call returns the authentication and
authorization information for each member of the chain, the initiator and all subsequent
delegates. You can use thesec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate()
calls to obtain the authorization information for a specific member of the chain.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the returnedserver_princ_nameparameter.
The server is responsible for calling therpc_string_free() routine for the returned
parameter string.

For applications in which the client side uses the Interface Definition Language (IDL)
auto_handle or implicit_handle attributes, the server side needs to be built with
the IDL explicit_handle attribute specified in the attribute configuration file (ACF).
Using explicit_handle providesbinding_handleas the first parameter to each server
manager routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
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rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth

sec_login_s_default_use

sec_login_s_context_invalid

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_info(3rpc), rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc),
rpc_string_free(3rpc), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec), sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec).
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rpc_binding_inq_auth_client

Purpose Returns authentication and authorization information from the binding handle for an
authenticated client; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>
#include <dce/id_base.h>

void rpc_binding_inq_auth_client(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
rpc_authz_handle_t *privs,
unsigned_char_t **server_princ_name,
unsigned32 *protect_level,
unsigned32 *authn_svc,
unsigned32 *authz_svc,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the client binding handle from which to return the
authentication and authorization information.

Output

privs Returns a handle to the authorization information for the client that made
the remote procedure call onbinding.

The server must cast this handle to the data type specified byauthz_svc.
The following table shows how to cast the return value:
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Casts for Authorization Information

For authz_svc value: privs contains this
data:

Use this cast:

rpc_c_authz_none A NULL value. None

rpc_c_authz_name The calling client’s
principal name.

(unsigned_char_t *)

rpc_c_authz_dce The calling client’s
privilege attribute
certificate.

(sec_id_pac_t *)

Note thatrpc_c_authz_noneis valid only if the authn_svcparameter
is rpc_c_authn_none.

The data referenced by this parameter are read-only and should not be
modified by the server. If the server wants to preserve any of the
returned data, it must copy the data into server-allocated memory.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

server_princ_name
Returns a pointer to the server principal name specified by the client
that made the remote procedure call onbinding. The content of the
returned name and its syntax are defined by the authentication service
in use.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case, the caller does not have to call therpc_string_free() routine.

protect_levelReturns the protection level requested by the client that made the remote
procedure call onbinding. The protection level determines the degree
to which authenticated communications between the client and the server
are protected.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible protection levels are as follows:
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rpc_c_protect_level_default
Uses the default protection level for the specified
authentication service.

rpc_c_protect_level_none
Performs no protection.

rpc_c_protect_level_connect
Performs protection only when the client establishes a
relationship with the server.

rpc_c_protect_level_call
Performs protection only at the beginning of each remote
procedure call when the server receives the request.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt
Ensures that all data received is from the expected client.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ
Ensures and verifies that none of the data transferred
between client and server has been modified.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_privacy
Performs protection as specified by all of the previous
levels and also encrypt each remote procedure call
argument value.

authn_svc Returns the authentication service requested by the client that made the
remote procedure call onbinding.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible authentication services are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

rpc_c_authn_default
DCE default authentication service.
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authz_svc Returns the authorization service requested by the client that made the
remote procedure call onbinding.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible authorization services are as follows:

rpc_c_authz_none
Server performs no authorization. This is valid only if
the authn_svcparameter isrpc_c_authn_none.

rpc_c_authz_name
Server performs authorization based on the client principal
name.

rpc_c_authz_dce
Server performs authorization by using the client’s DCE
privilege attribute certificate (PAC) sent to the server
with each remote procedure call made withbinding.
Generally, access is checked against DCE access control
lists (ACLs).

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

The possible status codes and their meanings are as follows:

rpc_s_ok The routine completed successfully.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
The routine did not complete because of an invalid binding
handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
The routine did not complete because of the wrong kind
of binding was specified for the operation.

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth
The routine completed successfully, but the binding has
no authentication information.
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Description

The rpc_binding_inq_auth_client() routine returns authentication and authorization
information associated with the client identified bybinding. The calling server
manager routine can use the returned data for authorization purposes.

Note: This call is provided only for compatibility with pre-DCE Version 1.1
applications. Applications based on DCE Version 1.1 and later releases of
DCE should use therpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the returnedserver_princ_nameparameter.
The server is responsible for calling therpc_string_free() routine for the returned
parameter string.

For applications in which the client side uses the Interface Definition Language (IDL)
auto_handle or implicit_handle attributes, the server side needs to be built with
the IDL explicit_handle attribute specified in the attribute configuration file (ACF).
Using explicit_handle providesbindingas the first parameter to each server manager
routine.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_info(3rpc), rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc),
rpc_string_free(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_inq_auth_info

Purpose Returns authentication and authorization information from a server binding handle;
used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void rpc_binding_inq_auth_info(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned_char_t **server_princ_name,
unsigned32 *protect_level,
unsigned32 *authn_svc,
rpc_auth_identity_handle_t *auth_identity,
unsigned32 *authz_svc,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the server binding handle from which to return the
authentication and authorization information.

Output

server_princ_name
Returns a pointer to the expected principal name of the server referenced
by binding. The content of the returned name and its syntax are defined
by the authentication service in use.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case, the caller does not have to call therpc_string_free() routine.

protect_levelReturns the protection level used for remote procedure calls made
with binding. The protection level determines the degree to which
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authenticated communications between the client and the server are
protected.

Note that the returned level may be different from the level specified
for protect_levelon the call torpc_binding_set_auth_info(). If the
RPC runtime or the RPC protocol in the bound protocol sequence does
not support a specified level, the level is automatically upgraded to the
next higher supported level.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible protection levels are as follows:

rpc_c_protect_level_default
Uses the default protection level for the specified
authentication service.

rpc_c_protect_level_none
Performs no protection.

rpc_c_protect_level_connect
Performs protection only when the client establishes a
relationship with the server.

rpc_c_protect_level_call
Performs protection only at the beginning of each remote
procedure call when the server receives the request.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt
Ensures that all data received is from the expected client.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ
Ensures and verifies that none of the data transferred
between client and server has been modified.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_privacy
Performs protection as specified by all of the previous
levels and also encrypt each remote procedure call
parameter value.

authn_svc Returns the authentication service used for remote procedure calls made
with binding.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this argument.
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The possible authentication services are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

rpc_c_authn_default
DCE default authentication service.

auth_identityReturns a handle for the data structure that contains the client’s
authentication and authorization credentials. This parameter must be
cast as appropriate for the authentication and authorization services
established viarpc_binding_set_auth_info().

When using therpc_c_authn_dce_secretauthentication service and any
authorization service, this value must be asec_login_handle_tobtained
from one of the following routines:

• sec_login_setup_identity()

• sec_login_get_current_context()

• sec_login_newgroups()

See the sec_login_setup_identity(3sec),
sec_login_get_current_context(3sec), and
sec_login_newgroups(3sec)reference pages for more information.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

authz_svc Returns the authorization service used for remote procedure calls made
with binding.

Specifying NULL prevents the routine from returning this parameter.

The possible authorization services are as follows:

rpc_c_authz_none
Server performs no authorization. This is valid only if
the authn_svcparameter isrpc_c_authn_none.
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rpc_c_authz_name
Server performs authorization based on the client principal
name.

rpc_c_authz_dce
Server performs authorization using the client’s DCE
privilege attribute certificate (PAC) sent to the server
with each remote procedure call made withbinding.
Generally, access is checked against DCE access control
lists (ACLs).

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

The possible status codes and their meanings are as follows:

rpc_s_ok The routine completed successfully.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
The routine did not complete because of an invalid binding
handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
The routine did not complete because of the wrong kind
of binding was specified for the operation.

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth
The routine completed successfully, but the binding has
no authentication information.

Description

The rpc_binding_inq_auth_info() routine returns authentication and authorization
information associated with the specified server binding handle. The calling client
associates the authentication and authorization data with the server binding handle by
a prior call to therpc_binding_set_auth_info() routine.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the returnedserver_princ_nameparameter.
The caller is responsible for calling therpc_string_free() routine for the returned
parameter string.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc), rpc_string_free(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_inq_object

Purpose Returns the object UUID from a binding handle; used by client or server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_inq_object(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
uuid_t * object_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a client or server binding handle.

Output

object_uuid Returns the object UUID found in thebinding parameter. The object
UUID is a unique identifier for an object for which a remote procedure
call can be made.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_binding_inq_object() routine obtains the object UUID associated with a
client or server binding handle. If no object UUID has been associated with the
binding handle, this routine returns a nil UUID.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_set_object(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_reset

Purpose Resets a server binding handle; used by client or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_reset(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the server binding handle to reset.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_binding_reset() routine disassociates a server instance from the server
binding handle specified in thebindingparameter. This routine removes the endpoint
portion of the server address in the binding handle as well as any other server instance
information in the binding handle. The host portion of the server address remains
unchanged. The result is a partially bound server binding handle. This binding
handle can rebind to another server instance on the previous host when it is later used
to make a remote procedure call. Therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page contains an
explanation of partially and fully bound binding handles.

This routine does not affect any authentication information for thebindingparameter.
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Suppose that a client can be serviced by any compatible server instance on the host
specified in the binding handle. Then, the client can call therpc_binding_reset()
routine before making a remote procedure call using the binding handle specified in
binding.

When the client makes the next remote procedure call using the reset server binding
handle in binding, the client’s RPC runtime uses a well-known endpoint from
the client’s interface specification, if any. Otherwise, the client’s RPC runtime
automatically communicates with the DCE host daemon (dced) on the specified remote
host, to obtain the endpoint of a compatible server from the local endpoint map. If a
compatible server is located, the RPC runtime updatesbinding with a new endpoint.

However, if a compatible server is not located, the client’s remote procedure
call fails. If the failed call uses a connection protocol (ncacn), it receives the
rpc_s_endpoint_not_foundstatus code. If the failed call uses a datagram protocol
(ncadg), it receives therpc_s_comm_failurestatus code.

If a server application wants to be available to clients making a remote procedure call
on a reset binding handle, it registers all binding handles by callingrpc_ep_register()
or rpc_ep_register_no_replace(). If, however, the IDL-generated file contains
endpoint address information, then the application does not have to call either of
these two routines.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_server_from_client

Purpose Converts a client binding handle to a server binding handle; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_server_from_client(
rpc_binding_handle_t client_binding,
rpc_binding_handle_t *server_binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

client_binding
Specifies the client binding handle to convert to a server binding handle.

Output

server_binding
Returns a server binding handle.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

When a remote procedure call arrives at a server, the RPC runtime creates a
client binding handle to refer to information about the calling client (client binding
information). The RPC runtime passes the client binding handle to the called remote
procedure as the first input argument (which uses thehandle_t type).

The rpc_binding_server_from_client() routine converts client binding information
into server binding information corresponding to the client’s system. When calling
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this routine, the called remote procedure specifies the client binding handle, and the
routine returns a partially bound server binding handle (that is, the newly constructed
server binding information contains a network address for the client’s system, but
lacks an endpoint).

The server binding information also lacks authentication information, but the called
procedure can add it by callingrpc_binding_set_auth_info(). The object UUID
from the client binding information remains.

The rpc_binding_server_from_client() routine is relevant when a called remote
procedure (the first remote procedure) needs to make its own remote procedure
call (a nested procedure call) to a second remote procedure offered by a server
on the system of the client that called the first remote procedure (that is, the
original client). The partially bound server binding handle returned by the
rpc_binding_server_from_client() routine ensures that a nested call requests the
second remote procedure on the original client’s system.

In a multithreaded RPC application, the second remote procedure can belong to a
server that shares the original client’s address space (that is, the server and client can
operate jointly as a server/client instance). If the original client belongs to a server/
client instance and the application requires the nested call to execute in that instance,
the application must guarantee that the nested remote procedure call uses one of the
instances’ endpoints.

An application can provide this guarantee by meeting any of the following conditions:

• The interface possesses its own well-known endpoints, and the server
elects to use these interface-specific endpoints (by calling the routine
rpc_server_use_protseq_if()or rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()).

• The server uses server-specific endpoints, and the interface is offered by only one
server/client instance per system.

To use server-specific endpoints, a server either requests dynamic endpoints
(by calling rpc_server_use_protseq() or rpc_server_use_all_protseqs())
or specifies its own well-known endpoints (by calling the routine
rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()). The server must also register its server-
specific endpoints in the local endpoint map (by callingrpc_ep_register()).

• The original client sets an object UUID into the server binding information of the
first call (by calling rpc_binding_set_object()); the object UUID identifies the
server/client instance.
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The client can obtain the object UUID from the list of object UUIDs used to
register the endpoints of the server/client instance. The client must select an
object UUID that belongs exclusively to its instance.

Server binding information containing an object UUID impacts the selection of a
manager for a remote procedure call; see theOSF DCE Application Development
Guide—Core Componentsfor a description of manager selection. The object
UUID can either identify a particular resource offered by the companion server
or, used as an instance UUID, the object UUID can identify the original client’s
server/client instance.

The object UUID is passed in the first remote procedure call as part
of the client binding information and is retained in the server binding
information. This server binding information is newly constructed by the
rpc_binding_server_from_client() routine. When the second remote procedure
call arrives at the original client’s system, the DCE host daemon uses the object
UUID to look for associated endpoints in the local endpoint map. To ensure
that the object UUID is associated with the endpoints of the original server/client
instance, the server must complete the following steps:

1. Obtain the UUID (for example, by callinguuid_create()).

2. Specify the UUID as part of registering endpoints for the interface
of the second remote procedure (by callingrpc_ep_register() or
rpc_ep_register_no_replace()).

If the second remote procedure call will be routed to a manager of a nonnil
type, then the server must also do the following:

• Specify the type for the manager that implements that interface (by calling
rpc_server_register_if()).

• Set the object UUID to the same type as the manager (by calling
rpc_object_set_type()).

• The first remote procedure call contains a distinct call argument used by the
original client to pass server information that identifies its server/client instance.

The first remote procedure call uses this information to route the second remote
procedure call to the original server/client instance. For example, server
information can be as follows:

— A fully bound string binding that identifies the client’s server/client instance.
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If the first remote procedure receives this string binding, calling the
rpc_binding_server_from_client routine is unnecessary. Instead, the first
remote procedure requests a server binding handle for the string binding (by
calling rpc_binding_from_string_binding() ).

— An object UUID that is associated in the endpoint map with one or more
endpoints of the original server/client instance.

The client can obtain the object UUID from the list of object UUIDs used to
register the endpoints of the server/client instance. The client must select an
object UUID that belongs exclusively to its instance, and pass that UUID as
a call argument.

After calling the rpc_binding_server_from_client() routine, add the object
UUID from the call argument to the newly constructed server binding
information (by callingrpc_binding_set_object()).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_cant_getpeername
Cannot get peer name.

rpc_s_connection_closed
Connection closed.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_free(3rpc), rpc_binding_set_object(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_binding_set_auth_info

Purpose Sets authentication and authorization information for a server binding handle; used by
client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void rpc_binding_set_auth_info(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned_char_t *server_princ_name,
unsigned32protect_level,
unsigned32authn_svc,
rpc_auth_identity_handle_t auth_identity,
unsigned32authz_svc,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the server binding handle for which to set the authentication
and authorization information.

server_princ_name
Specifies the principal name of the server referenced bybinding. The
content of the name and its syntax is defined by the authentication
service in use.

A client that does not know the server principal name can call the
rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name() routine to obtain the principal
name of a server that is registered for the required authentication service.
Using a principal name obtained in this way means that the client is
interested in one-way authentication. In other words, it means that the
client does not care which server principal received the remote procedure
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call request. The server, though, still verifies that the client is who the
client claims to be.

protect_levelSpecifies the protection level for remote procedure calls made using
binding. The protection level determines the degree to which
authenticated communications between the client and the server are
protected by the authentication service specified byauthn_svc.

If the RPC runtime or the RPC protocol in the bound protocol sequence
does not support a specified level, the level is automatically upgraded
to the next higher supported level. The possible protection levels are
as follows:

rpc_c_protect_level_default
Uses the default protection level for the specified
authentication service.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ is the default protection
level for the DCE shared-secret key authentication service.

rpc_c_protect_level_none
Performs no authentication: tickets are not exchanged,
session keys are not established, client PACs or names
are not certified, and transmissions are in the clear. Note
that although uncertified PACs should not be trusted, they
may be useful for debugging, tracing, and measurement
purposes.

rpc_c_protect_level_connect
Performs protection only when the client establishes a
relationship with the server.

rpc_c_protect_level_call
Performs protection only at the beginning of each remote
procedure call when the server receives the request.

This level does not apply to remote procedure calls
made over a connection-based protocol sequence (that is,
ncacn_ip_tcp). If this level is specified and the binding
handle uses a connection-based protocol sequence, the
routine usesrpc_c_protect_level_pkt instead.
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rpc_c_protect_level_pkt
Ensures that all data received is from the expected client.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ
Ensures and verifies that none of the data transferred
between client and server has been modified.

This is the highest protection level that is guaranteed to
be present in the RPC runtime.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_privacy
Performs protection as specified by all of the previous
levels and also encrypt each remote procedure call
argument value.

This is the highest protection level, but it may not be
available in the RPC runtime.

authn_svc Specifies the authentication service to use. The exact level of protection
provided by the authentication service is specified by theprotect_level
parameter. The supported authentication services are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication: no tickets are exchanged, no
session keys established, client PACs or names are not
transmitted, and transmissions are in the clear. Specify
rpc_c_authn_noneto turn authentication off for remote
procedure calls made usingbinding.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_default
DCE default authentication service.

Note: The current default authentication service
is DCE shared-secret key. Specifying
rpc_c_authn_default is therefore equivalent to
specifyingrpc_c_authn_dce_secret.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).
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auth_identitySpecifies a handle for the data structure that contains the client’s
authentication and authorization credentials appropriate for the selected
authentication and authorization services.

When using therpc_c_authn_dce_secretauthentication service and any
authorization service, this value must be asec_login_handle_tobtained
from one of the following routines:

• sec_login_setup_identity()

• sec_login_get_current_context()

• sec_login_newgroups()

Specify NULL to use the default security login context for the current
address space.

authz_svc Specifies the authorization service implemented by the server for the
interface of interest. The validity and trustworthiness of authorization
data, like any application data, is dependent on the authentication service
and protection level specified. The supported authorization services are
as follows:

rpc_c_authz_none
Server performs no authorization. This is valid only if
theauthn_svcparameter isrpc_c_authn_none, specifying
that no authentication is being performed.

rpc_c_authz_name
Server performs authorization based on the client principal
name. This value cannot be used ifauthn_svc is
rpc_c_authn_none.

rpc_c_authz_dce
Server performs authorization using the client’s DCE
privilege attribute certificate (PAC) sent to the server
with each remote procedure call made withbinding.
Generally, access is checked against DCE access control
lists (ACLs). This value cannot be used ifauthn_svcis
rpc_c_authn_none.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_binding_set_auth_info()routine sets up the specified server binding handle
so that it can be used to make authenticated remote procedure calls that include
authorization information.

Unless a client callsrpc_binding_set_auth_info()with the parameters to set establish
authentication and authorization methods, all remote procedure calls made on the
bindingbinding handle are unauthenticated. Some authentication services (authn_svc)
may need to communicate with the security service to perform this operation.
Otherwise, they may receive therpc_s_comm_failurestatus.

The authn_svcparameter specifies the authentication service to use. Since currently,
there is only one available authentication service (DCE shared-secret key), the
parameter currently functions to specify whether or not rpc calls will be authenticated
and client PACs certified. If authentication is chosen, theprotect_levelparameter
can specify a variety of protection levels, ranging from no authentication to the
highest level of authentication and encryption. If theprotect_levelparameter is
set to rpc_c_protect_level_none, no authentication is performed, regardless of the
authentication service choosen.

The authz_svc parameter specifies the authorization service to use. If no
authentication has been chosen (authn_svc of rpc_c_authn_none), then no
authorization (authz_svcof rpc_c_authz_none) must be chosen as well. If
authentication will be performed, you have two choices for authorization: name-
based authorization and DCE authorization. The use of name based_authorization,
which provides a server with a client’s principal name, is not recommended. DCE
authorization uses PACs, a trusted mechanism for conveying client authorization data
to authenticated servers. PACs are designed to be used with the DCE ACL facility.

Whether the call actually wakes up in the server manager code or is rejected by the
runtime depends on following conditions:

• If the client specified no authentication, then none is attempted by the RPC
runtime. The call wakes up in the manager code whether the server specified
authentication or not. This permits both authenticated and unauthenticated clients
to call authenticated servers. When the manager receives an unauthenticated call,
it needs to make a decision about how to proceed.

• If the client specified DCE secret key authentication and the server specified no
authentication, then the runtime will fail the call, and it will never reach the
manager routine.
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• If both client and server specified DCE secret key authentication, then
authentication will be carried out by the RPC runtime transparently. Whether
the call reaches the server manager code or is rejected by the runtime depends
on whether the authentication succeeded.

Although the RPC runtime is responsible any authentication that is carried out, the fact
that the runtime will always permit unauthenticated clients to reach the manager code
means that a manager access function typically does need to make an authentication
check. When the manager access routine callsrpc_binding_inq_auth_client()
it needs to check for astatus of rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth. In this case,
the client has specified no authentication and the manager access function
needs to make an access decision based on this fact. Note that in such a
case, no meaningful authentication or authorization information is returned from
rpc_binding_inq_auth_client().

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

rpc_s_unknown_authn_service
Unknown authentication service.

rpc_s_authn_authz_mismatch
Requested authorization service is not supported by the requested
authentication service.

rpc_s_unsupported_protect_level
Requested protection level is not supported.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_client(3rpc),
rpc_binding_inq_auth_info(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_inq_dflt_protect_level(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name(3rpc), sec_login_get_current_context(3sec),
sec_login_newgroups(3sec), sec_login_setup_identity(3sec).
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rpc_binding_set_object

Purpose Sets the object UUID value into a server binding handle; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_set_object(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
uuid_t * object_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the server binding into which parameterobject_uuidis set.
Supply NULL to specify a nil UUID for this parameter.

object_uuid Specifies the UUID of the object serviced by the server specified in the
bindingparameter. The object UUID is a unique identifier for an object
for which a remote procedure call can be made.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_binding_set_object() routine associates an object UUID with a server
binding handle. This operation replaces the previously associated object UUID with
the UUID in theobject_uuidparameter.

To set the object UUID to the nil UUID, specify NULL or the nil UUID for the
object_uuidparameter.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_binding_inq_object(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_to_string_binding

Purpose Returns a string representation of a binding handle; used by client, server, or
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h

void rpc_binding_to_string_binding(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned_char_t **string_binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a client or server binding handle to convert to a string
representation of a binding handle.

Output

string_binding
Returns a pointer to the string representation of the binding handle
specified in thebinding parameter.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_binding_to_string_binding() routine converts a client or server binding
handle to its string representation.
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The RPC runtime allocates memory for the string returned in thestring_binding
parameter. The application calls therpc_string_free() routine to deallocate that
memory.

If the binding handle in thebinding parameter contains a nil object UUID, the object
UUID field is not included in the returned string.

To parse the returnedstring_bindingparameter, callrpc_string_binding_parse().

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_cant_getpeername
Cannot get peer name.

rpc_s_connection_closed
Connection closed.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_string_binding_parse(3rpc), rpc_string_free(3rpc).
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rpc_binding_vector_free

Purpose Frees the memory used to store a vector and binding handles; used by client or server
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_binding_vector_free(
rpc_binding_vector_t ** binding_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

binding_vector
Specifies the address of a pointer to a vector of server binding handles.
On return the pointer is set to NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_binding_vector_free() routine frees the memory used to store a vector of
server binding handles. The freed memory includes both the binding handles and the
vector itself.

A server obtains a vector of binding handles by calling
rpc_server_inq_bindings(). A client obtains a vector of binding handles
by calling rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(). Call rpc_binding_vector_free() if you
have used either of these routines.
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The rpc_binding_free() routine frees individual elements of the vector. If
an element is freed with this routine, the NULL element entry replaces it;
rpc_binding_vector_free() ignores such an entry.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_arg
Invalid argument.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_free(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc),
rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc).
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rpc_cs_binding_set_tags

Purpose Places code set tags into a server binding handle; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_cs_binding_set_tags(
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
unsigned32sending_tag,
unsigned32desired_receiving_tag,
unsigned16sending_tag_max_bytes,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

binding On input, specifies the server binding handle to modify with tag
information. This handle is the binding handle returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select() routine.
On output, returns the server binding handle modified with code set
tag information. The server stub retrieves the tag information from the
binding handle and uses it to invoke the appropriate buffer sizing and
code set conversion routines.

Input

sending_tag Specifies the code set value for the code set in which client data to be
sent to the server is to be encoded. If the client is not sending any
data, set this value to the client’s current code set. This step prevents
the code set conversion routine from being invoked.

desired_receiving_tag
Specifies the code set value for the code set in which the client prefers
data to be encoded when sent back from the server. If the client is
not planning to receive any data from the server, set this value to the
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server’s current code set. This step prevents the code set conversion
routine from being invoked.

sending_tag_max_bytes
Specifies the maximum number of bytes that a code set requires to
encode one character. The value is thec_max_bytesvalue associated
with the code set value (c_set) used as thesending_tagvalue.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code
indicates whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why
not. The routine can also return status codes generated by the
rpc_rgy_get_codesets()routine.

Description

The rpc_cs_binding_set_tags()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for
use by client and server applications that are transferring international character data
in a heterogeneous character set and code sets environment. These routines are
used to enable automatic code set conversion between client and server for character
representations that are not part of the DCE portable character set.

Client applications use therpc_cs_binding_set_tags()routine to add code sets tag
information to the binding handle of a compatible server. The tag information
specified in the routine is usually obtained from a character and code sets evaluation
routine (which is typically a user-written routine).

The sending_tagvalue identifies the code set encoding that the client is using to send
international character data to the server. Thedesired_receiving_tagvalue indicates
to the server the code set that the client prefers the server to use when sending return
international character data. Thesending_tag_max_bytesvalue is the number of bytes
the sending code set uses to encode one character.

Client applications that use the rpc_cs_eval_with_universal() or
rpc_cs_eval_without_universal() routines do not need to call this routine
because these routines set tag information in the server binding handle as part of their
operation. Application developers who are writing their own character and code sets
evaluation routines need to include code that sets tags in a server binding handle.

The rpc_cs_binding_set_tags()routine provides this function and can be used in
user-written evaluation routines, or alone if the application does not need to perform
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evaluation. In this case, the routine provides a short cut for application programmers
whose applications do not need to evaluate for character and code set compatibility.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok

rpc_s_no_memory

Related Information

Functions: rpc_cs_eval_with_universal(3rpc),
rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(3rpc), rpc_cs_get_tags(3rpc).
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rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check

Purpose Evaluates character set compatibility between a client and a server; used by client
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check(
unsigned32client_rgy_code_set_value,
unsigned32server_rgy_code_set_value,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

client_rgy_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal value that uniquely identifies the code set
that the client is using as its local code set.

server_rgy_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal value that uniquely identifies the code set
that the server is using as its local code set.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not. The
routine can also return status codes from thedce_cs_rgy_to_loc()
routine.
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Description

The rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines
for use by client and server applications that are transferring international character
data in a heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check()routine provides a method for determining
character set compatibility between a client and a server; if the server’s character set
is incompatible with that of the client, then connecting to that server is most likely
not acceptable, since massive data loss would result from such a connection.

The RPC routines that perform character and code sets evaluation use the
rpc_cs_char_set_compat_check()routine in their character sets and code sets
compatibility checking procedure. The routine takes the registered integer values
that represent the code sets that the client and server are currently using and calls
the code set registry to obtain the registered values that represent the character set(s)
that the specified code sets support. If both client and server support just one
character set, the routine compares client and server registered character set values
to determine whether or not the sets are compatible. If they are not, the routine
returns the status messagerpc_s_ss_no_compat_charsets.

If the client and server support multiple character sets, the routine determines whether
at least two of the sets are compatible. If two or more sets match, the routine
considers the character sets compatible, and returns a success status code to the caller.

Client and server applications that use the DCE RPC code sets evaluation routines
rpc_cs_eval_with_universal()and rpc_cs_eval_without_universal()do not need to
call this routine explicitly because these DCE RPC routines call it on their behalf.

Client applications that do not use the DCE RPC code sets evaluation routines can
use therpc_cs_char_set_compat_check()routine in their code sets evaluation code
as part of their procedure for determining character and code set compatibility with a
server.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok

rpc_s_ss_no_compat_charsets

Related Information

Functions: rpc_cs_eval_with_universal(3rpc),
rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(3rpc), rpc_cs_get_tags(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_codesets(3rpc).
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rpc_cs_eval_with_universal

Purpose Evaluates a server’s supported character sets and code sets during the server binding
selection process; used indirectly by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_cs_eval_with_universal(
rpc_ns_handle_tbinding_handle,
idl_void_p_t eval_args,
idl_void_p_t *context);

Parameters
Input

binding_handle
The server binding handle.

eval_args An opaque data type that contains matching criteria that the routine uses
to perform character and code sets compatibility evaluation.

Input/Output

context An opaque data type that contains search context to perform character
and code sets compatibility evaluation. The routine returns the result
of the evaluation in a field withincontext.

Description

The rpc_cs_eval_with_universal()routine is a DCE RPC character and code sets
evaluation routine that can be added to an import context. The routine provides a
mechanism for a client application that is passing character data in a heterogeneous
character set and code sets environment to evaluate a server’s character and code sets
compatibility before establishing a connection with it.
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Client applications do not callrpc_cs_eval_with_universal()directly. Instead, they
add it to the import context created by therpc_ns_binding_import_begin()routine by
calling the routinerpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval()and specifying the routine name
and the RPC server entry name to be evaluated. When the client application calls
the rpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine to import compatible binding handles for
servers, this routine callsrpc_cs_eval_with_universal(), which applies client-server
code sets compatibility checking as another criteria for compatible binding selection.

The rpc_cs_eval_with_universal() routine directs the routine
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() to reject servers with incompatible character
sets. If client and server character sets are compatible, but their supported code
sets are not, the routine establishes tags that direct the client and/or server stubs to
convert character data to the user-defined (if any) or default intermediate code set,
which is the ISO10646 (oruniversal) code set.

Note: Application programmers need not pay attention to the arguments
of this routine. Programmers only need to use the routine
rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval()to set the routine, for example:

rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval(

&import_context,

rpc_c_eval_type_codesets,
(void *) nsi_entry_name,

rpc_cs_eval_with_universal,

NULL,

&status);

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(3rpc), rpc_cs_get_tags(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_import_done(3rpc),
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rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_cs_eval_without_universal

Purpose Evaluates a server’s supported character sets and code sets during the server binding
selection process; used indirectly by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(
rpc_ns_handle_tbinding_handle,
idl_void_p_t eval_args,
idl_void_p_t *context);

Parameters
Input

binding_handle
The server binding handle.

eval_args An opaque data type that contains matching criteria that the routine uses
to perform code sets compatibility evaluation.

Input/Output

context An opaque data type that contains search context to perform character
and code sets compatibility evaluation. The routine returns the result
of the evaluation in a field withincontext.

Description

The rpc_cs_eval_without_universal()routine is a DCE RPC character and code sets
evaluation routine that can be added to an import context. The routine provides a
mechanism for a client application that is passing character data in a heterogeneous
character set and code sets environment to evaluate a server’s character and code sets
compatibility before establishing a connection with it.
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Client applications do not callrpc_cs_eval_without_universal()directly. Instead,
they add it to the import context created by therpc_ns_binding_import_begin()
routine by calling the routinerpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval() and specifying the
routine name and the RPC server entry name to be evaluated. When the client
application calls therpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine to import compatible
binding handles for servers, this routine callsrpc_cs_eval_without_universal(),
which applies client-server code sets compatibility checking as another criteria for
compatible binding selection.

The rpc_cs_eval_without_universal() routine directs the routine
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() to reject servers with incompatible character
sets. The routine also directs therpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine to reject
servers whose supported code sets are incompatible with the client’s supported code
sets; that is, it does not resort to using an intermediate code set as a last resort.

Note: Application programmers need not pay attention to the arguments
of this routine. Programmers only need to use the routine
rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval()to set the routine, for example:

rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval(

&import_context,

rpc_c_eval_type_codesets,
(void *) nsi_entry_name,

rpc_cs_eval_without_universal,

NULL,

&status);

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_cs_get_tags(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_import_done(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc),
rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_cs_get_tags

Purpose Retrieves code set tags from a binding handle; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void rpc_cs_get_tags(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
boolean32server_side,
unsigned32 *sending_tag,
unsigned32 *desired_receiving_tag,
unsigned32 *receiving_tag,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain the code
set tag information. When called from the client stub, this value
is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select()routines.

server_side Indicates whether a client stub or a server stub is calling the routine.

desired_receiving_tag
(Server stub only) Specifies the code set value for the code set in which
the client prefers data to be encoded when sent back from the server.
The client stub passes this value in the RPC call. If the routine is
retrieving code set tags for an operation that does not specify a desired
receiving tag parameter (thecs_drtag ACF parameter attribute has not
been applied to one of the operation’s parameters), this value is NULL.
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Output

sending_tag (Client stub only) Specifies the code set value for the code set in which
client data to be sent to the server is to be encoded. If the routine is
retrieving code set tags for an operation that does not specify a sending
tag parameter (thecs_stagACF parameter attribute has not been applied
to one of the operation’s parameters), this value is NULL.

desired_receving_tag
(Client stub only) Specifies the code set value for the code set in which
the client prefers to receive data sent back to it from the server. If the
routine is retrieving code set tags for an operation that does not specify
a desired receiving tag parameter (thecs_drtagACF parameter attribute
has not been applied to one of the operation’s parameters), this value is
NULL.

receiving_tag
(Server stub only) Specifies the code set value for the code set in which
the server is to encode data to be sent back to the client. If the routine is
retrieving code set tags for an operation that does not specify a receiving
tag parameter (thecs_rtagACF parameter attribute has not been applied
to one of the operation’s parameters), this value is NULL.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not. If
code set compatibility evaluation is performed, error values can also be
returned from the following routines:

• rpc_rgy_get_codesets()

• rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name()

• rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets().

Description

The rpc_cs_get_tags()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The rpc_cs_get_tags()routine is a DCE RPC routine that RPC stubs can use to
retrieve the code set values to be used to tag international character data to be sent
over the network. In general, the code set values to be used as tags are determined by a
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character and code sets evaluation routine, which is invoked from the client application
code. However, application programmers can use other methods to establish values
for code set tags.

RPC stubs call therpc_cs_get_tags()routine before they call the buffer sizing routines
*_net_size()and the code set conversion routines*_netcs(). The rpc_cs_get_tags()
routine provides the stubs with code set values to use as input to the buffer sizing
routines (to determine whether or not buffer storage needs to be allocated for
conversion) and as input to the code set conversion routines (to determine whether
conversion is necessary, and if so, which host code set converter to invoke).

Client and server stubs call therpc_cs_get_tags()routine before they marshall
any data. When called from the client stub, the boolean valueserver_sideis
set to FALSE to indicate that the client stub has invoked the routine. The
binding handle is the handle to a compatible server that is returned by the routines
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select(). If the client has added
a code sets evaluation routine to the binding import procedure (by calling the routine
rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval()), the binding handle will contain the conversion
method and the code set values to set for the client’s sending tag and desired
receiving tag. If the binding handle does not contain the results of an evaluation, the
rpc_cs_get_tags()routine will perform the character/code sets evaluation within the
client stub and set the client code set tag values itself.

On the client side, the output of the routine is the code set value that represents the
client’s sending tag and the code set value that represents the client’s desired receiving
tag. If the conversion method is ‘‘client makes it right’’ (CMIR), the sending tag
and desired receiving tags will be set to the code set value of the server’s local code
set. If the conversion method is ‘‘server makes it right’’ (SMIR), the sending tag and
desired receiving tag will be set to the client’s local code set value. If the conversion
method is ‘‘receiver makes it right’’ (RMIR), the sending tag is the client’s code set,
and the desired receiving tag is the server’s code set.

When called from the server stub, the boolean valueserver_sideis set to TRUE to
indicate that the server stub has invoked the routine.

The server stub specifies the code set value given in the client’s desired receiving
tag as input to the routine. Therpc_cs_get_tags()routine sets the code set value in
desired_receiving_tagto receiving_tagand returns this value as output to the server
stub. The server stub will then use the code set value inreceiving_tagas the code
set to use for data it sends back to the client.

Application programmers who want their applications to use therpc_cs_get_tags()
routine to retrieve code set tag information as part of the automatic code set conversion
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process specify the routine name as the argument to the ACF attributecs_tag_rtn
when developing their internationalized RPC application.

Application programmers can also write their own code set tags retrieval routine
that RPC stubs can call; in this case, they specify the name of this routine as
the argument to the ACF attributecs_tag_rtn instead of specifying the DCE RPC
routine rpc_cs_get_tags(). Application programmers can also use the automatic
code conversion mechanism, but design their applications so that the code set tags are
set explicitly in the application instead of in the stubs.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_invalid_codeset_tag
The result of the client-side evaluation used an invalid code set tag.

Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_from_netcs(3rpc), cs_byte_local_size(3rpc),
cs_byte_net_size(3rpc), cs_byte_to_netcs(3rpc), wchar_t_from_netcs(3rpc),
wchar_t_local_size(3rpc), wchar_t_net_size(3rpc), wchar_t_to_netcs(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ep_register

Purpose Adds to, or replaces, server address information in the local endpoint map; used by
server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ep_register(
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
rpc_binding_vector_t *binding_vec,
uuid_vector_t *object_uuid_vec,
unsigned_char_t *annotation,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_handle Specifies an interface specification to register with the local endpoint
map.

binding_vec Specifies a vector of binding handles over which the server can receive
remote procedure calls.

object_uuid_vec
Specifies a vector of object UUIDs that the server offers. The server
application constructs this vector.

Supply the value NULL to indicate there are no object UUIDs to register.

annotation Defines a character string comment applied to each cross product
element added to the local endpoint map. The string can be up to
64 characters long, including the NULL terminating character. Specify
NULL or the string\0 if there is no annotation string.
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The string is used by applications for informational purposes only. The
RPC runtime does not use this string to determine which server instance
a client communicates with, or for enumerating endpoint map elements.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ep_register() routine adds elements to, or replaces elements in, the local
host’s endpoint map.

Each element in the local endpoint map logically contains the following:

• Interface ID, consisting of an interface UUID and versions (major and minor)

• Binding information

• Object UUID (optional)

• Annotation (optional)

A server uses this routine, instead ofrpc_ep_register_no_replace(), when only a
single instance of the server runs on the server’s host. Use this routine if, at any
time, no more than one server instance offers the same interface UUID, object UUID,
and protocol sequence.

When local endpoint map elements are not replaced, obsolete elements accumulate
each time a server instance stops running without callingrpc_ep_unregister().
Periodically the DCE host daemon identifies these obsolete elements and removes
them. However, during the time between these removals the obsolete elements
increase the chance that a client will receive endpoints to nonexistent servers. The
client then wastes time trying to communicate with these servers before obtaining
another endpoint.

Using this routine to replace any existing local endpoint map elements reduces the
chance that a client will receive the endpoint of a nonexistent server instance.

Suppose an existing element in the local endpoint map matches the interface UUID,
binding information exclusive of the endpoint, and object UUID of an element this
routine provides. The routine changes the endpoint map according to the elements’
interface major and minor version numbers, as shown in the following table:
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Existing Element Relationship Provided
Element

Routine’s Action

Major version
number

Not equal to Major version
number

Ignores minor
version number
relationship and
adds a new endpoint
map element. The
existing element
remains unchanged.

Major version
number

Equal to Major version
number

Acts according to
the minor version
number relationship.

Minor version
number

Equal to Minor version
number

Replaces the
endpoint of the
existing element
based on the
provided
information.

Minor version
number

Less than Minor version
number

Replaces the
existing element
based on the
provided
information.

Minor version
number

Greater than Minor version
number

Ignores the provided
information. The
existing element
remains unchanged.

For example, suppose under these circumstances that the existing interface version
number is 1.3 (major.minor) and the provided version number is 2.0. The routine
adds a new endpoint map element with interface version number 2.0 and does not
change the element with version number 1.3. However, if the existing interface
version number is 1.5 and the provided version number is 1.4, the routine does not
change the endpoint map.

A server program calls this routine to register endpoints that have been specified by
calling any of the following routines:
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• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs()

• rpc_server_use_protseq()

• rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()

A server that calls only the rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if() or
rpc_server_use_protseq_if() routines does not need to call this routine. In
such cases, the client’s runtime uses an endpoint from the client’s interface
specification to fill in a partially bound binding handle. However, it is recommended
that you also register well-known endpoints that the server specifies (registering
endpoints from interface definitions is unnecessary).

If the server also exports to the name service database, the server calls this routine
with the sameif_handle, binding_vecand object_uuid_vecparameters as the server
uses when calling therpc_ns_binding_export() routine.

The rpc_ep_register() routine communicates with the DCE host daemon (dced),
which in turn communicates with the local endpoint map. The routine communicates
using one of the protocol sequences specified in one of the binding handles in
binding_vec. Attempting to register a binding that specifies a protocol sequence that
the DCE host daemon is not listening on results in the failure ofrpc_ep_register().
The routine indicates this failure by placing the valuerpc_s_comm_failureinto status.

For information about how the endpoint map service selects an element for an interface
ID and an object UUID, see the RPC information in theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Core Components. This guide explains how the endpoint map
service searches for the endpoint of a server that is compatible with a client. If the
client supplies a nonnil object UUID that is not in the endpoint map, or the client
supplies a nil object UUID, the search can succeed, but only if the server has registered
a nil object UUID using therpc_ep_register() or rpc_ep_register_no_replace()
routines. Theobject_uuid_vecparameter can contain both nil and nonnil object
UUIDs for the routine to place into endpoint map elements.

For an explanation of how a server can establish a client/server relationship without
using the local endpoint map, see the explanation of a string binding in the
rpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

This routine creates a cross product from theif_handle, binding_vec and
object_uuid_vecparameters, and adds each element in the cross product as a separate
registration in the local endpoint map. If you supply NULL toobject_uuid_vec, the
corresponding elements in the cross product contain a nil object UUID.
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For example, suppose thatif_handlehas the valueifhand, binding_vechas the values
b1, b2, b3, and object_uuid_vechas the valuesu1, u2, u3, u4. The resulting 12
elements in the cross product are as follows:

(ifhand,b1,u1) (ifhand,b1,u2) (ifhand,b1,u3) (ifhand,b1,u4)
(ifhand,b2,u1) (ifhand,b2,u2) (ifhand,b2,u3) (ifhand,b2,u4)
(ifhand,b3,u1) (ifhand,b3,u2) (ifhand,b3,u3) (ifhand,b3,u4)

(An annotation string is part of each of these 12 elements.)

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

rpc_s_ok Success.

ept_s_cant_access
Error reading endpoint database.

ept_s_cant_create
Error creating endpoint database.

ept_s_cant_perform_op
Cannot perform requested operation.

ept_s_database_invalid
Endpoint map database invalid.

ept_s_invalid_entry
Invalid database entry.

ept_s_update_failed
Update failed.

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.
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rpc_s_no_bindings
No bindings.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc),
rpc_ep_unregister(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc), rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ep_register_no_replace

Purpose Adds to server address information in the local endpoint map; used by server
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ep_register_no_replace(
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
rpc_binding_vector_t *binding_vec,
uuid_vector_t *object_uuid_vec,
unsigned_char_t *annotation,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_handle Specifies an interface specification to register with the local endpoint
map.

binding_vec Specifies a vector of binding handles over which the server can receive
remote procedure calls.

object_uuid_vec
Specifies a vector of object UUIDs that the server offers. The server
application constructs this vector.

Supply the value NULL to indicate there are no object UUIDs to register.

annotation Defines a character string comment applied to each cross-product
element added to the local endpoint map. The string can be up to
64 characters long, including the NULL terminating character. Specify
NULL or the string\0 if there is no annotation string.
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The string is used by applications for informational purposes only. The
RPC runtime does not use this string to determine which server instance
a client communicates with, or for enumerating endpoint map elements.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ep_register_no_replace()routine adds elements to the local host’s endpoint
map. The routine does not replace existing elements. Otherwise, this routine is
identical torpc_ep_register().

Each element in the local endpoint map logically contains the following:

• Interface ID, consisting of an interface UUID and versions (major and minor)

• Binding information

• Object UUID (optional)

• Annotation (optional)

A server uses this routine, instead ofrpc_ep_register(), when multiple instances of
the server run on the same host. Use this routine if, at any time, more than one
server instance offers the same interface UUID, object UUID, and protocol sequence.

Since this routine does not replace elements, calling servers must unregister (that
is, remove) themselves before they stop running. Otherwise, when local endpoint
map elements are not replaced, obsolete elements accumulate each time a server
instance stops running without callingrpc_ep_unregister(). Periodically the DCE
host daemon identifies obsolete elements and removes them from the local endpoint
map. However, during the time between these removals, the obsolete elements
increase the chance that a client will receive endpoints to nonexistent servers. The
client then wastes time trying to communicate with these servers before obtaining
another endpoint.

A server program calls this routine to register endpoints that were specified by calling
any of the following routines:

• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs()

• rpc_server_use_protseq()
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• rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()

A server that calls only the rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if() or
rpc_server_use_protseq_if() routine does not need to call this routine. In
such cases, the client’s runtime uses an endpoint from the client’s interface
specification to fill in a partially bound binding handle. However, it is recommended
that you also register well-known endpoints that the server specifies (registering
endpoints from interface definitions is unnecessary).

If the server also exports to the name service database, the server calls this routine
with the sameif_handle, binding_vecand object_uuid_vecparameters as the server
uses when calling therpc_ns_binding_export() routine.

The rpc_ep_register_no_replace()routine communicates with the DCE host daemon
(dced), which in turn communicates with the local endpoint map. The routine
communicates using one of the protocol sequences specified in one of the binding
handles inbinding_vec. Attempting to register a binding that specifies a protocol
sequence that the DCE host daemon is not listening on results in the failure of
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(). The routine indicates this failure by placing the value
rpc_s_comm_failure into status.

For information about how the endpoint map service selects an element for an interface
ID and an object UUID, see the RPC information in theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Core Components. This guide explains how the endpoint map
service searches for the endpoint of a server that is compatible with a client. If the
client supplies a nonnil object UUID that is not in the endpoint map, or the client
supplies a nil object UUID, the search can succeed, but only if the server has registered
a nil object UUID using therpc_ep_register_no_replace()or rpc_ep_register()
routine. Theobject_uuid_vecparameter can contain both nil and nonnil object UUIDs
for the routine to place into endpoint map elements.

For an explanation of how a server can establish a client/server relationship without
using the local endpoint map, see the explanation of a string binding in the
rpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

This routine creates a cross-product from theif_handle, binding_vec and
object_uuid_vecparameters, and adds each element in the cross-product as a separate
registration in the local endpoint map. If you supply NULL toobject_uuid_vec,
the corresponding elements in the cross-product contain a nil object UUID. The
rpc_ep_register()routine’s reference page summarizes the contents of an element in
the local endpoint map.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

ept_s_cant_access
Error reading endpoint database.

ept_s_cant_create
Error creating endpoint database.

ept_s_cant_perform_op
Cannot perform requested operation.

ept_s_database_invalid
Endpoint map database invalid.

ept_s_invalid_entry
Invalid database entry.

ept_s_update_failed
Update failed.

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_no_bindings
No bindings.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc),
rpc_ep_unregister(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc), rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ep_resolve_binding

Purpose Resolves a partially bound server binding handle into a fully bound server binding
handle; used by client and management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ep_resolve_binding(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

binding Specifies a partially bound server binding handle to resolve into a fully
bound server binding handle.

if_handle Contains a stub-generated data structure that specifies the interface of
interest.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

An application calls therpc_ep_resolve_binding()routine to resolve a partially bound
server binding handle into a fully bound server binding handle.

Resolving binding handles requires an interface UUID and an object UUID. The
object UUID can be a nil UUID. The RPC runtime requests the DCE host daemon’s
endpoint mapper service, on the host that thebinding parameter specifies, to look up
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an endpoint for a compatible server instance. The endpoint mapper service finds
the endpoint by looking in the local endpoint map for the interface UUID from the
if_handleparameter and for the object UUID in thebinding parameter.

The rpc_ep_resolve_binding() routine depends on whether the specified binding
handle is partially bound or fully bound. When the application specifies a partially
bound handle, the routine produces the following results:

• If no compatible server instances are registered in the local endpoint map, the
routine returns theept_s_not_registeredstatus code.

• If one compatible server instance is registered in the local endpoint map, the
routine returns a fully bound binding handle inbinding and therpc_s_ok status
code.

• If more than one compatible server instance is registered in the local endpoint
map, the routine randomly selects one. It then returns the corresponding fully
bound binding handle inbinding and therpc_s_ok status code.

When the application specifies a fully bound binding handle, the routine returns the
specified binding handle inbindingand therpc_s_okstatus code. The routine makes
no request of the DCE host daemon.

In neither the partially bound case nor the fully bound case does the routine contact
a compatible server instance.

Using This Routine

For each server instance, the RPC runtime automatically provides routines (the
rpc_mgmt_* routines) that form an RPC management interface. If a server instance
registers any application-provided interfaces, the RPC runtime automatically registers
the RPC-provided management interface with the local endpoint map for that server
instance.

An application can callrpc_ep_resolve_binding()at any time with either a partially
bound or a fully bound handle. However, applications typically call this routine to
avoid calling a routine in the management interface with a partially bound handle.

An application can have a partially bound binding handle at the following times:

• After importing a binding handle.

• After resetting a binding handle.

• After converting a string binding without an endpoint to a binding handle.
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If an application calls an application-provided remote procedure using a partially
bound handle, the RPC runtime automatically asks the DCE host daemon to resolve
the binding handle into a fully bound handle. This fully bound binding handle
corresponds to the RPC interface of the called remote procedure and the requested
object, if any. The application can then use this fully bound handle to make remote
management calls, so calling therpc_ep_resolve_binding()routine is unnecessary.

When a high proportion of all servers in an environment offers the same interface, the
interface is known as a pervasive one. The RPC management interface is a pervasive
interface in all environments that use DCE RPC.

Using this routine to unambiguously locate compatible server instances applies to
application-pervasive interfaces as well as to the RPC management interface.

Partially Bound Handles with a Nonnil Object UUID

If the application has a partially bound handle with a nonnil object UUID, the
application can decide not to call therpc_ep_resolve_binding()routine before calling
a procedure in the management interface. In this case the remote management call is
sent to a server instance, registered on the remote host, that offers that object UUID.

After completing the remote management call, the application has a fully bound handle
to that server instance. The server instance that the handle specifies probably offers
the nonmanagement interfaces of interest to the calling application. However, if you
want to be certain of obtaining a fully bound handle to a server instance that offers the
interfaces needed for later remote procedure calls, call therpc_ep_resolve_binding()
routine.

Partially Bound Handles with a Nil Object UUID

When an application makes a remote procedure or management call using a partially
bound handle with a nil object UUID, the DCE host daemon searches for a compatible
server instance. The search is based on the nil object UUID and the UUID of the
interface to which the call belongs.

All server instances that register any RPC interface automatically offer the RPC
management interface. When an application makes a remote management call using
a partially bound handle with a nil object UUID, the DCE host daemon on the remote
host cannot distinguish among server instances registered in the local endpoint map.

When the DCE host daemon cannot distinguish among these instances it selectsany
server instance. After completing the remote management call, the calling application
has a fully bound handle. However, the server instance that the handle represents
probably does not offer the nonmanagement interfaces that interest the application.
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The remote RPC management routines avoid this ambiguity. They do this by
returning the statusrpc_s_binding_incomplete if the provided binding handle is a
partially bound one with a nil object UUID.

An application wanting to contact servers that have exported and registered interfaces
with a nil object UUID calls routinerpc_ep_resolve_binding(). The application
obtains a fully bound binding handle for calling remote management procedures in
a server instance that also offers the remote procedures in the application-specific
interface.

Note that an application that wants to manage all the server instances on a host does not
call rpc_ep_resolve_binding(). Instead, the application obtains fully bound binding
handles for each server instance by calling the routinesrpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_* ().

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

ept_s_not_registered
No entries found.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

rpc_s_rpcd_comm_failure
Communications failure while trying to reach the endpoint map.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) , rpc_binding_reset(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next(3rpc).
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rpc_ep_unregister

Purpose Removes server address information from the local endpoint map; used by server
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ep_unregister(
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
rpc_binding_vector_t *binding_vec,
uuid_vector_t *object_uuid_vec,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_handle Specifies an interface specification to remove (that is, unregister) from
the local endpoint map.

binding_vec Specifies a vector of binding handles to remove.

object_uuid_vec
Specifies a vector of object UUIDs to remove. The server application
constructs this vector. This routine removes all local endpoint map
elements that match the specifiedif_handle parameter,binding_vec
parameter, and object UUIDs.

This is an optional parameter. The value NULL indicates there are no
object UUIDs to remove.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_ep_unregister() routine removes elements from the local host’s endpoint
map. A server application calls this routine only if the server has registered endpoints
previously and the server wishes to remove that address information from the local
endpoint map.

A server program is able to remove its own local endpoint map elements (server
address information) based on either of the following:

• The interface specification.

• The interface specification and the object UUIDs of resources offered.

The server calls therpc_server_inq_bindings() routine to obtain the required
binding_vec parameter. To remove selected endpoints, the server can remove
individual elements frombinding_vecbefore calling this routine. (See the explanation
of a binding vector in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page for more information about
removing a single element from a vector of binding handles.)

This routine creates a cross product from theif_handle, binding_vec and
object_uuid_vecparameters and removes each element in the cross product from the
local endpoint map. Therpc_ep_register()routine’s reference page summarizes the
contents of a cross product in the local endpoint map.

Servers must always call therpc_ep_unregister() routine to remove their endpoints
from the local endpoint map before they exit. Otherwise, stale information will be
in the local endpoint map. However, if a server prematurely removes endpoints (the
server is not in the process of exiting), clients that do not already have fully bound
binding handles to the server will not be able to send remote procedure calls to the
server.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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rpc_s_ok Success.

ept_s_cant_access
Error reading endpoint database.

ept_s_cant_create
Error creating endpoint database.

ept_s_cant_perform_op
Cannot perform requested operation.

ept_s_database_invalid
Endpoint map database invalid.

ept_s_invalid_entry
Invalid database entry.

ept_s_update_failed
Update failed.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_no_bindings
No bindings.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_unexport(3rpc),
rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc).
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rpc_if_id_vector_free

Purpose Frees a vector and the interface identifier structures it contains; used by client, server,
or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_if_id_vector_free(
rpc_if_id_vector_t ** if_id_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

if_id_vector Specifies the address of a pointer to a vector of interface information.
On return the pointer is set to NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_if_id_vector_free() routine frees the memory used to store a vector of
interface identifiers. This includes memory used by the interface identifiers and
the vector itself. On return this routine sets theif_id_vectorparameter to NULL.

To obtain a vector of interface identifiers, callrpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids() or
rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids(). Call rpc_if_id_vector_free() if you have used either of
these routines.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_arg
Invalid argument.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_if_inq_id(3rpc) , rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids(3rpc).
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rpc_if_inq_id

Purpose Returns the interface identifier for an interface specification; used by client or server
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_if_inq_id(
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_handle Represents a stub-generated data structure that specifies the interface
specification to inquire about.

Output

if_id Returns the interface identifier. The application provides memory for
the returned data.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

An application calls therpc_if_inq_id() routine to obtain a copy of the interface
identifier from the provided interface specification.

The returned interface identifier consists of the interface UUID and interface version
numbers (major and minor) specified in the DCE IDL file’s interface specification.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_if_id_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin

Purpose Creates an inquiry context for viewing the elements in an endpoint map; used by
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin(
rpc_binding_handle_t ep_binding,
unsigned32inquiry_type,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
unsigned32vers_option,
uuid_t * object_uuid,
rpc_ep_inq_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ep_binding Specifies the host whose local endpoint map elements you receive. To
receive elements from the same host as the calling application, specify
NULL.

To receive local endpoint map elements from another host, specify
a server binding handle for that host. You can specify the same
binding handle you are using to make other remote procedure calls.
The object UUID associated with this parameter must be a nil UUID.
If you specify a nonnil UUID, the routine fails with the status code
ept_s_cant_perform_op. Other than the host information and object
UUID, all information in this parameter is ignored.

inquiry_type Specifies an integer value that indicates the type of inquiry to perform
on the local endpoint map. The following table shows the valid inquiry
types:
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Valid Inquiries on Local Endpoint Maps

Value Description

rpc_c_ep_all_elts Returns every element from the local
endpoint map. Theif_id, vers_option, and
object_uuidparameters are ignored.

rpc_c_ep_match_by_if Searches the local endpoint map for those
elements that contain the interface identifier
specified by theif_id andvers_option
values. Theobject_uuidparameter is
ignored.

rpc_c_ep_match_by_obj Searches the local endpoint map for those
elements that contain the object UUID
specified by theobject_uuidparameter.
The if_id andvers_optionparameters are
ignored.

rpc_c_ep_match_by_both Searches the local endpoint map for those
elements that contain the interface identifier
and object UUID specified by theif_id,
vers_option, andobject_uuidparameters.

if_id Specifies the interface identifier of the local endpoint map elements to
be returned by therpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()routine.

Use this parameter only when specifying a value of
rpc_c_ep_match_by_if or rpc_c_ep_match_by_both for the
inquiry_typeparameter. Otherwise, this parameter is ignored and the
value NULL can be specified.

vers_option Specifies how therpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next() routine uses the
if_id parameter. Use this parameter only when specifying a value
of rpc_c_ep_match_by_if or rpc_c_ep_match_by_both for the
inquiry_typeparameter. Otherwise, this parameter is ignored and a 0
(zero) value can be specified.

The following table presents the valid values for this parameter:
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Valid values of vers_option

Value Description

rpc_c_vers_all Returns local endpoint map elements that
offer the specified interface UUID,
regardless of the version numbers. For this
value, specify 0 (zero) for both the major
and minor versions inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_compatible Returns local endpoint map elements that
offer the same major version of the
specified interface UUID and a minor
version greater than or equal to the minor
version of the specified interface UUID.

rpc_c_vers_exact Returns local endpoint map elements that
offer the specified version of the specified
interface UUID.

rpc_c_vers_major_only Returns local endpoint map elements that
offer the same major version of the
specified interface UUID (ignores the
minor version). For this value, specify 0
(zero) for the minor version inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_upto Returns local endpoint map elements that
offer a version of the specified interface
UUID less than or equal to the specified
major and minor version. (For example,
supposeif_id contains V2.0 and the local
endpoint map contained elements with the
following versions: V1.3, V2.0, and V2.1.
The rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()routine
returns the elements with V1.3 and V2.0.)

object_uuid Specifies the object UUID thatrpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()looks for
in local endpoint map elements.

This parameter is used only when you specify a value of
rpc_c_ep_match_by_obj or rpc_c_ep_match_by_both for the
inquiry_typeparameter. Otherwise, this parameter is ignored and you
can supply NULL to specify a nil UUID.
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Output

inquiry_context
Returns an inquiry context for use with the
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next() and rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done()
routines.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin()routine creates an inquiry context for viewing
server address information stored in the local endpoint map.

Using the inquiry_typeand vers_optionparameters, an application specifies which
of the following local endpoint map elements are returned from calls to the
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()routine:

• All elements.

• Those elements with the specified interface identifier.

• Those elements with the specified object UUID.

• Those elements with both the specified interface identifier and object UUID.

Before calling therpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()routine, the application must first
call this routine to create an inquiry context.

After viewing the local endpoint map elements, the application calls the
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_inquiry_context
Invalid inquiry context.

rpc_s_invalid_inquiry_type
Invalid inquiry type.

rpc_s_invalid_vers_option
Invalid version option.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc),
rpc_ep_unregister(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done

Purpose Deletes the inquiry context for viewing the elements in an endpoint map; used by
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done(
rpc_ep_inq_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

inquiry_context
Specifies the inquiry context to delete. (An inquiry context is created
by calling rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin().)

Returns the value NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done() routine deletes an inquiry context. The
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin()routine created the inquiry context.

An application calls this routine after viewing local endpoint map elements using the
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()routine.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_inquiry_context
Invalid inquiry context.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next

Purpose Returns one element from an endpoint map; used by management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next(
rpc_ep_inq_handle_tinquiry_context,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
uuid_t * object_uuid,
unsigned_char_t **annotation,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

inquiry_context
Specifies an inquiry context. This inquiry context is returned from the
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin()routine.

Output

if_id Returns the interface identifier of the local endpoint map element.

binding Returns the binding handle from the local endpoint map element.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not call therpc_binding_free() routine.

object_uuid Returns the object UUID from the local endpoint map element.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter.
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annotation Returns the annotation string for the local endpoint map element. If
there is no annotation string in the local endpoint map element, the
string \0 is returned.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this argument. In
this case the application does not call therpc_string_free() routine.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Therpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next()routine returns one element from the local endpoint
map. Regardless of the selector value specified for theinquiry_type parameter
in rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin(), this routine returns all the components of a
selected local endpoint map element. Therpc_ep_register()routine’s reference page
summarizes the contents of an element in the local endpoint map.

An application can view all the selected local endpoint map elements by repeatedly
calling the rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next() routine. When all the elements have
been viewed, this routine returns anrpc_s_no_more_elementsstatus. The returned
elements are unordered.

If a remote endpoint map contains elements that include a protocol sequence that
your system does not support, this routine does not return the elements. (A protocol
sequence is part of the binding information component of an endpoint map element.)
To receive all possible elements from a remote endpoint map, your application must
run on a system that supports the protocol sequences included in the elements.

For example, if your system does not support protocol sequencencacn_ip_tcp and
a remote endpoint map contains elements that include this protocol sequence, this
routine does not return these elements to your application. If your application ran on
a system that supported protocol sequencencacn_ip_tcp, this routine would return
the elements.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the returnedbindingand theannotationstring
on each call to this routine. The application calls therpc_binding_free() routine for
each returnedbinding and therpc_string_free() routine for each returnedannotation
string.

After viewing the local endpoint map’s elements, the application must call the
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

ept_s_cant_perform_op
Cannot perform the requested operation.

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.

ept_s_database_invalid
Endpoint map database invalid.

rpc_s_fault_context_mismatch
Fault context mismatch.

ept_s_invalid_context
Invalid inquiry type for this context.

ept_s_invalid_entry
Invalid database entry.

rpc_s_invalid_arg
Invalid argument.

rpc_s_invalid_inquiry_context
Invalid inquiry context.

rpc_s_invalid_inquiry_type
Invalid inquiry type.

rpc_s_no_more_elements
No more elements.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_free(3rpc), rpc_ep_register(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_begin(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_done(3rpc), rpc_string_free(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister

Purpose Removes server address information from an endpoint map; used by management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister(
rpc_binding_handle_t ep_binding,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
uuid_t * object_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ep_binding Specifies the host whose local endpoint map elements you unregister
(that is, remove). To remove elements from the same host as the
calling application, specify NULL.

To remove local endpoint map elements from another host, specify
a server binding handle for that host. You can specify the same
binding handle you are using to make other remote procedure calls.
The object UUID associated with this parameter must be a nil UUID.
If you specify a nonnil UUID, the routine fails with the status code
ept_s_cant_perform_op. Other than the host information and object
UUID, all information in this parameter is ignored.

if_id Specifies the interface identifier to remove from the local endpoint map.

binding Specifies the binding handle to remove.

object_uuid
Specifies an optional object UUID to remove.
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The value NULL indicates there is no object UUID to consider in the
removal.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister() routine unregisters (that is, removes) an element
from a local endpoint map. A management program calls this routine to remove
addresses of servers that are no longer available, or to remove addresses of servers
that support objects that are no longer offered.

Use this routine cautiously; removing elements from the local endpoint map may
make servers unavailable to client applications that do not already have a fully bound
binding handle to the server.

A management application calls therpc_mgmt_ep_inq_next()routine to view local
endpoint map elements. The application can then remove the elements using the
rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister()routine.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

ept_s_cant_access
Error reading the endpoint database.

ept_s_cant_perform_op
Cannot perform the requested operation.
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rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.

ept_s_database_invalid
Endpoint map database is invalid.

ept_s_invalid_entry
Invalid database entry.

ept_s_not_registered
No entries found.

ept_s_update_failed
Update failed.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_no_interfaces
No interfaces registered.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_begin(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_done(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_unexport(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_inq_com_timeout

Purpose Returns the communications timeout value in a binding handle; used by client
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_inq_com_timeout(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32 *timeout,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a server binding handle.

Output

timeout Returns the communications timeout value from thebinding parameter.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_inq_com_timeout() routine returns the communications timeout
value in a server binding handle. The timeout value specifies the relative amount
of time to spend trying to communicate with the server. Depending on the protocol
sequence for the specified binding handle, the value intimeoutacts only as advice to
the RPC runtime.

The rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout(3rpc)reference page explains the timeout values
returned intimeout.
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To change the timeout value, a client callsrpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout().

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_inq_dflt_protect_level

Purpose Returns the default protection level for an authentication service; used by client and
server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_inq_dflt_protect_level(
unsigned32authn_svc,
unsigned32 *protect_level,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_svc Specifies the authentication service for which to return the default
protection level.

The supported authentication services are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

rpc_c_authn_default
DCE default authentication service.

Output

protect_levelReturns the default protection level for the specified authentication
service. The protection level determines the degree to which
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authenticated communications between the client and the server are
protected.

The possible protection levels are as follows:

rpc_c_protect_level_default
Uses the default protection level for the specified
authentication service.

rpc_c_protect_level_none
Performs no protection.

rpc_c_protect_level_connect
Performs protection only when the client establishes a
relationship with the server.

rpc_c_protect_level_call
Performs protection only at the beginning of each remote
procedure call when the server receives the request.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt
Ensures that all data received is from the expected client.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ
Ensures and verifies that none of the data transferred
between client and server has been modified.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_privacy
Performs protection as specified by all of the previous
levels and also encrypts each remote procedure call
argument value.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_inq_dflt_protect_level() routine returns the default protection level
for the specified authentication service.

A client can call this routine to learn the default protection level before
specifying rpc_c_protect_level_default for the protect_level parameter in the
rpc_binding_set_auth_info()routine. If the default level is inappropriate, the client
can specify a different, explicit level.
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A called remote procedure within a server application can call this routine to obtain
the default protection level for a given authentication service. By calling routine
rpc_binding_inq_auth_client() in the remote procedure, the server can obtain the
protection level set up by the calling client. The server can then compare the client-
specified protection level with the default level to determine whether to allow the
remote procedure to execute.

Alternatively, a remote procedure can compare the client’s protection level against a
level other than the default level. In this case there is no need for the server’s remote
procedure to call this routine.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_unknown_authn_service
Unknown authentication service.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_client(3rpc),
rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids

Purpose Returns a vector of interface identifiers of interfaces a server offers; used by client,
server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
rpc_if_id_vector_t ** if_id_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a binding handle. To receive interface identifiers from a
remote application, specify a server binding handle for that application.
To receive interface information about your own (local) application,
specify NULL.

If the binding handle you supply refers to partially bound binding
information and the binding information contains a nil object UUID,
this routine returns therpc_s_binding_incompletestatus code. In this
case, the DCE host daemon (dced) does not know which server instance
to select from the local endpoint map because the RPC management
interface is automatically registered (by the RPC runtime) for all RPC
servers.

To avoid this situation, you can obtain a fully bound server binding
handle by calling therpc_ep_resolve_binding()routine.

Output

if_id_vector Returns the address of an interface identifier vector.
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status Returns the status code from this routine, which indicates whether the
routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.statuscan also return
the value of parameterstatusfrom the application-defined authorization
function (rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t). The prototype for such
a function is defined in theauthorization_fnparameter listed in the
reference page for therpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc)routine.

Description

An application calls therpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids() routine to obtain a vector of interface
identifiers listing the interfaces registered by a server with the RPC runtime.

If a server has not registered any interfaces with the runtime, this routine returns a
rpc_s_no_interfacesstatus code and anif_id_vectorparameter value of NULL.

The application calls therpc_if_id_vector_free() routine to release the memory used
by the vector.

By default, the RPC runtime allows all clients to remotely call this routine. To
restrict remote calls of this routine, a server application supplies an authorization
function using therpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn()routine.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_binding_incomplete
Binding incomplete (no object ID and no endpoint).

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.
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rpc_s_invalid_arg
Invalid argument.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowed
Management operation disallowed.

rpc_s_no_interfaces
No interfaces registered.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc), rpc_if_id_vector_free(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc), rpc_server_register_if(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name

Purpose Returns a server’s principal name; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32authn_svc,
unsigned_char_t **server_princ_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a binding handle. If a client application wants the principal
name from a server application, supply a server binding handle for that
server. For a server application to receive a principal name of itself,
supply the value NULL.

If the binding handle you supply refers to partially bound binding
information and the binding information contains a nil object UUID, this
routine returns therpc_s_binding_incompletestatus code. In this case
the DCE host daemon does not know which server instance to select
from the local endpoint map because the RPC runtime automatically
registers the RPC management interface for all RPC servers.

You can avoid this situation by callingrpc_ep_resolve_binding()to
obtain a fully bound server binding handle.

authn_svc Specifies the authentication service for which a principal name is
returned. Therpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc) reference page, in
its explanation of theauthn_svcparameter, contains a list of supported
authentication services.
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Output

server_princ_name
Returns a principal name. This name is registered for the authentication
service in parameterauthn_svcby the server referenced in parameter
binding. If the server registered multiple principal names, only one of
them is returned.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

In addition to the above values,status can return the value of
parameterstatus from the application-defined authorization function
(rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t). The prototype for such a function
is defined in theauthorization_fnparameter in the reference page for
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc).

Description

An application calls therpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name()routine to obtain the
principal name of a server registered for a specified authentication service.

A client (or management) application uses this routine when it wants to allow one-way
authentication with the server specified bybinding. This means that the client does
not care which server principal receives the remote procedure call request. However,
the server verifies that the client is who the client claims to be. For one-way
authentication, a client calls this routine before callingrpc_binding_set_auth_info().

A server application uses this routine to obtain the principal name it registered by
calling rpc_server_register_auth_info().

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the string returned inserver_princ_name.
The application callsrpc_string_free() to deallocate that memory.

By default, the RPC runtime allows all clients to call this routine remotely. To
restrict these calls, a server application supplies an authorization function by calling
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn().

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_binding_incomplete
Binding incomplete (no object ID and no endpoint).

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.

rpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowed
Management operation disallowed.

rpc_s_unknown_authn_service
Unknown authentication service.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_object(3rpc), rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc),
rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc),
rpc_server_register_auth_info(3rpc), rpc_string_free(3rpc), uuid_is_nil(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_inq_stats

Purpose Returns RPC runtime statistics; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_inq_stats(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
rpc_stats_vector_t **statistics,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a binding handle. To receive statistics about a remote
application, specify a server binding handle for that application. To
receive statistics about your own (local) application, specify NULL.

If the binding handle you supply refers to partially bound binding
information and the binding information contains a nil object UUID, this
routine returns therpc_s_binding_incompletestatus code. In this case,
the DCE host daemon does not know which server instance to select
from the local endpoint map because the RPC management interface is
automatically registered (by the RPC runtime) for all RPC servers.

To avoid this situation, you can obtain a fully bound server binding
handle by calling therpc_ep_resolve_binding()routine.

Output

statistics Returns the statistics vector for the server specified by thebinding
parameter. Each statistic is a value of the typeunsigned32.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code
indicates whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why
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not. status can also return the value of parameterstatus from
rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t, which is the application-defined
authorization function. The prototype for such a function is
defined in theauthorization_fnparameter in the reference page for
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc).

Description

The rpc_mgmt_inq_stats() routine returns statistics from the RPC runtime about a
specified server.

The explanation of a statistics vector in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page lists the
elements of the vector.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the statistics vector. The application calls
the rpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free()routine to release the memory that the statistics
vector used.

By default, the RPC runtime allows all clients to remotely call this routine. To
restrict remote calls of this routine, a server application supplies an authorization
function using therpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn()routine.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_binding_incomplete
Binding incomplete (no object ID and no endpoint).

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.
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rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowed
Management operation disallowed.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening

Purpose Tells whether a server is listening for remote procedure calls; used by client, server,
or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

boolean32 rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a server binding handle. To determine if a remote application
is listening for remote procedure calls, specify a server binding handle
for that application. To determine if your own (local) application is
listening for remote procedure calls, specify NULL.

If the binding handle you supply refers to partially bound binding
information and the binding information contains a nil object UUID, this
routine returns therpc_s_binding_incompletestatus code. In this case,
the DCE host daemon does not know which server instance to select
from the local endpoint map because the RPC management interface is
automatically registered (by the RPC runtime) for all RPC servers.

To avoid this situation, you can obtain a fully bound server binding
handle by calling therpc_ep_resolve_binding()routine.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code
indicates whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why
not. status can also return the value of parameterstatus from
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rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t, which is the application-defined
authorization function. The prototype for such a function is
defined in theauthorization_fnparameter in the reference page for
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc).

Description

The rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening()routine determines whether the server specified
in the binding parameter is listening for remote procedure calls.

This routine returns a value of TRUE if the server is blocked in therpc_server_listen()
routine.

By default, the RPC runtime allows all clients to remotely call this routine. To
restrict remote calls of this routine, a server application supplies an authorization
function using therpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn()routine.

Return Values

Your program must examine the return value of thestatusparameter and the return
value of the routine to understand the meaning of the routine value. The following
table summarizes the values that this routine can return.

Values Returned by rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening()

Value Returned Status Code Explanation

TRUE rpc_s_ok The specified server is
listening for remote
procedure calls.

FALSE One of the status codes
returned by thestatus
parameter

The specified server is
not listening for remote
procedure calls, or the
server cannot be reached.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_binding_incomplete
Binding incomplete (no object ID and no endpoint).

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowed
Management operation disallowed.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc), rpc_server_listen(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn

Purpose Establishes an authorization function for processing remote calls to a server’s
management routines; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(
rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t authorization_fn,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

authorization_fn
Specifies a pointer to an authorization function. The RPC server
runtime automatically calls this function whenever the server runtime
receives a client request to execute one of the RPC management routines.

Specify NULL to unregister a previously registered authorization
function. In this case, the default authorizations (as described later)
are used.

The following C definition for rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t
illustrates the prototype for the authorization function:

typedef boolean32 (*rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t)
(
rpc_binding_handle_t client_binding, /* in */
unsigned32 requested_mgmt_operation, /* in */
unsigned32 *status /* out */

);
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The following table shows therequested_mgmt_operationvalues passed
by the RPC runtime to the authorization function.

Operation Values Passed to Authorization Function

Called Remote Routine requested_mgmt_operationValue

rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids() rpc_c_mgmt_inq_if_ids

rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name() rpc_c_mgmt_inq_princ_name

rpc_mgmt_inq_stats() rpc_c_mgmt_inq_stats

rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening() rpc_c_mgmt_is_server_listen

rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening() rpc_c_mgmt_stop_server_listen

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn() routine sets up an authorization function to
control remote access to the calling server’s remote management routines.

If a server does not provide an authorization function, the RPC runtime controls client
application access to the server’s remote management routines as shown in the next
table. In the table, anenabledauthorization allows all clients to execute the remote
routine and adisabledauthorization prevents all clients from executing the remote
routine.

Default Controls for Remote Management Routines

Remote Routine Default Authorization

rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids() Enabled

rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name() Enabled

rpc_mgmt_inq_stats() Enabled
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rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening() Enabled

rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening() Disabled

A server can modify the default authorizations by calling
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn() to specify an authorization function. When an
authorization function is provided, the RPC runtime automatically calls that function
to control the execution of all remote management routines called by clients.

The specified function must provide access control for all of the remote management
routines.

If the authorization function returns TRUE, the management routine is allowed to
execute. If the authorization function returns FALSE, the management routine does
not execute, and the called routine returns to the client the status code returned from
the rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t function. However, if the status code that the
rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t function returns is 0 (zero) orrpc_s_ok, then the
status coderpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowedis returned to the client.

The RPC runtime calls the server-provided authorization function with the following
two input arguments:

• The binding handle of the calling client.

• An integer value denoting which management routine the client has called.

Using these arguments, the authorization function determines whether the calling
client is allowed to execute the requested management routine. For example,
the authorization function can callrpc_binding_inq_auth_client() to obtain
authentication and authorization information about the calling client and determine if
that client is authorized to execute the requested management routine.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_inq_if_ids(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_inq_stats(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_is_server_listening(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_set_cancel_timeout

Purpose Sets the lower bound on the time to wait before timing out after forwarding a cancel;
used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_set_cancel_timeout(
signed32seconds,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

seconds An integer specifying the number of seconds to wait for a server to
acknowledge a cancel. To specify that a client waits an infinite amount
of time, supply the valuerpc_c_cancel_infinite_timeout.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_set_cancel_timeout()routine resets the amount of time the RPC
runtime waits for a server to acknowledge a cancel before orphaning the call.

The application specifies either to wait forever or to wait a length of time specified
in seconds. If the value ofsecondsis 0 (zero), the remote procedure call is
immediately orphaned when the RPC runtime detects and forwards a pending
cancel; control returns immediately to the client application. The default value,
rpc_c_cancel_infinite_timeout, specifies waiting forever for the call to complete.
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The value for the cancel timeout applies to all remote procedure calls made in the
current thread. A multithreaded client that wishes to change the timeout value must
call this routine in each thread of execution.

For more information about canceled threads and orphaned remote procedure calls,
see theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: pthread_cancel(3thr), pthread_setcancel(3thr).
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rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout

Purpose Sets the communications timeout value in a binding handle; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32timeout,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the server binding handle whose timeout value is set.

timeout Specifies a communications timeout value.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout()routine resets the communications timeout value
in a server binding handle. The timeout value specifies the relative amount of time
to spend trying to communicate with the server. Depending on the protocol sequence
for the specified binding handle, thetimeout value acts only as advice to the RPC
runtime.

After the initial relationship is established, subsequent communications for the binding
handle cannot revert to less than the default timeouts for the protocol service. This
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means that after setting a short initial timeout and establishing a connection, calls in
progress are not timed out any sooner than the default.

Note: Because of differences in underlying transport layers, only the
rpc_c_infinite_binding_timeout constant changes binding behavior
when rpc_mgmt_set_com_timeout()is used with connection-oriented RPC.

The timeout value can be any integer value from 0 (zero) to 10. Note that these
values donot represent seconds. They represent a relative amount of time to spend
to establish a client/server relationship (a binding).

Constants are provided for certain values in the timeout range. The following table
lists the binding timeout values, describing the DCE RPC predefined values that an
application can use for thetimeoutparameter.

Predefined Time-Out Values

Name Value Description

rpc_c_binding_min_timeout 0 Attempts to communicate for the
minimum amount of time for the
network protocol being used.
This value favors response time
over correctness in determining
whether the server is running.

rpc_c_binding_default_timeout 5 Attempts to communicate for an
average amount of time for the
network protocol being used. This
value gives equal consideration to
response time and correctness in
determining whether a server is
running. This is the default value.

rpc_c_binding_max_timeout 9 Attempts to communicate for the
longest finite amount of time for
the network protocol being used.
This value favors correctness in
determining whether a server is
running over response time.

rpc_c_binding_infinite_timeout 10 Attempts to communicate forever.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_invalid_timeout
Invalid timeout value.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_mgmt_inq_com_timeout(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_set_server_stack_size

Purpose Specifies the stack size for each server thread; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_set_server_stack_size(
unsigned32thread_stack_size,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

thread_stack_size
Specifies, in bytes, the stack size allocated for each thread created by
rpc_server_listen(). This value is applied to all threads created for the
server. Select this value based on the stack requirements of the remote
procedures offered by the server.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_mgmt_set_server_stack_size()routine specifies the thread stack size to use
when the RPC runtime creates call threads for executing remote procedure calls.
The max_calls_execparameter inrpc_server_listen() specifies the number of call
execution threads created.

A server, provided it knows the stack requirements of all the manager routines in the
interfaces it offers, can callrpc_mgmt_set_server_stack_size()to ensure that each
call thread has the necessary stack size.
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This routine is optional. When it is used, it must be called before the server calls
rpc_server_listen(). If a server does not call this routine, the default per thread stack
size from the underlying threads package is used.

Some thread packages do not support the specification or modification of thread stack
sizes. The packages cannot perform such operations or the concept of a thread stack
size is meaningless to them.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_arg
Invalid argument.

rpc_s_not_supported
Not supported.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_server_listen(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free

Purpose Frees a statistics vector; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free(
rpc_stats_vector_t **stats_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

stats_vector Specifies the address of a pointer to a statistics vector. On return,
stats_vectorcontains the value NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

An application callsrpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free()to release the memory used to
store a vector of statistics.

An application callsrpc_mgmt_inq_stats() to obtain a vector of statistics. Follow
a call to rpc_mgmt_inq_stats()with a call to rpc_mgmt_stats_vector_free().

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_mgmt_inq_stats(3rpc).
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rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening

Purpose Tells a server to stop listening for remote procedure calls; used by client, server, or
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a server binding handle. To direct a remote server to stop
listening for remote procedure calls, specify a server binding handle
to that server. To direct your own (local) server to stop listening for
remote procedure calls, specify NULL.

If the binding handle you supply refers to partially bound binding
information and the binding information contains a nil object UUID, this
routine returns therpc_s_binding_incompletestatus code. In this case,
the DCE host daemon does not know which server instance to select
from the local endpoint map because the RPC management interface is
automatically registered (by the RPC runtime) for all RPC servers.

To avoid this situation, you can obtain a fully bound server binding
handle by callingrpc_ep_resolve_binding().

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code
indicates whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why
not. status can also return the value of parameterstatus from
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rpc_mgmt_authorization_fn_t(), which is the application-defined
authorization function. The prototype for such a function is
defined in theauthorization_fnparameter in the reference page for
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc).

Description

The rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening()routine directs a server to stop listening for
remote procedure calls.

On receiving such a request, the DCE RPC runtime stops accepting new remote
procedure calls. Executing calls are allowed to complete.

After all calls complete,rpc_server_listen() returns to the caller.

By default, the RPC runtime does not allow any client to remotely call this routine.
To allow clients to execute this routine, a server application supplies an authorization
function usingrpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn().

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_binding_incomplete
Binding incomplete (no object ID and no endpoint).

rpc_s_comm_failure
Communications failure.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.
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rpc_s_mgmt_op_disallowed
Management operation disallowed.

rpc_s_unknown_if
Unknown interface.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn(3rpc), rpc_server_listen(3rpc).
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rpc_network_inq_protseqs

Purpose Returns all protocol sequences supported by both the RPC runtime and the operating
system; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_network_inq_protseqs(
rpc_protseq_vector_t **protseq_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

protseq_vector
Returns the address of a protocol sequence vector.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_network_inq_protseqs() routine obtains a vector containing the protocol
sequences supported by the RPC runtime and the operating system. A server
chooses to accept remote procedure calls over some or all of the supported protocol
sequences. If there are no supported protocol sequences, this routine returns the
rpc_s_no_protseqsstatus code and the value NULL in theprotseq_vectorparameter.

The application callsrpc_protseq_vector_free()to release the memory used by the
vector.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_no_protseqs
No supported protocol sequences.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_network_is_protseq_valid(3rpc), rpc_protseq_vector_free(3rpc).
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rpc_network_is_protseq_valid

Purpose Tells whether the specified protocol sequence is supported by both the RPC runtime
and the operating system; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

boolean32 rpc_network_is_protseq_valid(
unsigned_char_t *protseq,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

protseq Specifies a string identifier for a protocol sequence. (See the table of
valid protocol sequences in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page for a
list of acceptable values.)

The rpc_network_is_protseq_valid() routine determines whether
this parameter contains a valid protocol sequence. If not, the
routine returns FALSE and thestatus parameter contains the
rpc_s_invalid_rpc_protseqstatus code.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_network_is_protseq_valid()routine determines whether a specified protocol
sequence is available for making remote procedure calls. A server chooses to accept
remote procedure calls over some or all of the supported protocol sequences.
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A protocol sequence is valid if the RPC runtime and the operating system support
the protocol sequence. DCE RPC supports the protocol sequences pointed to by the
explanation of theprotseqparameter.

An application callsrpc_network_inq_protseqs()to obtain all the supported protocol
sequences.

Return Values

This routine can return the following values:

TRUE The RPC runtime supports the protocol sequence specified in theprotseq
parameter. The routine returns the status coderpc_s_ok in the status
parameter.

FALSE The RPC runtime does not support the protocol sequence specified in
the protseqparameter.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_rpc_protseq
Invalid protocol sequence.

rpc_s_protseq_not_supported
Protocol sequence not supported on this host.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_network_inq_protseqs(3rpc), rpc_string_binding_parse(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_export

Purpose Establishes a name service database entry with binding handles or object UUIDs for
a server; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_export(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
rpc_binding_vector_t *binding_vec,
uuid_vector_t *object_uuid_vec,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_nameparameter.

To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable, provide
the valuerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the entry name to which binding handles and object UUIDs
are exported. This can be either the global or cell-relative name.

if_handle Specifies a stub-generated data structure that identifies the interface to
export. Specifying the value NULL indicates there are no binding
handles to export (only object UUIDs are exported) and thebinding_vec
parameter is ignored.
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binding_vec Specifies a vector of server bindings to export. Specify the value NULL
for this parameter in cases where there are no binding handles to export
(only object UUIDs are exported).

object_uuid_vec
Identifies a vector of object UUIDs offered by the server. The server
application constructs this vector. NULL indicates there are no object
UUIDs to export (only binding handles are exported).

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_export() routine allows a server application to publicly offer,
in the name service database, an interface that any client application can use. A
server application can also use this routine to publicly offer the object UUIDs of the
application’s resources.

To export an interface, the server application calls the routine with an interface and
the server binding handles that a client can use to access the server.

A server can export interfaces and objects in a single call to this routine, or it can
export them separately.

If the entry in the name service database specified by theentry_nameparameter does
not exist,rpc_ns_binding_export() tries to create it. In this case a server must have
the correct permissions to create the entry. Otherwise, a management application with
the necessary permissions creates the entry by callingrpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create()
before the server runs.

A server is not required to export its interfaces to the name service database.
When a server does not export any interfaces, only clients that privately know
of that server’s binding information can access its interfaces. For example,
a client that has the information needed to construct a string binding can call
rpc_binding_from_string_binding() to create a binding handle for making remote
procedure calls to a server.

Before callingrpc_ns_binding_export() to export interfaces (but not to export object
UUIDs), a server must do the following:
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• Register one or more protocol sequences with the local RPC runtime by calling
one of the following routines:

— rpc_server_use_protseq()

— rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()

— rpc_server_use_protseq_if()

— rpc_server_use_all_protseqs()

— rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()

• Obtain a list of server bindings by callingrpc_server_inq_bindings().

The vector returned fromrpc_server_inq_bindings() becomes thebinding_vec
parameter for this routine. To prevent a binding from being exported, set the
selected vector element to the value NULL. (See the section on RPC data types
and structures in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.)

If a server exports an interface to the same entry in the name service database more
than once, the second and subsequent calls to this routine add the binding information
and object UUIDs only if they differ from the ones in the server entry. Existing data
is not removed from the entry.

To remove binding handles and object UUIDs from the name service database, a
server application callsrpc_ns_binding_unexport() and a management application
calls rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport().

For an explanation of how a server can establish a client/server relationship without
using the name service database, see the explanation of a string binding in the
rpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

In addition to calling this routine, a server that called either
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs() or rpc_server_use_protseq() must also
register with the local endpoint map by calling eitherrpc_ep_register() or
rpc_ep_register_no_replace().

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the target
name service entry). If the entry does not exist, you also need insert permission to
the parent directory.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_nothing_to_export
Nothing to export.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_unexport(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create(3rpc), rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc),
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rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_import_begin

Purpose Creates an import context for an interface and an object in the name service database;
used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
uuid_t * obj_uuid,
rpc_ns_handle_t *import_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of parameter
entry_name. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
provide the valuerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the entry name with which the search for compatible binding
handles begins. This can be either the global or the cell-relative name.

To use the entry name found in theRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY
environment variable, supply NULL or a null string (\0) for this
parameter. When this entry name is used, the RPC runtime
automatically uses the default name syntax specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable.
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if_handle A stub-generated data structure specifying the interface to import. If
the interface specification has not been exported or is of no concern to
the caller, specify NULL for this parameter. In this case the bindings
returned are only guaranteed to be of a compatible and supported
protocol sequence and, depending on the value of parameterobj_uuid,
contain the specified object Universal Unique Identifier (UUID). The
desired interface may not be supported by the contacted server.

obj_uuid Specifies an optional object UUID.

If you specify NULL or a nil UUID for this parameter, the returned
binding handles contain one of the object UUIDs that the compatible
server exported. If the server did not export any object UUIDs, the
returned compatible binding handles contain a nil object UUID.

If you specify a nonnil UUID, compatible binding handles are returned
from an entry only if the server has exported the specified object UUID.
Each returned binding handle contains the specified nonnil object UUID.

Output

import_context
Returns the name service handle for use with the following routines:

• rpc_ns_binding_import_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_import_done()

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

The possible status codes and their meanings are as follows:

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_invalid_object
Invalid object.

rpc_s_no_env_setup
Environment variable not set up.
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rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_import_begin() routine creates an import context for importing
compatible server binding handles for servers. These servers offer the specified
interface and object UUID in the respectiveif_handleandobj_uuidparameters.

Before callingrpc_ns_binding_import_next(), the client must first call this routine
to create an import context. The arguments to this routine control the operation of
rpc_ns_binding_import_next().

After importing binding handles, the client callsrpc_ns_binding_import_done() to
delete the import context.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_import_done(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_import_done

Purpose Deletes the import context for searching the name service database; used by client
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_import_done(
rpc_ns_handle_t*import_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

import_context
Specifies the name service handle to delete. (A name service handle is
created by callingrpc_ns_binding_import_begin().)

Returns the value NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_import_done() routine deletes an import context created
by calling rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(). This deletion does not affect any
previously imported bindings.

Typically, a client calls this routine after completing remote procedure calls to a
server using a binding handle returned fromrpc_ns_binding_import_next(). A
client program calls this routine for each created import context, regardless of the
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status returned fromrpc_ns_binding_import_next(), or the success in making remote
procedure calls.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_import_next

Purpose Returns a binding handle of a compatible server (if found) from the name service
database; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_import_next(
rpc_ns_handle_timport_context,
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

import_context
Specifies a name service handle. This handle is returned from the
rpc_ns_binding_import_begin() routine.

Output

binding Returns a compatible server binding handle.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine returns one compatible (to the client)
server binding handle selected at random from the name service database. The
server offers the interface and object UUID specified by the respectiveif_handleand
obj_uuidparameters inrpc_ns_binding_import_begin().
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A similar routine is rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(), which returns a vector of
compatible server binding handles for one or more servers.

Note: The routine rpc_ns_binding_import_next() calls the routine
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() which, in turn, obtains a vector of
server binding handles from the name service database. Next, routine
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() randomly selects one of the elements from
the vector.

The rpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine communicates only with the name
service database, not directly with servers.

The returned compatible binding handle always contains an object UUID.
Its value depends on the value specified in theobj_uuid parameter of the
rpc_ns_binding_import_begin() routine, as follows:

• If obj_uuidcontains a nonnil object UUID, the returned binding handle contains
that object UUID.

• If obj_uuid contains a nil object UUID or NULL, the object UUID returned in
the binding handle depends on how the server exported object UUIDs:

— If the server did not export any object UUIDs, the returned binding handle
contains a nil object UUID.

— If the server exported one object UUID, the returned binding handle contains
that object UUID.

— If the server exported multiple object UUIDs, the returned binding handle
contains one of the object UUIDs, selected in an unspecified way.

Applications should not count on multiple calls to
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() returning different object UUIDs.
In particular, note that each name service entry stores server address
information separately from exported object UUIDs. Successive calls to
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() using the same import context will return
exactly one binding for each compatible server address, not the cross product
of all compatible server addresses with all exported UUIDs. Each returned
binding will contain one of the exported object UUIDs, but applications
should not count on any specific selection mechanism for these object UUIDs

The client application can use the returned binding handle to make a remote procedure
call to the server. If the client fails to communicate with the server, it can call the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine again.
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Each time the client callsrpc_ns_binding_import_next(), the routine returns another
server binding handle. The binding handles returned are unordered. Multiple binding
handles can refer to different protocol sequences from the same server.

When the search finishes, the routine returns a status code of
rpc_s_no_more_bindingsand returns the value NULL inbinding.

A client application callsrpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name()to obtain the name of
the entry in the name service database where the binding handle came from.

The rpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine allocates memory for the returned
binding parameter. When a client application finishes with the binding handle,
it must call rpc_binding_free() to deallocate the memory. Each call to
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() requires a corresponding call torpc_binding_free().

The client calls the rpc_ns_binding_import_done() routine after it has
satisfactorily used one or more returned server binding handles. The
rpc_ns_binding_import_done() routine deletes the import context. The
client also callsrpc_ns_binding_import_done() if the application wants to start a
new search for compatible servers (by callingrpc_ns_binding_import_begin()).
The order of binding handles returned can be different for each new search. This
means that the order in which binding handles are returned to an application can be
different each time the application is run.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the specified CDS object entry (the starting name service
entry) and to any CDS object entry in the resulting search path.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_more_bindings
No more bindings.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_import_done(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_select(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name

Purpose Returns the name of an entry in the name service database from which the server
binding handle came; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t **entry_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies a server binding handle whose entry name in the name service
database is returned.

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of returned parameter
entry_name. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
provide the valuerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

Output

entry_name Returns the name of the entry in the name service database in which
binding was found. The returned name is a global name.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter.
When you specify this value, the client does not need to call
rpc_string_free().
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status Returns the status code from this routine, which indicates whether the
routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name()routine returns the global name of the entry
in the name service database from which a binding handle for a compatible server
came.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the string returned in theentry_name
parameter. Your application callsrpc_string_free() to deallocate that memory.

An entry name is associated only with binding handles returned from the following
routines:

• rpc_ns_binding_import_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_select()

If the binding handle specified in thebindingparameter is not returned from an entry
in the name service database (for example, the binding handle is created by calling
rpc_binding_from_string_binding() ), this routine returns therpc_s_no_entry_name
status code.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid binding handle.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_no_entry_name
No entry name for binding.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_select(3rpc), rpc_string_free(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin

Purpose Creates a lookup context for an interface and an object in the name service database;
used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
uuid_t * object_uuid,
unsigned32binding_max_count,
rpc_ns_handle_t *lookup_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
provide the valuerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the entry name at which the search for compatible binding
handles begins. This can be either the global or cell-relative name.

To use the entry name found in theRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY
environment variable, supply NULL or a null string (\0) for this
parameter. When this entry name is used, the RPC runtime
automatically uses the default name syntax specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable.
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if_handle A stub-generated data structure specifying the interface to look up. If
the interface specification has not been exported or is of no concern to
the caller, specify NULL for this parameter. In this case the bindings
returned are only guaranteed to be of a compatible and supported
protocol sequence and contain the specified object UUID. The desired
interface might not be supported by the contacted server.

object_uuid Specifies an optional object UUID.

If you specify NULL or a nil UUID for this parameter, the returned
binding handles contain one of the object UUIDs exported by the
compatible server. If the server did not export any object UUIDs,
the returned compatible binding handles contain a nil object UUID.

For a nonnil UUID, compatible binding handles are returned from an
entry only if the server has exported the specified object UUID. Each
returned binding handle contains the specified nonnil object UUID.

binding_max_count
Sets the maximum number of bindings to return in the
binding_vector parameter of rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next().
Specifyrpc_c_binding_max_count_defaultto use the default count.

Output

lookup_context
Returns the name service handle for use with the following routines:

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done()

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()routine creates a lookup context for locating
compatible server binding handles for servers. These servers offer the specified
interface and object UUID in the respectiveif_handleandobject_uuidparameters.
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Before callingrpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(), the client application must first create
a lookup context by callingrpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin(). The parameters to this
routine control the operation of the routinerpc_ns_binding_lookup_next().

When finished locating binding handles, the client application calls the
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done()routine to delete the lookup context.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_invalid_object
Invalid object.

rpc_s_no_env_setup
Environment variable not set up.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done

Purpose Deletes the lookup context for searching the name service database; used by client
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done(
rpc_ns_handle_t *lookup_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

lookup_context
Specifies the name service handle to delete. (A name service handle is
created by callingrpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin().)

Returns the value NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done() routine deletes a lookup context created by
calling rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin().

Typically, a client calls this routine after completing remote procedure calls to a
server using a binding handle returned fromrpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(). A
client program calls this routine for each created lookup context, regardless of the
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status returned fromrpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(), or success in making remote
procedure calls.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next

Purpose Returns a list of binding handles of one or more compatible servers (if found) from
the name service database; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(
rpc_ns_handle_tlookup_context,
rpc_binding_vector_t ** binding_vec,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

lookup_context
Specifies a name service handle. This handle is returned from the
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()routine.

Output

binding_vec Returns a vector of compatible server binding handles.

status Returns the status code from this routine, which indicates whether the
routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() routine returns a vector of compatible
(to the client) server binding handles. The servers offer the interface and
object UUID specified by the respectiveif_handle and object_uuid parameters
in rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin(). The number of binding handles that
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()attempts to return is the value ofbinding_max_count
in the rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()routine.
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A similar routine isrpc_ns_binding_import_next(), which returnsone compatible
server binding handle.

The rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() routine communicates only with the name
service database, not directly with servers.

This routine traverses entries in the name service database, returning compatible server
binding handles from each entry. The routine can return multiple binding handles
from each entry. The search operation obeys the following rules for traversing the
entries:

• At each entry visited, the search operation randomly processes binding
information, then group members, then profile members. Profile members with
different priorities are returned according to their priorities, highest priority first.

• The search operation returns members of a group in random order.

• The search operation returns members of a profile with the same priority in random
order.

If the entry where the search begins (see theentry_name parameter in
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()) contains binding handles as well as an RPC
group and/or a profile, rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() returns the binding
handles fromentry_namebefore searching the group or profile. This means that
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() can return a partially full vector before processing
the members of the group or profile.

Each binding handle in the returned vector always contains an object UUID.
Its value depends on the value specified in theobject_uuid parameter of
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()as follows:

• If object_uuid contains a nonnil object UUID, each returned binding handle
contains that object UUID.

• If object_uuidcontains a nil object UUID or NULL, the object UUID returned in
each binding handle depends on how the server exported object UUIDS:

— If the server did not export any object UUIDs, each returned binding handle
contains a nil object UUID.

— If the server exported one object UUID, each returned binding handle contains
that object UUID.

— If the server exported multiple object UUIDs, the returned binding handle
contains one of the object UUIDs, selected in an unspecified way.
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Applications should not count on the binding handles returned from a given
entry to contain different object UUIDs. In particular, note that each name
service entry stores server address information separately from exported object
UUIDs. One or more calls torpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() will return
exactly one binding for each compatible server address, not the cross product
of all compatible server addresses with all exported UUIDs. Each returned
binding will contain one of the exported object UUIDs, but applications should
not count on any specific selection mechanism for these object UUIDs.

From the returned vector of server binding handles, the client application
can employ its own criteria for selecting individual binding handles, or the
application can callrpc_ns_binding_select() to select a binding handle. The
rpc_binding_to_string_binding() and rpc_string_binding_parse() routines are
useful for a client creating its own selection criteria.

The client application can use the selected binding handle to attempt a remote
procedure call to the server. If the client fails to communicate with the server,
it can select another binding handle from the vector. When all the binding handles in
the vector are used, the client application callsrpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()again.

Each time the client callsrpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(), the routine returns another
vector of binding handles. The binding handles returned in each vector are unordered,
as is the order in which the vectors are returned from multiple calls to this routine.

When looking up compatible binding handles from a profile, the binding handles
from entries of equal profile priority are unordered in the returned vector. In
addition, the vector returned from a call torpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()contains
only compatible binding handles from entries of equal profile priority. This means
the returned vector may be partially full.

For example, if the binding_max_count parameter value in
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin() was 5 and rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next()
finds only three compatible binding handles from profile entries of priority 0 (zero),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() returns a partially full binding vector (with three
binding handles). The next call torpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() creates a new
binding vector and begins looking for compatible binding handles from profile entries
of priority 1.

When the search finishes, the routine returns a status code of
rpc_s_no_more_bindingsand returns the value NULL inbinding_vec.

A client application callsrpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name()to obtain the name of
the entry in the name service database where the binding handle came from.
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The rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() routine allocates memory for the
returned binding_vec. When a client application finishes with the vector,
it must call rpc_binding_vector_free() to deallocate the memory. Each
call to rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next() requires a corresponding call to
rpc_binding_vector_free().

The client calls rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done(), which deletes the lookup
context. The client also callsrpc_ns_binding_lookup_done() if the application
wants to start a new search for compatible servers (by calling the routine
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin()). The order of binding handles returned can be
different for each new search. This means that the order in which binding handles
are returned to an application can be different each time the application is run.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the specified CDS object entry (the starting name service
entry) and to any CDS object entry in the resulting search path.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.
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rpc_s_no_more_bindings
No more bindings.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_to_string_binding(3rpc),
rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_done(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_select(3rpc),
rpc_string_binding_parse(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_select

Purpose Returns a binding handle from a list of compatible server binding handles; used by
client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_select(
rpc_binding_vector_t *binding_vec,
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

binding_vec Specifies the vector of compatible server binding handles from which
a binding handle is selected. The returned binding vector no longer
references the selected binding handle (returned separately in thebinding
parameter).

Output

binding Returns a selected server binding handle.

status Returns the status code from this routine, which indicates whether the
routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_select()routine randomly chooses and returns a server binding
handle from a vector of server binding handles.

Each time the client callsrpc_ns_binding_select(), the routine returns another binding
handle from the vector.
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When all of the binding handles are returned from the vector, the routine returns a
status code ofrpc_s_no_more_bindingsand returns the value NULL inbinding.

The select operation allocates storage for the data referenced by the returnedbinding
parameter. When a client finishes with the binding handle, it callsrpc_binding_free()
to deallocate the storage. Each call to therpc_ns_binding_select()routine requires
a corresponding call torpc_binding_free().

Instead of using this routine, client applications can select a binding handle according
to their specific needs. In this case the routinesrpc_binding_to_string_binding()
andrpc_string_binding_parse()are useful to the applications since the routines work
together to extract the individual fields of a binding handle for examination.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_no_more_bindings
No more bindings.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_free(3rpc), rpc_binding_to_string_binding(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_next(3rpc), rpc_string_binding_parse(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_binding_unexport

Purpose Removes the binding handles for an interface, or object UUIDs, from an entry in the
name service database; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_binding_unexport(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
uuid_vector_t *object_uuid_vec,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
provide the valuerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies an entry name whose binding handles or object UUIDs are
removed. This can be either the global or cell-relative name.

if_handle Specifies an interface specification for the binding handles to be removed
from the name service database. The value NULL indicates that no
binding handles are removed (only object UUIDs are removed).

object_uuid_vec
Specifies a vector of object UUIDs to be removed from the name service
database. The application constructs this vector. The value NULL
indicates that no object UUIDs are removed (only binding handles are
removed).
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Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_binding_unexport() routine allows a server application to unexport (that
is, remove) one of the following from an entry in the name service database:

• All the binding handles for an interface.

• One or more object UUIDs for a resource or resources.

• Both binding handles and object UUIDs.

The rpc_ns_binding_unexport() routine removes only those binding handles that
match the interface UUID and the major and minor interface version numbers found
in the if_handle parameter. To remove multiple versions of an interface, use
rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport().

A server application can remove an interface and objects in a single call to this routine,
or it can remove them separately.

If rpc_ns_binding_unexport() does not find any binding handles for the specified
interface, it returns anrpc_s_interface_not_foundstatus code and does not remove
the object UUIDs, if any are specified.

If one or more binding handles for the specified interface are found and removed
without error, rpc_ns_binding_unexport() removes the specified object UUIDs, if
any.

If any of the specified object UUIDs are not found,rpc_ns_binding_unexport()
returns the status coderpc_s_not_all_objs_unexported.

A server application, in addition to calling this routine, also callsrpc_ep_unregister()
to unregister any endpoints that the server previously registered with the local endpoint
map.

Use this routine with caution, only when you expect a server to be unavailable for an
extended time; for example, when it is permanently removed from service.

Additionally, keep in mind that name service databases are designed to be
relatively stable. In replicated name service databases, frequent use of
rpc_ns_binding_export() and rpc_ns_binding_unexport() causes the name service
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to remove and replace the same entry repeatedly, and can cause performance
problems.

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the
target name service entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_interface_not_found
Interface not found.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_invalid_vers_option
Invalid version option.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.
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rpc_s_not_all_objs_unexported
Not all objects unexported.

rpc_s_nothing_to_unexport
Nothing to unexport.

rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ep_unregister(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_entry_expand_name

Purpose Expands the name of a name service entry; used by client, server, or management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_entry_expand_name(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
unsigned_char_t **expanded_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
provide a value ofrpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the entry name to expand. This can be either the global or
cell-relative name.

Output

expanded_name
Returns a pointer to the expanded version ofentry_name. Do not
specify NULL since the routine always returns a name string.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

An application callsrpc_ns_entry_expand_name()to obtain a fully expanded entry
name.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the returnedexpanded_nameparameter. The
application is responsible for callingrpc_string_free() for that returned parameter
string.

The returned and expanded entry name accounts for local name translations and
differences in locally defined naming schemas. For example, suppose the entry in
the name service is

/.:/subsys/PrintQ/server1

Upon return fromrpc_ns_entry_expand_name(), the expanded name could be

/.../abc.com/subsys/PrintQ/server1

For more information about local names and their expansions, see the information on
the DCE Directory Service in theOSF DCE Administration Guide—Core Components.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_string_free(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Administration Guide—Introduction.
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rpc_ns_entry_inq_resolution

Purpose Resolves the cell namespace components of a name and returns partial results.

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_entry_inq_resolution(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
unsigned_char_t **resolved_name,
unsigned_char_t **unresolved_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of the argument
entry_name. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
supply a value ofrpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name The entry name on which the attempted name resolution is to be done.
The name can be specified in either cell-relative or global from.

Input/Output

resolved_name
Returns a pointer to the resolved portion of the entry name. The
resolved_namestring returned will be null terminated and will not
contain trailing component separators (that is, no trailing/ (slash)
characters).

If NULL is specified on input for this parameter, nothing will be
returned.
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unresolved_name
Returns a pointer to the unresolved portion of the entry name. The
unresolved_namestring returned will be a relative name, containing no
leading component separators (that is, it will contain no leading/ (slash)
characters).

If NULL is specified on input for this parameter, nothing will be
returned.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. The status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully, or if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_entry_inq_resolution() routine attempts to read an entry in the cell
namespace. If the entire entry name as specified is successfully read, the full
resolution of the entry name (that is, the originally-specifiedentry_name) is returned
in resolved_nameand the status is set torpc_s_ok.

If the read was unsuccessful because the full entry was not found in the cell namespace,
then the status code will be set torpc_s_partial_results, and the following will occur:

• The part of the name successfully read will be returned inresolved_name

• The remaining (unresolved) part of the name will be returned inunresolved_name

Thus, if the status code isrpc_s_partial_resultsand the (nonempty) return parameter
resolved_namespecifies a leaf (not a directory) entry, the contents ofresolved_name
can be used in subsequent calls to the NSI interface to obtain a binding handle for
the server that exported to the entry. This behavior allows applications to implement
namespace junctions to their own internally-implemented namespaces. Using this
routine, clients can attempt to bind to overqualified name entries whoseresolved_name
part is the name of the server entry, and whoseunresolved_namepart is the pathname
(meaningful to the server) of some object that is managed by the application. Calling
rpc_ns_entry_inq_resolution()with the full name allows the client to learn what part
of the name denotes the server entry it must import bindings from; it can then bind
to the server, passing the rest of the name, which the server interprets as appropriate.
The sec_acl_bind()routine, for example, works this way.
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The RPC runtime allocates memory for the returnedresolved_nameand
unresolved_nameparameters. The application is responsible for calling
rpc_string_free() to free the allocated memory.

The application requires read permission for the name entries that are resolved within
the cell namespace.

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_partial_results
The entry name was only partially resolved within the cell namespace
and the value ofunresolved_namepoints to the residual of the name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
The requested name syntax is invalid.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
The requested name syntax is not supported.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_* () routines.
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rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin

Purpose Creates an inquiry context for viewing the objects of an entry in the name service
database; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_ns_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
provide a value ofrpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the entry in the name service database for which object UUIDs
are viewed. This can be either the global or cell-relative name.

Output

inquiry_context
Returns a name service handle for use with the routine
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next(), and with the routine
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done().

status Returns the status code from this routine, indicating whether the routine
completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin()routine creates an inquiry context for viewing
the object UUIDs exported toentry_name.

Before callingrpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next(), the application must first call this
routine to create an inquiry context.

When finished viewing the object UUIDs, the application calls the
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc), rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done(3rpc),
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done

Purpose Deletes the inquiry context for viewing the objects of an entry in the name service
database; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done(
rpc_ns_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

inquiry_context
Specifies the name service handle to delete. (A name service handle is
created by callingrpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin().)

Returns the value NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done()routine deletes an inquiry context created by
calling rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin().

An application calls this routine after viewing exported object UUIDs using the
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next()routine.
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Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next

Purpose Returns one object at a time from an entry in the name service database; used by
client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next(
rpc_ns_handle_tinquiry_context,
uuid_t * obj_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

inquiry_context
Specifies a name service handle. This handle is returned from the
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin()routine.

Output

obj_uuid Returns an exported object UUID.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next() routine returns one of the object UUIDs
exported to an entry in the name service database. Theentry_nameparameter in
the rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin()routine specified the entry.

An application can view all of the exported object UUIDs by repeatedly calling the
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next()routine. When all the object UUIDs are viewed,
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this routine returns anrpc_s_no_more_membersstatus. The returned object UUIDs
are unordered.

The application supplies the memory for the object UUID returned in theobj_uuid
parameter.

After viewing the object UUIDs, the application must call the
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.

The order in whichrpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next()returns object UUIDs can be
different for each viewing of an entry. Therefore, the order in which an application
receives object UUIDs can be different each time the application is run.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the CDS object entry (the target name service entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.
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rpc_s_no_more_members
No more members.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc), rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_done(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_group_delete

Purpose Deletes a group attribute; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_group_delete(
unsigned32group_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *group_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

group_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of thegroup_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
provide the integer valuerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

group_nameSpecifies the RPC group to delete. This can be either the global or
cell-relative name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Therpc_ns_group_delete()routine deletes the group attribute from the specified entry
in the name service database.
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Neither the specified entry nor the entries represented by the group members are
deleted.

Permissions Required

You need write permission to the CDS object entry (the target group entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_group_member_add(3rpc),
rpc_ns_group_member_delete(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_group_mbr_add

Purpose Adds an entry name to a group; if necessary, creates the entry; used by client, server,
or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_group_mbr_add(
unsigned32group_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *group_name,
unsigned32member_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *member_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

group_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of thegroup_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

group_nameSpecifies the RPC group that receives a new member. This can be
either the global or cell-relative name.

member_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax ofmember_name.

To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable, provide
rpc_c_ns_syntax_default.
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member_name
Name of the new RPC group member. This can be either the global
or cell-relative name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine, indicating whether the routine
completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_group_mbr_add() routine adds, to the name service database, an entry
name as a member to the name service interface (NSI) group attribute of an entry.
The group_nameparameter specifies the entry.

If the specifiedgroup_nameentry does not exist, this routine creates the entry with a
group attribute and adds the group member specified by themember_nameparameter.
In this case, the application must have permission to create the entry. Otherwise, a
management application with the necessary permissions creates the entry by calling
rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create()before the application is run.

An application can add the entry inmember_nameto a group before it creates the
entry itself.

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the
target group entry). If the entry does not exist, you also need insert permission to
the parent directory.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_group_mbr_remove(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin

Purpose Creates an inquiry context for viewing group members; used by client, server, or
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin(
unsigned32group_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *group_name,
unsigned32member_name_syntax,
rpc_ns_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

group_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of thegroup_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

group_nameSpecifies the name of the RPC group to view.

member_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax ofmember_namein the
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next()routine.

To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable, provide
rpc_c_ns_syntax_default.
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Output

inquiry_context
Returns a name service handle for use with the following routines:

• rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next()

• rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done()

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin()routine creates an inquiry context for viewing
the members of an RPC group.

Before calling rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next(), the application must first call this
routine to create an inquiry context.

When finished viewing the RPC group members, the application calls the
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.
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rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_group_mbr_add(3rpc), rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done(3rpc),
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done

Purpose Deletes the inquiry context for a group; used by client, server, or management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done(
rpc_ns_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

inquiry_context
Specifies the name service handle to delete. (A name service handle is
created by callingrpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin().)

Returns the value NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done()routine deletes an inquiry context created by
calling rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin().

An application calls this routine after viewing RPC group members using the
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next() routine.
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Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next

Purpose Returns one member name at a time from a group; used by client, server, or
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next(
rpc_ns_handle_tinquiry_context,
unsigned_char_t **member_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

inquiry_context
Specifies a name service handle. This handle is returned from the
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin()routine.

Output

member_name
Returns a pointer to a (global) RPC group member name. The syntax of
the returned name is specified by therpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin()
routine parametermember_name_syntax.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case, the application does not callrpc_string_free().

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next() routine returns one member of the
RPC group specified by the group_name parameter in the routine
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin().

An application can view all the members of an RPC group by calling the
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next() routine repeatedly. When all the group members
have been viewed, this routine returns anrpc_s_no_more_membersstatus. The
returned group members are unordered.

On each call to this routine that returns a member name (as a global name), the
RPC runtime allocates memory for the returnedmember_name. The application calls
rpc_string_free() for each returnedmember_namestring.

After viewing the RPC group’s members, the application must call the
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the CDS object entry (the target group entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.
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rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_more_members
No more members.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_done(3rpc), rpc_string_free(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_group_mbr_remove

Purpose Removes an entry name from a group; used by client, server, or management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_group_mbr_remove(
unsigned32group_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *group_name,
unsigned32member_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *member_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

group_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of thegroup_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

group_nameSpecifies the RPC group from which to removemember_name. This
can be either the global or cell-relative name.

member_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax ofmember_name.

To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable, provide
rpc_c_ns_syntax_default.
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member_name
Specifies the member to remove from the name service interface (NSI)
group attribute in thegroup_nameentry. This member can be either
the global or cell-relative name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_group_mbr_remove()routine removes a member from the NSI group
attribute in thegroup_nameentry.

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the
target group entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_group_member_not_found
Group member not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.
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rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_group_mbr_add(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval

Purpose Adds an evaluation routine to an import context; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval(
rpc_ns_handle_t *import_context,
unsigned32function_type,
rpc_ns_handle_t *eval_args,
void *eval_func,
void * free_func,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

import_context
The name service handle obtained from the
rpc_ns_binding_import_begin() routine.

func_type The type of evaluation function. This value currently must be
rpc_cs_code_eval_func.

eval_args An opaque data type that data used by the evaluation routine.

Client applications adding a DCE RPC code sets evaluation
routine (that is, the routinesrpc_cs_eval_with_universal() or
rpc_cs_eval_without_universal()) specify the server’s NSI entry name
in this parameter.

eval_func A function pointer to the evaluation routine to be called from the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() routine. The void declaration for
eval_funcmeans that the function does not return a value.
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Client applications adding a DCE RPC code sets evaluation
routine (that is, the routinesrpc_cs_eval_with_universal() or
rpc_cs_eval_without_universal()) specify the routine name in this
parameter.

free_func A function pointer to a routine that is invoked from
rpc_ns_binding_import_done() and which performs application-
specific cleanup. Client applications adding a DCE RPC code
sets evaluation routine (that is,rpc_cs_eval_with_universal() or
rpc_cs_eval_without_universal()) specify NULL in this parameter.

Output

import_context
Returns the name service handle which contains the following routines:

• rpc_ns_binding_import_next()

• rpc_ns_binding_import_done()

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval()routine adds an evaluation routine to an import
context created by therpc_ns_binding_import_begin() routine. The evaluation
routine adds additional criteria to that used byrpc_ns_binding_import_next() (that is,
protocol and interface information) for importing compatible server binding handles.
Client applications call therpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval() routine once for each
evaluation routine to be added to an import context (if there are multiple evaluation
routines to be set up.)

If the user-specified evaluation routine needs to perform special cleanup functions,
such as deleting a temporary file from a disk, use thefree_funcparameter to specify
the cleanup routine to be called fromrpc_ns_binding_import_done().

For DCE 1.1, client applications that transfer international character
data in a heterogeneous character set and code set environment use the
rpc_ns_import_ctx_add_eval() routine to add one or more code sets evaluation
routines to the import context returned by therpc_ns_binding_import_begin()
routine. When the client application calls therpc_ns_binding_import_next()
routine to import compatible binding handles for servers, this routine calls the
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code sets evaluation routine, which applies client-server character set and code sets
compatibility checking as another criteria for compatible binding selection.

The code sets compatibility evaluation routine specified can be one of the following:

rpc_cs_eval_with_universal
A DCE RPC code sets evaluation routine that evaluates character set
and code sets compatibility between client and server. If client and
server character sets are compatible, but their supported code sets are
not, the routine sets code set tags that direct the client and/or server
stubs to convert character data to either user-defined intermediate code
sets (if they exist) or the DCE intermediate code set, which is the ISO
10646 (oruniversal) code set.

rpc_cs_eval_without_universal
A DCE RPC code sets evaluation routine that evaluates character set and
code sets compatibility between client and server. If client and server
character sets are compatible, but their supported code sets are not, the
routine attempts to return the messagerpc_s_no_compat_codesetsto
rpc_ns_binding_import_next().

application-supplied-routine
A user-written code sets evaluation routine. Application developers
writing internationalized DCE applications can develop their own code
sets evaluation routines for client-server code sets evaluation if the DCE-
supplied routines do not meet their application’s needs.

Restrictions

Client applications that add evaluation routines to server binding import context cannot
use the automatic binding method to bind to a server.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_no_memory
The RPC runtime could not allocate heap storage.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
The import_contextparameter was not valid.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_cs_eval_with_universal(3rpc),
rpc_cs_eval_without_universal(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_import_done(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_import_next(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport

Purpose Removes multiple binding handles, or object UUIDs, from an entry in the name service
database; used by management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
unsigned32vers_option,
uuid_vector_t *object_uuid_vec,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies an entry name whose binding handles or object UUIDs are
removed. This can be either the global or cell-relative name.

if_id Specifies an interface identifier for the binding handles to be removed
from the name service database. The value NULL indicates that no
binding handles are removed (only object UUIDs are removed).

vers_option Specifies how therpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport() routine uses the
vers_majorand thevers_minorfields of theif_id parameter.

The following table presents the accepted values for this parameter:
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Uses of vers_major and vers_minor fields of if_id

Value Description

rpc_c_vers_all Unexports (removes) all bindings for
the interface UUID inif_id, regardless
of the version numbers. For this value,
specify 0 (zero) for both the major and
minor versions inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_compatible Removes those bindings for the
interface UUID inif_id with the same
major version as inif_id, and with a
minor version greater than or equal to
the minor version inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_exact Removes those bindings for the
interface UUID inif_id with the same
major and minor versions as inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_major_only Removes those bindings for the
interface UUID inif_id with the same
major version as inif_id (ignores the
minor version). For this value, specify
0 (zero) for the minor version inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_upto Removes those bindings that offer a
version of the specified interface UUID
less than or equal to the specified major
and minor version. (For example, if
if_id contains V2.0 and the name
service entry contains binding handles
with the versions V1.3, V2.0, and V2.1,
the rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport()
routine removes the binding handles
with V1.3 and V2.0.)

object_uuid_vec
Specifies a vector of object UUIDs to be removed from the name service
database. The application constructs this vector. The value NULL
indicates that no object UUIDs are removed (only binding handles are
removed).
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Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport() routine allows a management application to
unexport (that is, remove) one of the following from an entry in the name service
database:

• All the binding handles for a specified interface UUID, qualified by the interface
version numbers (major and minor).

• One or more object UUIDs of resources.

• Both binding handles and object UUIDs of resources.

A management application can remove an interface and objects in a single call to this
routine, or it can remove them separately.

If the rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport() routine does not find any binding handles
for the specified interface, the routine returns anrpc_s_interface_not_foundstatus
and does not remove the object UUIDs, if any are specified.

If one or more binding handles for the specified interface are found and removed
without error, rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport() removes the specified object
UUIDs, if any.

If any of the specified object UUIDs are not found,
rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport() returns therpc_not_all_objs_unexportedstatus
code.

A management application, in addition to calling this routine, also calls the
rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister()routine to remove any servers that have registered with
the local endpoint map.

Use this routine with caution, only when you expect a server to be unavailable for an
extended time; for example, when it is permanently removed from service.

Additionally, keep in mind that name service databases are designed to be
relatively stable. In replicated name service databases, frequent use of the
rpc_ns_binding_export() and rpc_ns_mgmt_binding_unexport() routines causes
the name service to remove and replace the same entry repeatedly, and can cause
performance problems.
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Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the
target name service entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_interface_not_found
Interface not found.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_invalid_vers_option
Invalid version option.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_not_all_objs_unexported
Not all objects unexported.

rpc_s_nothing_to_unexport
Nothing to unexport.
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rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_mgmt_ep_unregister(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_unexport(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create

Purpose Creates an entry in the name service database; used by management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the name of the entry to create. This can be either the global
or cell-relative name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create() routine creates an entry in the name service
database.
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A management application can callrpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create()to create an entry
in the name service database for use by another application that does not itself have
the necessary name service permissions to create an entry.

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the
target name service entry). You also need insert permission to the parent directory.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_entry_already_exists
Name service entry already exists.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_delete(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_delete

Purpose Deletes an entry from the name service database; used by management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_delete(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the name of the entry to delete. This can be either the global
or cell-relative name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_delete()routine removes an RPC entry from the name
service database.
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Management applications use this routine only when an entry is no longer needed,
such as when a server is permanently removed from service. If the entry is a member
of a group or profile, it must also be deleted from the group or profile.

Use this routine cautiously. Since name service databases are designed to be relatively
stable, the frequent use ofrpc_ns_mgmt_entry_delete()can result in the following
difficulties:

• Performance problems

Creating and deleting entries in client or server applications causes the name
service to remove and replace the same entry repeatedly in the name service
database, which can lead to performance problems.

• Lost entry updates

When multiple applications access a single entry through different replicas of a
name service database, updates to the entry can be lost.

In this situation, if one application deletes the entry and another application
updates the entry before the replicas are synchronized, the delete operation takes
precedence over the update operation. When the replicas are synchronized, the
update is lost because the entry is deleted from all replicas.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the CDS object entry (the target name service entry).
You also need delete permission to the CDS object entry or to the parent directory.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.
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rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids

Purpose Returns the list of interfaces exported to an entry in the name service database; used
by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_if_id_vector_t ** if_id_vec,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of argument
entry_name. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the entry in the name service database for which an interface
identifier vector is returned. This can be either the global or cell-
relative name.

Output

if_id_vec Returns the address of the interface identifier vector.

status Returns the status code from this routine, indicating whether the routine
completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_inq_if_ids() routine returns an interface identifier vector
containing the interfaces of binding handles exported to argumententry_name.

This routine uses an expiration age of 0 (zero) to cause an immediate update of
the local copy of name service data. Therpc_ns_mgmt_inq_exp_age()routine’s
reference page contains an explanation of the expiration age.

The application callsrpc_if_id_vector_free() to release memory used by the returned
vector.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the CDS object entry (the target name service entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_interfaces_exported
No interfaces were exported to entry.
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rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_if_id_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_if_inq_id(3rpc) ,
rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_free_codesets

Purpose Frees a code sets array that has been allocated by the RPC runtime; used by client
and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_free_codesets(
rpc_codeset_mgmt_p_t *code_sets_array,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

code_sets_array
A pointer to a code sets array that has been allocated by a call to
rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()or rpc_rgy_get_codesets().

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_free_codesets()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines
for character and code set interoperability. These routines permit client and server
applications to transfer international character data in a heterogeneous character set
and code sets environment.

Therpc_ns_mgmt_free_codesets()routine frees from the client application’s memory
a code sets array allocated by a client call to therpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()or
the rpc_rgy_get_codesets()routines. The routine frees from a server application’s
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memory a code sets array allocated by a server call to therpc_rgy_get_codesets()
routine.

Client applications use therpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()routine to retrieve a
server’s supported code sets in order to evaluate them against the code sets that
the client supports. Clients and servers use therpc_rgy_get_codesets()routine to
get their supported code sets from the code set registery. Clients and servers use the
rpc_ns_mgmt_free_codesets()routine to free the memory allocated to the code sets
array as part of their cleanup procedures.

Permissions Required

None.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_codesets(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age

Purpose Sets a handle’s expiration age for local copies of name service data; used by client,
server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(
rpc_ns_handle_tns_handle,
unsigned32expiration_age,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ns_handle Specifies the name service handle for which you supply an expiration
age. An RPC name service interface (NSI) inquiry begin operation
returns a name service handle. An example is the operation that
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin()performs; it returns a name service
handle in itsinquiry_contextparameter.

expiration_age
This integer value specifies the expiration age, in seconds, of local
name service data. This data is read by all RPC NSI next routines
that use the specifiedns_handle parameter. An example is the
rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_next() routine; it accepts a name service
handle in itsinquiry_contextparameter.

An expiration age of 0 (zero) causes an immediate update of the local
name service data.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age()routine sets an expiration age for a
specified name service handle (inns_handle). The expiration age is the amount
of time, in seconds, that a local copy of data from a name service attribute can exist,
before a request from the application for the attribute requires updating the local copy.
When an application begins running, the RPC runtime specifies a random value of
between 8 and 12 hours as the default expiration age. The default is global to the
application. An expiration age applies only to a specific name service handle and
temporarily overrides the current global expiration age.

Normally, avoid using this routine; instead, rely on the application’s global expiration
age.

A handle’s expiration age is used exclusively by RPC NSI next operations (which read
data from name service attributes). A next operation normally starts by looking for a
local copy of the attribute data being requested by an application. In the absence of
a local copy, the next operation creates one with fresh attribute data from the name
service database. If a local copy already exists, the operation compares its actual age
to the expiration age being used by the application (which in this case is the expiration
age set for the name service handle). If the actual age exceeds the handle’s expiration
age, the operation automatically tries to update the local copy with fresh attribute data.
If updating is impossible, the old local data remains in place and the next operation
fails, returning therpc_s_name_service_unavailablestatus code.

The scope of a handle’s expiration age is a single series of RPC NSI next operations.
The rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age()routine operates as follows:

1. An RPC NSI begin operation, such as the one performed by
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin(), creates a name service handle.

2. A call to rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age()creates an expiration age for the
handle.

3. A series of corresponding RPC NSI next operations for the name service handle
uses the handle’s expiration age.

4. A corresponding RPC NSI done operation for the name service handle deletes
both the handle and its expiration age.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.
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Cautions

Use this routine with extreme caution.

Setting the handle’s expiration age to a small value causes the RPC NSI next
operations to frequently update local data for any name service attribute requested
by your application. For example, setting the expiration age to 0 (zero) forces the
next operation to update local data for the name service attribute requested by your
application. Therefore, setting a small expiration age for a name service handle can
create performance problems for your application. Also, if your application is using
a remote server with the name service database, a small expiration age can adversely
affect network performance for all applications.

Limit the use of this routine to the following types of situations:

• When youmustalways get accurate name service data.

For example, during management operations to update a profile, you may need to
always see the profile’s current contents. In this case, before beginning to inquire
about a profile, your application must callrpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age()
and specify 0 (zero) for theexpiration_ageparameter.

• When a request using the default expiration age fails, and your application needs
to retry the operation.

For example, a client application using import must first try to obtain
bindings using the application’s default expiration age. However,
sometimes the import-next operation returns either no binding handles or
an insufficient number of them. In this case, the client can retry the import
operation and, afterrpc_ns_binding_import_begin() terminates, include a
rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age()routine that specifies 0 (zero) for the
expiration_ageparameter. When the client calls the import-next routine again,
the small expiration age for the name service handle causes the import-next
operation to update the local attribute data.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_binding_import_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_lookup_begin(3rpc), rpc_ns_entry_object_inq_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_begin(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_inq_exp_age(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age(3rpc), rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_inq_exp_age

Purpose Returns the application’s global expiration age for local copies of name service data;
used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_inq_exp_age(
unsigned32 *expiration_age,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

expiration_age
Returns the default expiration age (in seconds). All the RPC name
service interface (NSI) read operations (all the next operations) use this
value.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_inq_exp_age()routine returns the global expiration age that the
application is using. Theexpiration_ageparameter represents the amount of time,
in seconds, that a local copy of data from a name service attribute can exist before a
request from the application for the attribute requires updating the local copy. When
an application begins running, the RPC runtime specifies a random value of between
8 and 12 hours as the default expiration age. The default is global to the application.
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The RPC NSI next operations, which read data from name service attributes, use an
expiration age. A next operation normally starts by looking for a local copy of the
attribute data that an application requests. In the absence of a local copy, the next
operation creates one with fresh attribute data from the name service database. If
a local copy already exists, the operation compares its actual age to the expiration
age being used by the application. If the actual age exceeds the expiration age, the
operation automatically tries to update the local copy with fresh attribute data from
the name service database. If updating is impossible, the old local data remains in
place and the next operation fails, returning therpc_s_name_service_unavailable
status code.

Applications normally use only the default expiration age. For special cases, an
application can substitute a user-supplied global expiration age for the default by
calling rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age(). The rpc_ns_mgmt_inq_exp_age()routine
returns the current global expiration age, whether it is a default or a user-supplied
value.

An application can also override the global expiration age temporarily by calling
rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age().

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets

Purpose Reads the code sets attribute associated with an RPC server entry in the name service
database; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
rpc_codeset_mgmt_p_t *code_sets_array,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the name of the RPC server entry in the name service database
from which to read the code sets attribute. The name can be either the
global or cell-relative name.

Output

code_sets_array
A code sets array that specifies the code sets that the RPC server
supports.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines
for character and code set interoperability. These routines permit client and server
applications to transfer international character data in a heterogeneous character set
and code sets environment. Therpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()routine reads the
code sets attribute associated with an RPC server entry in the name service database.
The routine takes the name of an RPC server entry and returns a code sets array that
corresponds to the code sets that this RPC server supports.

Client applications use therpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()routine to retrieve a
server’s supported code sets in order to evaluate them against the code sets
that the client supports. Client applications that use the evaluation routines
rpc_cs_eval_with_universal()and rpc_cs_eval_without_universal()do not need to
call this routine explicitly, because these code sets evaluation routines call it on the
client’s behalf. Application developers who are writing their own character and code
set evaluation routines may need to includerpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets()in their
user-written evaluation routines.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the target RPC server entry (which is a CDS object).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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rpc_s_ok

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax

rpc_s_mgmt_bad_type

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable

rpc_s_no_permission

rpc_s_incomplete_name

rpc_s_no_memory

Related Information

Functions: dce_cs_rgy_to_loc(3rpc), dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_free_codesets(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_codesets(3rpc),
rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute

Purpose Removes an attribute from an RPC server entry in the name service database; used
mainly by server applications; can also be used by management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>
#include <dce/nsattrid.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
uuid_t * attr_type,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the name of the RPC server entry in the name service database
from which the attribute will be removed. The name can be either the
global or cell-relative name. If you are using this routine to remove
a code sets attribute from an RPC server entry in the Cell Directory
Service database, then this parameter specifies the CDS name of the
server entry that contains the code sets attribute to be removed.

attr_type A UUID that specifies the attribute type. For DCE 1.2, this value must
be rpc_c_attr_codesets.
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Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Therpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines
for use by client and server applications that are transferring international character
data in a heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The rpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute() routine is designed to be a generic routine
for removing an attribute from an RPC server entry in the name service database.
The routine removes the attribute from the specified RPC server entry in the name
service database. The routine does not remove the RPC server entry.

For DCE 1.2, you userpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute()in your application server
initialization routine or signal handling routine to remove a code sets attribute from
the server’s entry in the Cell Directory Service database as part of the server cleanup
procedure carried out prior to the server’s termination.

A management application can callrpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute() to remove
an attribute from an RPC server entry in the name service database on behalf of an
application that does not itself have the necessary name service permissions to remove
one.

Permissions Required

You need write permission to the target RPC server entry (which is a CDS object).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_s_entry_not_found
The routine cannot find the RPC server entry specified in the call in the
name service database.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
The routine cannot expand the RPC server entry name specified in the
call.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
The name syntax specified in the call is not valid.

rpc_s_mgmt_bad_type
The attribute type specified in the call does not match that of the attribute
to be removed from the name service database.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
The routine was unable to communicate with the name service.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
The routine’s caller does not have the proper permission for an NSI
operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_codesets(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute

Purpose Adds an attribute to an RPC server entry in the name service database; used mainly
by server applications; can also be used by management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>
#include <dce/nsattrid.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute(
unsigned32entry_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *entry_name,
uuid_t * attr_type,
void *attr_value,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theentry_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

entry_name Specifies the name of the RPC server entry in the name service database
with which the attribute will be associated. The name can be either
the global or cell-relative name. If you are using this routine to add a
code sets attribute to an RPC server entry in the name service database,
then this parameter specifies the name of the server entry with which
the code sets attribute will be associated.

attr_type A UUID that specifies the attribute type. For DCE 1.2, this value must
be rpc_c_attr_codesets.
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attr_val An opaque data structure that specifies the attribute value to be stored in
the name service database. If you are using this routine to add a code
sets attribute to an RPC server entry, you must cast the representation
of the code set data from the data typerpc_codeset_mgmt_p_tto the
data typevoid* .

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for
use by client and server applications that are transferring international character data
in a heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute() routine is designed to be a generic routine for
adding an attribute to an RPC server entry in the name service database. The routine
takes an attribute type and a pointer to the value, and stores the attribute value in the
name service database.

For DCE 1.2, you userpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute() in your application server
initialization routine to add a code sets attribute to the server’s entry in the Cell
Directory Service database (which the initialization routine has created with the
rpc_ns_binding_export() routine). Because CDS stores integer values in little-
endian format, therpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute()routine also encodes the code sets
attribute value into an endian-safe format before storing it in the name service database.

A management application can callrpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute()to add an attribute
to an RPC server entry in the name service database on behalf of an application that
does not itself have the necessary name service permissions to add one.

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the target RPC server entry
(which is a CDS object). You also need insert permission to the parent directory.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
The name syntax specified in the call is not valid.

rpc_s_mgmt_bad_type
The attribute type specified in the call does not match that of the attribute
to be added to the name service database.

rpc_s_no_memory
The routine was unable to allocate memory to encode the value.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
The routine was unable to communicate with the name service.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
The routine’s caller does not have the proper permission for an NSI
operation.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_codesets(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age

Purpose Modifies the application’s global expiration age for local copies of name service data;
used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age(
unsigned32expiration_age,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

expiration_age
An integer value that specifies the default expiration age, in seconds, for
local name service data. This expiration age applies to all RPC name
service interface (NSI) read operations (all the next operations).

An expiration age of 0 (zero) causes an immediate update of the local
name service data.

To reset the expiration age to an RPC-assigned random value between
8 and 12 hours, specify a value ofrpc_c_ns_default_exp_age.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age()routine modifies the global expiration age that the
application is using. Theexpiration_ageparameter represents the amount of time,
in seconds, that a local copy of data from a name service attribute can exist before a
request from the application for the attribute requires updating the local copy. When
an application begins running, the RPC runtime specifies a random value of between
8 and 12 hours as the default expiration age. The default is global to the application.

Normally, you should avoid using this routine; instead, rely on the default expiration
age.

The RPC NSI next operations, which read data from name service attributes, use an
expiration age. A next operation normally starts by looking for a local copy of the
attribute data that an application requests. In the absence of a local copy, the next
operation creates one with fresh attribute data from the name service database. If
a local copy already exists, the operation compares its actual age to the expiration
age being used by the application. If the actual age exceeds the expiration age, the
operation automatically tries to update the local copy with fresh attribute data from
the name service database. If updating is impossible, the old local data remains in
place and the next operation fails, returning therpc_s_name_service_unavailable
status code.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Cautions

Use this routine with extreme caution.

Setting the expiration age to a small value causes the RPC NSI next operations
to frequently update local data for any name service attribute that your application
requests. For example, setting the expiration age to 0 (zero) forces all next operations
to update local data for the name service attribute that your application has requested.
Therefore, setting small expiration ages can create performance problems for your
application. Also, if your application is using a remote server with the name service
database, a small expiration age can adversely affect network performance for all
applications.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_set_exp_age(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_profile_delete

Purpose Deletes a profile attribute; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_profile_delete(
unsigned32profile_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *profile_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

profile_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theprofile_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

profile_nameSpecifies the name of the profile to delete. This can be either the global
or cell-relative name.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_profile_delete()routine deletes the profile attribute from the specified
entry in the name service database (theprofile_nameparameter).
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Neither the specified entry nor the entry names included as members in each profile
element are deleted.

Use this routine cautiously; deleting a profile may break a hierarchy of profiles.

Permissions Required

You need write permission to the CDS object entry (the target profile entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_profile_elt_add(3rpc), rpc_ns_profile_elt_remove(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_profile_elt_add

Purpose Adds an element to a profile; if necessary, creates the entry; used by client, server, or
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_profile_elt_add(
unsigned32profile_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *profile_name,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
unsigned32member_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *member_name,
unsigned32priority,
unsigned_char_t *annotation,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

profile_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theprofile_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

profile_nameSpecifies the RPC profile that receives a new element. This can be
either the global or cell-relative name.

if_id Specifies the interface identifier of the new profile element. To add or
replace the default profile element, specify NULL.

member_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax ofmember_name.
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To use the syntax specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment
variable, providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

member_name
Specifies the entry in the name service database to include in the new
profile element. This can be either the global or cell-relative name.

priority An integer value (0 to 7) that specifies the relative priority for using the
new profile element during the import and lookup operations. A value
of 0 (zero) is the highest priority. A value of 7 is the lowest priority.
Two or more elements can have the same priority.

When adding the default profile member, use a value of 0 (zero).

annotation Specifies an annotation string that is stored as part of the new profile
element. The string can be up to 17 characters long. Specify NULL
or the string\0 if there is no annotation string.

The string is used by applications for informational purposes only. For
example, an application can use this string to store the interface name
string (specified in the IDL file).

DCE RPC does not use this string during lookup or import operations,
or for enumerating profile elements.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_profile_elt_add()routine adds an element to the profile attribute of the
entry in the name service database specified by theprofile_nameparameter.

If the profile_nameentry does not exist, this routine creates the entry with a profile
attribute and adds the profile element specified by theif_id, member_name, priority,
and annotationparameters. In this case, the application must have permission to
create the entry. Otherwise, a management application with the necessary permissions
creates the entry by callingrpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create()before the application is
run.
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If an element with the specified member name and interface identifier are already in
the profile, this routine updates the element’s priority and annotation string using the
values provided in thepriority andannotationparameters.

An application can add the entry in themember_nameparameter to a profile before
it creates the entry itself.

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the
target profile entry). If the entry does not exist, you also need insert permission to
the parent directory.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_invalid_priority
Invalid profile element priority.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.
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rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_if_inq_id(3rpc) , rpc_ns_mgmt_entry_create(3rpc),
rpc_ns_profile_elt_remove(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin

Purpose Creates an inquiry context for viewing the elements in a profile; used by client, server,
or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin(
unsigned32profile_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *profile_name,
unsigned32inquiry_type,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
unsigned32vers_option,
unsigned32member_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *member_name,
rpc_ns_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

profile_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of theprofile_name
parameter. To use the syntax that is specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

profile_nameSpecifies the name of the profile to view. This can be either the global
or cell-relative name.

inquiry_type An integer value that specifies the type of inquiry to perform on the
profile. The following table describes the valid inquiry types:
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Valid Values of inquiry_ type

Value Description

rpc_c_profile_default_elt Searches the profile for the default
profile element, if any. Theif_id,
vers_option, andmember_name
parameters are ignored.

rpc_c_profile_all_elts Returns every element from the
profile. Theif_id, vers_option, and
member_nameparameters are
ignored.

rpc_c_profile_match_by_if Searches the profile for those
elements that contain the interface
identifier specified by theif_id and
vers_optionvalues. The
member_nameparameter is ignored.

rpc_c_profile_match_by_mbr Searches the profile for those
elements that contain the member
name specified by the
member_nameparameter. The
if_id andvers_optionparameters
are ignored.

rpc_c_profile_match_by_both Searches the profile for those
elements that contain the interface
identifier and member name
specified by theif_id, vers_option,
andmember_nameparameters.

if_id Specifies the interface identifier of the profile elements to be returned
by rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next().

This parameter is used only when specifying a value of either
rpc_c_profile_match_by_if or rpc_c_profile_match_by_both for the
inquiry_typeparameter. Otherwise, this parameter is ignored and you
can specify the value NULL.

vers_option Specifies howrpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()uses theif_id parameter.
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This parameter is used only when specifying a value of either
rpc_c_profile_match_by_if or rpc_c_profile_match_by_both for the
inquiry_typeparameter. Otherwise, this parameter is ignored and you
can specify the value 0 (zero).

The following table describes the valid values for this parameter:

Valid Values of vers_option

Value Description

rpc_c_vers_all Returns profile elements that offer the
specified interface UUID, regardless of
the version numbers. For this value,
specify 0 (zero) for both the major and
minor versions inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_compatible Returns profile elements that offer the
same major version of the specified
interface UUID and a minor version
greater than or equal to the minor
version of the specified interface UUID.

rpc_c_vers_exact Returns profile elements that offer the
specified version of the specified
interface UUID.

rpc_c_vers_major_only Returns profile elements that offer the
same major version of the specified
interface UUID (ignores the minor
version). For this value, specify 0
(zero) for the minor version inif_id.

rpc_c_vers_upto Returns profile elements that offer a
version of the specified interface UUID
less than or equal to the specified major
and minor version. (For example, if
if_id contains V2.0 and the profile
contains elements with the versions
V1.3, V2.0, and V2.1,
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()returns
the elements with V1.3 and V2.0.)
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member_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of themember_nameparameter
in this routine and the syntax of themember_nameparametr in
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next(). To use the syntax that is specified
in the RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable,
providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

member_name
Specifies the member name thatrpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next() looks
for in profile elements. This can be either the global or cell-relative
name.

This parameter is used only when specifying a value of either
rpc_c_profile_match_by_mbr or rpc_c_profile_match_by_both for
the inquiry_typeparameter. Otherwise, this parameter is ignored and
you specify the value NULL.

Output

inquiry_context
Returns a name service handle for use with the following routines:

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()

• rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done()

status Returns the status code from this routine, indicating indicates whether
the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()routine creates an inquiry context for viewing
the elements in a profile.

Using the inquiry_type and vers_option parameters, an application specifies
which of the following profile elements will be returned from calls to
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next():

• The default element.

• All elements.

• Those elements with the specified interface identifier.

• Those elements with the specified member name.
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• Those elements with both the specified interface identifier and member name.

Before calling rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next(), the application must first call this
routine to create an inquiry context.

When finished viewing the profile elements, the application calls the
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_inquiry_type
Invalid inquiry type.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_invalid_vers_option
Invalid version option.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_if_inq_id(3rpc) , rpc_ns_mgmt_handle_set_exp_age(3rpc),
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done(3rpc), rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done

Purpose Deletes the inquiry context for a profile; used by client, server, or management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done(
rpc_ns_handle_t *inquiry_context,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

inquiry_context
Specifies the name service handle to delete. (A name service handle is
created by callingrpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin().)

Returns the value NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done() routine deletes an inquiry context created by
calling rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin().

An application calls this routine after viewing profile elements using the
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()routine.
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Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin(3rpc),
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next

Purpose Returns one element at a time from a profile; used by client, server, or management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next(
rpc_ns_handle_tinquiry_context,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
unsigned_char_t **member_name,
unsigned32 *priority,
unsigned_char_t **annotation,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

inquiry_context
Specifies a name service handle. This handle is returned from the
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()routine.

Output

if_id Returns the interface identifier of the profile element.

member_name
Returns a pointer to the profile element’s member name. The name is
a global name.

The syntax of the returned name is specified by the
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()member_name_syntaxparameter.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not callrpc_string_free().
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priority Returns the profile element priority.

annotation Returns the annotation string for the profile element. If there is no
annotation string in the profile element, the string\0 is returned.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not need to call therpc_string_free()
routine.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next() routine returns one element from the profile
specified by theprofile_name parameter in therpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()
routine.

The selection criteria for the element returned are based on theinquiry_typeparameter
in the rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_begin()routine. Therpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next()
routine returns all the components (interface identifier, member name, priority,
annotation string) of a profile element.

An application can view all the selected profile entries by repeatedly calling the
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next() routine. When all the elements have been viewed,
this routine returns anrpc_s_no_more_elementsstatus code. The returned elements
are unordered.

On each call to this routine that returns a profile element, the DCE RPC runtime
allocates memory for the returnedmember_name(which points to a global name) and
annotationstrings. The application is responsible for calling therpc_string_free()
routine for each returnedmember_nameandannotationstring.

After viewing the profile’s elements, the application must call the
rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_done()routine to delete the inquiry context.

Permissions Required

You need read permission to the CDS object entry (the target profile entry).
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_class_version_mismatch
RPC class version mismatch.

rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_ns_handle
Invalid name service handle.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_more_elements
No more elements.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_not_rpc_entry
Not an RPC entry.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_profile_elt_begin(3rpc), rpc_ns_profile_elt_done(3rpc),
rpc_string_free(3rpc).
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rpc_ns_profile_elt_remove

Purpose Removes an element from a profile; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ns_profile_elt_remove(
unsigned32profile_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *profile_name,
rpc_if_id_t * if_id,
unsigned32member_name_syntax,
unsigned_char_t *member_name,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

profile_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax of the
profile_name parameter. To use the syntax specified in the
RPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX environment variable, provide
rpc_c_ns_syntax_default.

profile_nameSpecifies the profile from which to remove an element. This can be
either the global or cell-relative name.

if_id Specifies the interface identifier of the profile element to be removed.
Specify NULL to remove the default profile member.

member_name_syntax
An integer value that specifies the syntax ofmember_name. To
use the syntax specified in theRPC_DEFAULT_ENTRY_SYNTAX
environment variable, providerpc_c_ns_syntax_default.
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member_name
Specifies the name service entry name in the profile element to remove.
This can be either the global or cell-relative name. Whenif_id is
NULL, this argument is ignored.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ns_profile_elt_remove()routine removes a profile element from the profile
specified byprofile_name. Unlessif_id is NULL, the member_nameparameter and
the if_id parameter must match the corresponding profile element attributes exactly
for an element to be removed. Whenif_id is NULL, the default profile element is
removed, and themember_nameargument is ignored.

The routine removes the reference to the entry specified bymember_namefrom the
profile; it does not delete the entry itself.

Use this routine cautiously; removing elements from a profile may break a hierarchy
of profiles.

Permissions Required

You need both read permission and write permission to the CDS object entry (the
target profile entry).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_s_entry_not_found
Name service entry not found.

rpc_s_incomplete_name
Incomplete name.

rpc_s_invalid_name_syntax
Invalid name syntax.

rpc_s_name_service_unavailable
Name service unavailable.

rpc_s_no_ns_permission
No permission for name service operation.

rpc_s_profile_element_not_found
Profile element not found.

rpc_s_unsupported_name_syntax
Unsupported name syntax.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ns_profile_delete(3rpc), rpc_ns_profile_elt_add(3rpc).
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rpc_object_inq_type

Purpose Returns the type of an object; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_object_inq_type(
uuid_t * obj_uuid,
uuid_t * type_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

obj_uuid Specifies the object UUID whose associated type UUID is returned.
Supply NULL to specify a nil UUID for this parameter.

Output

type_uuid Returns the type UUID corresponding to the object UUID supplied in
the obj_uuidparameter.

Specifying NULL here prevents the return of a type UUID. An
application, by specifying NULL here, can determine from the value
returned instatuswhetherobj_uuid is registered. This determination
occurs without the application specifying an output type UUID variable.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

A server application calls therpc_object_inq_type() routine to obtain the type UUID
of an object.
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If the object is registered with the RPC runtime using therpc_object_set_type()
routine, the registered type is returned.

Optionally, an application can maintain an object/type registration privately.
In this case, if the application provides an object inquiry function (see the
rpc_object_set_inq_fn(3rpc)reference page), the RPC runtime uses that function to
determine an object’s type.

The table below shows howrpc_object_inq_type() obtains the returned type UUID.

Rules for Returning an Object’s Type

Was object UUID
registered (using
rpc_object_set_type)?

Was an object inquiry
runction registered (using
rpc_object_set_inq_fn)?

Return Value

Yes Ignored Returns the object’s
registered type UUID.

No Yes Returns the type
UUID returned from
calling the inquiry
function.

No No Returns the nil UUID.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_object_not_found
Object not found.
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uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_object_set_inq_fn(3rpc), rpc_object_set_type(3rpc).
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rpc_object_set_inq_fn

Purpose Registers an object inquiry function; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_object_set_inq_fn(
rpc_object_inq_fn_t inquiry_fn,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

inquiry_fn Specifies a pointer to an object type inquiry function. When an
application calls therpc_object_inq_type() routine and the RPC
runtime finds that the specified object is not registered, the runtime
automatically calls therpc_object_inq_type() routine to determine the
object’s type. Specify NULL to remove a previously set inquiry
function.

The following C language definition forrpc_object_inq_fn_t illustrates
the prototype for this function:

typedef void (*rpc_object_inq_fn_t)
(

uuid_t *object_uuid, /* in */
uuid_t *type_uuid, /* out */
unsigned32 *status /* out */

);

The returnedtype_uuidand status values are returned as the output
arguments from therpc_object_inq_type() routine.
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If you specify NULL, therpc_object_set_inq_fn() routine unregisters
(that is, removes) a previously registered object type inquiry function.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

A server application callsrpc_object_set_inq_fn()to specify a function to determine
an object’s type. If an application privately maintains object/type registrations, the
specified inquiry function returns the type UUID of an object from that registration.

The RPC runtime automatically calls the inquiry function when the application
calls rpc_object_inq_type() and the object was not previously registered by
rpc_object_set_type(). The RPC runtime also automatically calls the inquiry
function for every remote procedure call it receives if the object was not previously
registered.

Cautions

Use this routine with caution. When the RPC runtime automatically calls this routine
in response to a received remote procedure call, the inquiry function can be called
from the context of runtime internal threads with runtime internal locks held. The
inquiry function should not block or at least not block for long (for example, the
inquiry function should not perform a remote procedure call). Also, the inquiry
function must not unwind because of an exception. In general, the inquiry function
should not call back into the RPC runtime. It is legal to callrpc_object_set_type()
or any of theuuid_* routines. Failure to comply with these restrictions will result
in undefined behavior.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_object_inq_type(3rpc), rpc_object_set_type(3rpc).
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rpc_object_set_type

Purpose Registers the type of an object with the RPC runtime; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_object_set_type(
uuid_t * obj_uuid,
uuid_t * type_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

obj_uuid Specifies an object UUID to associate with the type UUID in the
type_uuidparameter. Do not specify NULL or a nil UUID.

type_uuid Specifies the type UUID of theobj_uuidparameter.

Specify an argument value of NULL or a nil UUID to reset the object
type to the default association of object UUID/nil type UUID.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_object_set_type()routine assigns a type UUID to an object UUID.

By default, the RPC runtime assumes that the type of all objects is nil. A server
program that contains one implementation of an interface (one manager entry point
vector) does not need to call this routine, provided that the server registered the
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interface with the nil type UUID (see therpc_server_register_if(3rpc) reference
page).

A server program that contains multiple implementations of an interface (multiple
manager entry point vectors; that is, multiple type UUIDs) calls this routine once for
each object UUID the server offers. Associating each object with a type UUID tells
the RPC runtime which manager entry point vector (interface implementation) to use
when the server receives a remote procedure call for a nonnil object UUID.

The RPC runtime allows an application to set the type for an unlimited number of
objects.

To remove the association between an object UUID and its type UUID (established
by calling this routine), a server calls this routine again and specifies the value NULL
or a nil UUID for the type_uuidparameter. This resets the association between an
object UUID and type UUID to the default.

A server cannot register a nil object UUID. The RPC runtime automatically registers
the nil object UUID with a nil type UUID. Attempting to set the type of a nil object
UUID will result in the routine’s returning the status coderpc_s_invalid_object.

Servers that want to maintain their own object UUID to type UUID mapping can use
rpc_object_set_inq_fn()in place of, or in addition to,rpc_object_set_type().

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_already_registered
Object already registered.

rpc_s_invalid_object
Invalid object.
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uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_object_set_inq_fn(3rpc), rpc_server_register_if(3rpc).
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rpc_protseq_vector_free

Purpose Frees the memory used by a vector and its protocol sequences; used by client or server
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_protseq_vector_free(
rpc_protseq_vector_t **protseq_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

protseq_vector
Specifies the address of a pointer to a vector of protocol sequences. On
return the pointer is set to NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_protseq_vector_free()routine frees the memory used to store a vector of
protocol sequences. The freed memory includes both the protocol sequences and the
vector itself.

Call rpc_network_inq_protseqs() to obtain a vector of protocol sequences. Follow
a call to rpc_network_inq_protseqs()with a call to rpc_protseq_vector_free().
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_network_inq_protseqs(3rpc).
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rpc_rgy_get_codesets

Purpose Gets supported code sets information from the local host; used by client and server
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_rgy_get_codesets(
rpc_codeset_mgmt_p_t *code_sets_array,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

No input is required.

Output

code_sets_array
An integer array that specifies the code sets that the client’s or server’s
host environment supports. Each array element is an integer value that
uniquely identifies one code set.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_rgy_get_codesets()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use
by client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The rpc_rgy_get_codesets()routine examines the locale environment of the host on
which the client or server process is running to determine the local code set currently
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in use by the client or server process and the set of supported code set conversion
routines that exist on the host into which the client or server process can convert if
necessary. It then reads the code sets registry on the local host to retrieve the unique
identifiers associated with these supported code sets.

The routine returns a code sets array. The set of values returned in this structure
correspond to the process’s local code set and the code sets into which processes that
run on this host can convert. The array also contains, for each code set, the maximum
number of bytes that code set uses to encode one character (c_max_bytes).

Server applications use therpc_rgy_get_codesets()routine in their initialization code
to get their host’s supported character and code sets values in order to export them
into the name service database withrpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute().

Client applications use therpc_rgy_get_codesets()routine during the server binding
selection process to retrieve the supported character and code sets at their host in
order to evaluate them against the character and code sets that a server supports.
Client applications that use the evaluation routinesrpc_cs_eval_with_universal()
and rpc_cs_eval_without_universal() do not need to call this routine explicitly,
because these code sets evaluation routines call it on the client’s behalf. Application
developers who are writing their own character and code set evaluation routines may
need to includerpc_rgy_get_codesets()in their user-written evaluation routines.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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dce_cs_c_cannot_open_file

dce_cs_c_cannot_read_file

rpc_s_ok

rpc_s_no_memory

Related Information

Commands: csrc(8dce).

Functions: rpc_ns_mgmt_read_codesets(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_remove_attribute(3rpc), rpc_ns_mgmt_set_attribute(3rpc).
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rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes

Purpose Gets the maximum number of bytes that a code set uses to encode one character from
the code set registry on a host; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(
unsigned32rgy_code_set_value,
unsigned16 *rgy_max_bytes,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

rgy_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal value that uniquely identifies the code set.

Output

rgy_max_bytes
The registered decimal value that indicates the number of bytes this
code set uses to encode one character.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use
by client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.
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The rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes()routine reads the code set registry on the local host.
It takes the specified registered code set value, uses it as an index into the registry,
and returns the decimal value that indicates the number of bytes that the code set uses
to encode one character.

The DCE RPC stub support routines for buffer sizing use the
rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes()routine as part of their procedure to determine whether
additional storage needs to be allocated for conversion between local and network
code sets. The DCE RPC stub support routines call therpc_rgy_get_max_bytes()
routine once to get thergy_max_bytesvalue for the code set to be used to transfer
the data over the network (the network code set) then call the routine again to get
the rgy_max_bytesvalue of their local code set. The stubs then compare the two
values to determine whether or not additional buffers are necessary or whether the
conversion can be done in place.

Client and server applications that use the following DCE RPC buffer sizing routines
do not need to call this routine explicitly because these DCE RPC stub support routines
call it on their behalf:

• byte_net_size()

• byte_local_size()

• wchar_t_net_size()

• wchar_t_local_size()

Application programmers who are developing their own stub support routines for
buffer sizing can use therpc_rgy_get_max_bytes()routine in their code to get code
setmax_byteinformation for their user-written buffer sizing routines.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

dce_cs_c_cannot_open_file

dce_cs_c_cannot_read_file

dce_cs_c_notfound

dce_cs_c_unknown

rpc_s_ok

Related Information

Commands: csrc(8dce).

Functions: dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), dce_cs_rgy_to_loc(3rpc),
rpc_ns_mgmt_read_code_sets(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_code_sets(3rpc).
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rpc_server_inq_bindings

Purpose Returns binding handles for communications with a server; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_inq_bindings(
rpc_binding_vector_t ** binding_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

binding_vector
Returns the address of a vector of server binding handles.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_inq_bindings() routine obtains a vector of server binding handles.
Binding handles are created by the RPC runtime when a server application calls any
of the following routines to register protocol sequences:

• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs()

• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()

• rpc_server_use_protseq()

• rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()
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• rpc_server_use_protseq_if()

The returned binding vector can contain binding handles with dynamic endpoints and
binding handles with well-known endpoints, depending on which of the preceding
routines the server application called. Therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page contains
an explanation of dynamic and well-known endpoints.

A server uses the vector of binding handles for exporting to the name service, for
registering with the local endpoint map, or for conversion to string bindings.

If there are no binding handles (no registered protocol sequences), this routine returns
the rpc_s_no_bindingsstatus code and returns the value NULL to thebinding_vector
parameter.

The server is responsible for calling therpc_binding_vector_free() routine to
deallocate the memory used by the vector.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_no_bindings
No bindings.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_ep_register(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).
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rpc_server_inq_if

Purpose Returns the manager entry point vector registered for an interface; used by server
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_inq_if(
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
uuid_t * mgr_type_uuid,
rpc_mgr_epv_t *mgr_epv,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_handle Specifies the interface specification whose manager entry point vector
(EPV) pointer is returned in themgr_epvparameter.

mgr_type_uuid
Specifies a type UUID for the manager whose EPV pointer is returned
in the mgr_epvparameter.

Specifying the value NULL (or a nil UUID) has this routine return a
pointer to the manager EPV that is registered withif_handleand the nil
type UUID of the manager.

Output

mgr_epv Returns a pointer to the manager EPV corresponding toif_handleand
mgr_type_uuid.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

A server application calls therpc_server_inq_if() routine to determine the manager
EPV for a registered interface and type UUID of the manager.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_unknown_if
Unknown interface.

rpc_s_unknown_mgr_type
Unknown manager type.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_server_register_if(3rpc).
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rpc_server_listen

Purpose Tells the RPC runtime to listen for remote procedure calls; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_listen(
unsigned32max_calls_exec,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

max_calls_exec
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent executing remote
procedure calls.

Use the valuerpc_c_listen_max_calls_defaultto specify the default
value.

Also, the fiverpc_server_use_*_protseq* () routines limit (according
to their max_call_requestsparameter) the number of concurrent remote
procedure call requests that a server can accept.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_listen() routine makes a server listen for remote procedure
calls. DCE RPC allows a server to simultaneously process multiple calls. The
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max_calls_execparameter specifies the maximum number of concurrent remote
procedure calls the server executes. Each remote procedure call executes in a call
execution thread. The implementation of the RPC architecture determines whether
it reuses call execution threads for the execution of subsequent remote procedure
calls or, instead, it creates a new thread for each execution of a subsequent remote
procedure call.

The following conditions affect the number of concurrent remote procedure calls that
a server can process:

• Sufficient network resources must be available to accept simultaneous call requests
arriving over a particular protocol sequence. The value ofmax_call_requestsin
the five rpc_server_use_*_protseq*() routines advises the RPC runtime about
the runtime’s request of network resources.

• Enough call threads must be available to execute the simultaneous call
requests once they have been accepted. The value ofmax_calls_execin
rpc_server_listen()specifies the number of call threads.

These conditions are independent of each other.

A server application that specifies a value formax_calls_execgreater than 1 is
responsible for concurrency control among the remote procedures since each executes
in a separate thread.

If the server receives more remote procedure calls than it can execute (more calls
than the value ofmax_calls_exec), the RPC runtime accepts and queues additional
remote procedure calls until a call execution thread is available. From the client’s
perspective, a queued remote procedure call appears the same as one that the server
is actively executing. A client call remains blocked and in the queue until any one
of the following events occurs:

• The remote procedure call is assigned to an available call execution thread and
the call runs to completion.

• The client no longer can communicate with the server.

• The client thread is canceled and the remote procedure call does not complete
within the cancel timeout limits.

The implementation of the RPC architecture determines the amount of queuing it
provides.

The RPC runtime continues listening for remote procedure calls (that is, the routine
does not return to the server) until one of the following events occurs:
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• One of the server application’s manager routines calls
rpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening().

• A client is allowed to, and makes, a remoterpc_mgmt_stop_server_listening()
call to the server.

On receiving a request to stop listening, the RPC runtime stops accepting new remote
procedure calls for all registered interfaces. Executing calls and existing queued calls
are allowed to complete.

After all calls complete,rpc_server_listen() returns to the caller, which is a server
application.

For more information about a server’s listening for and handling incoming remote
procedure calls, refer to theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core
Components. It also contains information about canceled threads.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_already_listening
Server already listening.

rpc_s_max_calls_too_small
Maximum calls value too small.

rpc_s_no_protseqs_registered
No protocol sequences registered.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_mgmt_server_stop_listening(3rpc), rpc_server_register_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_server_register_auth_ident

Purpose Registers user-to-user based authentication information with the RPC runtime; used
by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_register_auth_ident(
unsigned_char_p_t *server_princ_name,
unsigned32authn_svc,
rpc_auth_identity_handle_t auth_identity,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

server_princ_name
A pointer to the principal name to use for the server when authenticating
remote procedure calls. The content of the name and its syntax is
defined by the authentication service in use.

authn_svc Specifies the authentication service to use when the server receives a
remote procedure call request. The following authentication services
are supported:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

rpc_c_authn_default
DCE default authentication service.
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auth_identity
Specifies a handle for the data structure that contains the client’s
authentication and authorization credentials appropriate for the selected
authentication and authorization services.

When using therpc_c_authn_dce_secretauthentication service and any
authorization service, this value must be asec_login_handle_t, which
can be obtained from one of the following routines:

• sec_login_setup_identity()

• sec_login_get_current_context()

• sec_login_import_context()

Specify NULL to use the default security login context for the current
address space.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_register_auth_ident() routine registers an authentication service
to use for authenticating remote procedure calls to a particular server principal.
This routine is used for user-to-user authentication where the server principal’s
credentials are available, but not the server principal’s long-term key. Use the
rpc_server_register_auth_info()routine for server-key based authentication.

A server calls this routine once for each authentication service and principal name
combination that it wants to register. The authentication service specified by a client
(using therpc_binding_set_auth_info() routine) must be one of the authentication
services registered by the server. If it is not, the client’s remote procedure call request
fails with an rpc_s_unknown_authn_servicestatus code.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_unknown_authn_service
Unknown authentication service.

sec_s_user_to_user_disabled
Account is not allowed to use user-to-user protocol registration.

sec_s_multiple_u2u_req
Server identity has already been registered.

sec_s_svr_type_conflict
Simultaneous registration of both keytable and identity is
not suppported. Server has already registered with the
rpc_server_register_auth_info()routine.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc),
rpc_server_register_auth_info(3rpc).
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rpc_server_register_auth_info

Purpose Registers server-key based authentication information with the RPC runtime; used by
server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_register_auth_info(
unsigned_char_t *server_princ_name,
unsigned32authn_svc,
rpc_auth_key_retrieval_fn_t get_key_fn,
void *arg,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

server_princ_name
Specifies the principal name to use for the server when authenticating
remote procedure calls using the service specified byauthn_svc. The
content of the nam e and its syntax is defined by the authentication
service in use.

authn_svc Specifies the authentication service to use when the server receives a
remote procedure call request. The following authentication services
are supported:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).
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rpc_c_authn_default
DCE default authentication service.

get_key_fn Specifies the address of a server-provided routine that returns encryption
keys.

The following C definition forrpc_auth_key_ret rieval_fn_t illustrates
the prototype for the encryption key acquisition routine:

typedef void (*rpc_auth_key_retrieval_fn_t)

(

void *arg, /* in */
unsigned_char_t *server_princ_name, /* in */

unsigned32 key_type, /* in */

unsigned32 key_ver, /* in */

void **key, /* out */

unsigned32 *status /* out */
);

The RPC runtime passes theserver_princ_nameparameter value
specified on the call torpc_server_register_auth_info( ), as the
server_princ_nameparameter value, to theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. The RPC runtime automatically provides a value for the key
version (key_ver) parameter. For akey_vervalue of 0 (zero), the key
acquisition routine must return the most recent key available. The
routine returns the key in thekeyparameter.

Note: The key_type parameter specifies a Kerberos encryption
key type. Because currently the DCE supports only DES
encryption, this parameter can be ignored.

If the key acquisition routine, when called from the
rpc_server_register_auth_info( ) routine, returns a status other
than rpc_s_ok, the rpc_server_register_auth_info( )routine fails and
returns the error status to the calling server.

If the key acquisition routine, when called by the RPC runtime while
authenticating a client remote procedure call request, returns a status
other thanrpc_s_ok, the request fails and the RPC runtime returns the
error status to the client.
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arg Specifies an argument to pass to theget_key_fnkey acquisition routine,
if specified. (See the description of theget_key_fnparameter for
details.)

Specify NULL for arg to use the default key table file,/krb/v5srvtab .
The calling server must be root to access this file.

If arg is a key table filename, the file must have been created with the
ktadd command. If the specified key table file resides in/krb5 , you
can supply only the filename. If the file does not reside in/krb5 , you
must supply the full pathname. You must prepend the file’s absolute
pathname with the prefixFILE: .

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_register_auth_info() routine registers an authentication
service to use for authenticating remote procedure calls to a particular server
principal. This routine is used for server-key based authentication. Use the
rpc_server_register_auth_ident()routine for user-to-user authentication.

A server calls this routine once for each authentication service and principal name
combination that it wants to register. The authentication service specified by a client
(using therpc_binding_set_auth_info() routine) must be one of the authentication
services registered by the server. If it is not, the client’s remote procedure call request
fails with an rpc_s_unknown_authn_servicestatus code.

The following table shows the RPC runtime behavior for acquiring encryption
keys for each supported authentication service. Note that ifauthn_svc is
rpc_c_authn_default, thenget_key_fnmust be NULL.
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RPC Key Acquisition for Authentication Services

authn_svc get_key_fn arg Runtime
Behavior

rpc_c_authn_default NULL NULL Uses the default
method of
encryption key
acquisition from
the default key
table.

rpc_c_authn_default NULL non-
NULL

Uses the default
method of
encryption key
acquisition from
the specified key
table.

rpc_c_authn_default non-
NULL

Ignored Error returned.

rpc_c_authn_none Ignored Ignored No
authentication
performed.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret NULL NULL Uses the default
method of
encryption key
acquisition from
the default key
table.
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rpc_c_authn_dce_secret NULL non-
NULL

Uses the default
method of
encryption key
acquisition from
the specified key
table.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret non-
NULL

NULL Uses the
specified
encryption key
acquisition
routine to obtain
keys from the
default key table.

RPC Key Acquisition for Authentication Services

authn_svc get_key_fn arg Runtime
Behavior

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret non-
NULL

non-
NULL

Uses the
specified
encryption key
acquisition
routine to obtain
keys from the
specified key
table.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public Ignored Ignored (Reserved for
future use.)

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_unknown_authn_service
Unknown authentication service.

rpc_s_key_func_not_allowed
authn_svcis rpc_c_authn_default and a nonnull value was supplied
for get_key_fnparameter.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc),
rpc_server_register_auth_ident(3rpc).
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rpc_server_register_if

Purpose Registers an interface with the RPC runtime; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_register_if(
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
uuid_t * mgr_type_uuid,
rpc_mgr_epv_t mgr_epv,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_handle An IDL-generated data structure specifying the interface to register.

mgr_type_uuid
Specifies a type UUID to associate with themgr_epv parameter.
Specifying the value NULL (or a nil UUID) registers theif_handle
with a nil type UUID.

mgr_epv Specifies the manager routines’ entry point vector. To use the IDL-
generated default entry point vector, specify NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Therpc_server_register_if()routine registers a server interface with the RPC runtime.
A server can register an unlimited number of interfaces. Once registered, an interface
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is available to clients through any binding handle of the server, provided that the
binding handle is compatible for the client.

A server must provide the following information to register an interface:

• An interface specification, which is a data structure generated by the IDL compiler.
The server specifies the interface specification of the interface using theif_handle
parameter.

• A type UUID and manager entry point vector (EPV), a data pair that determines
which manager routine executes when a server receives a remote procedure call
request from a client.

The server specifies the type UUID and EPV using themgr_type_uuidand
mgr_epv parameters, respectively. Note that when a nonnil type UUID is
specified, the server must also call therpc_object_set_type()routine to register
objects of this nonnil type.

A server that only offers a single manager for an interface calls
rpc_server_register_if() once for that interface. In the simple case where
the single manager’s entry point names are the same as the operation names in the
IDL interface definition, the IDL-generated default manager EPV for the interface
may be used. The value NULL inmgr_epvspecifies the default manager EPV.

Note that if a server offers multiple implementations of an interface, the server code
must register a separate manager entry point vector for each interface implementation.

Rules for Invoking Manager Routines

The RPC runtime dispatches an incoming remote procedure call to a manager that
offers the requested RPC interface. When multiple managers are registered for an
interface, the RPC runtime must select one of them. To select a manager, the RPC
runtime uses the object UUID specified by the call’s binding handle. The following
table summarizes the rules applied for invoking manager routines.
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Rules for Invoking Manager Routines

Object UUID
of Call1

Has Server Set
Type of Object
UUID?2

Has Server Set
Type for
Manager
EPV?3

Dispatching Action

Nil Not applicable4 Yes Uses the manager with
the nil type UUID.

Nil Not applicable4 No The RPC error
(rpc_s_unknown_mgr_type).
Rejects the remote
procedure call.

Non-nil Yes Yes Uses the manager with
the same type UUID.

Rules for Invoking Manager Routines

Object UUID
of Call1

Has Server Set
Type of Object
UUID?2

Has Server
Registered
Type for
Manager
EPV?3

Dispatching Action

Non-nil No Ignored Uses the manager with
the nil type UUID. If no
manager with the nil type
UUID,
rpc_s_unknown_mgr_type.
Rejects the remote
procedure call.

Non-nil Yes No The error
(rpc_s_unknown_mgr_type).
Rejects the remote
procedure call.

1 This is the object UUID found in a binding handle for a remote
procedure.

2 By calling rpc_object_set_type() to specify the type UUID for an
object.
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3 By calling rpc_server_register_if() using the same type UUID.

4 The nil object UUID is always automatically assigned the nil type UUID.
It is illegal to specify a nil object UUID inrpc_object_set_type().

For more information about registering server interfaces and invoking manager
routines, refer to theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_type_already_registered
An interface with the given type of UUID is already registered.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_set_object(3rpc), rpc_ep_register(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc),
rpc_object_set_type(3rpc), rpc_server_unregister_if(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_server_unregister_if

Purpose Removes an interface from the RPC runtime; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_unregister_if(
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
uuid_t * mgr_type_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_handle Specifies an interface specification to unregister (remove).

Specify NULL to remove all interfaces previously registered with the
type UUID value given in themgr_type_uuidparameter.

mgr_type_uuid
Specifies the type UUID for the manager entry point vector (EPV) to
remove. This needs to be the same value as provided in a call to the
rpc_server_register_if() routine.

Specify NULL to remove the interface given in theif_handleparameter
for all previously registered type UUIDs.

Specify a nil UUID to remove the IDL-generated default manager EPV.
In this case all manager EPVs registered with a nonnil type UUID
remain registered.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.
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Description

The rpc_server_unregister_if() routine removes the association between an interface
and a manager entry point vector (EPV).

Specify the manager EPV to remove by providing, in themgr_type_uuidparameter,
the type UUID value specified in a call to therpc_server_register_if()routine. Once
removed, an interface is no longer available to client applications.

When an interface is removed, the RPC runtime stops accepting new calls for that
interface. Executing calls (on that interface) are allowed to complete.

The table below summarizes the actions of this routine.

Rules for Removing an Interface

if_handle mgr_type_uuid Action

nonNULL non-NULL Removes the manager EPV associated
with the specified parameters.

nonNULL NULL Removes all manager EPVs associated
with parameterif_handle.

NULL non-NULL Removes all manager EPVs associated
with parametermgr_type_uuid.

NULL NULL Removes all manager EPVs.

Note that when both of the parametersif_handle and mgr_type_uuidare given the
value NULL, this call has the effect of preventing the server from receiving any
new remote procedure calls since all the manager EPVs for all interfaces have been
removed.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_unknown_if
Unknown interface.

rpc_s_unknown_mgr_type
Unknown manager type.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_server_register_if(3rpc).
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rpc_server_use_all_protseqs

Purpose Tells the RPC runtime to use all supported protocol sequences for receiving remote
procedure calls; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(
unsigned32max_call_requests,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

max_call_requests
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent remote procedure call
requests that the server can accept.

The RPC runtime guarantees that the server can accept at least this
number of concurrent call requests. The actual number of these requests
can be greater than the value ofmax_call_requestsand can vary for each
protocol sequence.

Use the valuerpc_c_protseq_max_reqs_defaultto specify the default
parameter value.

Note that in this version of DCE RPC, any number you specify is
replaced by the default value.

Also, the rpc_server_listen() routine limits (according to its
max_calls_execparameter) the amount of concurrent remote procedure
call execution. See therpc_server_listen(3rpc) reference page for
more information.
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Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_use_all_protseqs()routine registers all supported protocol sequences
with the RPC runtime. A server must register at least one protocol sequence with
the RPC runtime to receive remote procedure call requests.

For each protocol sequence registered by a server, the RPC runtime creates one or
more binding handles. Each binding handle contains a dynamic endpoint that the
RPC runtime and operating system generated.

The max_call_requestsparameter allows you to specify the maximum number of
concurrent remote procedure call requests the server handles.

After registering protocol sequences, a server typically calls the following routines:

rpc_server_inq_bindings()
Obtains a vector containing all of the server’s binding handles.

rpc_ep_register()
Registers the binding handles with the local endpoint map.

rpc_ep_register_no_replace()
Registers the binding handles with the local endpoint map.

rpc_ns_binding_export()
Places the binding handles in the name service database for access by
any client.

rpc_binding_vector_free()
Frees the vector of server binding handles.

rpc_server_register_if()
Registers with the RPC runtime those interfaces that the server offers.

rpc_server_listen()
Enables the reception of remote procedure calls.

To register protocol sequences selectively, a server calls one of the following routines:

• rpc_server_use_protseq()
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• rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()

• rpc_server_use_protseq_if()

• rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()

For an explanation of how a server can establish a client/server relationship without
using the local endpoint map or the name service database, see the information on
string bindings in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_cant_create_socket
Cannot create socket.

rpc_s_max_descs_exceeded
Exceeded maximum number of network descriptors.

rpc_s_no_protseqs
No supported protocol sequences.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_binding_to_string_binding(3rpc), rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register(3rpc), rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc), rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc),
rpc_server_listen(3rpc), rpc_server_register_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).
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rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if

Purpose Tells the RPC runtime to use all the protocol sequences and endpoints specified in the
interface specification for receiving remote procedure calls; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(
unsigned32max_call_requests,
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

max_call_requests
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent remote procedure call
requests that the server can accept.

The RPC runtime guarantees that the server can accept at least this
number of concurrent call requests. The actual number of these requests
can be greater that the value ofmax_call_requestsand can vary for each
protocol sequence.

Use the valuerpc_c_protseq_max_reqs_defaultto specify the default
parameter value.

Note that in this version of DCE RPC, any number you specify is
replaced by the default value.

Also, the rpc_server_listen() routine limits (according to its
max_calls_execparameter) the amount of concurrent remote procedure
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call execution. See therpc_server_listen(3rpc) reference page for
more information.

if_handle Specifies an interface specification containing the protocol sequences
and their corresponding endpoint information to use in creating
binding handles. Each created binding handle contains a well-known
(nondynamic) endpoint contained in the interface specification.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()routine registers all protocol sequences and
associated endpoint address information provided in the IDL file with the RPC runtime.
A server must register at least one protocol sequence with the RPC runtime to receive
remote procedure call requests.

For each protocol sequence registered by a server, the RPC runtime creates one or more
binding handles. Each binding handle contains the well-known endpoint specified in
the IDL file.

The max_call_requestsparameter allows you to specify the maximum number of
concurrent remote procedure call requests the server handles.

If you want to register selected protocol sequences specified in the IDL, your server
usesrpc_server_use_protseq_if().

The explanation ofrpc_server_use_all_protseqs()contains a list of the routines a
server typically calls after calling this routine. (However, a server that uses only
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()does not subsequently callrpc_ep_register() or
rpc_ep_register_no_replace().) For an explanation of how a server can establish a
client/server relationship without using the local endpoint map or the name service
database, see the information on string bindings in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_calls_too_large_for_wk_ep
Maximum concurrent calls too large.

rpc_s_cant_bind_socket
Cannot bind to socket.

rpc_s_cant_create_socket
Cannot create socket.

rpc_s_cant_inq_socket
Cannot inquire endpoint from socket.

rpc_s_invalid_endpoint_format
Invalid interface handle.

rpc_s_max_descs_exceeded
Exceeded maximum number of network descriptors.

rpc_s_no_protseqs
No supported protocol sequences.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_ep_register(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc),
rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc), rpc_server_listen(3rpc),
rpc_server_register_if(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).
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rpc_server_use_protseq

Purpose Tells the RPC runtime to use the specified protocol sequence for receiving remote
procedure calls; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_use_protseq(
unsigned_char_t *protseq,
unsigned32max_call_requests,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

protseq Specifies a string identifier for the protocol sequence to register with
the RPC runtime. (For a list of string identifiers, see the table of valid
protocol sequences in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.)

max_call_requests
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent remote procedure call
requests that the server can accept.

The RPC runtime guarantees that the server can accept at least this
number of concurrent call requests. The actual number of these requests
can be greater than the value ofmax_call_requestsand can vary for each
protocol sequence.

Use the valuerpc_c_protseq_max_reqs_defaultto specify the default
parameter value.

Note that in this version of DCE RPC, any number you specify is
replaced by the default value.
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Also, rpc_server_listen() limits (according to its max_calls_exec
parameter) the amount of concurrent remote procedure call execution.
See therpc_server_listen(3rpc) reference page for more information.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_use_protseq()routine registers a single protocol sequence with the
RPC runtime. A server must register at least one protocol sequence with the RPC
runtime to receive remote procedure call requests. A server can call this routine
multiple times to register additional protocol sequences.

For each protocol sequence registered by a server, the RPC runtime creates one or
more binding handles. Each binding handle contains a dynamic endpoint that the
RPC runtime and operating system generated.

The max_call_requestsparameter allows you to specify the maximum number of
concurrent remote procedure call requests the server handles.

A server callsrpc_server_use_all_protseqs()to register all protocol sequences.

The explanation of therpc_server_use_all_protseqs()routine contains a list of the
routines a server typically calls after calling this routine. For an explanation of how
a server can establish a client/server relationship without using the local endpoint
map or the name service database, see the information on string bindings in the
rpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_cant_create_socket
Cannot create socket.

rpc_s_invalid_rpc_protseq
Invalid protocol sequence.

rpc_s_max_descs_exceeded
Exceeded maximum number of network descriptors.

rpc_s_protseq_not_supported
Protocol sequence not supported on this host.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_ep_register(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_network_is_protseq_valid(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc), rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc),
rpc_server_listen(3rpc), rpc_server_register_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq_if(3rpc).
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rpc_server_use_protseq_ep

Purpose Tells the RPC runtime to use the specified protocol sequence combined with the
specified endpoint for receiving remote procedure calls; used by server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(
unsigned_char_t *protseq,
unsigned32max_call_requests,
unsigned_char_t *endpoint,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

protseq Specifies a string identifier for the protocol sequence to register with
the RPC runtime. (For a list of string identifiers, see the table of valid
protocol sequences in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

max_call_requests
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent remote procedure call
requests that the server can accept.

The RPC runtime guarantees that the server can accept at least this
number of concurrent call requests. The actual number of these requests
can be greater than the value ofmax_call_requestsand can vary for each
protocol sequence.

Use the valuerpc_c_protseq_max_reqs_defaultto specify the default
parameter value.

Note that in this version of DCE RPC, any number you specify is
replaced by the default value.
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Also, rpc_server_listen() limits (according to its max_calls_exec
parameter) the amount of concurrent remote procedure call execution.
See therpc_server_listen(3rpc) reference page for more information.

endpoint Specifies address information for an endpoint. This information is used
in creating a binding handle for the protocol sequence specified in the
protseqparameter.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_use_protseq_ep()routine registers a protocol sequence and its
specified endpoint address information with the RPC runtime. A server must register
at least one protocol sequence with the RPC runtime to receive remote procedure call
requests. A server can call this routine multiple times to register additional protocol
sequences and endpoints.

For each protocol sequence registered by a server, the RPC runtime creates one or more
binding handles. Each binding handle contains the well-known endpoint specified in
the endpointparameter.

The max_call_requestsparameter allows you to specify the maximum number of
concurrent remote procedure call requests the server handles.

The explanation ofrpc_server_use_all_protseqs()contains a list of the routines a
server typically calls after calling this routine. For an explanation of how a server
can establish a client/server relationship without using the local endpoint map or the
name service database, see the information on string bindings in therpc_intro(3rpc)
reference page.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_calls_too_large_for_wk_ep
Maximum concurrent calls too large.

rpc_s_cant_bind_socket
Cannot bind to socket.

rpc_s_cant_create_socket
Cannot create socket.

rpc_s_invalid_endpoint_format
Invalid endpoint format.

rpc_s_invalid_rpc_protseq
Invalid protocol sequence.

rpc_s_max_descs_exceeded
Exceeded maximum number of network descriptors.

rpc_s_protseq_not_supported
Protocol sequence not supported on this host.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_ep_register(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc),
rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc), rpc_server_listen(3rpc),
rpc_server_register_if(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc).
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rpc_server_use_protseq_if

Purpose Tells the RPC runtime to use the specified protocol sequence combined with the
endpoints in the interface specification for receiving remote procedure calls; used by
server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_server_use_protseq_if(
unsigned_char_t *protseq,
unsigned32max_call_requests,
rpc_if_handle_t if_handle,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

protseq Specifies a string identifier for the protocol sequence to register with
the RPC runtime. For a list of string identifiers, see the table of valid
protocol sequences in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

max_call_requests
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent remote procedure call
requests that the server can accept.

The RPC runtime guarantees that the server can accept at least this
number of concurrent call requests. The actual number of these requests
can be greater than the value ofmax_call_requestsand can vary for each
protocol sequence.

Use the valuerpc_c_protseq_max_reqs_defaultto specify the default
parameter value.
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Note that in this version of DCE RPC, any number you specify is
replaced by the default value.

Also, the rpc_server_listen() routine limits (according to its
max_calls_execparameter) the amount of concurrent remote procedure
call execution. See therpc_server_listen(3rpc) reference page for
more information.

if_handle Specifies an interface specification whose endpoint information is
used in creating a binding for the protocol sequence specified in the
protseqparameter. Each created binding handle contains a well-known
(nondynamic) endpoint contained in the interface specification.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_server_use_protseq_if()routine registers one protocol sequence with the
RPC runtime, including its endpoint address information as provided in the specified
IDL file.

A server must register at least one protocol sequence with the RPC runtime to receive
remote procedure call requests. A server can call this routine multiple times to
register additional protocol sequences.

For each protocol sequence registered by a server, the RPC runtime creates one or more
binding handles. Each binding handle contains the well-known endpoint specified in
the IDL file.

The max_call_requestsparameter allows you to specify the maximum number of
concurrent remote procedure call requests the server handles.

To register all protocol sequences from the IDL, a server calls the
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if()routine.

The explanation ofrpc_server_use_all_protseqs()contains a list of the routines
a server typically calls after calling this routine. However, a server that uses
only rpc_server_use_protseq_if()does not subsequently callrpc_ep_register() or
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(). For an explanation of how a server can establish a
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client/server relationship without using the local endpoint map or the name service
database, see the information on string bindings in therpc_intro(3rpc) reference page.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_calls_too_large_for_wk_ep
Maximum concurrent calls too large.

rpc_s_cant_bind_socket
Cannot bind to socket.

rpc_s_invalid_endpoint_format
Invalid endpoint format.

rpc_s_invalid_rpc_protseq
Invalid protocol sequence.

rpc_s_max_descs_exceeded
Exceeded maximum number of network descriptors.

rpc_s_protseq_not_supported
Protocol sequence not supported on this host.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_ep_register(3rpc),
rpc_ep_register_no_replace(3rpc), rpc_ns_binding_export(3rpc),
rpc_server_inq_bindings(3rpc), rpc_server_listen(3rpc),
rpc_server_register_if(3rpc), rpc_server_use_all_protseqs(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_all_protseqs_if(3rpc), rpc_server_use_protseq(3rpc),
rpc_server_use_protseq_ep(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_allocate

Purpose Allocates memory within the RPC stub memory management scheme.

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

idl_void_p_t rpc_sm_allocate(
unsigned longsize,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

size Specifies, in bytes, the size of memory to be allocated.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Applications call rpc_sm_allocate() to allocate memory within the RPC stub
memory management scheme. Before a call to this routine, the stub memory
management environment must have been established. For manager code that is
called from the stub, the stub itself normally establishes the necessary environment.
When rpc_sm_allocate() is used by code that is not called from the stub, the
application must establish the required memory management environment by calling
rpc_sm_enable_allocate().

When the stub establishes the memory management environment, the stub itself frees
any memory allocated byrpc_sm_allocate(). The application can free such memory
before returning to the calling stub by callingrpc_sm_free().
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When the application establishes the memory management environment, it
must free any memory allocated, either by callingrpc_sm_free() or by calling
rpc_sm_disable_allocate().

Multiple threads may callrpc_sm_allocate()andrpc_sm_free()to manage the same
memory within the stub memory management environment. To do so, the threads
must share the same stub memory management thread handle. Applications pass
thread handles from thread to thread by callingrpc_sm_get_thread_handle()and
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle().

Return Values

A pointer to the allocated memory.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_free(3rpc), rpc_sm_enable_allocate(3rpc),
rpc_sm_disable_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_get_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_client_free

Purpose Frees memory returned from a client stub

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_client_free(
idl_void_p_t node_to_free,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

node_to_free
Specifies a pointer to memory returned from a client stub.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_sm_client_free() routine releases memory allocated and returned from
a client stub. The thread callingrpc_sm_client_free() must have the same
thread handle as the thread that made the RPC call. Applications pass thread
handles from thread to thread by callingrpc_sm_get_thread_handle() and
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle().

This routine enables a routine to deallocate dynamically allocated memory returned
by an RPC call without knowledge of the memory management environment from
which it was called.
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Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_free(3rpc), rpc_sm_get_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_sm_set_client_alloc_free(3rpc), rpc_sm_set_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_sm_swap_client_alloc_free(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_destroy_client_context

Purpose Reclaims the client memory resources for a context handle, and sets the context handle
to null

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_destroy_client_context(
idl_void_p_t p_unusable_context_handle,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

p_unusable_context_handle
Specifies the context handle that can no longer be accessed.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Therpc_sm_destroy_client_context()routine is used by client applications to reclaim
the client resources used in maintaining an active context handle. Applications call
this routine after a communications error makes the context handle unusable. When
the rpc_sm_destroy_client_context()routine reclaims the memory resources, it also
sets the context handle to null.

Return Values

None.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_sm_disable_allocate

Purpose Releases resources and allocated memory within the stub memory management scheme

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_disable_allocate(
unsigned32*status);

Parameters
Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_sm_disable_allocate()routine releases all resources acquired by a call to
rpc_sm_enable_allocate(), and any memory allocated by calls torpc_sm_allocate()
after the call torpc_sm_enable_allocate()was made.

The rpc_sm_enable_allocate()andrpc_sm_disable_allocate()routines must be used
in matching pairs.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_enable_allocate(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_enable_allocate

Purpose Enables the stub memory managment environment

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_enable_allocate(
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Applications can call rpc_sm_enable_allocate() to establish a stub memory
management environment in cases where one is not established by the stub itself.
A stub memory management environment must be established before any calls are
made torpc_sm_allocate(). For server manager code called from the stub, the stub
memory management environment is normally established by the stub itself. Code
that is called from other contexts needs to callrpc_sm_enable_allocate()before
calling rpc_sm_allocate().

Note: For a discussion of how spawned threads acquire a stub memory
management environment, see therpc_sm_get_thread_handle() and
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle()reference pages.
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Return Values

None

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_disable_allocate(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_free

Purpose Frees memory allocated by therpc_sm_allocate()routine

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_free(
idl_void_p_t node_to_free,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

node_to_free
Specifies a pointer to memory allocated byrpc_sm_allocate().

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Applications callrpc_sm_free() to release memory allocated byrpc_sm_allocate().

When the stub allocates memory within the stub memory management environment,
manager code called from the stub can also userpc_sm_free() to release memory
allocated by the stub.

The thread callingrpc_sm_free() must have the same thread handle as the
thread that allocated the memory withrpc_sm_allocate(). Applications pass
thread handles from thread to thread by callingrpc_sm_get_thread_handle()and
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle().
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Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_get_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_get_thread_handle

Purpose Gets a thread handle for the stub memory management environment

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

rpc_ss_thread_handle_t rpc_sm_get_thread_handle(
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

Applications callrpc_sm_get_thread_handle()to get a thread handle for the current
stub memory management environment. A thread that is managing memory within
the stub memory managment scheme calls pc_sm_get_thread_handle() to get a thread
handle for its current stub memory management environment. A thread that calls
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle()with this handle, is able to use the same memory
management environment.

When multiple threads callrpc_sm_allocate()andrpc_sm_free()to manage the same
memory, they must share the same thread handle. The thread that established the
stub memory management environment callsrpc_sm_get_thread_handle()to get a
thread handle before spawning new threads that will manage the same memory. The
spawned threads then callrpc_sm_set_thread_handle()with the handle provided by
the parent thread.

Note: Typically, rpc_sm_get_thread_handle()is called by a server manager routine
before it spawns additional threads. Normally the stub sets up the memory
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management environment for the manager routine. The manager calls
rpc_sm_get_thread_handle() to make this environment available to the
spawned threads.

A thread may also use rpc_sm_get_thread_handle() and
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle()to save and restore its memory management
environment.

Return Values

A thread handle.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_free(3rpc),
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle(3rpc.
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rpc_sm_set_client_alloc_free

Purpose Sets the memory allocation and freeing mechanisms used by the client stubs

Synopsis

#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_set_client_alloc_free(
idl_void_p_t (*p_allocate) (
unsigned longsize),
void (*p_free) (
idl_void_p_t ptr),
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

p_allocate Specifies a memory allocator routine.

p_free Specifies a memory free routine. This routine is used to free memory
allocated with the routine specified byp_allocate.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_sm_set_client_alloc_free()routine overrides the default routines that the
client stub uses to manage memory.
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Note: The default memory management routines are ISOmalloc() and ISO
free() except when the remote call occurs within manager code in which
case the default memory management routines arerpc_sm_allocate()and
rpc_sm_free().

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_free(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_set_thread_handle

Purpose Sets a thread handle for the stub memory management environment

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_set_thread_handle(
rpc_ss_thread_handle_tid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

id Specifies a thread handle returned by a call to the routine
rpc_sm_get_thread_handle().

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

An application thread callsrpc_sm_set_thread_handle()to set a thread handle
for memory management within the stub memory management environment. A
thread that is managing memory within the stub memory managment scheme calls
rpc_sm_get_thread_handle()to get a thread handle for its current stub memory
management environment. A thread that callsrpc_sm_set_thread_handle()with
this handle is able to use the same memory management environment.

When multiple threads callrpc_sm_allocate()andrpc_sm_free()to manage the same
memory, they must share the same thread handle. The thread that established the
stub memory management environment callsrpc_sm_get_thread_handle()to get a
thread handle before spawning new threads that will manage the same memory. The
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spawned threads then callrpc_sm_set_thread_handle()with the handle provided by
the parent thread.

Note: Typically, rpc_sm_set_thread_handle() is called by a thread spawned
by a server manager routine. Normally the stub sets up the memory
management environment for the manager routine and the manager calls
rpc_sm_get_thread_handle()to get a thread handle. Each spawned thread
then calls rpc_sm_get_thread_handle() to get access to the manager’s
memory management environment.

A thread may also use rpc_sm_get_thread_handle() and
rpc_sm_set_thread_handle()to save and restore its memory management
environment.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_free(3rpc),
rpc_sm_get_thread_handle(3rpc).
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rpc_sm_swap_client_alloc_free

Purpose Exchanges the current memory allocation and freeing mechanism used by the client
stubs with one supplied by the client

Synopsis

#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_sm_swap_client_alloc_free (
idl_void_p_t (*p_allocate) (
unsigned longsize),
void (*p_free) (
idl_void_p_t ptr),
idl_void_p_t (** p_p_old_allocate) (
unsigned longsize),
void (** p_p_old_free) (
idl_void_p_t ptr),
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

p_allocate Specifies a new memory allocation routine.

p_free Specifies a new memory free routine.

Output

p_p_old_allocate
Returns the memory allocation routine in use before the call to this
routine.

p_p_old_freeReturns the memory free routine in use before the call to this routine.
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status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_sm_swap_client_alloc_free()routine exchanges the current allocate and free
mechanisms used by the client stubs for routines supplied by the caller.

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_sm_allocate(3rpc), rpc_sm_free(3rpc),
rpc_sm_set_client_alloc_free(3rpc).
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rpc_ss_allocate

Purpose Allocates memory within the RPC stub memory management scheme; used by server
or possibly by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

idl_void_p_t rpc_ss_allocate(
idl_size_t size);

Parameters
Input

size Specifies, in bytes, the size of memory to be allocated.

Note that in ANSI standard C environments,idl_void_p_t is defined asvoid * and
in other environments is defined aschar * .

Description

Usually, therpc_ss_allocate()routine is used in the manager code that is called from
a server stub. Memory allocated byrpc_ss_allocate()is released by the server stub
after marshalling any output parameters at the end of the remote call in which the
memory was allocated. If you want to release memory allocated byrpc_ss_allocate()
before returning from the manager code userpc_ss_free().

You can also userpc_ss_free()in manager code to release memory pointed to by a
full pointer (ptr ) in an input parameter.

When the server usesrpc_ss_allocate(), the server stub creates the environment the
routine needs. If the parameters of the operation include any pointers other than those
used for passing parameters by reference, the environment is set up automatically.
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If you need to userpc_ss_allocate()in a manager code routine that does not have a
pointer in any of its parameters, use an ACF and apply theenable_allocateattribute to
the relevant operation. This causes the generated server stub to set up the necessary
environment.

Note that memory allocated by allocators other thanrpc_ss_allocate()is not released
when the operation on the server side completes execution.

If you want to userpc_ss_allocate()outside the code called from a server stub, you
must first create an environment for it by callingrpc_ss_enable_allocate().

See theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Componentsfor more
information.

Return Values

A pointer to the allocated memory.

An exception,rpc_x_no_memory, when no memory is available for allocation.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_disable_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_enable_allocate(3rpc),
rpc_ss_free(3rpc), rpc_ss_get_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(3rpc).
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rpc_ss_bind_authn_client

Purpose Authenticates a client’s identity to a server from a client stub; a pointer to the
server binding handle for the remote procedure call to which the routine will add
authentication and authorization context

Synopsis
#include <rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_bind_authn_client(
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
if_handle_t if_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

binding A pointer to the server binding handle for the remote procedure call to
which the routine will add authentication and authorization context.

Input

if_handle A stub-generated data structure that specifies the interface of interest.
The routine can use this parameter to resolve a partial binding or to
distinguish between interfaces.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_ss_bind_authn_client()routine is a DCE-supplied binding callout routine
for use with thebinding_callout ACF interface attribute.
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The binding_callout attribute enables applications to specify the name of a routine
that the client stub will call automatically to modify a server binding handle with
additional information before it initiates a remote procedure call. This attribute is
especially useful for applications using the automatic binding method, where it is the
client stub that obtains the binding handle, rather than the application code. The
binding_callout attribute provides these applications with a way to gain access to a
server binding handle from the client stub, since the handle is not accessible from the
application code.

Applications can specifyrpc_ss_bind_authn_client() to the binding_callout ACF
interface attribute in order to authenticate the client’s identity to a server from the
client stub before the remote procedure call to the server is initiated. This routine
performs one-way authentication: the client does not care which server principal
receives the remote procedure call request, but the server verifies that the client is
who the client claims to be.

The routine sets the protection level used, the authentication identity,
and the authentication service used to their default values. See the
rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc) reference page for more information on
these default values. It sets the authorization service to perform authorization based
on the client’s principal name.

Applications can also specify user-written binding callout routines with the
binding_callout attribute to modify server binding handles from client stubs with
other types of information. For more information on using thebinding_callout ACF
attribute, see theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

Return Values

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
Success.
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rpc_s_no_more_bindings
Directs the client stub not to look for another server binding.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc), rpc_ep_resolve_binding(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Introduction and Style Guide,
OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ss_client_free

Purpose Frees memory returned from a client stub; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_client_free(
idl_void_p_t node_to_free);

Parameters
Input

node_to_freeSpecifies a pointer to memory returned from a client stub.

Description

The rpc_ss_client_free()routine releases memory allocated and returned from a client
stub. The thread callingrpc_ss_client_free()must have the same thread handle as
the thread that made the RPC call.

This routine enables a routine to deallocate dynamically allocated memory returned
by an RPC call without knowledge of the memory management environment from
which it was called.

Note that while this routine is always called from client code, the code can be executing
as part of another server.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_free(3rpc), rpc_ss_get_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_ss_set_client_alloc_free(3rpc), rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_ss_swap_client_alloc_free(3rpc).
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rpc_ss_destroy_client_context

Purpose Reclaims the client memory resources for the context handle, and sets the context
handle to NULL; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_destroy_client_context(
void *p_unusable_context_handle);

Parameters
Input

p_unusable_context_handle
Specifies the context handle that can no longer be accessed.

Description

The rpc_ss_destroy_client_context()routine is used by the client application to
reclaim the client resources used in maintaining an active context handle. Only
call this after a communications error makes the context handle unusable. When
rpc_ss_destroy_client_context()reclaims the memory resources, it also sets the
context handle to null.

Return Values

No value is returned.

The rpc_ss_destroy_client_context()routine raises no exceptions.
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rpc_ss_disable_allocate

Purpose Releases resources and allocated memory; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_disable_allocate(
void);

Description

The rpc_ss_disable_allocate()routine releases (disables) all resources acquired
by a call to rpc_ss_enable_allocate(), and any memory allocated by calls to
rpc_ss_allocate()after the call torpc_ss_enable_allocate()was made.

The rpc_ss_enable_allocate()and rpc_ss_disable_allocate()routines must be used
in matching pairs.

For information about rules for using memory management routines, see theOSF
DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_enable_allocate(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ss_enable_allocate

Purpose Enables the allocation of memory by therpc_ss_allocate()routine when not in
manager code; used by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_enable_allocate(
void);

Description

In sophisticated servers, it may be necessary to call manager code routines from
different environments. This occurs, for example, when the application is both a client
and a server of the same interface. Therefore, a manager code routine may need to be
called both by the application code and by the stub code. If code, other than manager
code, calls therpc_ss_allocate()routine, it must first callrpc_ss_enable_allocate()
to initialize the memory management environment thatrpc_ss_allocate()uses.

For information about rules for using memory management routines, see theOSF
DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

Return Values

An exception,rpc_x_no_memory, when there is insufficient memory available to set
up necessary data structures.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_disable_allocate(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ss_free

Purpose Frees memory allocated by therpc_ss_allocate()routine; used by server or possibly
by client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_free(
idl_void_p_t node_to_free);

Parameters
Input

node_to_freeSpecifies a pointer to memory allocated byrpc_ss_allocate().

Note that in ANSI standard C environments,idl_void_p_t is defined asvoid * and
in other environments is defined aschar * .

Description

The rpc_ss_free() routine releases memory allocated byrpc_ss_allocate(). The
thread callingrpc_ss_free() must have the same thread handle as the thread that
allocated the memory withrpc_ss_allocate(). Use it only in an environment where
rpc_ss_allocate()is used.

If the manager code allocates memory withrpc_ss_allocate()and the memory is
not released byrpc_ss_free()during manager code execution, then the server stub
automatically releases the memory when the manager code completes execution and
returns control to the stub.

Manager code can also userpc_ss_free()to release memory that is pointed to by a
full pointer in an input parameter.
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For information about rules for using memory management routines, see theOSF
DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_get_thread_handle(3rpc),
rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ss_get_thread_handle

Purpose Gets a thread handle for the manager code before it spawns additional threads, or
for the client code when it becomes a server; used by server or possibly by client
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

rpc_ss_thread_handle_t rpc_ss_get_thread_handle(
void);

Description

The rpc_ss_get_thread_handle()routine is used by a server manager thread when
it spawns additional threads. To spawn additional threads that are able to perform
memory management, the server manager code callsrpc_ss_get_thread_handle()
and passes the thread handle to each spawned thread. Each spawned thread that
uses rpc_ss_allocate()and rpc_ss_free() for memory management must first call
rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(), using the handle obtained by the original manager
thread.

The rpc_ss_get_thread_handle()routine can also be used when a program changes
from being a client to being a server. The program gets a handle on its environment as
a client by callingrpc_ss_get_thread_handle(). When the program reverts to being a
client it re−establishes the client environment by callingrpc_ss_set_thread_handle(),
supplying the previously obtained handle as a parameter.

Return Values

A thread handle.
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Examples

This function determines the thread handle, creates a thread, and passes the thread
handle to the thread so it can share the memory management environment of the
calling thread.

#include <pthread.h>

#include <idlbase.h>

pthread_t Launch_thread(

int (*routine_to_launch)(

pthread_addr_t th
)

)

{

rpc_ss_thread_handle_t th = rpc_ss_get_thread_handle();

pthread_t t;

/*

* Create the thread and pass to it the thread handle

* so it can use rpc_ss_set_thread_handle.

*/
pthread_create (&t, pthread_attr_default,

(pthread_startroutine_t)routine_to_launch,

(pthread_addr_t)th);

return t;

}

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_free(3rpc),
rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(3rpc).
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rpc_ss_set_client_alloc_free

Purpose Sets the memory allocation and freeing mechanism used by the client stubs, thereby
overriding the default routines the client stub uses to manage memory for pointed-to
nodes; used by client applications

Synopsis

#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_set_client_alloc_free (
idl_void_p_t (*p_allocate) (
unsigned longsize),
void (*p_free) (
idl_void_p_t *ptr)
);

Parameters
Input

p_allocate Specifies a pointer to a routine that has the same procedure declaration
as themalloc() routine and that is used by the client stub to allocate
memory.

p_free Specifies a pointer to a routine that has the same procedure declaration
as thefree() routine and that is used to free memory that was allocated
using the routine pointed at byp_allocate.

Note that in ANSI standard C environments,idl_void_p_t is defined asvoid * and
in other environments is defined aschar * .
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Description

The rpc_ss_set_client_alloc_free()routine overrides the default routines that the
client stub uses to manage memory for pointed-to nodes. The default memory
management routines aremalloc() and free(), except when the remote call occurs
within manager code, in which case the default memory management routines are
rpc_ss_allocate()andrpc_ss_free().

For information about rules for using memory management routines, see theOSF
DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

Return Values

An exception,rpc_x_no_memory, when there is insufficient memory available to set
up necessary data structures.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_free(3rpc).

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ss_set_thread_handle

Purpose Sets the thread handle for either a newly created spawned thread or for a server that
was formerly a client and is ready to be a client again; used by server or possibly by
client applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(
rpc_ss_thread_handle_tid);

Parameters
Input

id A thread handle returned by a call torpc_ss_get_thread_handle().

Description

The rpc_ss_set_thread_handle()routine is used by a thread spawned in the manager
code to associate itself with the main RPC manager thread. Each spawned thread
that usesrpc_ss_allocate()and rpc_ss_free() for memory management must call
rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(), using the handle that the main RPC manager thread
obtained throughrpc_ss_get_thread_handle().

Therpc_ss_set_thread_handle()routine can also be used by a program that originally
was a client, then became a server, and is now reverting to a client. The program
must re−establish the client environment by calling therpc_ss_set_thread_handle()
routine, supplying the handle it received (throughrpc_ss_get_thread_handle()) prior
to becoming a server, as a parameter.
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Return Values

An exception,rpc_x_no_memory, when there is insufficient memory available to set
up necessary data structures.

Examples

When this function is invoked within a spawned thread, its argument is the thread
handle of the calling thread. This example assumes the data passed to the thread
consists of only the middle thread.

#include <pthread.h>

#include <dce/idlbase.h>

int helper_thread (

pthread_addr_t th

)

{

/*
* Set the memory management environment to match

* the parent environment.

*/

rpc_ss_set_thread_handle(rpc_ss_thread_handle_t)th;

/*
* Real work of this thread follows here ...

*/

}

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_free(3rpc),
rpc_ss_get_thread_handle(3rpc).
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Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_ss_swap_client_alloc_free

Purpose Exchanges the current memory allocation and freeing mechanism used by the client
stubs with one supplied by the client; used by client applications

Synopsis

#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_ss_swap_client_alloc_free(
idl_void_p_t (*p_allocate) (
idl_size_t size),
void (*p_free) (
idl_void_p_t ptr),
idl_void_p_t (** p_p_old_allocate) (
idl_size_t size),
void (** p_p_old_free) (
idl_void_p_t ptr)
);

Parameters
Input

p_allocate Specifies a pointer to a routine that has the same procedure declaration as
the malloc() routine and that is used for allocating client stub memory.

p_free Specifies a pointer to a routine that has the same procedure declaration
as thefree() routine and that is used for freeing client stub memory.

Output

p_p_old_allocate
Specifies a pointer to a pointer to a routine that has the same procedure
declaration as themalloc() routine. A pointer to the routine that
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was previously used to allocate client stub memory is returned in this
parameter.

p_p_old_free
Specifies a pointer to a pointer to a routine that has the same procedure
declaration as thefree() routine. A pointer to the routine that was
previously used to free client stub memory is returned in this parameter.

Note that in ANSI standard C environments,idl_void_p_t is defined asvoid * and
in other environments is defined aschar * .

Description

The rpc_ss_swap_client_alloc_free()routine exchanges the current client allocate
and free mechanism used by the client stubs for one supplied by the caller. If it
is appropriate for the client code called by an application to use a certain memory
allocation and freeing mechanism, regardless of its caller’s state, the client code can
swap its own mechanism into place on entry, replacing its caller’s mechanism. It can
then swap the caller’s mechanism back into place prior to returning.

For information about rules for using memory management routines, see theOSF
DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

Return Values

An exception,rpc_x_no_memory, is returned when there is insufficient memory
available to set up necessary data structures.

Errors

A representative list of errors that might be returned is not shown here. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_ss_allocate(3rpc), rpc_ss_free(3rpc),
rpc_ss_set_client_alloc_free(3rpc).
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Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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rpc_string_binding_compose

Purpose Combines the components of a string binding into a string binding; used by client or
server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_string_binding_compose(
unsigned_char_t *obj_uuid,
unsigned_char_t *protseq,
unsigned_char_t *network_addr,
unsigned_char_t *endpoint,
unsigned_char_t *options,
unsigned_char_t **string_binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

obj_uuid Specifies a NULL-terminated string representation of an object UUID.

protseq Specifies a NULL-terminated string representation of a protocol
sequence.

network_addr
Specifies a NULL-terminated string representation of a network address.

endpoint Specifies a NULL-terminated string representation of an endpoint.

options Specifies a NULL-terminated string representation of network options.

Output

string_binding
Returns a pointer to a NULL-terminated string representation of a
binding handle.
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Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this argument. In
this case the application does not callrpc_string_free().

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_string_binding_compose() routine combines string binding handle
components into a string binding handle.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the string returned in thestring_binding
parameter. The application callsrpc_string_free() to deallocate that memory.

Specify NULL or provide a null string (\0) for each input string that has no data.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_binding_to_string_binding(3rpc), rpc_string_binding_parse(3rpc),
rpc_string_free(3rpc), uuid_to_string(3rpc).
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rpc_string_binding_parse

Purpose Returns, as separate strings, the components of a string binding; used by client or
server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_string_binding_parse(
unsigned_char_t *string_binding,
unsigned_char_t **obj_uuid,
unsigned_char_t **protseq,
unsigned_char_t **network_addr,
unsigned_char_t **endpoint,
unsigned_char_t **network_options,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

string_binding
Specifies a NULL-terminated string representation of a binding.

Output

obj_uuid Returns a pointer to a NULL-terminated string representation of an
object UUID.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not callrpc_string_free().

protseq Returns a pointer to a NULL-terminated string representation of a
protocol sequence.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not callrpc_string_free().
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network_addr
Returns a pointer to a NULL-terminated string representation of a
network address.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not callrpc_string_free().

endpoint Returns a pointer to a NULL-terminated string representation of an
endpoint.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not callrpc_string_free().

network_options
Returns a pointer to a NULL-terminated string representation of network
options.

Specify NULL to prevent the routine from returning this parameter. In
this case the application does not callrpc_string_free().

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_string_binding_parse() routine parses a string representation of a binding
handle into its component fields.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for each component string the routine returns.
The application callsrpc_string_free() once for each returned string to deallocate the
memory for that string.

If any field of thestring_bindingfield is empty,rpc_string_binding_parse() returns
the empty string in the corresponding output parameter.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_string_binding
Invalid string binding.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_from_string_binding(3rpc) ,
rpc_binding_to_string_binding(3rpc), rpc_string_binding_compose(3rpc),
rpc_string_free(3rpc), uuid_from_string(3rpc) .
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rpc_string_free

Purpose Frees a character string allocated by the runtime; used by client, server, or management
applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_string_free(
unsigned_char_t **string,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

string Specifies the address of the pointer to the character string to free.

The value NULL is returned.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_string_free() routine deallocates the memory occupied by a character string
returned by the RPC runtime.

An application must call this routine once for each character string allocated and
returned by calls to other RPC runtime routines. The names of these routines appear
at the end of this reference page.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: dce_error_inq_text(3rpc), rpc_binding_inq_auth_client(3rpc),
rpc_binding_inq_auth_info(3rpc), rpc_binding_to_string_binding(3rpc),
rpc_mgmt_ep_elt_inq_next(3rpc), rpc_mgmt_inq_server_princ_name(3rpc),
rpc_ns_binding_inq_entry_name(3rpc), rpc_ns_entry_expand_name(3rpc),
rpc_ns_group_mbr_inq_next(3rpc), rpc_ns_profile_elt_inq_next(3rpc),
rpc_string_binding_compose(3rpc), rpc_string_binding_parse(3rpc),
uuid_to_string(3rpc).
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rpc_tower_to_binding

Purpose Returns a binding handle from a tower representation

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_tower_to_binding(
byte_p_t prot_tower,
rpc_binding_handle_t *binding,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

prot_tower Specifies a single protocol tower to convert to a binding handle.

Output

binding Returns the server binding handle.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The rpc_tower_to_binding() routine creates a server binding handle a canonical
representation of a protocol tower.

When an application finishes using thebinding parameter, the application calls the
rpc_binding_free() routine to release the memory used by the binding handle.

The rpc_intro(3rpc) reference page contains an explanation of binding handles.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_invalid_arg
Invalid argument.

rpc_s_invalid_endpoint_format
Invalid endpoint format.

rpc_s_protseq_not_supported
Protocol sequence not supported on this host.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_copy(3rpc), rpc_binding_free(3rpc),
rpc_tower_vector_free(3rpc), rpc_tower_vector_from_binding(3rpc).
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rpc_tower_vector_free

Purpose Releases memory associated with a tower vector

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_tower_vector_free(
rpc_tower_vector_p_t *twr_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

twr_vector Specifies the tower vector to be freed. On return, its value is NULL.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

The status code is eitherrpc_s_ok or a value returned from a called
routine.

Description

Therpc_tower_vector_free()routine releases memory associated with a tower vector,
including the towers as well as the vector.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_copy(3rpc), rpc_binding_free(3rpc),
rpc_tower_to_binding(3rpc), rpc_tower_vector_from_binding(3rpc).
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rpc_tower_vector_from_binding

Purpose Creates a tower vector from a binding handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/rpc.h>

void rpc_tower_vector_from_binding(
rpc_if_handle_t if_spec,
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
rpc_tower_vector_p_t *twr_vector,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

if_spec The interface specification that will be combined with a binding handle
to form a tower vector.

binding The binding handle that will be combined with a interface specification
to form a tower vector.

Output

twr_vector Returns the allocated tower vector.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

The status code is eitherrpc_s_ok, or rpc_s_no_interfaces, or a value
returned from a called routine.
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Description

The rpc_tower_vector_from_binding() routine creates a vector of towers
from a binding handle. After the caller is finished with the tower vector, the
rpc_tower_vector_free() routine must be called to release the memory used by the
vector.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_copy(3rpc), rpc_binding_free(3rpc),
rpc_tower_to_binding(3rpc), rpc_tower_vector_free(3rpc).
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uuid_compare

Purpose Compares two UUIDs and determines their order; used by client, server, or
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

signed32 uuid_compare(
uuid_t * uuid1,
uuid_t * uuid2,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

uuid1 Specifies a pointer to a UUID. This UUID is compared with the UUID
specified inuuid2.

Use the value NULL to specify a nil UUID for this parameter.

uuid2 Specifies a pointer to a UUID. This UUID is compared with the UUID
specified inuuid1.

Use the value NULL to specify a nil UUID for this parameter.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The uuid_compare() routine compares two UUIDs and determines their order. A
nil UUID is considered the first element in order. The order of UUIDs is defined
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by the RPC architecture and is not a temporal (related to time) ordering. Comparing
two specific UUIDs always returns the same result regardless of the implementation
or system architecture.

You can use this routine to sort data with UUIDs as a key.

Return Values

Returns one of the following constants:

−1 Theuuid1 parameter precedes theuuid2 parameter in order.

0 Theuuid1 parameter is equal to theuuid2 parameter in order.

1 Theuuid1 parameter follows theuuid2 parameter in order.

Note that a value of 0 (zero) has the same meaning as ifuuid_equal(&uuid1, &uuid2)
returned a value of TRUE.

A nil UUID is the first UUID in order. This means the following:

• If uuid1 is NULL and uuid2 is nonnil, the routine returns -1.

• If uuid1 is NULL and uuid2 is NULL, the routine returns 0.

• If uuid1 is nonnil anduuid2 is NULL, the routine returns 1.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.

uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

Related Information

Functions: uuid_equal(3rpc), uuid_is_nil(3rpc).
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uuid_create

Purpose Creates a new UUID; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

void uuid_create(
uuid_t * uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

uuid Returns the new UUID.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The uuid_create() routine creates a new UUID.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.

uuid_s_getconf_failure
Cannot get network interface device configuration.

uuid_s_no_address
Cannot get Ethernet hardware address.

uuid_s_socket_failure
Cannot create socket.

Related Information

Functions: uuid_create_nil(3rpc), uuid_from_string(3rpc) , uuid_to_string(3rpc).
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uuid_create_nil

Purpose Creates a nil UUID; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

void uuid_create_nil(
uuid_t * nil_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

nil_uuid Returns a nil UUID.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The uuid_create_nil() routine creates a nil UUID.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.

Related Information

Functions: uuid_create(3rpc).
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uuid_equal

Purpose Determines if two UUIDs are equal; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

boolean32 uuid_equal(
uuid_t * uuid1,
uuid_t * uuid2,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

uuid1 Specifies a pointer to a UUID. This UUID is compared with the UUID
specified inuuid2. Supply the value NULL to specify a nil UUID for
this parameter.

uuid2 Specifies a pointer to a UUID. This UUID is compared with the UUID
specified inuuid1. Supply the value NULL to specify a nil UUID for
this parameter.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The uuid_equal() routine compares two UUIDs and determines if they are equal.
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Return Values

The possible return values and their meanings are as follows:

TRUE Theuuid1 parameter is equal to theuuid2 parameter. Parameterstatus
contains the status codeuuid_s_ok.

FALSE Theuuid1 parameter is not equal to theuuid2 parameter.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.

uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

Related Information

Functions: uuid_compare(3rpc).
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uuid_from_string

Purpose Converts a string UUID to its binary representation; used by client, server, or
management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

void uuid_from_string(
unsigned_char_t *string_uuid,
uuid_t * uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

string_uuid Specifies a string representation of a UUID. Supply the value NULL or
the null string (\0) to specify a nil UUID.

Output

uuid Returns the binary form of the UUID specified by thestring_uuid
parameter into the address specified by this parameter.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

An application calls theuuid_from_string() routine to convert a string UUID to its
binary representation.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.

uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

uuid_s_invalid_string_uuid
Invalid format for a string UUID.

Related Information

Functions: uuid_to_string(3rpc).
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uuid_hash

Purpose Creates a hash value for a UUID; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

unsigned16 uuid_hash(
uuid_t * uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

uuid Specifies the UUID for which a hash value is created. Supply NULL
to specify a nil UUID for this parameter.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The uuid_hash() routine generates a hash value for a specified UUID.

Note that the return value for a singleuuid value may differ across platforms.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.
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uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

Return Values

Returns a hash value for the specified UUID.
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uuid_is_nil

Purpose Determines if a UUID is nil; used by client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

boolean32 uuid_is_nil(
uuid_t * uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

uuid Specifies a UUID to test as a nil UUID. Supply NULL to specify a nil
UUID for this parameter.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The uuid_is_nil() routine determines whether the specified UUID is a nil UUID. This
routine yields the same result as if an application did the following:

• Called theuuid_create_nil() routine.

• Called theuuid_equal() routine to compare the returned nil UUID to the UUID
specified in theuuid parameter.

Return Values

The possible return values and their meanings are as follows:
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TRUE Theuuid parameter is a nil UUID. Parameterstatuscontains the status
codeuuid_s_ok.

FALSE Theuuid parameter is not a nil UUID.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.

uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

Related Information

Functions: uuid_compare(3rpc), uuid_create_nil(3rpc), uuid_equal(3rpc).
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uuid_to_string

Purpose Converts a UUID from a binary representation to a string representation; used by
client, server, or management applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/uuid.h>

void uuid_to_string(
uuid_t * uuid,
unsigned_char_t **string_uuid,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

uuid Specifies a UUID in its binary format. Supply NULL to specify a nil
UUID for this parameter.

Output

string_uuid Returns a pointer to the string representation of the UUID specified in
the uuid parameter. Specify NULL for this parameter to prevent the
routine from returning this information.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The uuid_to_string() routine converts a UUID from its binary representation to its
string representation.

The RPC runtime allocates memory for the string returned in thestring_uuid
parameter. The application callsrpc_string_free() to deallocate that memory. It is
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not necessary to callrpc_string_free() when you supply NULL for thestring_uuid
parameter.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

uuid_s_ok Success.

uuid_s_bad_version
Bad UUID version.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_string_free(3rpc), uuid_from_string(3rpc) .
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wchar_t_from_netcs

Purpose Converts international character data from a network code set to a local code set prior
to unmarshalling; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void wchar_t_from_netcs(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
idl_byte *network_data,
unsigned32network_data_length,
unsigned32local_buffer_size,
wchar_t * local_data,
unsigned32 *local_data_length,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain code set
conversion information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next( ) or rpc_ns_binding_select( )routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set
that was used to transmit character data over the network. In general,
the network code set is the code set that the client application’s code
sets evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client
and server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the receiving
tag. When the caller is the server stub, this value is the sending tag.
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network_dataA pointer to the international character data that has been received, in
the network code set encoding.

network_data_length
The number ofidl_byte data elements to be converted. For a varying
array or a conformant varyihg array, the value is the local value of the
length_isvariable. For a conformant array, the value is the local value
of the size_isvariable. For a fixed array, the value is the array size
specified in the interface definition.

local_buffer_size
A pointer to the buffer size to be allocated to contain the converted data,
in units of wchar_t. The value specified in this parameter is the local
buffer size returned by thewchar_t_local_size( )routine.

Output

local_data A pointer to the converted data, inwchar_t format.

local_data_length
The length of the converted data, in units ofwchar_t. NULL is
specified if a fixed array or varying array is to be converted.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The wchar_t_from_netcs() routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use
by client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The wchar_t_from_netcs() routine is one of the DCE RPC stub code set conversion
routines that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to convert
international character data to and from local and network code sets.

Client and server stubs call thewchar_t_*_netcs routines when thewchar_t type
has been specified as the local data type using thecs_char attribute in the attribute
configuration file for the application.

Client and server stubs call thewchar_t_from_netcs()routine before they unmarshall
the international character data received from the network. The routine takes a
binding handle, a code set value that identifies the code set used to transfer international
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character data over the network, the address of the network data, inidl_byte format,
that may need to be converted, and the data length, in units ofidl_byte.

The routine compares the sending code set to the local code set currently in use. If
the routine finds that code set conversion is necessary, (because the local code set
differs from the code set specified to be used on the network), it determines which
host code set converter to call to convert the data and then invokes that converter.

The routine then returns the converted data, inwchar_t format. If the data is a
conformant or conformant varying array, the routine also returns the length of the
converted data, in units ofwchar_t.

Prior to calling wchar_t_from_netcs(), client and server stubs call the
wchar_t_local_size()routine to calculate the size of the buffer required to hold the
converted data. Becausewchar_t_local_size()cannot make this calculation for fixed
and varying arrays, applications should either restrict use ofwchar_t_from_netcs()
to conformant and conformant varying arrays, or independently ensure that the buffer
allocated for converted data is large enough.

Applications can specify local data types other thancs_byte and wchar_t (the
local data types for which DCE RPC supplies stub code set conversion routines)
with the cs_char ACF attribute. In this case, the application must also supply
local_type_to_netcs()and local_type_from_netcs() stub conversion routines for this
type.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain code set evaluation information.
If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception is raised to the client
application.

When the routine is running the host converter routines, the following errors can be
returned:

• rpc_s_ss_invalid_char_support

• rpc_s_ss_short_conv_buffer

When invoked from the server stub, this routine calls thedce_cs_loc_to_rgy()routine
and the host converter routines. If one of these routines returns an error, an exception
is raised to the client application.

Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_from_netcs(3rpc), cs_byte_to_netcs(3rpc),
dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), wchar_t_local_size(3rpc), wchar_t_net_size(3rpc),
wchar_t_to_netcs(3rpc).
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wchar_t_local_size

Purpose Calculates the necessary buffer size for code set conversion from a network code set
to a local code set prior to unmarshalling; used by client and server stubs, but not
directly by applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void wchar_t_local_size(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
unsigned32network_buffer_size,
idl_cs_convert_t *conversion_type,
unsigned32 *local_buffer_size,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain buffer size
evaluation information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select()routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set
used to transmit character data over the network. In general, the
network code set is the code set that the client application’s code sets
evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client and
server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the receiving
tag. When the caller is the server stub, this value is the sending tag.
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network_buffer_size
The size, in units ofidl_byte, of the buffer that is allocated for the
international character data, For a conformant or conformant varying
array, this value is the network value of thesize_isvariable for the
array; that is, the value is the size of the unmarshalled string if no
conversion is done.

Output

conversion_type
A pointer to the enumerated type defined indce/idlbase.hthat indicates
whether data conversion is necessary and whether or not the existing
buffer is sufficient for storing the results of the conversion. Because
wchar_t and idl_byte require different numbers of bytes to encode one
character, andidl_byte to wchar_t conversion always takes place, the
conversion type returned is alwaysidl_cs_new_buffer_convert.

local_buffer_size
A pointer to the buffer size that needs to be allocated to contain the
converted data, in units ofwchar_t. This value is to be used as the
local value of thesize_isvariable for the array, and is nonNULL only
if a conformant or conformant varying array is to be unmarshalled. A
value of NULL in this parameter indicates that a fixed or varying array
is to be unmarshalled.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The wchar_t_local_size()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The wchar_t_local_size()routine is one of the four DCE RPC buffer sizing routines
that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to determine whether
or not the buffers allocated for code set conversion need to be enlarged to hold the
converted data. The buffer sizing routines determine the type of conversion required
and calculate the size of the necessary buffer (if a conformant or conformant varying
array is to be marshalled or unmarshalled); the RPC stub then allocates a buffer of
that size before it calls one of the code set conversion routines.
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Client and server stubs call the twowchar_t_*_sizeroutines when thewchar_t type
has been specified as the local data type using thecs_char attribute in the attribute
configuration file for the application. Thewchar_t_local_size() routine is used
to evaluate buffer size requirements prior to unmarshalling data received over the
network.

Applications do not call thewchar_t_local_size()routine directly. Client and server
stubs call the routine before they unmarshall any data. The stubs pass the routine
a binding handle and a code set value that identifies the code set that was used to
transfer international character data over the network. The stubs also specify the
network storage size of the data, in units ofidl_byte.

Because wchar_t and idl_byte require different numbers of bytes to
encode one character,wchar_t_local_size() always sets conversion_type to
idl_cs_new_buffer_convert, regardless of whether it is called from a client or server
stub, or whether client and server code set tag information has been stored in the
binding handle by a code sets evaluation or tag-setting routine. If a conformant or
conformant varying array is to be unmarshalled, the routine then calculates a new
buffer size by dividing the value ofnetwork_buffer_sizeby the number of bytes
required to encode onewchar_t unit. The routine returns the new buffer size in the
local_buffer_sizeargument. The size is specified in units ofwchar_t, which is the
local representation used for international character data in wide character format.

When a fixed or varying array is being unmarshalled, thewchar_t_local_size()
routine cannot calculate the required buffer size and does not return a value in the
local_buffer_sizeargument.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain the information necessary to
evaluate the code set. If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception
is raised to the client application.

When invoked from the server stub, this routine calls the routinesdce_cs_loc_to_rgy()
and rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(). If either of these routines returns an error, the
wchar_t_local_size()routine raises an exception to the client application.

Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_local_size(3rpc), cs_byte_net_size(3rpc),
dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(3rpc),
wchar_t_from_netcs(3rpc), wchar_t_net_size(3rpc), wchar_t_to_netcs(3rpc).
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wchar_t_net_size

Purpose Calculates the necessary buffer size for code set conversion from a local code set to a
network code set prior to marshalling; used by client and server stubs but not directly
by applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void wchar_t_net_size(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
unsigned32local_buffer_size,
idl_cs_convert_t *conversion_type,
unsigned32 *network_buffer_size,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain buffer size
evaluation information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next() or rpc_ns_binding_select()routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set to
be used to transmit character data over the network. In general, the
network code set is the code set that the client application’s code sets
evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client and
server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the sending tag.
When the caller is the server stub, this value is the receiving tag.
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local_buffer_size
The size, in units ofwchar_t, of the buffer that is allocated for the
international character data. For a conformant or conformant varying
array, this value is the local value of thesize_isvariable for the array;
that is, the value is the size of the marshalled string if no conversion is
done.

Output

conversion_type
A pointer to the enumerated type defined indce/idlbase.hthat indicates
whether data conversion is necessary and whether or not the existing
buffer is sufficient for storing the results of the conversion. Because
wchar_t to idl_byte require different numbers of bytes to encode one
character, andwchar_t to idl_byte conversion always takes place, the
conversion type returned is alwaysidl_cs_new_buffer_convert.

network_buffer_size
A pointer to the buffer size that needs to be allocated to contain the
converted data, in units ofidl_byte. This value is to be used as the
network value of thesize_isvariable for the array, and is non-NULL
only if a conformant or conformant varying array is to be marshalled.
A value of NULL in this parameter indicates that a fixed or varying
array is to be marshalled.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The wchar_t_net_size()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The wchar_t_net_size()routine is one of the four DCE RPC buffer sizing routines
that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to determine whether
or not the buffers allocated for code set conversion need to be enlarged to hold the
converted data. The buffer sizing routines determine the type of conversion required
and calculate the size of the necessary buffer (if a conformant or conformant varying
array is to be marshalled or unmarshalled); the RPC stub then allocates a buffer of
that size before it calls one of the code set conversion routines.
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Client and server stubs call the twowchar_t_*_sizeroutines when thewchar_t type
has been specified as the local data type using thecs_char attribute in the attribute
configuration file for the application. Thewchar_t_net_size()routine is used to
evaluate buffer size requirements prior to marshalling data to be sent over the network.

Applications do not call thewchar_t_net_size()routine directly. Client and server
stubs call the routine before they marshall any data. The stubs pass the routine a
binding handle and a code set value that identifies the code set to be used to transfer
international character data over the network. The stubs also specify the local storage
size of the data, in units ofwchar_t.

Because wchar_t and idl_byte require different numbers of bytes to
encode one character,wchar_t_net_size() always sets conversion_type to
idl_cs_new_buffer_convert, regardless of whether it is called from a client or server
stub, or whether client and server code set tag information has been stored in the
binding handle by a code sets evaluation or tag-setting routine. If a conformant
or conformant varying array is to be marshalled, the routine then calculates a new
buffer size by multiplying the value oflocal_buffer_sizeby the number of bytes
required to encode onewchar_t unit. The routine returns the new buffer size in the
network_buffer_sizeargument. The size is specified in units ofidl_byte, which is
the network representation used for international character data.

When a fixed or varying array is being marshalled, thewchar_t_net_size()routine
cannot calculate the required buffer size and does not return a value in the
network_buffer_sizeargument.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.
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rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain the information necessary to
evaluate the code set. If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception
is raised to the client application.

When invoked from the server stub, this routine calls the routinesdcs_cs_loc_to_rgy()
and rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(). If either of these routines returns an error, the
wchar_t_net_size()routine raises an exception to the client application.

Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_local_size(3rpc), cs_byte_net_size(3rpc),
dcs_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), rpc_rgy_get_max_bytes(3rpc),
wchar_t_from_netcs(3rpc), wchar_t_local_size(3rpc), wchar_t_to_netcs(3rpc).
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wchar_t_to_netcs

Purpose Converts international character data from a local code set to a network code set prior
to marshalling; used by client and server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/codesets_stub.h>

void wchar_t_to_netcs(
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32network_code_set_value,
wchar_t * local_data,
unsigned32local_data_length,
idl_byte *network_data,
unsigned32 *network_data_length,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

binding Specifies the target binding handle from which to obtain code set
conversion information. When called from the client stub, this
value is the binding handle of a compatible server returned by the
rpc_ns_binding_import_next( ) or rpc_ns_binding_select( )routine.

network_code_set_value
The registered hexadecimal integer value that represents the code set to
be used to transmit character data over the network. In general, the
network code set is the code set that the client application’s code sets
evaluation routine has determined to be compatible for this client and
server. When the caller is the client stub, this value is the sending tag.
When the caller is the server stub, this value is the receiving tag.

local_data A pointer to the international character data to be transmitted, in the
local code set encoding.
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local_data_length
The number ofwchar_t data elements to be converted. For a varying
array or a conformant varying array, this value is the local value of the
length_isvariable. For a conformant array, this value is the local value
of the size_isvariable. For a fixed array, the value is the array size
specified in the interface definition.

Output

network_dataA pointer to the converted data, inidl_byte format.

network_data_length
A pointer to the length of the converted data, in units ofidl_byte.
NULL is specified if a fixed or varying array is to be converted.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or, if not, why not.

Description

The wchar_t_to_netcs()routine belongs to a set of DCE RPC routines for use by
client and server applications that are transferring international character data in a
heterogeneous character set and code sets environment.

The wchar_t_to_netcs()routine is one of the DCE RPC stub code set conversion
routines that RPC stubs use before they marshall or unmarshall data to convert
international character data to and from local and network code sets.

Client and server stubs call thewchar_t_*_netcs()routines when thewchar_t type
has been specified as the local data type with thecs_char attribute in the attribute
configuration file for the application.

Client and server stubs call thewchar_t_to_netcs()routine before they marshall any
data. The routine takes a binding handle, a code set value that identifies the code set
to be used to transfer international character data over the network, the address of the
data to be converted, and the length of the data, in units ofwchar_t.

The routine first converts the character data fromwchar_t values toidl_byte values.
The routine next compares the sending code set to the local code set currently in use.
If the routine finds that code set conversion is necessary, (because the local code set
differs from the code set specified to be used on the network), it determines which
host code set converter to call to convert the data and then invokes that converter.
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The routine then returns the converted data, inidl_byte format. If the data is a
conformant or conformant varying array, the routine also returns the length of the
converted data, in units ofidl_byte.

Prior to calling wchar_t_to_netcs(), client and server stubs call the
wchar_t_net_size()routine to calculate the size of the buffer required to hold the
converted data. Becausewchar_t_net_size()cannot make this calculation for fixed
and varying arrays, applications should either restrict use ofwchar_t_to_netcs()to
conformant and conformant varying arrays, or independently ensure that the buffer
allocated for converted data is large enough.

Applications can specify local data types other thancs_byteand wchar_t (the local
data types for which DCE RPC supplies stub support routines for code set conversion)
with the cs_char ACF attribute. In this case, the application must also supply
local_type_to_netcs()and local_type_from_netcs() stub conversion routines for the
application-defined local type.

Permissions Required

No permissions are required.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_ok Success.

rpc_s_ss_incompatible_codesets
The binding handle does not contain code set evaluation information.
If this error occurs in the server stub, an exception is raised to the client
application.

When this routine is running the host converter routines, the following errors can be
returned:

• rpc_s_ss_invalid_char_input
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• rpc_s_ss_short_conv_buffer

When invoked from the server stub, this routine calls thedce_cs_loc_to_rgy()routine
and host converter routines. If any of these routines returns an error, an exception is
raised to the client application.

Related Information

Functions: cs_byte_from_netcs(3rpc), cs_byte_to_netcs(3rpc),
dce_cs_loc_to_rgy(3rpc), wchar_t_from_netcs(3rpc), wchar_t_local_size(3rpc),
wchar_t_net_size(3rpc),
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xds_intro

Purpose Introduction to X/OPEN Directory Services (XDS) functions

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsext.h>

Description

This xds_intro reference page lists the XDS interface functions in the following table.
XDS provides a C language binding.

Service Interface Functions—xds_intro(3xds)

Function Description

dsX_extract_attr_values() Extracts attribute values from an OM
object.

ds_abandon() Function not supported.

ds_add_entry() Adds a leaf entry to the directory
information tree (DIT).

ds_bind() Opens a session with a directory user agent.

ds_compare() Compares a purported attribute value with
the attribute value stored in the directory
for a particular entry.

ds_initialize() Initializes the interface.

ds_list() Enumerates the immediate subordinates of
a particular directory entry.
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ds_modify_entry() Performs an atomic modification of a
directory entry.

ds_modify_rdn() Changes the relative distinguished name
(RDN) of a leaf entry.

ds_read() Queries information on a directory entry by
name.

ds_receive_result() Function partially supported.

ds_remove_entry() Removes a leaf entry from the DIT.

ds_search() Finds entries of interest in a portion of the
DIT.

ds_shutdown() Shuts down the interface.

ds_unbind() Unbinds from a directory session.

ds_version() Negotiates features of the interface and
service.

gds_decode_alt_addr() Used by DME applications for alternate
address mapping.

gds_encode_alt_addr() Used by DME applications for alternate
address mapping.

The Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) XDS interface does not support
asynchronous operations within the same thread. Thus,ds_abandon() is
redundant. A ds_abandon() call returns with aDS_C_ABANDON_FAILED
(DS_E_TOO_LATE) error. Fords_receive_result(), if there are any outstanding
operations (when multiple threads issue XDS calls in parallel), this function
returns DS_SUCCESS with the completion_flag_return parameter set to
DS_OUTSTANDING_OPERATIONS.

If no XDS calls are outstanding,ds_receive_result() returns with DS_status
set to DS_SUCCESS, and with the completion_flag_returnparameter set to
DS_NO_OUTSTANDING_OPERATION.

The following differences exist between Global Directory Service (GDS) and Cell
Directory Service (CDS):

• All functions operate on the GDS namespace.
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• CDS does not support theds_modify_rdn() or ds_search(). If either of these two
functions is attempted on CDS, the error messageDS_C_SERVICE_ERROR is
returned (DS_E_UNWILLING_TO_PERFORM ).

• In CDS, no X.500 schema rules apply. There is

— No concept of an object class.

— No mandatory attributes for a given object.

— No set of attributes expressly permitted for a given object.

— No predefined definition of single and multivalued attributes.

The absence of these schema rules means that the usual errors, which are returned by
GDS for breach of schema rules, are not returned by CDS.

The CDS naming DIT is modeled on a typical file system architecture, where
directories are used for storing objects and directories can contain subdirectories.
Leaf objects in the CDS DIT are similar to X.500 naming objects. However, subtree
objects are called directories as in a file system directory. All new objects must be
added to an existing directory. CDS directory objects cannot be added, removed,
modified, or compared using the XDS programming interface.

In CDS, the naming attribute of an object is not stored in the object. Consequently,
in CDS, ds_read() never returns this attribute. Note that theds_compare()
routine applied to this attribute returns withDS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR
(DS_E_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION ).

Notes

See the notes in the relevant reference page for function-specific differences.

XDS functions check for NULL pointers and will return an error. The pointers are
only checked at the function interface. The check is only for NULL and not for
validity. If NULL pointers are passed, this may result in an undetermined behavior.
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decode_alt_addr

Purpose Converts an alternate address attribute from internal GDS format to a structured format

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <dce/d2dir.h>

int decode_alt_addr(
const D2_str *in,
D2_alt_addr ** out);

Parameters

in A pointer to a D2_str structure that contains the alternate address
attribute in an internal GDS format.

Description

Thedecode_alt_addr()routine converts a linearized string that is stored in a structure
D2_str into a structured alternate address format stored in aD2_alt_addr structure.
This function is provided for use by DME applications. It converts an alternate
address attribute from an internal GDS format (linear octet string) to a structured
format for application usage.

in->d2_sizecontains the length of the encoded octet string.

in->d2_valueis a pointer to the beginning of the encoded octet string.

The decode_alt_addr()routine allocates memory for the structured alternate address.
The parameter (*out) contains the address of the memory area that should later be
freed by the application.

The D2_alt_addr structure contains one fieldD2_str for the address, followed by
a structured field for the set of object identifiers. The structureD2_str consists of
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the length of the address and a pointer to the beginning of the address (not zero-
terminated). The second component of theD2_alt_addr contains the number of
object identifiers and the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure. To read a set of
object identifiers, the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure should be increased by
sizeof(D2_obj_id)bytes for each object identifier to be read.

The structureD2_obj_id consists of the length of the object identifier and a pointer to
the beginning of the object identifier (not zero-terminated). Each object identifier is
treated as an octet string; that means thatdecode_alt_addr()does no BER conversion
for object identifiers.

Return Values

**out A pointer to the structureD2_alt_addr that stores the alternate address
attribute in a structured format.

int 0 if successful.

-1 if unsuccessful (malloc() failure).

Related Information

Functions: encode_alt_addr(3xds).
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dsX_extract_attr_values

Purpose Extracts attribute values from an OM object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsext.h>

OM_return_code dsX_extract_attr_values(
OM_private_object object,
OM_object_identifier attribute_type,
OM_boolean local_strings,
OM_public_object *values,
OM_value_position *total_number);

Parameters
Input

object The private object from which the attribute values are to be extracted.
Objects of typeDS_C_ATTRIBUTE_LIST or DS_C_ENTRY_INFO
are supported.

attribute_type
The attribute type from which the values are to extracted.

local_strings Indicates if results should be converted to a local string format.

Output

values The values parameter is only present if the return value from
OM_return_code is OM_SUCCESS. It points to a public object
containing an array of OM descriptors with the extracted attribute
values.

total_numberContains the total number of attribute values that have been extracted.
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Note that the total includes only the attribute descriptors in thevalues
parameter. It excludes the special descriptor signaling the end of a
public object.

Description

The dsX_extract_attr_values() routine is used to extract the attribute values
associated with the specified attribute type from an OM object. The OM object
must be of typeDS_C_ATTRIBUTE_LIST or DS_C_ENTRY_INFO. It returns an
object containing an array of OM descriptors.

Notes

The memory space for thevalues return parameter is allocated by
dsX_extract_attr_values(). The calling application is responsible for releasing this
memory with theom_delete()routine.

Return Values

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in thexom.h(4xom) reference page.

Errors

Refer to xom.h(4xom) for a list of possible error values that can be returned in
OM_return_code. Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete
descriptions of all error messages.
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ds_add_entry

Purpose Adds a leaf entry to the DIT

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_add_entry(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_object entry,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be used
for this operation. This parameter must be a private object
or the DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant. Note that
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES and DS_SIZE_LIMIT do
not apply to this operation.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The name of the entry to be added. The
immediate superior of the new entry is determined by removing the last
RDN component, which belongs to the new entry.

The immediate superior must exist in the same Directory Service
Agent, or the function can fail withDS_C_UPDATE_ERROR
(DS_E_AFFECTS_MULTIPLE_DSAS). Any aliases in the name are
not dereferenced.
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entry (Object(DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_LIST )). The attribute information
that, together with that from the RDN, constitutes the entry to be
created. Note that an instance of OM classDS_C_ENTRY_INFO
can be supplied as the value of this parameter, since OM
class DS_C_ENTRY_INFO is a subclass of OM class
DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_LIST .

Output

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.

Description

The ds_add_entry() function adds a leaf entry to the directory. The entry can be
either an object or an alias. The directory checks that the resulting entry conforms
to the directory schema.

Notes

Although the user ideally is not aware whether naming operations are being handled
by GDS or CDS, there are some situations where naming results can differ between
the two services. (See thexds_intro(3xds) reference page for XDS functions for the
general differences between operations on GDS and CDS.)

Note the following issues for theds_add_entry()operation:

• Only leaf objects (that is, objects that are not CDS directory objects) can be added
to CDS through the XDS interface. In other words, the immediate superior of
the new entry must exist.

• Only theDS_A_COMMON_NAME and DS_A_MEMBER attributes are valid
for the DS_O_GROUP_OF_NAMESobject in CDS.

• GDS-structured attribute types are not supported by CDS. If an attempt is
made to add a GDS-structured attribute type to CDS, then it returns with a
DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR (DS_E_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION ).

Since CDS does not implement the X.500 schema rules, some CDS objects may not
contain mandatory attributes like object class and so on.
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Return Values

DS_status DS_SUCCESSis returned if the entry was added; otherwise, an error
is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The function can return the following directory errors:

• DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR

• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

• DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR

The DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR (DS_E_AFFECTS_MULTIPLE_DSAS) error,
referred to earlier in this reference page, need not be returned if there is local
agreement between the DSAs to allow the entry to be added.

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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ds_bind

Purpose Opens a session with the directory

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_bind(
OM_object session,
OM_workspace workspace,
OM_private_object *bound_session_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). Specifies a particular directory service
provider, together with other details of the service required. This
parameter can be either a public object or a private object. The
DS_DEFAULT_SESSION constant can also be used as the value of
this parameter, causing a new session to be created with default values
for all its OM attributes.

workspace Specifies the workspace obtained from a call tods_initialize() that is
to be associated with the session. All function results from directory
operations using this session will be returned as private objects in this
workspace. If thesessionparameter is a private object, it must be a
private object in this workspace.

Output

bound_session_return
(Object(DS_C_SESSION)). Upon successful completion, this
parameter contains an instance of a directory session that can be
used as a parameter to other functions (for example,ds_read()).
This is a new private object if the value of thesessionparameter
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was DS_DEFAULT_SESSION or a public object; otherwise, it
is that value supplied as a parameter. The function supplies
default values for any of the OM attributes that are not present in
the session parameter instance supplied as a parameter. It also
sets the value of theDS_FILE_DESCRIPTOR OM attribute to
DS_NO_VALID_FILE_DESCRIPTOR , since the functionality is not
supported.

Description

The ds_bind() function sets up a communications link to the DSA.

Notes

Although the user ideally is not aware whether naming operations are being handled
by GDS or CDS, there are some situations where naming results can differ between
the two services. (See thexds_intro(3xds) reference page for XDS functions at the
start of this chapter for general differences between operations on GDS and CDS.)

Note that in order to use CDS when GDS is not active,ds_bind() must be called with
the value of thesessionparameter set toDS_DEFAULT_SESSION.

Return Values

DS_status DS_SUCCESSis returned if the function is completed successfully;
otherwise, it indicates the error that has occurred.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION
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• DS_E_BAD_WORKSPACE

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_NOT_SUPPORTED

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_SESSIONS

The function can return the following directory errors:

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.

Related Information

Functions: ds_unbind(3xds).
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ds_compare

Purpose Compares an attribute value with the attribute value stored in the directory for a
particular entry

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_compare(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_object ava,
OM_private_object * result_return,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be used for
this operation. Note thatDS_SIZE_LIMIT does not apply to
this operation. This parameter must be a private object or the
DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The name of the target object entry.
Any aliases in the name are dereferenced unless prohibited by the
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES service control attribute of
the DS_C_CONTEXT object.

ava (Object(DS_C_AVA)). The attribute value assertion that specifies the
attribute type and value to be compared with those in the entry.
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Output

result_return(Object(DS_C_COMPARE_RESULT)). Upon successful completion,
the result contains flags indicating whether the values matched and
whether the comparison was made against the original entry. It also
contains the DN of the target object if an alias is dereferenced.

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.

Description

The ds_compare()function compares the value supplied in the givenava parameter
with the value or values of the same attribute type in the named entry.

Notes

Although the user ideally is not aware whether naming operations are being handled
by GDS or CDS, there are some situations where naming results can differ between
the two services. (See thexds_intro(3xds) reference page for XDS functions for the
general differences between operations on GDS and CDS.)

Note the following issues for theds_compare()operation:

• In CDS, the naming attribute of an object is not stored in the attribute list of an
object. Thus in CDS, ads_compare()of the purported naming attribute value
with the naming attribute value of the directory object always fails to match.

• GDS-structured types are not supported by CDS. If a GDS-structured attribute type
is used as a parameter tods_compare()on a CDS object, then it returns with the
error DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR (DS_E_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION ).

• In CDS, ds_compare() can only be used on leaf objects; otherwise, a
DS_C_NAME_ERROR (DS_E_NO_SUCH_OBJECT) is returned.

• In CDS, if the name parameter is a CDS soft link and the
Dont_Dereference_Aliasescontext parameter is set toTRUE, the only
allowed attribute for comparison is theDS_A_ALIASED_OBJECT_NAME
attribute. This attribute is compared with the Distinguished Name of the soft
link target.
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Return Values

DS_status Indicates whether the comparison is completed or not. If successful,
DS_SUCCESSis returned. Note that the operation fails and an error
is returned either if the target object is not found or if it does not have
an attribute of the required type.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The following directory errors can be returned:

• DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR

• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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ds_initialize

Purpose Initializes the XDS interface

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

OM_workspace ds_initialize(
void);

Description

The ds_initialize() function performs any necessary initialization of the XDS
application program interface (API), including the creation of a workspace. It must be
called before any other directory interface functions are called. If it is subsequently
called beforeds_shutdown(), the function returns NULL.

Return Values

OM_workspace
Upon successful completion,OM_workspace contains a handle to
a workspace in which OM objects can be created and manipulated.
Objects created in this workspace, and only such objects, can be used
as parameters to the other directory interface functions. This function
returns NULL if it fails.

Related Information

Functions: ds_shutdown(3xds).
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ds_list

Purpose Enumerates the immediate subordinates of a particular directory entry

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_list(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_private_object * result_return,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be used for
this operation. This parameter must be a private object or the
DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The name of the object entry whose
immediate subordinates are to be listed. Any aliases in the name are
dereferenced unless this is prohibited by the service control attribute
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES of the DS_C_CONTEXT
object.

Output

result_return(Object(DS_C_LIST_RESULT)). Upon successful completion, the
result contains some information about the target object’s immediate
subordinates. It also contains the DN of the target object, if an alias
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was dereferenced to find it. Aliases in the subordinate names are not
dereferenced. In addition, there can be a partial outcome qualifier,
which indicates that the result is incomplete. It also explains the
reason for this (for example, because the time limit expired), and it
contains information that can be helpful when attempting to complete
the operation.

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.

Description

The ds_list() function is used to obtain a list of the immediate subordinates of the
named entry. The list can be incomplete in some circumstances; for example, if the
results exceedDS_SIZE_LIMIT .

Return Values

DS_status Takes the valueDS_SUCCESSif the named object is located (even if
there are no subordinates) and takes an error value if not.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE
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• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The function can return the following directory errors:

• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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ds_modify_entry

Purpose Performs an atomic modification on a directory entry

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_modify_entry(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_object changes,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be
used for this operation. Note thatDS_SIZE_LIMIT and
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES do not apply to this
operation. This parameter must be a private object or the
DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The name of the target object entry. Any
aliases in the name arenot dereferenced.

changes (Object(DS_C_ENTRY_MOD_LIST)). A sequence of modifications to
the named entry.

Output

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.
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Description

The ds_modify_entry() routine is used to make a series of one or more of the
following changes to a single directory entry:

• Add a new attribute (DS_ADD_ATTRIBUTE ).

• Remove an attribute (DS_REMOVE_ATTRIBUTE ).

• Add attribute values (DS_ADD_VALUES).

• Remove attribute values (DS_REMOVE_VALUES).

Values can be replaced by a combination of adding values and removing values in a
single operation. The RDN can only be changed by usingds_modify_rdn().

The result of the operation is as if each modification is made in the order specified
in the changesparameter. If any of the individual modifications fails, then a
DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR is reported and the entry is left as it was prior to the
whole operation. The operation is atomic; that is, either all or none of the changes
are made. The directory checks that the resulting entry conforms to the directory
schema.

Notes

Although the user ideally is not aware whether naming operations are being handled
by GDS or CDS, there are some situations where naming results can differ between
the two services. (See thexds_intro(3xds) reference page for XDS functions for the
general differences between operations on GDS and CDS.)

Note the following issues for theds_modify_entry() operation:

• Naming schema rules do not apply in CDS. Thus, the following attribute errors
are never returned by CDS:

— DS_E_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE_OR_VALUE

— DS_E_ATTRIBUTE_OR_VALUE_EXISTS

• Naming operations that would normally return these errors succeed in CDS. In
particular, the addition of an attribute that already exists does not return with an
error. Instead, the values of the attribute to be added are combined with the
values of the existing attribute.

• GDS-structured attribute types are not supported by CDS. If a GDS-
structured attribute type is used as a parameter tods_modify_entry()
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on a CDS object, then it returns with aDS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR
(DS_E_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION ). In CDS, ds_modify_entry()
can only be used on leaf objects; otherwise, aDS_C_NAME_ERROR
(DS_E_NO_SUCH_OBJECT) is returned.

• In CDS, if the name parameter is a CDS soft link and the
Dont_Dereference_Alias flag is set to TRUE, the soft link entry itself
is modified. In this case, the only allowed modifications are to the
DS_A_ALIASED_OBJECT_NAME attribute.

Return Values

DS_status Takes the valueDS_SUCCESSif all the modifications succeeded and
takes an error value if not.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The following directory errors can be returned by the function:

• DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR

• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL
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• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

• DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.

The following situations apply to GDS:

• An attempt to useDS_ADD_ATTRIBUTE to add an existing attribute results in
a DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR.

• An attempt to useDS_ADD_VALUES to add an existing value results in a
DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR, as does an attempt to add a value to a nonexistent
attribute type.

• An attempt to useDS_REMOVE_ATTRIBUTE to remove a nonexisting
attribute results in aDS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR, whereas an attempt
to remove an attribute that is part of the object’s RDN results in a
DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR.

• An attempt to useDS_REMOVE_VALUES to remove a nonexisting value results
in a DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR, whereas an attempt to remove a value of an
attribute that is part of the object’s RDN, or to modify the object class attribute,
results in aDS_C_UPDATE_ERROR.
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ds_modify_rdn

Purpose Changes the RDN of a leaf entry

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_modify_rdn(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_object new_RDN,
OM_boolean delete_old_RDN,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be
used for this operation. Note thatDS_SIZE_LIMIT and
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES do not apply to this
operation. This parameter must be a private object or the
DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The current name of the target leaf entry.
Any aliases in the name arenot dereferenced. The immediate
superior mustnot have any nonspecific subordinate references; if
it does, the function can fail with aDS_C_UPDATE_ERROR
(DS_E_AFFECTS_MULTIPLE_DSAS).
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A nonspecific subordinate reference is an indication that another DSA
holds some number of children, but does not indicate their RDNs. This
means that it is not possible to check the uniqueness of the requested
new RDN within a single DSA.

new_RDN (Object(DS_C_RELATIVE_NAME )). The requested new RDN. If an
attribute value in the new RDN does not already exist in the entry (either
as part of the old RDN or as a nondistinguished value), the new value
is added. If it cannot be added, an error is reported.

delete_old_RDN
(Boolean). If this value isOM_TRUE , all attribute values that are
in the old RDN but not in the new RDN are deleted. If the value is
OM_FALSE , the old values should remain in the entry (not as part of
the RDN). The value must beOM_TRUE when a single value attribute
in the RDN has its value changed by the operation. If this operation
removes the last attribute value of an attribute, that attribute is deleted.

Output

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.

Description

The ds_modify_rdn() function is used to change the RDN of a leaf entry (either an
object entry or an alias entry).

Notes

CDS does not supportds_modify_rdn(), and returns withDS_C_SERVICE_ERROR
(DS_E_UNWILLING_TO_%PERFORM ).

Return Values

DS_status Indicates whether the name of the entry is changed (DS_SUCCESSis
returned); otherwise, an error is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The following directory errors can be returned by the function:

• DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR

• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

• DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR

The DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR (DS_E_AFFECTS_MULTIPLE_DSAS) error,
referred to earlier in this reference page, need not be returned if there is local
agreement between the DSAs to allow the entry to be modified.

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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ds_read

Purpose Queries information on an entry by name

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_read(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_object selection,
OM_private_object * result_return,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be used for
this operation. Note thatDS_SIZE_LIMIT does not apply to
this operation. This parameter must be a private object or the
DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The name of the target object entry.
Any aliases in the name are dereferenced unless prohibited by the
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES service control attribute of
the DS_C_CONTEXT object.

selection (Object(DS_C_ENTRY_INFO_SELECTION)). Specifies what
information from the entry is requested. Information about no
attributes, all attributes, or just for a named set can be chosen.
Attribute types are always returned, but the attribute values need not
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be returned. The possible values of this parameter are given in the
OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.

Output

result_return(Object(DS_C_READ_RESULT)). Upon successful completion, the
result contains the DN of the target object, and a flag indicating whether
the result came from the original entry or a copy, as well as any
requested attribute types and values. Attribute information is only
returned if access rights are sufficient.

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.

Description

The ds_read()function is used to extract information from an explicitly named entry.
It can also be used to verify a DN.

Notes

Although the user ideally is not aware whether naming operations are being handled
by GDS or CDS, there are some situations where naming results can differ between
the two services. (See thexds_intro(3xds) reference page for XDS functions for the
general differences between operations on GDS and CDS.)

Note the following issues for theds_read()operation:

• Since CDS does not implement the X.500 schema rules, some CDS objects
may not contain mandatory attributes like object class and so on. In CDS,
a read of an alias object fails if theDS_A_ALIASED_OBJECT_NAME
does not exist. Instead, CDS returns withDS_C_NAME_ERROR
(DS_E_NO_SUCH_OBJECT).

• In CDS, the naming attribute of an object is not stored in the attribute list for the
object. Thus in CDS,ds_read()does not return this attribute in the attribute list
for an object.
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Return Values

DS_status Indicates whether or not the read operation is completed. This is
DS_SUCCESSif completed.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_ATTRIBUTE

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The following directory errors can be returned by the function:

• DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR

• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

Note that the directory error DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR
(DS_E_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE_OR_VALUE) is reported in GDS if an
explicit list of attributes is specified by theselectionparameter, but none of them are
present in the entry. This error is not reported if any of the selected attributes are
present.
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A DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR (DS_E_INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_RIGHTS) is
only reported where access rights preclude the reading of all requested attribute values.

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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ds_remove_entry

Purpose Removes a leaf entry from the DIT

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_remove_entry(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be
used for this operation. Note thatDS_SIZE_LIMIT and
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES do not apply to this
operation. This parameter must be a private object or the
DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The name of the target object entry. Any
aliases in the name arenot dereferenced.

Output

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.
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Description

The ds_remove_entry()function is used to remove a leaf entry from the directory
(either an object entry or an alias entry).

Return Values

DS_status Indicates whether or not the entry was deleted.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The function can return the following directory errors:

• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

• DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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ds_search

Purpose Finds entries of interest in a part of the DIT

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_search(
OM_private_object session,
OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,
OM_sint subset,
OM_object filter,
OM_boolean search_aliases,
OM_object selection,
OM_private_object * result_return,
OM_sint * invoke_id_return);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session against which this
operation is performed. This must be a private object.

context (Object(DS_C_CONTEXT)). The directory context to be used for
this operation. This parameter must be a private object or the
DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT constant.

name (Object(DS_C_NAME)). The name of the object entry that
forms the base of ds_search(). Any aliases in the name
are dereferenced, unless dereferencing is prohibited by the
DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES service control attribute of
the DS_C_CONTEXT object.
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subset (Integer). Specifies the portion of the DIT to be searched. Its value
must be one of the following:

• DS_BASE_OBJECTSearches just the given object entry.

• DS_ONE_LEVEL Searches just the immediate subordinates of the
given object entry.

• DS_WHOLE_SUBTREE Searches the given object and all its
subordinates.

filter (Object(DS_C_FILTER)). The filter is used to eliminate entries from
the search that are not wanted. Information is only returned on entries
that satisfy the filter. TheDS_NO_FILTER constant can be used as the
value of this parameter if all entries are searched and none eliminated.
This corresponds to a filter with aDS_FILTER_TYPE value of
DS_AND and no values of theDS_FILTER or DS_FILTER_ITEM
OM attributes.

search_aliases
(Boolean). Any aliases in the subordinate entries being searched are
dereferenced if the value of this parameter isOM_TRUE , and they are
not dereferenced if its value isOM_FALSE .

selection (Object(DS_C_ENTRY_INFO_SELECTION)). Specifies what
information from the entry is requested. Information about no
attributes, all attributes, or just for a named set can be chosen.
Attribute types are always returned, but the attribute values need not
be. The possible values of this parameter are listed in theOSF DCE
Application Development Guide—Directory Services.

Output

result_return(Object(DS_C_SEARCH_RESULT)). If completion is successful, the
result contains the requested information from each object in the search
space that satisfied the filter. The DN of the target object is present if
an alias is dereferenced. In addition, there may be a partial outcome
qualifier, which indicates that the result is incomplete. It also explains
why it is not complete and how it could be completed.

invoke_id_return
(Integer). Not supported.
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Description

The ds_search() function is used to search a portion of the directory and return
selected information from entries of interest. The information may be incomplete in
some circumstances; for example, if the results exceedDS_SIZE_LIMIT .

Notes

CDS does not supportds_search(), and it returns withDS_C_SERVICE_ERROR
(DS_E_UNWILLING_TO_PERFORM ).

Return Values

DS_status Takes the valueDS_SUCCESSif the named object is located and takes
an error value if not.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT

• DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT

• DS_E_BAD_NAME

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

• DS_E_MISSING_TYPE

• DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS

The following directory errors can be returned by the function:

• DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR
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• DS_C_NAME_ERROR

• DS_C_REFERRAL

• DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR

• DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR

Note that an unfiltered search of just the base object succeeds even if none of the
requested attributes are found, while theds_read() call fails with the same selected
attributes.

A DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR (DS_E_INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_RIGHTS) is
only reported where access rights preclude the reading of all requested attribute values.

This function can return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR , as well as the
error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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ds_shutdown

Purpose Deletes a directory workspace

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_shutdown(
OM_workspace workspace);

Parameters
Input

workspace Specifies the workspace (obtained from a call tods_initialize()) that is
to be deleted.

Description

The ds_shutdown()function deletes the workspace established byds_initialize() and
enables the service to release resources. All sessions associated with the workspace
must be terminated by callingds_unbind() prior to calling ds_shutdown(). No
other directory function can reference the specified workspace after it has been deleted.
However,om_delete()andom_instance()may be called if referring to public objects.

Return Values

DS_status DS_SUCCESSif the function completed successfully; otherwise, it
indicates the error that has occurred.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SERVICE_ERROR (value DS_E_BUSY) if
ds_shutdown() is called before all directory connections have been released with
ds_unbind().

This function can return the error constantDS_NO_WORKSPACE.

This function does not return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR or any
directory errors.

Related Information

Functions: ds_initialize(3xds).
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ds_unbind

Purpose Unbinds from a directory session

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_unbind(
OM_private_object session);

Parameters
Input

session (Object(DS_C_SESSION)). The directory session to be unbound. This
must be a private object. The value of theDS_FILE_DESCRIPTOR
OM attribute isDS_NO_VALID_FILE_DESCRIPTOR if the function
succeeds. The remaining OM attributes are unchanged.

Description

The ds_unbind() function terminates the given directory session and makes the
parameter unavailable for use with other interface functions (exceptds_bind()).

The unbound session can be used again as a parameter tods_bind() possibly after
modification by the OM functions. When it is no longer required, it must be deleted
by using the OM functions.

Return Values

DS_status Takes the valueDS_SUCCESSif the sessionparameter is unbound and
takes an error value if not.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return aDS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or one of the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_SESSION

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

If ds_unbind() is called while there are outstanding directory operations (from other
threads), then this function will return aDS_SERVICE_ERROR with the value
DS_E_BUSY.

This function does not return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR or
any directory errors. However, this function can return the error constant
DS_NO_WORKSPACE.

Related Information

Functions: ds_bind(3xds).
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ds_version

Purpose Negotiates features of the interface and service

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

DS_status ds_version(
DS_feature feature_list[ ],
OM_workspace workspace);

Parameters
Input

workspace Specifies the workspace obtained from a call toom_initialize() for
which the features are to be negotiated. The features will be in effect
for operations that use the workspace or directory sessions associated
with the workspace.

Input/Output

feature_list[ ] (DS_feature). On input contains an ordered sequence of features, each
represented by an object identifier. The sequence is terminated by an
object identifier having no components (a length of 0 (zero) and any
value for the data pointer.)

If the function completed successfully, an ordered sequence of
boolean values are returned, with the same number of elements as the
feature_list[] parameter. IfOM_TRUE , each value indicates that the
corresponding feature is now part of the interface. IfOM_FALSE ,
each value indicates that the corresponding feature is not available.

This result is combined with thefeature_list[ ] parameter as a single
array of structures of typeDS_feature, which is defined as follows:
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typedef struct
{
OM_object_identifier feature;
OM_boolean activated;

}
DS_feature;

Description

The ds_version() function negotiates features of the interface, which are
represented by object identifiers. TheDS_BASIC_DIR_CONTENTS_PKG,
DS_STRONG_AUTHENT_PKG, and the MHS_DIR_USER_PKG specified in
the OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Servicesare negotiable
features in this specification. Features can also include vendor extensions, such as
the DSX_GDS_PKG, and new features in future versions of the XDS specification.
Versions are negotiated after a workspace is initialized withds_initialize().

Return Values

DS_status Takes the valueDS_SUCCESSif the function completed successfully.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

This function can return a DS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR or the following
DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR errors:

• DS_E_BAD_WORKSPACE

• DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS

This function does not return aDS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR or
any directory errors. However, this function can return the error constant
DS_NO_WORKSPACE.
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encode_alt_addr

Purpose Converts an alternate address attribute structure into an internal GDS format

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <dce/d2dir.h>

int encode_alt_addr(
const D2_alt_addr *in,
D2_str ** out);

Parameters

in A pointer to an alternate address attribute in a structured format.

Description

The encode_alt_addr() converts an alternate address stored in aD2_alt_addr
structure into a linearized string that is stored in a structure of typeD2_str. This
function is provided for use by DME applications. It converts a structured alternate
address attribute into a linear octet string for internal use by GDS.

The D2_alt_addr structure contains one field of typeD2_str for storing the address,
followed by a structured field for a set of object identifiers. The structureD2_str
consists of the length of the address and a pointer to the start of the address (not
zero-terminated). The second component ofD2_alt_addr contains the number of
object identifiers and the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure. To store additional
object identifiers, the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure has to be increased by
sizeof(D2_obj_id)bytes for each object identifier to be added.

The structureD2_obj_id consists of the length of the object identifier and a pointer to
the beginning of the object identifier (not zero-terminated). Each object identifier
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is treated as an octet string; that means there is no BER conversion done by
encode_alt_addr().

encode_alt_addr()will allocate memory for the encoded string. (*out) contains the
address of the memory area that should later be freed by the application.

Return Values

** out A pointer to the structureD2_str which stores the alternate address
attribute in an internal GDS format.

(*out)->d2_sizewill contain the length of the encoded octet string.

(*out)->d2_valuewill be a pointer to the beginning of the encoded octet
string. This string is not zero-terminated.

int 0 If successful.

−1 If unsuccessful (malloc() failure).

Related Information

Functions: decode_alt_addr(3xds).
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gds_decode_alt_addr

Purpose Converts an alternate address attribute from internal GDS format to a structured format

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <dce/d2dir.h>

d2_ret_val gds_decode_alt_addr(
const D2_str *in,
D2_alt_addr ** out);

Parameters
Input

in A pointer to a D2_str structure that contains the alternate address
attribute in an internal GDS format.

Output

out A pointer to the structureD2_alt_addr that stores the alternate address
attribute in a structured format.

Description

The gds_decode_alt_addr()function converts a linearized string that is stored in a
structureD2_str into a structured alternate address format stored in aD2_alt_addr
structure. This function is provided for use by DME applications. It converts
an alternate address attribute from an internal GDS format (linear octet string) to a
structured format for application usage.

The in->d2_size parameter contains the length of the encoded octet string;in-
>d2_valueis a pointer to the beginning of the encoded octet string.
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The gds_decode_alt_addr()function allocates memory for the structured alternate
address. The(*out) parameter contains the address of the memory area that should
later be freed by the application.

The D2_alt_addr structure contains one fieldD2_str for the address, followed by
a structured field for the set of object identifiers. The structureD2_str consists of
the length of the address and a pointer to the beginning of the address (not zero-
terminated). The second component of theD2_alt_addr contains the number of
object identifiers and the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure. To read a set of
object identifiers, the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure should be increased by
sizeof(D2_obj_id)bytes for each object identifier to be read.

The structureD2_obj_id consists of the length of the object identifier and a pointer
to the beginning of the object identifier (not zero-terminated). Each object identifier
is treated as an octet string; that means thatgds_decode_alt_addr()does no BER
conversion for object identifiers.

Return Values

d2_ret_val D2_NOERROR (that is, 0) if successful.

D2_ERROR (that is, -1), if unsuccessful (malloc() failure).

Related Information

Functions: gds_encode_alt_addr(3xds).
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gds_encode_alt_addr

Purpose Converts an alternate address attribute structure into an internal GDS format

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>#include <xds.h>#include <dce/d2dir.h>

d2_ret_val gds_encode_alt_addr(
const D2_alt_addr *in,
D2_str ** out);

Parameters
Input

in A pointer to an alternate address attribute in a structured format.

Output

out A pointer to the structureD2_str that stores the alternate address
attribute in an internal GDS format.

The (*out)->d2_sizeparameter will contain the length of the encoded
octet string; the(*out)->d2_value parameter will be a pointer to the
beginning of the encoded octet string. This string is not zero-
terminated.

Description

The gds_encode_alt_addr() function converts an alternate address stored in a
D2_alt_addr structure into a linearized string that is stored in a structure of type
D2_str. This function is provided for use by DME applications. It converts a
structured alternate address attribute into a linear octet string for internal use by GDS.

The D2_alt_addr structure contains one field of typeD2_str for storing the address,
followed by a structured field for a set of object identifiers. The structureD2_str
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consists of the length of the address and a pointer to the start of the address (not
zero-terminated). The second component ofD2_alt_addr contains the number of
object identifiers and the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure. To store additional
object identifiers, the address of the firstD2_obj_id structure has to be increased by
sizeof(D2_obj_id)bytes for each object identifier to be added.

The structureD2_obj_id consists of the length of the object identifier and a pointer to
the beginning of the object identifier (not zero-terminated). Each object identifier
is treated as an octet string; that means there is no BER conversion done by
gds_encode_alt_addr().

The gds_encode_alt_addr()function will allocate memory for the encoded string.
The (*out) parameter contains the address of the memory area that should later be
freed by the application.

Return Values

d2_ret_val D2_NOERROR (that is, 0), if successful.

D2_ERROR (that is, -1), if unsuccessful (malloc() failure).

Related Information

Functions: gds_decode_alt_addr(3xds).
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xds_intro

Purpose Introduction to XDS header files

Description

There are nine XDS headers, as follows:

xds.h Contains definitions for the XDS functions and directory service
package.

xdsbdcp.h Contains definitions for the basic directory contents package.

xdssap.h Contains definitions for the strong authentication package.

xdscds.h Contains definitions for the cell directory service.

xdsdme.h Contains definitions for the DME specific directory object and attribute.

xdsgds.h Contains definitions for the global directory service package.

xdsmdup.h Contains definitions for the MHS directory user package.

xmhp.h Contains definitions for the MHS directory objects/attributes.

xmsga.h Contains definitions for the message store general attributes.

The xds.h header file is a mandatory include for all applications using the XDS API.

The xdsbdcp.h,xdsmdup.h, and xdssap.h headers are part of the X/Open XDS
specifications. They are required when using the basic directory contents package,
MHS directory user package, and strong authentication package respectively.

The xdsgds.h and xdscds.h headers are DCE extensions to the XDS API. The
xdsgds.h header is required when using the GDS package. Thexdscds.h header
is required when using CDS.

The xmhp.h and xmsga.hheaders are required when using the MHS directory user
package.

The xdsdme.hheader is required when using the DME specific directory object class
and attribute.
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xds.h

Purpose Definitions for the directory service package

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>

Description

The xds.h header declares the interface functions, the structures passed to and from
those functions, and the defined constants used by the functions and structures.

All application programs that include this header must first include thexom.h object
management header.

#ifndef XDS_HEADER

#define XDS_HEADER

/* DS package object identifier */

/* { iso(1) identified-organization(3) icd-ecma(12)
member-company(2) dec(1011) xopen(28) dsp(0) } */

#define OMP_O_DS_SERVICE_PKG "\x2B\x0C\x02\x87\x73\x1C\x00"

/*Defined constants */

/* Intermediate object identifier macro */

#define dsP_c(X) OMP_O_DS_SERVICE_PKG #X

/* OM class names (prefixed by DS_C_) */
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/* Every application program which makes use of a class or other */

/* Object Identifier must explicitly import it into every */

/* compilation unit (C source program) which uses it. Each such */

/* class or Object Identifier name must be explicitly exported */

/* from just one compilation unit. */

/* In the header file, OM class constants are prefixed with the */

/* OMP_O prefix to denote that they are OM classes. However, */

/* when using the OM_IMPORT and OM_EXPORT macros, the base */

/* names (without the OMP_O prefix) should be used. */
/* For example: */

/* OM_IMPORT (DS_C_AVA) */

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ABANDON_FAILED dsP_c(\x85\x3D)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_ACCESS_POINT dsP_c(\x85\x3E)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ADDRESS dsP_c(\x85\x3F)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ATTRIBUTE dsP_c(\x85\x40)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x41)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_LIST dsP_c(\x85\x42)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_PROBLEM dsP_c(\x85\x43)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_AVA dsP_c(\x85\x44)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_COMMON_RESULTS dsP_c(\x85\x45)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_COMMUNICATIONS_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x46)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_COMPARE_RESULT dsP_c(\x85\x47)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_CONTEXT dsP_c(\x85\x48)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_CONTINUATION_REF dsP_c(\x85\x49)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_DS_DN dsP_c(\x85\x4A)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_DS_RDN dsP_c(\x85\x4B)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ENTRY_INFO dsP_c(\x85\x4C)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ENTRY_INFO_SELECTION dsP_c(\x85\x4D)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_ENTRY_MOD dsP_c(\x85\x4E)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ENTRY_MOD_LIST dsP_c(\x85\x4F)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x50)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_EXT dsP_c(\x85\x51)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_FILTER dsP_c(\x85\x52)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_FILTER_ITEM dsP_c(\x85\x53)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_LIBRARY_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x54)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_LIST_INFO dsP_c(\x85\x55)
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#define OMP_O_DS_C_LIST_INFO_ITEM dsP_c(\x85\x56)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_LIST_RESULT dsP_c(\x85\x57)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_NAME dsP_c(\x85\x58)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_NAME_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x59)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_OPERATION_PROGRESS dsP_c(\x85\x5A)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_PARTIAL_OUTCOME_QUAL dsP_c(\x85\x5B)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_PRESENTATION_ADDRESS dsP_c(\x85\x5C)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_READ_RESULT dsP_c(\x85\x5D)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_REFERRAL dsP_c(\x85\x5E)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_RELATIVE_NAME dsP_c(\x85\x5F)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SEARCH_INFO dsP_c(\x85\x60)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_SEARCH_RESULT dsP_c(\x85\x61)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SECURITY_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x62)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SERVICE_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x63)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SESSION dsP_c(\x85\x64)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SYSTEM_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x65)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_UPDATE_ERROR dsP_c(\x85\x66)

/* OM attribute names */

#define DS_ACCESS_POINTS ((OM_type) 701)
#define DS_ADDRESS ((OM_type) 702)

#define DS_AE_TITLE ((OM_type) 703)

#define DS_ALIASED_RDNS ((OM_type) 704)

#define DS_ALIAS_DEREFERENCED ((OM_type) 705)

#define DS_ALIAS_ENTRY ((OM_type) 706)
#define DS_ALL_ATTRIBUTES ((OM_type) 707)

#define DS_ASYNCHRONOUS ((OM_type) 708)

#define DS_ATTRIBUTES ((OM_type) 709)

#define DS_ATTRIBUTES_SELECTED ((OM_type) 710)

#define DS_ATTRIBUTE_TYPE ((OM_type) 711)
#define DS_ATTRIBUTE_VALUE ((OM_type) 712)

#define DS_ATTRIBUTE_VALUES ((OM_type) 713)

#define DS_AUTOMATIC_CONTINUATION ((OM_type) 714)

#define DS_AVAS ((OM_type) 715)

#define DS_CHAINING_PROHIB ((OM_type) 716)

#define DS_CHANGES ((OM_type) 717)
#define DS_CRIT ((OM_type) 718)

#define DS_DONT_DEREFERENCE_ALIASES ((OM_type) 719)
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#define DS_DONT_USE_COPY ((OM_type) 720)

#define DS_DSA_ADDRESS ((OM_type) 721)

#define DS_DSA_NAME ((OM_type) 722)

#define DS_ENTRIES ((OM_type) 723)

#define DS_ENTRY ((OM_type) 724)

#define DS_EXT ((OM_type) 725)
#define DS_FILE_DESCRIPTOR ((OM_type) 726)

#define DS_FILTERS ((OM_type) 727)

#define DS_FILTER_ITEMS ((OM_type) 728)

#define DS_FILTER_ITEM_TYPE ((OM_type) 729)

#define DS_FILTER_TYPE ((OM_type) 730)
#define DS_FINAL_SUBSTRING ((OM_type) 731)

#define DS_FROM_ENTRY ((OM_type) 732)

#define DS_IDENT ((OM_type) 733)

#define DS_INFO_TYPE ((OM_type) 734)

#define DS_INITIAL_SUBSTRING ((OM_type) 735)
#define DS_ITEM_PARAMETERS ((OM_type) 736)

#define DS_LIMIT_PROBLEM ((OM_type) 737)

#define DS_LIST_INFO ((OM_type) 738)

#define DS_LOCAL_SCOPE ((OM_type) 739)

#define DS_MATCHED ((OM_type) 740)

#define DS_MOD_TYPE ((OM_type) 741)
#define DS_NAME_RESOLUTION_PHASE ((OM_type) 742)

#define DS_NEXT_RDN_TO_BE_RESOLVED ((OM_type) 743)

#define DS_N_ADDRESSES ((OM_type) 744)

#define DS_OBJECT_NAME ((OM_type) 745)

#define DS_OPERATION_PROGRESS ((OM_type) 746)
#define DS_PARTIAL_OUTCOME_QUAL ((OM_type) 747)

#define DS_PERFORMER ((OM_type) 748)

#define DS_PREFER_CHAINING ((OM_type) 749)

#define DS_PRIORITY ((OM_type) 750)

#define DS_PROBLEM ((OM_type) 751)
#define DS_PROBLEMS ((OM_type) 752)

#define DS_P_SELECTOR ((OM_type) 753)

#define DS_RDN ((OM_type) 754)

#define DS_RDNS ((OM_type) 755)

#define DS_RDNS_RESOLVED ((OM_type) 756)

#define DS_REQUESTOR ((OM_type) 757)
#define DS_SCOPE_OF_REFERRAL ((OM_type) 758)

#define DS_SEARCH_INFO ((OM_type) 759)
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#define DS_SIZE_LIMIT ((OM_type) 760)

#define DS_SUBORDINATES ((OM_type) 761)

#define DS_S_SELECTOR ((OM_type) 762)

#define DS_TARGET_OBJECT ((OM_type) 763)

#define DS_TIME_LIMIT ((OM_type) 764)

#define DS_T_SELECTOR ((OM_type) 765)
#define DS_UNAVAILABLE_CRIT_EXT ((OM_type) 766)

#define DS_UNCORRELATED_LIST_INFO ((OM_type) 767)

#define DS_UNCORRELATED_SEARCH_INFO ((OM_type) 768)

#define DS_UNEXPLORED ((OM_type) 769)

/* DS_Filter_Item_Type: */

enum DS_Filter_Item_Type {

DS_EQUALITY = 0,
DS_SUBSTRINGS = 1,

DS_GREATER_OR_EQUAL = 2,

DS_LESS_OR_EQUAL = 3,

DS_PRESENT = 4,

DS_APPROXIMATE_MATCH = 5

};

/* DS_Filter_Type: */

enum DS_Filter_Type {
DS_ITEM = 0,

DS_AND = 1,

DS_OR = 2,

DS_NOT = 3

};

/* DS_Information_Type: */

enum DS_Information_Type {

DS_TYPES_ONLY = 0,
DS_TYPES_AND_VALUES = 1

};
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/* DS_Limit_Problem: */

enum DS_Limit_Problem {

DS_NO_LIMIT_EXCEEDED = -1,
DS_TIME_LIMIT_EXCEEDED = 0,

DS_SIZE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED = 1,

DS_ADMIN_LIMIT_EXCEEDED = 2

};

/* DS_Modification_Type: */

enum DS_Modification_Type {

DS_ADD_ATTRIBUTE = 0,
DS_REMOVE_ATTRIBUTE = 1,

DS_ADD_VALUES = 2,

DS_REMOVE_VALUES = 3

};

/* DS_Name_Resolution_Phase: */

enum DS_Name_Resolution_Phase {

DS_NOT_STARTED = 1,

DS_PROCEEDING = 2,
DS_COMPLETED = 3

};

/* DS_Priority: */

enum DS_Priority {

DS_LOW = 0,

DS_MEDIUM = 1,

DS_HIGH = 2

};
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/* DS_Problem: */

enum DS_Problem {

DS_E_ADMIN_LIMIT_EXCEEDED = 1,

DS_E_AFFECTS_MULTIPLE_DSAS = 2,

DS_E_ALIAS_DEREFERENCING_PROBLEM = 3,
DS_E_ALIAS_PROBLEM = 4,

DS_E_ATTRIBUTE_OR_VALUE_EXISTS = 5,

DS_E_BAD_ARGUMENT = 6,

DS_E_BAD_CLASS = 7,

DS_E_BAD_CONTEXT = 8,
DS_E_BAD_NAME = 9,

DS_E_BAD_SESSION = 10,

DS_E_BAD_WORKSPACE = 11,

DS_E_BUSY = 12,

DS_E_CANNOT_ABANDON = 13,
DS_E_CHAINING_REQUIRED = 14,

DS_E_COMMUNICATIONS_PROBLEM = 15,

DS_E_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION = 16,

DS_E_DIT_ERROR = 17,

DS_E_ENTRY_EXISTS = 18,

DS_E_INAPPROP_AUTHENTICATION = 19,
DS_E_INAPPROP_MATCHING = 20,

DS_E_INSUFFICIENT_ACCESS_RIGHTS = 21,

DS_E_INVALID_ATTRIBUTE_SYNTAX = 22,

DS_E_INVALID_ATTRIBUTE_VALUE = 23,

DS_E_INVALID_CREDENTIALS = 24,
DS_E_INVALID_REF = 25,

DS_E_INVALID_SIGNATURE = 26,

DS_E_LOOP_DETECTED = 27,

DS_E_MISCELLANEOUS = 28,

DS_E_MISSING_TYPE = 29,
DS_E_MIXED_SYNCHRONOUS = 30,

DS_E_NAMING_VIOLATION = 31,

DS_E_NO_INFO = 32,

DS_E_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE_OR_VALUE = 33,

DS_E_NO_SUCH_OBJECT = 34,

DS_E_NO_SUCH_OPERATION = 35,
DS_E_NOT_ALLOWED_ON_NON_LEAF = 36,

DS_E_NOT_ALLOWED_ON_RDN = 37,
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DS_E_NOT_SUPPORTED = 38,

DS_E_OBJECT_CLASS_MOD_PROHIB = 39,

DS_E_OBJECT_CLASS_VIOLATION = 40,

DS_E_OUT_OF_SCOPE = 41,

DS_E_PROTECTION_REQUIRED = 42,

DS_E_TIME_LIMIT_EXCEEDED = 43,
DS_E_TOO_LATE = 44,

DS_E_TOO_MANY_OPERATIONS = 45,

DS_E_TOO_MANY_SESSIONS = 46,

DS_E_UNABLE_TO_PROCEED = 47,

DS_E_UNAVAILABLE = 48,
DS_E_UNAVAILABLE_CRIT_EXT = 49,

DS_E_UNDEFINED_ATTRIBUTE_TYPE = 50,

DS_E_UNWILLING_TO_PERFORM = 51

};

/* DS_Scope_Of_Referral: */

enum DS_Scope_Of_Referral {

DS_DMD = 0,

DS_COUNTRY = 1
};

/* Typedefs */

typedef OM_private_object DS_status;

typedef struct

{

OM_object_identifier feature;
OM_boolean activated;

} DS_feature;

/* OM_object constants */

#define DS_DEFAULT_CONTEXT ((OM_object) 0)

#define DS_DEFAULT_SESSION ((OM_object) 0)
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#define DS_OPERATION_NOT_STARTED ((OM_object) 0)

#define DS_NO_FILTER ((OM_object) 0)

#define DS_NULL_RESULT ((OM_object) 0)

#define DS_SELECT_ALL_TYPES ((OM_object) 1)

#define DS_SELECT_ALL_TYPES_AND_VALUES ((OM_object) 2)

#define DS_SELECT_NO_ATTRIBUTES ((OM_object) 0)
#define DS_SUCCESS ((DS_status) 0)

#define DS_NO_WORKSPACE ((DS_status) 1)

/* ds_search() subset */

#define DS_BASE_OBJECT ((OM_sint) 0)

#define DS_ONE_LEVEL ((OM_sint) 1)

#define DS_WHOLE_SUBTREE ((OM_sint) 2)

/* ds_receive_result() completion_flag_return */

#define DS_COMPLETED_OPERATION ((OM_uint) 1)

#define DS_OUTSTANDING_OPERATIONS ((OM_uint) 2)

#define DS_NO_OUTSTANDING_OPERATION ((OM_uint) 3)

/* asynchronous operations limit (implementation-defined) */

#define DS_MAX_OUTSTANDING_OPERATIONS 0 /* no asynchronous */
/* operation */

/*asynchronous event posting */

#define DS_NO_VALID_FILE_DESCRIPTOR -1

/* Function Prototypes */

DS_status ds_abandon(

OM_private_object session,

OM_sint invoke_id

);

DS_status ds_add_entry(
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OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,

OM_object name,

OM_object entry,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return

);

DS_status ds_bind(

OM_object session,

OM_workspace workspace,

OM_private_object *bound_session_return
);

DS_status ds_compare(

OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,

OM_object ava,

OM_private_object *result_return,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return

);

OM_workspace ds_initialize(

void

);

DS_status ds_list(
OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,

OM_object name,

OM_private_object *result_return,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return
);

DS_status ds_modify_entry(

OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,

OM_object name,
OM_object changes,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return
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);

DS_status ds_modify_rdn(

OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,

OM_object name,
OM_object new_RDN,

OM_boolean delete_old_RDN,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return

);

DS_status ds_read(

OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,

OM_object name,

OM_object selection,
OM_private_object *result_return,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return

);

DS_status ds_receive_result(

OM_private_object session,
OM_uint *completion_flag_return,

DS_status *operation_status_return,

OM_private_object *result_return,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return

);

DS_status ds_remove_entry(

OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,

OM_object name,
OM_sint *invoke_id_return

);

DS_status ds_search(

OM_private_object session,

OM_private_object context,
OM_object name,

OM_sint subset,
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OM_object filter,

OM_boolean search_aliases,

OM_object selection,

OM_private_object *result_return,

OM_sint *invoke_id_return

);

DS_status ds_shutdown(

OM_workspace workspace

);

DS_status ds_unbind(

OM_private_object session

);

DS_status ds_version(
DS_feature feature_list[]

OM_workspace workspace

);

#endif /* XDS_HEADER */

Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.
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xdsbdcp.h

Purpose Definitions for the basic directory contents package

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsbdcp.h>

Description

The xdsbdcp.h header defines the object identifiers of directory attribute types and
object classes supported by the basic directory contents package. It also defines OM
classes used to represent the values of the attribute types.

All application programs that include this header must first include thexom.h object
management header and thexds.h header.

Object identifiers are defined for the (directory) attribute types that are specified in
the following list. The actual values of the object identifiers are listed in theOSF
DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.

#ifndef XDSBDCP_HEADER
#define XDSBDCP_HEADER

/* BDC package object identifier */

/* { iso(1) identified-organization(3) icd-ecma(12)

member-company(2) dec(1011) xopen(28) bdcp(1) } */

#define OMP_O_DS_BASIC_DIR_CONTENTS_PKG \

"\x2B\x0C\x02\x87\x73\x1c\x01"

/* Intermediate object identifier macros */
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#ifndef dsP_attributeType /* joint-iso-ccitt(2) */

/* ds(5) attributeType(4) ... */

#define dsP_attributeType (X) ("\x55\x04" #X)

#endif

#ifndef dsP_objectClass /* joint-iso-ccitt(2) */
/* ds(5) objectClass(6) ... */

#define dsP_objectClass(X) ("\x55\x06" #X)

#endif

#define dsP_bdcp_c(X) (OMP_O_DS_BASIC_DIR_CONTENTS_PKG #X)

/* OM class names (prefixed by DS_C_) */

/* Directory attribute types (prefixed by DS_A_) */

/* Directory object classes (prefixed by DS_O_) */

/* Every application program which makes use of a class or */

/* other Object Identifier must explicitly import it into */

/* every compilation unit (C source program) which uses it. */

/* Each such class or Object Identifier name must be */

/* explicitly exported from just one compilation unit. */

/* In the header file, OM class constants are prefixed with */

/* the OMP_O prefix to denote that they are OM classes. */

/* However, when using the OM_IMPORT and OM_EXPORT macros, */

/* the base names (without the OMP_O prefix) should be used.*/
/* For example: */

/* OM_IMPORT (DS_O_COUNTRY) */

/* Directory attribute types */

#define OMP_O_DS_A_ALIASED_OBJECT_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x01)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_BUSINESS_CATEGORY dsP_attributeType(\x0F)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_COMMON_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x03)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_COUNTRY_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x06)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_DESCRIPTION dsP_attributeType(\x0D)
#define OMP_O_DS_A_DEST_INDICATOR dsP_attributeType(\x1B)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_FACSIMILE_PHONE_NBR dsP_attributeType(\x17)
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#define OMP_O_DS_A_INTERNAT_ISDN_NBR dsP_attributeType(\x19)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_KNOWLEDGE_INFO dsP_attributeType(\x02)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_LOCALITY_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x07)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_MEMBER dsP_attributeType(\x1F)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_OBJECT_CLASS dsP_attributeType(\x00)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_ORG_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x0A)
#define OMP_O_DS_A_ORG_UNIT_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x0B)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_OWNER dsP_attributeType(\x20)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_PHYS_DELIV_OFF_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x13)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_POST_OFFICE_BOX dsP_attributeType(\x12)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_POSTAL_ADDRESS dsP_attributeType(\x10)
#define OMP_O_DS_A_POSTAL_CODE dsP_attributeType(\x11)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_PREF_DELIV_METHOD dsP_attributeType(\x1C)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_PRESENTATION_ADDRESS dsP_attributeType(\x1D)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_REGISTERED_ADDRESS dsP_attributeType(\x1A)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_ROLE_OCCUPANT dsP_attributeType(\x21)
#define OMP_O_DS_A_SEARCH_GUIDE dsP_attributeType(\x0E)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_SEE_ALSO dsP_attributeType(\x22)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_SERIAL_NBR dsP_attributeType(\x05)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_STATE_OR_PROV_NAME dsP_attributeType(\x08)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_STREET_ADDRESS dsP_attributeType(\x09)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_SUPPORT_APPLIC_CONTEXT dsP_attributeType(\x1E)
#define OMP_O_DS_A_SURNAME dsP_attributeType(\x04)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_PHONE_NBR dsP_attributeType(\x14)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_TELETEX_TERM_IDENT dsP_attributeType(\x16)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_TELEX_NBR dsP_attributeType(\x15)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_TITLE dsP_attributeType(\x0C)
#define OMP_O_DS_A_USER_PASSWORD dsP_attributeType(\x23)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_X121_ADDRESS dsP_attributeType(\x18)

/* Directory object classes */

#define OMP_O_DS_O_ALIAS dsP_objectClass(\x01)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_APPLIC_ENTITY dsP_objectClass(\x0C)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_APPLIC_PROCESS dsP_objectClass(\x0B)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_COUNTRY dsP_objectClass(\x02)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_DEVICE dsP_objectClass(\x0E)
#define OMP_O_DS_O_DSA dsP_objectClass(\x0D)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_GROUP_OF_NAMES dsP_objectClass(\x09)
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#define OMP_O_DS_O_LOCALITY dsP_objectClass(\x03)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_ORG dsP_objectClass(\x04)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_ORG_PERSON dsP_objectClass(\x07)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_ORG_ROLE dsP_objectClass(\x08)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_ORG_UNIT dsP_objectClass(\x05)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_PERSON dsP_objectClass(\x06)
#define OMP_O_DS_O_RESIDENTIAL_PERSON dsP_objectClass(\x0A)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_TOP dsP_objectClass(\x00)

/* OM class names */

#define OMP_O_DS_C_FACSIMILE_PHONE_NBR dsP_bdcp_c(\x86\x21)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_POSTAL_ADDRESS dsP_bdcp_c(\x86\x22)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SEARCH_CRITERION dsP_bdcp_c(\x86\x23)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SEARCH_GUIDE dsP_bdcp_c(\x86\x24)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_TELETEX_TERM_IDENT dsP_bdcp_c(\x86\x25)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_TELEX_NBR dsP_bdcp_c(\x86\x26)

/* OM attribute names */

#define DS_ANSWERBACK ((OM_type) 801)

#define DS_COUNTRY_CODE ((OM_type) 802)

#define DS_CRITERIA ((OM_type) 803)

#define DS_OBJECT_CLASS ((OM_type) 804)

#define DS_PARAMETERS ((OM_type) 805)
#define DS_POSTAL_ADDRESS ((OM_type) 806)

#define DS_PHONE_NBR ((OM_type) 807)

#define DS_TELETEX_TERM ((OM_type) 808)

#define DS_TELEX_NBR ((OM_type) 809)

/* DS_Preferred_Delivery_Method: */

#define DS_ANY_DELIV_METHOD 0

#define DS_MHS_DELIV 1

#define DS_PHYS_DELIV 2

#define DS_TELEX_DELIV 3
#define DS_TELETEX_DELIV 4

#define DS_G3_FACSIMILE_DELIV 5
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#define DS_G4_FACSIMILE_DELIV 6

#define DS_IA5_TERMINAL_DELIV 7

#define DS_VIDEOTEX_DELIV 8

#define DS_PHONE_DELIV 9

/* Upper bounds on string lengths and the number of repeated OM */

/* attribute values */

#define DS_VL_A_BUSINESS_CATEGORY ((OM_value_length) 128)

#define DS_VL_A_COMMON_NAME ((OM_value_length) 64)
#define DS_VL_A_DESCRIPTION ((OM_value_length) 1024)

#define DS_VL_A_DEST_INDICATOR ((OM_value_length) 128)

#define DS_VL_A_INTERNAT_ISDN_NBR ((OM_value_length) 16)

#define DS_VL_A_LOCALITY_NAME ((OM_value_length) 128)

#define DS_VL_A_ORG_NAME ((OM_value_length) 64)
#define DS_VL_A_ORG_UNIT_NAME ((OM_value_length) 64)

#define DS_VL_A_PHYS_DELIV_ OFF_NAME ((OM_value_length) 128)

#define DS_VL_A_POST_OFFICE_BOX ((OM_value_length) 40)

#define DS_VL_A_POSTAL_CODE ((OM_value_length) 40)

#define DS_VL_A_SERIAL_NBR ((OM_value_length) 64)

#define DS_VL_A_STATE_OR_PROV_NAME ((OM_value_length) 128)
#define DS_VL_A_STREET_ADDRESS ((OM_value_length) 128)

#define DS_VL_A_SURNAME ((OM_value_length) 64)

#define DS_VL_A_PHONE_NBR ((OM_value_length) 32)

#define DS_VL_A_TITLE ((OM_value_length) 64)

#define DS_VL_A_USER_PASSWORD ((OM_value_length) 128)
#define DS_VL_A_X121_ADDRESS ((OM_value_length) 15)

#define DS_VL_ANSWERBACK ((OM_value_length) 8)

#define DS_VL_COUNTRY_CODE ((OM_value_length) 4)

#define DS_VL_POSTAL_ADDRESS ((OM_value_length) 30)

#define DS_VL_PHONE_NBR ((OM_value_length) 32)
#define DS_VL_TELETEX_TERM ((OM_value_length) 1024)

#define DS_VL_TELEX_NBR ((OM_value_length) 14)

#define DS_VN_POSTAL_ADDRESS ((OM_value_length) 6)

#endif /* XDSBDCP_HEADER */
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Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.
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xdscds.h

Purpose Definitions for the Cell Directory Service (CDS)

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdscds.h>

Description

The xdscds.h header declares the object identifiers of directory attribute types
supported by CDS.

All application programs that include this header must first include thexom.h object
management header and thexds.h header.

#ifndef XDSCDS_HEADER

#define XDSCDS_HEADER

/* iso(1) identified-organization(3) osf(22) dce(1) cds(3)

= "\x2B\x16\x01\x03" */

/* Cell Directory Service attribute types */

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_Members "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x0A"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_GroupRevoke "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x0B"
#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_CTS "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x0C"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_UTS "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x0D"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_ACS "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x0E"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_Class "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x0F"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_ClassVersion "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x10"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_ObjectUID "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x11"
#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_Address "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x12"
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#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_Replicas "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x13"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_AllUpTo "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x14"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_Convergence "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x15"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_InCHName "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x16"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_ParentPointer "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x17"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_DirecoryVersion "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x18"
#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_UpgradeTo "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x19"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_LinkTarget "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x1B"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_LinkTimeout "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x1C"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_Towers "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x1E"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_CHName "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x20"
#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_CHLastAddress "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x22"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_CHUpPointers "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x23"

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_CHState "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x24"

/* iso(1) identified-organization(3) osf(22) dce(1) gds(2)
= "\x2B\x16\x01\x02" */

#define OMP_O_DSX_UUID "\x2B\x16\x01\x01\x01"

#define OMP_O_DSX_TYPELESS_RDN "\x2B\x16\x01\x01\x02"

#define OMP_O_DSX_NORMAL_SIMPLE_NAME "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x00"

#define OMP_O_DSX_BINARY_SIMPLE_NAME "\x2B\x16\x01\x03\x02"

#endif /*XDSCDS_HEADER*/

Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.
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xdsdme.h

Purpose Definitions for the DME NMO requirements.

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsdme.h>

Description

The xdsdme.hheader declares the object identifiers of directory attribute types and
directory object classes supported for DME use.

All application programs that include this header must first include thexom.h object
management header and thexds.h header.

#ifndef XDSDME_HEADER

#define XDSDME_HEADER

/* Intermediate object identifier macros */

/* iso(1) identified-organization(3) osf(22) dme(2)

components(1) nmo(2) dmeNmoAttributeType(1) ...

*/

#define dsP_NMOattributeType(X) "\x2B\x16\x02\x01\x02\x01" #X

/* iso(1) identified-organization(3) osf(22) dme(2)

components(1) nmo(2) dmeNmoObjectClass(2) ...

*/

#define dsP_NMOobjectClass(X) "\x2B\x16\x02\x01\x02\x02" #X
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/* Directory attribute types (prefixed by DSX_A_)

Directory object classes (prefixed by DSX_O_)

*/

/* Directory attribute types */

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_ALTERNATE_ADDRESS dsP_NMOattributeType(\x01)

/* Directory object classes */

#define OMP_O_DSX_O_DME_NMO_AGENT dsP_NMOobjectClass(\x01)

#endif /* XDSDME_HEADER */

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.
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xdsgds.h

Purpose Definitions for the global directory service package

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsgds.h>

Description

The xdsgds.hheader declares the object identifiers of directory attribute types and
directory object classes supported by the GDS package. It also defines OM classes
used to represent the values of the attribute types.

All application programs that include this header must first include thexom.h object
management header and thexds.h header.

#ifndef XDSGDS_HEADER

#define XDSGDS_HEADER

/* GDS package object identifier */

/* iso(1) identified-organization(3) icd-ecma(0012)

member-company(2) siemens-units(1107) sni(1) directory(3)

xds-api(100)gdsp(0) */

#define OMP_O_DSX_GDS_PKG \

"\x2B\x0C\x02\x88\x53\x01\x03\x64\x00"

/*Intermediate object identifier macros */

/* iso(1) identified-organization(3) icd-ecma(0012)
member-company(2) siemens-units(1107) sni(1) directory(3)
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attribute-type(4) ...*/

#define dsP_GDSattributeType(X) \

("\x2B\x0C\x02\x88\x53\x01\x03\x04" #X)

/* iso(1) identified-organization(3) icd-ecma(0012)
member-company(2) siemens-units(1107) sni(1) directory(3)

object-class(6) ...*/

#define dsP_GDSobjectClass(X) \

("\x2B\x0C\x02\x88\x53\x01\x03\x06" #X)

#define dsP_gdsp_c(X) OMP_O_DSX_GDS_PKG #X

/* OM class names (prefixed by DSX_C_)

Directory attribute types (prefixed by DSX_A_)
Directory object classes (prefixed by DSX_O_)

*/

/* Directory attribute types */

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_MASTER_KNOWLEDGE dsP_GDSattributeType(\x00)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_ACL dsP_GDSattributeType(\x01)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_TIME_STAMP dsP_GDSattributeType(\x02)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_SHADOWED_BY dsP_GDSattributeType(\x03)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_SRT dsP_GDSattributeType(\x04)
#define OMP_O_DSX_A_OCT dsP_GDSattributeType(\x05)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_AT dsP_GDSattributeType(\x06)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_DEFAULT_DSA dsP_GDSattributeType(\x08)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_LOCAL_DSA dsP_GDSattributeType(\x09)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CLIENT dsP_GDSattributeType(\x0A)
#define OMP_O_DSX_A_DNLIST dsP_GDSattributeType(\x0B)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_SHADOWING_JOB dsP_GDSattributeType(\x0C)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_CELL dsP_GDSattributeType(\x0D)

#define OMP_O_DSX_A_CDS_REPLICA dsP_GDSattributeType(\x0E)

/* Directory object classes */
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#define OMP_O_DSX_O_SCHEMA dsP_GDSobjectClass(\x00)

/* OM class names */

#define OMP_O_DSX_C_GDS_SESSION dsP_gdsp_c(\x00)
#define OMP_O_DSX_C_GDS_CONTEXT dsP_gdsp_c(\x01)

#define OMP_O_DSX_C_GDS_ACL dsP_gdsp_c(\x02)

#define OMP_O_DSX_C_GDS_ACL_ITEM dsP_gdsp_c(\x03)

/* OM attribute names */

#define DSX_PASSWORD ((OM_type) 850)

#define DSX_DIR_ID ((OM_type) 851)

#define DSX_DUAFIRST ((OM_type) 852)
#define DSX_DONT_STORE ((OM_type) 853)

#define DSX_NORMAL_CLASS ((OM_type) 854)

#define DSX_PRIV_CLASS ((OM_type) 855)

#define DSX_RESIDENT_CLASS ((OM_type) 856)

#define DSX_USEDSA ((OM_type) 857)

#define DSX_DUA_CACHE ((OM_type) 858)
#define DSX_MODIFY_PUBLIC ((OM_type) 859)

#define DSX_READ_STANDARD ((OM_type) 860)

#define DSX_MODIFY_STANDARD ((OM_type) 861)

#define DSX_READ_SENSITIVE ((OM_type) 862)

#define DSX_MODIFY_SENSITIVE ((OM_type) 863)
#define DSX_INTERPRETATION ((OM_type) 864)

#define DSX_USER ((OM_type) 865)

#define DSX_PREFER_ADM_FUNCS ((OM_type) 866)

#define DSX_AUTH_MECHANISM ((OM_type) 867)

#define DSX_AUTH_INFO ((OM_type) 868) /* future use */
#define DSX_SIGN_MECHANISM ((OM_type) 869) /* future use */

#define DSX_PROT_REQUEST ((OM_type) 870) /* future use */

/* DSX_Interpretation */

enum DSX_Interpretation {

DSX_SINGLE_OBJECT = 0,
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DSX_ROOT_OF_SUBTREE = 1

};

enum DSX_Auth_Mechanism {

DSX_DEFAULT = 1,
DSX_SIMPLE = 2,

DSX_SIMPLE_PROT1 = 3,

DSX_SIMPLE_PROT2 = 4,

DSX_DCE_AUTH = 5,

DSX_STRONG = 6
};

enum DSX_Prot_Request {

DSX_NONE = 0,
DSX_SIGNED = 1

};

/* upper bound on string lengths*/

#define DSX_VL_PASSWORD ((OM_value_length) 16)

#endif /* XDSGDS_HEADER */

Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.
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xdsmdup.h

Purpose Definitions for the MHS directory user package

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsmdup.h>

Description

The xdsmdup.h header declares the object identifiers of directory attribute types and
object classes supported by the MHS directory user package. It also defines OM
classes used to represent the values of the attribute types.

All application programs that include this header must first include the object
management headerxom.h and thexds.h header.

#ifndef XDSMDUP_HEADER

#define XDSMDUP_HEADER

#ifndef XMHP_HEADER

#include <xmhp.h>

#endif /* XMHP_HEADER */

/* MDUP package object identifier */

/* { iso(1) identified-organization(3) icd-ecma(12)

member-company(2) dec(1011) xopen(28) mdup(3) } */

#define OMP_O_DS_MHS_DIR_USER_PKG \

"\x2B\x0C\x02\x87\x73\x1C\x03"
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/* Intermediate object identifier macros */

/* { joint-iso-ccitt(2) mhs-motis(6) arch(5) at(2) } */

#define dsP_MHSattributeType(X) ("\x56\x5\x2" #X)

/* { joint-iso-ccitt(2) mhs-motis(6) arch(5) oc(1) } */

#define dsP_MHSobjectClass(X) ("\x56\x5\x1" #X)

#define dsP_mdup_c(X) (OMP_O_DS_MHS_DIR_USER_PKG #X)

/* OM class names (prefixed DS_C_), */

/* Directory attribute types (prefixed DS_A_), */

/* and Directory object classes (prefixed DS_O_) */

/* Every application program which makes use of a class or */

/* other Object Identifier must explicitly import it into */

/* every compilation unit (C source program) which uses it. */

/* Each such class or Object Identifier name must be */

/* explicitly exported from just one compilation unit. */

/* In the header file, OM class constants are prefixed with */

/* the OMP_O prefix to denote that they are OM classes. */

/* However, when using the OM_IMPORT and OM_EXPORT macros, */

/* the base names (without the OMP_O prefix) should be used. */

/* For example: */

/* OM_IMPORT(DS_O_CERT_AUTHORITY) */

/* Directory attribute types */

#define OMP_O_DS_A_DELIV_CONTENT_LENGTH dsP_MHSattributeType(\x00)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_DELIV_CONTENT_TYPES dsP_MHSattributeType(\x01)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_DELIV_EITS dsP_MHSattributeType(\x02)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_DL_MEMBERS dsP_MHSattributeType(\x03)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_DL_SUBMIT_PERMS dsP_MHSattributeType(\x04)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_MESSAGE_STORE dsP_MHSattributeType(\x05)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_OR_ADDRESSES dsP_MHSattributeType(\x06)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_PREF_DELIV_METHODS dsP_MHSattributeType(\x07)
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#define OMP_O_DS_A_SUPP_AUTO_ACTIONS dsP_MHSattributeType(\x08)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_SUPP_CONTENT_TYPES dsP_MHSattributeType(\x09)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_SUPP_OPT_ATTRIBUTES dsP_MHSattributeType(\x0A)

/* Directory object classes */

#define OMP_O_DS_O_MHS_DISTRIBUTION_LIST dsP_MHSobjectClass(\x00)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_MHS_MESSAGE_STORE dsP_MHSobjectClass(\x01)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_MHS_MESSAGE_TRANS_AG dsP_MHSobjectClass(\x02)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_MHS_USER dsP_MHSobjectClass(\x03)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_MHS_USER_AG dsP_MHSobjectClass(\x04)

/* OM class names */

#define OMP_O_DS_C_DL_SUBMIT_PERMS dsP_mdup_c(\x87\x05)

/* OM attribute names */

#define DS_PERM_TYPE ( (OM_type) 901 )

#define DS_INDIVIDUAL ( (OM_type) 902 )

#define DS_MEMBER_OF_DL ( (OM_type) 903 )

#define DS_PATTERN_MATCH ( (OM_type) 904 )

#define DS_MEMBER_OF_GROUP ( (OM_type) 905 )

/* DS_Permission_Type */

enum DS_Permission_Type {

DS_PERM_INDIVIDUAL = 0,

DS_PERM_MEMBER_OF_DL = 1,

DS_PERM_PATTERN_MATCH = 2,

DS_PERM_MEMBER_OF_GROUP = 3

};

#endif /* XDSMDUP_HEADER */
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Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services, X/Open CAE
Specification (November 1991), API to Electronic Mail (X.400).
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xdssap.h

Purpose Definitions for the strong authentication package

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdssap.h>

Description

The xdssap.h header defines the object identifiers of directory attribute types and
object classes supported by the strong authentication package. It also defines OM
classes used to represent the values of the attribute types.

All application programs that include this header must first include thexom.h object
management header and thexds.h header.

#ifndef XDSSAP_HEADER

#define XDSSAP_HEADER

/* Strong Authentication Package object identifier */
/* { iso(1) identified-organization(3) icd-ecma(12)

member-company(2) dec(1011) xopen(28) sap(2) } */

#define OMP_O_DS_STRONG_AUTHENT_PKG \

"\x2B\x0C\x02\x87\x73\x1c\x02"

/* Intermediate object identifier macros */

#ifndef dsP_attributeType /* joint-iso-ccitt(2) */

/* ds(5) attributeType(4) ... */
#define dsP_attributeType (X) ("\x55\x04" #X)
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#endif

#ifndef dsP_objectClass /* joint-iso-ccitt(2) */

/* ds(5) objectClass(6) ... */

#define dsP_objectClass(X) ("\x55\x06" #X)

#endif

#define dsP_sap_c(X) (OMP_O_DS_STRONG_AUTHENT_PKG #X)

/* OM class names (prefixed by DS_C_) */

/* Directory attribute types (prefixed by DS_A_) */
/* Directory object classes (prefixed by DS_O_) */

/* Every application program which makes use of a class or */

/* other Object Identifier must explicitly import it into */

/* every compilation unit (C source program) which uses it. */
/* Each such class or Object Identifier name must be */

/* explicitly exported from just one compilation unit. */

/* In the header file, OM class constants are prefixed with */

/* the OMP_O prefix to denote that they are OM classes. */

/* However, when using the OM_IMPORT and OM_EXPORT macros, */
/* the base names (without the OMP_O prefix) should be used.*/

/* For example: */

/* OM_IMPORT (DS_O_CERT_AUTHORITY) */

/* Directory attribute types */

#define OMP_O_DS_A_AUTHORITY_REVOC_LIST dsP_attributeType(\x26)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_CA_CERT dsP_attributeType(\x25)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_CERT_REVOC_LIST dsP_attributeType(\x27)
#define OMP_O_DS_A_CROSS_CERT_PAIR dsP_attributeType(\x28)

#define OMP_O_DS_A_USER_CERT dsP_attributeType(\x24)

/* Directory object classes */

#define OMP_O_DS_O_CERT_AUTHORITY dsP_objectClass(\x10)

#define OMP_O_DS_O_STRONG_AUTHENT_USER dsP_objectClass(\x0F)
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/* OM class names */

#define OMP_O_DS_C_ALGORITHM_IDENT dsP_sap_c(\x6\x35)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_CERT dsP_sap_c(\x6\x36)
#define OMP_O_DS_C_CERT_LIST dsP_sap_c(\x6\x37)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_CERT_PAIR dsP_sap_c(\x6\x38)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_CERT_SUBLIST dsP_sap_c(\x6\x39)

#define OMP_O_DS_C_SIGNATURE dsP_sap_c(\x6\x3A)

/* OM attribute names */

#define DS_ALGORITHM ((OM_type) 821)

#define DS_FORWARD ((OM_type) 822)
#define DS_ISSUER ((OM_type) 823)

#define DS_LAST_UPDATE ((OM_type) 824)

#define DS_ALGORITHM_PARAMETERS ((OM_type) 825)

#define DS_REVERSE ((OM_type) 826)

#define DS_REVOCATION_DATE ((OM_type) 827)

#define DS_REVOKED_CERTS ((OM_type) 828)
#define DS_SERIAL_NUMBER ((OM_type) 829)

#define DS_SERIAL_NUMBERS ((OM_type) 830)

#define DS_SIGNATURE ((OM_type) 831)

#define DS_SIGNATURE_VALUE ((OM_type) 832)

#define DS_SUBJECT ((OM_type) 833)
#define DS_SUBJECT_ALGORITHM ((OM_type) 834)

#define DS_SUBJECT_PUBLIC_KEY ((OM_type) 835)

#define DS_VALIDITY_NOT_AFTER ((OM_type) 836)

#define DS_VALIDITY_NOT_BEFORE ((OM_type) 837)

#define DS_VERSION ((OM_type) 838)

/* DS_Version */

#define DS_V1988 ((OM_enumeration) 1)

/* Upper bounds on string lengths and the number of repeated OM */

/* attribute values */
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#define DS_VL_LAST_UPDATE ((OM_value_length) 17)

#define DS_VL_REVOC_DATE ((OM_value_length) 17)

#define DS_VL_VALIDITY_NOT_AFTER ((OM_value_length) 17)

#define DS_VL_VALIDITY_NOT_BEFORE ((OM_value_length) 17)

#define DS_VN_REVOC_DATE ((OM_value_length) 2)

#endif /* XDSSAP_HEADER */

Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.
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xmhp.h

Purpose Definitions for the MHS directory objects/attributes.

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsmdup.h>
#include <xmhp.h>

Description

The xmhp.h header defines the constants used by the message handling packages. It
is required when using the MHS directory user package. Thexdsmdup.h header
explicitly includesxmhp.h.

xmhp.h contains definitions for the X.400 message handling package. Some of these
definitions are needed when negotiating use of the MDUP.

The following four message handling classes are referenced:

• MH_C_G3_FAX_NBPS

• MH_C_OR_ADDRESS

• MH_C_OR_NAME

• MH_C_TELETEX_NBPS

The only enumerations referenced areDelivery Mode and Terminal Type. For
referenced OM attribute types and OM value lengths see theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Directory Services.

/*

Note that the identifier for the variable name of type OM_STRING

of a class in the Message Handling package can usually be
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derived using the name of the class, preceded by "MH_C_", and

replacing a blank space with an underscore. To be in line with the

ANSI C language limitation, some words in the class names are

excepted and are abbreviated as below:

BILATERAL_INFORMATION is abbreviated to BILATERAL_INFO

DELIVERED DELIV

CONFIRMATION CONFIRM

CONFIRMATIONS CONFIRMS

PER_RECIPIENT_ PER_RECIP_

DELIV_PER_RECIP_REPORT DELIV_PER_RECIP_REP

*/

/* BEGIN MH PORTION OF INTERFACE */

/* SYMBOLIC CONSTANTS */

/* Class */

#define OMP_O_MH_C_ALGORITHM "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x00"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_ALGORITHM_AND_RESULT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x01"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_ASYMMETRIC_TOKEN "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x02"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_BILATERAL_INFO "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x03"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_COMMUNIQUE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x04"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_CONTENT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x05"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIV_MESSAGE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x06"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIV_PER_RECIP_DR "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x07"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIV_PER_RECIP_NDR "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x08"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIV_PER_RECIP_REP "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x09"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIV_REPORT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x0A"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIVERY_CONFIRM "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x0B"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIVERY_ENVELOPE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x0C"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_EITS "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x0D"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_EXPANSION_RECORD "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x0E"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_EXTENSIBLE_OBJECT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x0F"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_EXTENSION "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x10"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_EXTERNAL_TRACE_ENTRY "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x11"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_G3_FAX_NBPS "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x12"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_GENERAL_CONTENT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x13"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_INTERNAL_TRACE_ENTRY "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x14"
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#define OMP_O_MH_C_LOCAL_DELIV_CONFIRM "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x15"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_LOCAL_DELIV_CONFIRMS "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x16"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_LOCAL_NDR "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x17"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_LOCAL_PER_RECIP_NDR "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x18"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_MESSAGE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x19"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_MESSAGE_RD "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x1A"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_MTS_IDENTIFIER "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x1B"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_OR_ADDRESS "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x1C"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_OR_NAME "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x1D"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_PER_RECIP_DR "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x1E"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_PER_RECIP_NDR "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x1F"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_PER_RECIP_REPORT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x20"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_PROBE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x21"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_PROBE_RD "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x22"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_RD "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x23"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_REDIRECTION_RECORD "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x24"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_REPORT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x25"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SECURITY_LABEL "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x26"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SESSION "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x27"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SUBMISSION_RESULTS "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x28"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SUBMITTED_COMMUNIQUE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x29"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SUBMITTED_MESSAGE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x2A"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SUBMITTED_MESSAGE_RD "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x2B"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SUBMITTED_PROBE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x2C"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_SUBMITTED_PROBE_RD "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x2D"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_TELETEX_NBPS "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x2E"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_DELIVERY_REPORT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x2F"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_MT_PUBLIC_DATA "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x30"

#define OMP_O_MH_C_TOKEN_PUBLIC_DATA "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x05\x0B\x31"

/* Enumeration */

/* Action */

#define MH_AC_EXPANDED ( (OM_enumeration) -2 )

#define MH_AC_REDIRECTED ( (OM_enumeration) -1 )

#define MH_AC_RELAYED ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_AC_REROUTED ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

/* Builtin EIT */
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#define MH_BE_UNDEFINED ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_BE_TELEX ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_BE_IA5_TEXT ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_BE_G3_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_BE_G4_CLASS1 ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_BE_TELETEX ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_BE_VIDEOTEX ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

#define MH_BE_MIXED_MODE ( (OM_enumeration) 9 )

#define MH_BE_ODA ( (OM_enumeration) 10 )

#define MH_BE_ISO_6937_TEXT ( (OM_enumeration) 11 )

/* Delivery Mode */

#define MH_DM_ANY ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_DM_MTS ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_DM_PDS ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_DM_TELEX ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_DM_TELETEX ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_DM_G3_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_DM_G4_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

#define MH_DM_IA5_TERMINAL ( (OM_enumeration) 7 )

#define MH_DM_VIDEOTEX ( (OM_enumeration) 8 )

#define MH_DM_TELEPHONE ( (OM_enumeration) 9 )

/* Delivery Point */

#define MH_DP_PUBLIC_UA ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_DP_PRIVATE_UA ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_DP_MS ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_DP_DL ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_DP_PDAU ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_DP_PDS_PATRON ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_DP_OTHER_AU ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

/* Diagnostic */

#define MH_DG_NO_DIAGNOSTIC ( (OM_enumeration) -1 )

#define MH_DG_OR_NAME_UNRECOGNIZED ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_DG_OR_NAME_AMBIGUOUS ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_DG_MTS_CONGESTED ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_DG_LOOP_DETECTED ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_DG_RECIPIENT_UNAVAILABLE ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )
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#define MH_DG_MAXIMUM_TIME_EXPIRED ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_DG_EITS_UNSUPPORTED ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

#define MH_DG_CONTENT_TOO_LONG ( (OM_enumeration) 7 )

#define MH_DG_IMPRACTICAL_TO_CONVERT ( (OM_enumeration) 8 )

#define MH_DG_PROHIBITED_TO_CONVERT ( (OM_enumeration) 9 )

#define MH_DG_CONVERSION_UNSUBSCRIBED ( (OM_enumeration) 10 )

#define MH_DG_PARAMETERS_INVALID ( (OM_enumeration) 11 )

#define MH_DG_CONTENT_SYNTAX_IN_ERROR ( (OM_enumeration) 12 )

#define MH_DG_LENGTH_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATD ( (OM_enumeration) 13 )

#define MH_DG_NUMBER_CONSTRAINT_VIOLATD ( (OM_enumeration) 14 )

#define MH_DG_CONTENT_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED ( (OM_enumeration) 15 )

#define MH_DG_TOO_MANY_RECIPIENTS ( (OM_enumeration) 16 )

#define MH_DG_NO_BILATERAL_AGREEMENT ( (OM_enumeration) 17 )

#define MH_DG_CRITICAL_FUNC_UNSUPPORTED ( (OM_enumeration) 18 )

#define MH_DG_CONVERSION_LOSS_PROHIB ( (OM_enumeration) 19 )

#define MH_DG_LINE_TOO_LONG ( (OM_enumeration) 20 )

#define MH_DG_PAGE_TOO_LONG ( (OM_enumeration) 21 )

#define MH_DG_PICTORIAL_SYMBOL_LOST ( (OM_enumeration) 22 )

#define MH_DG_PUNCTUATION_SYMBOL_LOST ( (OM_enumeration) 23 )

#define MH_DG_ALPHABETIC_CHARACTER_LOST ( (OM_enumeration) 24 )

#define MH_DG_MULTIPLE_INFO_LOSSES ( (OM_enumeration) 25 )

#define MH_DG_REASSIGNMENT_PROHIBITED ( (OM_enumeration) 26 )

#define MH_DG_REDIRECTION_LOOP_DETECTED ( (OM_enumeration) 27 )

#define MH_DG_EXPANSION_PROHIBITED ( (OM_enumeration) 28 )

#define MH_DG_SUBMISSION_PROHIBITED ( (OM_enumeration) 29 )

#define MH_DG_EXPANSION_FAILED ( (OM_enumeration) 30 )

#define MH_DG_RENDITION_UNSUPPORTED ( (OM_enumeration) 31 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_ADDRESS_INCORRECT ( (OM_enumeration) 32 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_OFFICE_INCOR_OR_INVD ( (OM_enumeration) 33 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_ADDRESS_INCOMPLETE ( (OM_enumeration) 34 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_RECIPIENT_UNKNOWN ( (OM_enumeration) 35 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_RECIPIENT_DECEASED ( (OM_enumeration) 36 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_ORGANIZATION_EXPIRED ( (OM_enumeration) 37 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_REFUSED ( (OM_enumeration) 38 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_UNCLAIMED ( (OM_enumeration) 39 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_RECIPIENT_MOVED ( (OM_enumeration) 40 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_RECIPIENT_TRAVELLING ( (OM_enumeration) 41 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_RECIPIENT_DEPARTED ( (OM_enumeration) 42 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_NEW_ADDRESS_UNKNOWN ( (OM_enumeration) 43 )

#define MH_DG_MAIL_FORWARDING_UNWANTED ( (OM_enumeration) 44 )
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#define MH_DG_MAIL_FORWARDING_PROHIB ( (OM_enumeration) 45 )

#define MH_DG_SECURE_MESSAGING_ERROR ( (OM_enumeration) 46 )

#define MH_DG_DOWNGRADING_IMPOSSIBLE ( (OM_enumeration) 47 )

/* Explicit Conversion */

#define MH_EC_NO_CONVERSION ( (OM_enumeration) -1 )

#define MH_EC_IA5_TEXT_TO_TELETEX ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_EC_TELETEX_TO_TELEX ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_EC_TELEX_TO_IA5_TEXT ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_EC_TELEX_TO_TELETEX ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_EC_TELEX_TO_G4_CLASS1 ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_EC_TELEX_TO_VIDEOTEX ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_EC_IA5_TEXT_TO_TELEX ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

#define MH_EC_TELEX_TO_G3_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 7 )

#define MH_EC_IA5_TEXT_TO_G3_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 8 )

#define MH_EC_IA5_TEXT_TO_G4_CLASS1 ( (OM_enumeration) 9 )

#define MH_EC_IA5_TEXT_TO_VIDEOTEX ( (OM_enumeration) 10 )

#define MH_EC_TELETEX_TO_IA5_TEXT ( (OM_enumeration) 11 )

#define MH_EC_TELETEX_TO_G3_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 12 )

#define MH_EC_TELETEX_TO_G4_CLASS1 ( (OM_enumeration) 13 )

#define MH_EC_TELETEX_TO_VIDEOTEX ( (OM_enumeration) 14 )

#define MH_EC_VIDEOTEX_TO_TELEX ( (OM_enumeration) 15 )

#define MH_EC_VIDEOTEX_TO_IA5_TEXT ( (OM_enumeration) 16 )

#define MH_EC_VIDEOTEX_TO_TELETEX ( (OM_enumeration) 17 )

/* Postal Mode */

#define MH_PM_ORDINARY_MAIL ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_PM_SPECIAL_DELIVERY ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_PM_EXPRESS_MAIL ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_PM_CC ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_PM_CC_WITH_TELEPHONE_ADVICE ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_PM_CC_WITH_TELEX_ADVICE ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_PM_CC_WITH_TELETEX_ADVICE ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

/* Postal Report */

#define MH_PR_UNDELIVBLE_MAIL_VIA_PDS ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_PR_NOTIFICN_VIA_PDS ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )
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#define MH_PR_NOTIFICN_VIA_MTS ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_PR_NOTIFICN_VIA_MTS_AND_PDS ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

/* Priority */

#define MH_PTY_NORMAL ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_PTY_LOW ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_PTY_URGENT ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

/* Reason */

#define MH_RE_TRANSFER_FAILED ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_RE_TRANSFER_IMPOSSIBLE ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_RE_CONVERSION_NOT_PERFORMED ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_RE_PHYSICAL_RENDITN_NOT_DONE ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_RE_PHYSICAL_DELIV_NOT_DONE ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_RE_RESTRICTED_DELIVERY ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_RE_DIRECTORY_OPERATN_FAILED ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

/* Redirection Reason */

#define MH_RR_RECIPIENT_ASSIGNED ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_RR_ORIGINATOR_REQUESTED ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_RR_RECIPIENT_DOMAIN_ASSIGNED ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

/* Registration */

#define MH_RG_UNREGISTERED_MAIL ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_RG_REGISTERED_MAIL ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_RG_REGISTERED_MAIL_IN_PERSON ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

/* Report Request */

#define MH_RQ_NEVER ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_RQ_NON_DELIVERY ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_RQ_ALWAYS ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_RQ_ALWAYS_AUDITED ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

/* Security Classification */
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#define MH_SC_UNMARKED ( (OM_enumeration) 0 )

#define MH_SC_UNCLASSIFIED ( (OM_enumeration) 1 )

#define MH_SC_RESTRICTED ( (OM_enumeration) 2 )

#define MH_SC_CONFIDENTIAL ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_SC_SECRET ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_SC_TOP_SECRET ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

/* Terminal Type */

#define MH_TT_TELEX ( (OM_enumeration) 3 )

#define MH_TT_TELETEX ( (OM_enumeration) 4 )

#define MH_TT_G3_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 5 )

#define MH_TT_G4_FAX ( (OM_enumeration) 6 )

#define MH_TT_IA5_TERMINAL ( (OM_enumeration) 7 )

#define MH_TT_VIDEOTEX ( (OM_enumeration) 8 )

/* Integer */

/* Content Type */

#define MH_CTI_UNIDENTIFIED ( (OM_integer) 0 )

#define MH_CTI_EXTERNAL ( (OM_integer) 1 )

#define MH_CTI_P2_1984 ( (OM_integer) 2 )

#define MH_CTI_P2_1988 ( (OM_integer) 22 )

/* Object Identifier (Elements component) */

/* Content Type */

#define OMP_O_MH_CTO_INNER_MESSAGE "\x56\x03\x03\x01"

#define OMP_O_MH_CTO_UNIDENTIFIED "\x56\x03\x03\x00"

/* External EITs */

#define OMP_O_MH_EE_G3_FAX "\x56\x03\x04\x03"

#define OMP_O_MH_EE_G4_CLASS_1 "\x56\x03\x04\x04"

#define OMP_O_MH_EE_IA5_TEXT "\x56\x03\x04\x02"

#define OMP_O_MH_EE_MIXED_MODE "\x56\x03\x04\x09"

#define OMP_O_MH_EE_TELETEX "\x56\x03\x04\x05"

#define OMP_O_MH_EE_TELEX "\x56\x03\x04\x01"
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#define OMP_O_MH_EE_UNDEFINED "\x56\x03\x04\x00"

#define OMP_O_MH_EE_VIDEOTEX "\x56\x03\x04\x06"

/* Rendition Attributes */

#define OMP_O_MH_RA_BASIC_RENDITION "\x56\x03\x05\x00"

/* Type */

#define MH_T_A3_WIDTH ( (OM_type) 200 )

#define MH_T_ACTION ( (OM_type) 201 )

#define MH_T_ACTUAL_RECIPIENT_NAME ( (OM_type) 202 )

#define MH_T_ADMD_NAME ( (OM_type) 203 )

#define MH_T_ALGORITHM_DATUM ( (OM_type) 204 )

#define MH_T_ALGORITHM_ID ( (OM_type) 205 )

#define MH_T_ALGORITHM_RESULT ( (OM_type) 206 )

#define MH_T_ALTERNATE_RECIP_ALLOWED ( (OM_type) 207 )

#define MH_T_ALTERNATE_RECIPIENT_NAME ( (OM_type) 208 )

#define MH_T_ARRIVAL_TIME ( (OM_type) 209 )

#define MH_T_ATTEMPTED_ADMD_NAME ( (OM_type) 210 )

#define MH_T_ATTEMPTED_COUNTRY_NAME ( (OM_type) 211 )

#define MH_T_ATTEMPTED_MTA_NAME ( (OM_type) 212 )

#define MH_T_ATTEMPTED_PRMD_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 213 )

#define MH_T_B4_LENGTH ( (OM_type) 214 )

#define MH_T_B4_WIDTH ( (OM_type) 215 )

#define MH_T_BILATERAL_INFO ( (OM_type) 216 )

#define MH_T_BINARY_CONTENT ( (OM_type) 217 )

#define MH_T_BUILTIN_EITS ( (OM_type) 218 )

#define MH_T_BUREAU_FAX_DELIVERY ( (OM_type) 219 )

#define MH_T_COMMON_NAME ( (OM_type) 220 )

#define MH_T_CONFIDENTIALITY_ALGORITHM ( (OM_type) 221 )

#define MH_T_CONFIDENTIALITY_KEY ( (OM_type) 222 )

#define MH_T_CONTENT ( (OM_type) 223 )

#define MH_T_CONTENT_CORRELATOR ( (OM_type) 224 )

#define MH_T_CONTENT_EXTENSIONS ( (OM_type) 225 )

#define MH_T_CONTENT_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 226 )

#define MH_T_CONTENT_LENGTH ( (OM_type) 227 )

#define MH_T_CONTENT_RETURN_REQUESTED ( (OM_type) 228 )

#define MH_T_CONTENT_TYPE ( (OM_type) 229 )

#define MH_T_CONTROL_CHARACTER_SETS ( (OM_type) 230 )

#define MH_T_CONVERSION_LOSS_PROHIBITED ( (OM_type) 231 )
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#define MH_T_CONVERSION_PROHIBITED ( (OM_type) 232 )

#define MH_T_CONVERTED_EITS ( (OM_type) 233 )

#define MH_T_COUNTRY_NAME ( (OM_type) 234 )

#define MH_T_CRITICAL_FOR_DELIVERY ( (OM_type) 235 )

#define MH_T_CRITICAL_FOR_SUBMISSION ( (OM_type) 236 )

#define MH_T_CRITICAL_FOR_TRANSFER ( (OM_type) 237 )

#define MH_T_DEFERRED_DELIVERY_TIME ( (OM_type) 238 )

#define MH_T_DEFERRED_TIME ( (OM_type) 239 )

#define MH_T_DELIVERY_CONFIRMS ( (OM_type) 240 )

#define MH_T_DELIVERY_POINT ( (OM_type) 241 )

#define MH_T_DELIVERY_TIME ( (OM_type) 242 )

#define MH_T_DIRECTORY_NAME ( (OM_type) 243 )

#define MH_T_DISCLOSURE_ALLOWED ( (OM_type) 244 )

#define MH_T_DISTINGUISHED_RECIP_ADDR ( (OM_type) 245 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_TYPE_1 ( (OM_type) 246 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_TYPE_2 ( (OM_type) 247 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_TYPE_3 ( (OM_type) 248 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_TYPE_4 ( (OM_type) 249 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_VALUE_1 ( (OM_type) 250 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_VALUE_2 ( (OM_type) 251 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_VALUE_3 ( (OM_type) 252 )

#define MH_T_DOMAIN_VALUE_4 ( (OM_type) 253 )

#define MH_T_ENVELOPES ( (OM_type) 254 )

#define MH_T_EVENT_HANDLE ( (OM_type) 255 )

#define MH_T_EXPANSION_HISTORY ( (OM_type) 256 )

#define MH_T_EXPANSION_PROHIBITED ( (OM_type) 257 )

#define MH_T_EXPLICIT_CONVERSION ( (OM_type) 258 )

#define MH_T_EXTENSION_TYPE ( (OM_type) 259 )

#define MH_T_EXTENSION_VALUE ( (OM_type) 260 )

#define MH_T_EXTENSIONS ( (OM_type) 261 )

#define MH_T_EXTERNAL_EITS ( (OM_type) 262 )

#define MH_T_EXTERNAL_TRACE_INFO ( (OM_type) 263 )

#define MH_T_FINE_RESOLUTION ( (OM_type) 264 )

#define MH_T_FORWARDING_ADDRESS ( (OM_type) 265 )

#define MH_T_FORWARDING_ADDR_REQUESTED ( (OM_type) 266 )

#define MH_T_FORWARDING_PROHIBITED ( (OM_type) 267 )

#define MH_T_G3_FAX_NBPS ( (OM_type) 268 )

#define MH_T_G4_FAX_NBPS ( (OM_type) 269 )

#define MH_T_GENERATION ( (OM_type) 270 )

#define MH_T_GIVEN_NAME ( (OM_type) 271 )
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#define MH_T_GRAPHIC_CHARACTER_SETS ( (OM_type) 272 )

#define MH_T_INFORMATION ( (OM_type) 273 )

#define MH_T_INITIALS ( (OM_type) 274 )

#define MH_T_INTEGRITY_CHECK ( (OM_type) 275 )

#define MH_T_INTENDED_RECIPIENT_NAME ( (OM_type) 276 )

#define MH_T_INTENDED_RECIPIENT_NUMBER ( (OM_type) 277 )

#define MH_T_INTERNAL_TRACE_INFO ( (OM_type) 278 )

#define MH_T_ISDN_NUMBER ( (OM_type) 279 )

#define MH_T_ISDN_SUBADDRESS ( (OM_type) 280 )

#define MH_T_LATEST_DELIVERY_TIME ( (OM_type) 281 )

#define MH_T_LOCAL_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 282 )

#define MH_T_MESSAGE_SEQUENCE_NUMBER ( (OM_type) 283 )

#define MH_T_MISCELANEOUS_CAPABILITIES ( (OM_type) 284 )

#define MH_T_MTA_CERTIFICATE ( (OM_type) 285 )

#define MH_T_MTA_NAME ( (OM_type) 286 )

#define MH_T_MTA_REPORT_REQUEST ( (OM_type) 287 )

#define MH_T_MTA_RESPONSIBILITY ( (OM_type) 288 )

#define MH_T_MTS_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 289 )

#define MH_T_NAME ( (OM_type) 290 )

#define MH_T_NON_DELIVERY_DIAGNOSTIC ( (OM_type) 291 )

#define MH_T_NON_DELIVERY_REASON ( (OM_type) 292 )

#define MH_T_NUMERIC_USER_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 293 )

#define MH_T_ORGANIZATION_NAME ( (OM_type) 294 )

#define MH_T_ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NAME_1 ( (OM_type) 295 )

#define MH_T_ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NAME_2 ( (OM_type) 296 )

#define MH_T_ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NAME_3 ( (OM_type) 297 )

#define MH_T_ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NAME_4 ( (OM_type) 298 )

#define MH_T_ORIG_AND_EXPANSION_HISTORY ( (OM_type) 299 )

#define MH_T_ORIGIN_CHECK ( (OM_type) 300 )

#define MH_T_ORIGINAL_EITS ( (OM_type) 301 )

#define MH_T_ORIGINALLY_INTENDED_RECIP ( (OM_type) 302 )

#define MH_T_ORIGINATOR_CERTIFICATE ( (OM_type) 303 )

#define MH_T_ORIGINATOR_NAME ( (OM_type) 304 )

#define MH_T_ORIGINATOR_REPORT_REQUEST ( (OM_type) 305 )

#define MH_T_ORIGINATOR_RETURN_ADDRESS ( (OM_type) 306 )

#define MH_T_OTHER_RECIPIENT_NAMES ( (OM_type) 307 )

#define MH_T_PAGE_FORMATS ( (OM_type) 308 )

#define MH_T_PER_RECIP_REPORTS ( (OM_type) 309 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_ADDRESS_DETAILS ( (OM_type) 310 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_ADDRESS_IN_FULL ( (OM_type) 311 )
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#define MH_T_POSTAL_ADDRESS_IN_LINES ( (OM_type) 312 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_CODE ( (OM_type) 313 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_COUNTRY_NAME ( (OM_type) 314 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_DELIVERY_POINT_NAME ( (OM_type) 315 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_DELIV_SYSTEM_NAME ( (OM_type) 316 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_GENERAL_DELIV_ADDR ( (OM_type) 317 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_LOCALE ( (OM_type) 318 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_MODE ( (OM_type) 319 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_OFFICE_BOX_NUMBER ( (OM_type) 320 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_OFFICE_NAME ( (OM_type) 321 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_OFFICE_NUMBER ( (OM_type) 322 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_ORGANIZATION_NAME ( (OM_type) 323 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_PATRON_DETAILS ( (OM_type) 324 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_PATRON_NAME ( (OM_type) 325 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_REPORT ( (OM_type) 326 )

#define MH_T_POSTAL_STREET_ADDRESS ( (OM_type) 327 )

#define MH_T_PREFERRED_DELIVERY_MODES ( (OM_type) 328 )

#define MH_T_PRESENTATION_ADDRESS ( (OM_type) 329 )

#define MH_T_PRIORITY ( (OM_type) 330 )

#define MH_T_PRIVACY_MARK ( (OM_type) 331 )

#define MH_T_PRIVATE_USE ( (OM_type) 332 )

#define MH_T_PRMD_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 333 )

#define MH_T_PRMD_NAME ( (OM_type) 334 )

#define MH_T_PROOF_OF_DELIVERY ( (OM_type) 335 )

#define MH_T_PROOF_OF_DELIV_REQUESTED ( (OM_type) 336 )

#define MH_T_PROOF_OF_SUBMISSION ( (OM_type) 337 )

#define MH_T_PROOF_OF_SUBMISN_REQUEST ( (OM_type) 338 )

#define MH_T_PUBLIC_INFORMATION ( (OM_type) 339 )

#define MH_T_RANDOM_NUMBER ( (OM_type) 340 )

#define MH_T_REASON ( (OM_type) 341 )

#define MH_T_REASSIGNMENT_PROHIBITED ( (OM_type) 342 )

#define MH_T_RECIPIENT_CERTIFICATE ( (OM_type) 343 )

#define MH_T_RECIPIENT_DESCRIPTORS ( (OM_type) 344 )

#define MH_T_RECIPIENT_NAME ( (OM_type) 345 )

#define MH_T_RECIPIENT_NUMBER ( (OM_type) 346 )

#define MH_T_RECIP_NUMBER_FOR_ADVICE ( (OM_type) 347 )

#define MH_T_REDIRECTION_HISTORY ( (OM_type) 348 )

#define MH_T_REGISTRATION ( (OM_type) 349 )

#define MH_T_RENDITION_ATTRIBUTES ( (OM_type) 350 )

#define MH_T_REPORT_ADDITIONAL_INFO ( (OM_type) 351 )
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#define MH_T_REPORT_DESTINATION ( (OM_type) 352 )

#define MH_T_REPORTING_DL_NAME ( (OM_type) 353 )

#define MH_T_REPORTING_MTA_CERTIFICATE ( (OM_type) 354 )

#define MH_T_SECRET_INFORMATION ( (OM_type) 355 )

#define MH_T_SECURITY_CATEGORY_DATA ( (OM_type) 356 )

#define MH_T_SECURITY_CATEGORY_IDS ( (OM_type) 357 )

#define MH_T_SECURITY_CLASSIFICATION ( (OM_type) 358 )

#define MH_T_SECURITY_LABEL ( (OM_type) 359 )

#define MH_T_SECURITY_POLICY_ID ( (OM_type) 360 )

#define MH_T_SIGNATURE ( (OM_type) 361 )

#define MH_T_SUBJECT_EXT_TRACE_INFO ( (OM_type) 362 )

#define MH_T_SUBJECT_MTS_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 363 )

#define MH_T_SUBMISSION_TIME ( (OM_type) 364 )

#define MH_T_SUPPLEMENTARY_INFO ( (OM_type) 365 )

#define MH_T_SURNAME ( (OM_type) 366 )

#define MH_T_TELETEX_NBPS ( (OM_type) 367 )

#define MH_T_TEMPORARY ( (OM_type) 368 )

#define MH_T_TERMINAL_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_type) 369 )

#define MH_T_TERMINAL_TYPE ( (OM_type) 370 )

#define MH_T_TIME ( (OM_type) 371 )

#define MH_T_TOKEN ( (OM_type) 372 )

#define MH_T_TWO_DIMENSIONAL ( (OM_type) 373 )

#define MH_T_UNCOMPRESSED ( (OM_type) 374 )

#define MH_T_UNLIMITED_LENGTH ( (OM_type) 375 )

#define MH_T_WORKSPACE ( (OM_type) 376 )

#define MH_T_X121_ADDRESS ( (OM_type) 377 )

/* Value Length */

#define MH_VL_ADMD_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_ATTEMPTED_ADMD_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_ATTEMPTED_COUNTRY_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 3 )

#define MH_VL_ATTEMPTED_PRMD_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_COMMON_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 64 )

#define MH_VL_CONTENT_CORRELATOR ( (OM_value_length) 512 )

#define MH_VL_CONTENT_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_COUNTRY_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 3 )

#define MH_VL_DOMAIN_TYPE ( (OM_value_length) 8 )

#define MH_VL_DOMAIN_VALUE ( (OM_value_length) 128 )

#define MH_VL_GENERATION ( (OM_value_length) 3 )
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#define MH_VL_GIVEN_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_INFORMATION ( (OM_value_length) 1024 )

#define MH_VL_INITIALS ( (OM_value_length) 5 )

#define MH_VL_ISDN_NUMBER ( (OM_value_length) 15 )

#define MH_VL_ISDN_SUBADDRESS ( (OM_value_length) 40 )

#define MH_VL_LATEST_DELIVERY_TIME ( (OM_value_length) 7 )

#define MH_VL_LOCAL_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_value_length) 32 )

#define MH_VL_MSG_CONTENT_CORRELATOR ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_MTA_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 32 )

#define MH_VL_NUMERIC_USER_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_value_length) 32 )

#define MH_VL_ORGANIZATION_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 64 )

#define MH_VL_ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NAMES ( (OM_value_length) 32 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_ADDRESS_DETAILS ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_ADDRESS_IN_FULL ( (OM_value_length) 185 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_CODE ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_COUNTRY_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 32 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_DELIV_POINT_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_DELIV_SYSTEM_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_GENERAL_DELIV_ADDR ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_LOCALE ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_OFFICE_BOX_NUMBER ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_OFFICE_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_OFFICE_NUMBER ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_ORGANIZATION_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_PATRON_DETAILS ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_PATRON_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_POSTAL_STREET_ADDRESS ( (OM_value_length) 30 )

#define MH_VL_PRIVACY_MARK ( (OM_value_length) 128 )

#define MH_VL_PRIVATE_USE ( (OM_value_length) 126 )

#define MH_VL_PRMD_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_PRMD_NAME ( (OM_value_length) 16 )

#define MH_VL_RECIP_NUMBER_FOR_ADVICE ( (OM_value_length) 32 )

#define MH_VL_REDIRECTION_TIME ( (OM_value_length) 7 )

#define MH_VL_REPORT_ADDITIONAL_INFO ( (OM_value_length) 1024 )

#define MH_VL_SUPPLEMENTARY_INFO ( (OM_value_length) 64 )

#define MH_VL_SURNAME ( (OM_value_length) 40 )

#define MH_VL_TERMINAL_IDENTIFIER ( (OM_value_length) 24 )

#define MH_VL_TIME ( (OM_value_length) 17 )

#define MH_VL_X121_ADDRESS ( (OM_value_length) 15 )
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/* Value Number */

#define MH_VN_BILATERAL_INFORMATION ( (OM_value_number) 8 )

#define MH_VN_ENCODED_INFORMATION_TYPES ( (OM_value_number) 8 )

#define MH_VN_EXPANSION_HISTORY ( (OM_value_number) 512 )

#define MH_VN_OTHER_RECIPIENT_NAMES ( (OM_value_number) 32767 )

#define MH_VN_PREFERRED_DELIVERY_MODES ( (OM_value_number) 10 )

#define MH_VN_RECIPIENT_DESCRIPTORS ( (OM_value_number) 32767 )

#define MH_VN_REDIRECTION_HISTORY ( (OM_value_number) 512 )

#define MH_VN_REPORT_SUBSTANCE ( (OM_value_number) 32767 )

#define MH_VN_SECURITY_CATEGORY_DATA ( (OM_value_number) 64 )

#define MH_VN_SECURITY_CATEGORY_IDS ( (OM_value_number) 64 )

#define MH_VN_TRACE_INFO ( (OM_value_number) 512 )

/* END MH PORTION OF INTERFACE */

Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services, X/Open CAE
Specification (November 1991), API to Electronic Mail (X.400).
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xmsga.h

Purpose Definitions for the message store general attributes

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xds.h>
#include <xdsmdup.h>
#include <xmhp.h>
#include <xmsga.h>

Description

The xmsga.h header declares the object identifiers for the message store general
attributes. They are used with the directory message store object. This header
must be included when use of the MHS directory user package (MDUP) has been
negotiated.

All application programs that include this header must first include thexom.h object
management header, thexds.h header, thexdsmdup.h andxmhp.h headers.

#ifndef XMSGA_HEADER

#define XMSGA_HEADER

/* MS General Attributes Package object identifier */

#define OMP_O_MS_GENERAL_ATTRIBUTES_PACKAGE "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x06\x02"

/* MS General Attributes Types */

/*

* Note: Every client program must explicitly import into

* every compilation unit (C source program) the classes or

* Object Identifiers that it uses. Each of these classes or
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* Object Identifier names must then be explicitly exported from

* just one compilation unit.

* Importing and exporting can be done using the OM_IMPORT and

* OM_EXPORT macros respectively (see [OM API]).

* For instance, the client program uses

* OM_IMPORT( MS_A_CHILD_SEQUENCE_NUMBERS )

* which in turn will make use of

* OMP_O_MS_A_CHILD_SEQUENCE_NUMBERS

* defined below.

*/

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CHILD_SEQUENCE_NUMBERS "\x56\x04\x03\x00"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT "\x56\x04\x03\x01"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT_CONFIDENTL_ALGM_ID "\x56\x04\x03\x02"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT_CORRELATOR "\x56\x04\x03\x03"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT_IDENTIFIER "\x56\x04\x03\x04"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT_INTEGRITY_CHECK "\x56\x04\x03\x05"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT_LENGTH "\x56\x04\x03\x06"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT_RETURNED "\x56\x04\x03\x07"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONTENT_TYPE "\x56\x04\x03\x08"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONVERSION_LOSS_PROHIBITED "\x56\x04\x03\x09"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CONVERTED_EITS "\x56\x04\x03\x0A"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_CREATION_TIME "\x56\x04\x03\x0B"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_DELIVERED_EITS "\x56\x04\x03\x0C"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_DELIVERY_FLAGS "\x56\x04\x03\x0D"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_DL_EXPANSION_HISTORY "\x56\x04\x03\x0E"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_ENTRY_STATUS "\x56\x04\x03\x0F"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_ENTRY_TYPE "\x56\x04\x03\x10"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_INTENDED_RECIPIENT_NAME "\x56\x04\x03\x11"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_MESSAGE_DELIVERY_ENVELOPE "\x56\x04\x03\x12"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_MESSAGE_DELIVERY_ID "\x56\x04\x03\x13"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_MESSAGE_DELIVERY_TIME "\x56\x04\x03\x14"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_MESSAGE_ORIGIN_AUTHEN_CHK "\x56\x04\x03\x15"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_MESSAGE_SECURITY_LABEL "\x56\x04\x03\x16"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_MESSAGE_SUBMISSION_TIME "\x56\x04\x03\x17"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_MESSAGE_TOKEN "\x56\x04\x03\x18"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_ORIGINAL_EITS "\x56\x04\x03\x19"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_ORIGINATOR_CERTIFICATE "\x56\x04\x03\x1A"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_ORIGINATOR_NAME "\x56\x04\x03\x1B"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_OTHER_RECIPIENT_NAMES "\x56\x04\x03\x1C"
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#define OMP_O_MS_A_PARENT_SEQUENCE_NUMBER "\x56\x04\x03\x1D"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_PERRECIP_REPORT_DELIV_FLDS "\x56\x04\x03\x1E"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_PRIORITY "\x56\x04\x03\x1F"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_PROOF_OF_DELIVERY_REQUEST "\x56\x04\x03\x20"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_REDIRECTION_HISTORY "\x56\x04\x03\x21"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_REPORT_DELIVERY_ENVELOPE "\x56\x04\x03\x22"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_REPORT_ORIGIN_AUTHEN_CHK "\x56\x04\x03\x23"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_REPORTING_DL_NAME "\x56\x04\x03\x24"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_REPORTING_MTA_CERTIFICATE "\x56\x04\x03\x25"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_SECURITY_CLASSIFICATION "\x56\x04\x03\x26"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_SEQUENCE_NUMBER "\x56\x04\x03\x27"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_SUBJECT_SUBMISSION_ID "\x56\x04\x03\x28"

#define OMP_O_MS_A_THIS_RECIPIENT_NAME "\x56\x04\x03\x29"

/* Enumeration Constants */

/* for MS_A_ENTRY_STATUS */

#define MS_ES_NEW ((OM_enumeration) 0)

#define MS_ES_LISTED ((OM_enumeration) 1)

#define MS_ES_PROCESSED ((OM_enumeration) 2)

/* for MS_A_ENTRY_TYPE */

#define MS_ET_DELIVERED_MESSAGE ((OM_enumeration) 0)

#define MS_ET_DELIVERED_REPORT ((OM_enumeration) 1)

#define MS_ET_RETURNED_CONTENT ((OM_enumeration) 2)

/* for MS_A_PRIORITY */

#define MS_PTY_NORMAL ((OM_enumeration) 0)

#define MS_PTY_LOW ((OM_enumeration) 1)

#define MS_PTY_URGENT ((OM_enumeration) 2)

/* for MS_A_SECURITY_CLASSIFICATION */
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#define MS_SC_UNMARKED ((OM_enumeration) 0)

#define MS_SC_UNCLASSIFIED ((OM_enumeration) 1)

#define MS_SC_RESTRICTED ((OM_enumeration) 2)

#define MS_SC_CONFIDENTIAL ((OM_enumeration) 3)

#define MS_SC_SECRET ((OM_enumeration) 4)

#define MS_SC_TOP_SECRET ((OM_enumeration) 5)

#endif /* XMSGA_HEADER */

Related Information

X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS), X/
Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services, X/Open CAE
Specification (November 1991), API to Electronic Mail (X.400).
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xom_intro

Purpose Introduction to X/OPEN OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation (XOM) functions

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>
#include <xomext.h>

Description

This xom_intro reference page defines the functions of the C interface. The following
table lists the relevant functions.

Service Interface Functions—xom_intro(3xom)

Function Description

omX_extract() Gets attribute values from specified
object

omX_fill() Initializes an OM_descriptor structure

omX_fill_oid() Initializes an OM_descriptor with an
OID value

omX_object_to_string() Converts an OM_object to string format

omX_string_to_object() Converts a string to OM_object

om_copy() Copies a private object.

om_copy_value() Copies a string between private objects.

om_create() Creates a private object.
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om_decode() This function is not supported by the
DCE XOM interface, and returns with
an OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED
error.

om_delete() Deletes a private or service-generated
object.

om_encode() This function is not supported by the
DCE XOM interface, and returns with
an OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED
error.

om_get() Gets copies of attribute values from a
private object.

om_instance() Tests an object’s class.

om_put() Puts attribute values into a private
object.

om_read() Reads a segment of a string in a private
object.

om_remove() Removes attribute values from a private
object.

om_write() Writes a segment of a string into a
private object.

As indicated in the table, the service interface comprises a number of functions whose
purpose and range of capabilities are summarized as follows:

omX_extract()
Creates a new public object that is an exact but independent copy of an
existing subobject in a private object. This function is similiar to the
om_get()function but includes an additional parameternavigation_path
that contains directions to the required object to be extracted.

omX_fill() Initializes an OM descriptor structure with user supplied values for its
type, syntax and value.
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omX_fill_oid()
Initializes an OM descriptor structure with user supplied values for
its type and value. The syntax of the descriptor is always set to
OM_S_OBJECT_IDENTIFIER_STRING .

omX_object_to_string()
Converts an OM object into a string format.

omX_string_to_object()
Creates a new private object, which is build from thestring and class
input parameters.

om_copy() Creates an independent copy of an existing private object and all its
subobjects. The copy is placed in the original’s workspace, or in
another specified by the XOM application.

om_copy_value()
Replaces an existing attribute value or inserts a new value in one private
object with a copy of an existing attribute value found in another. Both
values must be strings.

om_create() Creates a new private object that is an instance of a particular class.
The object can be initialized with the attribute values specified as initial
in the class definition.

The service does not permit the API user to explicitly create instances
of all classes, but rather only those indicated by a package’s definition
as having this property.

om_delete() Deletes a service-generated public object, or makes a private object
inaccessible.

om_get() Creates a new public object that is an exact but independent copy of an
existing private object. The client can request certain exclusions, each
of which reduces the copy to a part of the original. The client can also
request that values be converted from one syntax to another before they
are returned.

The copy can exclude: attributes of types other than those specified,
values at positions other than those specified within an attribute, the
values of multivalued attributes, copies of (not handles for) subobjects,
or all attribute values (revealing only an attribute’s presence).
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om_instance()
Determines whether an object is an instance of a particular class. The
client can determine an object’s class simply by inspection. This
function is useful since it reveals that an object is an instance of a
particular class, even if the object is an instance of a subclass of that
class.

om_put() Places or replaces in one private object copies of the attribute values of
another public or private object.

The source values can be inserted before any existing destination values,
before the value at a specified position in the destination attribute, or
after any existing destination values. Alternatively, the source values
can be substituted for any existing destination values or for the values
at specified positions in the destination attribute.

om_read() Reads a segment of a value of an attribute of a private object. The
value must be a string. The value can first be converted from one
syntax to another. The function enables the client to read an arbitrarily
long value without requiring that the service place a copy of the entire
value in memory.

om_remove()
Removes and discards particular values of an attribute of a private
object. The attribute itself is removed if no values remain.

om_write() Writes a segment of a value of an attribute to a private object. The value
must be a string. The segment can first be converted from one syntax to
another. The written segment becomes the value’s last segment since
any elements beyond it are discarded. The function enables the client
to write an arbitrarily long value without having to place a copy of the
entire value in memory.

In the C interface, the functions are realized by macros. The function prototype in the
synopsis of a function’s specification simply shows the client’s view of the function.

The intent of the interface definition is that each function be atomic; that is, either it
carries out its assigned task in full and reports success, or it fails to carry out even a
part of the task and reports an exception. However, the service does not guarantee
that a task is always carried out in full.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of
all error messages. The possible error return values are described in the function
reference pages.

XOM functions check for NULL pointers and return an error, except for workspace
pointers. Pointers are only checked at the function interface. The check is only for
NULL and not for validity. If NULL or invalid pointers are passed this may result
in an undetermined behaviour.
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omX_extract

Purpose Extracts the first occurrence of the requested OM type from an object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xomext.h>

OM_return_code omX_extract(
OM_private_object object,
OM_type_list navigation_path,
OM_exclusionsexclusions,
OM_type_list included_types,
OM_boolean local_strings,
OM_value_position initial_value,
OM_value_position limiting_value,
OM_public_object *values,
OM_value_position *total_number);

Parameters
Input

object The object from which data is to be extracted.

navigation_path
Contains a NULL-terminated list of OM types that lead to the target
object to be extracted. It does not include the OM type of the target
object.

exclusions Explicit requests for zero or more exclusions, each of which reduces the
copy to a prescribed portion of the original. The exclusions apply to
the attributes of the target object, but not to those of its subobjects.

Apart from OM_NO_EXCLUSIONS, each value is chosen from the
following list. When multiple exclusions are specified, each is applied
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in the order in which it is displayed in the list with lower-numbered
exclusions having precedence over higher-numbered exclusions. If,
after the application of an exclusion, that portion of the object is not
returned, no further exclusions need be applied to that portion.

• OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES

The copy includes descriptors comprising only attributes of specified
types. Note that this exclusion provides a means for determining
the values of specified attributes, as well as the syntaxes of those
values.

• OM_EXCLUDE_MULTIPLES

The copy includes a single descriptor for each attribute that has
two or more values, rather than one descriptor for each value.
None of these descriptors contains an attribute value, and the
OM_S_NO_VALUE bit of the syntax component is set.

If the attribute has values of two or more syntaxes, the descriptor
identifies one of those syntaxes; however, the syntax identified is
not specified.

Note that this exclusion provides a means for discerning the
presence of multivalued attributes without simultaneously obtaining
their values.

• OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES

The copy includes descriptors comprising only values
at specified positions within an attribute. Note that,
when this exclusion is used in conjunction with the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES exclusion,
it provides a means for determining the values of a specified
attribute, as well as the syntaxes of those values, one or more but
not all attributes at a time.

• OM_EXCLUDE_VALUES

The copy includes a single descriptor for each attribute value, but the
descriptor does not contain the value, and theOM_S_NO_VALUE
bit of the syntax component is set.
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Note that this exclusion provides a means for determining an
object’s composition; that is, the type and syntax of each of its
attribute values.

• OM_EXCLUDE_SUBOBJECTS

The copy includes, for each value whose syntax is
OM_S_OBJECT, a descriptor containing an object handle
for the original private subobject, rather than a public copy of it.
This handle makes that subobject accessible for use in subsequent
function calls.

Note that this exclusion provides a means for examining an object
one level at a time.

• OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS

When this exclusion is specified, no descriptors are returned and
the copy result is not present. Thetotal_numberparameter reflects
the number of descriptors that would be returned by applying the
other inclusion and exclusion specifications.

Note that this exclusion provides an attribute analysis
capability. For instance, the total number of values
in a multivalued attribute can be determined by
specifying an inclusion of the specific attribute type,
and exclusions of OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS,
OM_EXCLUDE_SUBOBJECTS, and
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES .

The OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES exclusion
affects the choice of descriptors, while theOM_EXCLUDE_VALUES
exclusion affects the composition of descriptors.

included_types
This parameter is present if and only if the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES exclusion is
requested; it identifies the types of the attributes to be included in the
copy (provided that they are displayed in the original).

local_strings This Boolean parameter indicates whether conversion to local string
format should be carried out or not.
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initial_value This parameter is present if and only if the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES exclusion is
requested; it specifies the position within each attribute of the first
value to be included in the copy.

If it is OM_ALL_VALUES or exceeds the number of values present
in an attribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that number.

limiting_value
This parameter is present if and only if the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES exclusion is
requested; it specifies the position within each attribute one beyond
that of the last value to be included in the copy. If this parameter is
not greater than theinitial_value parameter, no values are included
(and no descriptors are returned).

If it is OM_ALL_VALUES or exceeds the number of values present
in an attribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that number.

Output

values The values parameter is only present if the return
value from OM_return_code is OM_SUCCESS and the
OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS exclusion is not specified.
It contains the array of OM descriptors extracted.

The memory space forvaluesis provided byomX_extract(). It is the
responsibility of the calling function to subsequently release this space
through a call toom_delete().

total_numberThe number of attribute descriptors returned in the public object, but not
in any of its subobjects, based on the inclusion and exclusion parameters
specified. If the OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS exclusion is
specified, novaluesresult is returned and thetotal_numberresult reflects
the actual number of attribute descriptors that would be returned based
on the remaining inclusion and exclusion values.

Note that the total includes only the attribute descriptors in thevalues
parameter. It excludes the special descriptor signaling the end of a
public object.
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Description

The omX_extract() function creates a new public object that is an exact, but
independent, copy of an existing subobject in a private object. It is similiar to
the om_get() function but includes an additional parameter,navigation_pathwhich
contains directions to the required object to be extracted. The client can request
certain exclusions, each of which reduces the copy to a part of the original.

One exclusion is always requested implicitly. For each attribute value in the original
that is a string whose length exceeds an implementation-defined number, thevalues
parameter includes a descriptor that omits the elements (but not the length) of the
string. Theelementscomponent of thestring component in the descriptor’svalue
component isOM_ELEMENTS_UNSPECIFIED , and theOM_S_LONG_STRING
bit of the syntaxcomponent is set toOM_TRUE .

The parameters exclusions, included_types, local_strings, initial_value, and
limiting_valueonly apply to the target object being extracted.

Note that the client can access long values by means ofom_read().

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in thexom.h(4xom) reference page.

Errors

Refer toxom.h(4xom) for a list of the possible error values that can be returned in
OM_return_code. Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete
descriptions of all error messages.
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omX_fill

Purpose Initializes anOM_descriptor structure

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xomext.h>

OM_return_code omX_fill(
OM_type type,
OM_syntax syntax,
OM_uint32 length,
void *elements,
OM_descriptor * destination);

Parameters
Input

type The type of OM descriptor structure.

syntax The syntax value for this OM descriptor.

length The data length for values of string syntax. Zero is entered for
values of typeOM_object. When initializing anOM_descriptor with
an OM_type that has anOM_syntax of either OM_S_INTEGER,
OM_S_BOOLEAN or OM_S_ENUMERATION , then the associated
value must be entered in thelengthparameter.

elements The string contents.

Output

destination Contains the filled descriptor.
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Description

The omX_fill() function is used to initialize an OM descriptor structure with user
supplied values for its type, syntax, and value.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in thexom.h(4xom) reference page.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages. Refer toxom.h(4xom) for a list of the possible error values that can
be returned inOM_return_code.
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omX_fill_oid

Purpose Initializes anOM_descriptor structure with an object identifier value

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xomext.h>

OM_return_code omX_fill_oid(
OM_type type,
OM_object_identifier object_id,
OM_descriptor * destination);

Parameters
Input

type The type ofOM_descriptor structure.

object_id The object identifier value.

Output

destination Contains the filled descriptor.

Description

TheomX_fill_oid() function is used to initialize an OM descriptor structure with user-
supplied values for its type and value. The syntax of the descriptor is always set to
OM_S_OBJECT_IDENTIFIER_STRING .
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Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in thexom.h(4xom) reference page.

Errors

Refer toxom.h(4xom) for a list of the possible error values that can be returned in
OM_return_code. Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete
descriptions of all error messages.
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omX_object_to_string

Purpose Converts an OM object from descriptor to string format

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xomext.h>

OM_return_code omX_object_to_string(
OM_object object,
OM_boolean local_strings,
OM_string * string);

Parameters
Input

object Contains the OM object to be converted.

local_strings This Boolean value indicates if thestring return value should be
converted to a local string format. For further information on local
strings please refer to theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—
Directory Services.

Output

string Contains the converted object in string format.

The calling function should provide the memory forstring. The string’s
contents are initially unspecified. The string’s length becomes the
number of octets required to contain the segment that the function is
to read. The service modifies this parameter. The string’s elements
become the elements actually read. The string’s length becomes the
number of octets required to hold the segment actually read.
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Description

The omX_object_to_string() function converts an OM object into a string format.
The object can either be a client-generated or a service-generated public or private
object.

The objects that can be handled by this function are restricted to those
defined in the schema file,xoischema. Additionally, the OM objects
DS_C_ATTRIBUTE_ERROR and DS_C_ERROR are also handled. For
these, a message string containing the error message is returned.

For the syntax of the output strings, please refer to theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Directory Services.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in thexom.h(4xom) reference page.

Errors

Refer toxom.h(4xom)andxomext.h for a list of the possible error values that can be
returned inOM_return_code. Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guide
for complete descriptions of all error messages.
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omX_string_to_object

Purpose Converts an OM object specified in string format to descriptor format

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>
#include <xomext.h>

OM_return_code omX_string_to_object(
OM_workspace workspace,
OM_string * string,
OM_object_identifier class,
OM_boolean local_strings,
OM_private_object *object,
OM_integer *error_position,
OM_integer *error_type);

Parameters
Input

workspace The workspace pointer obtained from ads_initialize() call.

string The string to be converted. Refer to theOSF DCE Application
Development Guide—Directory Servicesfor details of the string syntaxes
allowed.

class The OM class of the object to be created.

local_strings Indicates if the attribute values are to be converted from their local string
format.

Output

object The converted object.
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error_position
If there is a syntax error in the input string, thenerror_positionindicates
the position in the string where the error was detected.

error_type Indicates the type of error. Refer to thexomext.h header file for
explanations of the error types.

Description

The omX_string_to_object() function creates a new private object, which is built
from thestring andclassinput parameters.

The objects that can be created by this function are restricted to those defined in the
schema file,xoischema.

Notes

The memory space for theobject return parameter is allocated by
omX_string_to_object(). The calling application is responsible for releasing this
memory with theom_delete()function call.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in thexom.h(4xom) reference page.

If there is a syntax error in the input string,OM_return_codeis set to
OM_WRONG_VALUE_MAKEUP and the type of error is returned
in error_type.
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Errors

Refer toxom.h(4xom) and xomext.h for a list of the possible error values that can
be returned inOM_return_codeand error_type. Refer to theOSF DCE Problem
Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error messages.
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om_copy

Purpose Creates a new private object that is an exact, but independent, copy of an existing
private object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_copy(
OM_private_object original,
OM_workspace workspace,
OM_private_object *copy);

Parameters
Input

original The original that remains accessible.

workspace The workspace in which the copy is to be created. The original’s class
must be in a package associated with this workspace.

Output

copy The new copy of the private object. This result is present if and only
if the return value forOM_return_codeis OM_SUCCESS.

Description

The om_copy() function creates a new private object (the copy) that is an exact but
independent copy of an existing private object (the original). The function is recursive
in that copying the original also copies its subobjects.
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Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_CLASS

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_WORKSPACE

• OM_NOT_PRIVATE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR

• OM_TOO_MANY_VALUES
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om_copy_value

Purpose Places or replaces a string in one private object with a copy of a string in another
private object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_copy_value(
OM_private_object source,
OM_type source_type,
OM_value_position source_value_position,
OM_private_object destination,
OM_type destination_type,
OM_value_position destination_value_position);

Parameters
Input

source The source that remains accessible.

source_type Identifies the type of an attribute. One of the attribute values is copied.

source_value_position
The position within thesourceattribute of the value copied.

destination The destination that remains accessible.

destination_type
Identifies the type of the attribute. One of the attribute values is placed
or replaced.

destination_value_position
The position within thedestination attribute of the value placed or
replaced. If the value position exceeds the number of values present
in the destinationattribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that
number.
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Description

The om_copy_value()function places or replaces an attribute value in one private
object (the destination) with a copy of an attribute value in another private object (the
source). The source value is a string. The copy’s syntax is that of the original.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page later in this chapter).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE

• OM_NOT_PRESENT

• OM_NOT_PRIVATE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR
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• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_LENGTH

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_SYNTAX

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_TYPE
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om_create

Purpose Creates a new private object that is an instance of a particular class

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_create(
OM_object_identifier class,
OM_boolean initialize,
OM_workspace workspace,
OM_private_object *object);

Parameters
Input

class Identifies the class of the object to be created. The specified class shall
be concrete.

initialize Determines whether the object created is initialized as specified in the
definition of its class. If this parameter isOM_TRUE , the object
is made to comprise the attribute values specified as initial values in
the tabular definitions of the object’s class and its superclasses. If
this parameter isOM_FALSE , the object is made to comprise the
OM_CLASS attribute alone.

workspace The workspace in which the object is created. The specified class is in
a package associated with this workspace.

Output

object The created object. This result is present if and only if the return value
for OM_return_codeis OM_SUCCESS.
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Description

Theom_create()function creates a new private object that is an instance of a particular
class.

Notes

By subsequently adding new values to the object and replacing and removing existing
values, the client can create all conceivable instances of the object’s class.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page later in this chapter).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_CLASS
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• OM_NO_SUCH_WORKSPACE

• OM_NOT_CONCRETE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR
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om_delete

Purpose Deletes a private or service-generated object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_delete(
OM_object subject);

Parameters
Input

subject The object to be deleted.

Description

The om_delete()function deletes a service-generated public object or makes a private
object inaccessible. It is not intended for use on client-generated public objects.

If applied to a service-generated public object, the function deletes the object and
releases any resources associated with the object, including the space occupied by
descriptors and attribute values. The function is applied recursively to any public
subobjects. This does not affect any private subobjects.

If applied to a private object, the function makes the object inaccessible. Any existing
object handles for the object are invalidated. The function is applied recursively to
any private subobjects.
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Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_SYNTAX

• OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE

• OM_NOT_THE_SERVICES

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR
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om_get

Purpose Creates a public copy of all or particular parts of a private object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_get(
OM_private_object original,
OM_exclusionsexclusions,
OM_type_list included_types,
OM_boolean local_strings,
OM_value_position initial_value,
OM_value_position limiting_value,
OM_public_object *copy,
OM_value_position *total_number);

Parameters
Input

original The original that remains accessible.

exclusions Explicit requests for zero or more exclusions, each of which reduces the
copy to a prescribed portion of the original. The exclusions apply to
the attributes of the object, but not to those of its subobjects.

Apart from OM_NO_EXCLUSIONS, each value is chosen from the
following list. When multiple exclusions are specified, each is applied
in the order in which it is displayed in the list with lower-numbered
exclusions having precedence over higher-numbered exclusions. If,
after the application of an exclusion, that portion of the object is not
returned, no further exclusions need be applied to that portion.

• OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES
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The copy includes descriptors comprising only attributes of specified
types. Note that this exclusion provides a means for determining
the values of specified attributes, as well as the syntaxes of those
values.

• OM_EXCLUDE_MULTIPLES

The copy includes a single descriptor for each attribute that has
two or more values, rather than one descriptor for each value.
None of these descriptors contains an attribute value, and the
OM_S_NO_VALUE bit of the syntax component is set.

If the attribute has values of two or more syntaxes, the descriptor
identifies one of those syntaxes; however, the syntax identified is
not specified.

Note that this exclusion provides a means for discerning the
presence of multivalued attributes without simultaneously obtaining
their values.

• OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES

The copy includes descriptors comprising only values
at specified positions within an attribute. Note that,
when this exclusion is used in conjunction with the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES exclusion,
it provides a means for determining the values of a specified
attribute, as well as the syntaxes of those values, one or more but
not all attributes at a time.

• OM_EXCLUDE_VALUES

The copy includes a single descriptor for each attribute value, but the
descriptor does not contain the value, and theOM_S_NO_VALUE
bit of the syntax component is set.

Note that this exclusion provides a means for determining an
object’s composition; that is, the type and syntax of each of its
attribute values.

• OM_EXCLUDE_SUBOBJECTS
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The copy includes, for each value whose syntax is
OM_S_OBJECT, a descriptor containing an object handle
for the original private subobject, rather than a public copy of it.
This handle makes that subobject accessible for use in subsequent
function calls.

Note that this exclusion provides a means for examining an object
one level at a time.

• OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS

When this exclusion is specified, no descriptors are returned and
the copy result is not present. Thetotal_numberparameter reflects
the number of descriptors that would be returned by applying the
other inclusion and exclusion specifications.

Note that this exclusion provides an attribute analysis
capability. For instance, the total number of values
in a multivalued attribute can be determined by
specifying an inclusion of the specific attribute type,
and exclusions of OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS,
OM_EXCLUDE_SUBOBJECTS, and
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES .

The OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES exclusion
affects the choice of descriptors, while theOM_EXCLUDE_VALUES
exclusion affects the composition of descriptors.

included_types
This parameter is present if and only if the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES exclusion is
requested; it identifies the types of the attributes to be included in the
copy (provided that they are displayed in the original).

local_strings This Boolean parameter indicates whether conversion to local string
format should be carried out or not. For further information on local
strings please refer theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—
Directory Services.

initial_value This parameter is present if and only if the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES exclusion is
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requested; it specifies the position within each attribute of the first
value to be included in the copy.

If it is OM_ALL_VALUES or exceeds the number of values present
in an attribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that number.

limiting_value
This parameter is present if and only if the
OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES exclusion is
requested; it specifies the position within each attribute one beyond
that of the last value to be included in the copy. If this parameter is
not greater than theinitial_value parameter, no values are included
(and no descriptors are returned).

If it is OM_ALL_VALUES or exceeds the number of values present
in an attribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that number.

Output

copy The copy parameter is only present if the return value
from OM_return_code is OM_SUCCESS and the
OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS exclusion is not specified.

The space occupied by the public object and every attribute value that
is a string is service provided. If the client alters any part of that space,
the effect upon the service’s subsequent behavior is unspecified.

total_number
The number of attribute descriptors returned in the public object, but not
in any of its subobjects, based on the inclusion and exclusion parameters
specified. If the OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS exclusion is
specified, nocopyresult is returned and thetotal_numberresult reflects
the actual number of attribute descriptors that would be returned based
on the remaining inclusion and exclusion values.

Note that the total includes only the attribute descriptors in thecopy
parameter. It excludes the special descriptor signaling the end of a
public object.
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Description

The om_get() function creates a new public object (thecopy) that is an exact, but
independent, copy of an existing private object, theoriginal parameter. The client
can request certain exclusions, each of which reduces the copy to a part of the original.

One exclusion is always requested implicitly. For each attribute value in the original
that is a string whose length exceeds an implementation-defined number, thecopy
parameter includes a descriptor that omits the elements (but not the length) of the
string. Theelementscomponent of thestring component in the descriptor’svalue
component isOM_ELEMENTS_UNSPECIFIED , and theOM_S_LONG_STRING
bit of the syntaxcomponent is set toOM_TRUE .

Note that the client can access long values by means ofom_read().

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR
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• OM_NO_SUCH_EXCLUSION

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE

• OM_NOT_PRIVATE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_SYNTAX

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_TYPE
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om_instance

Purpose Determines whether an object is an instance of a particular class or any of its subclasses

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_instance(
OM_object subject,
OM_object_identifier class,
OM_boolean *instance);

Parameters
Input

subject The subject that remains accessible.

class Identifies the class in question.

Output

instance Indicates whether the subject is an instance of the specified class or any
of its subclasses. This result is present if and only if the value of the
OM_return_codeis set toOM_SUCCESS.

Description

The om_instance()function determines whether a service-generated public or private
object (the subject) is an instance of a particular class or any of its subclasses.

Notes

The client can determine an object’s class (C) by simply inspecting the object, using
programming language constructs if the object is public orom_get() if it is private.
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This function is useful in that it reveals that an object is an instance of the specified
class, even ifC is a subclass of that class.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_CLASS

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_SYNTAX

• OM_NOT_THE_SERVICES

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR
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• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR
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om_put

Purpose Places or replaces in one private object copies of the attribute values of another public
or private object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_put(
OM_private_object destination,
OM_modification modification,
OM_object source,
OM_type_list included_types,
OM_value_position initial_value,
OM_value_position limiting_value);

Parameters
Input

destination The destination that remains accessible. The destination’s class is
unaffected.

modification The nature of the requested modification. The modification determines
how om_put() uses the attribute values in the source to modify the
object. In all cases, for each attribute present in the source, copies of
its values are placed in the object’s destination attribute of the same
type. The data value is chosen from among the following:

• OM_INSERT_AT_BEGINNING

The source values are inserted before any existing destination
values. (The latter are retained.)

• OM_INSERT_AT_CERTAIN_POINT
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The source values are inserted before the value at a specified
position in the destination attribute. (The latter are retained.)

• OM_INSERT_AT_END

The source values are inserted after any existing destination values.
(The latter are retained.)

• OM_REPLACE_ALL

The source values are placed in thedestination attribute. The
existing destination values, if any, are discarded.

• OM_REPLACE_CERTAIN_VALUES

The source values are substituted for the values at specified positions
in the destination attribute. (The latter are discarded.)

source The source that remains accessible. The source’s class is ignored.
However, the attributes being copied from the source must be compatible
with the destination’s class definition.

included_types
If present, this parameter identifies the types of the attributes to be
included in the destination (provided that they are displayed in the
source); otherwise, all attributes are to be included.

initial_value This parameter is present if and only if themodification
parameter is OM_INSERT_AT_CERTAIN_POINT or
OM_REPLACE_CERTAIN_VALUES . It specifies the position
within each destination attribute at which source values are inserted, or
of the first value replaced, respectively.

If it is OM_ALL_VALUES , or exceeds the number of values present in
a destination attribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that number.

limiting_value
Present if and only if the modification parameter is
OM_REPLACE_CERTAIN_VALUES . It specifies the position
within each destination attribute one beyond that of the last value
replaced. If this parameter is present, it must be greater than the
initial_value parameter.
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If the limiting_valueparameter isOM_ALL_VALUES or exceeds the
number of values present in a destination attribute, the parameter is
taken to be equal to that number.

Description

Theom_put() function places or replaces in one private object (that is, the destination)
copies of the attribute values of another public or private object (that is, the source).
The client can specify that the source’s values replace all or particular values in the
destination, or are inserted at a particular position within each attribute. All string
values being copied that are in the local representation are first converted into the
nonlocal representation for that syntax (which may entail the loss of some information).

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT
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• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_CLASS

• OM_NO_SUCH_MODIFICATION

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_SYNTAX

• OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE

• OM_NOT_CONCRETE

• OM_NOT_PRESENT

• OM_NOT_PRIVATE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR

• OM_TOO_MANY_VALUES

• OM_VALUES_NOT_ADJACENT

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_LENGTH

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_MAKEUP

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_NUMBER

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_POSITION

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_SYNTAX

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_TYPE
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om_read

Purpose Reads a segment of a string in a private object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_read(
OM_private_object subject,
OM_type type,
OM_value_position value_position,
OM_boolean local_string,
OM_string_length *string_offset,
OM_string * elements);

Parameters
Input

subject The subject that remains accessible.

type Identifies the type of the attribute, one of whose values is read.

value_position
The position within the attribute of the value read.

local_string This Boolean parameter indicates whether conversion to local string
format should be carried out or not. For further information on local
strings please refer to theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—
Directory Services.

Input/Output

string_offset On input this parameter contains the offset, in octets, of the start of the
string segment to be read. If it exceeds the total length of the string,
the parameter is equal to the string length.
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On output it contains the offset, in octets, of the start of the next string
segment to be read, or 0 (zero) if the value’s final segment is read. The
result is present if, and only if, theOM_return_codeis OM_SUCCESS.
The value returned can be used as the inputstring_offsetparameter in
the next call of this function. This enables sequential reading of a value
of a long string.

elements On input, the space the client provides for the segment to be read. The
string’s contents are initially unspecified. The string’s length is initially
the number of octets required to contain the segment that the function
is to read.

On output, the string’s elements become the elements actually read.
The string’s length becomes the number of octets required to hold the
segment actually read. This can be less than the initial length if the
segment is the last in a long string.

Description

The om_read() function reads a segment of an attribute value in a private object,
namely the subject.

The segment returned is a segment of the string value that is returned if the complete
value is read in a single call.

Note that this function enables the client to read an arbitrarily long value without
requiring that the service place a copy of the entire value in memory.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.
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The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE

• OM_NOT_PRESENT

• OM_NOT_PRIVATE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_SYNTAX
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om_remove

Purpose Removes and discards values of an attribute of a private object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_remove(
OM_private_object subject,
OM_type type,
OM_value_position initial_value,
OM_value_position limiting_value);

Parameters
Input

subject The subject that remains accessible. The subject’s class is unaffected.

type Identifies the type of the attribute, some of whose values are removed.
The type is notOM_CLASS.

initial_value The position within the attribute of the first value removed.

If it is OM_ALL_VALUES , or exceeds the number of values present
in the attribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that number.

limiting_value
The position within the attribute one beyond that of the last value
removed. If this parameter is not greater than theinitial_value
parameter, no values are removed.

If it is OM_ALL_VALUES , or exceeds the number of values present
in an attribute, the parameter is taken to be equal to that number.
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Description

The om_remove()function removes and discards particular values of an attribute of
a private object, the subject. If no values remain, the attribute itself is also removed.
If the value is a subobject, the value is first removed and thenom_delete()is applied
to it, thus destroying the object.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; if the function fails, it has one of the error values
listed in this reference page.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE

• OM_NOT_PRIVATE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR
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• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR
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om_write

Purpose Writes a segment of a string into a private object

Synopsis
#include <xom.h>

OM_return_code om_write(
OM_private_object subject,
OM_type type,
OM_value_position value_position,
OM_syntax syntax,
OM_string_length *string_offset,
OM_string elements);

Parameters
Input

subject The subject that remains accessible.

type Identifies the type of the attribute, one of whose values is written.

value_position
The position within the above attribute of the value to be written. The
value position can neither be negative nor exceed the number of values
present. If it equals the number of values present, the segment is
inserted into the attribute as a new value.

syntax If the value being written is not already present in the subject, this
identifies the syntax that the value has. It must be a permissible syntax
for the attribute of which this is a value. If the value being written is
already present in the subject, then that value’s syntax is preserved and
this parameter is ignored.

elements The string segment to be written. A copy of this segment occupies a
position within the string value being written, starting at the offset given
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by thestring_offsetinput parameter. Any values already at or beyond
this offset are discarded.

Input/Output

string_offset On input this parameter contains the offset, in octets, of the start of the
string segment to be written. If it exceeds the current length of the
string value being written, the parameter is taken to be equal to that
current length.

On output it contains the offset, in octets, after the last string segment
written. This result is present if, and only if, theOM_return_coderesult
is OM_SUCCESS. The value returned instring_offsetcan be used as
the inputstring_offsetparameter the next time this function is called.
This enables sequential writing of the value of a long string.

Description

The om_write() function writes a segment of an attribute value in a private object,
the subjectparameter.

The segment supplied is a segment of the string value that is supplied if the complete
value is written in a single call.

The written segment is made the value’s last. The function discards any values whose
offset equals or exceeds thestring_offsetresult. If the value being written is in the
local representation, it is converted to the nonlocal representation (which may entail
the loss of information and which may yield a different number of elements than that
provided).

Note that this function enables the client to write an arbitrarily long value without
having to place a copy of the entire value in memory.

Return Values

The following describes a partial list of messages (or errors) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.
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OM_return_code
Indicates whether the function succeeded and, if not, why not. If
the function is successful, the value ofOM_return_codeis set to
OM_SUCCESS; whereas, if the function fails, it has one of the values
listed underERRORS.

The exact constants forOM_return_codeare defined in thexom.h
header file (see thexom.h(4xom) reference page later in this chapter).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

• OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED

• OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED

• OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT

• OM_NETWORK_ERROR

• OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT

• OM_NO_SUCH_SYNTAX

• OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE

• OM_NOT_PRESENT

• OM_NOT_PRIVATE

• OM_PERMANENT_ERROR

• OM_POINTER_INVALID

• OM_SYSTEM_ERROR

• OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_LENGTH

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_MAKEUP

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_POSITION

• OM_WRONG_VALUE_SYNTAX
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xom.h

Purpose Header file for XOM

Synopsis

#include <xom.h>

Description

The declarations, as assembled here, constitute the contents of a header file made
accessible to client programmers. The header file includes by reference a second
header file (xomi.h) comprising the declarations defining the C workspace interface.
The xomi.h header file and the workspace interface are only used internally by the
service interface, and are not visible to the client programmer.

#ifndef XOM_HEADER
#define XOM_HEADER

/* BEGIN SERVICE INTERFACE */

/* INTERMEDIATE DATA TYPES */

typedef int OM_sint;

typedef short OM_sint16;

typedef long int OM_sint32;

typedef unsigned OM_uint;

typedef unsigned short OM_uint16;
typedef long unsigned OM_uint32;

/* PRIMARY DATA TYPES */

/* Boolean */

typedef OM_uint32 OM_boolean;
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/* String Length */

typedef OM_uint32 OM_string_length;

/* Enumeration */

typedef OM_sint32 OM_enumeration;

/* Exclusions */

typedef OM_uint OM_exclusions;

/* Integer */

typedef OM_sint32 OM_integer;

/* Modification */

typedef OM_uint OM_modification;

/* Object */

typedef struct OM_descriptor_struct *OM_object;

/* String */

typedef struct {

OM_string_length length;

void *elements;

} OM_string;

#define OM_STRING(string) \

{ (OM_string_length)(sizeof(string)-1), string }

/* Workspace */

typedef void *OM_workspace;

/* SECONDARY DATA TYPES */
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/* Object Identifier */

typedef OM_string OM_object_identifier;

/* Private Object */

typedef OM_object OM_private_object;

/* Public Object */

typedef OM_object OM_public_object;

/* Return Code */

typedef OM_uint OM_return_code;

/* Syntax */

typedef OM_uint16 OM_syntax;

/* Type */

typedef OM_uint16 OM_type;

/* Type List */

typedef OM_type *OM_type_list;

/* Value */

typedef struct {
OM_uint32 padding;

OM_object object;

} OM_padded_object;

typedef union OM_value_union {

OM_string string;
OM_boolean boolean;

OM_enumeration enumeration;
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OM_integer integer;

OM_padded_object object;

} OM_value;

/* Value Length */

typedef OM_uint32 OM_value_length;

/* Value Position */

typedef OM_uint32 OM_value_position;

/* TERTIARY DATA TYPES */

/* Descriptor */

typedef struct OM_descriptor_struct {

OM_type type;

OM_syntax syntax;

union OM_value_union value;

} OM_descriptor;

/* SYMBOLIC CONSTANTS */

/* Boolean */

#define OM_FALSE ((OM_boolean) 0)

#define OM_TRUE ((OM_boolean) 1)

/* Element Position */

#define OM_LENGTH_UNSPECIFIED ((OM_string_length) 0xFFFFFFFF)

/* Exclusions */

#define OM_NO_EXCLUSIONS ((OM_exclusions) 0)

#define OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_TYPES ((OM_exclusions) 1)
#define OM_EXCLUDE_ALL_BUT_THESE_VALUES ((OM_exclusions) 2)

#define OM_EXCLUDE_MULTIPLES ((OM_exclusions) 4)
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#define OM_EXCLUDE_SUBOBJECTS ((OM_exclusions) 8)

#define OM_EXCLUDE_VALUES ((OM_exclusions) 16)

#define OM_EXCLUDE_DESCRIPTORS ((OM_exclusions) 32)

/* Modification */

#define OM_INSERT_AT_BEGINNING ((OM_modification) 1)

#define OM_INSERT_AT_CERTAIN_POINT ((OM_modification) 2)

#define OM_INSERT_AT_END ((OM_modification) 3)

#define OM_REPLACE_ALL ((OM_modification) 4)

#define OM_REPLACE_CERTAIN_VALUES ((OM_modification) 5)

/* Object Identifiers */

/* NOTE: These macros rely on the ## token-pasting operator of

* ANSI C. On many pre-ANSI compilers the same effect can be
* obtained by replacing ## with /**/

/* Private macro to calculate length of an object identifier

*/

#define OMP_LENGTH(oid_string) (sizeof(OMP_O_##oid_string)-1)

/* Macro to initialize the syntax and value of an object identifier

*/

#define OM_OID_DESC(type, oid_name) \

{ (type), OM_S_OBJECT_IDENTIFIER_STRING, \
{ { OMP_LENGTH(oid_name) , OMP_D_##oid_name } } }

/* Macro to mark the end of a client-allocated public object

*/
#define OM_NULL_DESCRIPTOR \

{ OM_NO_MORE_TYPES, OM_S_NO_MORE_SYNTAXES, \

{ { 0, OM_ELEMENTS_UNSPECIFIED } } }

/* Macro to make class constants available
/* within a compilation unit

*/
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#define OM_IMPORT(class_name) \

extern char OMP_D_##class_name []; \

extern OM_string class_name;

/* Macro to allocate memory for class constants

/* within a compilation unit
*/

#define OM_EXPORT(class_name) \

char OMP_D_##class_name[] = OMP_O_##class_name ; \

OM_string class_name = \

{ OMP_LENGTH(class_name), OMP_D_##class_name } ;

/* Constant for the OM package

*/

/* { joint-iso-ccitt(2) mhs-motis(6) group(6) white(1)
api(2) om(4) } */

#define OMP_O_OM_OM "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x04"

/* Constant for the Encoding class

*/
#define OMP_O_OM_C_ENCODING "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x04\x01"

/* Constant for the External class

*/

#define OMP_O_OM_C_EXTERNAL "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x04\x02"

/* Constant for the Object class

*/

#define OMP_O_OM_C_OBJECT "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x04\x03"

/* Constant for the BER Object Identifier

*/

#define OMP_O_OM_BER "\x51\x01"

/* Constant for the Canonical-BER Object Identifier

*/
#define OMP_O_OM_CANONICAL_BER "\x56\x06\x01\x02\x04\x04"
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/* Return Code */

#define OM_SUCCESS ((OM_return_code) 0)

#define OM_ENCODING_INVALID ((OM_return_code) 1)

#define OM_FUNCTION_DECLINED ((OM_return_code) 2)

#define OM_FUNCTION_INTERRUPTED ((OM_return_code) 3)
#define OM_MEMORY_INSUFFICIENT ((OM_return_code) 4)

#define OM_NETWORK_ERROR ((OM_return_code) 5)

#define OM_NO_SUCH_CLASS ((OM_return_code) 6)

#define OM_NO_SUCH_EXCLUSION ((OM_return_code) 7)

#define OM_NO_SUCH_MODIFICATION ((OM_return_code) 8)
#define OM_NO_SUCH_OBJECT ((OM_return_code) 9)

#define OM_NO_SUCH_RULES ((OM_return_code) 10)

#define OM_NO_SUCH_SYNTAX ((OM_return_code) 11)

#define OM_NO_SUCH_TYPE ((OM_return_code) 12)

#define OM_NO_SUCH_WORKSPACE ((OM_return_code) 13)
#define OM_NOT_AN_ENCODING ((OM_return_code) 14)

#define OM_NOT_CONCRETE ((OM_return_code) 15)

#define OM_NOT_PRESENT ((OM_return_code) 16)

#define OM_NOT_PRIVATE ((OM_return_code) 17)

#define OM_NOT_THE_SERVICES ((OM_return_code) 18)

#define OM_PERMANENT_ERROR ((OM_return_code) 19)
#define OM_POINTER_INVALID ((OM_return_code) 20)

#define OM_SYSTEM_ERROR ((OM_return_code) 21)

#define OM_TEMPORARY_ERROR ((OM_return_code) 22)

#define OM_TOO_MANY_VALUES ((OM_return_code) 23)

#define OM_VALUES_NOT_ADJACENT ((OM_return_code) 24)
#define OM_WRONG_VALUE_LENGTH ((OM_return_code) 25)

#define OM_WRONG_VALUE_MAKEUP ((OM_return_code) 26)

#define OM_WRONG_VALUE_NUMBER ((OM_return_code) 27)

#define OM_WRONG_VALUE_POSITION ((OM_return_code) 28)

#define OM_WRONG_VALUE_SYNTAX ((OM_return_code) 29)
#define OM_WRONG_VALUE_TYPE ((OM_return_code) 30)

/* String (Elements component) */

#define OM_ELEMENTS_UNSPECIFIED ((void *) 0)

/* Syntax */
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#define OM_S_NO_MORE_SYNTAXES ((OM_syntax) 0)

#define OM_S_BIT_STRING ((OM_syntax) 3)

#define OM_S_BOOLEAN ((OM_syntax) 1)

#define OM_S_ENCODING_STRING ((OM_syntax) 8)

#define OM_S_ENUMERATION ((OM_syntax) 10)

#define OM_S_GENERAL_STRING ((OM_syntax) 27)
#define OM_S_GENERALISED_TIME_STRING ((OM_syntax) 24)

#define OM_S_GRAPHIC_STRING ((OM_syntax) 25)

#define OM_S_IA5_STRING ((OM_syntax) 22)

#define OM_S_INTEGER ((OM_syntax) 2)

#define OM_S_NULL ((OM_syntax) 5)
#define OM_S_NUMERIC_STRING ((OM_syntax) 18)

#define OM_S_OBJECT ((OM_syntax) 127)

#define OM_S_OBJECT_DESCRIPTOR_STRING ((OM_syntax) 7)

#define OM_S_OBJECT_IDENTIFIER_STRING ((OM_syntax) 6)

#define OM_S_OCTET_STRING ((OM_syntax) 4)
#define OM_S_PRINTABLE_STRING ((OM_syntax) 19)

#define OM_S_TELETEX_STRING ((OM_syntax) 20)

#define OM_S_UTC_TIME_STRING ((OM_syntax) 23)

#define OM_S_VIDEOTEX_STRING ((OM_syntax) 21)

#define OM_S_VISIBLE_STRING ((OM_syntax) 26)

#define OM_S_LONG_STRING ((OM_syntax) 0x8000)

#define OM_S_NO_VALUE ((OM_syntax) 0x4000)

#define OM_S_LOCAL_STRING ((OM_syntax) 0x2000)

#define OM_S_SERVICE_GENERATED ((OM_syntax) 0x1000)

#define OM_S_PRIVATE ((OM_syntax) 0x0800)
#define OM_S_SYNTAX ((OM_syntax) 0x03FF)

/* Type */

#define OM_NO_MORE_TYPES ((OM_type) 0)
#define OM_ARBITRARY_ENCODING ((OM_type) 1)

#define OM_ASN1_ENCODING ((OM_type) 2)

#define OM_CLASS ((OM_type) 3)

#define OM_DATA_VALUE_DESCRIPTOR ((OM_type) 4)

#define OM_DIRECT_REFERENCE ((OM_type) 5)

#define OM_INDIRECT_REFERENCE ((OM_type) 6)
#define OM_OBJECT_CLASS ((OM_type) 7)

#define OM_OBJECT_ENCODING ((OM_type) 8)
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#define OM_OCTET_ALIGNED_ENCODING ((OM_type) 9)

#define OM_PRIVATE_OBJECT ((OM_type) 10)

#define OM_RULES ((OM_type) 11)

/* Value Position */

#define OM_ALL_VALUES ((OM_value_position) 0xFFFFFFFF)

/* WORKSPACE INTERFACE */

#include <xomi.h> /* Only for internal use by interface */

/* END SERVICE INTERFACE */

#endif /* XOM_HEADER */

Related Information

Books: X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), API to Directory Services (XDS),
X/Open CAE Specification (November 1991), OSI-Abstract-Data Manipulation API
(XOM), OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Directory Services.
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dts_intro

Purpose Introduction to DCE Distributed Time Service (DTS)

Description

The DCE Distributed Time Service programming routines can obtain timestamps
that are based on Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), translate between different
timestamp formats, and perform calculations on timestamps. Applications can call
the DTS routines from server or clerk systems and use the timestamps that DTS
supplies to determine event sequencing, duration, and scheduling.

The DTS routines can perform the following basic functions:

• Retrieve the current (UTC-based) time from DTS.

• Convert binary timestamps expressed in theutc time structure to or fromtm
structure components.

• Convert the binary timestamps expressed in theutc time structure to or from
timespecstructure components.

• Convert the binary timestamps expressed in theutc time structure to or from
ASCII strings.

• Compare two binary time values.

• Calculate binary time values.

• Obtain time zone information.

DTS can convert between several types of binary time structures that are based
on different calendars and time unit measurements. DTS uses UTC-based time
structures, and can convert other types of time structures to its own presentation
of UTC-based time.

Absolute time is an interval on a time scale; absolute time measurements are derived
from system clocks or external time-providers. For DTS, absolute times reference the
UTC standard and include the inaccuracy and other information. When you display
an absolute time, DTS converts the time to ASCII text, as shown in the following
display:
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1992-11-21-13:30:25.785-04:00I000.082

Relative time is a discrete time interval that is often added to or subtracted from an
absolute time. A TDF associated with an absolute time is one example of a relative
time. Note that a relative time does not use the calendar date fields, since these fields
concern absolute time.

UTC is the international time standard that DTS uses. The zero hour of UTC is based
on the zero hour of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). The documentation consistently
refers to the time zone of the Greenwich Meridian as GMT. However, this time zone
is also sometimes referred to as UTC.

The Time Differential Factor (TDF) is the difference between UTC and the time in a
particular time zone.

The user’s environment determines the time zone rule (details are system dependent).
For example, on OSF/1 systems, the user selects a time zone by specifying theTZ
environment variable. (The reference information for thelocaltime( ) system call,
which is described in thectime(3) reference page, provides additional information.)

If the user’s environment does not specify a time zone rule, the system’s rule is used
(details of the rule are system dependent). For example, on OSF/1 systems, the rule
in /etc/zoneinfo/localtimeapplies.

The OSF DCE Application Development Guideprovides additional information about
UTC and GMT, TDF and time zones, and relative and absolute times.

Unless otherwise specified, the default input and output parameters are as follows:

• If NULL is specified for autc input parameter, the current time is used.

• If NULL is specified for any output parameter, no result is returned.

The following illustration categorizes the DTS portable interface routines by function.
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Converting Times ...

To/From 

utc_binreltime
utc_bintime
utc_mkbinreltime
utc_mkbintime

timespec  Structures:

utc_ascanytime
utc_ascgmtime
utc_asclocaltime
utc_ascreltime
utc_mkasctime
utc_mkascreltime

ASCII text:
To/From

utc_anytime
utc_gmtime
utc_localtime
utc_mkanytime
utc_mkgmtime
utc_mklocaltime
utc_mkreltime
utc_reltime

To/From 
 Structures:tm

Retrieving Time ...
utc_gettime
utc_getusertime

Information ...
Obtaining Timezone

utc_anyzone
utc_gmtzone
utc_localzone

Comparing Times ...

utc_cmpintervaltime
utc_cmpmidtime

Manipulating Times ...
utc_boundtime
utc_spantime
utc_pointtime

Calculating Times ...

utc_addtime
utc_mulftime
utc_multime
utc_subtime

utc_abstime

An alphabetical listing of the DTS portable interface routines and a brief description
of each one follows:

utc_abstime( )
Computes the absolute value of a relative binary timestamp.

utc_addtime( )
Computes the sum of two binary timestamps; the timestamps can be
two relative times or a relative time and an absolute time.

utc_anytime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to atm structure by using the TDF
information contained in the timestamp to determine the TDF returned
with the tm structure.
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utc_anyzone( )
Gets the time zone label and offset from GMT by using the TDF
contained in theutc input parameter.

utc_ascanytime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that represents an
arbitrary time zone.

utc_ascgmtime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that expresses a GMT
time.

utc_asclocaltime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that represents a local
time.

utc_ascreltime( )
Converts a relative binary timestamp to an ASCII string that represents
the time.

utc_binreltime( )
Converts a relative binary timestamp to twotimespec structures that
express relative time and inaccuracy.

utc_bintime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to atimespecstructure.

utc_boundtime( )
Given two UTC times, one before and one after an event, returns a
single UTC time whose inaccuracy includes the event.

utc_cmpintervaltime( )
Compares two binary timestamps or two relative binary timestamps.

utc_cmpmidtime( )
Compares two binary timestamps or two relative binary timestamps,
ignoring inaccuracies.

utc_gettime( )
Returns the current system time and inaccuracy as a binary timestamp.

utc_getusertime( )
Returns the time and process-specific TDF, rather than the system-
specific TDF.
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utc_gmtime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to atm structure that expresses GMT or
the equivalent UTC.

utc_gmtzone( )
Gets the time zone label for GMT.

utc_localtime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to atm structure that expresses local time.

utc_localzone( )
Gets the local time zone label and offset from GMT, givenutc.

utc_mkanytime( )
Converts atm structure and TDF (expressing the time in an arbitrary
time zone) to a binary timestamp.

utc_mkascreltime( )
Converts a NULL-terminated character string that represents a relative
timestamp to a binary timestamp.

utc_mkasctime( )
Converts a NULL-terminated character string that represents an absolute
timestamp to a binary timestamp.

utc_mkbinreltime( )
Converts atimespec structure expressing a relative time to a binary
timestamp.

utc_mkbintime( )
Converts atimespecstructure to a binary timestamp.

utc_mkgmtime( )
Converts atm structure that expresses GMT or UTC to a binary
timestamp.

utc_mklocaltime( )
Converts atm structure that expresses local time to a binary timestamp.

utc_mkreltime( )
Converts atm structure that expresses relative time to a relative binary
timestamp.

utc_mulftime( )
Multiplies a relative binary timestamp by a floating-point value.
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utc_multime( )
Multiplies a relative binary timestamp by an integer factor.

utc_pointtime( )
Converts a binary timestamp to three binary timestamps that represent
the earliest, most likely, and latest time.

utc_reltime( )
Converts a relative binary timestamp to atm structure.

utc_spantime( )
Given two (possibly unordered) binary timestamps, returns a single UTC
time interval whose inaccuracy spans the two input binary timestamps.

utc_subtime( )
Computes the difference between two binary timestamps that express
either an absolute time and a relative time, two relative times, or two
absolute times.

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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utc_abstime

Purpose Computes the absolute value of a relative binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_abstime(
utc_t* result,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use
the current time for this parameter.

Output

result Absolute value of the input relative binary timestamp.

Description

Theutc_abstime()routine computes the absolute value of a relative binary timestamp.
The input timestamp represents a relative (delta) time.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.
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Examples

The following example scales a relative time, computes its absolute value, and prints
the result.

utc_t relutc, scaledutc;

char timstr[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/*

* Make sure relative timestamp represents a positive interval...

*/

utc_abstime(&relutc, /* Out: Abs-value of rel time */

&relutc); /* In: Relative time to scale */

/*

* Scale it by a factor of 17...

*/

utc_multime(&scaledutc, /* Out: Scaled relative time */

&relutc, /* In: Relative time to scale */

17L); /* In: Scale factor */

utc_ascreltime(timstr, /* Out: ASCII relative time */

UTC_MAX_STR_LEN, /* In: Length of input string */

&scaledutc); /* In: Relative time to */

/* convert */

printf("%s\n",timstr);

/*

* Scale it by a factor of 17.65...

*/

utc_mulftime(&scaledutc, /* Out: Scaled relative time */

&relutc, /* In: Relative time to scale */

17.65); /* In: Scale factor */

utc_ascreltime(timstr, /* Out: ASCII relative time */

UTC_MAX_STR_LEN, /* In: Length of input string */
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&scaledutc); /* In: Relative time to */

/* convert */

printf("%s\n",timstr);
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utc_addtime

Purpose Computes the sum of two binary timestamps

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_addtime(
utc_t* result,
utc_t *utc1,
utc_t *utc2);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

utc2 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Output

result Resulting binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp, depending
upon the operation performed:

• relative time+relative time=relative time

• absolute time+relative time=absolute time

• relative time+absolute time=absolute time

• absolute time+absolute timeis undefined. (See the note later in
this reference page.)
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Description

The utc_addtime() routine adds two binary timestamps, producing a third binary
timestamp whose inaccuracy is the sum of the two input inaccuracies. One or both
of the input timestamps typically represents a relative (delta) time. The TDF in the
first input timestamp is copied to the output. The timestamps can be two relative
times or a relative time and an absolute time.

Notes

Although no error is returned, the combinationabsolute time+absolute timeshould
not be used.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.

Examples

The following example shows how to compute a timestamp that represents a time at
least 5 seconds in the future.

utc_t now, future, fivesec;

reltimespec_t tfivesec;

timespec_t tzero;

/* Construct a timestamp that represents 5 seconds...

*/

tfivesec.tv_sec = 5;

tfivesec.tv_nsec = 0;

tzero.tv_sec = 0;

tzero.tv_nsec = 0;

utc_mkbinreltime(&fivesec, /* Out: 5 secs in binary timestamp */

&tfivesec, /* In: 5 secs in timespec */

&tzero); /* In: 0 secs inaccuracy in timespec */
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/* Get the maximum possible current time...

* (The NULL input parameter is used to specify the current time.)

*/

utc_pointtime((utc_t *)0, /* Out: Earliest possible current time */

(utc_t *)0, /* Out: Midpoint of current time */

&now, /* Out: Latest possible current time */

(utc_t *)0); /* In: Use current time */

/* Add 5 seconds to get future timestamp...

*/

utc_addtime(&future, /* Out: Future binary timestamp */

&now, /* In: Latest possible time now */

&fivesec); /* In: 5 secs */

Related Information

Functions: utc_subtime(3dts).
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utc_anytime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to atm structure

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_anytime(
struct tm * timetm,
long *tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long *ins,
long *tdf,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

timetm Time component of the binary timestamp expressed in the timestamp’s
local time.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component of the binary timestamp.

inacctm Seconds of the inaccuracy component of the binary timestamp. If the
inaccuracy is finite, thentm_mday returns a value of−1 andtm_mon
andtm_year return values of 0 (zero). The fieldtm_yday contains the
inaccuracy in days. If the inaccuracy is unspecified, alltm structure
fields return values of−1.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component of the binary timestamp.
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tdf TDF component of the binary timestamp in units of seconds east of
GMT.

Description

The utc_anytime() routine converts a binary timestamp to atm structure by using the
TDF information contained in the timestamp to determine the TDF returned with the
tm structure. The TDF information contained in the timestamp is returned with the
time and inaccuracy components; the TDF component determines the offset from GMT
and the local time value of thetm structure. Additional returns include nanoseconds
since time and nanoseconds of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

The following example converts a timestamp by using the TDF information in the
timestamp, and then prints the result.

utc_t evnt;

struct tm tmevnt;

timespec_t tevnt, ievnt;

char tznam[80];

/* Assume evnt contains the timestamp to convert...

*

* Get time as a tm structure, using the time zone information in

* the timestamp...

*/

utc_anytime(&tmevnt, /* Out: tm struct of time of evnt */

(long *)0, /* Out: nanosec of time of evnt */

(struct tm *)0, /* Out: tm struct of inacc of evnt */

(long *)0, /* Out: nanosec of inacc of evnt */

(int *)0, /* Out: tdf of evnt */
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&evnt); /* In: binary timestamp of evnt */

/* Get the time and inaccuracy as timespec structures...

*/

utc_bintime(&tevnt, /* Out: timespec of time of evnt */

&ievnt, /* Out: timespec of inacc of evnt */

(int *)0, /* Out: tdf of evnt */

&evnt); /* In: Binary timestamp of evnt */

/* Construct the time zone name from time zone information in the

* timestamp...

*/

utc_anyzone(tznam, /* Out: Time zone name */

80, /* In: Size of time zone name */

(long *)0, /* Out: tdf of event */

(long *)0, /* Out: Daylight saving flag */

&evnt); /* In: Binary timestamp of evnt */

/* Print timestamp in the format:

*

* 1991-03-05-21:27:50.023I0.140 (GMT-5:00)

* 1992-04-02-12:37:24.003Iinf (GMT+7:00)

*/

printf("%d-%02d-%02d-%02d:%02d:%02d.%03d",

tmevnt.tm_year+1900, tmevnt.tm_mon+1, tmevnt.tm_mday,

tmevnt.tm_hour, tmevnt.tm_min, tmevnt.tm_sec,

(tevnt.tv_nsec/1000000));

if ((long)ievnt.tv_sec == -1)

printf("Iinf");

else

printf("I%d.%03d", ievnt.tv_sec, (ievnt.tv_nsec/1000000));

printf(" (%s)\n", tznam);
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Related Information

Functions: utc_anyzone(3dts), utc_gettime(3dts), utc_getusertime(3dts),
utc_gmtime(3dts), utc_localtime(3dts),utc_mkanytime(3dts).
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utc_anyzone

Purpose Gets the time zone label and offset from GMT

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_anyzone(
char * tzname,
size_t tzlen,
long *tdf,
int * isdst,
const utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

tzlen Length of thetznamebuffer.

utc Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

tzname Character string that is long enough to hold the time zone label.

tdf Long word with differential in seconds east of GMT.

isdst Integer with a value of−1, indicating that no information is supplied as
to whether it is standard time or daylight saving time. A value of−1
is always returned.

Description

The utc_anyzone()routine gets the time zone label and offset from GMT by using
the TDF contained in theutc input parameter. The label returned is always of the
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form GMT+n or GMT-n wheren is the tdf expressed inhours:minutes. (The label
associated with an arbitrary time zone is not known; only the offset is known.)

Notes

All of the output parameters are optional. No value is returned and no error occurs
if the pointer is NULL.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or an insufficient buffer.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_anytime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_anytime(3dts), utc_gmtzone(3dts), utc_localzone(3dts).
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utc_ascanytime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that represents an arbitrary time zone

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_ascanytime(
char *cp,
size_tstringlen,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

stringlen The length of thecp buffer.

utc Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

cp ASCII string that represents the time.

Description

The utc_ascanytime()routine converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that
expresses a time. The TDF component in the timestamp determines the local time
used in the conversion.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.
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Examples

The following example converts a time to an ASCII string that expresses the time in
the time zone where the timestamp was generated.

utc_t evnt;
char localTime[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/*

* Assuming that evnt contains the timestamp to convert, convert

* the time to ASCII in the following format:

*
* 1991-04-01-12:27:38.37-8:00I2.00

*/

utc_ascanytime(localtime, /* Out: Converted time */

UTC_MAX_STR_LEN, /* In: Length of string */
&evnt); /* In: Time to convert */

Related Information

Functions: utc_ascgmtime(3dts), utc_asclocaltime(3dts).
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utc_ascgmtime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that expresses a GMT time

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_ascgmtime(
char *cp,
size_tstringlen,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

stringlen Length of thecp buffer.

utc Binary timestamp.

Output

cp ASCII string that represents the time.

Description

The utc_ascgmtime()routine converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that
expresses a time in GMT.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.
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Examples

The following example converts the current time to GMT format.

char gmTime[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/* Convert the current time to ASCII in the following format:

* 1991-04-01-12:27:38.37I2.00

*/

utc_ascgmtime(gmTime, /* Out: Converted time */

UTC_MAX_STR_LEN, /* In: Length of string */

(utc_t*) NULL); /* In: Time to convert */
/* Default is current time */

Related Information

Functions: utc_ascanytime(3dts), utc_asclocaltime(3dts).
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utc_asclocaltime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that represents a local time

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_asclocaltime(
char *cp,
size_tstringlen,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

stringlen Length of thecp buffer.

utc Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

cp ASCII string that represents the time.

Description

The utc_asclocaltime()routine converts a binary timestamp to an ASCII string that
expresses local time.

The user’s environment determines the time zone rule (details are system dependent).
For example, on OSF/1 systems, the user selects a time zone by specifying theTZ
environment variable. (The reference information for thelocaltime() system call,
which is described in thectime(3) reference page, provides additional information.)
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If the user’s environment does not specify a time zone rule, the system’s rule is used
(details of the rule are system dependent). For example, on OSF/1 systems, the rule
in /etc/zoneinfo/localtimeapplies.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.

Examples

The following example converts the current time to local time.

char localTime[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/* Convert the current time...

*/

utc_asclocaltime(localTime, /* Out: Converted time */

UTC_MAX_STR_LEN, /* In: Length of string */
(utc_t*) NULL); /* In: Time to convert */

/* Default is current time */

Related Information

Functions: utc_ascanytime(3dts), utc_ascgmtime(3dts).
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utc_ascreltime

Purpose Converts a relative binary timestamp to an ASCII string that represents the time

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_ascreltime(
char *cp,
const size_tstringlen,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Relative binary timestamp.

stringlen Length of thecp buffer.

Output

cp ASCII string that represents the time.

Description

The utc_ascreltime()routine converts a relative binary timestamp to an ASCII string
that represents the time.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.
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Examples

See the sample program in theutc_abstime(3dts)reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_mkascreltime(3dts).
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utc_binreltime

Purpose Converts a relative binary timestamp to twotimespecstructures that express relative
time and inaccuracy

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_binreltime(
reltimespec_t *timesp,
timespec_t *inaccsp,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use
the current time for this parameter.

Output

timesp Time component of the relative binary timestamp, in the form of seconds
and nanoseconds since the base time (1970−01−01:00:00:00.0+00:00I0).

inaccsp Inaccuracy component of the relative binary timestamp, in the form of
seconds and nanoseconds.

Description

The utc_binreltime() routine converts a relative binary timestamp to twotimespec
structures that express relative time and inaccuracy. Thesetimespec structures
describe a time interval.
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Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

The following example measures the duration of a process, then prints the resulting
relative time and inaccuracy.

utc_t before, duration;

reltimespec_t tduration;

timespec_t iduration;

/* Get the time before the start of the operation...

*/

utc_gettime(&before); /* Out: Before binary timestamp */

/* ...Later...

* Subtract, getting the duration as a relative time.

*

* NOTE: The NULL argument is used to obtain the current time.

*/

utc_subtime(&duration, /* Out: Duration rel bin timestamp */

(utc_t *)0, /* In: After binary timestamp */

&before); /* In: Before binary timestamp */

/* Convert the relative times to timespec structures...

*/

utc_binreltime(&tduration, /* Out: Duration time timespec */

&iduration, /* Out: Duration inacc timespec */

&duration); /* In: Duration rel bin timestamp */

/* Print the duration...

*/

printf("%d.%04d", tduration.tv_sec, (tduration.tv_nsec/10000));
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if ((long)iduration.tv_sec == -1)

printf("Iinf\n");

else

printf("I%d.%04d\n", iduration.tv_sec, (iduration.tv_nsec/100000));

Related Information

Functions: utc_mkbinreltime(3dts).
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utc_bintime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to atimespecstructure

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_bintime(
timespec_t *timesp,
timespec_t *inaccsp,
long *tdf,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

timesp Time component of the binary timestamp, in the form of seconds and
nanoseconds since the base time.

inaccsp Inaccuracy component of the binary timestamp, in the form of seconds
and nanoseconds.

tdf TDF component of the binary timestamp in the form of signed number
of seconds east of GMT.

Description

The utc_bintime() routine converts a binary timestamp to atimespecstructure. The
TDF information contained in the timestamp is returned.
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Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_anytime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_binreltime(3dts), utc_mkbintime(3dts).
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utc_boundtime

Purpose Given two UTC times, one before and one after an event, returns a single UTC time
whose inaccuracy includes the event

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_boundtime(
utc_t * result,
utc_t *utc1,
utc_t *utc2);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Before binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if
you want this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

utc2 After binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you
want this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Output

result Spanning timestamp.

Description

Given two UTC times, theutc_boundtime() routine returns a single UTC time whose
inaccuracy bounds the two input times. This is useful for timestamping events: the
routine gets theutc values before and after the event, then callsutc_boundtime() to
build a timestamp that includes the event.
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Notes

The TDF in the output UTC value is copied from theutc2 input parameter. If one
or both input values have unspecified inaccuracies, the returned time value also has
an unspecified inaccuracy and is the average of the two input values.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid parameter order.

Examples

The following example records the time of an event and constructs a single timestamp,
which includes the time of the event. Note that theutc_getusertime()routine is called
so the time zone information that is included in the timestamp references the user’s
environment rather than the system’s default time zone.

The user’s environment determines the time zone rule (details are system dependent).
For example, on OSF/1 systems, the user selects a time zone by specifying theTZ
environment variable. (The reference information for thelocaltime() system call,
which is described in thectime(3) reference page, provides additional information.)

If the user’s environment does not specify a time zone rule, the system’s rule is used
(details of the rule are system dependent). For example, on OSF/1 systems, the rule
in /etc/zoneinfo/localtimeapplies.

utc_t before, after, evnt;

/* Get the time before the event...

*/

utc_getusertime(&before); /* Out: Before binary timestamp */

/* Get the time after the event...

*/

utc_getusertime(&after); /* Out: After binary timestamp */

/* Construct a single timestamp that describes the time of the

* event...
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*/

utc_boundtime(&evnt, /* Out: Timestamp that bounds event */

&before, /* In: Before binary timestamp */

&after); /* In: After binary timestamp */

Related Information

Functions: utc_gettime(3dts), utc_pointtime(3dts), utc_spantime(3dts).
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utc_cmpintervaltime

Purpose Compares two binary timestamps or two relative binary timestamps

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_cmpintervaltime(
enum utc_cmptype *relation,
utc_t *utc1,
utc_t *utc2);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

utc2 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Output

relation Receives the result of the comparison ofutc1:utc2 where the result is
an enumerated type with one of the following values:

• utc_equalTo

• utc_lessThan

• utc_greaterThan

• utc_indeterminate
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Description

The utc_cmpintervaltime() routine compares two binary timestamps and returns a
flag indicating that the first time is greater than, less than, equal to, or overlapping
with the second time. Two times overlap if the intervals (time − inaccuracy, time +
inaccuracy) of the two times intersect.

The input binary timestamps express two absolute or two relative times. Donot
compare relative binary timestamps to absolute binary timestamps. If you do, no
meaningful results and no errors are returned.

The following routine does a temporal ordering of the time intervals.

utc1 is utc_lessThan utc2 iff

utc1.time + utc1.inacc < utc2.time - utc2.inacc

utc1 is utc_greaterThan utc2 iff

utc1.time - utc1.inacc > utc2.time + utc2.inacc

utc1 utc_equalTo utc2 iff

utc1.time == utc2.time and

utc1.inacc == 0 and

utc2.inacc == 0

utc1 is utc_indeterminate with respect toutc2 if the intervals overlap.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument.

Examples

The following example checks to see if the current time is definitely after 13:00 local
time.

struct tm tmtime, tmzero;

enum utc_cmptype relation;
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utc_t testtime;

/* Zero the tm structure for inaccuracy...

*/

memset(&tmzero, 0, sizeof(tmzero));

/* Get the current time, mapped to a tm structure...

*

* NOTE: The NULL argument is used to get the current time.

*/

utc_gmtime(&tmtime, /* Out: Current GMT time in tm struct */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanoseconds of time */

(struct tm *)0, /* Out: Current inaccuracy in tm struct */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanoseconds of inaccuracy */

(utc_t *)0); /* In: Current timestamp */

/* Alter the tm structure to correspond to 13:00 local time */

*/

tmtime.tm_hour = 13;

tmtime.tm_min = 0;

tmtime.tm_sec = 0;

/* Convert to a binary timestamp...

*/

utc_mkgmtime(&testtime, /* Out: Binary timestamp of 13:00 */

&tmtime, /* In: 1:00 PM in tm struct */

0, /* In: Nanoseconds of time */

&tmzero, /* In: Zero inaccuracy in tm struct */

0); /* In: Nanoseconds of inaccuracy */

/* Compare to the current time. Note the use of the NULL argument */

*/

utc_cmpintervaltime(&relation, /* Out: Comparison relation */

(utc_t *)0, /* In: Current timestamp */

&testtime); /* In: 13:00 PM timestamp */

/* If it is not later - wait, print a message, etc.

*/
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if (relation != utc_greaterThan) {

/*

* Note: It could be earlier than 13:00 local time or it could be

* indeterminate. If indeterminate, for some applications

* it might be worth waiting.

*/

}

Related Information

Functions: utc_cmpmidtime(3dts).
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utc_cmpmidtime

Purpose Compares two binary timestamps or two relative binary timestamps, ignoring
inaccuracies

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_cmpmidtime(
enum utc_cmptype *relation,
utc_t *utc1,
utc_t *utc2);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

utc2 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Output

relation Result of the comparison ofutc1:utc2 where the result is an enumerated
type with one of the following values:

• utc_equalTo

• utc_lessThan

• utc_greaterThan
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Description

The utc_cmpmidtime() routine compares two binary timestamps and returns a flag
indicating that the first timestamp is greater than, less than, or equal to the second
timestamp. Inaccuracy information is ignored for this comparison; the input values
are therefore equivalent to the midpoints of the time intervals described by the input
binary timestamps.

The input binary timestamps express two absolute or two relative times. Donot
compare relative binary timestamps to absolute binary timestamps. If you do, no
meaningful results and no errors are returned.

The following routine does a lexical ordering on the time interval midpoints.

utc1 is utc_lessThan utc2 iff

utc1.time < utc2.time

utc1 is utc_greaterThan utc2 iff
utc1.time > utc2.time

utc1 is utc_equalTo utc2 iff

utc1.time == utc2.time

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument.

Examples

The following example checks if the current time (ignoring inaccuracies) is after 13:00
local time.

struct tm tmtime, tmzero;

enum utc_cmptype relation;

utc_t testtime;

/* Zero the tm structure for inaccuracy...

*/
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memset(&tmzero, 0, sizeof(tmzero));

/* Get the current time, mapped to a tm structure...

*

* NOTE: The NULL argument is used to get the current time.

*/

utc_localtime(&tmtime, /* Out: Current local time in tm struct */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanoseconds of time */

(struct tm *)0, /* Out: Current inacc in tm struct */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanoseconds of inaccuracy */

(utc_t *)0); /* In: Current timestamp */

/* Alter the tm structure to correspond to 13:00 local time.

*/

tmtime.tm_hour = 13;

tmtime.tm_min = 0;

tmtime.tm_sec = 0;

/* Convert to a binary timestamp...

*/

utc_mklocaltime(&testtime, /* Out: Binary timestamp of 13:00 */

&tmtime, /* In: 13:00 in tm struct */

0, /* In: Nanoseconds of time */

&tmzero, /* In: Zero inaccuracy in tm struct */

0); /* In: Nanoseconds of inaccuracy */

/* Compare to the current time. Note the use of the NULL argument

*/

utc_cmpmidtime(&relation, /* Out: Comparison relation */

(utc_t *)0, /* In: Current timestamp */

&testtime); /* In: 13:00 local time timestamp */

/* If the time is not later - wait, print a message, etc.

*/

if (relation != utc_greaterThan) {

/* It is not later then 13:00 local time. Note that

* this depends on the setting of the user’s environment.

*/

}
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Related Information

Functions: utc_cmpintervaltime(3dts).
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utc_gettime

Purpose Returns the current system time and inaccuracy as a binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_gettime(
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

utc System time as a binary timestamp.

Description

The utc_gettime() routine returns the current system time and inaccuracy in a binary
timestamp. The routine takes the TDF from the operating system’s kernel; the TDF
is specified in a system-dependent manner.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Generic error that indicates the time service cannot be accessed.
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Examples

See the sample program in theutc_binreltime(3dts) reference page.
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utc_getusertime

Purpose Returns the time and process-specific TDF, rather than the system-specific TDF

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_getusertime(
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

None.

Output

utc System time as a binary timestamp.

Description

The utc_getusertime() routine returns the system time and inaccuracy in a binary
timestamp. The routine takes the TDF from the user’s environment, which determines
the time zone rule (details are system dependent). For example, on OSF/1 systems,
the user selects a time zone by specifying theTZ environment variable. (The
reference information for thelocaltime() system call, which is described in the
ctime(3) reference page, provides additional information.)

If the user environment does not specify a TDF, the system’s TDF is used. The
system’s time zone rule is applied (details of the rule are system dependent). For
example, on OSF/1 systems, the rule in/etc/zoneinfo/localtimeapplies.
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Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Generic error that indicates the time service cannot be accessed.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_boundtime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_gettime(3dts).
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utc_gmtime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to atm structure that expresses GMT or the equivalent
UTC

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_gmtime(
struct tm * timetm,
long *tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long *ins,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Binary timestamp to be converted totm structure components. Use
NULL if you want this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Output

timetm Time component of the binary timestamp.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component of the binary timestamp.

inacctm Seconds of the inaccuracy component of the binary timestamp. If the
inaccuracy is finite, thentm_mday returns a value of−1 andtm_mon
andtm_year return values of 0 (zero). The fieldtm_yday contains the
inaccuracy in days. If the inaccuracy is unspecified, alltm structure
fields return values of−1.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component of the binary timestamp. If
the inaccuracy is unspecified,ins returns a value of−1.
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Description

Theutc_gmtime() routine converts a binary timestamp to atm structure that expresses
GMT (or the equivalent UTC). Additional returns include nanoseconds since time and
nanoseconds of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_cmpintervaltime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_anytime(3dts), utc_gmtzone(3dts), utc_localtime(3dts),
utc_mkgmtime(3dts).
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utc_gmtzone

Purpose Gets the time zone label for GMT

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_gmtzone(
char * tzname,
size_t tzlen,
long *tdf,
int * isdst,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

tzlen Length of buffertzname.

utc Binary timestamp. This parameter is ignored.

Output

tzname Character string long enough to hold the time zone label.

tdf Long word with differential in seconds east of GMT. A value of 0 (zero)
is always returned.

isdst Integer with a value of 0 (zero), indicating that daylight saving time is
not in effect. A value of 0 (zero) is always returned.

Description

The utc_gmtzone() routine gets the time zone label and zero offset from GMT.
Outputs are alwaystdf=0 and tzname=GMT . This routine exists for symmetry with
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the utc_anyzone()and theutc_localzone()routines. Use NULL if you want this
routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Notes

All of the output parameters are optional. No value is returned and no error occurs
if the tznamepointer is NULL.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully (always returned).

Examples

The following example prints out the current time in both local time and GMT time.

utc_t now;

struct tm tmlocal, tmgmt;

long tzoffset;

int tzdaylight;

char tzlocal[80], tzgmt[80];

/* Get the current time once, so both conversions use the same

* time...

*/

utc_gettime(&now);

/* Convert to local time, using the process TZ environment

* variable...

*/

utc_localtime(&tmlocal, /* Out: Local time tm structure */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanosec of time */

(struct tm *)0, /* Out: Inaccuracy tm structure */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanosec of inaccuracy */

(int *)0, /* Out: TDF of local time */

&now); /* In: Current timestamp (ignore) */
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/* Get the local time zone name, offset from GMT, and current

* daylight savings flag...

*/

utc_localzone(tzlocal, /* Out: Local time zone name */

80, /* In: Length of loc time zone name */

&tzoffset, /* Out: Loc time zone offset in secs */

&tzdaylight, /* Out: Local time zone daylight flag */

&now); /* In: Current binary timestamp */

/* Convert to GMT...

*/

utc_gmtime(&tmgmt, /* Out: GMT tm structure */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanoseconds of time */

(struct tm *)0, /* Out: Inaccuracy tm structure */

(long *)0, /* Out: Nanoseconds of inaccuracy */

&now); /* In: Current binary timestamp */

/* Get the GMT time zone name...

*/

utc_gmtzone(tzgmt, /* Out: GMT time zone name */

80, /* In: Size of GMT time zone name */

(long *)0, /* Out: GMT time zone offset in secs */

(int *)0, /* Out: GMT time zone daylight flag */

&now); /* In: Current binary timestamp */

/* (ignore) */

/* Print out times and time zone information in the following

* format:

*

* 12:00:37 (EDT) = 16:00:37 (GMT)

* EDT is -240 minutes ahead of Greenwich Mean Time.

* Daylight savings time is in effect.

*/

printf("%d:%02d:%02d (%s) = %d:%02d:%02d (%s)\n",

tmlocal.tm_hour, tmlocal.tm_min, tmlocal.tm_sec, tzlocal,

tmgmt.tm_hour, tmgmt.tm_min, tmgmt.tm_sec, tzgmt);

printf("%s is %d minutes ahead of Greenwich Mean Time\n", tzlocal,

tzoffset/60);
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if (tzdaylight != 0)

printf("Daylight savings time is in effect\n");

Related Information

Functions: utc_anyzone(3dts), utc_gmtime(3dts), utc_localzone(3dts).
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utc_localtime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to atm structure that expresses local time

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_localtime(
struct tm * timetm,
long *tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long *ins,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

timetm Time component of the binary timestamp, expressing local time.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component of the binary timestamp.

inacctm Seconds of the inaccuracy component of the binary timestamp. If the
inaccuracy is finite, thentm_mday returns a value of−1 andtm_mon
andtm_year return values of 0 (zero). The fieldtm_yday contains the
inaccuracy in days. If the inaccuracy is unspecified, alltm structure
fields return values of−1.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component of the binary timestamp. If
the inaccuracy is unspecified,ins returns a value of−1.
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Description

The utc_localtime() routine converts a binary timestamp to atm structure that
expresses local time.

The user’s environment determines the time zone rule (details are system dependent).
For example, on OSF/1 systems, the user selects a time zone by specifying theTZ
environment variable. (The reference information for thelocaltime() system call,
which is described in thectime(3) reference page, provides additional information.)

If the user’s environment does not specify a time zone rule, the system’s rule is used
(details of the rule are system dependent). For example, on OSF/1 systems, the rule
in /etc/zoneinfo/localtimeapplies.

Additional returns include nanoseconds since time and nanoseconds of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_gmtzone(3dts)reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_anytime(3dts), utc_gmtime(3dts), utc_localzone(3dts),
utc_mklocaltime(3dts).
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utc_localzone

Purpose Gets the local time zone label and offset from GMT, givenutc

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_localzone(
char * tzname,
size_t tzlen,
long *tdf,
int * isdst,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

tzlen Length of thetznamebuffer.

utc Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

tzname Character string long enough to hold the time zone label.

tdf Long word with differential in seconds east of GMT.

isdst Integer with a value of 0 (zero) if standard time is in effect or a value
of 1 if daylight saving time is in effect.

Description

The utc_localzone() routine gets the local time zone label and offset from GMT,
given utc.
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The user’s environment determines the time zone rule (details are system dependent).
For example, on OSF/1 systems, the user selects a time zone by specifying theTZ
environment variable. (The reference information for thelocaltime() system call,
which is described in thectime(3) reference page, provides additional information.)

If the user’s environment does not specify a time zone rule, the system’s rule is used
(details of the rule are system dependent). For example, on OSF/1 systems, the rule
in /etc/zoneinfo/localtimeapplies.

Notes

All of the output parameters are optional. No value is returned and no error occurs
if the pointer is NULL.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or an insufficient buffer.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_gmtzone(3dts)reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_anyzone(3dts), utc_gmtzone(3dts), utc_localtime(3dts).
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utc_mkanytime

Purpose Converts atm structure and TDF (expressing the time in an arbitrary time zone) to a
binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mkanytime(
utc_t *utc,
struct tm * timetm,
long tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long ins,
long tdf);

Parameters
Input

timetm A tm structure that expresses the local time;tm_wday and tm_yday
are ignored on input; the value oftm_isdt should be−1.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component.

inacctm A tm structure that expresses days, hours, minutes, and seconds of
inaccuracy. If a null pointer is passed, or iftm_yday is negative,
the inaccuracy is considered to be unspecified;tm_mday, tm_mon,
tm_wday, andtm_isdst are ignored on input.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component.

tdf Time differential factor to use in conversion.

Output

utc Resulting binary timestamp.
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Description

Theutc_mkanytime() routine converts atm structure and TDF (expressing the time in
an arbitrary time zone) to a binary timestamp. Required inputs include nanoseconds
since time and nanoseconds of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

The following example converts a string ISO format time in an arbitrary time zone to
a binary timestamp. This may be part of an input timestamp routine, although a real
implementation will include range checking.

utc_t utc;

struct tm tmtime, tminacc;

float tsec, isec;

double tmp;

long tnsec, insec;

int i, offset, tzhour, tzmin, year, mon;

char *string;

/* Try to convert the string... */

if(sscanf(string, "%d-%d-%d-%d:%d:%e+%d:%dI%e",

&year, &mon, &tmtime.tm_mday, &tmtime.tm_hour,

&tmtime.tm_min, &tsec, &tzhour, &tzmin, &isec) != 9) {

/* Try again with a negative TDF... */

if (sscanf(string, "%d-%d-%d-%d:%d:%e-%d:%dI%e",

&year, &mon, &tmtime.tm_mday, &tmtime.tm_hour,

&tmtime.tm_min, &tsec, &tzhour, &tzmin, &isec) != 9) {

/* ERROR */
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exit(1);

}

/* TDF is negative */

tzhour = -tzhour;

tzmin = -tzmin;

}

/* Fill in the fields... */

tmtime.tm_year = year - 1900;

tmtime.tm_mon = --mon;

tmtime.tm_sec = tsec;

tnsec = (modf(tsec, &tmp)*1.0E9);

offset = tzhour*3600 + tzmin*60;

tminacc.tm_sec = isec;

insec = (modf(isec, &tmp)*1.0E9);

/* Convert to a binary timestamp... */

utc_mkanytime(&utc, /* Out: Resultant binary timestamp */

&tmtime, /* In: tm struct that represents input */

tnsec, /* In: Nanoseconds from input */

&tminacc, /* In: tm struct that represents inacc */

insec, /* In: Nanoseconds from input */

offset); /* In: TDF from input */

Related Information

Functions: utc_anytime(3dts), utc_anyzone(3dts).
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utc_mkascreltime

Purpose Converts a NULL-terminated character string that represents a relative timestamp to
a binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mkascreltime(
utc_t *utc,
char *string);

Parameters
Input

string A NULL-terminated string that expresses a relative timestamp in its ISO
format.

Output

utc Resulting binary timestamp.

Description

Theutc_mkascreltime()routine converts a NULL-terminated string, which represents
a relative timestamp, to a binary timestamp.

Notes

The ASCII string must be NULL-terminated.
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Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.

Examples

The following example converts an ASCII relative time string to its binary equivalent.

utc_t utc;

char str[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/* Relative time of -333 days, 12 hours, 1 minute, 37.223 seconds

* Inaccuracy of 50.22 seconds in the format: -333-12:01:37.223I50.22

*/

(void)strcpy((void *)str,

"-333-12:01:37.223I50.22");

utc_mkascreltime(&utc, /* Out: Binary utc */

str); /* In: String */

Related Information

Functions: utc_ascreltime(3dts).
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utc_mkasctime

Purpose Converts a NULL-terminated character string that represents an absolute timestamp
to a binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mkasctime(
utc_t *utc,
char *string);

Parameters
Input

string A NULL-terminated string that expresses an absolute time.

Output

utc Resulting binary timestamp.

Description

The utc_mkasctime() routine converts a NULL-terminated string that represents an
absolute time to a binary timestamp.

Notes

The ASCII string must be NULL-terminated.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.
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−1 Indicates an invalid time parameter or invalid results.

Examples

The following example converts an ASCII time string to its binary equivalent.

utc_t utc;

char str[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/* July 4, 1776, 12:01:37.223 local time

* TDF of -5:00 hours

* Inaccuracy of 3600.32 seconds

*/
(void)strcpy((void *)str,

"1776-07-04-12:01:37.223-5:00I3600.32");

utc_mkasctime(&utc, /* Out: Binary utc */

str); /* In: String */

Related Information

Functions: utc_ascanytime(3dts), utc_ascgmtime(3dts), utc_asclocaltime(3dts).
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utc_mkbinreltime

Purpose Converts atimespecstructure expressing a relative time to a binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mkbinreltime(
utc_t *utc,
reltimespec_t *timesp,
timespec_t *inaccsp);

Parameters
Input

timesp A reltimespecstructure that expresses a relative time.

inaccsp A timespec structure that expresses inaccuracy. If a null pointer is
passed, or iftv_secis set to a value of−1, the inaccuracy is considered
to be unspecified.

Output

utc Resulting relative binary timestamp.

Description

The utc_mkbinreltime() routine converts atimespecstructure that expresses relative
time to a binary timestamp.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.
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Examples

See the sample program in theutc_addtime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_binreltime(3dts), utc_mkbintime(3dts).
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utc_mkbintime

Purpose Converts atimespecstructure to a binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mkbintime(
utc_t *utc,
timespec_t *timesp,
timespec_t *inaccsp,
long tdf);

Parameters
Input

timesp A timespec structure that expresses time since 1970−01−
01:00:00:00.0+00:00I0.

inaccsp A timespec structure that expresses inaccuracy. If a null pointer is
passed, or iftv_secis set to a value of−1, the inaccuracy is considered
to be unspecified.

tdf TDF component of the binary timestamp.

Output

utc Resulting binary timestamp.

Description

The utc_mkbintime() routine converts atimespec structure time to a binary
timestamp. The TDF input is used as the TDF of the binary timestamp.
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Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

The following example obtains the current time fromtime(3), converts it to a binary
timestamp with an inaccuracy of 5.2 seconds, and specifies GMT.

timespec_t ttime, tinacc;

utc_t utc;

/* Obtain the current time (without the inaccuracy)...

*/

ttime.tv_sec = time((time_t *)0);

ttime.tv_nsec = 0;

/* Specify the inaccuracy...

*/

tinacc.tv_sec = 5;

tinacc.tv_nsec = 200000000;

/* Convert to a binary timestamp...

*/

utc_mkbintime(&utc, /* Out: Binary timestamp */
&ttime, /* In: Current time in timespec */

&tinacc, /* In: 5.2 seconds in timespec */

0); /* In: TDF of GMT */

Related Information

Functions: utc_bintime(3dts), utc_mkbinreltime(3dts).
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utc_mkgmtime

Purpose Converts atm structure that expresses GMT or UTC to a binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mkgmtime(
utc_t *utc,
struct tm * timetm,
long tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long ins);

Parameters
Input

timetm A tm structure that expresses GMT. On input,tm_wday and tm_yday
are ignored; the value oftm_isdt should be−1.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component.

inacctm A tm structure that expresses days, hours, minutes, and seconds of
inaccuracy. If a null pointer is passed, or iftm_yday is negative,
the inaccuracy is considered to be unspecified. On input,tm_mday,
tm_mon, tm_wday, and tm_isdst are ignored.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component.

Output

utc Resulting binary timestamp.
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Description

The utc_mkgmtime() routine converts atm structure that expresses GMT or UTC to
a binary timestamp. Additional inputs include nanoseconds since the last second of
time and nanoseconds of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_cmpintervaltime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_gmtime(3dts).
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utc_mklocaltime

Purpose Converts atm structure that expresses local time to a binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mklocaltime(
utc_t *utc,
struct tm * timetm,
long tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long ins);

Parameters
Input

timetm A tm structure that expresses the local time. On input,tm_wday and
tm_yday are ignored; the value oftm_isdst should be−1.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component.

inacctm A tm structure that expresses days, hours, minutes, and seconds of
inaccuracy. If a null pointer is passed, or iftm_yday is negative,
the inaccuracy is considered to be unspecified. On input,tm_mday,
tm_mon, tm_wday, and tm_isdst are ignored.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component.

Output

utc Resulting binary timestamp.
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Description

The utc_mklocaltime() routine converts atm structure that expresses local time to a
binary timestamp.

The user’s environment determines the time zone rule (details are system dependent).
For example, on OSF/1 systems, the user selects a time zone by specifying theTZ
environment variable. (The reference information for thelocaltime() system call,
which is described in thectime(3) reference page, provides additional information.)

If the user’s environment does not specify a time zone rule, the system’s rule is used
(details of the rule are system dependent). For example, on OSF/1 systems, the rule
in /etc/zoneinfo/localtimeapplies.

Additional inputs include nanoseconds since the last second of time and nanoseconds
of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_cmpmidtime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_localtime(3dts).
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utc_mkreltime

Purpose Converts atm structure that expresses relative time to a relative binary timestamp

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mkreltime(
utc_t *utc,
struct tm * timetm,
long tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long ins);

Parameters
Input

timetm A tm structure that expresses a relative time. On input,tm_wday and
tm_yday are ignored; the value oftm_isdst should be−1.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component.

inacctm A tm structure that expresses seconds of inaccuracy. If a null pointer
is passed, or iftm_yday is negative, the inaccuracy is considered to
be unspecified. On input,tm_mday, tm_mon, tm_year, tm_wday,
tm_isdst, andtm_zoneare ignored.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component.

Output

utc Resulting relative binary timestamp.
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Description

The utc_mkreltime() routine converts atm structure that expresses relative time to
a relative binary timestamp. Additional inputs include nanoseconds since the last
second of time and nanoseconds of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

The following example converts the relative time125-03:12:30.1I120.25to a relative
binary timestamp.

utc_t utc;

struct tm tmtime,tminacc;

long tnsec,insec;

/* Fill in the fields

*/

memset((void *)&tmtime,0,sizeof(tmtime));

tmtime.tm_mday = 125;

tmtime.tm_hour = 3;

tmtime.tm_min = 12;

tmtime.tm_sec = 30;

tnsec = 100000000; /* .1 * 1.0E9 */

memset((void *)&tminacc,0,sizeof(tminacc));

tminacc.tm_sec = 120;

tnsec = 250000000; /* .25 * 1.0E9 */

/* Convert to a relative binary timestamp...

*/

utc_mkreltime(&utc, /* Out: Resultant relative binary timestamp */

&tmtime, /* In: tm struct that represents input */

tnsec, /* In: Nanoseconds from input */
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&tminacc, /* In: tm struct that represents inacc */

insec); /* In: Nanoseconds from input */
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utc_mulftime

Purpose Multiplies a relative binary timestamp by a floating-point value

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_mulftime(
utc_t * result,
utc_t *utc1,
double factor);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use
the current time for this parameter.

factor Real scale factor (double-precision, floating-point value).

Output

result Resulting relative binary timestamp.

Description

The utc_mulftime() routine multiplies a relative binary timestamp by a floating-point
value. Either or both may be negative; the resulting relative binary timestamp has
the appropriate sign. The unsigned inaccuracy in the relative binary timestamp is
also multiplied by the absolute value of the floating-point value.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.
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−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

The following example scales a relative time by a floating-point factor and prints the
result.

utc_t relutc, scaledutc;

struct tm scaledreltm;

char timstr[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/* Assume relutc contains the time to scale.

*/

utc_mulftime(&scaledutc, /* Out: Scaled rel time */

&relutc, /* In: Rel time to scale */

17.65); /* In: Scale factor */

utc_ascreltime(timstr, /* Out: ASCII rel time */

UTC_MAX_STR_LEN, /* In: Input buffer length */

&scaledutc); /* In: Rel time to convert */

printf("%s\n",timstr);

/* Convert it to a tm structure and print it.

*/

utc_reltime(&scaledreltm, /* Out: Scaled rel tm */

(long *)0, /* Out: Scaled rel nano-sec */

(struct tm *)0, /* Out: Scaled rel inacc tm */

(long *)0, /* Out: Scd rel inacc nanos */

&scaledutc); /* In: Rel time to convert */

printf("Approximately %d days, %d hours and %d minutes\n",

scaledreltm.tm_yday, scaledreltm.tm_hour, scaledreltm.tm_min);

Related Information

Functions: utc_multime(3dts).
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utc_multime

Purpose Multiplies a relative binary timestamp by an integer factor

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_multime(
utc_t * result,
utc_t *utc1,
long factor);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Relative binary timestamp.

factor Integer scale factor.

Output

result Resulting relative binary timestamp.

Description

The utc_multime() routine multiplies a relative binary timestamp by an integer.
Either or both may be negative; the resulting binary timestamp has the appropriate
sign. The unsigned inaccuracy in the binary timestamp is also multiplied by the
absolute value of the integer.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.
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Examples

The following example scales a relative time by an integral value and prints the result.

utc_t relutc, scaledutc;

char timstr[UTC_MAX_STR_LEN];

/* Assume relutc contains the time to scale.

* Scale it by a factor of 17 ...

*/

utc_multime(&scaledutc, /* Out: Scaled rel time */
&relutc, /* In: Rel time to scale */

17L); /* In: Scale factor */

utc_ascreltime(timstr, /* Out: ASCII rel time */

UTC_MAX_STR_LEN, /* In: Input buffer length */
&scakedutc); /* In: Rel time to convert */

printf("Scaled result is %s, timstr);

Related Information

Functions: utc_mulftime(3dts).
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utc_pointtime

Purpose Converts a binary timestamp to three binary timestamps that represent the earliest,
most likely, and latest time

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_pointtime(
utc_t *utclp,
utc_t *utcmp,
utc_t *utchp,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Output

utclp Lowest (earliest) possible absolute time or shortest possible relative time
that the input timestamp can represent.

utcmp Midpoint of the input timestamp.

utchp Highest (latest) possible absolute time or longest possible relative time
that the input timestamp can represent.

Description

The utc_pointtime() routine converts a binary timestamp to three binary timestamps
that represent the earliest, latest, and most likely (midpoint) times. If the input is a
relative binary time, the outputs represent relative binary times.
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Notes

All outputs have zero inaccuracy. An error is returned if the input binary timestamp
has an unspecified inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_addtime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_boundtime(3dts), utc_spantime(3dts).
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utc_reltime

Purpose Converts a relative binary timestamp to atm structure

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_reltime(
struct tm * timetm,
long *tns,
struct tm * inacctm,
long *ins,
utc_t *utc);

Parameters
Input

utc Relative binary timestamp.

Output

timetm Relative time component of the relative binary timestamp. The field
tm_mday returns a value of−1 and the fieldstm_year and tm_mon
return values of 0 (zero). The fieldtm_yday contains the number of
days of relative time.

tns Nanoseconds since the time component of the relative binary timestamp.

inacctm Seconds of the inaccuracy component of the relative binary timestamp.
If the inaccuracy is finite, thentm_mday returns a value of−1 and
tm_mon and tm_year return values of 0 (zero). The fieldtm_yday
contains the inaccuracy in days. If the inaccuracy is unspecified, all
tm structure fields return values of−1.

ins Nanoseconds of the inaccuracy component of the relative binary
timestamp.
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Description

The utc_reltime() routine converts a relative binary timestamp to atm structure.
Additional returns include nanoseconds since time and nanoseconds of inaccuracy.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_mulftime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_mkreltime(3dts).
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utc_spantime

Purpose Given two (possibly unordered) binary timestamps, returns a single UTC time interval
whose inaccuracy spans the two input binary timestamps

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_spantime(
utc_t * result,
utc_t *utc1,
utc_t *utc2);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

utc2 Binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want this routine to use the
current time for this parameter.

Output

result Spanning timestamp.

Description

Given two binary timestamps, theutc_spantime() routine returns a single UTC time
interval whose inaccuracy spans the two input timestamps (that is, the interval resulting
from the earliest possible time of either timestamp to the latest possible time of either
timestamp).
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Notes

The tdf parameter in the output UTC value is copied from theutc2 input. If either
input binary timestamp has an unspecified inaccuracy, an error is returned.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument.

Examples

The following example computes the earliest and latest times for an array of 10
timestamps.

utc_t time_array[10], testtime, earliest, latest;

int i;

/* Set the running timestamp to the first entry...

*/

testtime = time_array[0];

for (i=1; i<10; i++) {

/* Compute the minimum and the maximum against the next

* element...

*/

utc_spantime(&testtime, /* Out: Resultant interval */

&testtime, /* In: Largest previous interval */

&time_array[i]); /* In: Element under test */

}

/* Compute the earliest and latest possible times

*/

utc_pointtime(&earliest, /* Out: Earliest poss time in array */

(utc_t *)0, /* Out: Midpoint */

&latest, /* Out: Latest poss time in array */
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&testtime); /* In: Spanning interval */

Related Information

Functions: utc_boundtime(3dts), utc_gettime(3dts), utc_pointtime(3dts).
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utc_subtime

Purpose Computes the difference between two binary timestamps

Synopsis
#include <dce/utc.h>

int utc_subtime(
utc_t * result,
utc_t *utc1,
utc_t *utc2);

Parameters
Input

utc1 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

utc2 Binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp. Use NULL if you want
this routine to use the current time for this parameter.

Output

result Resulting binary timestamp or relative binary timestamp, depending
upon the operation performed:

• absolute time− absolute time= relative time

• relative time− relative time= relative time

• absolute time− relative time= absolute time

• relative time− absolute timeis undefined. (See the note later in
this reference page.)
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Description

The utc_subtime() routine subtracts one binary timestamp from another. The two
binary timestamps express either an absolute time and a relative time, two relative
times, or two absolute times. The resulting timestamp isutc1 minus utc2. The
inaccuracies of the two input timestamps are combined and included in the output
timestamp. The TDF in the first timestamp is copied to the output.

Notes

Although no error is returned, the combinationrelative time−absolute timeshouldnot
be used.

Return Values

0 Indicates that the routine executed successfully.

−1 Indicates an invalid time argument or invalid results.

Examples

See the sample program in theutc_binreltime(3dts) reference page.

Related Information

Functions: utc_addtime(3dts).
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sec_intro

Purpose Application program interface to the DCE Security Service

Description

The DCE Security Service application program interface (API) allows developers to
create network services with complete access to all the authentication and authorization
capabilities of DCE Security Service and facilities.

The transaction of a network service generally consists of a client process requesting
some action from a server process. The client may itself be a server, or a user, and
the server may also be a client of other servers. Before the targeted server executes
the specified action, it must be sure of the client’s identity, and it must know whether
the client is authorized to request the service.

The security service API consists of the following sets of remote procedure calls
(RPCs) used to communicate with various security-related services and facilities:

rgy Maintains the network registry of principal identities.

era Maintains extended registry attributes.

login Validates a principal’s network identity and establish delegated
identities.

epa Extracts privilege attributes from an opaque binding handle.

acl Implements an access control list (ACL) protocol for the authorization
of a principal to network access and services.

key Provides facilities for the maintenance of account keys for daemon
principals.

id Maps file system names to universal unique IDs (UUIDs).

pwd_mgmt Provides facilities for password management.

pk Provides facilities for public key authentication.

All the calls in this API have names beginning with thesec_prefix. These are the
same calls used by various user-level tools provided as part of the DCE. For example,
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the sec_create_db(1)tool is written with sec_rgy calls, acl_edit(1) is written with
sec_aclcalls, and thelogin(1) program, with which a user logs in to a DCE system,
is written usingsec_logincalls. Most sites will find the user-level tools adequate for
their needs, and only must use the security service API to customize or replace the
functionality of these tools.

Though most of the calls in the security service API represent RPC transactions, code
has been provided on the client side to handle much of the overhead involved with
making remote calls. Thesestubshandle binding to the requested security server
site, the marshalling of data into whatever form is needed for transmission, and other
bookkeeping involved with these remote calls. An application programmer can use
the security service interfaces as if they were composed of simple C functions.

This reference page introduces each of the following APIs:

• Registry APIs

• Login APIs

• Extended privilege attributes APIs

• Extended registry attributes APIs

• ACL APIs

• Key management APIs

• ID mapping APIs

• Password management APIs

• Public Key APIs

The section for each API is organized as follows:

• Synopsis

• Data Types

• Constants

• Files
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Registry API Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/rgybase.h>

Data Types

The following data types are used insec_rgy_* calls:

sec_rgy_handle_t
A pointer to the registry server handle. The registry server is bound to
a handle with thesec_rgy_site_open()routine.

sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_type_t
A enumeration that defines whether or not the binding is
authenticated. This data type is used in conjunction with the
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_tdata type to set up the authorization method
and parameters for a binding. Thesec_rgy_bind_auth_info_type_t
type consists of the following elements:

sec_rgy_bind_auth_none
The binding is not authenticated.

sec_rgy_bind_auth_dce
The binding uses DCE shared-secret key authentication.

sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t
A discriminated union that defines authorization and authentication
parameters for a binding. This data type is used in conjunction with the
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_type_tdata type to set up the authorization
method and parameters for a binding. Thesec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t
data type consists of the following elements:

info_type A sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_type_t data type that
specifies whether or not the binding is authenticated.
The contents of the union depend on the value of
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_type_t.
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For unauthenticated bindings
(sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_type_t =
sec_rgy_bind_auth_none), no parameters are supplied.

For authenticated bindings
(sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_type_t =
sec_rgy_bind_auth_dce), the dce_info structure is
supplied.

dce_info A structure that consists of the following elements:

authn_level An unsigned 32-bit integer indicating the
protection level for RPC calls made using
the server binding handle. The protection
level determines the degree to which
authenticated communications between
the client and the server are protected by
the authentication service specified by
authn_svc.

If the RPC runtime or the RPC protocol
in the bound protocol sequence does not
support a specified level, the level is
automatically upgraded to the next higher
supported level. The possible protection
levels are as follows:
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Protection Level Description

rpc_c_protect_level_default Uses the default protection level for the
specified authentication service. The default
protection level for DCE shared-secret key
authentication is
rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_value.

rpc_c_protect_level_none Performs no authentication: tickets are not
exchanged, session keys are not established,
client PACs or names are not certified, and
transmissions are in the clear. Note that
although uncertified PACs should not be
trusted, they may be useful for debugging,
tracing, and measurement purposes.

rpc_c_protect_level_connect Authenticates only when the client
establishes a relationship with the server.

rpc_c_protect_level_call Authenticates only at the beginning of each
remote procedure call when the server
receives the request. This level does not
apply to remote procedure calls made over a
connection-based protocol sequence (that is,
ncacn_ip_tcp). If this level is specified and
the binding handle uses a connection-based
protocol sequence, the routine uses the
rpc_c_protect_level_pkt level instead.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt Ensures that all data received is from the
expected client.
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Protection Level Description

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ Ensures and verifies that none of the data
transferred between client and server has
been modified. This is the highest
protection level that is guaranteed to be
present in the RPC runtime.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_privacy Authenticates as specified by all of the
previous levels and also encrypts each RPC
argument value. This is the highest
protection level, but is not guaranteed to be
present in the RPC runtime.

authn_svc Specifies the authentication service to
use. The exact level of protection
provided by the authentication service is
specified byprotect_level. The supported
authentication services are as follows:

Authentication Service Description

rpc_c_authn_none No authentication: no tickets are exchanged,
no session keys established, client PACs or
names are not transmitted, and transmissions
are in the clear. Specifyrpc_c_authn_none
to turn authentication off for remote
procedure calls made using this binding.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_default Default authentication service. The current
default authentication service is DCE
shared-secret key; therefore, specifying
rpc_c_authn_default is equivalent to
specifyingrpc_c_authn_dce_secret.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public DCE public key authentication (reserved for
future use).

authz_svc Specifies the authorization service
implemented by the server for the interface.
The validity and trustworthiness of
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authorization data, like any application
data, is dependent on the authentication
service and protection level specified. The
supported authorization services are as
follows:

Authentication Service Description

rpc_c_authz_none Server performs no authorization. This is
valid only if authn_svc is set to
rpc_c_authn_none, specifying that no
authentication is being performed.

rpc_c_authz_name Server performs authorization based on the
client principal name. This value cannot be
used ifauthn_svc is rpc_c_authn_none.

rpc_c_authz_dce Server performs authorization using the
client’s DCE privilege attribute certificate
(PAC) sent to the server with each remote
procedure call made with this binding.
Generally, access is checked against DCE
access control lists (ACLs).

identity A value of type sec_login_handle_tthat
represents a complete login context.

sec_timeval_sec_t
A 32-bit integer containing the seconds portion of a UNIXtimeval_t,
to be used when expressing absolute dates.

sec_timeval_t
A structure containing the full UNIX time. The structure contains two
32-bit integers that indicate seconds (sec) and microseconds (usec) since
0:00, January 1, 1970.

sec_timeval_period_t
A 32-bit integer expressing seconds relative to some well-known time.

sec_rgy_acct_key_t
Specifies how many parts (person, group, organization) of an account
login name will be enough to specify a unique abbreviation for that
account.
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sec_rgy_cursor_t
A structure providing a pointer into a registry database. This type is
used for iterative operations on the registry information. For example, a
call to sec_rgy_pgo_get_members()might return the 10 account names
following the inputsec_rgy_cursor_tposition. Upon return, the cursor
position will have been updated, so the next call to that routine will
return the next 10 names. The components of this structure are not
used by application programs.

sec_rgy_pname_t
A character string of lengthsec_rgy_pname_t_size.

sec_rgy_name_t
A character string of lengthsec_rgy_name_t_size.

sec_rgy_login_name_t
A structure representing an account login name. It contains three strings
of type sec_rgy_name_t:

pname The person name for the account.

gname The group name for the account.

oname The organization name for the account.

sec_rgy_member_t
A character string of lengthsec_rgy_name_t_size.

sec_rgy_foreign_id_t
The representation of a foreign ID. This structure contains two
components:

cell A string of type uuid_t representing the UUID of the
foreign cell.

principal A string of type uuid_t representing the UUID of the
principal.

sec_rgy_sid_t
A structure identifying an account. It contains three fields:

person The UUID of the person part of the account.

group The UUID of the group part of the account.

org The UUID of the organization part of the account.
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sec_rgy_unix_sid_t
A structure identifying an account with UNIX ID numbers. It contains
three fields:

person The UNIX ID of the person part of the account.

group The UNIX ID of the group part of the account.

org The UNIX ID of the organization part of the account.

sec_rgy_domain_t
This 32-bit integer specifies which naming domain a character string
refers to: person, group, or organization.

sec_rgy_pgo_flags_t
A 32-bit bitset containing flags pertaining to registry entries. This type
contains the following three flags:

sec_rgy_pgo_is_an_alias
If set, indicates the registry entry is an alias of another
entry.

sec_rgy_pgo_is_required
If set, the registry item is required and cannot be deleted.
An example of a required account is the one for the
registry server itself.

sec_rgy_pgo_projlist_ok
If the accompanying item is a person entry, this flag
indicates the person may have concurrent group sets. If
the item is a group entry, the flag means this group can
appear in a concurrent group set. The flag is undefined
for organization items.

sec_rgy_pgo_item_t
The structure identifying a registry item. It contains five components:

id The UUID of the registry item, inuuid_t form.

unix_num A 32-bit integer containing the UNIX ID number of the
registry item.

quota A 32-bit integer representing the maximum number of
user-defined groups the account owner can create.
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flags A sec_rgy_pgo_flags_tbitset containing information
about the entry.

fullname A sec_rgy_pname_tcharacter string containing a full
name for the registry entry. For a person entry, this field
might contain the real name of the account owner. For a
group, it might contain a description of the group. This
is just a data field, and registry queries cannot search on
the fullname entry.

sec_rgy_acct_admin_flags_t
A 32-bit bitset containing administration flags used as part of the
administrator’s information for any registry account. The set contains
three flags:

sec_rgy_acct_admin_valid
Specifies that the account is valid for login.

sec_rgy_acct_admin_server
If set, the account’s name can be used as a server name
in a ticket-granting ticket.

sec_rgy_acct_admin_client
If set, the account’s name can be used as a client name in
a ticket-granting ticket.

Note that you can prevent the principal from being authenticated,
by turning off both the sec_rgy_acct_admin_server and the
sec_rgy_acct_admin_client flags.

sec_rgy_acct_auth_flags_t
A 32-bit bitset containing account authorization flags used to implement
authentication policy as defined by the Kerberos Version 5 protocol.
The set contains the following flags:

sec_rgy_acct_auth_user_to_user
Forces the use of user-to-user server authentication on a
server principal.

sec_rgy_acct_auth_post_dated
Allows issuance of post-dated certificates.

sec_rgy_acct_auth_forwardable
Allows issuance of forwardable certificates.
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sec_rgy_acct_auth_tgt
Allows issuance of certificates based on ticket-granting
ticket (TGT) authentication. If this flag is not set, a
client requesting a service may have to supply a password
directly to the server.

sec_rgy_acct_auth_renewable
Allows issuance of renewable certificates.

sec_rgy_acct_auth_proxiable
Allows issuance of proxiable certificates.

sec_rgy_acct_auth_dup_session_key
Allows issuance of duplicate session keys.

sec_rgy_acct_admin_t
The portion of a registry account item containing components
relevant to administrators. This structure consists of the fields listed
below. Note that onlyexpiration_date, good_since_date, flags, and
authentication_flagscan be modified by an administrator; the remaining
fields are set by the security server.

creator This field, in foreign_id_t format , identifies the
administrator who created the registry account.

creation_date
Specifies the creation date of the account, in
sec_timeval_sec_tformat.

last_changer
Identifies the last person to change any of the account
information, inforeign_id_t format.

change_dateSpecifies the date of the last modification of the account
information, insec_timeval_sec_tformat.

expiration_date
The date after which the account will no longer be valid.
In sec_timeval_sec_tformat.

good_since_date
The Kerberos Version 5 TGT revocation date. TGTs
issued before this date will not be honored. In
sec_timeval_sec_tformat.
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flags Administrative flags in sec_rgy_acct_admin_flags_t
format.

authentication_flags
Authentication flags in sec_rgy_acct_auth_flags_t
format.

sec_rgy_acct_user_flags_t
A 32-bit bitset containing flags controlling user-modifiable
information. There is only one flag currently implemented. If
sec_rgy_acct_user_passwd_validis set, it indicates the user password
is valid. If it is not set, this flag prompts the user to change the
password on the next login attempt.

sec_rgy_acct_user_t
A structure containing registry account information. The structure
consists of the fields listed below. Note that only thegecos, homedir,
shell, and flags fields can be modified by the account owner or other
authorized user; the remaining fields are set by the security server.

gecos This is a character string (insec_rgy_pname_tformat)
containing information about the account user. It
generally consists of everything after the full name in the
UNIX gecosformat.

homedir The login directory for the account user, in
sec_rgy_pname_tformat.

shell The default shell for the account user, in
sec_rgy_pname_tformat.

passwd_version_number
An unsigned 32-bit integer, indicating the password
version number. This value is used as output only.

passwd The UNIX encrypted account password, in
sec_rgy_unix_passwd_buf_t format. This value
is used as output only.

passwd_dtmThe date the password was established, in
sec_timeval_sec_tformat.

flags Account user flags, insec_rgy_acct_user_flags_tformat.
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sec_rgy_plcy_pwd_flags_t
A 32-bit bitset containing two flags about password policy:

sec_rgy_plcy_pwd_no_spaces
If set, will not allow spaces in a password.

sec_rgy_plcy_pwd_non_alpha
If set, requires at least one nonalphanumeric character in
the password.

sec_rgy_plcy_t
A structure defining aspects of registry account policy. It contains five
components:

passwd_min_len
A 32-bit integer describing the minimum number of
characters in the account password.

passwd_lifetime
The number of seconds after a password’s creation until
it expires, insec_timeval_period_tformat.

passwd_exp_date
The expiration date of the account password, in
sec_timeval_sec_tformat.

acct_lifespan
The number of seconds after the creation of an account
before it expires, insec_timeval_period_tformat.

passwd_flags
Account password policy flags, in
sec_rgy_plcy_pwd_flags_tformat.

sec_rgy_plcy_auth_t
This type describes authentication policy. It is a structure
containing two time periods, insec_timeval_period_tformat. One,
max_ticket_lifetime, specifies the maximum length of the period
during which a ticket-granting ticket (TGT) will be valid. The other,
max_renewable_lifetime, specifies the maximum length of time for
which such a ticket may be renewed. This authentication policy
applies both to the registry as a whole as well as individual accounts.
The effective policy for a given account is defined to be the more
restrictive of the site and principal authentication policy.
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sec_rgy_properties_t
A structure describing some registry properties. It contains the
following:

read_version
A 32-bit integer describing the earliest version of thesecd
software that can read this registry.

write_version
A 32-bit integer describing the version of thesecd
software that wrote this registry.

minimum_ticket_lifetime
The minimum lifetime of an authentication certificate, in
sec_timeval_period_tformat.

default_certificate_lifetime
The normal lifetime of an an authentication certificate
(ticket-granting ticket in Kerberos parlance), in
sec_timeval_period_t format. Processes may request
authentication certificates with longer lifetimes up to,
but not in excess of, the maximum allowable lifetime as
determined by the effective policy for the account.

low_unix_id_person
The lowest UNIX number permissible for a person item
in the registry.

low_unix_id_group
The lowest UNIX number permissible for a group item in
the registry.

low_unix_id_org
The lowest UNIX number permissible for an organization
item in the registry.

max_unix_id
The largest UNIX number permissible for any registry
entry.

flags Property flags, insec_rgy_properties_flags_tformat.

realm The name of the cell, insec_rgy_name_tform, for which
this registry is the authentication service.
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realm_uuid The UUID of the same cell.

sec_rgy_properties_flags_t
A 32-bit bitset, containing flags concerning registry properties:

sec_rgy_prop_readonly
If set (TRUE), indicates that this registry is a query site.

sec_rgy_prop_auth_cert_unbound
If set (TRUE), the registry server will accept requests from
any site.

sec_rgy_prop_shadow_passwd
If the shadow password flag is set (TRUE), the registry
server will not include the account password when
responding to a request for the user data from a specified
account. This helps minimize the risk of an account
password being intercepted while traveling over the
network.

sec_rgy_prop_embedded_unix_id
Indicates that all UUIDs in this registry contain a UNIX
number embedded. This implies that the UNIX numbers
of objects in the registry cannot be changed, since UUIDs
are immutable.

sec_rgy_override_t
A 32-bit integer used as a flag for registry override mode. Possible
values are the constantssec_rgy_no_overrideand sec_rgy_override.
When this mode is enabled, override data supplied by the node
administrator will replace some of the data gotten from the registry
for a given person/account under certain conditions. These conditions
are as follows:

1. The registry permits the requested overrides to be set for this
machine.

2. The override data is intended for person/account at hand.

When the mode is override off, data from the registry is returned to the
end user or the application remains untouched.
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sec_rgy_mode_resolve_t
A 32-bit integer used as a flag for resolve mode. Possible values are the
constantssec_rgy_no_resolve_pnameand sec_rgy_resolve_pname.
When the mode is enabled, pathnames containing leading// (slashes)
will be translated into a form understandable by the local machine’s
NFS.

sec_rgy_unix_passwd_buf_t
A character array of UNIX password strings.

Constants

The following constants are used insec_rgy_calls:

sec_rgy_default_handle
The value of an unbound registry server handle.

sec_rgy_acct_key_t
The following 32-bit integer constants are used with the
sec_rgy_acct_key_tdata type:

sec_rgy_acct_key_none
Invalid key.

sec_rgy_acct_key_person
The person name alone is enough.

sec_rgy_acct_key_group
The person and group names are both necessary for the
account abbreviation.

sec_rgy_acct_key_org
The person, group, and organization names are all
necessary.

sec_rgy_acct_key_last
Key values must be less than this constant.

sec_rgy_pname_t_size
The maximum number of characters in asec_rgy_pname_t.

sec_rgy_name_t_size
The maximum number of characters in asec_rgy_name_t.
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sec_rgy_domain_t
The following 32-bit integer constants are the possible values of the
sec_rgy_domain_tdata type:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name in question refers to a person.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name in question refers to a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name in question refers to an organization.

sec_rgy_pgo_flags_t
A 32-bit constant equal to a variable of typesec_rgy_pgo_flags_twith
no flags set.

sec_rgy_quota_unlimited
A 32-bit integer. Set thequota field of the sec_rgy_pgo_item_ttype
to this constant to override the registry quota limitation.

sec_rgy_acct_admin_flags_t
A 32-bit integer. This is the value of thesec_rgy_acct_admin_flags_t
bitset when none of its flags are set.

sec_rgy_acct_auth_flags_none
A 32-bit integer. This is the value of thesec_rgy_acct_auth_flags_t
bitset when none of its flags are set.

sec_rgy_acct_user_flags_t
A 16-bit integer. This is the value of thesec_rgy_acct_user_flags_t
bitset when none of its flags are set.

sec_rgy_plcy_pwd_flags_t
A 16-bit integer. This is the value of thesec_rgy_policy_pwd_flags_t
bitset when none of its flags are set.

sec_rgy_properties_flags_t
A 16-bit integer. This is the value of thesec_rgy_properties_flags_t
bitset when none of its flags are set.

sec_rgy_override
A 32-bit integer, which turns registry override mode on. When this
mode is enabled, override data supplied by the node administrator will
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replace some of the data gotten from the registry for a given person/
account under certain conditions.

sec_rgy_no_override
A 32-bit integer, which turns off registry override mode.

sec_rgy_resolve_pname
A 32-bit integer, which turns on registry resolve mode. When the mode
is enabled, pathnames containing leading// (slashes) will be translated
into a form understandable by the local machine’s NFS.

sec_rgy_no_resolve_pname
A 32-bit integer, which turns off registry resolve mode.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rgybase.idl
The idl file from which rgybase.hwas derived.

Extended Registry Attribute Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/sec_attr_base.h>

Data Types

The following data types are used insec_rgy_attr calls:

sec_attr_twr_ref_t
A pointer to a tower. This data type is used with thesec_attr_twr_set_t
data type to allow a client to pass an unallocated array of towers, which
the server must allocate. Both data types are used in conjunction with
the sec_attr_bind_type_tdata type.

sec_attr_twr_set_t
A structure that defines an array of towers. This data type is used with
thesec_attr_twr_ref_t data type to allow a client to pass an unallocated
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array of towers, which the server must allocate. Both data types are
used in conjunction with thesec_attr_bind_type_t data type. The
sec_attr_twr_set_tstructure consists of the following elements:

count
An unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the number of
towers in the array.

towers[ ]
An array of pointers (of typesec_attr_twr_ref_t) to
towers.

sec_attr_bind_type_t
A 32-bit integer that specifies the type of binding used by an attribute
interface. The data type (which is used in conjunction with the
sec_attr_binding_t data type) uses the following constants:

sec_attr_bind_type_string
An RPC string binding.

sec_attr_bind_type_twrs
A DCE protocol tower representation of a bindings.

sec_attr_bind_type_svrname
A name inrpc_c_ns_syntaxformat that identifies a CDS
entry containing the server’s binding information. This
constant has the following structure:

name_syntax
Must be rpc_c_ns_syntax_dceto specify
that DCE naming rules are used to specify
name.

name
A pointer to a name of a CDS entry in
rpc_c_ns_syntax_dcesyntax.

sec_attr_binding_t
A discriminated union that supplies information to generate a binding
handle for a attribute trigger. This data type, which is used in
conjunction with thesec_attr_bind_info_t data type, is composed of
the following elements:

bind_type A value of type sec_attr_bind_type_t that defines the
type of binding used by an attribute interface. The
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contents oftagged union(see table) depend on the value
of sec_attr_bind_type_t.

tagged_union
A tagged union specifying the binding handle. The
contents of the tagged union depend on the value of
bind_type as follows:

If bind_type is... Then tagged_union is...

sec_attr_bind_type_string A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit
character string specifying an attribute’s
RPC string binding.

sec_attr_bind type_twrs An attribute’s tower binding
representation of type
sec_attr_twr_set_t.

sec_attr_bind_svrname A pointer to a name of type
sec_attr_bind_type_tthat specifies a
Cell Directory Service entry containing
a attribute trigger’s binding information.

sec_attr_binding_p_t
A pointer to asec_attr_binding_t union.

sec_attr_bind_auth_info_type_t
An enumeration that defines whether or not the binding is
authenticated. This data type is used in conjunction with
the sec_attr_bind_auth_info_t data type to set up the
authorization method and parameters for an RPC binding. The
sec_attr_bind_auth_info_type_t type consists of the following
elements:

sec_attr_bind_auth_none
The binding is not authenticated.

sec_attr_bind_auth_dce
The binding uses DCE shared-secret key authentication.

sec_attr_bind_auth_info_t
A discriminated union that defines authorization and authentication
parameters for a binding. This data type is used in conjunction
with the sec_attr_bind_auth_info_type_t data type to set up the
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authorization method and parameters for an RPC binding. The
sec_attr_bind_auth_info_t data type consists of the following
elements:

info_type A sec_attr_bind_auth_info_type_t data type that
specifies whether or not the binding is authenticated.
The contents oftagged union (below) depend on the
value ofsec_attr_bind_auth_info_type_t.

tagged_union
A tagged union specifying the method of authorization
and the authorization parameters. For unauthenticated
bindings (sec_attr_bind_auth_info_type_t =
sec_attr_bind_auth_none), no parameters
are supplied. For authenticated bindings
(sec_attr_bind_auth_info_type_t =
sec_attr_bind_auth_dce), the following union is
supplied:

svr_princ_name
A pointer to a character string that specifies
the principal name of the server referenced
by the binding handle.

protect_level
An unsigned 32-bit integer indicating the
protection level for RPC calls made using
the server binding handle. The protection
level determines the degree to which
authenticated communications between
the client and the server are protected by
the authentication service specified by
authn_svc.

If the RPC runtime or the RPC protocol
in the bound protocol sequence does not
support a specified level, the level is
automatically upgraded to the next higher
supported level. The possible protection
levels are as follows:
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Protection Level Description

rpc_c_protect_level_default Uses the default protection level for the
specified authentication service. The default
protection level for DCE shared-secret key
authentication is
rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_value

rpc_c_protect_level_none Performs no authentication: tickets are not
exchanged, session keys are not established,
client PACs or names are not certified, and
transmissions are in the clear. Note that
although uncertified PACs should not be
trusted, they may be useful for debugging,
tracing, and measurement purposes.

rpc_c_protect_level_connect Authenticates only when the client
establishes a relationship with the server.

rpc_c_protect_level_call Authenticates only at the beginning of each
remote procedure call when the server
receives the request. This level does not
apply to remote procedure calls made over a
connection-based protocol sequence (that is,
ncacn_ip_tcp). If this level is specified and
the binding handle uses a connection-based
protocol sequence, the routine uses the
rpc_c_protect_level_pkt level instead.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt Ensures that all data received is from the
expected client.
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Protection Level Description

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_integ Ensures and verifies that none of the data
transferred between client and server has
been modified. This is the highest
protection level that is guaranteed to be
present in the RPC runtime.

rpc_c_protect_level_pkt_privacy Authenticates as specified by all of the
previous levels and also encrypts each RPC
argument value. This is the highest
protection level, but is not guaranteed to be
present in the RPC runtime.

authn_svc Specifies the authentication service to
use. The exact level of protection
provided by the authentication service is
specified byprotect_level. The supported
authentication services are as follows:

Authentication Service Description

rpc_c_authn_none No authentication: no tickets are exchanged,
no session keys established, client PACs or
names are not transmitted, and transmissions
are in the clear. Specifyrpc_c_authn_none
to turn authentication off for remote
procedure calls made using this binding.

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_default Default authentication service. The current
default authentication service is DCE
shared-secret key; therefore, specifying
rpc_c_authn_default is equivalent to
specifyingrpc_c_authn_dce_secret.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public DCE public key authentication (reserved for
future use).

authz_svc
Specifies the authorization service
implemented by the server for the interface.
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The validity and trustworthiness of
authorization data, like any application
data, is dependent on the authentication
service and protection level specified. The
supported authorization services are as
follows:

Authentication Service Description

rpc_c_authz_none Server performs no authorization. This is
valid only if authn_svc is set to
rpc_c_authn_none, specifying that no
authentication is being performed.

rpc_c_authz_name Server performs authorization based on the
client principal name. This value cannot be
used ifauthn_svc is rpc_c_authn_none.

rpc_c_authz_dce Server performs authorization using the
client’s DCE privilege attribute certificate
(PAC) sent to the server with each remote
procedure call made with this binding.
Generally, access is checked against DCE
ACLs.

sec_attr_bind_info_t
A structure that specifies attribute trigger binding information.
This data type, which is used in conjunction with the
sec_attr_schema_entry_t data type, contains of the following
elements:

auth_info The binding authorization information of type
sec_attr_bind_auth_info_t.

num_bindings
An unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the number of
binding handles inbindings.

bindings An array of sec_attr_binding_t data types that specify
binding handles.

sec_attr_bind_info_p_t
A pointer to asec_attr_bind_info_t union.
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sec_attr_encoding_t
An enumerator that contains attribute encoding tags used to define the
legal encodings for attribute values. The data type, which is used in
conjunction with thesec_attr_value_t and sec_attr_schema_entry_t
data types, consists of the following elements:

sec_attr_enc_any
The attribute value can be of any legal encoding type.
This encoding tag is legal only in a schema entry. An
attribute entry must contain a concrete encoding type.

sec_attr_enc_void
The attribute has no value. It is simple a marker that is
either present or absent.

sec_attr_enc_printstring
The attribute value is a printable IDL string in DCE
portable character set.

sec_attr_enc_printstring_array
The attribute value is an array of printstrings.

sec_attr_enc_integer
The attribute value is a signed 32-bit integer.

sec_attr_enc_bytes
The attribute value is a string of bytes. The string is
assumed to be a pickle or some other self describing type.
(See also thesec_attr_enc_bytes_tdata type.)

sec_attr_enc_confidential_bytes
The attribute value is a string of bytes that have been
encrypted in the key of the principal object to which the
attribute is attached. The string is assumed to be a pickle
or some other self describing type. This encoding type
is useful only when attached to a principal object, where
it is decrypted and encrypted each time the principal’s
password changes. (See also thesec_attr_enc_bytes_t
data type.)

sec_attr_enc_i18n_data
The attribute value is an internationalized string of bytes
with a tag identifying the OSF registered codeset used to
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encode the data. (See also thesec_attr_i18n_data_tdata
type.)

sec_attr_enc_uuid
The attribute is a value of typeuuid_t, a DCE UUID.

sec_attr_enc_attr_set
The attribute value is an attribute set, a vector of attribute
UUIDs used to associate multiple related attribute
instances which are members of the set. (See also the
sec_attr_enc_attr_set_tdata type.)

sec_attr_enc_binding
The attribute value is asec_attr_bind_info_t data type
that specifies DCE server binding information.

sec_attr_enc_trig_binding
This encoding type is returned byrs_attr_lookup call. It
informs the client agent of the trigger binding information
of an attribute with a query trigger.

Unless sec_attr_enc_void or sec_attr_enc_any is specified, the
attribute values must conform to the attribute’s encoding type.

sec_attr_enc_bytes_t
A structure that defines the length of attribute encoding
values for attributes encoded assec_attr_enc_bytes and
sec_attr_enc_confidential_bytes. The structure, which is used
in conjunction with thesec_attr_value_tdata type, consists of

length An unsigned 32-bit integer that defines the data length.

data[ ] An array of bytes specifying the length of attribute
encoding data.

sec_attr_i18n_data_t
A structure that defines the codeset used for attributes encoded as
sec_attr_enc_il8n_dataand the length of the attribute encoding values.
The structure, which is used in conjunction with thesec_attr_value_t
data type, consists of

codeset An unsigned 32-bit identifier of a codeset registered with
the Open Software Foundation.

length An unsigned 32-bit integer that defines the data length.
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data[ ] An array of bytes specifying the length of attribute
encoding data.

sec_attr_enc_attr_set_t
A structure that that supplies the UUIDs of each member of an
attribute set. The structure, which is used in conjunction with the
sec_attr_value_tdata type, consists of

num_members
An unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the total number of
attribute’s in the set.

members[ ]
An array containing values of typeuuid_t, the UUID of
each member in the set.

sec_attr_enc_printstring_t
A structure that contains a printstring.

sec_attr_enc_printstring_p_t
A pointer to asec_attr_enc_printstring_t structure.

sec_attr_enc_str_array_t
A structure that defines a printstring array. It consists of

num_strings
An unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the number of
strings in the array.

strings[ ] An array of pointers (of type
sec_attr_enc_print_string_p_t) to printstrings.

sec_attr_value_t
A discriminated union that defines attribute values. The union, which
is used in conjunction with thesec_attr_t data type, consists of the
following elements:

attr_encoding
A sec_attr_encoding_tdata type that defines attribute
encoding. The contents oftagged uniondepend on the
value ofsec_attr_encoding_t.

tagged_union
A tagged union whose contents depend onattr_encoding
as follows:
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If attr_encoding is... Then tagged_union is...

sec_attr_enc_void NULL

sec_attr_enc_printstring A pointer toprintstring

sec_attr_enc_printstring_array A pointer to an array ofprintstring s

sec_attr_enc_integer signed_int, a 32-bit signed integer

sec_attr_enc_bytes bytes, a pointer to a structure of type
sec_attr_enc_bytes_t

sec_attr_enc_confidential_bytes bytes, a pointer to a structure of type
sec_attr_enc_bytes_t

sec_attr_enc_i18n_data idata, a pointer to a structure of type
sec_attr_i18n_data_t

sec_attr_end_uuid uuid, a value of typeuuid_t

sec_attr_enc_attr_set attr_set, a pointer to a structure of type
sec_attr_enc_attr_set_t

sec_attr_enc_binding binding, a pointer to a structure of type
sec_attr_binding_info_t

sec_attr_t
A structure that defines an attribute. The structure consists of

attr_id A value of typeuuid_t, the UUID of the attribute.

attr_value A value of typesec_attr_value_t.

sec_attr_acl_mgr_info_t
A structure that contains the access control information defined in
a schema entry for an attribute. The structure, which is used in
conjunction with thesec_attr_schema_entry_tdata type, consists of
the following elements:

acl_mgr_type
The value of typeuuid_t that specifies the UUID of the
ACL manager type that supports the object type to which
the attribute can be attached. This field provides a well-
defined context for evaluating the permission bits needed
to operate on the attribute. The following table lists the
ACL manager types for registry objects.
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Registry
Object Type

ACL Manager Type Valid
Permissions

principal 06ab9320-0191-11ca-a9e8-08001e039d7d rcDnfmaug

group 06ab9640-0191-11ca-a9e8-08001e039d7d rctDnfmM

organization 06ab9960-0191-11ca-a9e8-08001e039d7d rctDnfmM

directory 06ab9c80-0191-11ca-a9e8-08001e039d7d rcidDn

policy 06ab8f10-0191-11ca-a9e8-08001e039d7d rcma

replist 2ac24970-60c3-11cb-b261-08001e039d7d cidmAI

query_permset
Data of type sec_acl_permset_t that defines the
permission bits needed to access the attribute’s value.

update_permset
Data of type sec_acl_permset_t that defines the
permission bits needed to update the attribute’s value.

test_permset
Data of type sec_acl_permset_t that defines the
permission bits needed to test the attribute’s value.

delete_permset
Data of type sec_acl_permset_t that defines the
permission bits needed to delete an attribute instance.

sec_attr_acl_mgr_info_p_t
A pointer to asec_attr_acl_mgr_info_tstructure.

sec_attr_acl_mgr_info_set_t
A structure that defines an attribute’s ACL manager set. The structure
consists of the following elements:

num_acl_mgrs
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of
ACL managers in the ACL manager set.

mgr_info[ ] An array of pointers of typesec_attr_mgr_info_p_t that
define the ACL manager types in the ACL manager set
and the permission sets associated with the ACL manager
type.
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sec_attr_intercell_action_t
An enumerator that specifies the action that should be taken by the
privilege service when it reads acceptable attributes from a foreign cell.
A foreign attribute is acceptable only if there is either a schema entry
for the foreign cell or ifsec_attr_intercell_act_acceptis set totrue.

This enumerator, which is used in conjunction with the
sec_attr_schema_entry_tdata type, is composed of the following
elements:

sec_attr_intercell_act_accept
If the unique flag in thesec_attr_schema_entry_tdata
type is not set on, retain the attribute. If theunique flag
is set on, retain the attribute only if its value is unique
among all attribute instances of the same attribute type
within the cell.

sec_attr_intercell_act_reject
Discard the input attribute.

sec_attr_intercell_act_evaluate
Use the binding information in thetrig_binding field
of this sec_attr_schema_entry_tdata type to make a
sec_attr_trig_query call to a trigger server. That server
determines whether to retain the attribute value, discard
the attribute value, or map the attribute to another value(s).

sec_attr_trig_type_t
Specifies the trigger type, a flag that determines whether an attribute
trigger should be invoked for query operations. The data type, which
is used in conjunction with thesec_attr_schema_entry_tdata type,
uses the following constants:

sec_attr_trig_type_query
The attribute trigger server is invoked for query
operations.

sec_attr_trig_type_query
The attribute trigger server is invoked for update
operations.
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sec_attr_schema_entry_t
A structure that defines a complete attribute entry for the schema catalog.
The entry is identified by both a unique string name and a unique
attribute UUID. Although either can either can be used as a retrieval
key, the string name should be used for interactive access to the attribute
and the UUID for programmatic access. The attribute UUID is used
to identify the semantics defined for the attribute type in the schema.

The sec_attr_schema_entry_tdata type consists of the following
elements:

attr_name A pointer to the attribute name.

attr_id A value of typeuuid_t that identifies the attribute type.

attr_encoding
An enumerator of typesec_attr_encoding_tthat specifies
the attribute’s encoding.

acl_mgr_set A structure of typesec_attr_acl_mgr_info_set_t that
specifies the ACL manager types that support the objects
on which attributes of this type can be created and the
permission bits supported by that ACL manager type.

schema_entry_flags
An unsigned integer of typesec_attr_sch_entry_flags_t
that defines bitsets for the following flags:

unique When set on, this flag indicates that each
instance of this attribute type must have a
unique value within the cell for the object
type implied by the ACL manager type. If
this flag is not set on, uniqueness checks are
not performed for attribute writes.

multi_valued
When set on, this flag indicates that this
attribute type may be multivalued; in other
words, multiple instances of the same
attribute type can be attached to a single
registry object. If this flag is not set on,
only one instance of this attribute type can
be attached to an object.
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reserved When set on, this flag prevents the schema
entry from being deleted through any
interface or by any user. If this flag is
not set on, the entry can be deleted by any
authorized principal.

use_defaultsWhen set on, the system-defined default
attribute value will be returned on a client
query if an instance of this attribute does
not exist on the queried object. If this flag
is not set on, system defaults are not used.

intercell_action
An enumerator of typesec_attr_intercell_action_t that
specifies how the privilege service will handle attributes
from a foreign cell.

trig_types A flag of typesec_attr_trig_type_tthat specifies whether
whether a trigger can perform update or query operations.

trig_binding A pointer to a structure of typesec_attr_bind_info_t that
supplies the attribute trigger binding handle.

scope A pointer to a string that defines the objects to which the
attribute can be attached.

comment A pointer to a string that contains general comments about
the attribute.

sec_attr_schema_entry_parts_t
A 32-bit bitset containing flags that specify the schema entry fields that
can be modified on a schema entry update operation. This data type
contains the following flags:

sec_attr_schema_part_name
If set, indicates that the attribute name (attr_name) can
be changed.

sec_attr_schema_part_reserved
If set, indicates that the setting of the flag that determines
whether or not the schema entry can be deleted (reserved)
can be changed.
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sec_attr_schema_part_defaults
If set, indicates that the flag that determines whether or
not a query for a nonexistent attribute will not result
in a search for a system default (apply_default) can be
changed.

sec_attr_schema_part_trig_bind
If set, indicates that the trigger’s binding information
(trig_binding ) can be changed.

sec_attr_schema_part_comment
If set, indicates whether or not comments associated with
the schema entry (comment) can be changed.

sec_attr_component_name_t
A pointer to a character string used to further specify the object to which
the attribute is attached. (Note that this data type is analogous to the
sec_acl_component_name_tdata type in the ACL interface.)

sec_attr_cursor_t
A structure that provides a pointer into a registry database and is used
for multiple database operations.

This cursor must minimally represent the object indicated by
xattrschema in the schema interfaces, orcomponent_namein the
attribute interfaces. The cursor may additionally represent an entry
within that schema or an attribute instance on that component.

sec_attr_srch_cursor_t
A structure that provides a pointer into a registry database and is used
for multiple database operations. The cursor must minimally represent
the list of all objects managed by this server that possess the search
attributes specified in thesec_attr_srch_cursor_init routine. It may
additionally represent a given object within this list as well as attribute
instance(s) possessed by that object.

sec_attr_trig_cursor_t
A structure that provides an attribute trigger cursor for interactive
operations. The structure consists of the following elements:

source A value of typeuuid_t that provides a UUID to identify
the server that initialized the cursor.
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object_handle
A signed 32-bit integer that identifies the object
(specified byxattrschema in the schema interface or
component_namein the attribute interface) upon which
the operation is being performed.

entry_handle
A signed 32-bit integer that identifies the current entry
(schema_entryin the schema interface orattribute
instancein the attribute interface) for the operation.

valid A Boolean field with the following values:

true (1) Indicates an initialized cursor.

false (0) Indicates an uninitialized cursor.

sec_attr_trig_timeval_sec_t
A 32-bit integer containing the seconds portion of a UNIXtimeval_t,
to be used when expressing absolute dates.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which sec_attr_base.hwas derived.

Constants

The following constants are used insec_attr calls:

sec_attr_bind_auth_dce
The binding uses DCE shared-secret key authentication.

sec_attr_bind_auth_none
The binding is not authenticated.

sec_attr_bind_type_string
The attribute uses an RPC string binding.

sec_attr_bind_type_svrname
The attribute uses a name inrpc_c_ns_syntaxformat that identifies a
CDS entry containing the server’s binding information. This constant
has the following structure:
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name_syntax
Must be rpc_c_ns_syntax_dce to specify that DCE
naming rules are used to specifyname.

name A pointer to a name of a CDS entry in
rpc_c_ns_syntax_dcesyntax.

sec_attr_bind_type_twr
The attribute uses a DCE protocol tower binding representation.

sec_attr_trig_type_t
The following 32-bit constants are used with thesec_attr_trig_type_t
data type:

sec_attr_trig_type_queryThe trigger server can perform
only query operations.

sec_attr_trig_type_update The trigger server can
perform only update operations.

sec_attr_intercell_action_t
The following constants are used with thesec_attr_intercell_action_t
data type:

sec_attr_intercell_act_accept
If the unique flag in thesec_attr_schema_entry_tdata
type is not set on, retain attributes from a foreign cell. If
the unique flag is set on, retain the foreign attribute only
if its value is unique among all attribute instances of the
same attribute type within the cell.

sec_attr_intercell_act_reject
Discard attributes from a foreign cell.

sec_attr_intercell_act_evaluate
A trigger server determines whether to retain foreign
attributes, discard foreign attributes, or map foreign
attribute to another value(s).

sec_attr_schema_entry_parts_t
The following constants are used with the
sec_attr_schema_entry_parts_tdata type:
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sec_attr_schema_part_name
Indicates that the attribute name can be changed in an
schema update operation.

sec_attr_schema_part_reserved
Indicates that the setting of thereserved flag can be
changed in a schema entry update.

sec_attr_schema_part_defaults
Indicates that theapply_default flag can be changed in a
schema entry update operation.

sec_attr_schema_part_trig_bind
Indicates that trigger binding information can be changed
in a schema entry update operation.

sec_attr_schema_part_comment
Indicates that comments associated with the schema entry
can be changed in a schema entry update.

Login API Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/sec_login.h>

Data Types

The following data types are used insec_login_calls:

sec_login_handle_t
This is an opaque pointer to a data structure representing a complete
login context. The context includes a principal’s network credentials,
as well as other account information. The network credentials are also
referred to as the principal’s ticket-granting ticket.
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sec_login_flags_t
A 32-bit set of flags describing restrictions on the use of a principal’s
validated network credentials. Currently, only one flag is implemented.
Possible values are:

sec_login_no_flags
No special flags are set.

sec_login_credentials_private
Restricts the validated network credentials to the current
process. If this flag is not set, it is permissible to share
credentials with descendents of current process.

sec_login_auth_src_t
An enumerated set describing how the login context was authorized.
The possible values are:

sec_login_auth_src_network
Authentication accomplished through the normal network
authority. A login context authenticated this way will
have all the network credentials it ought to have.

sec_login_auth_src_local
Authentication accomplished via local data.
Authentication occurs locally if a principal’s account is
tailored for the local machine, or if the network authority
is unavailable. Since login contexts authenticated locally
have no network credentials, they may not be used for
network operations.

sec_login_auth_src_overridden
Authentication accomplished via the override facility.

sec_login_passwd_t
The sec_login_get_pwent()call will return a pointer to a password
structure, which depends on the underlying registry structure.

In most cases, the structure will look like that supported by Berkeley
4.4BSD and OSF/1, which looks like this:

struct passwd {
char *pw_name; * user name *
char *pw_passwd; * encrypted password *
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int pw_uid; * user uid *
int pw_gid; * user gid *
time_t pw_change; * password change time *
char *pw_class; * user access class *
char *pw_gecos; * Honeywell login info *
char *pw_dir; * home directory *
char *pw_shell; * default shell *
time_t pw_expire; * account expiration *

};

sec_passwd_rec_t
A structure containing either a plaintext password or a preencrypted
buffer of password data. Thesec_passwd_rec_tstructure consists of
three components:

version_number
The version number of the password.

pepper A character string combined with the password before an
encryption key is derived from the password.

key A structure consists of the following components:

key_type The key type can be the following:

sec_passwd_plain
Indicates that a printable
string of data is stored in
plain.

sec_passwd_des
Indicates that an array of data
is stored indes_key.

tagged_union
A structure specifying the password. The
value of the structure depends onkey_type.
If key_type is sec_passwd_plain, structure
contains plain, a character string. If
key_type is sec_passwd_des, the structure
contains des_key, a DES key of type
sec_passwd_des_key_t.
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Constants

The following constants are used insec_login_calls:

sec_login_default_handle
The value of a login context handle before setup or validation.

sec_login_flags_t
The following two constants are used with thesec_login_flags_ttype:

sec_login_no_flags
No special flags are set.

sec_login_credentials_private
Restricts the validated network credentials to the current
process. If this flag is not set, it is permissible to share
credentials with descendents of current process.

sec_login_remote_uid
Used in thesec_login_passwd_tstructure for users from remote cells.

sec_login_remote_gid
Used in thesec_login_passwd_tstructure for users from remote cells.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which sec_login.hwas derived.

Extended Privilege Attribute API Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/id_epac.h>
#include <dce/nbase.h>
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Data Types

The following data types are used in extended privilege attribute calls and in the
sec_login_credcalls that implement extended privilege attributes.

sec_cred_cursor_t
A structure that provides an input/output cursor used to iterate
through a set of delegates in thesec_cred_get_delegate()or
sec_login_cred_get_delegate()calls. This cursor is initialized by the
sec_cred_initialize_cursor()or sec_login_cred_init_cursor()call.

sec_cred_attr_cursor_t
A structure that provides an input/output cursor used to iterate through
a set of extended attributes in thesec_cred_get_extended_attributes()
call. This cursor is initialized by thesec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor()
call.

sec_id_opt_req_t
A structure that specifies application-defined optional restrictions. The
sec_id_opt_req_tdata type is composed of the following elements:

restriction_len
An unsigned 16-bit integer that defines the size of the
restriction data.

restrictions
A pointer to abyte_t that contains the restriction data.

sec_rstr_entry_type_t
An enumerator that specifies the entry types for delegate and
target restrictions. This data type is used in conjunction with
the sec_id_restriction_t data type where the specific UUID(s), if
appropriate, are supplied. It consists of the following components:

sec_rstr_e_type_user
The target is a local principal identified by UUID. This
type conforms with the POSIX 1003.6 standard.

sec_rstr_e_type_group
The target is a local group identified by UUID. This type
conforms with the POSIX 1003.6 standard.

sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_user
The target is a foreign principal identified by principal and
cell UUID.
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sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_group
The target is a foreign group identified by group and cell
UUID.

sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_other
The target is any principal that can authenticate to the
foreign cell identified by UUID.

sec_rstr_e_type_any_other
The target is any principal that can authenticate to any
cell, but is not identified in any other type entry.

sec_rstr_e_type_no_other
No pincipal can act as a target or delegate.

sec_id_restriction_t
A discriminated union that defines delegate and target restrictions. The
union, which is used in conjunction with thesec_restriction_set_tdata
type, consists of the following elements:

entry_type A sec_rstr_entry_type_t that defines the ACL entry
types for delegate and target restrictions. The value of
tagged_uniondepends on the value ofentry_type.

tagged_union
A tagged union whose contents depend onentry_type as
follows:

If entry_type is... Then tagged_union is...

sec_rstr_e_type_any_other NULL

sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_other foreign_id that identifies the foreign
cell.

sec_rstr_e_type_user
Sec_rstr_e_type_group

id, a sec_id_tthat identifies the user or
group.

sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_user
sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_group

foreign_id, a sec_id_foreign_tthat
identifies the foreign user or group.

sec_id_restriction_set_t
A structure that that supplies delegate and target restrictions. The
structure consists of
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num_restrictions
A 16-bit unsigned integer that defines the number of
restrictions inrestrictions.

restrictions A pointer to a sec_id_restriction_t that contains the
restrictions.

sec_id_compatibility_mode_t
A unsigned 16 bit integer that defines the compatibility between current
and pre-1.1 servers. The data type uses the following constants:

sec_id_compat_mode_none
Compatibility mode is off.

sec_id_compat_mode_initiator
Compatibility mode is on. The 1.0 PAC data extracted
from the EPAC of the chain initiator.

sec_id_compat_mode_caller
Compatibility mode is on. The 1.0 PAC data extracted
from the last delegate in the delegation chain.

sec_id_delegation_type_t
An unsigned 16 bit integer that defines the delegation type. The data
type uses the following constants:

sec_id_deleg_type_none
Delegation is not allowed.

sec_id_deleg_type_traced
Traced delegation is allowed.

sec_id_deleg_type_impersonation
Simple (impersonation) delegation is allowed.

sec_id_pa_t An structure that contains pre-1.1 PAC data extracted from an EPAC of
a current version server. This data type, which is used for compatibility
with pre-1.1 servers, consists of the following elements:

realm A value of type sec_id_t that contains the UUID that
identifies the cell in which the principal associated with
the PAC exists.

principal A value of typesec_id_t that contains the UUID of the
principal.
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group A value of typesec_id_t that contains the UUID of the
principal’s primary group.

num_groups
An unsigned 16-bit integer that specifies the number of
groups in the principal’s groupset.

groups An array of pointers tosec_id_ts that contain the UUIDs
of the each group in the principal’s groupset.

num_foreign_groupsets
An unsigned 16-bit integer that specifies the number of
foreign groups for the principal’s groupset.

foreign_groupsets
An array of pointers tosec_id_ts that contain the UUIDs
of the each group in the principal’s groupset.

sec_id_pac_t
An structure that contains a pre-1.1 PAC. This data type, which is used
as output of thesec_cred_get_v1_paccall, consists of the following
elements:

pac_type
A value of typesec_id_pac_format_tthat can be used to
describe the PAC format.

authenticated
A boolean field that indicates whether or not the PAC
is authenticated (obtained from an authenticated source).
FALSE indicates that the PAC is not authenticated.
No authentication protocol was used in the rpc that
transmitted the identity of the caller. TRUE indicates
that the PAC is authenticated.

realm A value of type sec_id_t that contains the UUID that
identifies the cell in which the principal associated with
the PAC exists.

principal A value of typesec_id_t that contains the UUID of the
principal.

group For local principals, a value of typesec_id_tthat contains
the UUID of the principal’s primary group.
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num_groups An unsigned 16-bit integer that specifies the number of
groups in the principal’s groupset.

groups
An array of pointers tosec_id_ts that contain the UUIDs
of the each group in the principal’s groupset.

num_foreign_groups
An unsigned 16-bit integer that specifies the number of
foreign groups in the principal’s groupset.

foreign_groups
An array of pointers tosec_id_ts that contain the UUIDs
of the each foreign group in the principal’s groupset.

sec_id_pac_format_t
An enumerator that can be used to describe the PAC format.

sec_id_t A structure that contains UUIDs for principals, groups, or organizations
and an optional printstring name. Since a UUID is an handle for the
object’s identity, thesec_id_tdata type is the basic unit for identifying
principals, groups, and organizations.

Because the printstring name is dynamically allocated, this datatype
requires a destructor function. Generally, however, thesec_id_t is
embedded in other data types (ACLs, for example), and these datatypes
have a destructor function to release the printstring storage.

The sec_id_tdata type is composed of the following elements:

uuid A value of typeuuid_t, the UUID of the principal, group,
or organization.

name A pointer to a character string containing the name of the
principal, group, or organization.

sec_id_foreign_t
A structure that contains UUIDs for principals, groups, or organizations
for objects in a foreign cell and the UUID that identifies the foreign cell.
The sec_id_foreign_tdata type is composed of the following elements:

id A value of typesec_id_tthat contains the UUIDs of the
objects from the foreign cell.
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realm A value of typesec_id_t that contains the UUID of the
foreign cell.

sec_id_foreign_groupset_t
A structure that contains UUIDs for set of groups in a foreign cell and the
UUID that identifies the foreign cell. Thesec_id_foreign_groupset_t
data type is composed of the following elements:

realm
A value of typesec_id_t that contain the UUID of the
foreign cell.

num_groups
An unsigned 16-bit integer specifying the number of group
UUIDs in groups.

groups
A printer to a sec_id_t that contains the UUIDs of the
groupset from the foreign cell.

Constants

The following constants are used in the extended privilege attribute calls and in the
the sec_logincalls that implement extended privilege attributes:

sec_id_compat_mode_none
Compatibility mode is off.

sec_id_compat_mode_initiator
Compatibility mode is on. The 1.0 PAC data extracted from the EPAC
of the chain initiator.

sec_id_compat_mode_caller
Compatibility mode is on. The 1.0 PAC data extracted from the last
delegate in the delegation chain.

sec_id_deleg_type_none
Delegation is not allowed.

sec_id_deleg_type_traced
Traced delegation is allowed.

sec_id_deleg_type_impersonation
Simple (impersonation) delegation is allowed.
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sec_rstr_e_type_user
The delegation target is a local principal identified by UUID. This type
conforms with the POSIX 1003.6 standard.

sec_rstr_e_type_group
The delegation target is a local group identified by UUID. This type
conforms with the POSIX 1003.6 standard.

sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_user
The delegation target is a foreign principal identified by principal and
cell UUID.

sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_group
The delegation target is a foreign group identified by group and cell
UUID.

sec_rstr_e_type_foreign_other
The delegation target is any principal that can authenticate to the foreign
cell identified by UUID.

sec_rstr_e_type_any_other
The delegation target is any principal that can authenticate to any cell,
but is not identified in any other type entry.

sec_rstr_e_type_no_other
No pincipal can act as a target or delegate.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_cred.idl
The idl file from which sec_cred.hwas derived.

/usr/include/dce/sec_epac.idl
The idl file from which sec_epac.hwas derived.

/usr/include/dce/sec_nbase.idl
The idl file from which sec_nbase.hwas derived.
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ACL API Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/aclbase.h>

Data Types

The following data types are used insec_acl_calls:

sec_acl_handle_t
A pointer to an opaque handle bound to an ACL that is the
subject of a test or examination. The handle is bound to the
ACL with sec_acl_bind(). An unbound handle has the value
sec_acl_default_handle.

sec_acl_posix_semantics_t
A flag that indicates which, if any, POSIX ACL semantics an ACL
manager supports. The following constants are defined for use with
the sec_acl_posix_semantics_tdata type:

sec_acl_posix_no_semantics
The manager type does not support POSIX semantics.

sec_acl_posix_mask_obj
The manager type supports themask_obj entry type and
POSIX 1003.6 Draft 12 ACL mask entry semantics.

sec_acl_t This data type is the fundamental type for the ACL manager interfaces.
Thesec_acl_ttype contains a complete access control list, made up of a
list of entry fields (typesec_acl_entry_t). The default cell identifies the
authentication authority for simple ACL entries (foreign entries identify
their own foreign cells). Thesec_acl_manager_typeidentifies the
manager to interpret this ACL.

The sec_acl_ttype is a structure containing the following fields:

default_realm
A structure of typesec_acl_id_t, this identifies the UUID
and (optionally) the name of the default cell.
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sec_acl_manager_type
Contains the UUID of the ACL manager type.

num_entries
An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of ACL
entries in this ACL.

sec_acl_entries
An array containingnum_entries pointers to different
ACL entries, each of typesec_acl_entry_t.

sec_acl_p_t
This data type, simply a pointer to asec_acl_t, is for use with the
sec_acl_list_tdata type.

sec_acl_list_t
This data type is a structure containing an unsigned 32-bit integer
num_aclsthat describes the number of ACLs indicated by its companion
array of pointers,sec_acls, of type sec_acl_p_t.

sec_acl_entry_t
The sec_acl_entry_t type is a structure made up of the following
components:

perms A set of flags of typesec_acl_permset_tthat describe
the permissions granted for the principals identified by
this ACL entry. Note that if a principal matches more
than one ACL entry, the effective permissions will be the
most restrictive combination of all the entries.

entry_info A structure containing two members:

entry_type A flag of type sec_acl_entry_type_t,
indicating the type of ACL entry.

tagged_union
A tagged union whose contents depend on
the type of the entry.

The types of entries indicated byentry_type can be the following:

sec_acl_e_type_user_obj
The entry contains permissions for the implied user object.
This type is described in the POSIX 1003.6 standard.
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sec_acl_e_type_group_obj
The entry contains permissions for the implied group
object. This type is described in the POSIX 1003.6
standard.

sec_acl_e_type_other_obj
The entry contains permissions for principals not
otherwise named through user or group entries. This
type is described in the POSIX 1003.6 standard.

sec_acl_e_type_user
The entry contains a key that identifies a user. This type
is described in the POSIX 1003.6 standard.

sec_acl_e_type_group
The entry contains a key that identifies a group. This
type is described in the POSIX 1003.6 standard.

sec_acl_e_type_mask_obj
The entry contains the maximum permissions for all
entries other thanmask_obj, unauthenticated, user_obj,
other_obj.

sec_acl_e_type_foreign_user
The entry contains a key that identifies a user and the
foreign realm.

sec_acl_e_type_foreign_group
The entry contains a key that identifies a group and the
foreign realm.

sec_acl_e_type_foreign_other
The entry contains a key that identifies a foreign realm.
Any user that can authenticate to the foreign realm will
be allowed access.

sec_acl_e_type_any_other
The entry contains permissions to be applied to
any accessor who can authenticate to any realm,
but is not identified in any other entry (except
sec_acl_e_type_unauthenticated).
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sec_acl_e_type_unauthenticated
The entry contains permissions to be applied when the
accessor does not pass authentication procedures. A
privilege attribute certificate will indicate that the caller’s
identity is not authenticated. The identity is used to
match against the standard entries, but the access rights
are masked by this mask. If this mask does not exist in
an ACL, the ACL is assumed to grant no access and all
unauthenticated access attempts will be denied.

Great care should be exercised when allowing
unauthenticated access to an object. Almost by
definition, unauthenticated access is very easy to spoof.
The presence of this mask on an ACL essentially means
that anyone can get at least as much access as allowed
by the mask.

sec_acl_e_type_extended
The entry contains additional pickled data. This kind of
entry cannot be interpreted, but can be used by an out-of-
date client when copying an ACL from one manager to
another (assuming that the two managers each understand
the data).

The contents of the tagged union depend on the entry type.

For the following entry types, the union contains a UUID and an optional
print string (calledentry_info.tagged_union.idwith type sec_id_t) for
an identified local principal, or for an identified foreign realm.

• sec_acl_e_type_user

• sec_acl_e_type_group

• sec_acl_type_foreign_other

For the following entry types, the union contains two UUIDs and
optional print strings (calledentry_info.tagged_union.foreign_idwith
type sec_id_foreign_t) for an identified foreign principal and its realm.

• sec_acl_e_type_foreign_user

• sec_acl_e_type_foreign_group
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For an extended entry (sec_acl_e_type_extended), the union contains
entry_info.tagged_union.extended_info, a pointer to an information
block of typesec_acl_extend_info_t.

sec_acl_permset_t
A 32-bit set of permission flags. The flags currently represent the
conventional file system permissions (read, write, execute) and the
extended DFS permissions (owner, insert, delete).

The unused flags represent permissions that can only be
interpreted by the manager for the object. For example,
sec_acl_perm_unused_00000080may mean to one ACL manager that
withdrawals are allowed, and to another ACL manager that rebooting
is allowed.

The following constants are defined for use with thesec_acl_permset_t
data type:

sec_acl_perm_read
The ACL allows read access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_write
The ACL allows write access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_execute
The ACL allows execute access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_control
The ACL allows the ACL itself to be modified.

sec_acl_perm_insert
The ACL allows insert access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_delete
The ACL allows delete access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_test
The ACL allows access to the protected object only to the
extent of being able to test for existence.

The bits from 0x00000080 to 0x80000000 are not used by
the conventional ACL permission set. Constants of the form
sec_acl_perm_unused_00000080have been defined so application
programs can easily use these bits for extended ACLs.
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sec_acl_extend_info_t
This is an extended information block, provided for future extensibility.
Primarily, this allows an out-of-date client to read an ACL from a newer
manager and apply it to another (up-to-date) manager. The data cannot
be interpreted by the out-of-date client without access to the appropriate
pickling routines (that presumably are unavailable to such a client).

In general, ACL managers should not accept ACLs that contain entries
the manager does not understand. The manager clearly cannot perform
the security service requested by an uninterpretable entry, and it is
considered a security breach to lead a client to believe that the manager
is performing a particular class of service if the manager cannot do so.

The data structure is made up of the following components:

extension_type
The UUID of the extension type.

format_label
The format of the label, inndr_format_t form.

num_bytes An unsigned 32-bit integer indicating the number of bytes
containing the pickled data.

pickled_data
The byte array containing the pickled data.

sec_acl_type_t
Thesec_acl_type_ttype differentiates among the various types of ACLs
an object can possess. Most file system objects will only have one ACL
controlling the access to that object, but objects that control the creation
of other objects (sometimes referred to ascontainers) may have more.
For example, a directory can have three different ACLs: the directory
ACL, controlling access to the directory; the initial object (or default
object) ACL, which serves as a mask when creating new objects in the
directory; and the initial directory (or default directory) ACL, which
serves as a mask when creating new directories (containers).

Thesec_acl_type_tis an enumerated set containing one of the following
values:

sec_acl_type_object
The ACL refers to the specified object.
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sec_acl_type_default_object
The ACL is to be used when creating objects in the
container.

sec_acl_type_default_container
The ACL is to be used when creating nested containers.

The following values are defined but not currently used. They are
available for application programs that may create an application-
specific ACL definition.

• sec_acl_type_unspecified_3

• sec_acl_type_unspecified_4

• sec_acl_type_unspecified_5

• sec_acl_type_unspecified_6

• sec_acl_type_unspecified_7

sec_acl_printstring_t
A sec_acl_printstring_t structure contains a printable representation
for a permission in asec_acl_permset_tpermission set. This allows
a generic ACL editing tool to be used for application-specific ACLs.
The tool need not know the printable representation for each permission
bit in a given permission set. Thesec_acl_get_printstring()function
will query an ACL manager for the print strings of the permissions it
supports. The structure consists of three components:

printstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_len describing the printable
representation of a specified permission.

helpstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_help_lencontaining some text that
may be used to describe the specified permission.

permissions A sec_acl_permset_t permission set describing the
permissions that will be represented with the specified
print string.

sec_acl_component_name_t
This type is a pointer to a character string, to be used to specify the
entity a given ACL is protecting.
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Constants

The following constants are used insec_acl_calls:

sec_acl_default_handle
The value of an unbound ACL manager handle.

sec_rgy_acct_key_t
The following 32-bit integer constants are used with the
sec_rgy_acct_key_tdata type:

sec_rgy_acct_key_none
Invalid key.

sec_rgy_acct_key_person
The person name alone is enough.

sec_rgy_acct_key_group
The person and group names are both necessary for the
account abbreviation.

sec_rgy_acct_key_org
The person, group, and organization names are all
necessary.

sec_rgy_acct_key_last
Key values must be less than this constant.

sec_rgy_pname_t_size
The maximum number of characters in asec_rgy_pname_t.

sec_acl_permset_t
The following constants are defined for use with thesec_acl_permset_t
data type:

sec_acl_perm_read
The ACL allows read access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_write
The ACL allows write access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_execute
The ACL allows execute access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_owner
The ACL allows owner-level access to the protected
object.
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sec_acl_perm_insert
The ACL allows insert access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_delete
The ACL allows delete access to the protected object.

sec_acl_perm_test
The ACL allows access to the protected object only to the
extent of being able to test for existence.

sec_acl_perm_unused_00000080 –
sec_acl_perm_unused_0x80000000

The bits from 0x00000080 to 0x80000000 are not used
by the conventional ACL permission set. Constants have
been defined so application programs can easily use these
bits for extended ACLs.

sec_acl_printstring_len
The maximum length of the printable representation of an ACL
permission. (Seesec_acl_printstring_t.)

sec_acl_printstring_help_len
The maximum length of a help message to be associated with a
supported ACL permission. (Seesec_acl_printstring_t.)

Files

/usr/include/dce/aclbase.idl
The idl file from which aclbase.hwas derived.

Key Management API Data Types

Notes

Key management operations that take a keydata argument expect a pointer to a
sec_passwd_rec_tstructure, and those that take a keytype argument (void * ) expect
a pointer to asec_passwd_type_t. Key management operations that yield a keydata
argument as output set the pointer to an array ofsec_passwd_rec_t. (The array is
terminated by an element with a key type ofsec_passwd_none.)
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Operations that take a keydata argument expect a pointer to asec_passwd_rec_t
structure. Operations that yield a keydata argument as output set the pointer to
an array ofsec_passwd_rec_t. (The array is terminated by an element with key
type sec_passwd_none.) Operations that take a keytype argument (void * ) expect a
pointer to asec_passwd_type_t.

Synopsis

#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

Data Types

sec_passwd_type_t
An enumerated set describing the currently supported key types. The
possible values are as follows:

sec_passwd_none
Indicates no key types are supported.

sec_passwd_plain
Indicates that the key is a printable string of data.

sec_passwd_des
Indicates that the key is DES encrypted data.

sec_passwd_privkey
Indicates that the key is a private or public key of a public
key pair used in public key authentication.

sec_passwd_genprivkey
Indicates the modulus bit size of the private key to
be generated for a public key pair used in public key
authentication.

sec_passwd_rec_t
A structure containing any of the following: a plaintext password,
a preencrypted buffer of password data, a public-key-pair generation
request, or a public or private key. Thesec_passwd_rec_tstructure
consists of three components:
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version_number
The version number of the password.

pepper A character string combined with the password before an
encryption key is derived from the password.

key A structure consists of the following components:

key_type The key type can be the following:

sec_passwd_plain
Indicates that a printable
string of data is stored in
plain.

sec_passwd_des
Indicates that an array of data
is stored indes_key.

sec_passwd_privkey
Indicates that X.509 ASN.1
DER-encoded data is stored
in priv_key.

sec_passwd_genprivkey
Indicates that unsigned
32-bit data is stored in
modulus_size.

tagged_union
A structure specifying the password. The
value of the structure depends onkey_type.

If key_type is sec_passwd_plain, the
structure containsplain, a character string.

If key_type is sec_passwd_des, the
structure containsdes_key, a DES key of
type sec_passwd_des_key_t.
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If key_type is sec_passwd_privkey, the
structure containspriv_key, a public or
private key of typesec_pk_data_t.

If key_type is sec_passwd_genprivkey, the
structure containsmodulus_size, unsigned
32-bit data.

sec_passwd_version_t
An unsigned 32-bit integer that defines the password version number.
You can supply a version number or a 0 for no version number. If you
supply the constantsec_passwd_c_version_none, the security service
supplies a system-generated version number.

sec_key_mgmt_authn_service
A 32-bit unsigned integer whose purpose is to indicate the authentication
service in use, since a server may have different keys for different levels
of security. The possible values of this data type and their meanings
are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_none
No authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_private
DCE private key authentication (an implementation of the
Kerberos system).

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

Constants

There are no constants specially defined for use with the key management API.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which keymgmt.h was derived.
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ID Mapping API Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/secidmap.h>

Data Types

No special data types are defined for the ID mapping API.

Constants

No special constants are defined for the ID mapping API.

Files

/usr/include/dce/secidmap.idl
The idl file from which secidmap.hwas derived.

Password Management API Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.h>

Data Types

The following data types are used insec_pwd_mgmt_calls:

sec_passwd_mgmt_handle_t
A pointer to an opaque handle consisting of password
management information about a principal. It is returned by
sec_pwd_mgmt_setup().
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Constants

There are no constants specially defined for use with the password management API.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.idl
The idl file from which sec_pwd_mgmt.hwas derived.

Public Key API Data Types

Synopsis

#include <dce/sec_pk.h>

Data Types

The following data types are used insec_pkcalls:

sec_pk_domain_t
A UUID of type uuid_t associated with the application domain in which
a public or private key is used.

sec_pk_usage_flags_t
A 32k-bit set of key-usage flags that describe the use of a key or key
pair. The flags are:

sec_pk_usage_digitalSignature

sec_pk_usage_nonRepudiation

sec_pk_usage_keyEncipherment

sec_pk_usage_keyAgreement
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sec_pk_usage_keyCertSign

sec_pk_usage_offLineCRLSign

These flags are described in the X.509 (1993E) AM 1 standard.

sec_pk_data_t
A structure that points to an X.509 or X.511 ASN.1 DER-encoded value.
Thesec_pk_data_tdata type acts as a base for the following data types,
which are aliases forsec_pk_data_t:

sec_pk_gen_data_t

sec_pk_pubkey_t

sec_pk_pvtkey_t

sec_pk_signed_t

sec_pk_encrypted_t

sec_pk_algorithm_id_t

The alias data types indicate the specific information pointed to by
sec_pk_data_t. Instead of usingsec_pk_data_tdirectly, use the alias
data types.

The sec_pk_data_tdata type consists of the following elements:

len The size ofdata.

data A pointer to a character string.

sec_pk_gen_data_t
A structure that acts as an alias to asec_pk_data_tthat contains plain
ASCII data.

sec_pk_pubkey_t
A structure that acts as an alias to asec_pk_data_t that contains
an X.509 ASN.1 DER-encoded value of typeSubjectPublicKeyInfo.
This data type assumes that the public key infrastructure provides
functions for generating a public key in this format.
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sec_pk_pvtkey_t
A structure that contains an X.509 ASN.1 DER-encoded private key
value. The key format depends on the public key infrastructure.

This data type assumes that the public key infrastructure provides
functions for generating a private key in this format.

sec_pk_signed_t
A structure that contains an X.509 ASN.1 DER-encoded value of type
SIGNED. This data type assumes that the public key infrastructure
provides functions for generating a public key in this format.

sec_pk_encrypted_t
A structure that contains an X.509 ASN.1 DER-encoded value of type
ENCRYPTED. This data type assumes that the public key infrastructure
provides functions for generating a public key in this format.

sec_pk_algorithm_id_t
A structure that contains an X.509 ASN.1 DER-encoded value of type
AlgorithmIdentifier . This data type assumes that the public key
infrastructure provides functions for generating a public key in this
format.

Constants

The following constants are used insec_pkcalls:

The following unsigned 32-bit constants, which are used with the
sec_pk_usage_flags_tdata type, correspond toKeyUsagetypes defined
in DAM 1 (Dec 1995) to X.509 (1993):
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sec_pk_usage_digitalSignature

sec_pk_usage_nonRepudiation

sec_pk_usage_keyEncipherment

sec_pk_usage_dataEncipherment

sec_pk_usage_keyAgreement

sec_pk_usage_keyCertSign

sec_pk_usage_offLineCRLSign

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which sec_pk.hwas derived.
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audit_intro

Purpose Introduction to the DCE audit API runtime

Description

This introduction gives general information about the DCE audit application
programming interface (API) and an overview of the following parts of the DCE
audit API runtime:

• Runtime services

• Environment variables

• Data types and structures

• Permissions required

Runtime Services

The following is an alphabetical list of the audit API routines. With each routine
name is its description. The types of application program that will most likely call
the routine are enclosed in parentheses.

dce_aud_close()
Closes an audit trail (client/server applications, audit trail analysis and
examination tools).

dce_aud_commit()
Performs the audit action(s) (client/server applications).

dce_aud_discard()
Discards an audit record which releases the memory (client/server
applications, audit trail analysis and examination tools).

dce_aud_free_ev_info()
Frees the memory allocated for an event information structure returned
from calling the dce_aud_get_ev_info()function (audit trail analysis
and examination tools).
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dce_aud_free_header()
Frees the memory allocated to a designated audit record header structure
(audit trail analysis and examination tools).

dce_aud_get_ev_info()
Gets the event-specific information of a specified audit record (audit
trail analysis and examination tools).

dce_aud_get_header()
Gets the header of a specified audit record (audit trail analysis and
examination tools).

dce_aud_length()
Gets the length of a specified audit record (client/server applications,
audit trail analysis and examination tools).

dce_aud_next()
Reads the next audit record from a specified audit trail into a buffer
(audit trail analysis and examination tools).

dce_aud_open()
Opens a specified audit trail for read or write (client/server applications,
audit trail analysis and examination tools).

dce_aud_print()
Formats an audit record into a human-readable form (audit trail analysis
and examination tools).

dce_aud_put_ev_info()
Adds event-specific information to a specified audit record buffer (client/
server applications).

dce_aud_set_trail_size_limit()
Sets a limit to the audit trail size (client/server applications).

dce_aud_start()
Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the
client’s binding information and the event outcome. If the event should
be audited or if it is not yet known whether the event should be audited
because the event outcome is still unknown, memory for the audit record
descriptor is allocated and the address of this memory is returned to the
caller (client/server applications).
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dce_aud_start_with_name()
Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the client/
server name and the event outcome. If the event should be audited or
if it is not yet known whether the event should be audited because the
event outcome is still unknown, memory for the audit record descriptor
is allocated and the address of this memory is returned to the caller
(client/server applications).

dce_aud_start_with_pac()
Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the
client’s privilege attribute certificate (PAC) and the event outcome.
If the event should be audited or if it is not yet known whether the
event should be audited because the event outcome is still unknown,
memory for the audit record descriptor is allocated and the address of
this memory is returned to the caller (client/server applications).

dce_aud_start_with_server_binding()
Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the
server’s binding information and the event outcome. If the event should
be audited or if it is not yet known whether the event should be audited
because the event outcome is still unknown, memory for the audit record
descriptor is allocated and the address of this memory is returned to the
caller (client/server applications).

dce_aud_start_with_uuid()
Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the client/
server UUID and the event outcome. If the event must be audited, or
if the outcome of the event is not yet known, the memory for the audit
record descriptor is allocated and the address of this structure is returned
to the caller (client/server applications).

Audit Data Types

The following subsections list the data types and structures used by applications to
perform auditing and to analyze audit trails.

Event-Specific Information
The audit APIs allow applications to include event-specific information
in audit records. Event-specific information must be represented as
information items using the following data type.

typedef struct {
unsigned16 format;
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union {
idl_small_int small_int;
idl_short_int short_int;
idl_long_int long_int;
idl_hyper_int hyper_int;
idl_usmall_int usmall_int;
idl_ushort_int ushort_int;
idl_ulong_int ulong_int;
idl_uhyper_int uhyper_int;
idl_short_float short_float;
idl_long_float long_float;
idl_boolean boolean;
uuid_t uuid;
utc_t utc;
sec_acl_t * acl;
idl_byte * byte_string;
idl_char * char_string;

} data;
} dce_aud_ev_info_t;

The format field of the above data structure defines formatting
information that is used to determine the type of the data referenced
by the data field. The following table shows possible values of the
format field, their corresponding data types, and their sizes.

Event Data Format Specifiers—intro(3sec)

Specifier Data Type Size

aud_c_evt_info_small_int idl_small_int 1 byte

aud_c_evt_info_short_int idl_short_int 2 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_long_int idl_long_int 4 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_hyper_int idl_hyper_int 8 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_usmall_int idl_usmall_int 1 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_ushort_int idl_ushort_int 2 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_ulong_int idl_ulong_int 4 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_uhyper_int idl_uhyper_int 8 bytes
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aud_c_evt_info_short_float idl_short_float 4 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_long_float idl_long_float 8 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_boolean idl_boolean 1 byte

aud_c_evt_info_uuid uuid_t 16 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_utc utc_t 16 bytes

aud_c_evt_info_acl sec_acl_t * variable size

aud_c_evt_info_byte_string idl_byte * variable size

aud_c_evt_info_char_string idl_char * variable size

Byte strings and character strings are terminated with a 0 (zero) byte.
New data types can be added to this list if they are used frequently.
Servers could use the pickling service of the IDL compiler to encode
complex data types into byte strings that are to be included in an audit
record.

Audit Record Header Data Structure
The following data structure is used to store header information obtained
from an audit record. This structure is normally only used by audit trail
analysis and examination tools. That is, it is hidden from client/server
applications.

typedef struct {
unsigned32 format;
uuid_t server;
unsigned32 event;
unsigned16 outcome;
unsigned16 authz_st;
uuid_t client;
uuid_t cell;
unsigned16 num_groups;
utc_t time;
char *addr;
uuid_t *groups;

} dce_aud_hdr_t;
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format Contains the version number of the tail format of the event
used for the event-specific information. With this format
version number, the audit analysis tools can accommodate
changes in the formats of the event-specific information.
For example, the event-specific information of an event
may initially be defined to be a 32-bit integer, and later
changed to a character string. Format version 0 (zero) is
assigned to the initial format for each event.

server Contains the UUID of the server that generates the audit
record.

event Contains the event number.

outcome Indicates whether the event failed or succeeded. If the
event failed, the reason for the failure is given.

authz_st Indicates how the client is authorized: by a name or by
a DCE privilege attribute certificate (PAC).

client Contains the UUID of the client.

cell Contains the UUID of the client’s cell.

num_groups Contains the number of local group privileges the client
used for access.

groups Contains the UUIDs of the local group privileges that are
used by the client for the access. By default, the group
information is not be included in the header (num_groups
is set to 0 in this case), to minimize the size of the audit
records. If the group information is deemed as important,
it can be included.

Information about foreign groups (global groups that do
not belong to the same cell where the client is registered)
is not included in this version of audit header but may
be included in later versions when global groups are
supported.

time Contains a timestamp ofutc_t type that records the
time when the server committed the audit record (that
is, after providing the event information through audit
API function calls). Recording this time, rather than
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recording the time when the audit record is appended to
an audit trail, will better maintain the sequence of events.
The implementation of the audit subsystem may involve
communication between the server and a remote audit
daemon, incurring indefinite delays by network problems
or intruders. The inaccuracy in theutc_t timestamp may
be useful for correlating events. When searching for
events in an audit trail that occur within a time interval,
if the results of the comparisons between the time of
an event and the interval’s starting and ending times is
maybe (because of inaccuracies), then the event should
be returned.

addr Records the client’s address (port address of the caller).
Port addresses are not authenticated. A caller can provide
a fraudulent port address to a DCE server. However, if
this unauthenticated port address is deemed to be useful
information, a DCE server can record this information
using this field.

The identity of the server cell is not recorded in the header, because
of the assumption that all audit records in an audit trail are for servers
within a single cell, and implicitly, the server cell is the local cell.

Audit Record Descriptor
An opaque data type,dce_aud_rec_t, is used to represent an
audit record descriptor. An audit record descriptor may be
created, manipulated, or disposed of by the following functions:
The functions dce_aud_start(), dce_aud_start_with_pac(),
dce_aud_start_with_name(), dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(),
and dce_aud_next() return a record descriptor. The function
dce_aud_put_ev_info() adds event information to an audit record
through a record descriptor. The functionsdce_aud_get_header(),
dce_aud_get_ev_info(), and dce_aud_length() get the event and
record information through a record descriptor. The function
dce_aud_commit() commits an audit record through its descriptor.
The functiondce_aud_discard()disposes of a record descriptor. The
function dce_aud_discard()is necessary only after reading the record
(that is, after invokingdce_aud_next().
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Audit Trail Descriptor
An opaque data type,dce_aud_trail_t, is used to represent an audit
trail descriptor. Thedce_aud_open()function opens an audit trail
and returns a trail descriptor;dce_aud_next()obtains an audit record
from this descriptor; anddce_aud_commit()commits an audit record
from and to an opened audit trail through this descriptor. The
dce_aud_close()function disposes of this descriptor.

Environment Variables

The audit API routines use the following environment variables:

DCEAUDITOFF
If this environment variable is defined at the time the application is
started, auditing is turned off.

DCEAUDITFILTERON
If this environment variable is defined, filtering is enabled.

DCEAUDITTRAILSIZE
Sets the limit of the audit trail size. This variable overrides the limit
set by thedce_aud_set_trail_size_limit()function.

Permissions Required

To use an audit daemon’s audit record logging service, you need the log (l) permission
to the audit daemon.

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Command Reference, OSF DCE Application Development Guide.
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pkc_intro

Purpose Introduction to trust list facilities API

Description

This reference page describes the data types used by the trust list facility.

Overview of the Facility

Retrieving keys using this API is a three step process.

The first step involves creating apkc structure called a trust list, which reflects the
caller’s initial trust. A trust list is a list of {name, key} pairs or certificates that are
trusteda priori.

An empty trust list is created through a call to the routinepkc_init_trustlist(3sec),
and entries are inserted into a trust list by a call topkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec).

Once the trust list is complete, the application should next call
pkc_init_trustbase(3sec). This routine takes the trust list and processes it
to produce a stucture called a trust base, which reflects any transitive trust,
independent of the name of any desired target.

Creation of the trust base (and the prerequisite trust list) is expected to be performed
at application startup, although it can be done any time prior to key retrieval. All
processing up to this point is independent of the name(s) of principals whose keys are
to be retrieved, and the trust base may be used for multiple key retrieval operations.

Once a trust base has been obtained, it may be used for key retrieval. Keys are
retrieved for a given target principal using thepkc_retrieve_keys(3sec)routine, which
takes a trust base and a name and returns an array of keys.

Data Structures

The following data structures are used by the trust list facilities.

• Thetrust_type_t type consists of an enumeration of the different possible varieties
of trust:

— UNTRUSTED
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No trust (e.g., unauthenticated).

— DIRECT_TRUST

Direct trust via third party (e.g., authenticated registry).

— CERTIFIED_TRUST

Trust certified by caller’s trust base.

• The certification_flags_t structure describes the trust that can be placed in a
returned key. It contains the following fields:

— trust_type

A trust_type_t value expressing the style of trust.

— missing_crls

A char; its value is TRUE (not 0) if one or more CRLs are missing.

— revoked

A char whose value is TRUE (not 0) if any certificate has been revoked (even
if it was still valid at the retrieval time).

• The cert_t structure contains the following fields:

— version

An int whose value must be 0.

— cert

A pointer to an unsigned char representing the ASN.1 encoding of a
certificate.

— size

A size_twhich represents the size of the encoding.

• The trusted_key_t structure contains the following fields:

— version

An int whose value must be 0.

— ca
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A pointer to anunsigned char(x500 char) string which represents the name
of the Certification Authority whose key this is. For example,/.../foo_cell/
ca or /.../C=US/O=dec/CN=foo_cell/ca.

— key

A pointer to anunsigned char representing the Certification Authority’s
ASN.1 key.

— size

A size_t representing the size of the CA’s ASN.1 key.

— startDate

An utc_t representing the time at which the key begins to be valid.

— endDate

An utc_t representing the time at which the key ceases to be valid.

• The trustitem_t structure holds either a key, or a certificate. It has the following
fields:

— type

An int whose value specifies either that the structure holds a key (IS_KEY )
or a certificate (IS_CERT).

— Depending on the value oftype, the structure additionally contains a
trusted_key_t (if IS_KEY ) or a cert_t (if IS_CERT).

• Theselection_tstructure is defined for future enhancements that will enable users
to specify usages for the key being retrieved. However, its contents are currently
ignored.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec), pkc_free(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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crypto_intro

Purpose Introduction to the signature algorithm API registration facility

Description

This reference page describes the data types used by the signature algorithm (or
‘‘cryptographic’’) module registration API.

Accessing and Using Cryptographic Modules

Cryptographic implementations (also known as ‘‘algorithms’’) are identified by OIDs
(object identifiers).

Policy implementors are recommended to access cryptographic modules mainly
through the following routines, which perform all locking necessary to make the
calls thread safe, and also transparently handle any context information that a given
cryptographic implementation may need.

• pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec)

Call this routine to get an OID set describing the currently registered algorithm
implementations.

• pkc_crypto_sign(3sec)

Call this routine to get data signed.

• pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec)

Call this routine to verify signed data.

• pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(3sec)

Call this routine to generate a pair of public/private keys.

Information about a cryptographic module may be obtained by calling
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec).

Data can also be signed and verified by looking up the desired algorithm (with
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec)) and then explicitly calling the module’s
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(sign)() or verify() routine, although in this case the calling application must take
care to avoid multi-threading problems, and is also responsible for opening the crypto
module prior to use, and closing it afterwards.

Implementing Cryptographic Modules

Every cryptographic module must export apkc_signature_algorithm_t object.

The pkc_signature_algorithm_t data type is used to register a new cryptographic
module with the certification API. It fully describes a specific implemented
cryptographic algorithm, and provides entry points to itssign() and verify()
functions. It is defined as follows:

typedef struct {
OM_uint32 version;
gss_OID_desc alg_id>;
pkc_alg_flags_t flags;
char reserved[32 - sizeof(pkc_alg_flags_t)];
char * (* name)(void);
unsigned32 (*open) (void** context);
unsigned32 (*close) (void** context);
unsigned32 (*verify) (void ** context,

sec_pk_gen_data_t * data,
sec_pk_data_t * public_key,
sec_pk_data_t * signature);

unsigned32 (*sign) (void ** context,
sec_pk_gen_data_t * data,
sec_pk_data_t * private_key,
sec_pk_data_t * signature);

unsigned32 (*generate_keypair) (void ** context,
unsigned32 size,
void * alg_info,
sec_pk_data_t * private_key,
sec_pk_data_t * public_key);} pkc_signature_algorithm_t;

The (name)(), (open)(), (close)(), (verify)() , (sign)() and (generate_keypair)()
routines must be implemented by the application implementing the algorithm and
registered by calling thepkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec)routine. Note,
however, that all the routines except for(verify)() and (name)() are optional.
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Explanations of all the fields inpkc_signature_algorithm_t are contained in the
following subsections.

Cryptographic Module Data Fields

The structure contains the following data fields:

version Identifies the version of the certification API for which the module is
implemented. The value of this field is alwayspkc_V1 for DCE 1.2.

alg_id An object identifier that identifies the algorithm; the OID that appears
in certificates signed by the algorithm.

flags Describes whether the module’s(sign)() and (verify)() functions are
threadsafe, and whether the module supports simultaneous crypto
sessions.

Theversion andalg_id fields are required for all versions of this data structure. Other
fields may be version dependent.

Cryptographic Module Functions

NULL may be supplied as the address of the(open)(), (close)(), (sign)(), or
(generate_keypair)()routines, if the cryptographic module does not provide or require
the corresponding feature; the presence of these functions in a cryptographic module is
optional. However, all cryptographic modules must provide(verify)() and (name)()
functions.

Algorithm Flags Data Type

The pkc_alg_flags_t data type is used to record various information about a
cryptographic module. It is defined as follows:

typedef struct {
char threadsafe;
char multi_session;}

pkc_alg_flags_t;

The structure contains two fields which have the following meanings:

threadsafe Has a non-zero (TRUE) value if the module’s(sign)() and (verify)()
routines may be safely called simultaneously (within a single crypto
session) by multiple threads.

multi_session
Has a non-zero (TRUE) value if the module implementation supports
multiple simultaneous crypto sessions.
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Cryptographic Module Data Fields

The structure contains the following data fields:

version Identifies the version of the certification API for which the module is
implemented. The value of this field is alwayspkc_V1 for DCE 1.2.

alg_id An object identifier that identifies the algorithm; the OID that appears
in certificates signed by the algorithm.

flags Describes whether the module’s(sign)() and (verify)() functions are
threadsafe, and whether the module supports simultaneous crypto
sessions.

Theversion andalg_id fields are required for all versions of this data structure. Other
fields may be version dependent.

Cryptographic Module Functions

NULL may be supplied as the address of the(open)(), (close)(), (sign)(), or
(generate_keypair)()routines, if the cryptographic module does not provide or require
the corresponding feature; the presence of these functions in a cryptographic module is
optional. However, all cryptographic modules must provide(verify)() and (name)()
functions.

Name

(name)() - Returns the algorithm name as a string for use in diagnostic or auditing
messages

Synopsis

char * (* name)(void);

Description

The name should be returned in storage allocated using thepkc_alloc() function
defined inpkc_base.h. Note that this is the only cryptographic module routine that
may be called without first calling the(open)() routine.

This routine is mandatory.
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Name

(open)() - Opens and initializes the cryptographic module

(close)()- Closes the cryptographic module

Both routines are optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*open) (void** context);

unsigned32 (*close) (void**context);

Parameters
Output

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

Description

Before invoking any of the module’s encryption routines (e.g.,(sign)() or (verify)() ,
the certification API will invoke the module’s(open)() function. Once the module’s
(close)()routine has been invoked, the certification facility will invoke(open)()again
before making any further calls to the module.

Both the(open)() and the(close)()routines require only one argument,context. If
the cryptographic module requires state information to be maintained between calls,
it may use thecontextparameter to do this. The information is initialized by the
(open)() routine and returned as an opaque object to the caller, who then passes the
parameter to subsequent(sign)(), (verify)() , (generate_keypair)(), or (close)()calls.

Note that if the(open)() routine stores any state in thecontextparameter, the(close)()
routine should free this storage.
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Name

(sign)() - Calculates a signature over the supplied data using the specified key

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*sign) (void ** context,
sec_pk_gen_data_t *data,
sec_pk_data_t *private_key,
sec_pk_data_t ** signature);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

data The certificate data that is to be signed.

private_key Key to use to generate the signature, provided as a BER-encoded
PrivateKeyInfo object, as defined in PKCS#8, as appropriate for the
algorithm.

Output

signature The signature generated on the data passed. Storage allocation should
be performed by calling thepkc_alloc() and pkc_free() functions
defined inpkc_base.h.

Description

The (sign)() routine calculates a signature over the supplied data, using the specified
key. Theprivate_keyparameter will be a BER-encodedPrivateKeyInfo data object.
The signature should be returned by the function; storage allocation should be
performed by calling thepkc_alloc() andpkc_free() functions defined inpkc_base.h.

This routine is optional.
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Name

(verify)() - Checks the supplied signature against the supplied data, thus verifying the
certificate in which the data and the signature appear

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*verify) (void ** context,
sec_pk_gen_data_t *data,
sec_pk_data_t *public_key,
sec_pk_data_t *signature);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

data The entirecertificateInfo.

public_key The public key to use on the signature.

signature The signature to be verified.

Description

The (verify)() routine checks the supplied signature against the supplied data.
public_keyis aSubjectPublicKeyInfo data structure, encoded in BER, as found within
an X.509 certificate.

The routine should return 0 for a correct signature,pkc_invalid_signature for an
incorrect signature, or another DCE-defined error status to indicate any other errors.

This routine must be implemented in any cryptographic module.

Name

(generate_keypair)()- Generates a pair of public and private keys
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Synopsis

unsigned32 (*generate_keypair) (void **context,
unsigned32size,
void *alg_info,
sec_pk_data_t *private_key,
sec_pk_data_t *public_key);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

size Specifies the key size.

alg_info Specifies the crypto module.

Output

private_key The generated private key.

public_key The generated public key.

Description

The (generate_keypair)()routine generates a pair of private and public keys. The
sizeparameter should be used by the routine to determine the key size in some way
(for the RSA algorithm, for example, it should be treated as the number of bits in
the key modulus). Theprivate_keyand public_keyparameters should return BER-
encodedPrivateKeyInfo andSubjectPublicKeyInfo data objects respectively. The
alg_info parameter can be used for algorithm-specific information to modify the key
generation process. However, all crypto modules that offer this function should be
prepared to operate whenNULL is supplied for this parameter.

This routine is optional.
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Related Information

Functions: pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(3sec),
pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec),
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec),
pkc_crypto_sign(3sec), pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec).
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policy_intro

Purpose Introduction to the policy module registration and service facility

Description

This reference page describes the data types used by the policy module registration
and service API.

The routines documented here are intended for the use of policy
implementors. Regular users invoke a policy via the high-level API (e.g.,
pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec),
etc.) which calls the routines documented below internally.

Accessing Policy Switch Modules

Policy modules are identified by OIDs (object identifiers). A policy module is
accessed by passing its identifying OID topkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec).

There are two ways of retrieving a key: either by looking up the desired policy module
and then explicitly calling its(retrieve_keyinfo)() routine; or by simply calling the
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)routine, identifying the desired policy by means of
an OID passed directly to the call. The latter method, in which the operation is
performed in one step, is the recommended one.

Policy Flags Data Type

The pkc_plcy_flags_tdata type is used to record various information about a policy
module. It is defined as follows:

typedef struct {char threadsafe; char multi_session;} pkc_plcy_flags_t;

The structure contains two fields which have the following meanings:

threadsafe Has a non-zero (TRUE) value if the policy’sretrieve_keyinfo() function
may be safely called simultaneously (within a single policy session) by
multiple threads.
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multi_session
Has a non-zero (TRUE) value if the policy implementation supports
multiple simultaneous policy sessions.

Policy Module Data Type

The pkc_policy_t data type is used to register a new policy module with the
certification API. It fully describes a policy module’s functionality, and provides entry
points to its key retrieval functions. It is defined as follows:

typedef struct {
OM_uint32 version;
gss_OID_desc policy_id;
pkc_plcy_flags_t flags;
char reserved[32 - sizeof(pkc_plcy_flags_t)];
char * (* name) (void);
unsigned32 (*open) (void** context);
unsigned32 (*close) (void**context);
unsigned32 (*establish_trustbase) (void **context,

const pkc_trust_list_t & initial_trust,
const utc_t * date,
pkc_usage_tdesired_usage,
char initial_explicit_policy_required,
pkc_trust_list_t & out_trust);

unsigned32 (*retrieve_keyinfo) (void ** context,
const pkc_trust_list_t &trust,
const x500name &subjectName,
const utc_t * date,
const uuid_t & domain,
pkc_key_usage_tdesired_usage,
char initial_explicit_policy_required,
pkc_key_information_t & key);

unsigned32 (*delete_trustbase) (void **context,
void ** trust_base_handle);

unsigned32 (*delete_keyinfo) (void **context,
void ** keys_handle);

unsigned32 (*get_key_count) (void **context,
void * keys_handle,
size_t * key_count);
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unsigned32 (*get_key_data) (void **context,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
unsigned char ** key_data,
size_t * key_length);

unsigned32 (*get_key_trust) (void ** context,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
certification_flags_t * flags uuid_t * domain,
pkc_generic_key_usage_t *usages);

unsigned32 (*get_key_certifier_count) (void **context,
void * keys_handle,
unsigned key_index,
size_t * ca_count);

unsigned32 (*get_key_certifier_info) (void ** context,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
unsignedca_index,
char ** ca_name,
utc_t * certification_start,
utc_t * certification_expiration,
char * is_crl_valid,
utc_t * last_crl_seen,
utc_t * next_crl_expected);

} pkc_policy_t;

The (name)(), (open)(), (close)(), (establish_trustbase(), (*get_key_count)(),
(*get_key_data)(), (*get_key_trust)(), (*get_key_certifier_count)(),
(*get_key_certifier_info)(), and (*retrieve_keyinfo)() routines must be
implemented by the application implementing the module and registered using the
pkc_register_policy(3sec)routine. Note, however, that only(*retrieve_keyinfo)(),
(*get_key_count)(), (*get_key_certifier_count)() and (*get_key_data)() are
required. Explanations of all the fields inpkc_policy_t are contained in the
following subsections.

Policy Module Data Fields

The structure contains the following data fields:

version Identifies the version of the certification API for which the module is
implemented. The value of this field is alwayspkc_V1 for DCE 1.2.

policy_id An object identifier that identifies the policy.
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flags Describes whether the module’s key retrieval function is threadsafe, and
whether the module supports simultaneous policy sessions.

Theversion andalg_id fields are required for all versions of this data structure. Other
fields may be version dependent.

Policy Module Functions

NULL may be supplied as the address of the(name)(), (open)(),
(establish_trustbase)() or (close)() routines, if the policy module does not
provide or require the corresponding feature; the presence of these functions
in a policy module is optional. However, all policy modules must provide a
(retrieve_keyinfo)() function.

Name

(name)() — Returns the policy name as a string, suitable for use in diagnostic or
auditing messages

This routine is optional.

Synopsis

char * (* name) (void);

Description

The name should be returned in storage allocated using thepkc_malloc() function
defined in pkc_common.h. The caller of this routine is expected to invoke
pkc_free(3sec)to release the storage once the name is no longer required.

Note that this is the only policy module routine that may be called without first calling
the (open)() routine.

Name

(open)() — Opens and initializes the policy module

(close)()— Closes the policy module
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Both these routines are optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*open) (void** context);

unsigned32 (*close) (void**context);

Parameters
Output

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

Description

Before invoking any policy routines (e.g.,(retrieve_keyinfo)()), the certification API
will invoke the module’s(open)() function. Once the module’s(close)()routine has
been invoked, the certification facility will invoke(open)() again before making any
further calls to the module.

Both the(open)() and the(close)()routines require only one argument,context. If
the policy module requires state information to be maintained between calls, it may
use thecontextparameter to do this. The information is initialized by the(open)()
routine and returned as an opaque object to the caller, who then passes the parameter
to subsequent(retrieve_keyinfo)(), (establish_trustbase)(), or (close)()calls.

Note that if the(open)() routine stores any state in thecontextparameter, the(close)()
routine should free this storage.

Name

(establish_trustbase)()— Initializes a trust base
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Synopsis

unsigned32 (*establish_trustbase) (void **context,
const pkc_trust_list_t & initial_trust,
const utc_t * date,
char initial_explicit_policy_required,
pkc_trust_list_t & out_trust);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

initial_trust Specifies the caller’s initial trust.

date Specifies time for which information is to be returned.

initial_explicit_policy_required
Specifies whether the initial certificate must explicitly contain the active
policy in its policies field.

Output

out_trust An extended trust list.

Description

This is a one-time call made by an application to initialize a trust base. It returns
the out_trust parameter, which contains an extended trust list. After this call is
made, the application can call(retrieve_keyinfo)() to obtain the public keys of any
particular principal. If the trust base does not change,(retrieve_keyinfo)() can be
used to look up another principal’s public key without incurring the cost of another
call to (establish_trustbase)(). A trust base will not change unless theinitial_trust
list changes.

Name

(*delete_trustbase)()— Frees storage allocated for a trust base
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This routine is optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*delete_trustbase) (void **context,
void ** trust_base_handle);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, contained in thekeyinfo_t structure passed
by the original caller.

Name

(*delete_keyinfo)() — Frees storage allocated for key information

This routine is optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*delete_keyinfo) (void **context,
void ** keys_handle);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, contained in thekeyinfo_t structure passed
by the original caller.
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Description

(*delete_keyinfo)() frees storage that was allocated for key information.

Name

(*get_key_count)()— Returns number of keys

This routine is optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*get_key_count) (void **context,
void * keys_handle,
size_t * key_count);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, contained in thekeyinfo_t structure passed
by the original caller.

Output

key_count Number of keys for the principal.

Description

(*get_key_count)() returns the number of keys for the principal. This value is
determined by reference to the policy-specific structure pointed to bykeys_handle, a
field in thekeyinfo_t structure passed by the original caller.
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Name

(*get_key_data)()— Returns a public key

This routine is optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*get_key_data) (void **context,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
unsigned char ** key_data,
size_t * key_length);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, contained in thekeyinfo_t structure passed
by the original caller (seepkc_intro(3sec)).

key_index Index (ranging from 0 tokey_count− 1) of the key desired.

Output

key_data The encoded public key.

key_length Length of the key data returned.

Description

(*get_key_data)() returns the public key specified byindex. The key_datareturned
is extracted from the policy-specific structure pointed to bykeys_handle, a field in the
keyinfo_t structure passed by the original caller.

key_datashould be returned in storage allocated using thepkc_malloc() function
defined inpkc_common.h.
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Name

(*get_key_trust)() — Returns information about key trust

This routine is optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*get_key_trust) (void ** context,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
certification_flags_t * flagsuuid_t * domain,
pkc_generic_key_usage_t *usages);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, contained in thekeyinfo_t structure passed
by the original caller (seepkc_intro(3sec)).

key_index Index (ranging from 0 tokey_count− 1) of the key desired.

Output

flags Information about the trust that can be placed in the key (see below).

domain Indicates domain of retrieved key. A value of
sec_pk_domain_unspecified or NULL means that the policy
does not distinguish keys by domain.

usages Indicates usage key is intended for.

Description

(*get_key_trust)() returns information about the trust reposed in the key specified by
index. This information is determined by reference to the policy-specific structure
pointed to bykeys_handle, a field in thekeyinfo_t structure passed by the original
caller.
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The returnedcertification_flags_t structure describes the trust that can be placed in
the key. It contains the following fields:

• trust_type

A trust_type_t value, which will be one of the following:

— UNTRUSTED

No trust (e.g., unauthenticated).

— DIRECT_TRUST

Direct trust via third party (e.g., authenticated registry).

— CERTIFIED_TRUST

Trust certified by caller’s trust base.

• missing_crls

A char; its value is TRUE (not 0) if one or more CRLs are missing.

• revoked

A char whose value is TRUE (not 0) if any certificate has been revoked (even if
it was still valid at the retrieval time).

If domain and usagesare passed as non-NULL pointers, upon successful return
these parameters will describe the domain and permitted usage(s) of the specified key.
Policies that do not distinguish keys according to domain will indicate a domain of
sec_pk_domain_unspecified; policies that do not distinguish keys according to usage
will indicate all usages are permitted.

The returnedusagesis a bit mask which describes the usage(s), if any, which the
key is restricted to. The value is formed by AND-ing together one or more of the
following constants:

PKC_KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION
The key can be used to authenticate a user

PKC_KEY_USAGE_INTEGRITY
The key can be used to provide integrity protection

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user keys

PKC_KEY_USAGE_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user data
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PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_AGREEMENT
The key can be used for key-exchange

PKC_KEY_USAGE_NONREPUDIATION
The key can be used for non-repudiation

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_KEY_CERT_SIGN
The key can be used to sign key certificates

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_OFFLINE_CRL_SIGN
The key can be used to sign CRLs

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_TRANSACTION_SIGN
The key can be used to sign transactions

A returnedusagesvalue ofNULL (or a value with all bits set) means that the key is
suitable for any usage.

Name

(*get_key_certifier_count)() — Returns number of key’s certifying authorities

This routine is optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*get_key_certifier_count) (void **context,
void * keys_handle,
unsigned key_index,
size_t * ca_count);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, contained in thekeyinfo_t structure passed
by the original caller (seepkc_intro(3sec)).
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key_index Index (ranging from 0 tokey_count− 1) of the key desired.

Output

ca_count Number of certifying authorities for the key.

Description

(*get_key_certifier_count)() returns the number of certifying authorities for the key
specified byindex. This information is determined from the policy-specific structure
pointed to bykeys_handle, a field in thekeyinfo_t structure passed by the original
caller.

Name

(*get_key_certifier_info)() — Returns information about a certifying authority

This routine is optional.

Synopsis

unsigned32 (*get_key_certifier_info) (void ** context,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
unsignedca_index,
char ** ca_name,
utc_t * certification_start,
utc_t * certification_expiration,
char * is_crl_valid,
utc_t * last_crl_seen,
utc_t * next_crl_expected);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.
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keys_handleA policy specific structure, contained in thekeyinfo_t structure passed
by the original caller (seepkc_intro(3sec)).

key_index Index (ranging from 0 tokey_count− 1) of the key desired.

ca_index Index of the certifier about whom information is desired.

Output

ca_name The name of the certifier.

certification_start
Time at which certification by this certifier starts.

certification_expiration
Time at which certification by this certifier ends.

is_crl_valid If TRUE, there is a certificate revocation list for this certifier.

last_crl_seenTime at which certificate revocation list was last seen.

next_crl_expected
Time at which next certificate revocation list is expected.

Description

(*get_key_certifier_info)() returns information about the certifying authority specified
by ca_indexfor the key specified bykey_index.

The desired information is extracted by the routine from the policy-specific structure
pointed to bykeys_handle, a field in thekeyinfo_t structure passed by the original
caller.

Note that any of the return parameters may be passed as NULL if the corresponding
information is not required.

The certifier_nameparameter should be returned in storage allocated using the
pkc_malloc() function defined inpkc_common.h.

Name

(retrieve_keyinfo)() — Returns the public key for the specified principal
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Synopsis

unsigned32 (*retrieve_keyinfo) (void ** context,
const void * trust_base_handle,
const x500name &subjectName,
const utc_t * date,
const uuid_t & domain,
pkc_key_usage_tdesired_usage,
char initial_explicit_policy_required,
void ** keys_handle);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque (to the caller) data structure containing any state information
required by the module across calls.

trust_base_handle
Specifies

subjectNameSpecifies the desired subject name.

date Specifies time for which information is to be returned.

domain Specifies the particular domain to which the key-search operation
should be restricted. Specifysec_pk_domain_unspecifiedor NULL
to indicate that keys for any domain should be retrieved.

desired_usage
Specifies the one or more specific usages to which the key-search
operation should be restricted.

initial_explicit_policy_required
Specifies whether the initial certificate must explicitly contain the active
policy in its policies field.

Output

keys_handleThe handle to the public key for the specified target principal.
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Description

The (retrieve_keyinfo)() routine reads the certificate for the specified principal name,
verifies it, and (if the verification is successful) extracts the public key stored in it and
returns it to the caller.

The returned key information handle can be interrogated by variouspkc_cert_ routines
to extract the actual key and determine the degree of trust that can be placed in the
returned key.

If domain and desired_usageare passed as non-NULL pointers, upon successful
return these parameters will describe the domain and permitted usage(s) of the
specified key. Policies that do not distinguish keys according to domain will
indicate a domain ofsec_pk_domain_unspecified; policies that do not distinguish
keys according to usage will indicate all usages are permitted.

The desired_usageparameter consists of a bit mask, formed by AND-ing together
one or more of the constants:

PKC_KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION
The key can be used to authenticate a user

PKC_KEY_USAGE_INTEGRITY
The key can be used to provide integrity protection

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user keys

PKC_KEY_USAGE_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user data

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_AGREEMENT
The key can be used for key-exchange

PKC_KEY_USAGE_NONREPUDIATION
The key can be used for non-repudiation

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_KEY_CERT_SIGN
The key can be used to sign key certificates

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_OFFLINE_CRL_SIGN
The key can be used to sign CRLs

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_TRANSACTION_SIGN
The key can be used to sign transactions
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A NULL can be specified fordesired_usageto indicate that keys for any usage should
be retrieved.

Note that some of the routine’s parameters relate to X.509 version 3 certificates,
support for which is not committed for DCE 1.2. The API has been designed with
the intent that it be capable of supporting all currently defined versions of X.509,
so that it need not change when version 3 support is added. For version 1 or
version 2 policies and certificates, thedesired_usageparameter will be ignored, and
the initial_explicit_policy_requiredparameter must be zero (specifying that the policy
need not explicitly appear in the first certificate).

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_trustlist_intro

Purpose Introduction to the certificate manipulation facility

Description

This reference page describes the data types used by the certificate manipulation
facility.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Trust Lists

The trust list is the fundamental object within the certificate manipulation
facility. A trust list is a set of keys which are trusted, plus a list of
revoked certificate serial numbers. Keys are inserted into a trust list either
directly (via the pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec) function) or indirectly (via the
pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec)function). The latter routine will only add
keys if the certificate signature can be verified by a key already in the trust list, and
if the certificate has not been revoked.

Currently, trust lists are relatively static objects: once a key is inserted, its trust
properties do not change. If, for example, a key is added that is capable of extending
the trust in another key within the list, the second key is not automatically updated.

Using the Certificate Manipulation Facility

The way that a policy module is expected to use the facility is as follows.

1. Create an initial trust list containing the directly trusted keys, that is, the start
point(s) of all valid trust chains.

Typically, this set of keys will be used for multiple certificate chain evaluations.
If the policy wishes to impose additional path constraints over the constraints
expressed within the certificates, it must maintain a master copy of the original
trust list and clone it to create a modifiable version for each chain the policy
module wants to verify. After verification of a candidate chain, the cloned trust
list must be discarded so that the next trial verification starts from a known state.
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2. Using the initial trust list as a starting point, the policy module retrieves a chain of
certificates and adds them to the trust list one by one, starting with the certificate(s)
closest to the start point(s).

Multiple chains may be evaluated simultaneously using a single trust list for
policies that do not wish to impose additional constraints on the trust chain;
however the policy module must ensure that for each trust-chain, certificates are
added in the correct order. A future auto-update enhancement may lift this
requirement.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec).
Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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gssapi_intro

Purpose Generic security service application programming interface

Description

This introduction includes general information about the generic security service
application programming interface (GSSAPI) defined in Internet RFC 1508,Generic
Security Service Application Programming Interface, and RFC 1509,Generic Security
Service API : C-bindings. It also includes an overview of error handling, data types,
and calling conventions, including the following:

• Integer types

• String and similar data

• Object identifiers (OIDs)

• Object identifier sets (OID sets)

• Credentials

• Contexts

• Authentication tokens

• Major status values

• Minor status values

• Names

• Channel bindings

• Optional parameters

General Information

The GSSAPI provides security services to applications using peer-to-peer
communications (instead of DCE-secure RPC). Using DCE GSSAPI routines,
applications can perform the following operations:

• Enabling an application to determine another application’s user
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• Enabling an application to delegate access rights to another application

• Applying security services, such as confidentiality and integrity, on a per-message
basis

GSSAPI represents a secure connection between two communicating applications with
a data structure called asecurity context. The application that establishes the secure
connection is called thecontext indicatoror simply indicator. The context initiator
is like a DCE RPC client. The application that accepts the secure connection is the
context acceptoror simplyacceptor. The context acceptor is like a DCE RPC server.

There are four stages involved in using the GSSAPI, as follows:

1. The context initiator acquires a credential with which it can prove its identity to
other processes. Similarly, the context acceptor cquires a credential to enable
it to accept a security context. Either application may omit this credential
acquistion and use their default credentials in subsequent stages. See the section
on credentials for more information.

The applications use credentials to establish their global identity. The global
identity can be, but is not necessarily, related to the local user name under which
the application is running. Credentials can contain either of the following:

• Login context

The login context includes a principal’s network credentials, as well as other
account information.

• Principal name and a key

The key corresponding to the principal name must be registered with the
DCE security registration in a key table. A set of GSSAPI routines enables
applications to register and use principal names.

2. The communicating applications establish a joint security context by exchanging
authentication tokens.

The security context is a pair of GSSAPI data structures that contain information
that is shared between the communicating applications. The information
describes the state of each application. This security context is required for
per-message security services.

To establish a security context, the context initiator calls the
gss_init_sec_context()routine to get atoken. The token is cryptographically
protected, opaque data. The context initiator transfers the token to the context
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acceptor, which in turn passes the token to thegss_accept_sec_context()routine
to decode and extract the shared information.

As part of the establishing the the security context, the context initiator is
authenticated to the context acceptor. The context initiator can require the context
acceptor to authenticate itself in return.

The context initiator candelegaterights to allow the context acceptor to act as
its agent. Delegation means the context initiator gives the context acceptor the
ability to initiate additional security contexts as an agent of the context initiator.
To delegate, the context initiator sets a flag on thegss_init_sec_context()
routine indicating that it wants to delegate and sends the returned token in the
normal way to the context acceptor. The acceptor passes this token to the
gss_accept_sec_context()routine, which generates a delegated credential. The
context acceptor can use the credential to initiate additional security contexts.

3. The applications exchange protected messages and data.

The applications can call GSSAPI routines to protect data exchanged in messages.
The application sends a protected message by calling the appropriate GSSAPI
routine to do the following:

• Apply protection

• Bind the message to the appropriate security context

The application can then send the resulting information to the peer application.

The application that receives the message passes the received data to a GSSAPI
routine, which removes the protection and validates the data.

GSSAPI treats application data as arbitrary octet strings. The GSSAPI per-
message security services can provide either of the following:

• Integrity and authentication of data origin

• Confidentiality, integrity, and authentication of data origin

4. When the applications have finished communicating, either one may instruct
GSSAPI to delete the security context.

There are two sets of GSSAPI routines, as follows:

• Standard GSSAPI routines, which are defined in the Internet RFC 1508,Generic
Security Service Application Programming Interface, and RFC 1509,Generic
Security Service API : C-bindings. These routines have the prefixgss_.
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• OSF DCE extensions to the GSSAPI routines. These are additional routines that
enable an application to use DCE security services. These routines have the
prefix gssdce_.

The following sections provide an overview of the GSSAPI error handling and data
types.

Error Handling

Each GSSAPI routine returns two types of status values:

• Major status values, which are generic API routine errors or calling errors defined
in RFC 1509.

• Minor status values, which indicate DCE-specific errors.

If a routine has output parameters that contain pointers for storage allocated by the
routine, the output parameters will always contain a valid pointer even if the routine
returns an error. If no storage was allocated, the routine sets the pointer to NULL
and sets any length fields associated with the pointers (such as in thegss_buffer_desc
structure) to 0 (zero).

Minor status values usually contain more detailed information about the error. They
are not, however, portable between GSSAPI implementations. When designing
portable applications, use major status values for handling errors. Use minor status
values to debug applications and to display error and error-recovery information to
users.

GSSAPI Data Types

This section provides an overview of the GSSAPI data types and their definitions.

Integer Types

The GSSAPI defines the following integer data type:

OM_uint32 32-bit unsigned integer

This integer data type is a portable data type that the GSSAPI routine definitions use
for guaranteed minimum bit-counts.

String and Similar Data

Many of the GSSAPI routines take arguments and return values that describe
contiguous multiple-byte data, such as opaque data and character strings. Use the
gss_buffer_t data type, which is a pointer to the buffer descriptorgss_buffer_desc,
to pass the data between the GSSAPI routines and applications.
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The gss_buffer_tdata type has the following structure:

typedef struct gss_buffer_desc_struct {

size_t length;

void *value;

} gss_buffer_desc, *gss_buffer_t;

The length field contains the total number of bytes in the data and thevalue field
contains a pointer to the actual data.

When using thegss_buffer_t data type, the GSSAPI routine allocates storage for
any data it passes to the application. The calling application must allocate the
gss_buffer_descobject. It can initialize unusedgss_buffer_descobjects with the
value GSS_C_EMPTY_BUFFER. To free the storage, the application calls the
gss_release_buffer()routine.

Object Identifier

Applications use thegss_OIDdata type to choose a security mechanism, either DCE
security or Kerberos, and to specify name types. Select a security mechanism by
using the following two OIDs:

• To use DCE security, specify eitherGSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DESor
GSS_C_NULL_OID.

• To use Kerberos Version 5, specifyGSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES.

Use of the default security mechanisms, specified by the constant
GSS_C_NULL_OID, helps to ensure the portability of the application.

The gss_OID data type contains tree-structured values defined by ISO and has the
following structure:

typedef struct gss_OID_desc_struct {

OM_uint32 length;

void *elements;
} gss_OID_desc, *gss_OID;

The elementsfield of the structure points to the first byte of an octet string containing
the ASN.1 BER encoding of the value of thegss_OID data type. Thelength field
contains the number of bytes in the value.

The gss_OID_descvalues returned from the GSSAPI are read-only values. The
application should not try to deallocate them.
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Object Identifier Sets

The gss_OID_setdata type represents one or more object identifiers. The values of
the gss_OID_setdata type are used to do the following:

• Report the available mechanisms supported by GSSAPI

• Request specific mechanisms

• Indicate which mechanisms a credential supports

The gss_OID_setdata type has the following structure:

typedef struct gss_OID_set_desc_struct {
int count;

gss_OID elements;

} gss_OID_set_desc, *gss_OID_set;

The count field contains the number of OIDs in the set. Theelementsfield is
a pointer to an array ofgss_oid_descobjects, each describing a single OID. The
application calls thegss_release_oid_set()routine to deallocate storage associated
with the gss_OID_setvalues that the GSSAPI routines return to the application.

Credentials

Credentials establish, or prove, the identity of an application or other principal.

Thegss_cred_id_tdata type is an atomic data type that identifies a GSSAPI credential
data structure.

Contexts

The security context is a pair of GSSAPI data structures that contain information
shared between the communicating applications. The information describes the
cryptographic state of each application. This security context is required for per-
message security services and is created by a successful authentication exchange.

The gss_ctx_id_t data type contains an atomic value that identifies one end of a
GSSAPI security context. The data type is opaque to the caller.

Authentication Tokens

GSSAPI uses tokens to maintain the synchronization between the applications sharing
a security context. The token is a cryptographically protected bit string generated
by DCE security at one end of the GSSAPI security context for use by the peer
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application at the other end of the security context. The data type is opaque to the
caller.

The applications use thegss_buffer_tdata type as tokens to GSSAPI routines.

Major Status Values

GSSAPI routines return GSS status codes as theirOM_uint32 function value. These
codes indicate either generic API routine errors or calling errors.

A GSS status code can indicate a single, fatal generic API error from the routine and
a single calling error. Additional status information can also be contained in the GSS
status code. The errors are encoded into a 32-bit GSS status code, as follows:

MSB LSB

+---------------------------------------------------+

| Calling Error | Routine Error | Supplementary Info|

+---------------------------------------------------+
Bit 31 24 23 16 15 0

If a GSSAPI routine returns a GSS status code whose upper 16 bits contain a nonzero
value, the call failed. If the calling error field is nonzero, the context initiator’s use of
the routine was in error. In addition, the routine can indicate additional information
by setting bits in the supplementary information field of the status code. The tables
that follow describe the routine errors, calling errors, and supplementary information
status bits and their meanings.

The following table lists the GSSAPI routine errors and their meanings:

Name Field
Value

Meaning

GSS_S_BAD_MECH 1 The required mechanism is
unsupported.

GSS_S_NAME 2 The name passed is invalid.

GSS_S_NAMETYPE 3 The name passed is unsupported.

GSS_S_BAD_BINDINGS 4 The channel bindings are
incorrect.

GSS_S_BAD_STATUS 5 A status value was invalid.

GSS_S_BAD_SIG 6 A token had an invalid signature.
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Name Field
Value

Meaning

GSS_S_NO_CRED 7 No credentials were supplied.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT 8 No context has been established.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN 9 A token was invalid.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE
_CREDENTIAL

10 A credential was invalid.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS
_EXPIRED

11 The referenced credentials
expired.

GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED 12 The context expired.

GSS_S_FAILURE 13 The routine failed. Check minor
status codes.

The following table lists the calling error values and their meanings:

Name Field
Value

Meaning

Name Value Meaning

GSS_S_CALL_INACCESSIBLE
_READ

1 Could not read a required input
parameter.

GSS_S_CALL_INACCESSIBLE
_WRITE

2 Could not write a required
output parameter.

GSS_S_BAD_STRUCTURE 3 A parameter was incorrectly
structured.

The following table lists the supplementary bits and their meanings.

Name Bit Number Meaning

GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED 0 (LSB) Call the routine again to
complete its function.

GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN 1 The token was a duplicate of
an earlier token.
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GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN 2 The token’s validity period
expired; the routine cannot
verify that the token is not a
duplicate of an earlier token.

GSS_S_UNSEQ_TOKEN 3 A later token has been
processed.

All GSS_S_symbols equate to completeOM_uint32 status codes, rather than to
bitfield values. For example, the actual value ofGSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE(value
3 in the routine error field) is 3 << 16.

The major status codeGSS_S_FAILURE indicates that DCE security detected an
error for which no major status code is available. Check the minor status code for
details about the error. See the section on minor status values for more information.

The GSSAPI provides the following three macros:

• GSS_CALLING_ERROR()

• GSS_ROUTINE_ERROR()

• GSS_SUPPLEMENTARY_INFO()

Each macro takes a GSS status code and masks all but the relevant field. For example,
when you use theGSS_ROUTINE_ERROR() macro on a status code, it returns a
value. The value of the macro is arrived at by using only the routine errors field and
zeroing the values of the calling error and the supplementary information fields.

An additional macro,GSS_ERROR(), lets you determine whether the status code
indicated a calling or routine error. If the status code indicated a calling or routine
error, the macro returns a nonzero value. If no calling or routine error is indicated,
the routine returns a 0 (zero).

Note: At times, a GSSAPI routine that is unable to access
data can generate a platform-specific signal, instead of
returning a GSS_S_CALL_INACCESSIBLE_READ or
GSS_S_CALL_INACCESSIBLE_WRITE status value.

Minor Status Values

The GSSAPI routines return aminor_statusparameter to indicate errors from either
DCE security or Kerberos. The parameter can contain a single error, indicated by
an OM_uint32 value. TheOM_uint32 data type is equivalent to the DCE data type
error_status_t and can contain any DCE-defined error.
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Names

Names identify principals. The GSSAPI authenticates the relationship between a
name and the principal claiming the name.

Names are represented in the following two forms:

• A printable form, for presentation to an application

• An internal, canonical form that is used by the API and is opaque to applications

The gss_import_name() and gss_display_name() routines convert names
between their printable form and theirgss_name_t data type. GSSAPI
supports only DCE principal names, which are identified by the constant OID,
GSSCDE_C_OID_DCENAME.

The gss_compare_names()routine compares internal form names.

Channel Bindings

You can define and use channel bindings to associate the security context with the
communications channel that carries the context. Channel bindings are communicated
to the GSSAPI by using the following structure:

typedef struct gss_channel_binding_struct {

OM_uint32 initiator_addrtype;
gss_buffer_desc initiator_address;

OM_uint32 acceptor_addrtype;

gss_buffer_desc aceptor_address;

gss_buffer_desc application_data;

} *gss_channel_bindings_t;

Use the initiator_addrtype and acceptor_addrtypefields to initiate the type of
addresses contained in theinitiator_addressand acceptor_addressbuffers. The
address types and theiraddrtype values are as follows:

Unspecified GSS_C_AF_UNSPEC

Host-local GSS_C_AF_LOCAL

DARPA Internet
GSS_C_AF_INET

ARPAnet IMP
GSS_C_AF_IMPLINK
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pup protocols (for example, BSP)
GSS_C_AF_PUP

MIT CHAOS protocol
GSS_C_AF_CHAOS

XEROX NS GSS_C_AF_NS

nbs GSS_C_AF_NBS

ECMA GSS_C_AF_ECMA

datakit protocols
GSS_C_AF_DATAKIT

CCITT protocols (for example, X.25)
GSS_C_AF_CCITT

IBM SNA GSS_C_AF_SNA

Digital DECnet
GSS_C_AF_DECnet

Direct data link interface
GSS_C_AF_DLI

LAT GSS_C_AF_LAT

NSC Hyperchannel
GSS_C_AF_HYLINK

AppleTalk GSS_C_AF_APPLETALK

BISYNC 2780/3780
GSS_C_AF_BSC

Distributed system services
GSS_C_AF_DSS

OSI TP4 GSS_C_AF_OSI

X25 GSS_C_AF_X25

No address specified
GSS_C_AF_NULLADDR

The tags specify address families rather than addressing formats. For address
families that contain several alternative address forms, theinitiator_addressand the
acceptor_addressfields should contain sufficient information to determine which
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address form is used. Format the bytes that contain the addresses in the order in
which the bytes are transmitted across the network.

The GSSAPI creates an octet string by concatenating all the fields (initiator_addrtype,
initiator_address, acceptor_addrtype, acceptor_address, andapplication_data). The
security mechanism signs the octet string and binds the signature to the token
generated by thegss_init_sec_context()routine. The context acceptor presents
the same bindings to thegss_accept_sec_context()routine, which evaluates the
signature and compares it to the signature in the token. If the signatures differ,
the gss_accept_sec_context()routine returns aGSS_S_BAD_BINDINGSerror, and
the context is not established.

Some security mechanisms check that theinitiator_addressfield of the channel
bindings presented to thegss_init_sec_context()routine contains the correct network
address of the host system. Therefore portable applications should use either
the correct address type and value or theGSS_C_AF_NULLADDR for the
initiator_addrtype address field. Some security mechanisms include the channel
binding data in the token instead of a signature, so portable applications should not
use confidential data as channel-binding components. The GSSAPI does not verify
the address or include the plain text bindings information in the token.

Optional Parameters

In routine descriptions,optional parametersallow the application to request default
behaviors by passing a default value for the parameter. The following conventions
are used for optional parameters:

Convention Value Default Explanation

gss_buffer_t types GSS_C_NO_BUFFER For an input
parameter, indicates
no data is supplied.
For an output
parameter, indicates
that the information
returned is not
required by the
application.

Integer types (input) Refer to the
reference pages for
default values.
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Convention Value Default Explanation

Integer types (output) NULL Indicates that the
application does not
require the
information.

Pointer types (output) NULL Indicates that the
application does not
require the
information.

OIDs GSS_C_NULL_OID Indicates the default
choice for name type
or security
mechanism.

OID sets GSS_C_NULL_OID_SET Indicates the default
set of security
mechanisms, DCE
security and
Kerberos.

Credentials GSS_C_NO_CREDENTIAL Indicates that the
application should
use the default
credential handle.

Channel bindings GSS_C_NO_CHANNEL
_BINDINGS

Indicates that no
channel bindings are
used.

Related Information

Books: OSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.
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dce_acl_copy_acl

Purpose Copies an ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_copy_acl(
sec_acl_t *source,
sec_acl_t *target,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

source A pointer to the ACL to be copied.

target A pointer to the new ACL that is to receive the copy.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_copy_acl()routine makes a copy of a specified ACL. The caller passes
the space for the target ACL, but the space for thesec_acl_entriesarray is allocated.
To free the allocated space, calldce_acl_obj_free_entries(), which frees the entries,
but not the ACL itself.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

rpc_s_no_memory
The rpc_sm_allocate()routine could not obtain memory.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_free_entries(3sec).
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dce_acl_inq_acl_from_header

Purpose Retrieves the UUID of an ACL from an item’s header in a backing store

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_inq_acl_from_header(
dce_db_header_tdb_header,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
uuid_t * acl_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

db_header The backing store header containing the ACL object.

sec_acl_typeThe type of ACL to be identified:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container

Output

acl_uuid A pointer to the UUID of the ACL object.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The dce_acl_inq_acl_from_header()routine gets the UUID for an ACL object of
the specified type from the specified backing store header.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

db_s_key_not_found
The specified key was not found in the backing store. (This error is
passed through fromdce_db_fetch().)

db_s_bad_index_type
The key’s type is wrong, or else the backing store is not by name or by
UUID. (This error is passed through fromdce_db_fetch().)

sec_acl_invalid_type
The sec_acl_typeparameter does not contain a valid type.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_resolve_by_name(3sec), dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid(3sec).
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dce_acl_inq_client_creds

Purpose Returns the client’s credentials

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_inq_client_creds(
handle_t handle,
sec_cred_pa_handle_t *creds,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The remote procedure call binding handle.

Output

creds A pointer to the returned credentials, or NULL if unauthorized.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_inq_client_creds()routine returns the client’s security credentials found
through the RPC binding handle.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

rpc_s_authn_authz_mismatch
Either the client, or the server, or both is not using therpc_c_authz_dce
authorization service.

rpc_s_invalid_binding
Invalid RPC binding handle.

rpc_s_wrong_kind_of_binding
Wrong kind of binding for operation.

rpc_s_binding_has_no_auth
Binding has no authentication information. The client or the server
should have calledrpc_binding_set_auth_info().

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_inq_client_permset(3sec),
dce_acl_inq_permset_for_creds(3sec), dce_acl_register_object_type(3sec).
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dce_acl_inq_client_permset

Purpose Returns the client’s permissions corresponding to an ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_inq_client_permset(
handle_t handle,
uuid_t *mgr_type,
uuid_t *acl_uuid,
uuid_t * owner_id,
uuid_t * group_id,
sec_acl_permset_t*permset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The remote procedure call binding handle.

mgr_type A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them.

acl_uuid A pointer to the UUID of the ACL.

owner_id Identifies the owner of the object that is protected by the specified ACL.
If the sec_acl_e_type_user_objACLE (ACL entry) exists, then the
owner_id (uuid_t pointer) can not be NULL. If it is, then the error
sec_acl_expected_user_objis returned.

group_id Identifies the group to which the object that is protected by the specified
ACL belongs. If the asec_acl_e_type_group_objACLE exists,
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the group_id (uuid_t pointer) can not be NULL. If it is, the error
sec_acl_expected_group_objis returned.

Output

permset The set of permissions allowed to the client.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_inq_client_permset() routine returns the client’s permissions that
correspond to the ACL. It finds the ACL in the database as defined for this ACL
manager type withdce_acl_register_object_type(). The client’s credentials are
determined from the binding handle. The ACL and credentials determine the
permission set.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

acl_s_bad_manager_type
The mgr_typeparameter does not match the manager type in the ACL
itself.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_inq_client_pac(3sec), dce_acl_inq_permset_for_pac(3sec),
dce_acl_register_object_type(3sec).
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dce_acl_inq_permset_for_creds

Purpose Determines a principal’s complete extent of access to an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_inq_permset_for_creds(
sec_cred_pa_handle_t *creds,
sec_acl_t *ap,
uuid_t * owner_id,
uuid_t * group_id,
sec_acl_posix_semantics_tposix_semantics,
sec_acl_permset_t *perms,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

creds The security credentials that represent the principal.

ap The ACL that represents the object.

owner_id Identifies the owner of the object that is protected by the specified ACL.
If the sec_acl_e_type_user_objACLE (ACL entry) exists, then the
owner_id (uuid_t pointer) can not be NULL. If it is, then the error
sec_acl_expected_user_objis returned.

group_id Identifies the group in which the object that is protected by the specified
ACL belongs. If the asec_acl_e_type_group_objACLE exists,
the group_id (uuid_t pointer) can not be NULL. If it is, the error
sec_acl_expected_group_objis returned.

posix_semantics
This parameter is currently unused in OSF’s implementation.
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Output

perms A bit mask containing a 1 bit for each permission granted by the ACL
and 0 (zero) bits elsewhere.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok.

Description

The dce_acl_inq_permset_for_creds()routine returns a principal’s complete extent
of access to some object. This routine is useful for implementing operations such as
the conventional UNIX access function.

The values allowed for the credentials representing the principal include NULL or
unauthenticated.

The routine normally returns TRUE, even when the access permissions are
determined to be all 0 (zero) bits (dce_acl_c_no_permissions). It returns FALSE
only on illogical error conditions (such as unsupported ACL entry types), in
which case the status output gets the error status code and theperms is set to
dce_acl_c_no_permissions.

All ACL entry types (of typesec_acl_entry_type_t) are supported by this routine

Notes

The meanings of the permission bits have no effect on the action of the
dce_acl_inq_permset_for_creds()routine. The interpretation of the bits is left
entirely to the application.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_inq_client_creds(3sec), dce_acl_inq_client_permset(3sec),
dce_acl_register_object_type(3sec).
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dce_acl_inq_prin_and_group.3sec

Purpose Inquires the principal and group of an RPC caller

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_inq_prin_and_group(
handle_t handle,
uuid_t * principal,
uuid_t * group,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The remote procedure call binding handle.

Output

principal The UUID of the principal of the caller of the RPC.

group The UUID of the group of the caller of the RPC.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_inq_prin_and_group() routine finds the principal and group of the
caller of a remote procedure call. This information is useful for filling in the
owner_idandgroup_id fields of standard data or object headers. Setting the owner
and group make sense only if your ACL manager will handle owners and groups,
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which you specify with thedce_acl_c_has_ownerand dce_acl_c_has_groupsflags
to dce_acl_register_object_type().

If the caller is unauthenticated, the principal and group are filled with theNIL UUID,
generated throughuuid_create_nil().

Examples

dce_db_std_header_init(db, &data, ..., &st);

dce_acl_inq_prin_and_group(h, \

&data.h.owner_id, &data.h.group_id, &st);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer
to the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages. Thedce_acl_inq_prin_and_group()routine can return errors from
dce_acl_inq_client_creds(), sec_cred_get_initiator(), and sec_cred_get_pa_data().
It generates no error messages of its own.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_register_object_type(3sec).
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dce_acl_is_client_authorized

Purpose Checks whether a client’s credentials are authenticated

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_is_client_authorized(
handle_t handle,
uuid_t * mgr_type,
uuid_t * acl_uuid,
uuid_t * owner_id,
uuid_t * group_id,
sec_acl_permset_tdesired_perms,
boolean32 *authorized,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle The client’s binding handle.

mgr_type A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them.

acl_uuid A pointer to the UUID of the ACL.

owner_id Identifies the owner of the object that is protected by the specified ACL.
If the sec_acl_e_type_user_objACLE (ACL entry) exists, then the
owner_id (uuid_t pointer) can not be NULL. If it is, then the error
sec_acl_expected_user_objis returned.
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group_id Identifies the group to which the object that is protected by the specified
ACL belongs. If the asec_acl_e_type_group_objACLE exists,
the group_id (uuid_t pointer) can not be NULL. If it is, the error
sec_acl_expected_group_objis returned.

desired_perms
A permission set containing the desired privileges. This is a 32-bit
set of permission flags. The flags may represent the conventional
file system permissions (read, write, and execute), the extended AFS
permissions (owner, insert, and delete), or some other permissions
supported by the specific application ACL manager. For example, a
bit that is unused for file system permissions may mean withdrawals are
allowed for a bank ACL manager, while it may mean matrix inversions
are allowed for a CPU ACL manager. Themgr_typeidentifies the
semantics of the bits.

Output

authorized A pointer to the TRUE or FALSE return value of the routine.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thedce_acl_is_client_authorized()routine returns TRUE in theauthorizedparameter
if and only if all of the desired permissions (represented as bits indesired_perms) are
included in the actual permissions corresponding to thehandle, themgr_type, and the
acl_uuid UUID. Otherwise, the returned value is FALSE.

Notes

The routine’s return value isvoid. The returnedboolean32value is in theauthorized
parameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

acl_s_bad_manager_type
The mgr_typedoes not match the manager type in the ACL itself.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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dce_acl_obj_add_any_other_entry

Purpose Adds permissions forany_other ACL entry to a given ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_add_any_other_entry(
sec_acl_t *acl,
sec_acl_permset_tpermset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be modified.

permset The permissions to be granted tosec_acl_e_type_any_other.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_add_any_other_entry() routine adds an ACL entry for
sec_acl_e_type_any_otheraccess to the specified ACL. It is equivalent to calling
the dce_acl_obj_add_obj_entry()routine with thesec_acl_e_type_any_otherentry
type, but is more convenient.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_add_obj_entry(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_add_foreign_entry

Purpose Adds permissions for an ACL entry for a foreign user or group to the given ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_add_foreign_entry(
sec_acl_t *acl,
sec_acl_entry_type_tentry_type,
sec_acl_permset_tpermset,
uuid_t * realm,
uuid_t * id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be modified.

entry_type Must be one of the following types:

• sec_acl_e_type_foreign_user

• sec_acl_e_type_foreign_group.

• sec_acl_e_type_for_user_deleg

• sec_acl_e_type_for_group_deleg

permset The permissions to be granted to the foreign group or foreign user.

realm The UUID of the foreign cell.

id The UUID identifying the foreign group or foreign user.
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_add_foreign_entry() routine adds an ACL entry for
sec_acl_e_type_foreign_xxxaccess to the specified ACL.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_invalid_entry_type
The type specified inentry_typeis not one of the four specified types.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_add_id_entry(3sec), sec_id_parse_name(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_add_group_entry

Purpose Adds permissions for a group ACL entry to the given ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_add_group_entry(
sec_acl_t *acl,
sec_acl_permset_tpermset,
uuid_t * group,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be modified.

permset The permissions to be granted to the group.

group The UUID identifying the group.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_add_group_entry()routine adds a group ACL entry to the given
ACL. It is equivalent to calling thedce_acl_obj_add_id_entry()routine with the
sec_acl_e_type_groupentry type, but is more convenient.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_add_id_entry(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_add_id_entry

Purpose Adds permissions for an ACL entry to the given ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_add_id_entry(
sec_acl_t *acl,
sec_acl_entry_type_tentry_type,
sec_acl_permset_tpermset,
uuid_t * id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be modified.

entry_type Must be one of the following types:

• sec_acl_e_type_user

• sec_acl_e_type_group

• sec_acl_e_type_foreign_other

• sec_acl_e_type_user_deleg

• sec_acl_e_type_group_deleg

• sec_acl_e_type_for_other_deleg

permset The permissions to be granted to theuser, group, or foreign_other.

id The UUID identifying theuser, group, or foreign_other to be added
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thedce_acl_obj_add_id_entry()routine adds an ACL entry (user or group, domestic
or foreign) to the given ACL.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_invalid_entry_type
The type specified inentry_typeis not one of the six specified types.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_add_group_entry(3sec),
dce_acl_obj_add_user_entry(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_add_obj_entry

Purpose Adds permissions for an object (obj) ACL entry to the given ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_add_obj_entry(
sec_acl_t *acl,
sec_acl_entry_type_tentry_type,
sec_acl_permset_tpermset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be modified.

entry_type Must be one of these types:

• sec_acl_e_type_unauthenticated

• sec_acl_e_type_any_other

• sec_acl_e_type_mask_obj

• sec_acl_e_type_user_obj

• sec_acl_e_type_group_obj

• sec_acl_e_type_other_obj

• sec_acl_e_type_user_obj_deleg

• sec_acl_e_type_group_obj_deleg

• sec_acl_e_type_other_obj_deleg

• sec_acl_e_type_any_other_deleg
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permset The permissions to be granted.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_add_obj_entry()routine adds anobj ACL entry to the given ACL.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_duplicate_entry
An obj ACL entry type already exits for the given ACL.

sec_acl_invalid_entry_type
The type specified inentry_typeis not a valid ACL entry type.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_add_any_other_entry(3sec),
dce_acl_obj_add_unauth_entry(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_add_unauth_entry

Purpose Adds permissions forunauthenticated ACL entry to the given ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_add_unauth_entry(
sec_acl_t *acl,
sec_acl_permset_tpermset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be modified.

permset The permissions to be granted forsec_acl_e_type_unauthenticated.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_add_unauth_entry() routine adds ACL entry for
sec_acl_e_type_unauthenticatedto the given ACL. It is equivalent to calling the
dce_acl_obj_add_obj_entry() routine with the sec_acl_e_type_unauthenticated
entry type, but it is more convenient.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_add_obj_entry(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_add_user_entry

Purpose Adds permissions for a user ACL entry to the given ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_add_user_entry(
sec_acl_t *acl,
sec_acl_permset_tpermset,
uuid_t * user,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be modified.

permset The permissions to be granted to the user.

user The UUID identifying the user to be added.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_add_user_entry()routine adds a user ACL entry to the given
ACL. It is equivalent to calling thedce_acl_obj_add_id_entry()routine with the
sec_acl_e_type_userentry type, but it is more convenient.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_add_id_entry(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_free_entries

Purpose Frees space used by an ACL’s entries

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_free_entries(
sec_acl_t *acl,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be freed.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_free_entries()routine frees space used by an ACL’s entries, then
sets the pointer to the ACL entry array to NULL and the entry count to 0 (zero).

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_init(3sec).
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dce_acl_obj_init

Purpose Initializes an ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_obj_init(
uuid_t * mgr_type,
sec_acl_t *acl,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

mgr_type A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them.

acl A pointer to the ACL that is to be created.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_obj_init() routine initializes an ACL. The caller passes in the pointer to
the already-existing ACL structure (of typesec_acl_t), for which the caller provides
the space.
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Examples

This example shows the use ofdce_acl_obj_init() and the corresponding routine to
free the entries,dce_acl_obj_free_entries().

sec_acl_t acl;
extern uuid_t my_mgr_type;

error_status_t status;

dce_acl_obj_init(&my_mgr_type, &acl, &status);

/* ... use the ACL ... */

dce_acl_obj_free_entries(&acl, &status);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_obj_free_entries(3sec).
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dce_acl_register_object_type

Purpose Registers an ACL manager’s object type

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_register_object_type(
dce_db_handle_tdb,
uuid_t * mgr_type,
unsigned32printstring_size,
sec_acl_printstring_t *printstring,
sec_acl_printstring_t *mgr_info,
sec_acl_permset_tcontrol_perm,
sec_acl_permset_ttest_perm,
dce_acl_resolve_func_tresolver,
void * resolver_arg,
unsigned32flags,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

db The db parameter specifies the handle to the backing store database
in which the ACL objects are stored. It must be indexed by UUID
and not use backing store headers. The database is obtained through
dce_db_open(), which is called prior to this routine.

mgr_type A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them.
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printstring_size
The number of items in theprintstring array.

printstring An array of sec_acl_printstring_t structures containing the printable
representation of each specified permission. These are the printstrings
used bydcecpor other ACL editors.

mgr_info A single sec_acl_printstring_t containing the name and short
description for the given ACL manager.

control_permThe permission set needed to change an ACL, typically
sec_acl_perm_control. If the value is 0, then anyone is allowed to
change the ACL. The permission must be listed in theprintstring .

test_perm The permission set needed to test an ACL, typicallysec_acl_perm_test.
If the value is 0, then anyone is allowed to test the ACL. The permissions
must be listed in theprintstring .

resolver The function for finding an ACL’s UUID.

resolver_arg The argument to pass to theresolver function. If using
dce_acl_resolve_by_name()or dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid(), then pass
the database handle to the name or UUID backing store database.
The backing store must use the standard backing store header. See
dce_db_open(3dce).

flags A bit mask with the following possible bit values:

dce_acl_c_orphans_ok
If this bit is specified, it is possible to replace an ACL
with one in which no control bits are turned on in any
of the ACL entries. (Use therdacl_replace operation to
replace an ACL.) This is a write-once operation, and once
it has been done, no one can change the ACL.

dce_acl_c_has_owner
If this bit is set, then the ACL manager supports the
concept of user owners of objects. This is required to
use ACL entries of typeuser_obj and user_obj_deleg.
entries such assec_acl_e_type_user_obj.

dce_acl_c_has_groups
A similar bit for group owners of objects.
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_register_object_type()routine registers an ACL manager’s object types
with the ACL library.

The resolver function may be the dce_acl_resolve_by_name() or the
dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid()routine, if the application uses the standard header in the
backing store database, or it may be some other user-supplied routine, as appropriate.
A user-supplied routine must be of typedce_acl_resolve_func_t. The resolver
function finds the UUID of the ACL of the given object. Theresolver’s parameters
must match the typedce_db_convert_func_t defined in the file<dce/aclif.h>.
Observe the use of the resolver functiondce_acl_convert_func()in EXAMPLES .

Unless thedce_acl_c_orphans_okbit is set in theflags parameter, all ACLs must
always havesomeoneable to modify the ACL.

Another way to express this is that ifdce_acl_c_orphans_okis cleared in a
call to dce_acl_register_object_type()where a control_perm value is specified,
then a subsequent ACL replacement using an ACL that has no control bits set
in any nondelegation entry will fail, resulting in theacl_s_no_control_entries
error. If dce_acl_c_orphans_okis set, but nocontrol_permbits are specified, then
dce_acl_c_orphans_okis ignored, and the replacement works in all cases.

Files

/usr/include/dce/aclif.h
Definition of dce_acl_resolve_func_t.

Examples

The dce_acl_register_object_type()routine should be called once for each type of
object that the server manages. A typical call is shown below. The sample code
defines three variables: the manager printstring, the ACL printstrings, and the ACL
database. Note that the manager printstring does not define any permission bits; they
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will be set by the library to be the union of all permissions in the ACL printstring.
The code also uses the globalmy_uuid as the ACL manager type UUID. The ACL
printstring uses the standardsec_acl_perm_XXXbits.

include <dce/aclif.h>

/* Manager help. */

sec_acl_printstring_t my_acl_help = {

"me", "My manager"

};

/*

* ACL permission descriptions;

* these are from /usr/include/dce/aclbase.idl

* This example refrains from redefining any of the

* conventionally established bits.
*/

sec_acl_printstring_t my_printstring[] = {

{ "r", "read", sec_acl_perm_read },

{ "f", "foobar", sec_acl_perm_unused_00000080 },

{ "w", "write", sec_acl_perm_write },

{ "d", "delete, sec_acl_perm_delete },
{ "c", "control", sec_acl_perm_control }

};

dce_db_open("my_acldb", NULL,

dce_db_c_std_header | dce_db_c_index_by_uuid,
(dce_db_convert_func_t)dce_acl_convert_func,

&dbh, &st);

dce_acl_register_object_type(dbh, &my_manager_uuid,

sizeof my_printstring / sizeof my_printstring[0],
my_printstring, &my_acl_help, sec_acl_perm_control,

0, xxx_resolve_func, NULL, 0, &st);

If the ACL manager can use the standard collection of ACL bits (that is, has not
defined any special ones), then it can use the global variabledce_acl_g_printstring
that predefines a printstring. Here is an example of its use:
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dce_acl_register_object_type(acl_db, &your_mgr_type,

sizeof dce_acl_g_printstring / sizeof dce_acl_g_printstring[0],

dce_acl_g_printstring, &your_acl_help,

dced_perm_control, dced_perm_test, your_resolver, NULL, 0, st);

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

acl_s_owner_not_allowed
In a rdacl_replaceoperation an attempt was made to add an ACL entry
of typesec_acl_e_type_user_objor sec_acl_e_type_user_obj_delegto
a manager that does not support object users ownership.

acl_s_owner_not_allowed
In a rdacl_replaceoperation an attempt was made to add an ACL entry
of typesec_acl_e_type_user_objor sec_acl_e_type_user_obj_delegto
a manager that does not support object users ownership.

acl_s_group_not_allowed
In a rdacl_replace operation an attempt was made to
add an ACL entry of type sec_acl_e_type_group_obj or
sec_acl_e_type_group_obj_delegto a manager that does not
support object group ownership.

acl_s_no_control_entries
In a rdacl_replace operation an attempt was made to replace the ACL
where no entries have control permission.

acl_s_owner_not_allowed
In a rdacl_replaceoperation an attempt was made to add an ACL entry
of typesec_acl_e_type_user_objor sec_acl_e_type_user_obj_delegto
a manager that does not support object users ownership.

acl_s_group_not_allowed
In a rdacl_replace operation an attempt was made to
add an ACL entry of type sec_acl_e_type_group_obj or
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sec_acl_e_type_group_obj_delegto a manager that does not
support object group ownership.

acl_s_no_control_entries
In a rdacl_replace operation an attempt was made to replace the
ACL where no entries have control permission. CL entry of type
sec_acl_e_type_group_objor sec_acl_e_type_group_obj_delegto a
manager that does not support object group ownership.

acl_s_no_control_entries
In a rdacl_replace operation an attempt was made to replace the ACL
where no entries have control permission.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_resolve_by_name(3sec), dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid(3sec),
dce_db_open(3dce).
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dce_acl_resolve_by_name

Purpose Finds an ACL’s UUID, given an object’s name

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

void dce_acl_resolve_by_name(
handle_t handle,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
uuid_t * mgr_type,
boolean32writing,
void * resolver_arg,
uuid_t * acl_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A client binding handle passed into the server stub. Usesec_acl_bind()
to create this handle.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

sec_acl_typeThe type of ACL to be resolved:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container

mgr_type A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
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the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them.

writing This parameter is ignored in OSF’s implementation.

resolver_arg This argument is passed intodce_acl_register_object_type(). It should
be a handle for a backing store indexed by name.

Output

acl_uuid The ACL UUID, as resolved bydce_acl_resolve_by_name().

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_resolve_by_name()routine finds an ACL’s UUID, given an object’s
name, as provided in thecomponent_nameparameter. The user does not call this
function directly. It is an instance of the kind of function provided to theresolver
argument ofdce_acl_register_object_type().

If dce_acl_resolve_by_name()anddce_acl_resolve_by_uuid()are inappropriate, the
user ofdce_acl_register_object_type()must provide some otherresolverfunction.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_register_object_type(3sec), dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid(3sec),
dce_db_open(3dce), dce_db_header_fetch(3dce).
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dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid

Purpose Finds an ACL’s UUID, given an object’s UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce.h>
#include <dce/aclif.h>

dce_acl_resolve_func_t dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid(
handle_t handle,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
uuid_t * mgr_type,
boolean32writing,
void * resolver_arg,
uuid_t * acl_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

handle A client binding handle passed into the server stub. Usesec_acl_bind()
to create this handle.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object. (The
dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid()routine ignores this parameter.)

sec_acl_typeThe type of ACL to be resolved:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container
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mgr_type A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them.

writing This parameter is ignored in OSF’s implementation.

resolver_arg This argument is passed intodce_acl_register_object_type(). It should
be a handle for a backing store indexed by UUID.

Output

acl_uuid The ACL UUID, as resolved bydce_acl_resolve_by_uuid().

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid()routine finds an ACL’s UUID, given an object’s
UUID, as provided through thehandleparameter. The user does not call this function
directly. It is an instance of the kind of function provided to theresolverargument
of dce_acl_register_object_type().

If dce_acl_resolve_by_uuid()anddce_acl_resolve_by_name()are inappropriate, the
user ofdce_acl_register_object_type()must provide some otherresolverfunction.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_acl_register_object_type(3sec), dce_acl_resolve_by_name(3sec),
dce_db_open(3dce), dce_db_header_fetch(3dce).
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dce_aud_close

Purpose Closes an audit trail file. Used by client/server applications and audit trail analysis
and examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_close(
dce_aud_trail_t at,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

at A pointer to an audit trail descriptor returned by a previous call to
dce_aud_open().

Output

status The status code returned by this routine.

Description

The dce_aud_close()function releases data structures of file openings, RPC bindings,
and other memory associated with the audit trail that is specified by the audit trail
descriptor.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_open(3sec).
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dce_aud_commit

Purpose Writes the audit record in the audit trail file. Used by client/server applications.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_commit(
dce_aud_trail_t at,
dce_aud_rec_tard,
unsigned32options,
unsigned16format,
unsigned32outcome,
unsigned32*status);

Parameters
Input

at Designates an audit trail file to which the completed audit record will
be written. The audit trail file must have been previously opened by a
successful call to thedce_aud_open()function.

ard Designates an audit record descriptor that was returned by a previously
successful call to one of thedce_aud_start_* () functions. The content
of this record buffer will be appended to the audit trail specified byat.

options Bitwise OR of option values described below. A value of 0 (zero)
for options results in the default operation (normal writing to the file
without flushing to stable storage). The possible option value is

aud_c_evt_commit_sync
Flushes the audit record to stable storage before the
function returns.

aud_c_evt_always_log
Unconditionally logs the audit record to the audit trail.
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aud_c_evt_always_alarm
Unconditionally displays the audit record on the console.

format Event’s tail format used for the event-specific information. This format
can be configured by the user. With this format version number, the
servers and audit analysis tools can accommodate changes in the formats
of the event specific information, or use different formats dynamically.

outcome The event outcome to be stored in the header. The possible event-
outcome values are as follows:

aud_c_esl_cond_success
The event completed successfully.

aud_c_esl_cond_denial
The event failed because of access denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_failure
The event failed because of reasons other than access
denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_pending
The event is in an intermediate state, and the outcome is
pending, being one in a series of connected events, where
the application desires to record the real outcome only
after the last event.

aud_c_esl_cond_unknown
The event outcome (denial, failure, pending, or success)
is not known. This outcome exists only between a
dce_aud_start()(all varieties of this routine) call and the
next dce_aud_commit() call. You can also use0 to
specify this outcome.

Output

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or not. If the routine did
not complete successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_commit() function determines whether the event should be audited
given the event outcome. If it should be audited, the function completes the audit
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record identified byard and writes it to the audit trail designated byat. If any of the
aud_c_evt_always_logor aud_c_evt_always_alarmoptions is selected, the event is
always audited (logged or an alarm message is sent to the standard output).

If the aud_c_evt_commit_syncoption is selected, the function attempts to flush the
audit record to stable storage. If the stable storage write cannot be performed, the
function either continues to try until the stable-storage write is completed or returns
an error status.

Upon successful completion,dce_aud_commit()calls dce_aud_discard()internally
to release the memory of the audit record that is being committed.

The caller should not change the outcome between thedce_aud_start() and
dce_aud_commit()calls arbitrarily. In this case, the outcome can be made more
specific, for example, fromaud_c_esl_cond_unknownto aud_c_esl_cond_success
or from aud_c_esl_cond_pendingto aud_c_esl_cond_success.

An outcome change fromaud_c_esl_cond_successto aud_c_esl_cond_denialis
not logically correct because the outcomeaud_c_esl_cond_successmay have
caused a NULLard to be returned in this function. If the final outcome can
be aud_c_esl_cond_success, then it should be specified in this function, or use
aud_c_esl_cond_unknown.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_wrong_protection_level
Client used the wrong protection level.

aud_s_dmn_disabled
The daemon is disabled for logging.

aud_s_log_access_denied
The client’s access to the Audit log was denied.
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aud_s_cannot_gettime
The audit library cannot backup a trail file due to failure of the
utc_gettime() call.

aud_s_cannot_getgmtime
The audit library cannot backup a trail file due to failure of the
utc_gmtime() call.

aud_s_rename_trail_file_rc
Cannot rename the audit trail file.

aud_s_cannot_reopen_trail_file_rc
Internally, the audit trail file was being reopened and the reopening of
the file failed.

aud_s_rename_trail_index_file_rc
Internally, the audit trail index file was being renamed and the renaming
of the file failed.

aud_s_cannot_reopen_trail_index_file_rc
Internally, the audit trail index file was being reopened and the reopening
of the file failed.

aud_s_invalid_record_descriptor
The audit record descriptor is invalid.

aud_s_invalid_outcome
The event outcome parameter that was provided is invalid.

aud_s_outcomes_inconsistent
The event outcome parameter is inconsistent with the outcome parameter
provided in thedce_aud_start()call.

aud_s_trl_write_failure
The audit record cannot be written to stable storage.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.
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Status codes passed fromdce_aud_discard()

Status codes passed fromrpc_binding_inq_auth_caller()

Status codes passed fromdce_acl_is_client_authorized()

Status codes passed fromaudit_pickle_dencode_ev_info()(RPC idl compiler)

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_open(3sec), dce_aud_put_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_discard

Purpose Discards an audit record (releases the memory). Used by client/server applications
and trail analysis and examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_discard(
dce_aud_rec_tard,
unsigned32*status);

Parameters
Input

ard Designates an audit record descriptor that was returned by a previously
successful call to one of thedce_aud_start_*() functions or the
dce_aud_next()function.

Output

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_discard() function releases the memory used by the audit record
descriptor and the associated audit record that is to be discarded.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Status codes passed fromdce_aud_free_header()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_open(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_free_ev_info

Purpose Frees the memory allocated for an event information stucture returned from calling
dce_aud_get_ev_info(). Used by the audit trail analysis and examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_free_ev_info(
dce_aud_ev_info_t *event_info,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

event_info Designates an event-specific information item returned from a previous
successful call to thedce_aud_get_ev_info()function.

Output

status The status code returned by this routine.

Description

The dce_aud_free_ev_info() function frees the memory allocated for an
event information stucture returned by a previous successful call to the
dce_aud_get_ev_info()function.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_get_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_next(3sec).
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dce_aud_free_header

Purpose Frees the memory allocated to a designated audit record header structure. Used by
the audit trail analysis and examination tools

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_free_header(
dce_aud_hdr_t *header,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ard Designates a pointer to an audit record header structure that was returned
by a previous successful call to thedce_aud_get_header()function.

Output

status The status code returned by this routine.

Description

The dce_aud_free_header()frees the memory allocated to a designated audit record
header structure. The designated audit record header is usually obtained from an
audit record by callingdce_aud_get_header().

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_get_header(3sec), dce_aud_next(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec).
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dce_aud_get_ev_info

Purpose Returns a pointer to an event information stucture (dce_aud_ev_info_t). Used by
the audit trail analysis and examination tools

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_get_ev_info(
dce_aud_rec_tard,
dce_aud_ev_info_t **event_info,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ard Designates an audit record descriptor that was returned by a previously
successful call to thedce_aud_next()function.

Output

event_info Returns an event-specific information item of the designated audit
record. Returns NULL if there are no more information items.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_get_ev_info()function returns a pointer to an event information
structure. The designated record is usually obtained from an audit trail by calling
dce_aud_open()and dce_aud_next(). If there is more than one item of event-
specific information in the audit record, then one item is returned through one call to
dce_aud_get_ev_info(). The order in which the items are returned is the same as the
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order in which they were included in the audit record throughdce_aud_put_ev_info()
calls. This function allocates the memory to hold the human-readable representation
of the audit record and returns the address of this memory.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_invalid_record_descriptor
The audit record descriptor is invalid.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_next(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec).
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dce_aud_get_header

Purpose Gets the header of a specified audit record. Used by the audit trail analysis and
examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_get_header(
dce_aud_rec_tard,
dce_aud_hdr_t **header,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ard Designates an audit record descriptor that was returned by a previously
successful call to thedce_aud_next()function.

Output

header Returns the header information of the designated audit record.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

Thedce_aud_get_header()function gets the header information of a designated audit
record. The designated record is usually obtained from an audit trail by calling
dce_aud_open()anddce_aud_next().
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_invalid_record_descriptor
The audit record descriptor is invalid.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_next(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec).
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dce_aud_length

Purpose Gets the length of a specified audit record. Used by client/server applications and
trail analysis and examination tools

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

unsigned32 dce_aud_length(
dce_aud_rec_tard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ard Designates an audit record descriptor that was returned by a previously
successful call todce_aud_next(), or one of thedce_aud_start_* ()
functions.

Output

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_length()function gets the length of a designated audit record. The
designated record (in binary format) may be obtained from an audit trail by calling
the dce_aud_open()anddce_aud_next()functions.

Applications can use this function to know how much space an audit record will use
before it is committed. This function can also be used by audit trail analysis and
examination tools to determine the space that a previously committed audit record
uses before it is read.
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Return Values

The size of the specified audit record in number of bytes.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_invalid_record_descriptor
The audit record descriptor is invalid.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Status codes passed fromidl_es_encode_dyn_buffer()

Status codes passed fromaudit_pickle_dencode_ev_info()
(RPC IDL compiler)

Status codes passed fromidl_es_handle_free()

Status codes passed fromrpc_sm_client_free()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_next(3aud), dce_aud_open(3aud),
dce_aud_put_ev_info(3aud), dce_aud_start(3aud),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3aud), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3aud),
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3aud).
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dce_aud_next

Purpose Reads the next audit record from a specified audit trail file into a buffer. Used by
the trail analysis and examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_next(
dce_aud_trail_t *at,
char *predicate,
unsigned16format,
dce_aud_rec_t *ard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

at A pointer to the descriptor of an audit trail file previously opened for
reading by the functiondce_aud_open().

predicate Criteria for selecting the audit records that are to be read from the audit
trail file. A predicate statement consists of an attribute and its value,
separated by any of the following operators:= (equal to),< (less than),
<= (less than or equal to),> (greater than), and>= (greater than or equal
to):

• attribute=value

• attribute>value

• attribute>=value

• attribute<value

• attribute<=value
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Attribute names are case sensitive, and no space is allowed within a
predicate expression. Multiple predicates are delimited by a comma,
in the following form:

attribute1=value1,attribute2>value2, ...

No space is allowed between predicates. Note that when multiple
predicates are defined, the values are logically ANDed together.

The possible attribute names, their values, and allowable operators are
as follows:

SERVER The UUID of the server principal that generated the
record. The attribute value must be a UUID string.
Operator allowed: = (equal to).

EVENT The audit event number. The attribute value must be a
hexadecimal number. Operator allowed:= (equal to).

OUTCOME The event outcome of the record. The possible attribute
values are SUCCESS, FAILURE , PENDING, or
DENIAL . Operator allowed: = (equal to).

STATUS The authorization status of the client. The possible
attribute values areDCE for DCE authorization (PAC
based), and NAME for name-based authorization.
Operator allowed: = (equal to).

CLIENT The UUID of the client principal. The attribute value
must be a UUID string. Operator allowed:= (equal to).

TIME The time the record was generated. The attribute value
must be a null-terminated string that expresses an absolute
time. Operators allowed:<= (less than or equal to),<
(less than),>= (greater than or equal to), and> (greater
than).

CELL The UUID of the client’s cell. The attribute value must
be a UUID string. Operator allowed:= (equal to).

GROUP The UUID of one of the client’s group(s). The attribute
value must be a UUID string. Operator allowed:=
(equal to).
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ADDR The address of the client. The attribute is typically the
string representation of an RPC binding handle. Operator
allowed: = (equal to).

FORMAT The format version number of the audit event record. The
attribute value must be an integer. Operators allowed:=
(equal to),< (less than), and> (greater than).

format Event’s tail format used for the event-specific information. This format
can be configured by the user. With this format version number,
the servers and audit analysis tools can accomodate changes in the
formats of the event specification information, or use different formats
dynamically.

Output

ard A pointer to the audit record descriptor containing the returned record.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given. See
‘‘Errors’’ for a list of the possible status codes and their meanings.

Description

The dce_aud_next()function attempts to read the next record from the audit trail file
specified by the audit trail descriptor,at. This function also defines the predicate
to be used to search for the next record and returns a matching record if one exists.
The dce_aud_next()function can be used to search for successive records in the trail
that match the defined predicate. By default, if no predicate is explicitly defined, the
function returns the next record from the audit trail.

If no record satisfies the predicate specified for the call, a value of zero (NULL ) is
returned throughard.

The value returned throughard can be supplied as an input parameter to the functions
dce_aud_get_header(), dce_aud_length(), dce_aud_discard(), dce_aud_print(),
dce_aud_get_event(), anddce_aud_get_ev_info().

Storage allocated by this function must be explicitly freed by a call to
dce_aud_discard()with ard as the input parameter.
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If the function successfully reads an audit trail record, the cursor associated with the
audit trail descriptorat will be advanced to the next record in the audit trail. The
calling routine does not need to set or move the cursor explicitly.

If no appropriate record can be found in the audit trail, anard value of NULL
is returned and the cursor is advanced to the end of the audit trail. If a call is
unsuccessful, the position of the cursor does not change.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successfully completed.

aud_s_invalid_trail_descriptor
The audit trail descriptor is invalid.

aud_s_trail_file_corrupted
The trail file is corrupted.

aud_s_index_file_corrupted
The index trail file is corrupted.

aud_s_cannot_allocate_memory
The malloc() call failed.

Status codes passed fromidl_es_decode_buffer()

Status codes passed fromidl_es_handle_free()

Status codes passed fromaudit_pickle_dencode_ev_info()
(RPC IDL compiler)
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Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_next(3sec), dce_aud_get_header(3sec),
dce_aud_length(3sec), dce_aud_get_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec),
dce_aud_discard(3sec), dce_aud_print(3sec), dce_aud_get_event(3sec).
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dce_aud_open

Purpose Opens a specified audit trail file for read or write. Used by client/server applications
and trail analysis and examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_open(
unsigned32flags,
char *description,
unsigned32first_evt_number,
unsigned32num_of_evts,
dce_aud_trail_t *at,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

flags Specifies the mode of opening. The flags parameter is set to the bitwise
OR of the following values:

• aud_c_trl_open_read

• aud_c_trl_open_write

• aud_c_trl_ss_wrap

description A character string specifying an audit trail file to be opened. If
description is NULL, the default audit trail file is opened. When
the audit trail file is opened for write, the default audit trail is an RPC
interface to a local audit daemon.

first_evt_numThe lowest assigned audit event number used by the calling server.

num_of_evtsThe number of audit events defined for the calling server.
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Output

at A pointer to an audit trail descriptor. When the audit trail descriptor
is no longer needed, it must be released by calling thedce_aud_close()
function.

status Returns the status code from this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_open()function opens the audit trail file specified by thedescription
parameter. Ifdescription is NULL, the function uses the default audit trail which is
an RPC interface to the local audit daemon.

This function must be invoked after the server has finished registering with RPC and
before callingrpc_server_listen().

If the flags parameter is set toaud_c_trl_open_read, the specified file (description
cannot be null in this case) is opened for reading audit records, using the
dce_aud_next()function. If flags is set toaud_c_trl_open_write, the specified file
or the default audit trail device is opened and initialized for appending audit records
using thedce_aud_commit()function. Only one of theaud_c_trl_open_readand
aud_c_trl_open_write flags may be specified in any call todce_aud_open(). If
the flags parameter is set toaud_c_trl_ss_wrap, the audit trail operation is set to
wrap mode. Theaud_c_trl_ss_wrap flag has meaning only if you specify the
aud_c_trl_open_write flag.

If the audit trail specified is a file and the calling server does not have the read and
write permissions to the file, a NULL pointer is returned inat, and status is set to
aud_s_cannot_open_trail_file_rc. The same values will be returned if the default
audit trail file is used (that is, through an audit daemon) and if the calling server is
not authorized to use the audit daemon to log records.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

aud_s_trl_invalid_open_flags
The flags argument must include eitheraud_c_trl_open_read or
aud_c_trl_open_write flag, but not both.

aud_s_cannot_open_dmn_binding_file
The local audit daemon trail file is designated, but the daemon’s binding
file cannot be opened.

Status codes passed fromsec_login_get_current_context()
When the local audit daemon trail file is designated, a login context is
needed for making secure audit logging RPC to the audit daemon.

aud_s_cannot_open_dmn_identity_file
The local audit daemon trail file is designated, but the daemon’s identity
file cannot be opened.

Status codes passed fromrpc_binding_set_auth_info()
When the local audit daemon trail file is designated,dce_aud_open()
sets authentication information in the RPC binding handle for making
secure audit logging RPC to the audit daemon. This is done by calling
rpc_binding_set_auth_info().

aud_s_cannot_open_trail_file_rc
Cannot open a local trail file.

aud_s_cannot_allocate_memory
Memory allocation failed.

aud_s_cannot_init_trail_mutex
Audit trail mutex initialization failed.

Status codes passed fromrpc_server_inq_bindings()
When filtering is turned on,dce_aud_open()gets the caller’s RPC
bindings to be used for registering an RPC interface in receiving filter
update notification from the local audit daemon. This is done by calling
rpc_server_inq_bindings().
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Status codes passed fromrpc_binding_to_string_binding()
When filtering is turned on, the caller’s RPC bindings are converted to
string bindings before they are stored in a file. This is done by calling
rpc_binding_to_string_binding().

aud_s_cannot_mkdir
Cannot create a directory for storing the bindings file for the filter update
notification interface.

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_commit(3sec), dce_aud_next(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_prev

Purpose Reads the previous audit record from a specified audit trail file into a buffer. Used
by the trail analysis and examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_prev(
dce_aud_trail_t* at,
char *predicate,
unsigned16format,
dce_aud_rec_t *ard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

at A pointer to the descriptor of an audit trail file previously opened for
reading by the functiondce_aud_open().

predicate Criteria for selecting the audit records that are to be read from the audit
trail file. A predicate statement consists of an attribute and its value,
separated by any of the following operators:= (equal to),< (less than),
<= (less than or equal to),> (greater than), and >= (greater than or equal
to).

• attribute=value

• attribute>value

• attribute>=value

• attribute<value

• attribute<=value
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Attribute names are case sensitive, and no space is allowed within a
predicate expression. Multiple predicates are delimited by a comma,
in the following form:

attribute=value1,attribute>value2, ...

No space is allowed between predicates. Note that when multiple
predicates are defined, the values are logically ANDed together.

The possible attribute names, their values, and allowable operators are
as follows:

SERVER The UUID of the server principal that generated the
record. The attribute value must be a UUID string.
Operator allowed: = (equal to).

EVENT The audit event number. The attribute value must be a
hexadecimal number. Operator allowed:= (equal to).

OUTCOME The event outcome of the record. The possible attribute
values are: SUCCESS, FAILURE , PENDING, or
DENIAL . Operator allowed: = (equal to).

STATUS The authorization status of the client. The possible
attribute values areDCE for DCE authorization (PAC
based) and NAME for name-based authorization.
Operator allowed: = (equal to).

TIME The time the record was generated. The attribute value
must be a null terminated string that expresses an absolute
time. Operators allowed:<= (less than or equal to),<
(less than),>= (greater than or equal to), and> (greater
than).

CELL The UUID of the client’s cell. The attribute value must
be a UUID string. Operator allowed:= (equal to).

GROUP The UUID of one of the client’s group(s). The attribute
value must be a UUID string. Operator allowed:=
(equal to).

ADDR The address of the client. The attribute is typically the
string representation of an RPC binding handle. Operator
allowed: = (equal to).
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FORMAT The format version number of the audit event record. The
attribute value must be an integer. Operators allowed:=
(equal to),< (less than), and> (greater than).

format Event’s tail format used for the event-specific information. This format
can be configured by the user. With this format version number,
the servers and audit analysis tools can accommodate changes in the
formats of the event specification information, or use different formats
dynamically.

Output

ard A pointer to the audit record descriptor containing the returned record.

status The status code returned by this function. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given. See
‘‘Errors’’ for a list of the possible status codes and their meanings.

Description

The dce_aud_prev()function attempts to read the previous record from the audit trail
file specified by the audit trail descriptor,at. This function also defines the predicate
to be used to search for the previous record and returns a matching record if one
exists. dce_aud_prev()can be used to search for previous records in the trail file
that match the defined predicate. By default, if no predicate is explicitly defined, the
function returns the previous record read from the audit trail.

If no record satisfies the predicate specified for the call, a value of zero (NULL ) is
returned inard.

The value returned inard can be supplied as an input parameter to the functions:
dce_aud_get_header(), dce_aud_length(), dce_aud_discard(), dce_aud_print(),
dce_aud_get_event(), anddce_aud_get_ev_info().

Storage allocated by this function must be explicitly freed by a call to
dce_aud_discard()with ard as the input parameter.

If the function successfully reads an audit trail record, the cursor associated with the
audit trail descriptorat will be moved to the previous record in the audit trail file.
The calling routine does not need to set or move the file cursor explicitly.
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If no appropriate record can be found in the audit trail, anard value of NULL is
returned and the cursor is set back to the beginning of the audit trail. If a call is
unsuccessful, the position of the cursor does not change.

Return Value

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successfully completed

aud_s_invalid_trail_descriptor
The audit trail descriptor is invalid

aud_s_trail_file_corrupted
The audit trail is corrupted

aud_s_index_file_corrupted
The index trail file is corrupted

aud_s_cannot_allocate_memory
The malloc() call failed

Status codes passed fromidl_es_decode_buffer()

Status codes passed fromidl_es_handle_free()

Status codes passed fromaudit_pickle_dencode_ev_info()
(RPC IDL compiler)

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_next(3sec), dce_aud_get_header(3sec),
dce_aud_length(3sec), dce_aud_get_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec),
dce_aud_discard(3sec), dce_aud_print(3sec), dce_aud_get_event(3sec).
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dce_aud_print

Purpose Formats an audit record into human-readable form. Used by audit trail examination
and analysis tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_print(
dce_aud_rec_tard,
unsigned32options,
char ** buffer,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ard An audit record descriptor. This descriptor can be obtained from an
opened audit trail by callingdce_aud_next()or it can be a new record
established by calling one of thedce_aud_start_* () functions.

options The options governing the transformation of the binary audit record
information into a character string. The value of theoptionsparameter
is the bitwise OR of any selected combination of the following option
values:

aud_c_evt_all_info
Includes all the optional information (that is, groups,
address, and event specific information).

aud_c_evt_groups_info
Includes the groups’ information.

aud_c_evt_address_info
Includes the address information.
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aud_c_evt_specific_info
Includes the event specific information.

Output

buffer Returns the pointer to a character string converted from the audit record
specified byard.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_print() function transforms the audit record specified byard into a
character string and places it in a buffer. The buffer is allocated usingmalloc(), and
must later be freed by the caller. (This function allocates the memory to hold the
human-readable text of the audit record and returns the address of this memory in the
buffer parameter.)

The options parameter is set to the bitwise OR of flag values defined in thedce/
audit.h header file. A value of 0 (zero) for options will result in default operation,
that is, no group, address, and event-specific information is included in the output
string.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_invalid_record_descriptor
The audit record descriptor is invalid.

aud_s_cannot_allocate_memory
The malloc() call failed.
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aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Status codes passed fromsec_login_get_current_context()

Status codes passed fromsec_login_inquire_net_info()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_next(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec), dce_aud_put_ev_info(3sec),
dce_aud_start(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_put_ev_info

Purpose Adds event-specific information to a specified audit record buffer. Used by client/
server applications.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_put_ev_info(
dce_aud_rec_tard,
dce_aud_ev_info_tinfo,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

ard A pointer to an audit record descriptor initialized by one of the
dce_aud_start_* () functions.

info A data structure containing an event-specific information item that is to
be appended to the tail of the audit record identified byard. The
possible formats of the event-specific information are listed in the
sec_intro(3sec)reference page of this book.

Output

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_put_ev_info() function adds event-specific information to an audit
record. The event-specific information is included in an audit record by calling
dce_aud_put_ev_info()one or more times. The order of the information items
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included by multiple calls is preserved in the audit record, so that they may be read in
the same order by thedce_aud_get_ev_info()function. This order is also observed
by thedce_aud_print() function. Theinfo parameter is a pointer to an instance of
the self-descriptivedce_aud_ev_info_tstructure.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_invalid_record_descriptor
The input audit record descriptor is invalid.

aud_s_evt_tail_info_exceeds_limit
The tail portion of the audit trail record has exceeded its limit of 4K.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_commit(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_reset

Purpose Resets the cursors and the file pointers of the specified audit trail file. Used by the
trail analysis and examination tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_reset(
dce_aud_trail_t *at,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

at A pointer to the descriptor of an audit trail file previously opened by
the functiondce_aud_open().

Output

status The status code returned by this function. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given. For
a list of the possible status codes and their meanings, see ‘‘Errors’’.

Description

The dce_aud_reset()function resets the cursors and the file pointers of the specified
audit trail file. The function is used to explicitly reset the current cursors and file
pointers to the beginning of the audit trail file.

dce_aud_open()must be called to specify the desired audit trail file. Otherwise,
dce_aud_reset()will reset the audit trail which is currently set in the value ofat.

If the call is successful, the file cursors are set to the beginning of the file.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages. The possible status codes and their meanings are:

aud_s_ok The call was successful

aud_s_invalid_trail_descriptor
The audit trail descriptor is invalid

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_rewind(3sec), dce_aud_clean(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec).
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dce_aud_rewind

Purpose Rewinds the specified audit trail file. Used by the trail analysis and examination
tools.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_rewind(
dce_aud_trail_t *at,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

at A pointer to the descriptor of an audit trail file previously opened for
writing by the functiondce_aud_open().

Output

status The status code returned by this function. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given. For
a list of the possible status codes and their meanings, see ‘‘Errors’’.

Description

The dce_aud_rewind()function rewinds the specified audit trail file. This function
can be used to instantly clean up the audit trail file if it is no longer needed.

dce_aud_open()must be called to specify the desired audit trail file, and the specified
audit trail file must be opened with theaud_c_trl_open_write flag. Otherwise, the
routine will rewind the audit trail which is currently set in the value ofat.

If the call is successful, the file cursors are set to the beginning of the file.
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Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

aud_s_invalid_trail_descriptor
The Audit Trail descriptor is invalid

aud_s_trl_invalid_open_flag
The Audit Trail is opened with open flag

aud_s_rewind_trail_file
The ftruncate() call failed on trail file

aud_s_rewind_index_file
The ftruncate() call failed on index file

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_clean(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec).
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dce_aud_set_trail_size_limit

Purpose Sets a limit to the audit trail size. Used by client/server applications.

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_set_trail_size_limit(
dce_aud_trail_t at,
unsigned32file_size_limit_value,
unsigned32* status);

Parameters
Input

at A pointer to the descriptor of an audit trail file previously opened for
reading by the functiondce_aud_open().

file_size_limit_value
The desired maximum size of the audit trail file, in bytes.

Output

status Returns the status code of this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or not. If the routine did
not complete successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_set_trail_size_limit()function can be used by an application that links
with libaudit to set the maximum size of the audit trail. This function must be called
immediately after callingdce_aud_open().

For added flexibility, the environment variableDCEAUDITTRAILSIZE can also be
used to set the maximum trail size limit.
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If none of these methods are used for setting the trail size, then a hardcoded limit of
2 megabytes will be assumed.

If set, the value of the environment variableDCEAUDITTRAILSIZE overrides the
value set by this function. Any of the values set byDCEAUDITTRAILSIZE or
this function overrides the hardcoded default.

When the size limit is reached, the current trail file is copied to another file. The
name of this new file is the original filename appended by a timestamp. For example,
if the name of the original trail file iscentral_trail , its companion trail file is named
central_trail.md_index. These two files will be copied to the following locations:

central_trail.1994-09-26-16-38-15
central_trail.1994-09-26-16-38-15.md_index

When a trail file is copied to a new file by the audit library because it has reached
the size limit, a serviceability message is issued to the console notifying the user that
an audit trail file (and its companion index file) is available to be backed up. Once
the backup is performed, it is advisable to remove the old trail file, so as to prevent
running out of disk space.

Auditing will then continue, using the original name of the file, (in our example,
central_trail ).

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_invalid_trail_descriptor
The audit trail descriptorat is null.

aud_s_ok The call is successful.
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Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_open(3sec).
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dce_aud_start

Purpose Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the client binding
information and the event outcome. Used by client/server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_start(
unsigned32event,
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32options,
unsigned32outcome,
dce_aud_rec_t *ard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

event Specifies the event to be audited. This is a 32-bit event number. The
eventfield in the audit record header will be set to this number.

binding Specifies the client’s RPC binding handle from which the client
identification information is retrieved to set theclient, cell, num_groups,
groups, andaddr fields in the audit record header.

options Specifies the optional header information desired (aud_c_evt_all_info,
aud_c_evt_group_info, or aud_c_evt_address_info).

It can also be used to specify whether the audit records are always
logged (aud_c_evt_always_log) or that an alarm message is always sent
to the standard output (aud_c_evt_always_alarm). If any of these two
options is selected, the filter is bypassed.
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The value of theoptions parameter is the bitwise OR of any selected
combination of the following option values:

aud_c_evt_all_info
Includes all optional information (groups and address) in
the audit record header.

aud_c_evt_groups_info
Includes the groups information in the audit record header.

aud_c_evt_address_info
Includes the client address information in the audit record
header.

aud_c_evt_always_log
Bypasses the filter mechanism and indicates that the event
must be logged.

aud_c_evt_always_alarm
Bypasses the filter mechanism and indicates that an alarm
message must be sent to the system console for the event.

outcome The event outcome to be stored in the header. The following event
outcome values are defined:

aud_c_esl_cond_success
The event was completed successfully.

aud_c_esl_cond_denial
The event failed because of access denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_failure
The event failed because of reasons other than access
denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_pending
The event is in an intermediate state, and the outcome is
pending, being one in a series of connected events, where
the application desires to record the real outcome only
after the last event.

aud_c_esl_cond_unknown
The event outcome (denial, failure, pending, or success)
is still unknown. This outcome exists only between a
dce_aud_start()(all varieties of this routine) call and the
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next dce_aud_commit() call. You can also use0 to
specify this outcome.

Output

ard Returns a pointer to an audit record buffer. If the event does not need to
be audited because it is not selected by the filters, or if the environment
variableDCEAUDITOFF has been set, a NULL pointer is returned. If
the function is called withoutcomeset toaud_c_esl_cond_unknown,
it is possible that the function cannot determine whether the event
should be audited. In this case, the audit record descriptor is still
allocated and its address is returned to the caller. Anoutcomeother
than aud_c_esl_cond_unknownmust be provided when calling the
dce_aud_commit()function.

status The status code returned by this function. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_start()function determines if an audit record should be generated for
the specified event. The decision is based on the event filters, an environment variable
(DCEAUDITOFF ), the client’s identity provided in thebinding parameter, and the
event outcome (if it is provided in theoutcome parameter). If this event needs to
be audited, the function allocates an audit record descriptor and returns a pointer
to it, (that is, ard). If the event does not need to be audited, a NULLard is
returned. If an internal error(s) has occurred, a NULL pointer is returned inard. If
the aud_c_evt_always_logor aud_c_evt_always_alarmoption is selected, an audit
record descriptor will always be created and returned.

The dce_aud_start() function is designed to be used by RPC applications. Non-
RPC applications that use the DCE authorization model (that is, DCE ACL and PAC)
must usedce_aud_start_with_pac(). Non-RPC applications that do not use the DCE
authorization model must usedce_aud_start_with_name().

This function obtains the client identity information from the RPC binding handle and
records it in the newly-created audit record descriptor.

Event-specific information can be added to the record by calling the
dce_aud_put_ev_info() function. This function can be called multiple
times after callingdce_aud_start() and before callingdce_aud_commit(). A
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completed audit record will be appended to an audit trail file or sent to the audit
daemon (depending on the value of thedescription parameter used in the previous
call to dce_aud_open) by calling dce_aud_commit().

This function searches for all relevant filters (for the specified subject and outcome,
if these are specified), summarizes the actions for each possible event outcome, and
records an outcome-action table withard. If the outcome is specified when calling
this function and the outcome does not require any action according to filters, then
this function returns a NULLard.

If the outcomeis not specified in thedce_aud_start()call, dce_aud_start()returns a
NULL ard if no action is required for all possible outcomes.

The caller should not change the outcome between thedce_aud_start() and
dce_aud_commit()calls arbitrarily. In this case, the outcome can be made more
specific, for example, fromaud_c_esl_cond_unknownto aud_c_esl_cond_success
or from aud_c_esl_cond_pendingto aud_c_esl_cond_success.

An outcome change fromaud_c_esl_cond_successto aud_c_esl_cond_denialis
not logically correct because the outcomeaud_c_esl_cond_successmay have
caused a NULLard to be returned in this function. If the final outcome can
be aud_c_esl_cond_success, then it should be specified in this function, or use
aud_c_esl_cond_unknown.

This function can be called with theoutcome parameter taking a value of
zero or the union (logical OR) of selected values from the set of constants
aud_c_esl_cond_success, aud_c_esl_cond_failure, aud_c_esl_cond_denial, and
aud_c_esl_cond_pending. The outcomeparameter used in thedce_aud_commit()
function should take one value from the same set of constants.

If dce_aud_start() used a nonzero value foroutcome, then the constant used
for outcome in the dce_aud_commit() call should have been selected in the
dce_aud_start()call.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Status codes passed fromrpc_binding_to_string_binding()

Status codes passed fromrpc_string_free()

Status codes passed fromdce_aud_start_with_name()

Status codes passed fromsec_cred_get_initiator()

Status codes passed fromsec_cred_get_v1_pac()

Status codes passed fromdce_aud_start_with_pac()

Status codes passed fromsec_cred_get_delegate()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_commit(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec),
dce_aud_put_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_start_with_name

Purpose Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the client/server name
and the event outcome. Used by non-RPC based client/server applications that do
not use the DCE authorization model

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_start_with_name(
unsigned32event,
unsigned_char_t *client,
unsigned_char_t *address,
unsigned32options,
unsigned32outcome,
dce_aud_rec_t *ard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

event Specifies the event to be audited. This is a 32-bit event number. The
eventfield in the audit record header will be set to this number.

client Specifies the principal name of the remote client/server.

address Specifies the address of the remote client/server. The address could be
in any format of the underlying transport protocol.

options Specifies the optional header information desired (aud_c_evt_all_info,
aud_c_evt_group_info, aud_c_evt_address_info).

It can also be used to specify any of two options: to always log
an audit record (aud_c_evt_always_log) or to always send an alarm
message to the standard output (aud_c_evt_always_alarm). If any of
these two options is selected, the filter is bypassed. The value of the
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options parameter is the bitwise OR of any selected combination of the
following option values:

aud_c_evt_all_info
Includes all optional information (groups and address) in
the audit record header.

aud_c_evt_groups_info
Includes the groups information in the audit record header.

aud_c_evt_address_info
Includes the client address information in the audit record
header.

aud_c_evt_always_log
Bypasses the filter mechanism and indicates that the event
must be logged.

aud_c_evt_always_alarm
Bypasses the filter mechanism and indicates that an alarm
message must be sent to the system console for the event.

outcome The event outcome to be stored in the header. The following event
outcome values are defined:

aud_c_esl_cond_success
The event was completed successfully.

aud_c_esl_cond_denial
The event failed because of access denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_failure
The event failed because of reasons other than access
denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_pending
The event is in an intermediate state, and the outcome is
pending, being one in a series of connected events, where
the application desires to record the real outcome only
after the last event.

aud_c_esl_cond_unknown
The event outcome (denial, failure, pending, or success)
is still unknown. This outcome exists only between a
dce_aud_start()(all varieties of this routine) call and the
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next dce_aud_commit() call. You can also use0 to
specify this outcome.

Output

ard Returns a pointer to an audit record buffer. If the event does not need to
be audited because it is not selected by the filters or if the environment
variableDCEAUDITOFF has been set, a NULL pointer is returned. If
the function is called withoutcomeset toaud_c_esl_cond_unknown,
the function may not be able to determine whether the event should be
audited. In this case, the audit record descriptor is still allocated and its
address is returned to the caller. Anoutcomemust be provided prior
to logging the record with thedce_aud_commit()function.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_start_with_name()function determines if an audit record must be
generated for the specified event. The decision is based on the event filters, an
environment variable (DCEAUDITOFF ), the client’s identity provided in the input
parameters, and the event outcome (if it is provided in theoutcome parameter). If
this event needs to be audited, the function allocates an audit record descriptor and
returns a pointer to it, (that is,ard). If the event does not need to be audited,
NULL is returned in theard parameter. If either theaud_c_evt_always_logor
aud_c_evt_always_alarmoption is selected, an audit record descriptor will always
be created and returned.

The dce_aud_start_with_name() function is designed to be used by non-RPC
applications that do not use the DCE authorization model (that is, DCE PAC and
ACL). RPC applications must usedce_aud_start(). Non-RPC applications that use
the DCE authorization model must usedce_aud_start_with_pac().

This function records the input identity parameters in the newly created audit record
descriptor.

Event-specific information can be added to the record by using the
dce_aud_put_ev_info() function, which can be called multiple times after
calling any of thedce_aud_start_* and before callingdce_aud_commit(). A
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completed audit record can either be appended to an audit trail file or sent to the
audit daemon by callingdce_aud_commit().

This function searches for all relevant filters (for the specified subject and outcome,
if these are specified), summarizes the actions for each possible event outcome, and
records an outcome-action table withard. If the outcome is specified when calling
this function and the outcome does not require any action according to filters, then
this function returns a NULLard.

If the outcome is not specified in the dce_aud_start_with_name() call,
dce_aud_start_with_name()returns a NULL ard if no action is required for all
possible outcomes.

The caller should not change the outcome between thedce_aud_start_with_name()
anddce_aud_commit()calls arbitrarily. In this case, the outcome can be made more
specific, for example, fromaud_c_esl_cond_unknownto aud_c_esl_cond_success
or from aud_c_esl_cond_pendingto aud_c_esl_cond_success.

An outcome change fromaud_c_esl_cond_successto aud_c_esl_cond_denialis
not logically correct because the outcomeaud_c_esl_cond_successmay have
caused a NULLard to be returned in this function. If the final outcome can
be aud_c_esl_cond_success, then it should be specified in this function, or use
aud_c_esl_cond_unknown.

This function can be called with theoutcome parameter taking a value of
zero or the union (logical OR) of selected values from the set of constants
aud_c_esl_cond_success, aud_c_esl_cond_failure, aud_c_esl_cond_denial, and
aud_c_esl_cond_pending. The outcomeparameter used in thedce_aud_commit()
function should take one value from the same set of constants.

If dce_aud_start_with_name()used a nonzero value foroutcome, then the constant
used foroutcomein the dce_aud_commit() call should have been selected in the
dce_aud_start_with_name()call.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Status codes passed fromsec_rgy_site_open()

Status codes passed fromsec_id_parse_name()

Status codes passed fromdce_aud_start_with_pac()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_commit(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec),
dce_aud_put_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_start_with_pac

Purpose Determines whether a specified event must be audited given the client’s privilege
attribute certificate (PAC) and the event outcome. Used by non-RPC based client/
server applications that use the DCE authorization model

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_start_with_pac(
unsigned32event,
sec_id_pac_t *pac,
unsigned_char_t *address,
unsigned32options,
unsigned32outcome,
dce_aud_rec_t *ard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

event Specifies the event to be audited. This is a 32-bit event number. The
eventfield in the audit record header will be set to this number.

pac Specifies the client’s PAC from which the client’s identification
information is retrieved to set theclient, cell, num_groups, andgroups
fields in the audit record header.

address Specifies the client’s address. The address can be in any format that is
native to the underlying transport protocol.

options Specifies the optional header information desired (aud_c_evt_all_info,
aud_c_evt_group_info, aud_c_evt_address_info). It can also be
used to specify any of two options: to always log an audit record
(aud_c_evt_always_log) or to always send an alarm message to the
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standard output (aud_c_evt_always_alarm). If any of these two
options is selected, the filter is bypassed.

The value of theoptions parameter is the bitwise OR of any selected
combination of the following option values:

aud_c_evt_all_info
Includes all optional information (groups and address) in
the audit record header.

aud_c_evt_groups_info
Includes the groups’ information in the audit record
header.

aud_c_evt_address_info
Includes the client address information in the audit record
header.

aud_c_evt_always_log
Bypasses the filter and indicates that the event must be
logged.

aud_c_evt_always_alarm
Bypasses the filter and indicates that an alarm message
must be sent to the system console for the event.

outcome The event outcome to be stored in the header. The following event
outcome values are defined:

aud_c_esl_cond_success
The event was completed successfully.

aud_c_esl_cond_denial
The event failed because of access denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_failure
The event failed because of reasons other than access
denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_pending
The event is in an intermediate state, and the outcome is
pending, being one in a series of connected events, where
the application desires to record the real outcome only
after the last event.
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aud_c_esl_cond_unknown
The event outcome (denial, failure, pending, or success)
is still unknown. This outcome exists only between a
dce_aud_start()(all varieties of this routine) call and the
next dce_aud_commit() call. You can also use0 to
specify this outcome.

Output

ard Returns a pointer to an audit record buffer. If the event does not need to
be audited because it is not selected by the filters, or if the environment
variableDCEAUDITOFF has been set, a NULL pointer is returned. If
the function is called withoutcomeset toaud_c_esl_cond_unknown, it
is possible that the function cannot determine whether the event should
be audited. In this case, the audit record descriptor is still allocated
and its address is returned to the caller. Anoutcomemust be provided
prior to logging the record with thedce_aud_commit()function.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_start_with_pac() function determines if an audit record must be
generated for the specified event. The decision is based on the event filters, an
environment variable (DCEAUDITOFF ), the client’s identity provided in thepac
parameter, and the event outcome (if it is provided in theoutcome parameter). If
this event needs to be audited, the function allocates an audit record descriptor and
returns a pointer to it, (that is,ard). If the event does not need to be audited,
NULL is returned in theard parameter. If either theaud_c_evt_always_logor
aud_c_evt_always_alarmoption is selected, then an audit record descriptor will
always be created and returned.

The dce_aud_start_with_pac() function is designed to be used by non-RPC
applications that use the DCE authorization model (that is, DCE PAC and ACL).
RPC applications must usedce_aud_start(). Non-RPC applications that do not use
the DCE authorization model must usedce_aud_start_with_name().

This function obtains the client’s identity information from the client’s privilege
attribute certificate (PAC) and records it in the newly created audit record descriptor.
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Event-specific information can be added to the record by calling the
dce_aud_put_ev_info()function. This function can be called multiple times after
calling any of thedce_aud_start_* functions and before callingdce_aud_commit().
A completed audit record can either be appended to an audit trail file or sent to the
audit daemon by calling thedce_aud_commit()function.

This function searches for all relevant filters (for the specified subject and outcome,
if these are specified), summarizes the actions for each possible event outcome, and
records an outcome-action table withard. If the outcome is specified when calling
this function and the outcome does not require any action according to filters, then
this function returns a NULLard.

If the outcome is not specified in the dce_aud_start_with_pac() call,
dce_aud_start_with_pac() returns a NULL ard if no action is required for
all possible outcomes.

The caller should not change the outcome between thedce_aud_start_with_pac()
anddce_aud_commit()calls arbitrarily. In this case, the outcome can be made more
specific, for example, fromaud_c_esl_cond_unknownto aud_c_esl_cond_success
or from aud_c_esl_cond_pendingto aud_c_esl_cond_success.

An outcome change fromaud_c_esl_cond_successto aud_c_esl_cond_denialis
not logically correct because the outcomeaud_c_esl_cond_successmay have
caused a NULLard to be returned in this function. If the final outcome can
be aud_c_esl_cond_success, then it should be specified in this function, or use
aud_c_esl_cond_unknown.

This function can be called with theoutcome parameter taking a value of
zero or the union (logical OR) of selected values from the set of constants
aud_c_esl_cond_success, aud_c_esl_cond_failure, aud_c_esl_cond_denial, and
aud_c_esl_cond_pending. The outcomeparameter used in thedce_aud_commit()
function should take one value from the same set of constants.

If dce_aud_start_with_pac()used a nonzero value foroutcome, then the constant
used foroutcomein the dce_aud_commit() call should have been selected in the
dce_aud_start_with_pac()call.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Status codes passed fromsec_rgy_site_open()

Status codes passed fromsec_rgy_properties_get_info()

Status codes passed fromuuid_create_nil()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_commit(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec),
dce_aud_put_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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dce_aud_start_with_server_binding

Purpose Determines whether a specified event must be audited given the server binding
information and the event outcome. Used by client/server applications

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(
unsigned32event,
rpc_binding_handle_t binding,
unsigned32options,
unsigned32outcome,
dce_aud_rec_t *ard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

event Specifies the event to be audited. This is a 32-bit event number. The
eventfield in the audit record header will be set to this number.

binding Specifies the server’s RPC binding handle from which the server
identification information is retrieved to set the client, cell, and addr
fields in the audit record header. Note that when an application client
issues an audit record, the server identity is represented in theclient
field of the record.

options This parameter can be used to specify the optional header
information desired (aud_c_evt_all_info, aud_c_evt_group_info,
aud_c_evt_address_info). It can also be used to specify any of
two options: to always log an audit record (aud_c_evt_always_log)
or to always send an alarm message to the standard output
(aud_c_evt_always_alarm). If any of these two options is selected,
the filter is bypassed.
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The value of theoptions parameter is the bitwise OR of any selected
combination of the following option values:

aud_c_evt_address_info
Includes the server address information in the audit record
header.

aud_c_evt_always_log
Bypasses the filter and indicates that the event must be
logged.

aud_c_evt_always_alarm
Bypasses the filter and indicates that an alarm message
must be sent to the system console for the event.

outcome The event outcome to be stored in the header. The following event
outcome values are defined:

aud_c_esl_cond_success
The event was completed successfully.

aud_c_esl_cond_denial
The event failed because of access denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_failure
The event failed because of reasons other than access
denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_pending
The event is in an intermediate state, and the outcome is
pending, being one in a series of connected events, where
the application desires to record the real outcome only
after the last event.

aud_c_esl_cond_unknown
The event outcome (denial, failure, pending, or success)
is still unknown. This outcome exists only between a
dce_aud_start()(all varieties of this routine) call and the
next dce_aud_commit() call. You can also use0 to
specify this outcome.

Output

ard Returns a pointer to an audit record buffer. If the event does not need to
be audited because it is not selected by the filters, or if the environment
variableDCEAUDITOFF has been set, a NULL pointer is returned. If
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the function is called withoutcomeset toaud_c_esl_cond_unknown, it
is possible that the function cannot determine whether the event should
be audited. In this case, the audit record descriptor is still allocated
and its address is returned to the caller. Anoutcomemust be provided
prior to logging the record with thedce_aud_commit()function.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine was completed successfully or not. If the routine
was not completed successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_start_with_server_binding()function determines if an audit record
must be generated for the specified event. The decision is based on the event
filters, an environment variable (DCEAUDITOFF ), the server’s identity provided
in the binding parameter, and the event outcome (if it is provided in theoutcome
parameter). If this event needs to be audited, the function allocates an audit record
descriptor and returns a pointer to it (that is,ard). If the event does not need to be
audited, NULL is returned in theard parameter. If theaud_c_evt_always_logor
aud_c_evt_always_alarmoption is selected, an audit record descriptor will always
be created and returned.

The dce_aud_start_with_server_binding()function is designed to be used by RPC
applications. Non-RPC applications that use the DCE authorization model must use
the dce_aud_start_with_pac()function. Non-RPC applications that do not use the
DCE authorization model must use thedce_aud_start_with_name()function.

This function obtains the server identity information from the RPC binding handle
and records it in the newly created audit record descriptor.

Event-specific information can be added to the record by calling the
dce_aud_put_ev_info() function. The dce_aud_put_ev_info() function can
be called multiple times after calling any of thedce_aud_start_* functions and
before callingdce_aud_commit(). A completed audit record can either be appended
to an audit trail file or sent to the audit daemon by callingdce_aud_commit().

This function searches for all relevant filters (for the specified subject and outcome,
if these are specified), summarizes the actions for each possible event outcome, and
records an outcome-action table withard. If the outcome is specified when calling
this function and the outcome does not require any action according to filters, then
this function returns a NULLard.
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If the outcomeis not specified in thedce_aud_start_with_server_binding()call,
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding()returns a NULLard if no action is required
for all possible outcomes.

The caller should not change the outcome between the
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding() and dce_aud_commit() calls
arbitrarily. In this case, the outcome can be made more specific, for
example, from aud_c_esl_cond_unknownto aud_c_esl_cond_successor from
aud_c_esl_cond_pendingto aud_c_esl_cond_success.

An outcome change fromaud_c_esl_cond_successto aud_c_esl_cond_denialis
not logically correct because the outcomeaud_c_esl_cond_successmay have
caused a NULLard to be returned in this function. If the final outcome can
be aud_c_esl_cond_success, then it should be specified in this function, or use
aud_c_esl_cond_unknown.

This function can be called with theoutcome parameter taking a value of 0
(zero) or the union (logical OR) of selected values from the set of constants
aud_c_esl_cond_success, aud_c_esl_cond_failure, aud_c_esl_cond_denial, and
aud_c_esl_cond_pending. The outcomeparameter used in thedce_aud_commit()
function should take one value from the same set of constants.

If dce_aud_start_with_server_binding()used a nonzero value foroutcome, then the
constant used foroutcomein the dce_aud_commit()call should have been selected
in the dce_aud_start_with_server_binding()call.

Return Values

No value is returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.
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Status codes passed fromrpc_binding_inq_auth_info()

Status codes passed fromrpc_binding_to_string_binding()

Status codes passed fromdce_aud_start_with_name()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_commit(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec),
dce_aud_put_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec).
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dce_aud_start_with_uuid

Purpose Determines whether a specified event should be audited given the client/server UUID
and the event outcome. Used by client/server applications which already know the
UUIDs of their clients and wish to avoid the overhead of the audit library acquiring
them

Synopsis
#include <dce/audit.h>

void dce_aud_start_with_uuid(
unsigned32event,
uuid_t server_uuid,
uuid_t client_uuid,
uuid_ trealm_uuid,
unsigned_char_t *address,
unsigned3 2options,
unsigned32outcome,
dce_aud_rec_t* ard,
unsigned32 *status);

Parameters
Input

event Specifies the event to be audited. This is a 32-bit event number. The
eventfield in the audit record header will be set to this number.

server_uuid Specifies the calling application’s principal uuid.

client_uuid Specifies the remote client/server’s principal uuid.

realm_uuid Specifies the remote client/server’s cell uuid.

address Specifies the remote client/server’s address. The address could be in
any format of the underlying transport protocol.
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options Specifies the optional header information desired (aud_c_evt_all_info,
aud_c_evt_group_info, aud_c_evt_address_info).

It can also be used to specify any of two options: to always log
an audit record (aud_c_evt_always_log) or to always send an alarm
message to the standard output (aud_c_evt_always_alarm). If any of
these two options is selected, the filter is bypassed. The value of the
options parameter is the bitwise OR of any selected combination of the
following option values:

aud_c_evt_all_info
Includes all optional information (groups and address) in
the audit record header.

aud_c_evt_groups_info
Includes the groups information in the audit record header.

aud_c_evt_address_info
Includes the client address information in the audit record
header.

aud_c_evt_always_log
Bypasses the filter mechanism and indicates that the event
must be logged.

aud_c_evt_always_alarm
Bypasses the filter mechanism and indicates that an alarm
message must be sent to the system console for the event.

outcome The event outcome to be stored in the header. The following event
outcome values are defined:

aud_c_esl_cond_unknown
The event outcome (denial, failure, or success) is still
unknown.

aud_c_esl_cond_success
The event completed successfully.

aud_c_esl_cond_denial
The event failed due to access denial.

aud_c_esl_cond_failure
The event failed due to reasons other than access denial.
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aud_c_esl_cond_pending
The event outcome is pending, being one in a series of
connected events, where the application desires to record
the real outcome only after the last event.

Output

ard Returns a pointer to an audit record buffer. If the event does not need to
be audited because it is not selected by the filters, or if the environment
variableDCEAUDITOFF has been set, a NULL pointer is returned. If
the function is called withoutcomeset toaud_c_esl_cond_unknown,
it is possible that the function cannot determine whether the event
should be audited. In this case, the audit record descriptor is still
allocated and its address is returned to the caller. Anoutcome, different
from unknown, must be provided prior to logging the record with the
dce_aud_commit()function.

status The status code returned by this routine. This status code indicates
whether the routine completed successfully or not. If the routine did
not complete successfully, the reason for the failure is given.

Description

The dce_aud_start_with_uuid() function determines if an audit record must be
generated for the specified event. The decision is based on the event filters, an
environment variable (DCEAUDITOFF ), the client’s identity provided in the input
parameters, and the event outcome (if it is provided in theoutcome parameter). If
this event needs to be audited, the function allocates an audit record descriptor and
returns a pointer to it, (that is,ard). If the event does not need to be audited,
NULL is returned in theard parameter. If either theaud_c_evt_always_logor
aud_c_evt_always_alarmoption is selected, an audit record descriptor will always
be created and returned.

The dce_aud_start_with_uuid()function is designed to be used by RPC applications
that know their client’s identity in UUID form. Otherwise, RPC applications should
usedce_aud_start(). Non-RPC applications that use the DCE authorization model
should usedce_aud_start_with_pac(). The dce_aud_start_with_name()function
should be used by non-RPC applications that do not use the DCE authorization model.

This function records the input identity parameters in the newly-created audit record
descriptor.
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Event-specific information can be added to the record by using the
dce_aud_put_ev_info() function, which can be called multiple times after
calling any of thedce_aud_start_* and before callingdce_aud_commit(). A
completed audit record can either be appended to an audit trail file or sent to the
audit daemon by callingdce_aud_commit().

This function searches for all relevant filters (for the specified subject and outcome,
if these are specified), summarizes the actions for each possible event outcome, and
records an outcome-action table withard. If the outcome is specified when calling
this function and the outcome does not require any action according to filters, then
this function returns a NULLard.

If the outcome is not specified in the dce_aud_start_with_uuid() call,
dce_aud_start_with_uuid() returns a NULL ard if no action is required for all
possible outcomes.

The caller should not change the outcome between thedce_aud_start_with_uuid()
anddce_aud_commit()calls arbitrarily. In this case, the outcome can be made more
specific, for example, fromaud_c_esl_cond_unknownto aud_c_esl_cond_success
or from aud_c_esl_cond_pendingto aud_c_esl_cond_success.

An outcome change fromaud_c_esl_cond_successto aud_c_esl_cond_denialis
not logically correct because the outcomeaud_c_esl_cond_successmay have
caused a NULLard to be returned in this function. If the final outcome can
be aud_c_esl_cond_success, then it should be specified in this function, or use
aud_c_esl_cond_unknown.

This function can be called with theoutcome parameter taking a value of
zero or the union (logical OR) of selected values from the set of constants
aud_c_esl_cond_success, aud_c_esl_cond_failure, aud_c_esl_cond_denial, and
aud_c_esl_cond_pending. The outcomeparameter used in thedce_aud_commit()
function should take one value from the same set of constants.

If dce_aud_start_with_uuid() used a nonzero value foroutcome, then the constant
used foroutcomein the dce_aud_commit() call should have been selected in the
dce_aud_start_with_uuid()call.

Return Values

No value is returned.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

aud_s_ok The call was successful.

Status codes passed fromdce_aud_start_with_pac()

Related Information

Functions: dce_aud_commit(3sec), dce_aud_open(3sec),
dce_aud_put_ev_info(3sec), dce_aud_start(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_name(3sec), dce_aud_start_with_pac(3sec),
dce_aud_start_with_server_binding(3sec).
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gss_accept_sec_context

Purpose Establishes a security context between the application and a context acceptor

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_accept_sec_context(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_t *context_handle,
gss_cred_id_tverifier_cred_handle,
gss_buffer_t input_token_buffer,
gss_channel_bindings_tinput_chan_bindings,
gss_name_t *src_name,
gss_OID *actual_mech_type,
gss_buffer_toutput_token,
int * ret_flags,
OM_uint32 * time_rec,
gss_cred_id_t *delegated_cred_handle);

Parameters
Input

verifier_cred_handle
Specifies the credential handle (the identity) claimed by the
context acceptor. This is optional information. The credential
must be either anACCEPT type credential or aBOTH type
credential. If you do not specify a credential handle and
specify instead GSS_C_NO_CREDENTIAL, the application
can accept a context under any registered identity. Use the
gssdce_register_acceptor_identity()routine to register an identity
before specifyingGSS_C_NO_CREDENTIAL.

input_token_buffer
Specifies the token received from the context acceptor.
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input_chan_bindings
Specifies bindings supplied by the context initiator.

Allows the context initiator to bind the channel identification information
securely to the security context.

Input/Output

context_handle
Specifies a context handle for a new context. The first time the context
initiator uses the routine, specifyGSS_C_NO_CONTEXT to set up a
specific context. In subsequent calls, use the value returned by this
parameter.

Output

src_name Returns the authenticated name of the context initiator. This
information is optional. If the authenticated name is not required,
specify NULL.

To deallocate the authenticated name, pass it to thegss_release_name()
routine.

actual_mech_type
Returns the security mechanism with which the context was established.
The security mechanism will be one of the following:

• GSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES(for DCE security)

• GSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES(for Kerberos Version 5)

output_tokenReturns a token to pass to the context acceptor. If no token is to be
passed to the context acceptor, the routine sets the length field of the
returned token buffer to 0 (zero).

ret_flags Returns a bitmask containing six independent flags, each of which
requests that the context support a service option. The following
symbolic names are provided to correspond to each flag. The symbolic
names should be logically ANDed with the value ofret_flags to test
whether the context supports the service option.

GSS_C_DELEG_FLAG

True Delegated credentials are available from the
delegated_cred_handleparameter.
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False No credentials were delegated.

GSS_C_MUTUAL_FLAG

True The context acceptor requested mutual
authentication.

False The context acceptor did not request mutual
authentication.

GSS_C_REPLAY_FLAG

True Replayed signed or sealed messages will be
detected.

False Replayed messages will not be detected.

GSS_C_SEQUENCE_FLAG

True Out-of-sequence signed or sealed messages
will be detected.

False Out-of-sequence signed or sealed messages
will not be detected.

GSS_C_CONF_FLAG

True Confidentiality services are available by
calling thegss_seal()routine.

False Confidentiality services are not available.
However, the application can call the
gss_seal() routine to provide message
encapsulation, data-origin authentication,
and integrity services.

GSS_C_INTEG_FLAG

True Integrity services can be invoked by calling
either thegss_sign()or gss_seal()routine.

False Integrity services for individual messages
are not available.

time_rec Returns the number of seconds for which the context remains valid.
This is optional information. If the time is not required, specify NULL.
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delegated_cred_handle
Returns the credential handle for credentials received from the
context initiator. The credential handle is valid only if delegated
credentials are available. If theret_flagsparameter is true, the flag
GSS_C_DELEG_FLAG is set, indicating that delegated credentials
are available.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_accept_sec_context()routine is the second step in establishing a security
context between the context initiator and a context acceptor. In the first step, the
context initiator calls thegss_init_sec_context()routine. Thegss_init_sec_context()
routine generates a token for the security context and passes it to the context initiator.
The context initiator sends the token to the context acceptor.

In the second step, the context acceptor accepts the call from the context initiator and
calls thegss_accept_sec_context()routine. Thegss_accept_sec_context()routine
expects a value for theinput_tokenparameter. The value for theinput_token
parameter is generated by thegss_init_sec_context()routine and passed by the
initiator to the acceptor.

The gss_accept_sec_context()routine can also return a value for theoutput_token
parameter. The context acceptor presents the token to thegss_init_sec_context()
routine. If the acceptor does not need to send a token to the initiator,
gss_accept_sec_context()sets the length field of theoutput_tokenparameter to 0
(zero).

To complete establishing the context, the context initiator can require one or
more reply tokens from the context acceptor. If the application requires reply
tokens, the gss_accept_sec_context()routine returns a status value containing
GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED. The application calls the routine again when the
reply token is received from the context acceptor. The application passes the token
to thegss_accept_sec_context()routine via theoutput_tokenparameters.

The gss_accept_sec_context()routine must find a key to decrypt the token. The
token contains the unencrypted principal name of the context acceptor. The acceptor’s
principal name identifies the key that the context initiator used to encrypt the rest of
the token. Thegss_accept_sec_context()routine matches the principal name with
the key in the following way:
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• If you specify a credential, the credential and the name in the token must
match. The acceptor’s principal name (contained in the token) has been
registered by a call to thegssdec_register_acceptor_identity()routine. The
gss_accept_sec_context()routine looks in the registered key table.

• If you specify GSS_C_NO_CRED and the principal name in
the token is registered, the gss_accept_sec_context() routine,
using either the rpc_server_register_auth_info() routine or the
gssdce_register_acceptor_identity() routine, looks in the table specified
when you registered the token name.

• If you specify GSS_C_NO_CRED and the principal name in the token is
not registered, thegss_accept_sec_context()routine fails and returns the
status GSS_S_FAILURE because the Generic Security Service Application
Programming Interface (GSSAPI) does not know where to find the key.

The following table summarizes how thegss_accept_sec_context()routine determines
the key for the credential:

You specify ... Is the
principal’s
name
registered?

Then the routine ...

A credential Yes Looks in the key table specified in
gssdce_register_acceptor_identity()or
the default key table.

GSS_C_NO_CRED Yes Looks in the key table specified in
gssdce_register_acceptor_identity().

No Fails because the principal is not
registered. It returns the status code
GSS_S_FAILURE.

The values returned using thesrc_name, ret_flags, time_rec, and
delegated_cred_handleparameters are not defined unless the routine returns
the statusGSS_S_COMPLETE.
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Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_BAD_BINDINGS
The input_tokenparameter contains different channel bindings from
those specified with theinput_chan_bindingsparameter.

GSS_S_BAD_SIG
The input_tokenparameter contains an invalid signature.

GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED
To complete the context, thegss_accept_sec_context( )routine must be
called again with a token required from the context acceptor.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The referenced credentials have expired.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
Consistency checks performed on the credential failed.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
Consistency checks performed on theinput_tokenparameter failed.

GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN
The input_tokenparameter was already processed. This is a fatal error
that occurs during context establishment.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. See theminor_statusparameter return value for
more information.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The supplied context handle did not refer to a valid context.

GSS_S_NO_CRED
Indicates either the supplied credentials were not valid for context
acceptance or the credential handle did not reference any credentials.
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GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN
The input_tokenparameter was too old. This is a fatal error that occurs
during context establishment.

Related Information

Functions: gss_acquire_cred(3sec), gss_delete_sec_context(3sec),
gss_init_sec_context(3sec), gssdce_register_acceptor_identity(3sec).
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gss_acquire_cred

Purpose Allows an application to acquire a handle for an existing named credential

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_acquire_cred(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_name_tdesired_name,
OM_uint32 time_req,
gss_OID_setdesired_mechs,
int cred_usage,
gss_cred_id_t *output_cred_handle,
gss_OID_set *actual_mechs,
OM_int32 * time_rec);

Parameters
Input

desired_name
Specifies the principal name to use for the credential.

time_req Specifies the number of seconds that credentials remain valid.

desired_mechs
Specifies the object identifier (OID) set for the security mechanism to
use with the credential, as follows:

DCE security
SpecifyGSS_C_NULL_OID_SET.

Kerberos
SpecifyGSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES.
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Both DCE security and Kerberos
Specify GSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES and
GSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES.

To help ensure portability of your application, request the default
security mechanism by specifyingGSS_C_NULL_OID_SET.

cred_usage Specify one of the following:

GSS_C_BOTH
Specifies credentials that the context initiator can use to
either initiate or accept security contexts.

GSS_C_ACCEPT
Specifies credentials that the context initiator can use only
to accept security contexts.

Output

output_cred_handle
Returns the handle for the return credential.

actual_mechs
Returns a set of mechanisms for which the credential is valid. This
information is optional. If you do not want a set of mechanisms
returned, specify NULL.

time_rec Returns the actual number of seconds for which the return credential
remains valid. This information is optional. If the actual number of
seconds is not required, specify NULL.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_acquire_cred( )routine allows an application to obtain a handle for either an
ACCEPT or a BOTH credential. The application then passes the credential handle
to either thegss_init_sec_context()routine or thegss_accept_sec_context()routine.

Credential handles created by thegss_acquire_cred()routine contain a principal name.
If the principal name is unregistered, thegss_acquire_cred()routine automatically
registers the principal in the default key table. You can change the principal’s key
table by calling thegssdce_register_acceptor_identify()routine.
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To create anINITIATE credential, you must use thegssdce_login_context_to_cred()
routine.

Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_BAD_MECH
The requested security mechanism is unsupported or unavailable.

GSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE
The name passed by thedesired_nameparameter is unsupported.

GSS_S_BAD_NAME
An invalid name was passed by thedesired_nameparameter.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. See theminor_statusparameter return value for
more information.

Related Information

Functions: gssdce_accept_sec_context(3sec),
gssdce_create_empty_oid_set(3sec), gssdce_login_context_to_credential(3sec),
gssdce_register_acceptor_identity(3sec), gss_init_sec_context(3sec).
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gss_compare_name

Purpose Allows an application to compare two internal names to determine whether they are
equivalent

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_compare_name(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_name_tname1,
gss_name_tname2,
int * name_equal);

Parameters
Input

name1 Specifies the first internal name.

name2 Specifies the second internal name.

Output

name_equal Returns one of the following values:

TRUE The names are the same.

FALSE The names are not the same.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_compare_name()routine lets an application compare two internal names to
determine whether they are the same. This routine does not resolve the names to see
if they refer to the same object. It simply compares the input names for equivalence.
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Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE
The name passed by thename1or name2parameter is unsupported.

GSS_S_BAD_NAME
An invalid name was passed by thename1or name2parameter.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_display_name(3sec), gss_import_name(3sec),
gss_release_name(3sec).
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gss_context_time

Purpose Checks the number of seconds for which the context will remain valid

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_context_time(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_tcontext_handle,
OM_int32 * time_rec);

Parameters
Input

context_handle
Specifies the context to be checked.

Output

time_rec Returns the number of seconds that the context will remain valid.
Returns a 0 (zero) if the context has already expired.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_context_time()routine checks the number of seconds for which the context
will remain valid.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETEThe routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED
The context has already expired.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The context is recognized but the associated credentials have expired.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The context identified in thecontext_handleparameter was not valid.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. See theminor_statusparameter return value for
more information.
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gss_delete_sec_context

Purpose Deletes a security context

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_delete_sec_context(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_t *context_handle,
gss_buffer_toutput_token_buffer);

Parameters
Input/Output

context_handle
Specifies the context handle for the context to delete.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

output_token_buffer
Returns a token to pass to the context acceptor.

Description

The gss_delete_sec_context()routine deletes a security context. It also deletes
the local data structures associated with the security context. When it deletes
the context, the routine can generate a token. The application passes the token
to the context acceptor. The context acceptor then passes the token to the
gss_process_context_token()routine, telling it to delete the context and all associated
local data structures.
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When the context is deleted, the applications cannot use thecontext_handleparameter
for additional security services.

Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. See theminor_statusparameter return value for
more information.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The supplied context handle did not refer to a valid context.

Related Information

Functions: gss_accept_sec_context(3sec), gss_init_sec_context(3sec),
gss_process_context_token(3sec).
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gss_display_name

Purpose Provides to an application the textual representation of an opaque internal name

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_display_name(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_name_tinput_name,
gss_buffer_toutput_name_buffer,
gss_OID *output_name_type);

Parameters
Input

input_name Specifies the name to convert to text.

Output

output_name_buffer
Returns the name as a character string.

output_name_type
Returns the type of name to display as a pointer to static storage. The
application should treat this as read-only.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_display_name()routine provides an application with the text form of an
opaque internal name. The application can use the text to display the name but not
to print it.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE
The name passed by theinput_nameparameter is recognized.

GSS_S_BAD_NAME
An invalid name was passed by theinput_nameparameter.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_compare_name(3sec), gss_import_name(3sec),
gss_release_name(3sec).
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gss_display_status

Purpose Provides an application with the textual representation of a GSSAPI status code that
can be displayed to a user or used for logging

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_display_status(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
int status_value,
int status_type,
gss_OIDmech_type,
int * message_context,
gss_buffer_tstatus_string);

Parameters
Input

status_valueSpecifies the status value to convert.

status_type Specifies one of the following status types:

GSS_C_GSS_CODE
Major status; a GSS status code.

GSS_C_MECH_CODE
Minor status; either a DCE security status code or a
Kerberos status code.

mech_type Specifies the security mechanism. To use DCE security, specify either
of the following:

• GSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES

• GSS_C_NULL_OID_SET
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To use Kerberos Version 5, specifyGSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES.

Input/Output

message_context
Indicates whether the status code has multiple messages to read.

The first time an application calls the routine, you initialize the parameter
to 0 (zero). The routine returns the first message. If there are more
messages, the routine sets the parameter to a nonzero value. The
application calls the routine repeatedly to get the next message, until
the message_contextparameter is zero again.

Output

status_stringReturns the status value as a text message.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_display_status()routine provides the context initiator with a textual
representation of a Generic Security Service Application Programming Interface
(GSSAPI) status code so that the application can display the message to a user or
log the message. Because some status values can indicate more than one error, the
routine enables the calling application to process status codes with multiple messages.

The message_contextparameter indicates which error message the application should
extract from thestatus_valueparameter. The first time an application calls the routine,
it should initialize themessage_contextparameter to 0 (zero) and return the first
message. If there are additional messages to read, thegss_display_status()routine
returns a nonzero value. The application can callgss_display_status()repeatedly to
generate a single text string for each call.

Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.
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GSS_S_BAD_MECH
The translation requires a mechanism that is unsupported or unavailable.

GSS_S_BAD_STATUS
Either the status value was not recognized or the status
type was something other thanGSS_C_GSS_CODE or
GSS_C_MECH_CODE.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusfor details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_accept_sec_context(3sec), gss_acquire_cred(3sec),
gss_compare_name(3sec), gss_delete_sec_context(3sec),
gss_display_status(3sec), gss_import_name(3sec),
gss_inquire_cred(3sec), gssdce_extract_creds_from_sec_context(3sec),
gssdce_login_context_to_cred(3sec).
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gss_import_name

Purpose Converts a printable name to an internal form

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_import_name(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_buffer_t input_buffer_name,
gss_OID input_name_type,
gss_name_t *output_name);

Parameters
Input

input_name_buffer
Specifies the buffer containing the printable name to convert.

input_name_type
Specifies the object identifier for the type of printable name.

SpecifyGSS_C_NULL_OID to use the DCE name. You can explicitly
request the DCE name by usingGSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_NAME.
To help ensure portability of your application, use the default,
GSS_C_NULL_OID.

Output

output_nameReturns the name in an internal form.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.
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Description

The gss_import_name()routine converts a printable name to an internal form.

Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE
The name passed by theinput_nameparameter is not recognized.

GSS_S_BAD_NAME
The routine could not interpret theinput_nameparameter as a name of
the type specified.

GSS_S_FAILURE
Check the minor status for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_compare_name(3sec), gss_display_name(3sec),
gss_release_name(3sec).
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gss_indicate_mechs

Purpose Allows an application to determine which underlying security mechanisms are
available

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_indicate_mechs(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_OID_set *mech_set);

Parameters
Output

mech_set Returns the set of supported security mechanisms. The value of
gss_OID_setis a pointer to a static storage and should be treated as
read-only by the context initiator.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_indicate_mechs()routine enables an application to determine which
underlying security mechanisms are available. These are DCE security and Kerberos
Version 5.

You can use thegssdce_test_oid_set_member()routine to check whether a specific
security mechanism is available.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gssdce_test_oid_set_member(3sec).
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gss_init_sec_context

Purpose Establishes a security context between the context initiator and a context acceptor

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_init_sec_context(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_cred_id_tclaimant_cred_handle,
gss_ctx_id_t *context_handle,
gss_name_ttarget_name,
gss_OIDmech_type,
int req_flags,
int time_req,
gss_channel_bindings_tinput_channel_bindings,
gss_buffer_t input_token,
gss_OID *actual_mech_types,
gss_buffer_toutput_token,
int * ret_flags,
OM_int32 * time_rec);

Parameters
Input

claimant_cred_handle
Specifies an optional handle for the credential. To use the default
credential, supplyGSS_C_NO_CREDENTIAL. The credential handle
created refers to the DCE default login context. The credential must
be either anINITIATE or BOTH type credential.

target_nameSpecifies the name of the context acceptor.

mech_type Specifies the security mechanism. To use DCE security, specify either
of the following:
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• GSS_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES

• GSS_C_NULL_OID

To use Kerberos, specifyGSS_C_OID_KRBV5_DES.

req_flags Specifies four independent flags, each of which requests that the context
support a service option. The following symbolic names are provided
to correspond to each flag. The symbolic names should be logically
ORed to form a bit-mask value.

GSS_C_DELEG_FLAG

TRUE Credentials were delegated to the context acceptor.

FALSE No credentials were delegated.

GSS_C_MUTUAL_FLAG

TRUE The context acceptor has been asked to authenticate itself.

FALSE The context initiator has not been asked to authenticates
itself.

GSS_C_REPLAY_FLAG

TRUE Replayed signed or sealed messages will be detected.

FALSE Replayed messages will not be detected.

GSS_C_SEQUENCE_FLAG

TRUE Out-of-sequence signed or sealed messages will be
detected.

FALSE Out-of-sequence signed or sealed messages will not be
detected.

time_req Specifies the desired number of seconds for which the context should
remain valid. To specify the default validity period, use 0 (zero).

input_chan_bindingsSpecifies the bindings set by the context initiator. Allows the context
initiator to bind the channel identification information securely to the
security context.

input_token Specifies the token received from the context acceptor.
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The first time the application calls the routine, you specify
GSS_NO_BUFFER. Subsequent calls require a token from the context
acceptor.

Input/Output

context_handle
Specifies the context handle for the new context.

The first time the application calls the routine, you specify
GSS_C_NO_CONTEXT. Subsequent calls use the value returned by
the first call.

Output

actual_mech_typeReturns one of the following values indicating the security mechanism:

• GSS_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DESfor DCE security

• GSS_C_OID_KRBV5_DESfor Kerberos

output_tokenReturns the token to send to the context acceptor.

If the length field of the returned buffer is 0 (zero), no token is sent.

ret_flags Returns six independent flags, each of which indicates that the context
supports a service option. The following symbolic names are provided
to correspond to each flag:

GSS_C_DELEG_FLAG

TRUE Credentials were delegated to the context
acceptor.

FALSE No credentials were delegated.

GSS_C_MUTUAL_FLAG

TRUE The context acceptor has been asked to
authenticate itself.

FALSE The context acceptor has not been asked to
authenticate itself.

GSS_C_REPLAY_FLAG

TRUE Replayed signed or sealed messages will be
detected.
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FALSE Replayed messages will not be detected.

GSS_C_SEQUENCE_FLAG

TRUE Out-of-sequence signed or sealed messages
will be detected.

FALSE Out-of-sequence signed or sealed messages
will not be detected.

GSS_C_CONF_FLAG

TRUE Confidentiality service can be invoked by
calling thegss_seal()routine.

FALSE No confidentiality service is available.
(Confidentiality can be provided using
the gss_seal() routine, which provides
only message encapsulation, data-origin
authentication, and integrity services.)

GSS_C_INTEG_FLAG

TRUE Integrity service can be invoked by calling
either thegss_sign()or gss_seal()routine.

FALSE Integrity service for individual messages is
unavailable.

time_rec Returns the number of seconds for which the context will be valid. If
the mechanism does not support credential expiration, the routine returns
the valueGSS_C_INDEFINITE. If the credential expiration time is not
required, specify NULL.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_init_sec_context()routine is the first step in the establishment of a
security context between the context initiator and the context acceptor. To
ensure the portability of the application, use its default credential by supplying
GSS_C_NO_CREDENTIAL to the claimant_cred_handleparameter. Specify an
explicit credential when the application needs an additional credential; for example,
to use delegation.
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The first time the application calls thegss_init_sec_context()routine, specify the
input_tokenparameter asGSS_NO_BUFFER. Calls to the routine can return an
output_tokenfor transfer to the context acceptor. The context acceptor presents
the token to thegss_accept_sec_context()routine.

If the context initiator does not require a token,gss_init_sec_context()sets the length
field of theoutput_tokenargument to 0 (zero).

To complete establishing the context, the calling application can require one
or more reply tokens from the context acceptor. If the application requires
reply tokens, the gss_init_sec_context() routine returns a status value of
GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED. The application calls the routine again when
the reply token is received from the context acceptor and passes the token to the
gss_init_sec_context()routine via theinput_tokenparameter.

The values returned by theret_flagsand time_recparameters are not defined unless
the routine returns the statusGSS_S_COMPLETE.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_BAD_BINDINGS
The input_tokenparameter contains different channel bindings from
those specified with theinput_chan_bindingsparameter.

GSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE
The target_nameparameter contains an invalid or unsupported name
type.

GSS_S_BAD_NAME
The target_nameparameter was incorrectly formed.

GSS_S_BAD_SIG
Indicates either that theinput_token parameter contains an invalid
signature or that theinput_tokenparameter contains a signature that
could not be verified.
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GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED
To complete the context, thegss_init_sec_context()routine must be
called again with a token required from the context acceptor.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The referenced credentials have expired.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
Consistency checks performed on the credential failed.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
Consistency checks performed on theinput_tokenparameter failed.

GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN
The input_tokenparameter was already processed. This is a fatal error
that occurs during context establishment.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. See theminor_statusparameter return value for
more information.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The supplied context handle did not refer to a valid context.

GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN
The input_tokenparameter was too old. This is a fatal error that occurs
during context establishment.

Related Information

Functions: gss_accept_sec_context(3sec), gss_delete_sec_context(3sec).
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gss_inquire_cred

Purpose Provides the calling application information about a credential

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_inquire_cred(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_cred_id_tcred_handle,
gss_name_t *name,
OM_uint32 * lifetime,
int * cred_usage,
gss_OID_set *mechs);

Parameters
Input

cred_handle Specifies a handle for the target credential. To get information about
the default credential, specifyGSS_C_NO_CREDENTIAL.

Output

name Returns the principal name asserted by the credential. If the principal
name is not required, specify NULL.

lifetime Returns the number of seconds for which the credential will remain
valid.

If the credential expired, the parameter returns a 0 (zero). If
there is no credential expiration, the parameter returns the value
GSS_C_INDEFINITE. If an expiration time is not required, specify
NULL.

cred_usage Returns one of the following values describing how the application can
use the credential:
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• GSS_C_INITIATE

• GSS_C_ACCEPT

• GSS_C_BOTH

If no usage information is required, specify NULL.

mechs Returns a set of security mechanisms supported by the credential, as
follows:

• GSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES(for DCE security)

• GSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES(for Kerberos)

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_inquire_cred()routine provides information about a credential to the calling
application. The calling application must first have called thegss_acquire_cred()
routine for a handle for the credential.

Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The credentials expired. If thelifetimeparameter was passed as NULL,
it is set to 0 (zero).

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
The credentials were invalid.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

GSS_S_NO_CRED
The routine could not access the credentials.
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Related Information

Functions: gss_acquire_cred(3sec).
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gss_process_context_token

Purpose Passes a context to the security service

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_process_context_token(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_t *context_handle,
gss_buffer_t input_token_buffer);

Parameters
Input

context_handle
Specifies the context handle on which the security service processes the
token.

input_token_buffer
Specifies an opaque pointer to the first byte of the token to be processed.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_process_context_token()routine passes tokens generated by the
gss_delete_security_context()routine to the security service.

Usually, tokens are associated with either the context establishment or with
per-message security services. If the tokens are associated with the
context establishment, they are passed to thegss_init_sec_context() or
gss_accept_sec_context()routine. If the tokens are associated with the per-
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message security service, they are passed to thegss_verify()or gss_unseal()routine.
Tokens generated by thegss_delete_security_context()routine are passed by the
gss_process_context_token()routine to the security service for processing.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
Consistency checks performed on theinput_tokenparameter failed.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. See theminor_statusparameter return value for
more information.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The supplied context handle did not refer to a valid context.

Related Information

Functions: gss_delete_security_context(3sec).
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gss_release_buffer

Purpose Frees storage associated with a buffer

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_release_buffer(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_buffer_tbuffer);

Parameters
Input

buffer The buffer to delete.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_release_buffer()routine deletes the buffer by freeing the storage associated
with it.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.
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GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. See theminor_statusparameter for details.
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gss_release_cred

Purpose Marks a credential for deletion

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_release_cred(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_cred_id_t *cred_handle);

Parameters
Input

cred_handle Specifies the buffer containing the opaque credential handle. This
information is optional. To release the default credential, specify
GSS_C_NO_CREDENTIAL.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_release_cred()routine informs the GSSAPI that a credential is no longer
required and marks it for deletion.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

GSS_S_NO_CRED
The credentials could not be accessed.
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gss_release_name

Purpose Frees storage associated with an internal name that was allocated by a GSSAPI routine.

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_release_name(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_name_t *name);

Parameters
Input

name The name to delete.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_release_name()routine deletes the internal name by freeing the storage
associated with that internal name.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.
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GSS_S_BAD_NAME
The nameparameter did not contain a valid name.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_compare_name(3sec), gss_display_name(3sec),
gss_import_name(3sec).
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gss_release_oid_set

Purpose Frees storage associated with agss_OID_setobject

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_release_oid_set (
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_OID_setset);

Parameters
Input

set The OID set to delete.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_release_oid_set()routine frees storage that is associated with the
gss_OID_setparameter and was allocated by a GSSAPI routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.
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GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.
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gss_seal

Purpose Cryptographically signs and optionally encrypts a message

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_seal(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_tcontext_handle,
int conf_req_flag,
int qop_req,
gss_buffer_t input_message_buffer,
int * conf_state,
gss_buffer_toutput_message_buffer);

Parameters
Input

context_handle
Specifies the context on which the message is sent.

conf_req_flag
Specifies the requested level of confidentiality and integrity services, as
follows:

TRUE Both confidentiality and integrity services are requested.

FALSE Only integrity services are requested.

qop_req Specifies the cryptographic algorithm, or quality of protection. Specify
GSS_C_QOP_DEFAULT. The DCE GSSAPI supports only one
quality of protection.

input_message_buffer
Specifies the message to seal.
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Output

conf_state Returns the requested level of confidentiality and integrity services, as
follows:

TRUE Confidentiality, data origin, authentification, and integrity
services have been applied.

FALSE Only integrity and data origin services have been applied.

output_message_buffer
Returns the buffer to receive the sealed message.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_seal()routine cryptographically signs and optionally encrypts a message.
The output_messageparameter contains both the signature and the message.

Although the qop_req parameter enables a choice between several qualities of
protection, DCE GSSAPI supports only one quality of protection. If you specify an
unsupported protection, thegss_seal()routine returns a status ofGSS_S_FAILURE.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED
The context has already expired.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The context is recognized but the associated credentials have expired.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The context identified in thecontext_handleparameter was not valid.
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gss_sign

Purpose Generates a cryptographic signature for a message

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_sign(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_tcontext_handle,
int qop_req,
gss_buffer_tmessage_buffer,
gss_buffer_tmsg_token);

Parameters
Input

context_handle
Specifies the context on which the message is sent.

qop_req Specifies the cryptographic algorithm, or quality of protection. Specify
GSS_C_QOP_DEFAULT. DCE GSSAPI supports only one quality of
protection.

message_buffer
Specifies the message to send.

Output

msg_token Returns the buffer to receive the signature token to transfer to the context
acceptor.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.
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Description

The gss_sign()routine generates an encrypted signature for a message. It places the
signature in a token for transfer to the context acceptor.

Although the qop_req parameter enables a choice between several qualities of
protection, DCE GSSAPI supports only one quality of protection. If you specify an
unsupported protection, thegss_sign()routine returns a status ofGSS_S_FAILURE.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED
The context has already expired.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The context is recognized but the associated credentials have expired.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The context identified in thecontext_handleparameter was not valid.
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gss_unseal

Purpose Converts a sealed message into a usable form and verifies the embedded signature

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_unseal(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_tcontext_handle,
gss_buffer_t input_message_buffer,
gss_buffer_toutput_message_buffer,
int * conf_state,
int * qop_state);

Parameters
Input

context_handle
Specifies the context on which the message arrived.

input_message_buffer
Specifies the sealed message.

output_message_buffer
Specifies the buffer to receive the unsealed message.

Output

conf_state Returns the requested level of confidentiality and integrity services, as
follows:

TRUE Both confidentiality and integrity services are requested.

FALSE Only integrity services are requested.

qop_state Returns the cryptographic algorithm, or quality of protection.
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minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gss_unseal()routine converts a sealed message to a usable form and verifies the
embedded signature. Theconf_stateparameter indicates whether the message was
encrypted. Theqop_stateparameter indicates the quality of protection.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_BAD_SIG
The signature was incorrect.

GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED
The context has already expired.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The context is recognized but the associated credentials have expired.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
The token failed consistency checks.

GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN
The token was valid and contained the correct signature but it had
already been processed.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. The context specified in thecontext_handle
parameter was not valid.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The context identified in thecontext_handleparameter was not valid.

GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN
The token was valid and contained the correct signature but it is too
old.
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GSS_S_UNSEQ_TOKEN
The token was valid and contained the correct signature but it has been
verified out of sequence. An earlier token signed or sealed by the
remote application has not been processed locally.

Related Information

Functions: gss_seal(3sec), gss_sign(3sec).
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gss_verify

Purpose Checks that the cryptographic signature fits the supplied message

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_verify(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_tcontext_handle,
gss_buffer_tmessage_buffer,
gss_buffer_t token_buffer,
int qop_state);

Parameters
Input

context_handle
Specifies the context on which the message arrived.

message_buffer
Specifies the message to be verified.

token_buffer
Specifies the signature token to be associated with the message.

Output

qop_state Returns the cryptographic algorithm, or quality of protection, from the
signature.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.
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Description

The gss_verify() routine checks that an encrypted signature, in thetoken_buffer
parameter, fits the message in themessage_bufferbuffer. The application receiving
the message can use theqop_stateparameter to check the message’s protection.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED
The context has already expired.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The context is recognized but the associated credentials have expired.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The context identified in thecontext_handleparameter was not valid.

Related Information

Functions: gss_seal(3sec), gss_sign(3sec).
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gssdce_add_oid_set_member

Purpose Adds an OID to an OID set

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gssdce_add_oid_set_member(
OM_uint32* minor_status,
gss_OID* member_OID,
gss_OID_set*OID_set);

Parameters
Input

member_OIDSpecifies the OID you want to add to the OID set.

OID_set Specifies an OID set.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gssdce_add_oid_set_member()routine adds a new OID to an OID set. If
an OID set does not exist, you can create a new, empty OID set with the
gssdce_create_empty_oid_set()routine.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_acquire_cred(3sec), gssdce_create_empty_oid_set(3sec).
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gssdce_create_empty_oid_set

Purpose Creates a new, empty OID set to which members can be added by calling
gssdce_add_oid_set_member()

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gssdce_create_empty_oid_set(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_OID_set *OID_set);

Parameters
Input

OID_set Specifies the OID set you want to create.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gssdce_create_empty_oid_set()routine creates a new, empty OID set to which
the context initiator can add members. Use thegssdce_add_oid_set_member()
routine to add members to the OID set.

Use the gssdce_create_empty_oid_set()routine to specify a set of security
mechanisms with which you can use an acquired credential. To create a credential
that can accept a security context using DCE security, Kerberos, or a combination of
the two, use thegss_acquire_cred()routine.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_acquire_cred(3sec), gssdce_add_oid_set_member(3sec).
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gssdce_cred_to_login_context

Purpose Obtains the DCE login context associated with a GSSAPI credential

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gssdce_cred_to_login_context(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
cred_id_t *cred_handle,
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context);

Parameters
Input

cred_handle
Specifies the credential handle.

Output

login_contextReturns the DCE login context associated with the credential.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

Using thegssdce_cred_to_login_context()routine, an application can obtain the DCE
login context associated with a GSSAPI credential. Only credentials with usage-types
INIT or BOTH have associated login contexts.

Use this routine in the following situations:

• If you want to add delegation notes to a login context

• To use anINITIATE or BOTH credential to initiate an authenticated RPC call
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The application must delete the login context when it no longer needs the credentials
or the login context.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
The credentials have expired.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
The credential is defective in some way.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

GSS_S_NO_CRED
The routine requested the default login context, but no default login
context was available.

Related Information

Functions: gssdce_login_context_to_cred(3sec), sec_login_purge_contexts(3sec),
sec_login_release_context(3sec).
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gssdce_extract_creds_from_sec_context

Purpose Extracts a DCE credential from a GSSAPI security context

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gssdce_extract_creds_from_sec_context(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_ctx_id_tcontext_handle,
rpc_authz_cred_handle_toutput_cred);

Parameters
Input

context_handle
Specifies the handle of the security context containing the DCE
credential.

Output

output_cred Returns the DCE credential.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gssdce_extract_creds_from_sec_context()routine extracts the context
initiator’s DCE credential from a context acceptor’s security context.
Use this routine if the underlying mechanism type is DCE security
(GSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES).

The context acceptor calls thegssdce_extract_creds_from_sec_context()routine to
get the DCE credential containing the privilege attributes of the context initiator.
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DCE credentials are used by DCE access control list (ACL) managers to determine
whether the initiator has the right to access the object to which an ACL refers.

The principal contained in the DCE credential may not be the same as thesrc_name
parameter value from thegss_accept_sec_context()routine. The principal in the
DCE credential may be a compound principal.

If the context was established by calling thegss_init_set_context()routine and
specifying GSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES to use Kerberos (instead of DCE
security), the gssdce_extract_creds_from_sec_context()routine returns a major
status of O and a minor status of O.

Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
The routine could not access the security context.

Related Information

Functions: gss_init_sec_context(3sec).
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gssdce_login_context_to_cred

Purpose Creates a GSSAPI credential handle for a context initiator or context acceptor from a
DCE login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gssdce_login_context_to_cred(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
OM_uint32 lifetime_req,
OID_set desired_mechs,
cred_id_t *output_cred_handle,
OID_set *actual_mechs,
OM_uint32 lifetime_rec);

Parameters
Input

login_contextSpecifies the DCE login context handle. To use the default login
context handle, specify NULL.

lifetime_req
Specifies the number of seconds that the credential should remain valid.

desired_mechs
Specifies the object identifier (OID) set for the security mechanism to
use with the credential, as follows:

DCE security
SpecifyGSS_C_NULL_OID_SET.

Kerberos SpecifyGSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES.
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Both DCE security and Kerberos
Specify GSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES and
GSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES.

To help ensure portability of your application, use the default security
mechanism by specifyingGSS_C_NULL_OID_SET.

Output

output_cred_handle
Returns the credential handle.

actual_mechsReturns the set specifying the security mechanisms with which the
credential can be used. The set can contain one or both of the following:

• GSSDCE_C_OID_DCE_KRBV5_DES(for DCE security)

• GSSDCE_C_OID_KRBV5_DES(for Kerberos)

lifetime_rec
Returns the number of seconds that the credential will remain valid.

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gssdce_login_context_to_cred()routine creates a generic security service
application programming interface (GSSAPI) credential handle for the context
initiator or context acceptor from a DCE login context. The routine creates a
credential that can be used to initiate or acquire a security context. Use this routine
if you need to create a GSSAPI credential for delegation.

Status Codes

The following describes a partial list of codes (messages) that might be returned.
Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
messages. The following status codes can be returned:

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
The credential is defective in some way.
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GSS_S_NO_CRED
The routine requested the default login context, but no default login
context was available.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_acquire_cred(3sec), gssdce_cred_to_login_context(3sec).
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gssdce_register_acceptor_identity

Purpose Registers a context acceptor’s identity

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gss_register_acceptor_indentity(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
unsigned_char_t *acceptor_principal_name,
rpc_auth_key_retrieval_fn_t get_key_fn,
void *arg);

Parameters
Input

acceptor_principal_name
Specifies the principal name to use for the context acceptor.

get_key_fn Specifies either the DCE default key-retrieval routine or the address of
a routine that returns encryption keys.

arg Specifies an argument to pass to theget_key_fnkey acquisition routine.
To specify the DCE default, use NULL.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.

Description

The gssdce_register_acceptor_identity()routine registers the server principal name
as an identity claimed by the context acceptor and informs DCE security where to
find the key table containing the principal’s key information.
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The gssdce_register_acceptor_identity()routine uses theget_key_fn and arg
parameters of therpc_server_register_auth_info() routine to find the key for the
token for the context acceptor’s principal name. The following table lists the values
for the parameters and which key tables they point to:

Retrieval Routine Key Table Explanation

NULL NULL Uses the default DCE
retrieval routine to get
the key from the DCE
key table. This is
accomplished via the
default key table,/krb/
v5srvtab.

NULL string=key_table_name Uses the default DCE
retrieval routine to get the
key from the a key table
whose name you specify
using the argument string.

routine_address user_written_routine Uses a user-written
retrieval routine to get
the key from a key table
specified in the routine.

For more information on registering a server with DCE, refer to the
rpc_server_register_auth_info(3rpc)reference page.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check the minor status for details.
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Related Information

Functions: gss_accept_sec_context(3sec), rpc_server_register_auth_info(3rpc).
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gssdce_set_cred_context_ownership

Purpose Changes the ownership of a DCE credential’s login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gssdce_set_cred_context_ownership(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_cred_id_tcredential_handle,
int ownership);

Parameters
Input

credential_handle
Specifies the handle of the DCE credential to be modified.

ownership Specifies the owner of the DCE credential. Specify one of the
following:

GSSDCE_C_OWNWERSHIP_GSSAPI
Specifies that the credential’s login context is owned
by the generic security service application programming
interface (GSSAPI).

GSSDCE_C_OWNERSHIP_APPLICATION
Specifies that the credential’s login context is owned by
the application.

Output

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.
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Description

The gssdce_set_cred_context_ownership()routine modifies the ownership of a DCE
credential’s login context. INIT type andBOTH type credentials have DCE login
contexts. Normally, these internal login contexts are deleted when the credential is
released (when the application calls thegss_release_cred()routine). However, for
credentials created by thegssdce_cred_to_login_context()and credentials passsed
to thegsscdce_cred_to_login_context()routine, the application may have an external
reference to the credential’s login context and may still be using the login context.
The GSSAPI will not delete internal login contexts of these credentials when they are
released.

This routine allows the application to modify the ownership of a credential’s login
context. If ownership is changed toGSSDCE_C_OWNERSHIP_GSSAPI, the login
context is deleted when GSSAPI releases the credential. If ownership is changed
to GSSDCE_C_OWNERSHIP_APPLICATION, the application is responsible for
deleting the login context. DCE credential login contexts that are owned by an
application must not be deleted until the credential is released since the GSSAPI may
still need to access the credential’s login context.

Related Information

Functions: gss_acquire_cred(3sec), gss_release_buffer(3sec),
gssdce_cred_to_login_context(3sec).
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gssdce_test_oid_set_member

Purpose Checks an OID set to see if a specified OID is in the set

Synopsis
#include <dce/gssapi.h>

OM_uint32 gssdce_test_oid_set_member(
OM_uint32 * minor_status,
gss_OIDmember_OID,
gss_OID_setset,
int* is_present);

Parameters
Input

member_OID
Specifies the OID to search for in the OID set.

set Specifies the OID set to check.

Output

is_present Returns one of the following values to indicate whether the OID is a
member of the OID set:

Returns... If...

1 The OID is present as a member of the OID set

0 The OID is absent, not a member of the OID set

minor_statusReturns a status code from the security mechanism.
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Description

The gssdce_test_oid_set_member()routine checks an OID set to see if the specified
OID is a member of the set. To add a member to an OID set, use the
gssdce_add_oid_set_member()routine.

Thegssdce_test_oid_set_member()routine uses the value of theactual_mechsoutput
parameter from thegss_acquire_cred()routine to get the list of OIDs. It checks this
list to see if any of the OIDs are members of the OID set.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

GSS_S_COMPLETE
The routine was completed successfully.

GSS_S_FAILURE
The routine failed. Check theminor_statusparameter for details.

Related Information

Functions: gss_acquire_cred(3sec), gss_indicate_mechs(3sec),
gssdce_add_oid_set_member(3sec).
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pkc_add_trusted_key

Purpose Adds a key to specified trust list

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

pkc_add_trusted_key(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list,
const pkc_trusted_key_t & key);

Parameters
Input

trust_list Specifies trust list to which key should be added.

key Specifies key to add.

Description

pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec)adds a specified key to a specified trust list.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec).
Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_append_to_trustlist

Purpose Appends one or more items to trust list

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_append_to_trustlist(
trustlist_t ** tr_list,
trustitem_t * tr_item,
size_tno_of_tr_items);

Parameters
Input

tr_list Specifies trust list to which item(s) are to be appended.

tr_item Specifies item(s) to append to trust list.

no_of_tr_items
Specifies number of items to append.

Description

pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec) appends one or more items to a trust list (a
pkc_trust_list_t, pointed to by(*tr_list)->handle ).

If the trust list is invalid,pkc_s_bad_paramis returned.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_ca_key_usage.class

Purpose A class that expresses key usage

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_ca_key_usage_t & operator = (unsigned long c)

• pkc_ca_key_usage_t(unsigned long c = 0xfffffffflu)

Description

pkc_ca_key_usage_texpresses the usage of a key.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Parent Class

This class is derived frompkc_generic_key_usage_t.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist

Purpose Checks specified certificate against specified list of trusted keys

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list,
const Certificate * cert,
int revoked_certs_permitted);

Parameters
Input

trust_list Specifies list of trusted keys to check certificate against.

cert Specifies certificate to check.

revoked_certs_permitted
Specifies whether revoked certificates should still be trusted for dates
prior to their revocation date.

Description

pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec)checks the specified certificate against the
specified list of trusted keys. If the certificate is valid and can be verified from the
trust list, its content is added to the trust list.revoked_certs_permittedis a flag that
specifies whether revoked certificates should still be trusted for dates prior to their
revocation date.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.
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See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_constraints.class

Purpose A class that expresses constraints on names

Member Data
Public

• unsigned path_length

The maximum path length that can be certified by the key (if the entity can act
as a certifying authority).0xffffu means ‘‘unlimited’’.

• pkc_name_subord_constraints_t subord_constraints

• pkc_name_subtree_constraints_t subtree_constraints

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_constraints_t & operator = (const pkc_constraints_t & o)

• pkc_constraints_t(void)

• unsigned32 constrain()

Adds the specified constraints. Takes the following argument:

— const pkc_constraints_t & o

• char is_permitted() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & ca_name

— const x500name & subject_name

• void get_next_link_constraint() const

Generates a new name constraint that will be applicable to a certificate issued by
the subject of this constraint. Takes the following argument:
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— pkc_constraints_t ** new_constraints

Description

pkc_constraints_t is a class that expresses constraints on the names that can be
certified by a given key. Three types of constraint can be checked: total path
length, name subordination, and subtree constraints.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_copy_trustlist

Purpose Copies a trustlist

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_copy_trustlist(
const pkc_trust_list_t * input_trust_list,
pkc_trust_list_t * output_trust_list);

Parameters
Input

input_trust_list
The trust list to be copied.

Output

output_trust_list
The copied trust list.

Description

pkc_copy_trustlist(3sec)creates a functionally equivalent copy of a trust list. The
key ids within the newly created trust list will be different from those in the original
trust list, but the keys and the trust relationships between them will be the same.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.
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Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_delete_trustlist(3sec), pkc_display_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_element_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_crypto_generate_keypair

Purpose Generates a pair of public and private keys

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(
gss_OIDalgorithm,
unsigned32size,
void * alg_info,
sec_pk_data_t *private_key,
sec_pk_data_t *public_key);

Parameters
Input

algorithm Specifies the crypto module.

size Specifies the key size.

alg_info Specifies algorithm-specific information, if any.

Output

private_key The generated private key.

public_key The generated public key.

Description

pkc_crypto_generate_keypair generates a pair of public and private keys. The
(*generate_keypair)() routine of the crypto module specified byalgorithm is
called to do this (but note that crypto modules are not required to provide a
(*generate_keypair)() function).
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The size parameter will be used by the routine to determine the key size in some
way defined by the algorithm; for the RSA algorithm, for example, it should
be treated as the number of bits in the key modulus. Theprivate_key and
public_keyparameters should be expected to return BER-encodedPrivateKeyInfo
andSubjectPublicKeyInfo data objects respectively.

The alg_info parameter can be used for algorithm-specific information to modify the
key generation process; NULL can be specified.

Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_crypto_intro(3sec), pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec),
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec),
pkc_crypto_sign(3sec), pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec).
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pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms

Purpose Returns algorithm implementations

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_crypto_reg.h>

pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(
gss_OID_set *oid_set);

Parameters
Output

oid_set A pointer to an OID set describing the currently registered algorithm
implementations.

Description

pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec)returns an OID set describing the
currently registered algorithm implementations.

pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec) may be called to obtain details about a
particular algorithm.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(3sec),
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec),
pkc_crypto_sign(3sec), pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec).
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pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm

Purpose Returns cryptographic module details

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_crypto_reg.h>

unsigned32 pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(
gss_OIDoid,
pkc_signature_algorithm_t *details);

Parameters
Input

oid An OID identifying the algorithm about which details are desired.

Output

details A pointer to an algorithm implementation descriptor block for the
specified algorithm.

Description

pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec) returns a pointer to an algorithm
implementation descriptor block for the specified cryptographic algorithm,
and leaves the algorithm list unlocked. Calling this routine is the recommended way
of obtaining information about a registered algorithm implementation.

The complete list of registered algorithms may be obtained by calling
pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec).
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Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(3sec),
pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec),
pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec), pkc_crypto_sign(3sec),
pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec).
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pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg

Purpose Registers a signature algorithm module

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_crypto_reg.h>

unsigned32 pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(
pkc_signature_algorithm_t * alg,
int replacement_policy);

Parameters
Input

alg A pointer to the signature algorithm module structure to be registered.

replacement_policy
Specifies how the registration is to be handled if an implementation of
the algorithm is already registered. There are three possible values:

PKC_REPLACE_NONE
Specifies that an error should be returned if an
implementation of the algorithm is already registered.

PKC_REPLACE_ENTRYPOINTS
Specifies that only entry points that the original
implementation (if any) did not provide should be
replaced. (Note that this value is not currently
supported.)

PKC_REPLACE_ALL
Specifies that the new implementation should replace the
existing one, if any.
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Description

pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec)registers a signature algorithm module, in
the form of a properly declaredpkc_signature_algorithm_t data structure, which
contains identifying information about the module as well as entry points to all of the
module’s functions.

Calling this routine will cause the module passed to it to be registered as a
cryptographic module; it can then be accessed by other applications via the high
level certification API routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(3sec),
pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec),
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), pkc_crypto_sign(3sec),
pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec).
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pkc_crypto_sign

Purpose Signs data with private key

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_crypto_reg.h>

pkc_crypto_sign(
gss_OIDalgorithm,
sec_pk_gen_data_tdata,
sec_pk_data_tprivate_key,
sec_pk_data_t *signature);

Parameters
Input

algorithm An OID identifying the cryptographic algorithm to be used in signing
the data.

data The data to be signed.

private_key The private key (i.e., private member of a public-private key pair) to be
used to sign the data.

Output

signature The signature generated by the algorithm on the data passed.

Description

pkc_crypto_sign(3sec)searches the list of registered algorithms for an implementation
of the specified algorithm. If found, the implementation is opened, if necessary, and
its (sign)() function invoked to sign thedata. The signatureis returned to the caller.
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Using this routine, an application can get data signed in one simple call.
The alternative is to lookup the desired cryptographic module by calling
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), then explicitly call the module’s(sign)()
routine.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(3sec),
pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec),
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec),
pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec).
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pkc_crypto_verify_signature

Purpose Verifies a signature

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_crypto_reg.h>

pkc_crypto_verify_signature(
gss_OIDalgorithm,
sec_pk_gen_data_tdata,
sec_pk_data_tpublic_key,
sec_pk_data_tsignature);

Parameters
Input

algorithm An OID identifying the cryptographic algorithm to be used in verifying
the data.

data The signed data whose signature is to be verified.

public_key The public key (i.e., public member of a public-private key pair) to be
used to verify the signed data.

signature The signature to be verified.

Description

pkc_crypto_verify_signature(3sec)searches the list of registered algorithms for an
implementation of the specified algorithm. If found, the implementation is opened, if
necessary, and its(verify)() function invoked to verify the data and signature passed
by the caller.
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The routine returns 0 for a correct signature,pkc_invalid_signature for an incorrect
signature, or another DCE-defined error status to indicate any other errors.

Using this routine, an application can verify signed data in one simple call.
The alternative is to lookup the desired cryptographic module by calling
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), then explicitly call the module’s(verify)()
routine.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_crypto_generate_keypair(3sec),
pkc_crypto_get_registered_algorithms(3sec),
pkc_crypto_lookup_algorithm(3sec), pkc_crypto_register_signature_alg(3sec),
pkc_crypto_sign(3sec).
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pkc_delete_trustlist

Purpose Deletes a trust list

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_delete_trustlist(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list);

Parameters
Input

trust_list The trust list to be deleted.

Description

pkc_delete_trustlist(3sec)deletes a trust list and all keys within it.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.
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Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_copy_trustlist(3sec), pkc_display_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_element_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_display_trustlist

Purpose Displays information about a trust list

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_display_trustlist(
const pkc_trust_list_t * input_trust_list);

Parameters
Input

input_trust_list
The trust list to be displayed.

Description

pkc_display_trustlist(3sec)is a debugging routine, intended for use when developing
a policy module. It prints information about a trust list (all the keys, the trust
relationships between keys, etc.) to standard output. It can be used to verify that the
trust chains that a policy module implementor expects are actually being built within
the trust list.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_copy_trustlist(3sec), pkc_delete_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_element_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_free

Purpose Frees storage allocated by certification routines

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

extern void pkc_free(
void *);

Parameters
Input

storage The storage to be freed.

Description

pkc_free(3sec)frees any storage that was allocated by any of thepkc_ routines called
by an application. This routine should be used to release contiguous storage returned
by any of thepkc_ routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.
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Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_free_keyinfo

Purpose Frees key information storage

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_free_keyinfo(
keyinfo_t ** keybase);

Parameters
Input

keybase Pointer to thekeyinfo_t structure(s) to be freed.

Description

pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec)frees storage allocated bypkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)for a
keyinfo_t structure.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.
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Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_free_trustbase

Purpose Frees a trust base’s storage

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_free_trustbase(
trustbase_t ** base);

Parameters
Input

base Specifies trust base whose storage is to be freed.

Description

pkc_free_trustbase(3sec)frees the allocated storage for a trust base.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.
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Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_free_trustlist

Purpose Frees a trust list’s storage

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_free_trustlist(
trustlist_t ** tr_list);

Parameters
Input

tr_list Specifies trust list whose storage is to be freed.

Description

pkc_free_trustlist(3sec)frees the allocated storage for a trust list.

Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.
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Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_generic_key_usage.class

Purpose A class that expresses generic key usage

Member Data
Public

• unsigned long permitted

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_generic_key_usage_t()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned long permit_bits = 0xfffffffflu

• char is_permitted() const

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned long check

• char is_permitted() const

Takes the following argument:

— const pkc_generic_key_usage_t & check

• void constrain()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned long constraint

• void constrain()

Takes the following argument:

— const pkc_generic_key_usage_t & constraint
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• void set()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned long constraints

• pkc_generic_key_usage_t & operator = (unsigned long c)

Description

pkc_generic_key_usage_texpresses various generic aspects of a key’s usage.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_get_key_certifier_count

Purpose Returns number of key’s certifying authorities

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_get_key_certifier_count(
keyinfo_t * keyinfobase,
unsignedkey_index,
size_t * ca_count);

Parameters
Input

keyinfobase A keyinfo_t structure containing information about the key.

key_index The index of the key (ranging from 0 tokey_count- 1).

Output

ca_count Number of certifying authorities for the key.

Description

pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec)returns the number of certifying authorities in the
certification path of the specified key.

The desired information is extracted by the routine from thekeyinfo_t structure,
which must first be obtained by the caller by a call to thepkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)
routine.

Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_free_trustlist(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_get_key_certifier_info

Purpose Returns information about a certifier

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_get_key_certifier_info(
keyinfo_t * keyinfobase,
unsignedkey_index,
unsignedcertifier_index,
char ** certifier_name,
utc_t * certification_start,
utc_t * certification_expiration,
char * crl_valid,
utc_t * crl_last_seen,
utc_t * next_crl_expected);

Parameters
Input

keyinfobase Information about the key (returned bypkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)).

key_index Index of the key.

certifier_index
Index of the certifier about whom information is desired.

Output

certifier_name
The name of the certifier.

certification_start
Time at which certification by this certifier starts.
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certification_expiration
Time at which certification by this certifier ends.

crl_valid If TRUE, there is a certificate revocation list for this certifier.

crl_last_seenTime at which certificate revocation list was last seen.

next_crl_expected
Time at which next certificate revocation list is expected.

Description

pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec)returns information about a specific certifier from
a key’s certification path. Certifier 0 is the CA that vouched for the key; certifier 1
is the CA that vouched for certifier 0, etc. The total number of certifiers for a given
key is returned bypkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec).

The desired information is extracted by the routine from thekeyinfo_t structure,
which must first be obtained by the caller by a call to thepkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)
routine.

Any of the return parameters may be passed as NULL if the corresponding information
is not required.

Upon successful return, thecertifier_nameparameter will contain allocated storage
which must be released withpkc_free(3sec)when the application has finished with
it.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.
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Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_free_trustlist(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_get_key_count

Purpose Returns number of keys for a principal

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_get_key_count(
keyinfo_t * keyinfobase,
size_t * key_count);

Parameters
Input

keyinfobase Key information returned bypkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

Output

key_count Number of keys.

Description

pkc_get_key_count(3sec)returns the number of keys within akeyinfo_t structure.

The desired information is extracted from thekeyinfo_t structure, which must first be
obtained by the caller by a call to thepkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)routine.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec), pkc_free(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_get_key_data

Purpose Returns a public key

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_get_key_data(
keyinfo_t * keyinfobase,
unsignedkey_index,
unsigned char ** key_data,
size_t * key_length);

Parameters
Input

keyinfobase Key information for the principal, returned by
pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

key_index Index (ranging from 0 tokey_count- 1) of the key desired.

Output

key_data The encoded public key.

key_length Length of the key data returned.

Description

pkc_get_key_data(3sec)extracts an encoded public key from akeyinfo_t structure.
key_indexis the index of the key (ranging from 0 tokey_count- 1).

The returnedkey_data is encoded as an ASN.1 BERSubjectPublicKeyInfo object
(as defined in X.509).
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The desired information is extracted by from thekeyinfo_t structure, which must first
be obtained by the caller by a call to thepkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)routine.

Upon successful return,key_datawill contain PKC-allocated storage which must be
released withpkc_free(3sec)when the application has finished with it.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_free_trustlist(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec), pkc_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec), pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec),
pkc_init_trustbase(3sec), pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_get_key_trust_info

Purpose Returns information about key trust

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_get_key_trust_info(
keyinfo_t * keyinfobase,
unsignedkey_index,
certification_flags_t * flags,
uuid_t * key_domain,
unsigned long * key_usages);

Parameters
Input

keyinfobase Key information, returned bypkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

key_index Index of the key, ranging from 0 tokeycount - 1.

Output

flags Information about the trust that can be placed in the key (see below).

key_domain Indicates domain of retrieved key. A value of
sec_pk_domain_unspecified or NULL means that the policy
does not distinguish keys by domain.

key_usages Indicates usage key is intended for.

Description

pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec)returns a set of flags describing the trust that can be
placed in the key.
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The desired information is extracted by the routine from thekeyinfo_t structure,
which must first be obtained by the caller by a call to thepkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)
routine.

The returnedcertification_flags_t structure describes the trust that can be placed in
a returned key. It contains the following fields:

• trust_type

A trust_type_t value, which will be one of the following:

— UNTRUSTED

No trust (e.g., unauthenticated).

— DIRECT_TRUST

Direct trust via third party (e.g., authenticated registry).

— CERTIFIED_TRUST

Trust certified by caller’s trust base.

• missing_crls

A char; its value is TRUE (not 0) if one or more CRLs are missing.

• revoked

A char whose value is TRUE (not 0) if any certificate has been revoked (even if
it was still valid at the retrieval time).

If key_domain and key_usagesare passed as non-NULL pointers, upon successful
return these parameters will describe the domain and permitted usage(s) of the
specified key. Policies that do not distinguish keys according to domain will
indicate a domain ofsec_pk_domain_unspecified; policies that do not distinguish
keys according to usage will indicate all usages are permitted.

The returnedkey_usagesis a bit mask which describes the usage(s), if any, which
the key is restricted to. The value is formed by AND-ing together one or more of
the following constants:

PKC_KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION
The key can be used to authenticate a user

PKC_KEY_USAGE_INTEGRITY
The key can be used to provide integrity protection
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PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user keys

PKC_KEY_USAGE_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user data

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_AGREEMENT
The key can be used for key-exchange

PKC_KEY_USAGE_NONREPUDIATION
The key can be used for non-repudiation

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_KEY_CERT_SIGN
The key can be used to sign key certificates

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_OFFLINE_CRL_SIGN
The key can be used to sign CRLs

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_TRANSACTION_SIGN
The key can be used to sign transactions

A returnedkey_usagesvalue ofNULL (or a value with all bits set) means that the
key is suitable for any usage.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_free(3sec), pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_free_trustlist(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec), pkc_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec),
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pkc_init_trustbase(3sec), pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_get_registered_policies

Purpose Returns all registered trust policies

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_get_registered_policies(
gss_OID_set *oid_set);

Parameters
Output

oid_set A set of OIDs which represent all installed policies.

Description

pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec)returns a set of OIDs, which point to all currently
installed policies (that is, all pre-loaded policies, plus any policies that have been
installed via the policy registration API).

An application will call this routine once during its lifetime. After successfully
making the call, the application can choose to use the returned OIDs in a call to
pkc_init_trustbase(3sec), etc.

Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec), pkc_free(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_init_trustbase(3sec), pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_init_trustbase

Purpose Initializes a trust base

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_init_trustbase(
trustlist_t ** tr_list,
gss_OIDpolicy_oid,
utc_t time,
selection_t * sel,
trustbase_t ** base);

Parameters
Input

tr_list Specifies trust list on the basis of which the trust base is to be initialized.

policy_oid Specifies policy to use.

time Specifies time at which the public key is to be valid. Can be 0.

sel Must be set to 0.

Output

base Initialized trust base.

Description

pkc_init_trustbase(3sec)initializes the initial trust base to include all the certificates
initially trusted, given the initial set of trusted certificates. This routine will also store
the cross-certificate pair certificates found during the creation of the trust base.
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Upon successful return,basewill contain a PKC-allocated trust base structure, which
should be released withpkc_free_trustbase(3sec)when the application has finished
with it.

Users will normally call thepkc_ routines in the following order:

1. pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec)

Called once for the lifetime of the application.

2. pkc_init_trustlist(3sec)

3. pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec)

Called one or more times.

Note that steps 2 and 3 together build up an initial trust list.

4. pkc_init_trustbase(3sec)

A trust base is computed, given an initial trust list.

5. pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec)

Called one or more times, for each individual’s public key that needs to be looked
up.

6. pkc_free_trustlist(3sec)

7. pkc_free_trustbase(3sec)

Return Values

pkc_s_successOperation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec), pkc_free(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
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pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_init_trustlist

Purpose Creates an empty trust list

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_init_trustlist(
trustlist_t ** tr_list);

Parameters
Input

tr_list A PKC-allocated data structure which contains the initialized trust list.

Description

pkc_init_trustlist(3sec) creates an empty trust list. Iftr_list is empty, returns
pkc_s_asn_bad_param; if memory cannot be allocated, returnspkc_s_nomem;
otherwise, returnspkc_s_success.

Upon successful return,tr_list will contain a PKC-allocated data structure which must
be released withpkc_free_trustlist(3sec)when the application has finished with it.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec), pkc_free(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_key_policies.class

Purpose A class that expresses policy rules and operations

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_key_policies_t(void)

Initializes to ‘‘all policies OK’’.

• unsigned32 set()

Takes the following argument:

— const pkc_key_policy_t & pol

• unsigned32 set()

Adds an allowed policy. Takes the following argument:

— const gss_OID pol

• unsigned32 set_none(void)

Sets ‘‘no policies permitted’’.

• unsigned32 set_all(void)

Sets ‘‘all policies permitted’’.

• unsigned32 constrain()

Takes the following argument:

— const pkc_key_policies_t & pol

• pkc_key_policies_t & operator = (const pkc_key_policies_t & pol)

Description

pkc_key_policies_tembodies rules and operations for key policies.
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The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_key_policy.class

Purpose Key policy class

Member Data
Public

• gss_OID value

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_key_policy_t(void)

• virtual p̃ kc_key_policy_t()

• pkc_key_policy_t & operator = (const pkc_key_policy_t & o)

• pkc_key_policy_t & operator = (const gss_OID & o)

Description

pkc_key_policy_t embodies a key policy.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
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pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_key_usage.class

Purpose A class that expresses key usage rules

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_key_usage_t & operator = ()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned long c

• pkc_key_usage_t()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned long c = 0xfffffffflu

Description

pkc_key_usage_tcontains usage rules for a key.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Parent Class

This class is derived frompkc_generic_key_usage_t.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
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pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_lookup_element_in_trustlist

Purpose Retrieves a specified key

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_lookup_element_in_trustlist(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list,
const pkc_trust_list_element_t ** key,
unsigned longkey_id);

Parameters
Input

trust_list Specifies the trust list

key_id Specifies ID of key to return.

Output

key A pointer to the returned key.

Description

pkc_lookup_element_in_trustlist(3sec)takes a trust list and a key id, and returns a
pointer to the specified key (if the key actually is in the trust list).

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.
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Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_copy_trustlist(3sec), pkc_delete_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_display_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist

Purpose Searches a trust list for the specified key

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list,
const pkc_trusted_key_t ** key,
unsigned longkey_id);

Parameters
Input

trust_list Specifies the trust list to search.

key_id Specifies ID of key to return.

Output

key The returned key.

Description

pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec)searches the specified trust list for the specified
key. In the returned key, the caller will find the following fields.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Fields from the Certificate

• start_date
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A utc_t

• end_date

A utc_t

• ca_usages

A pkc_ca_key_usage_t

• user_usages

A pkc_key_usage_t

• policies

A pkc_key_policies_t

• constraints

A pkc_constraints_t

Flags:

• trusted ( A char)

Expresses whether this entry is trusted (a priori).

• certified (A char)

Expresses whether this key is certified by another entry.

• certified_by (x500name)

Name of the CA that certified this key.

• serial_number (asn_integer)

Serial number of certifying certificate .

The following fields are copied from the certifying key entry:

• certified_start_date (utc_t)

• certified_end_date(utc_t)

• certified_usages(pkc_ca_key_usage_t)

• certified_policies (pkc_key_policies_t)

• certified_constraints (pkc_constraints_t)

• revoked (char)
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Non-zero if the certifying certificate has been revoked.

• revocation_date(utc_t)

Date from which certifier revocation is effective.

• key_id(unsigned long)

An ID identifying this key entry.

• ca_key_id (unsigned long)

The ID of the key that certified this one. 0 means direct trust.

• old_key_id (unsigned long)

Temporary storage for use while copying

• old_ca_key_id(unsigned long)

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
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pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist

Purpose Searches trust list for keys

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list,
const pkc_trusted_key_t ** key,
size_t * key_count,
const x500name &owner,
utc_t * key_time,
const pkc_generic_key_usage_t *usages);

Parameters
Input

trust_list Specifies trust list to search.

owner Specifies principal whose keys are to be searched for.

key_time Specifies time of ownership to search for.

usages Specifies usage to search for.

Output

key Array of pointers to keys found.

key_count Number of keys found.

Description

pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec)searches the specified trust list for keys owned
by the specified principal at the specified time for the specified usage. The keys are
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returned in an array of pointers topkc_trusted_key_t objects, which is allocated on
the heap. The pointers point to elements within the trust list; thus the caller should
copy into allocated storage if they are expected to remain valid after the deletion of
the trust list.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_name_subord_constraint.class

Purpose Constraint rules and operations class

Member Data
Public

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t * next

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t * prev

• unsigned long constraint

• unsigned skipCerts

Member Functions
Public

• void unlink(void)

• p˜ kc_name_subord_constraint_t()

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t()

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_name_subord_constraints_t * theRoot

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t(void)

• void set_constraint()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned long c

• void set_skipCerts()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned c
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• void get_next_link_constraint() const

Generates a new name subordination constraint that will be applicable to a
certificate issued by the subject of this constraint. Takes the following argument:

— pkc_name_subord_constraint_t ** new_constraint

• char is_permitted() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & issuer_name

— const x500name & subject_name

Return values have following meanings:

1 Permitted

0 Forbidden

−1 Not relevant

−2 Relevant, but explicit permission is required from another
subordination constraint.

Description

pkc_name_subord_constraint_t contains name-subordinate constraint rules and
operations for a certificate.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
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pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_name_subord_constraints.class

Purpose A class that expresses subordinate constraints on a name

Member Data
Public

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t * first

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t * last

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_name_subord_constraints_t &
operator = (const pkc_name_subord_constraints_t & o)

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t * first

• pkc_name_subord_constraint_t * last

• pkc_name_subord_constraints_t(void)

• p˜ kc_name_subord_constraints_t()

• char is_permitted() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & ca_name

— const x500name & subject_name

• void get_next_link_constraint() const

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_name_subord_constraints_t ** new_constraints
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Description

pkc_name_subord_constraints_tembodies a set of subordinate constraints on a
name.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class

Purpose A class that expresses a subtree constraint on a name

Member Data
Public

• pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t * next

• pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t * prev

• x500name * base

• x500name * chopBefore

• x500name * chopAfter

• unsigned minimum

• unsigned maximum

Member Functions
Public

• void unlink(void)

• virtual p̃ kc_name_subtree_constraint_t()

• pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t()

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_name_subtree_constraints_t * theRoot

• void set_base()

Takes the following argument:

— const x500name & n

• void set_chopBefore()
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Takes the following argument:

— const x500name & n

• void set_chopAfter()

Takes the following argument:

— const x500name & n

• void set_minimum()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned n

• void set_maximum()

Takes the following argument:

— unsigned n

• char is_permitted() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & issuer_name

— const x500name & subject_name

Return values have the following meanings:

1 Permitted.

0 Forbidden.

−1 Not relevant.

−2 Relevant, but explicit permission is required from another subtree
constraint.

• void get_next_link_constraint() const

Generates a new name subtree constraint that will be applicable to a certificate
issued by the subject of this constraint. Takes the following argument:

— pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t ** new_constraint
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Description

pkc_name_subtree_constraint_tembodies a subtree constraint on a name.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class

Purpose A class that expresses a set of subtree constraints on a name

Member Data
Public

• pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t * first

• pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t * last

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_name_subtree_constraints_t &
operator = (const pkc_name_subtree_constraints_t & o)

• pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t * first

• pkc_name_subtree_constraint_t * last

• pkc_name_subtree_constraints_t(void)

• virtual p̃ kc_name_subtree_constraints_t()

• char is_permitted() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & ca_name

— const x500name & subject_name

• void get_next_link_constraint() const

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_name_subtree_constraints_t ** new_constraints
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Description

pkc_name_subtree_constraints_tembodies a set of subtree constraints on a name.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_pending_revocation.class

Purpose Class of certificates awaiting revocation

Member Data
Public

• SignedCertificateList crl

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_pending_revocation_t()

Takes the following arguments:

— const SignedCertificateList & crl

— pkc_revocation_list_t * the_root = NULL

• pkc_pending_revocation_t &
operator = (const pkc_pending_revocation_t & o)

• virtual void unlink(void)

• virtual p̃ kc_pending_revocation_t()

Description

pkc_pending_revocation_tcontains certificates awaiting revocation. Has thefriend
classpkc_revocation_list_t.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.
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Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec), pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo

Purpose Frees public key storage

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(
gss_OIDpolicy,
void ** keys_handle);

Parameters
Input

policy Specifies policy module.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, obtained from a call to
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

Description

pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec) searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(*delete_keyinfo)() function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase

Purpose Frees trust base storage

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(
gss_OIDpolicy,
void ** trust_base_handle);

Parameters
Input

policy Specifies policy module.

trust_base_handle
Specifies trust base to be deleted.

Description

pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec)searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(*delete_trustbase)() function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase

Purpose Establishes a trust base

Name

pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase-

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(
gss_OIDpolicy,
const pkc_trust_list_t & initial_trust,
const utc_t * date,
char initial_explicit_policy_required,
void ** trust_base_handle);

Parameters
Input

policy Specifies policy to use.

initial_trust Specifies the initial set of trusted keys.

date Specifies time for which information is to be returned.

initial_explicit_policy_required
Specifies whether the initial certificate must explicitly contain the active
policy in its policies field.

Output

trust_base_handleThe initialized trust base.
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Description

pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec)searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(establish_trustbase()function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.

This is a one-time call made by an application to initialize a trust base. It
returns an extended trust list. After this call is made, the application can call
pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)to obtain the public keys of any particular principal.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count

Purpose Returns number of a key’s certifying authorities

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(
gss_OIDpolicy,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
size_t * ca_count);

Parameters
Input

policy Specifies policy desired.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, obtained from a call to
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

key_index Specifies the key whose number of certifying authorities is to be
returned.

Output

ca_count Number of certifying authorities for the key.

Description

pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec)searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(*get_key_certifier_count)() function is invoked. Necessary
mutex protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.
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Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info

Purpose Returns information about a key’s certifier

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(
gss_OIDpolicy,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
unsignedca_index,
char ** certifier_name,
utc_t * certification_start,
utc_t * certification_expiration,
char * is_crl_valid,
utc_t * last_crl_seen,
utc_t * next_crl_expected);

Parameters
Input

policy The policy desired.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, obtained from a call to
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

key_index Index of the key.

ca_index Index of the certifier about whom information is desired.

Output

certifier_name
The name of the certifier.
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certification_start
Time at which certification by this certifier starts.

certification_expiration
Time at which certification by this certifier ends.

is_crl_valid If TRUE, there is a certificate revocation list for this certifier.

last_crl_seenTime at which certificate revocation list was last seen.

next_crl_expected
Time at which next certificate revocation list is expected.

Description

pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec)searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened, if
necessary, and its(*get_key_certifier_info)() function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
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pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_get_key_count

Purpose Returns number of keys for a principal

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_get_key_count(
gss_OIDpolicy,
void * keys_handle,
size_t * key_count);

Parameters
Input

policy Specifies policy desired.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, obtained from a call to
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

Output

key_count The number of principal’s keys.

Description

pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec) searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(*get_key_count)() function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.
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Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_get_key_data

Purpose Returns a public key

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_get_key_data(
gss_OIDpolicy,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
unsigned char ** key_data,
size_t * key_length);

Parameters
Input

policy Policy desired.

keys_handleA policy specific structure, obtained from a call to
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

key_index Specifies index of key desired.

Output

key_data The public key requested.

key_length Length ofkey_data.

Description

pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec) searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(*get_key_data)() function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.
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Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_get_key_trust

Purpose Returns information about trust in a key

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(
gss_OIDpolicy,
void * keys_handle,
unsignedkey_index,
certification_flags_t * flags,
uuid_t * key_domain,
unsigned long * key_usages);

Parameters
Input

policy Specifies

keys_handleA policy specific structure, obtained from a call to
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).

key_index Specifies key about which trust information is requested.

Output

flags Information about the trust that can be placed in the key (see below).

key_domain Indicates domain of retrieved key. A value of
sec_pk_domain_unspecified or NULL means that the policy
does not distinguish keys by domain.

key_usages Indicates usage key is intended for.
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Description

pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec) searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(*get_key_data)() function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.

The returnedcertification_flags_t structure describes the trust that can be placed in
the key. It contains the following fields:

• trust_type

A trust_type_t value, which will be one of the following:

— UNTRUSTED

No trust (e.g., unauthenticated).

— DIRECT_TRUST

Direct trust via third party (e.g., authenticated registry).

— CERTIFIED_TRUST

Trust certified by caller’s trust base.

If key_domain and key_usagesare passed as non-NULL pointers, upon successful
return these parameters will describe the domain and permitted usage(s) of the
specified key. Policies that do not distinguish keys according to domain will
indicate a domain ofsec_pk_domain_unspecified; policies that do not distinguish
keys according to usage will indicate all usages are permitted.

The returnedkey_usagesis a bit mask which describes the usage(s), if any, which
the key is restricted to. The value is formed by AND-ing together one or more of
the following constants:

PKC_KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION
The key can be used to authenticate a user

PKC_KEY_USAGE_INTEGRITY
The key can be used to provide integrity protection

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user keys

PKC_KEY_USAGE_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user data
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PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_AGREEMENT
The key can be used for key-exchange

PKC_KEY_USAGE_NONREPUDIATION
The key can be used for non-repudiation

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_KEY_CERT_SIGN
The key can be used to sign key certificates

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_OFFLINE_CRL_SIGN
The key can be used to sign CRLs

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_TRANSACTION_SIGN
The key can be used to sign transactions

A returnedkey_usagesvalue ofNULL (or a value with all bits set) means that the
key is suitable for any usage.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies

Purpose Returns OID set describing registered policies

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_plcy_reg.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(
gss_OID_set *oid_set);

Parameters
Output

oid_set A pointer to an OID set describing the currently registered policy
implementations.

Description

pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec)returns an OID set describing the currently
registered policy implementations.

pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec)can be called to return details about a specific policy
implementation.

Policy modules are identified by OIDs (object identifiers). A policy module is
accessed by passing its identifying OID topkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec).

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec), pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_lookup_policy

Purpose Returns a policy module descriptor block

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_plcy_reg.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(
gss_OIDoid,
pkc_policy_t * details);

Parameters
Input

oid An OID identifying a currently registered policy module.

Output

details A pointer to a policy module descriptor block.

Description

pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec)returns a policy module descriptor block for the
specified policy, and leaves the policy list unlocked. Calling this routine is the
preferred way of obtaining information about a registered policy implementation.

The complete list of registered policies may be obtained by calling
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec).

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_register_policy

Purpose Registers a policy module

Synopsis
#include <dce/pkc_base.h>
#include <dce/pkc_plcy_reg.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_register_policy(
pkc_policy_t * plcy,
int replacement_policy);

Parameters
Input

plcy A pointer to the policy module structure to be registered.

replacement_policy
Specifies how the registration is to be handled if an implementation of
the policy is already registered. There are three possible values:

PKC_REPLACE_NONE
Specifies that an error should be returned if an
implementation of the policy is already registered.

PKC_REPLACE_ENTRYPOINTS
Specifies that only entrypoints that the original
implementation (if any) did not provide should be
replaced. (Note that this value is not currently
supported.)

PKC_REPLACE_ALL
Specifies that the new implementation should replace the
existing one, if any.
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Description

pkc_plcy_register_policy(3sec)registers a policy module, in the form of a properly
declaredpkc_policy_t data structure, which contains identifying information about
the module as well as entry points to all of the module’s functions.

Calling this routine will cause the module passed to it to be registered among the
system’s policy modules; it can then be accessed by other applications via the high
level certification routines.

C++ must be used to perform policy registration.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec),
pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec),
pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
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pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo

Purpose Retrieves keys for specified principal

Synopsis
#include <pkc_plcy.h>

unsigned32 pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(
gss_OIDpolicy,
const void * trust_base_handle,
const x500name &subjectName,
const utc_t * date,
const uuid_t & desired_domain,
pkc_key_usage_t &desired_usage,
char initial_explicit_policy_required,
void ** keys_handle);

Parameters
Input

policy Specifies the policy being interrogated.

trust_base_handle
Expresses the caller’s initial trust.

subjectNameSpecifies the desired subject name (principal name).

date Specifies time for which information is to be returned.

desired_domain
Specifies particular domain to which the key-search operation should be
restricted. Specifysec_pk_domain_unspecifiedor NULL to indicate
that keys for any domain should be retrieved.

desired_usage
Allows the user to restrict the key-search operation to keys intended for
one or more specific usages.
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initial_explicit_policy_required
Specifies whether the initial certificate must explicitly contain the active
policy in its policies field.

Output

keys_handleThe returned key information.

Description

pkc_plcy_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec) searches the list of registered policies for
implementations of the specified policy. If found, the implementation is opened,
if necessary, and its(retrieve_key_info)() function is invoked. Necessary mutex
protection around non-thread safe policy implementations is provided.

The desired_usageparameter consists of a bit mask, formed by AND-ing together
one or more of the constants:

PKC_KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION
Specifies keys that can be used to authenticate a user

PKC_KEY_USAGE_INTEGRITY
Specifies keys that can be used to provide integrity protection

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT
Specifies keys that can be used to encrypt user keys

PKC_KEY_USAGE_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT
Specifies keys that can be used to encrypt user data

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_AGREEMENT
Specifies keys that can be used for key-exchange

PKC_KEY_USAGE_NONREPUDIATION
Specifies keys that can be used for non-repudiation

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_KEY_CERT_SIGN
Specifies keys that can be used to sign key certificates

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_OFFLINE_CRL_SIGN
Specifies keys that can be used to sign CRLs

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_TRANSACTION_SIGN
Specifies keys that can be used to sign transactions
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A NULL can be specified fordesired_usageto indicate that keys for any usage should
be retrieved.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_plcy_intro(3sec), pkc_plcy_delete_keyinfo(3sec),
pkc_plcy_delete_trustbase(3sec), pkc_plcy_establish_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_key_data(3sec),
pkc_plcy_get_key_trust(3sec), pkc_plcy_get_registered_policies(3sec),
pkc_plcy_lookup_policy(3sec), pkc_plcy_retrieve_key(3sec),
pkc_register_policy(3sec).
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pkc_retrieve_keyinfo

Purpose Returns information about a key

Synopsis
#include <pkc_api.h>

unsigned32 pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(
trustbase_t * base,
char * name,
utc_t * key_date,
uuid_t * key_domain,
unsigned long * key_usages,
selection_t * sel,
keyinfo_t ** keyinfobase);

Parameters
Input

base The trust base, returned bypkc_init_trustbase(3sec).

name Principal name.

key_date Specifies time for which information is to be returned.

key_domain Allows the user to restrict the key-search operation to keys for a
particular domain. Specifysec_pk_domain_unspecifiedor NULL to
indicate that keys for any domain should be retrieved.

key_usages Allows the user to restrict the key-search operation to keys intended for
one or more specific usages.

sel Must be 0 (currently ignored).

Output

keyinfobase The returned key information.
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Description

pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec)returns akeyinfo_t structure describing the set of trusted
keys that are valid for the specified principal at the specified date, under any additional
constraints specified insel.

The key_usagesparameter consists of a bit mask, formed by AND-ing together one
or more of the constants:

PKC_KEY_USAGE_AUTHENTICATION
The key can be used to authenticate a user

PKC_KEY_USAGE_INTEGRITY
The key can be used to provide integrity protection

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user keys

PKC_KEY_USAGE_DATA_ENCIPHERMENT
The key can be used to encrypt user data

PKC_KEY_USAGE_KEY_AGREEMENT
The key can be used for key-exchange

PKC_KEY_USAGE_NONREPUDIATION
The key can be used for non-repudiation

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_KEY_CERT_SIGN
The key can be used to sign key certificates

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_OFFLINE_CRL_SIGN
The key can be used to sign CRLs

PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_TRANSACTION_SIGN
The key can be used to sign transactions

A NULL can be specified forkey_usagesto indicate that keys for any usage should
be retrieved.

This routine must be called before any of the following routines can be called:

• pkc_get_key_count(3sec)

• pkc_get_key_data(3sec)

• pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec)

• pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec)
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• pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec)

Upon successful return,keyinfobasewill contain a keyinfo_t structure which must
be passed in calls to the above routines, which then extract and return the requested
information.

The keyinfo_t structure must be released by a call topkc_free_keyinfo(3sec)when
the application has finished with it.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec), pkc_free(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec).
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pkc_retrieve_keylist

Purpose Retrieves all keys for a principal

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_retrieve_keylist(
trustbase_t * base,
char * name,
trusted_key_t ** out_keys,
size_t * no_of_keys);

Parameters
Input

base Specifies trust base from which to retrieve keys.

name Specifies principal whose keys are to be retrieved.

Output

out_keys Keys retrieved.

no_of_keys Number of keys retrieved.

Description

Given an initialized trust base,pkc_retrieve_keylist(3sec)returns all public keys for
the principal specified.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_intro(3sec), pkc_append_to_trustlist(3sec), pkc_free(3sec),
pkc_free_keyinfo(3sec), pkc_free_trustbase(3sec), pkc_free_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_get_key_certifier_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_certifier_info(3sec),
pkc_get_key_count(3sec), pkc_get_key_data(3sec), pkc_get_key_trust_info(3sec),
pkc_get_registered_policies(3sec), pkc_init_trustbase(3sec),
pkc_init_trustlist(3sec), pkc_retrieve_keyinfo(3sec).
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pkc_revocation.class

Purpose A class that expresses certificate revocation operations

Member Data
Public

• x500name certIssuer

• asn_integer certSerialNumber

• utc_t certRevocationDate

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_revocation_t()

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & issuer

— const asn_integer & serialNumber

— utc_t revocationDate

— pkc_revocation_list_t * the_root = NULL

• pkc_revocation_t & operator = (const pkc_revocation_t & o)

• virtual void unlink(void)

• virtual p̃ kc_revocation_t()

Description

pkc_revocation_t embodies certificate revocation operations. Hasfriend class
pkc_revocation_list_t.
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The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec), pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_revocation_list.class

Purpose Revoked certificates list class

Member Data
Public

• pkc_revocation_t * first

• pkc_revocation_t * last

• pkc_pending_revocation_t * first_pending

• pkc_pending_revocation_t * last_pending

Member Functions
Public

• unsigned32 get_revocation_date() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const pkc_revocation_t & o

— utc_t * revocationDate

• unsigned32 get_revocation_date() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & issuer

— const asn_integer & serialNumber

— utc_t * revocationDate

• unsigned32 add_revocation()

Takes the following argument:

— const pkc_revocation_t & o
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• unsigned32 add_revocation()

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & issuer

— const asn_integer & serialNumber

— const utc_t * revocationDate

• unsigned32 add_crl()

Takes the following argument:

— const SignedCertificateList & crl

• unsigned32 add_key()

Takes the following arguments:

— pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list

— const SubjectPublicKeyInfo & key

— const x500name & subject

— const utc_t & start_date

— const utc_t & end_date

— const pkc_ca_key_usage_t * usages = NULL

• pkc_revocation_list_t(void)

• virtual p̃ kc_revocation_list_t()

• void empty(void)

Description

pkc_revocation_list_t embodies a list of revoked certificates and their dates.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.
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Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec), pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_revoke_certificate

Purpose Revokes key and dependents from specified trust list

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_revoke_certificate(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list,
const x500name &issued_by,
const asn_integer &serial_no,
utc_t * invalidate_from);

Parameters
Input

trust_list Specifies trust list from which to revoke keys.

issued_by Specifies issuer whose keys are to be revoked.

serial_no Specifies serial number of key to revoke.

invalidate_from
Specifies time after which keys will be invalid.

Description

pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec)applies the specified revocation to the specified trust list
(i.e. revokes a key and all dependent keys). Ifinvalidate_fromis NULL, the key
is completely revoked; if a valid UTC time is provided, the key is revoked from that
time on. The revocation is stored within the trust list, and any subsequent attempts
to add the certificate will be rejected.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.
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See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.

Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_revoke_certificates

Purpose Revokes a key and all dependent keys

Synopsis
#include <pkc_certs.h>

unsigned32 pkc_revoke_certificates(
pkc_trust_list_t * trust_list,
const SignedCertificateList * crl);

Parameters
Input

trust_list Specifies list from which keys are to be revoked.

crl Specifies keys to revoke.

Description

pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec)applies the specified revocations to the specified trust
list (i.e. revokes a key and all dependent keys). The revocations are stored within
the trust list, and any subsequent attempts to add a revoked certificate will be rejected.

This routine is a C++ interface. C++ must be used to perform direct certificate
manipulation.

See also the contents of theasn.h andx509.h header files, which define some of the
basic types used by the low-level certificate manipulation routines.

Return Values

pkc_s_success
Operation successfully completed.
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Errors

Refer to theOSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all
error messages.

Related Information

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec). Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policies.class(3sec), pkc_key_policy.class(3sec),
pkc_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec),
pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_trust_list.class

Purpose A class that expresses certificate trust list operations

Member Data
Public

• pkc_trust_list_element_t * first

• pkc_trust_list_element_t * last

• pkc_revocation_list_t revocation_list

List of revocations

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_trust_list_t(void)

• void empty(void)

• virtual p̃ kc_trust_list_t()

• pkc_trust_list_t & operator = (const pkc_trust_list_t & o)

• unsigned32 fixup_links(void)

• unsigned32 find_certified_key()

Returns the first key entry that was created from the specified certificate. Call
find_next_certified_key() to return the next such key. Takes the following
arguments:

— const x500name &certifier

— const asn_integer &certifying_serial_no

— pkc_trust_list_element_t ** key

• unsigned32 find_next_certified_key()
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Returns the next key entry that was created from the same certificate as the current
entry. key is both an input and an output. Takes the following argument:

— pkc_trust_list_element_t ** key

• unsigned32 find_certified_key_by_id()

Returns the first key entry that was certified by the specified key id. Call
find_next_certified_key_by_id() to return the next such key. Takes the
following arguments:

— unsigned longca_key_id

— pkc_trust_list_element_t ** key

• unsigned32 find_next_certified_key_by_id()

Returns the next key entry that was certified by the same key as the current entry.
key is both an input and an output. Takes the following argument:

— pkc_trust_list_element_t ** key

Description

pkc_trust_list_t embodies rules and operations for a certificate trust list. This class
has thefriend classpkc_trust_list_element_t.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec), pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_trust_list_element.class

Purpose Public key class

Member Data
Public

• pkc_trust_list_element_t * next

• pkc_trust_list_element_t * prev

Member Functions
Public

• void unlink(void)

• pkc_trust_list_element_t()

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_trust_list_t & the_root

• pkc_trust_list_element_t()

Takes the following arguments:

— pkc_trust_list_t & the_root

— utc_t startDate

— utc_t endDate

— pkc_ca_key_usage_tcaUsages

— pkc_key_usage_tuserUsages

— pkc_key_policies_tkeyPolicies

— pkc_constraints_t keyConstraints

• virtual p̃ kc_trust_list_element_t()
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• unsigned32 apply_revocation()

Apply a revocation to this key, starting at the specified date. If revocation_date
is NULL, the key is completely revoked: this key, and all keys dependent on it
will be revoked. Takes the following argument:

— utc_t * revocation_date

Description

pkc_trust_list_element_tdefines a key.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Parent Class

This class is derived from thepkc_trusted_key_t class. It has asfriend class
pkc_trust_list_t (a list of trusted keys).

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trusted_key.class(3sec).
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pkc_trusted_key.class

Purpose Trusted public key class

Member Data
Public

• SubjectPublicKeyInfo value

• x500name owner

Member Functions
Public

• pkc_trusted_key_t(void)

• pkc_trusted_key_t()

Takes following arguments:

— utc_t startDate

— utc_t endDate

— pkc_ca_key_usage_tcaUsages

— pkc_key_usage_tuserUsages

— pkc_key_policies_tkeyPolicies

— pkc_constraints_t keyConstraints

• unsigned32 get_start_date() const

Takes the following argument:

— utc_t * start_date

• unsigned32 get_end_date() const

Takes the following argument:
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— utc_t * start_date

• unsigned32 get_usages() const

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_key_usage_t *user_usages

• unsigned32 get_ca_usages() const

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_ca_key_usage_t *ca_usages

• unsigned32 get_key_policies() const

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_key_policies_t *policies

• unsigned32 get_constraints() const

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_constraints_t * constraints

• unsigned32 get_certifier() const

Takes the following argument:

— x500name & name

• unsigned32 get_certifier() const

Takes the following argument:

— pkc_trusted_key_t ** ca

• char valid_at() const

Takes the following argument:

— utc_t * time

• pkc_trusted_key_t & operator = (const pkc_trusted_key_t & o)

• char may_certify() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name &subject

— unsigned longusage= PKC_CAKEY_USAGE_KEY_CERT_SIGN
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• char may_certify() const

Takes the following arguments:

— const x500name & subject

— const pkc_ca_key_usage_t & usage

Description

pkc_trusted_key_t is a class that expresses trust in a public key. It is very much
like a certificate, but with trust pre-established, rather than based on a signature.

This class has thefriend classpkc_trust_list_t.

The certificate manipulation routines are a C++ interface. C++ must be used to
perform direct certificate manipulation.

Related Information

Classes: pkc_ca_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_generic_key_usage.class(3sec), pkc_key_policies.class(3sec),
pkc_key_policy.class(3sec), pkc_key_usage.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subord_constraints.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraint.class(3sec),
pkc_name_subtree_constraints.class(3sec), pkc_pending_revocation.class(3sec),
pkc_revocation.class(3sec), pkc_revocation_list.class(3sec),
pkc_trust_list.class(3sec), pkc_trust_list_element.class(3sec).

Functions: pkc_add_trusted_key(3sec), pkc_lookup_keys_in_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_lookup_key_in_trustlist(3sec), pkc_check_cert_against_trustlist(3sec),
pkc_revoke_certificate(3sec), pkc_revoke_certificates(3sec),
pkc_delete_trustlist(3sec), pkc_copy_trustlist(3sec).
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rdacl_get_access

Purpose Reads a privilege attribute certificate

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

void rdacl_get_access(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_permset_t *net_rights,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the object whose ACL is to be accessed.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

Output

net_rights The output list of access rights, insec_acl_permset_tform. This is a
32-bit set of permission flags supported by the manager type.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The rdacl_get_access()routine determines the complete extent of access to the
specified object by the calling process. Although therdacl_test_access()routines
are the preferred method of testing access, this routine is useful for implementing
operations like the conventional UNIX access function.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_invalid_manager_type
The manager type is not valid.

sec_acl_invalid_acl_type
The ACL type is not valid.

sec_acl_not_authorized
The requested operation is not allowed.
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sec_acl_object_not_found
The requested object could not be found.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: rdacl_test_access(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_get_manager_types

Purpose Lists the types of ACLs protecting an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

void rdacl_get_manager_types(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
unsigned32size_avail,
unsigned32 *size_used,
unsigned32 *num_types,
uuid_t manager_types[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

sec_acl_typeThe ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
manager_types[ ]array.
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Output

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of output entries
returned in themanager_types[ ]array.

num_types An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of types returned in
the manager_types[ ]array. This is always equal tosize_used.

manager_types[ ]
An array of length size_avail to contain UUIDs (of typeuuid_t)
identifying the different types of ACL managers protecting the target
object.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The rdacl_get_manager_types()routine returns a list of the types of ACLs protecting
an object. For example, in addition to the regular file system ACL, a file representing
the stable storage of some database could have an ACL manager that supported
permissions allowing database updates only on certain days of the week.

ACL editors and browsers can use this operation to determine the ACL manager types
that a particular reference monitor is using to protect a selected entity. Then, using
the rdacl_get_printstring() routine, they can determine how to format for display the
permissions supported by a specific manager.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: rdacl_get_printstring(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_get_mgr_types_semantics

Purpose Lists the ACL manager types protecting an object and the POSIX semantics supported
by each manager type

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

void rdacl_get_mgr_types_semantics(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
unsigned32size_avail,
unsigned32 *size_used,
unsigned32 *num_types,
uuid_t manager_types[ ],
sec_acl_posix_semantics_tposix_semantics[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

sec_acl_typeThe ACL type used to limit the function’s output to ACL managers
that control the specified types of ACLs. The possible values are as
follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

Object ACL, the ACL controlling access to an object.

• sec_acl_type_default_object
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Initial Object ACL, the default ACL for objects created in a
container object.

• sec_acl_type_default_container

Initial Container ACL, the default ACL for containers created in a
container object.

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
manager_types[ ]and theposix_semantics[ ]arrays.

Output

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of output entries
returned in themanager_types[ ]array.

num_types An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of types returned in
the manager_types[ ]array. This is always equal tosize_used.

manager_types[ ]
An array of lengthsize_availcontaining the returned UUIDs (of type
uuid_t) identifying the different ACL manager types protecting the
target object.

posix_semantics[ ]
An array of lengthsize_availcontaining the POSIX semantics (of type
sec_acl_posix_semantics_t) that are supported by each returned ACL
manager type.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Therdacl_get_manager_types_semantics()routine returns a list of the ACL manager
types protecting an object and a list of the POSIX semantics supported by those ACL
manager types. Access to an object can be controlled by multiple ACL manager
types. For example, access to a file representing the stable storage of a database
could be controlled by two ACL manager types each with completely different sets
of permissions: one to provide standard file system access (read, write, execute, and
so on) and one to provide access that allows database updates only on certain days of
the week.
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ACL editors and browsers can use this operation to determine the ACL manager types
that a particular reference monitor is using to protect a selected entity. Then, using
the rdacl_get_printstring() routine, they can determine how to format for display the
permissions supported by a specific manager.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: rdacl_get_printstring(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_get_printstring

Purpose Returns printable ACL strings

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

void rdacl_get_printstring(
handle_t h,
uuid_t * manager_type,
unsigned32size_avail,
uuid_t * manager_type_chain,
sec_acl_printstring_t *manager_info,
boolean32 *tokenize,
unsigned32 *total_num_printstrings,
unsigned32 *size_used,
sec_acl_printstring_t printstrings[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Userdacl_get_manager_types()to acquire a list
of the manager types protecting a given object.

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
printstrings[ ] array.
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Output

manager_type_chain
If the target object ACL contains more than 32 permission bits, multiple
manager types are used, one for each 32-bit wide slice of permissions.
The UUID returned inmanager_type_chainrefers to the next ACL
manager in the chain. If there are no more ACL managers for this
ACL, uuid_nil is returned.

manager_info
Provides a name and helpstring for the given ACL manager.

tokenize When FALSE this variable indicates that the returned permission
printstrings are unambiguous and therefore may be concatenated when
printed without confusion. When TRUE, however, this property does
not hold, and the strings need to be separated when printed or passed.

total_num_printstrings
An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the total number of permission
printstrings supported by this ACL manager type.

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of permission entries
returned in theprintstrings[ ] array.

printstrings[ ]An array of permission printstrings of typesec_acl_printstring_t.
Each entry of the array is a structure containing three components:

printstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_len containing the printable
representation of a specified permission.

helpstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_help_len containing some
text that can be used to describe the specified permission.

permissions A sec_acl_permset_t permission set describing the
permissions that are to be represented with the companion
printstring.

The array consists of one such entry for each
permission supported by the ACL manager identified by
manager_type.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The rdacl_get_printstring() routine returns an array of printable representations
(called printstrings) for each permission bit or combination of permission bits the
specified ACL manager will support. The ACL manager type specified must be one
of the types indicated by the ACL handle.

In addition to returning the printstrings, this routine also returns instructions about how
to print the strings. When thetokenizevariable is set to FALSE, a print string might
be r or w, which could be concatenated in the display asrw without any confusion.
However, when thetokenizevariable is TRUE, it implies the printstrings might be of
a form like read or write , which must be displayed separated by spaces or colons or
something.

In any list of permission printstrings, there may appear to be some redundancy. ACL
managers often define aliases for common permission combinations. By convention,
however, simple entries need to appear at the beginning of theprintstrings[ ] array,
and combinations need to appear at the end.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not among those referenced by the input
handle.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: rdacl_get_manager_types(3sec), sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_get_referral

Purpose Gets a referral to an ACL update site

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

void rdacl_get_referral(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
sec_acl_tower_set_t *towers[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

sec_acl_typeThe ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object
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• sec_acl_type_default_container

Output

towers[ ] A pointer to address information indicating an ACL update site. This
information, obtained from the RPC runtime, is used by the client-side
code to construct a new ACL binding handle indicating a site that will
not return thesec_acl_site_readonlyerror.

The sec_acl_tower_set_tstructure contains an array of towers (called
towers[ ]) and an unsigned 32-bit integer indicating the number of array
elements (calledcount). This type enables the client to pass in an
unallocated array of towers and have the server allocate the correct
amount.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The rdacl_get_referral() routine obtains a referral to an ACL update site. This
function is used when the current ACL site yields asec_acl_site_readonlyerror.
Some replication managers will require all updates for a given object to be directed
to a given replica. If clients of the generic ACL interface know they are dealing
with an object that is replicated in this way, this function allows them to recover from
the problem and rebind to the proper update site. The DCE network registry, for
example, is replicated this way.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_lookup

Purpose Returns the ACL for an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

void rdacl_lookup(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
sec_acl_result_t *result);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

sec_acl_type
The ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object
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• sec_acl_type_default_container

Output

result A pointer to a tagged union of typesec_acl_result_t. The tag is the
completion status,result.st. If result.st is equal toerror_status_ok,
the union contains an ACL. Otherwise, the completion status indicates
an error, and the union is empty.

If the call returned successfully, theresult.tagged_union.sec_acl_list_t
structure contains asec_acl_list_t. This data type is an array of
pointers tosec_acl_ts that define ACLs. If the permission set of the
returned ACL is 32 bits or smaller,sec_acl_list_tpoints to only one
sec_acl_t. If the permission set of the returned ACL is larger than 32
bits, multiplesec_acl_ts are used to hold them, and thesec_acl_list_t
points to multiplesec_acl_ts.

Description

The rdacl_lookup() routine loads into memory a copy of an object’s ACL
corresponding to the specified manager type. The routine returns a pointer to the
ACL. This routine is only used by ACL editors and browsers; an application would
usesec_acl_test_access()or sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf()to process the contents
of an ACL.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

sec_acl_cant_allocate_memory
The requested operation requires more memory than is available.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_test_access(3sec),
sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_replace

Purpose Replaces an ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

void rdacl_replace(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
sec_acl_list_t *sec_acl_list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

sec_acl_type
The ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object
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• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container

sec_acl_list
The new ACL to use for the target object. This is represented by a
pointer to thesec_acl_list_tstructure containing the complete access
control list. An ACL contains a list of ACL entries, the UUID of
the default cell where authentication takes place (foreign entries in the
ACL contain the name of their parent cell), and the UUID of the ACL
manager to interpret the list.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The rdacl_replace() routine replaces the ACL indicated by the input handle with the
information in thesec_acl_listparameter. ACLs are thought of as immutable, and
in order to modify them, an editing application must read an entire ACL (using the
sec_acl_lookup()routine), modify it as needed, and replace it using this routine.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_lookup(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_test_access

Purpose Tests access to an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

boolean32 rdacl_test_access(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_permset_tdesired_permset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

desired_permset
A permission set insec_acl_permset_tform containing the desired
privileges. This is a 32-bit set of permission flags supported by the
manager type.
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The rdacl_test_access()routine determines if the specified ACL contains entries
granting privileges to the calling process matching those indesired_permset. An
application generally only inquires after the minimum set of privileges needed to
accomplish a specific task.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: rdacl_test_access_on_behalf(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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rdacl_test_access_on_behalf

Purpose Tests access to an object on behalf of another process

Synopsis
#include <dce/rdaclif.h>

boolean rdacl_test_access_on_behalf(
handle_t h,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_id_pac_t *subject,
sec_acl_permset_tdesired_permset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object.

component_name
A character string containing the name of the target object.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

subject A privilege attribute certificate (PAC) for the subject process. The
PAC contains the name and UUID of the principal and parent cell of
the subject process, as well as a list of any groups to which it belongs.
The PAC also contains a flag (namedauthenticated). When set, it
indicates that the certificate was obtained from an authenticated source.
When not set, the certificate must not be trusted.
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The field is FALSE when it was obtained from therpc_auth layer and
the protect level was set torpc_c_protect_level_none. This indicates
that no authentication protocol was actually used in the remote procedure
call; the identity was simply transmitted from the caller to the callee.
If an authentication protocol was used, then the flag is set to TRUE. A
server usesrpc_binding_inq_auth_client() to acquire a certificate for
the client process.

desired_permset
A permission set insec_acl_permset_tform containing the desired
privileges. This is a 32-bit set of permission flags supported by the
manager type.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The rdacl_test_access_on_behalf()routine determines if the specified ACL contains
entries granting privileges to the subject, a process besides the calling process,
matching those indesired_permset. This routine succeeds only if the access is
available to both the caller process as well as the subject identified in the call. An
application will generally only inquire after the minimum set of privileges needed to
accomplish a specific task.

Notes

This call is not intended to be used by application programs. Thesec_aclapplication
programming interface (API) provides all the functionality necessary to use the ACL
facility. This reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write an ACL
manager. In order to write an ACL manager, a programmer must implement the
entire rdacl interface.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_acl local interface.
Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. Test
server code is included as a sample implementation.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/rdaclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/rdaclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: rdacl_test_access(3sec), rpc_binding_inq_auth_client(3rpc),
sec_intro(3sec).
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rsec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd

Purpose Generates a set of passwords

Synopsis
#include <dce/rsec_pwd_mgmt.h>

void rsec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd(
handle_t pwd_mgmt_svr_h,
sec_rgy_name_tprinc_name,
unsigned32plcy_args,
sec_attr_t plcy[ ] ,
sec_bytes_tgen_info_in,
unsigned32num_pwds,
unsigned32 *num_returned,
sec_passwd_rec_tgen_pwd_set[ ],
sec_bytes_t *gen_info_out,
error_status_t *stp);

Parameters
Input

pwd_mgmt_svr_h
An RPC binding handle to the password management server exporting
this operation.

princ_name The name of the principal requesting the generated passwords.

plcy_args The size of theplcy[ ] array.

plcy[ ] An array of extended registry attributes, each specifying a password
management policy of some sort. The contents of this array are as
follows:

plcy[0] Effective registry password minimum length for the
principal.
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plcy[1] Effective registry password policy flags for the principal,
describing limitations on password characters.

gen_info_in An NDR pickle containing additional information needed to generate
the passwords. There are currently no encoding types defined.

num_pwds The number of generated passwords requested.

Output

num_returned
The number of generated passwords returned.

gen_pwd_set[ ]
An array of generated passwords, each stored in asec_passwd_rec_t
structure.

gen_info_outAn NDR pickle containing additional information returned by the
password management server. There are currently no encoding types
defined.

stp A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The rsec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd()routine returns a set of generated passwords.

Notes

This function is not intended to be called by application programmers. The
sec_pwd_mgmt()API provides all the functionality necessary to retrieve generated
passwords. This reference page is provided for programmers who want to write their
own password management servers.

This network interface is called on the client side via thesec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd()
operation. Developers are responsible for implementing the server side of this
interface. (pwd_strengthd(8sec)is provided as a sample implementation.)

The plcy[ ] parameter is intended to be expandable to allow administrators to attach
new password policy ERAs to a principal. This feature is, however, currently
unsupported, and theplcy[ ] parameter consists only of the entries described in this
reference page.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_pwd_mgmt_not_authorized
The user is not authorized to call this API.

sec_pwd_mgmt_svr_error
Password management server generic error. Additional information is
usually logged by the password management server.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: pwd_strengthd(8sec), rsec_pwd_mgmt_str_chk(3sec), sec_intro(3sec),
sec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd(3sec).
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rsec_pwd_mgmt_str_chk

Purpose Strength-checks a password

Synopsis
#include <dce/rsec_pwd_mgmt.h>

boolean32 rsec_pwd_mgmt_str_chk(
handle_t handle,
sec_rgy_name_tprinc,
sec_passwd_rec_t *pwd,
signed32pwd_val_type,
unsigned32plcy_args,
sec_attr_t plcy[ ] ,
sec_bytes_tstr_info_in,
sec_bytes_t *str_info_out,
error_status_t *stp);

Parameters
Input

handle An RPC binding handle to the password management server exporting
this operation.

princ The name of the principal requesting the generated passwords.

pwd A pointer to the password to be strength checked.

pwd_val_type
The value of the user’s password validation type (as stored in the
pwd_val_typeERA).

plcy_args The size of theplcy[ ] array.

plcy[ ] An array of extended registry attributes, each specifying a password
management policy of some sort. The contents of this array are as
follows:
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plcy[0] Effective registry password minimum length for the
principal.

plcy[1] Effective registry password policy flags for the principal,
describing limitations on password characters.

str_info_in An NDR pickle containing additional information needed to strength
check the password. There are currently no encoding types defined.

Output

str_info_out An NDR pickle containing additional information returned by the
password management server. There are currently no encoding types
defined.

stp A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The rsec_pwd_mgmt_str_chk()routine strength checks a password.

Notes

This function is not intended to be called by application programmers. The registry
server provides all the functionality necessary to strength check passwords. This
reference page is provided for programmers who wish to write their own password
management servers.

This network interface is called on the client side viasecd(8). Developers are
responsible for implementing the server side of this interface. (pwd_strengthd(8sec)
is provided as a sample implementation.)

The plcy[ ] parameter is intended to be expandable to allow administrators to attach
new password policy ERAs to a principal. This feature is, however, currently
unsupported, and theplcy[ ] parameter consists only of the entries described in this
reference page.
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Return Value

The rsec_pwd_mgmt_str_chk()routine returns TRUE if the user’s password passes
the server’s strength checking algorithm and FALSE if it does not.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_pwd_mgmt_str_check_failed
The password failed the server’s strength checking algorithm.

sec_pwd_mgmt_not_authorized
The user is not authorized to call this API.

sec_pwd_mgmt_svr_error
Password management server generic error. Additional information is
usually logged by the password management server.

error_status_ok
The call was successful

Related Information

Functions: pwd_strengthd(8sec), rsec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_bind

Purpose Returns a handle for an object’s ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_bind(
unsigned char *entry_name,
boolean32bind_to_entry,
sec_acl_handle_t *h,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name The name of the target object. Subsequent ACL operations using the
returned handle will affect the ACL of this object.

bind_to_entry
Bind indicator, for use whenentry_nameidentifies both an entry in
the global namespace and an actual object. A TRUE value binds the
handle to the entry in the namespace, while FALSE binds the handle to
the actual object.

Output

h A pointer to thesec_acl_handle_tvariable to receive the returned ACL
handle. The othersec_aclroutines use this handle to refer to the ACL
for the object specified withentry_name.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_acl_bind()routine returns a handle bound to the indicated object’s ACL.
This routine is central to all the othersec_aclroutines, each of which requires this
handle to identify the ACL on which to operate.

Notes

If the specified name is both an actual object, and an entry in the global namespace,
there are two ACLs associated with it. For example, in addition to the ACL
normally attached to file system objects, the root directory of a file system has an
ACL corresponding to its entry in the global namespace. This controls access by
outsiders to the entire file system, whereas the resident ACL for the root directory only
controls access to the directory and, by inheritance, its subdirectories. The ambiguity
must be resolved with thebind_to_entryparameter.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_object_not_found
The requested object could not be found.

sec_acl_no_acl_found
There is no ACL associated with the specified object.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_bind_auth

Purpose Returns an opaque handle to an object’s ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_bind(
unsigned char *entry_name,
boolean32bind_to_entry,
sec_acl_bind_auth_info_t *auth_info,
sec_acl_handle_t *h,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

entry_name The name of the target object. Subsequent access control list (ACL)
operations using the returned handle will affect the ACL of this object.

bind_to_entry
A bind indicator, for use whenentry_nameidentifies both an entry in
the global namespace and an actual object. A TRUE value binds the
handle to the entry in the namespace, while FALSE binds the handle to
the actual object.

auth_info A pointer to the sec_acl_bind_auth_info_t structure that
identifies the authentication protocol, protection level, and
authorization protocol to use in establishing the binding. (See
the rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc) reference page for more
information on authorization.) If this argument is not supplied, default
authorization information is used as it is in thesec_acl_bind()routine.
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Output

h A pointer to thesec_acl_handle_tvariable to receive the returned ACL
handle. The othersec_aclroutines use this handle to refer to the ACL
for the object specified withentry_name.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_acl_bind_auth()routine returns a handle bound to the indicated object’s
ACL. This routine and thesec_acl_bind()routine provide the handle that identifies
the ACL on which othersec_aclroutines operate. Use this routine instead of the
sec_acl_bind()routine to specify authorization information explicitly instead of using
the default authorization information.

Note: If the specified name is both an actual object, and an entry in the global
namespace, there are two ACLs associated with it. For example, in addition
to the ACL normally attached to file system objects, the root directory of a file
system has an ACL corresponding to its entry in the global namespace. This
controls access by outsiders to the entire file system, whereas the resident ACL
for the root directory only controls access to the directory and, by inheritance,
its subdirectories. The ambiguity must be resolved with thebind_to_entry
parameter.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_object_not_found
The requested object could not be found.
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sec_acl_no_acl_found
There is no ACL associated with the specified object.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_acl_bind(3sec).
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sec_acl_bind_to_addr

Purpose Returns a handle to an object identified by its network address

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_bind_to_addr(
unsigned char *site_addr,
sec_acl_component_name_tcomponent_name,
sec_acl_handle_t *h,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

site_addr An RPC string binding to the fully qualified network address of the
target object.

component_name
The name of the target object. Subsequent ACL operations using the
returned handle will affect the ACL of this object.

Output

h A pointer to thesec_acl_handle_tvariable to receive the returned ACL
handle. The othersec_aclroutines use this handle to refer to the ACL
for the object specified withentry_name.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_acl_bind_to_addr()routine returns a handle bound to the indicated object’s
ACL manager. This routine and thesec_acl_bind()routine are central to all the
othersec_aclroutines, each of which requires a handle to identify the ACL on which
to operate.

This routine differs fromsec_acl_bind()in that it binds to the network address of the
target object, rather than to a cell namespace entry. Therefore, unlikesec_acl_bind(),
it is possible to passsec_acl_bind_to_addr()a null string as a component name and
to bind with a nonexistent name. The purpose of this call is to eliminate the necessity
of looking up an object’s name. To validate the name, usesec_acl_bind().

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_object_not_found
The requested object could not be found.

sec_acl_no_acl_found
There is no ACL associated with the specified object.

sec_acl_unable_to_authenticate
The call could not authenticate to the server that manages the target
object’s ACL.

sec_acl_bind_error
The call could not bind to the requested site.

sec_acl_invalid_site_name
The site_addrparameter is invalid.

sec_acl_cant_allocate_memory
Memory allocation failure.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_calc_mask

Purpose Returns thesec_acl_type_mask_objentry for the specified ACL list

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_calc_mask(
sec_acl_list_t *sec_acl_list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

sec_acl_list
A pointer to a sec_acl_type_tthe specifies the number of ACLs of
each ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes between
the various types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager.
In the file system, for example, most objects have only one ACL,
controlling the access to that object, but objects that control the creation
of other objects (sometimes referred to ascontainers) may have more.
A directory, for example, can have ACLs to be used as initial values
when member objects are created.

Do not confuse ACL types with the permissions corresponding
to different ACL manager types or with the ACL manager types
themselves.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_acl_calc_mask()routine calculates and sets thesec_acl_e_type_mask_obj
entry of the specified ACL list. The value of thesec_acl_e_type_mask_objentry
is the union of the permissions of all ACL entries that refer to members of the file
group class.

This operation is performed locally, within the client. The function does not check to
determine if the manager to which the specified ACL list will be submitted supports
the sec_acl_e_type_mask_objentry type. The calling application must determine
whether to call this routine, after obtaining the required, if any, POSIX semantics, via
the sec_acl_get_mgr_types_semantics()routine.

Notes

This call is provided in source code form.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_cant_allocate_memory
Requested operation requires more memory than is available.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_get_access

Purpose Lists the access (permission set) that the caller has for an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_get_access(
sec_acl_handle_th,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_permset_t *net_rights,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the object whose ACL is to be accessed. Use
sec_acl_bind()to create this handle.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the manager type of the ACL in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

Output

net_rights
The output list of access rights insec_acl_permset_tform. This is a
32-bit set of permission flags supported by the manager type.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_acl_get_access()routine determines the complete extent of access to the
specified object by the calling process. Although thesec_acl_test_access()and
sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf()routines are the preferred method of testing access,
this routine is useful for implementing operations like the conventional UNIX access
function.

Permissions Required

The sec_acl_get_access()routine requires at least one permission of any kind on the
object for which the access is to be returned.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_test_access(3sec), sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf(3sec).
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sec_acl_get_error_info

Purpose Returns error information from an ACL handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

error_status_t sec_acl_get_error_info(
sec_acl_handle_th);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target ACL. The handle is bound to the ACL
with the sec_acl_bind()routine, which also specifies the name of the
object to which the target ACL belongs.

Description

The sec_acl_get_error_info()routine returns error information from the specified
ACL handle.

During a call to a routine in thesec_aclapplication programming interface (API), error
codes received from the RPC runtime or other APIs are saved in the ACL handle and
a corresponding error code from thesec_aclset is passed back by the ACL API. The
sec_acl_get_error_info()routine returns the last error code stored in the ACL handle
for those clients who need to know exactly what went wrong.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.
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Return Values

This routine returns a value of typeerror_status_t, indicating the cause of the last
error issued by the RPC runtime.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_invalid_handle
The ACL handle specified bysec_acl_handle_tis invalid.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_lookup(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_get_manager_types

Purpose Lists the manager types of the ACLs protecting an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_get_manager_types(
sec_acl_handle_th,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
unsigned32size_avail,
unsigned32 *size_used,
unsigned32 *num_types,
uuid_t manager_types[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

sec_acl_type
The ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
manager_types[ ]array.
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Output

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of output entries
returned in themanager_types[ ]array.

num_types An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of types returned in
themanager_types[ ]array. This may be greater thansize_usedif there
was not enough space allocated in themanager_types[ ]array for all the
manager types.

manager_types[ ]
An array of length size_avail to contain UUIDs (of typeuuid_t)
identifying the different types of ACL managers protecting the target
object.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_acl_get_manager_types()routine returns a list of the manager types of ACLs
of type sec_acl_typethat are protecting the object identified byh. For example, in
addition to the regular file system ACL, a file representing the stable storage of some
database could have an ACL manager that supported permissions allowing database
updates only on certain days of the week.

ACL editors and browsers can use this operation to determine the ACL manager types
that a particular reference monitor is using to protect a selected entity. Then, using
the sec_acl_get_printstring()routine, they can determine how to format for display
the permissions supported by a specific manager.

Permissions Required

The sec_acl_get_manager_types()routine requires at least one permission of any
kind on the object for which the ACL manager types are to be returned.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_get_printstring(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_get_mgr_types_semantics

Purpose Lists the manager types of the ACLs protecting an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_get_mgr_types_semantics(
sec_acl_handle_th,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
unsigned32size_avail,
unsigned32 *size_used,
unsigned32 *num_types,
uuid_t manager_types[ ],
sec_acl_posix_semantics_tposix_semantics[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

sec_acl_type
The ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
manager_types[ ]array.
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Output

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of output entries
returned in themanager_types[ ]array.

num_types An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of types returned in
themanager_types[ ]array. This may be greater thansize_usedif there
was not enough space allocated in themanager_types[ ]array for all the
manager types.

manager_types[ ]
An array of length size_avail to contain UUIDs (of typeuuid_t)
identifying the different types of ACL managers protecting the target
object.

posix_semantics[ ]
An array of POSIX semantics supported by each manager type with
entries of typesec_acl_posix_semantics_t.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_acl_get_mgr_types_semantics()routine returns a list of the manager types
of ACLs of type sec_acl_typethat are protecting the object identified byh. For
example, in addition to the regular file system ACL, a file representing the stable
storage of some database could have an ACL manager that supported permissions
allowing database updates only on certain days of the week.

ACL editors and browsers can use this operation to determine the ACL manager types
that a particular reference monitor is using to protect a selected entity. Then, using
the sec_acl_get_printstring()routine, they can determine how to format for display
the permissions supported by a specific manager.

Permissions Required

The sec_acl_get_mgr_types_semantics()routine requires at least one permission of
any kind on the object for which the ACL manager types are to be returned.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_get_printstring(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_get_printstring

Purpose Returns printable ACL strings

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_get_printstring(
sec_acl_handle_th,
uuid_t * manager_type,
unsigned32size_avail,
uuid_t * manager_type_chain,
sec_acl_printstring_t *manager_info,
boolean32 *tokenize,
unsigned32 *total_num_printstrings,
unsigned32 *size_used,
sec_acl_printstring_t printstrings[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
printstrings[ ] array.
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Output

manager_type_chain
If the target object ACL contains more than 32 permission bits, multiple
manager types are used, one for each 32-bit wide ‘‘slice’’ of permissions.
The UUID returned inmanager_type_chainrefers to the next ACL
manager in the chain. If there are no more ACL managers for this
ACL, uuid_nil is returned.

manager_info
Provides a name and help string for the given ACL manager.

tokenize When FALSE, this variable indicates that the returned permission
printstrings are unambiguous and therefore may be concatenated when
printed without confusion. When TRUE, however, this property does
not hold, and the strings need to be separated when printed or passed.

total_num_printstrings
An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the total number of permission
printstrings supported by this ACL manager type.

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of permission entries
returned in theprintstrings[ ] array.

printstrings[ ]
An array of permission printstrings of typesec_acl_printstring_t.
Each entry of the array is a structure containing the following three
components:

printstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_len describing the printable
representation of a specified permission.

helpstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_help_len containing some
text that can be used to describe the specified permission.

permissions A sec_acl_permset_t permission set describing the
permissions that are represented with the companion
printstring.

The array consists of one such entry for each
permission supported by the ACL manager identified by
manager_type.
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status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_acl_get_printstring() routine returns an array of printable representations
(called printstrings) for each permission bit or combination of permission bits the
specified ACL manager supports. The ACL manager type specified must be one of
the types protecting the object indicated byh.

In addition to returning the printstrings, this routine also returns instructions about how
to print the strings. When thetokenizevariable is set to FALSE, a printstring might
be r or w, which could be concatenated in the display asrw without any confusion.
However, when thetokenizevariable is TRUE, it implies the printstrings might be of
a form like read or write , which must be displayed separated by spaces or colons or
something.

In any list of permission printstrings, there may appear to be some redundancy. ACL
managers often define aliases for common permission combinations. By convention,
however, simple entries should appear at the beginning of theprintstrings[ ] array,
and combinations should appear at the end.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not among those referenced by the input
handle.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_get_manager_types(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_lookup

Purpose Returns the ACL for an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_lookup(
sec_acl_handle_th,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
sec_acl_list_t *sec_acl_list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

sec_acl_type
The ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container
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Output

sec_acl_list
A pointer to thesec_acl_list_tstructure to receive the complete access
control list. An ACL contains a list of ACL entries, the UUID of
the default cell where authentication takes place (foreign entries in the
ACL contain the name of their home cell), and the UUID of the ACL
manager to interpret the list.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_acl_lookup() routine loads into memory a copy of an object’s ACL
corresponding to the specified manager type. The routine returns a pointer to the
ACL. This routine is only used by ACL editors and browsers; an application would
usesec_acl_test_access()or sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf()to process the contents
of an ACL.

Permissions Required

The sec_acl_lookup()routine requires at least one permission of any kind on the
object for which the ACL is to be returned.

Notes

The memory containing thesec_acl_tstructure for each ACL is dynamically allocated.
Use thesec_acl_release()routine to return each ACL’s memory block to the pool
when an application is finished with the ACLs.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

sec_acl_cant_allocate_memory
The requested operation requires more memory than is available.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_test_access(3sec),
sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_release

Purpose Releases ACL storage

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_release(
sec_acl_handle_th,
sec_acl_t *sec_acl,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

sec_acl A pointer to the complete ACL associated with the target object.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_acl_release()routine releases any local storage associated with the ACL
object, returning it to the pool. This is strictly a local operation (since the storage
in question is local), and has no effect on the remote object or its ACL. The ACL
handle is in the argument list only for consistency with othersec_aclroutines.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_lookup(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_release_handle

Purpose Removes an ACL handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_release_handle(
sec_acl_handle_t *h,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h The handle to be removed. The handle is bound to the object to which
the ACL belongs with thesec_acl_bind()routine.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_acl_release_handle()routine removes the specified handle. This is strictly
a local operation, and has no effect on the remote object or its ACL.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_replace

Purpose Replaces an ACL

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

void sec_acl_replace(
sec_acl_handle_th,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_type_tsec_acl_type,
sec_acl_list_t *sec_acl_list,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

sec_acl_type
The ACL type. Thesec_acl_type_tdata type distinguishes the various
types of ACLs an object can possess for a given manager type. The
possible values are as follows:

• sec_acl_type_object

• sec_acl_type_default_object

• sec_acl_type_default_container
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sec_acl_list
The new ACL to use for the target object. This is represented by a
pointer to thesec_acl_list_tstructure containing the complete access
control list. An ACL contains a list of ACL entries, the UUID of the
default cell where authentication will take place (foreign entries in the
ACL contain the name of their parent cell), and the UUID of the ACL
manager to interpret the list.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_acl_replace()routine replaces the ACL indicated by the input handle with
the information in thesec_acl_listparameter. ACLs are thought of as immutable,
and in order to modify them, an editing application must read an entire ACL (using
the sec_acl_lookup()routine), modify it as needed, and replace it using this routine.

Permissions Required

The sec_acl_replace()routine requires thec (control) permission on the object for
which the ACL is to be replaced.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_lookup(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_test_access

Purpose Tests access to an object

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

boolean32 sec_acl_test_access(
sec_acl_handle_th,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_acl_permset_tdesired_permset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

desired_permset
A permission set insec_acl_permset_tform containing the desired
privileges. This is a 32-bit set of permission flags supported by the
manager type.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_acl_test_access()routine determines if the specified ACL contains entries
granting privileges to the calling process matching those indesired_permset. An
application generally only inquires after the minimum set of privileges needed to
accomplish a specific task.

Permissions Required

The sec_acl_test_access()routine requires at least one permission of any kind on the
object for which the privileges are to be tested.

Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Return Values

The routine returns TRUE if the calling application program is authorized to access
the target object with the privileges indesired_permset.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_acl_bind(3sec), sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf

Purpose Tests access to an object on behalf of another process

Synopsis
#include <dce/daclif.h>

boolean32 sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf(
sec_acl_handle_th,
uuid_t * manager_type,
sec_id_pac_t *subject,
sec_acl_permset_tdesired_permset,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the target object. Usesec_acl_bind()to create
this handle.

manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this parameter
to distinguish them. Usesec_acl_get_manager_types()to acquire a
list of the manager types protecting a given object.

subject A privilege attribute certificate (PAC) for the subject process. The PAC
contains the name and UUID of the principal and cell of the subject
process, as well as a list of any groups to which it belongs. The PAC
also contains a flag (namedauthenticated). When set, it indicates that
the certificate was obtained from an authenticated source. When not
set, the certificate must not be trusted. (The field is FALSE when it
was obtained from therpc_auth(3rpc) layer and the protect level was
set torpc_c_protect_level_none. This indicates that no authentication
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protocol was actually used in the remote procedure call; the identity was
simply transmitted from the caller to the callee. If an authentication
protocol was used, then the flag is set to TRUE.)

If a null PAC is passed, the subject is treated as an anonymous user,
matching only theany_other andunauthenticatedentries (if they exist)
on the ACL.

A server usesrpc_binding_inq_auth_client() to acquire a certificate
for the client process.

desired_permset
A permission set insec_acl_permset_tform containing the desired
privileges. This is a 32-bit set of permission flags supported by the
manager type.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_acl_test_access_on_behalf()routine determines if the specified ACL contains
entries that grant the privileges specified indesired_permsetto the subject process.
An application generally inquires about only the minimum set of privileges needed to
accomplish a specific task.

Permissions Required

The sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf()routine requires at least one permission of any
kind on the object for which the privileges are to be tested. Both the calling process
and the identified subject must have permission on the object.

Note: This operation is obsolete, but is documented for backward compatibility.
sec_id_pac_tis no longer the data structure used for identities (for further information,
see thesec_cred_*(3sec)routines), and delegation subsumes the functionality that the
sec_acl_test_access_on_behalf()routine was originally intended to provide. ACL
managers do not have to implement the server side of this functionality to be DCE
compliant, and therefore clients should not rely on its being available in servers.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/daclif.idl
The idl file from which dce/daclif.h was derived.

Return Values

If the routine completes successfully (with a completion status oferror_status_ok)
it returns a value of

• TRUE, if the caller has any access (at least one permission of any kind), and the
subject has thedesired_permsetprivileges.

• FALSE, if both the caller and the subject have any access, but the subject does
not have thedesired_permsetprivileges.

If the routine does not complete successfully, it returns a bad completion status code
and a return value of FALSE.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_acl_unknown_manager_type
The manager type selected is not an available option.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

sec_acl_not_implementedRequested operation is not implemented in this version of DCE.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_client(3rpc), sec_acl_bind(3sec),
sec_acl_test_access(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_attr_trig_query

Purpose Reads attributes coded with an attribute trigger type of query

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_trig.h>

void sec_attr_trig_query (
handle_t h,
sec_attr_component_name_tcell_name,
sec_attr_component_name_tcomponent_name,
sec_attr_trig_cursor_t *cursor,
unsigned32num_attr_keys,
unsigned32space_avail,
sec_attr_t attr_keys[ ],
unsigned32 *num_returned,
sec_attr_t attrs[ ] ,
sec_attr_trig_timeval_sec_ttime_to_live[ ],
unsigned32 *num_left,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the trigger server to be accessed Use the trigger
binding information specified in the attribute encoding to acquire a
bound handle.

cell_name A value ofsec_attr_component_name_tthat identifies the cell in which
the object whose attribute is to be accessed resides. Supply a NULL
cell_nameto specify the local cell (/.:).

component_name
A value of sec_attr_component_name_tthat identifies the name of
the object whose attribute is to be accessed. Ifcell_namespecifies a
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foreign cell,component_nameis interpreted as a UUID in string format
since the caller of this interface knows only the UUID, not the name,
of the foreign principal.

num_attr_keys
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in the
attr_keys[ ] array. This integer must be greater than 0 (zero).

space_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the size of theattr_keys[ ]
array.

attr_keys[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t. For each attribute instance,
the sec_attr_t array contains anattr_id (a UUID of type uuid_t) to
identify the attribute to be queried and anattr_value. attr_valuecan
be used to pass in optional information required by the attribute trigger
query. If no additional information is to be passed, setattr_value
to sec_attr_enc_void. This is actually accomplished by setting the
sec_attr_encoding_tdata type tosec_attr_enc_void.

The size of theattr_keys[ ] array is determined bynum_attr_keys.

Input/Output

cursor A pointer to a cursor of typesec_attr_trig_cursor_t. As an input
parameter,cursor can be initialized (by the server) or uninitialized. If
the cursor is uninitialized, the cursor begins processing the query at the
first attribute that satisfies the search criteria. As an output parameter,
cursor is positioned past the attributes returned in this call.

Output

num_returned
A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of
attribute instances returned in theattr_keys[ ] array.

attrs[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t. The size of this array
is determined by thespace_availparameter and the length by the
num_returnedparameter.

time_to_live[ ]
An array of values of typesec_attr_trig_timeval_sec_t. For each
attribute in theattrs[ ] array, Thetime_to_live[ ] array specifies the time
in seconds that the attribute can be safely cached.
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num_left A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that supplies the number of
attributes found but not returned because of space constraints in the
attrs[ ] buffer.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_attr_trig_query() routine reads attributes coded with a attribute trigger type
of query.

The sec_attr_trig_query() routine is called by the DCE attribute lookup code for
all schema entries that specify a query attribute trigger (sec_attr_trig_type_query
specified with thesec_attr_trig_type_flags_tdata type). The attribute query code
passes thesec_attr_trig_query() input parameters to a user-written query attribute
trigger server and receives the output parameters back from the server. Although
generally this routine is not called directly, this reference page is provided for users
who are writing the attribute trigger servers that will receivesec_attr_trig_query()
input and supply its output.

Multivalued attributes are returned as independent attribute instances sharing the same
attribute UUID. A read of an attribute set returns all instances of members of the set;
the attribute set instance is not returned.

For objects in the local cell, set thecell_name parameter tonull , and the
component_nameparameter to specify the object’s name.

For objects in a foreign cell, set thecell_nameparameter to identify the name of the
foreign cell, and thecomponent_nameparameter to the UUID in string format that
identifies the object in the foreign cell.

The num_leftparameter contains the number of attributes that were found but could
not be returned because of space constraints of theattrs[ ] array. (Note that this
number may be inaccurate if the target server allows updates between successive
queries.) To obtain all of the remaining attributes, set the size of theattrs[ ] array so
that it is large enough to hold the number of attributes listed innum_left.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_trig.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_trig.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

not_all_available

unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_trig_cursor_init, sec_attr_trig_update(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_attr_trig_update

Purpose For attributes coded with an attribute trigger type of update, passes attribute updates
to an update attribute trigger server for evaluation

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_trig.h>

void sec_attr_trig_update (
handle_t h,
sec_attr_component_name_tcell_name,
sec_attr_component_name_tcomponent_name,
unsigned32num_to_write,
unsigned32space_avail,
sec_attr_t in_attrs[ ],
unsigned32 *num_returned,
sec_attr_t out_attrs[ ],
unsigned32 *num_left,
signed32 *failure_index,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

h A handle referring to the trigger server to be accessed. Use the trigger
binding information specified in the attribute encoding to acquire a
bound handle.

cell_name A value ofsec_attr_component_name_tthat identifies the cell in which
the object whose attribute is to be accessed resides. Supply a NULL
cell_nameto specify the local cell (/.:).

component_name
A value of sec_attr_component_name_tthat identifies the name of
the object whose attribute is to be accessed. Ifcell_namespecifies a
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foreign cell,component_nameis interpreted as a UUID in string format
since the caller of this interface knows only the UUID, not the name,
of the foreign principal.

num_to_write
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in the
in_attrs array. This integer must be greater than 0 (zero).

space_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the size of theout_attrsarray.

in_attrs[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_tthat specifies the attribute instances
to be written. The size ofin_attrs[ ] is determined bynum_to_write.

Output

num_returned
A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of
attribute instances returned in theout_attrs[ ] array.

out_attrs[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t. These values, supplied by the
update attribute trigger server, are in a form suitable for storage in the
registry database.

num_left A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that supplies the number of
attributes that were found but not returned because of space constraints
in the out_attrs[ ] buffer.

failure_indexIn the event of an error,failure_indexis a pointer to the element in the
in_attrs[ ] array that caused the update to fail. If the failure cannot be
attributed to a specific attribute, the value offailure_indexis −1.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_attr_trig_update() routine passes attributes coded with an attribute trigger
type of update to a user-written update attribute trigger server for evaluation before
the updates are made to the registry.

Although generally this routine it is not called directly, this reference page is
provided for users who are writing the attribute trigger servers that will receive
sec_attr_trig_update() input and supply its output.
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The sec_attr_trig_update() routine is called by the DCE attribute update code for
all schema entries that specify an update attribute trigger (sec_attr_trig_type_update
specified with thesec_attr_trig_type_flags_tdata type). The attribute update code
passes thesec_attr_trig_update() input parameters to a user-written update attribute
trigger server and receives the output parameters back from the server. The attribute
trigger server is responsible for evaluating the semantics of the entry in order to
reject or accept it, and the attribute trigger server may even make changes in the
output it sends back to the update code to ensure the entry adheres to the semantics.
The output received from the attribute trigger server is in a form to be stored in
the registry. (Note that update attribute trigger servers do not store attribute values.
Attribute values are stored in the registry database.)

This is an atomic operation: if the update of any attribute in the array fails to pass
the evaluation, all updates are aborted. The attribute causing the update to fail is
identified in failure_index. If the failure cannot be attributed to a given attribute,
failure_indexcontains−1.

For objects in the local cell, set thecell_name parameter tonull , and the
component_nameparameter to specify the object’s name.

For objects in a foreign cell, set thecell_nameparameter the the name of the foreign
cells, and thecomponent_nameparameter to specify the UUID in string format that
identifies the object in the foreign cell.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_trig.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_trig.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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database read only

server unavailable

invalid/unsupported attribute type

invalid encoding type

value not unique

site read only

unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_trig_query(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_attr_util_alloc_copy

Purpose Allocates the necessary subfields of the destinationsec_attr_t and copies the
corresponding data from the sourcesec_attr_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_util.h>

void sec_attr_util_alloc_copy (
void *(*allocate) (unsigned32 size),
sec_attr_t *from,
sec_attr_t *to,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

*(* allocate) (unsigned32size)
A caller-specified allocate routine (such asrpc_ss_allocate()) used to
allocate resources for the outputto parameter. Set to NULL to use the
defaultmalloc() routine.

* from A pointer to asec_attr_t that is the source to be copied from.

Output

* to A pointer to the targetsec_attr_t that contains subfields allocated, if
necessary, by the caller-specified allocate routine and data copied from
the sourcesec_attr_t specified byfrom.

*status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

Thesec_attr_util_alloc_copy()routine allocates memory for the subfields of the target
sec_attr_t, if necessary, and copies data from the sourcesec_attr_t to the target
sec_attr_t.

Use thesec_attr_util_free()routine to free the memory allocated by this routine. If a
nonnull allocate routine was input tosec_attr_util_alloc_copy(), then a corresponding
free routine must be input to thesec_attr_util_free() routine.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_util.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_util.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_implemented

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_util_free(3sec), sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs(3sec),
sec_attr_util_inst_free(3sec).
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sec_attr_util_free

Purpose Frees nonnull pointers in asec_attr_t with an input deallocate routine

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_util.h>

void sec_attr_util_free(
void (*deallocate)(void *ptr ),
sec_attr_t *attr);

Parameters
Input/Output

(*deallocate)(void *ptr )
A caller-specified memory deallocate routine. If set to NULL, the
default free() is used.

*attr As input, a pointer to asec_attr_t for which memory should be
deallocated. As output, a pointer to thesec_attr_t with subfields, if
any, deallocated and set to NULL.

Description

The sec_attr_util_free() routine uses the inputdeallocateroutine to free memory
allocated to asec_attr_t by sec_attr_util_alloc_copy(). With an input value
of NULL for deallocate, the sec_attr_util_free routine behaves identically to
sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_util.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_util.hwas derived.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_util_alloc_copy(3sec), sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs(3sec),
sec_attr_util_inst_free(3sec).
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sec_attr_util_inst_free

Purpose Frees nonnull pointers in asec_attr_t and the pointer to thesec_attr_t itself

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_util.h>

void sec_attr_util_inst_free (
sec_attr_t **sec_attr_p);

Parameters
Input/Output

**sec_attr_p As input, the address of an allocated pointer to a potentially initialized
sec_attr_t. As output, the address of a deallocated pointer that has
been set to NULL.

Description

The sec_attr_util_inst_free() routine frees each nonnull pointer in asec_attr_t
pointed to by*sec_attr_p. The *sec_attr_p itself is also freed and set to NULL.
A partially initialized sec_attr_t is handled correctly .

Thesec_attr_util_inst_free()routine is useful for freeing the resources of dynamically
allocatedsec_attr_ts and their subfields.

Note that most DCE client application programming interfaces (APIs) that
return sec_attr_ts allocate only subfields, and not thesec_attr_t itself. Use
sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs instead of sec_attr_util_inst_free to free attribute
resources allocated by such APIs.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_util.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_util.hwas derived.

Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs(3sec).
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sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs

Purpose Frees nonnull pointers in asec_attr_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_util.h>

void sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs (
sec_attr_t *sec_attr_p);

Parameters
Input/Output

*sec_attr_p
As input, a pointer to an allocated and potentially initializedsec_attr_t.
As output, a pointer to asec_attr_t with internal pointers freed and set
to NULL. The sec_attr_t itself is not freed.

Description

The sec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs() routine frees and sets to NULL each nonnull
pointer in asec_attr_t pointed to bysec_attr_p. The sec_attr_t itself is not freed.
The sec_attr_t may have been only partially initialized.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_util.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_util.hwas derived.

Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_util_inst_free(3sec).
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sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free

Purpose Frees nonnull pointers in asec_attr_schema_entry_tand the pointer to the
sec_attr_schema_entry_titself

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_util.h>

void sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free (
sec_attr_schema_entry_t **sec_sch_entry_p);

Parameters
Input/Output

** sec_sch_entry_p
As input, the address of an allocated pointer to a potentially initialized
sec_attr_schema_entry_t. As output, the address of a deallocated
pointer that has been set to NULL.

Description

The sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free() routine frees each nonnull pointer in a
sec_attr_schema_entry_tpointed to by a*sec_sch_entry_p. The *sec_sch_entry_p
itself is also freed and set to NULL. A partially initializedsec_attr_schema_entry_t
is handled correctly

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_util.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_util.hwas derived.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free_ptrs(3sec).
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sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free_ptrs

Purpose Frees nonnull pointers in asec_attr_schema_entry_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_util.h>

void sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free_ptrs (
sec_attr_schema_entry_t *sec_sch_entry_p);

Parameters
Input/Output

*sec_sch_entry_p
As input, a pointer to an allocated and potentially initialized
sec_attr_schema_entry_t. As output, a pointer to a
sec_attr_schema_entry_t with internal pointers freed and set
to NULL.

Description

The sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free_ptrs() routine frees and sets to NULL each
nonnull pointer in asec_attr_schema_entry_tpointed to bysec_sch_entry_p. The
sec_sch_entry_pitself is not freed. A partially initializedsec_attr_schem_entry_t
is handled correctly.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_util.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_util.hwas derived.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_attr_util_sch_ent_free(3sec).
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sec_cred_free_attr_cursor

Purpose Frees the local resources allocated to asec_attr_cursor_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_free_attr_cursor (
sec_cred_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor As input, a pointer to asec_cred_attr_cursor_twhose resources are to
be freed. As output a pointer to an initializedsec_cred_attr_cursor_t
with allocated resources freed.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_cred_free_attr_cursor()routine frees the resources assoicated with a cursor
of type sec_cred_attr_cursor_tused by thesec_cred_get_extended_attrs()call.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_extended_attrs(3sec),
sec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_free_cursor

Purpose Releases local resources allocated to asec_cred_cursor_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_free_cursor (
sec_cred_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor As input, asec_cred_cursor_twhose resources are to be freed. As
output, asec_cred_cursor_twhose resources are freed.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_cred_free_cursor() routine releases local resources allocated to a
sec_cred_cursor_tused by thesec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_memory
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error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_initialize_cursor(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_free_pa_handle

Purpose Frees the local resources allocated to a privilege attribute handle of type
sec_cred_pa_handle_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_free_pa_handle (
sec_cred_pa_handle__t *pa_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

pa_handle As input, a pointer to asec_cred_pa_handle_twhose resources are to
be freed. As output a pointer to asec_cred_pa_handle_twith allocated
resources freed.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_cred_free_pa_handle()routine frees the resources assoicated with a privilege
attribute handle of typesec_cred_pa_handle_tused by thesec_cred_get_initiator()
andsec_cred_get_delegate()calls.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_authz_session_info

Purpose Returns session-specific information that represents an authenticated client’s
credentials

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_get_authz_session_info(
rpc_authz_cred_handle_tcallers_identity,
uuid_t * session_id,
sec_timeval_t *session_expiration,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_identity
A credential handle of typerpc_authz_cred_handle_t. This handle is
supplied as output of therpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call.

Output

session_ID A pointer to a uuid_t that identifies the client’s DCE authorization
session.

session_expiration
A pointer to asec_timeval_tthat specifies the expiration time of the
authenticated client’s credentials.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

Thesec_cred_get_authz_session_info()routine retrieves session-specific information
that represents the credentials of authenticated client specified bycallers_identity. If
the client is a member of a delegation chain, the information represents the credentials
of all members of the chain.

The information can aid application servers in the construction of identity-based
caches. For example, it could be used as a key into a cache of previously allocated
delegation contexts and thus avoid the overhead of allocating a new login context on
every remote operation. It could also be used as a key into a table of previously
computed authorization decisions.

Before you execute this call, you must execute anrpc_binding_inq_auth_caller()
call to obtain anrpc_authz_cred_handle_tfor the callers_identityparameter.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_authz_cannot_comply

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(rpc), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_client_princ_name

Purpose Returns the principal name associated with a credential handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_get_client_princ_name(
rpc_authz_cred_handle_tcallers_identity,
unsigned_char_p_t *client_princ_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_identity
A handle of typerpc_authz_cred_handle_tto the credentials for which
to return the principal name. This handle is supplied as output of the
rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call.

Output

client_princ_name
A pointer to the principal name of the server’s RPC client.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_cred_get_client_princ_name()routine extracts the principal name associated
with the credentials identified bycallers_pas.
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Before you executesec_cred_get_client_princ_name(), you must execute an
rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call to obtain anrpc_authz_cred_handle_tfor the
callers_identityparameter.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_authz_cannot_comply

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_deleg_restrictions

Purpose Returns delegate restrictions from a privilege attribute handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_id_restriction_set_t *sec_cred_get_deleg_restrictions(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A value of type sec_cred_pa_handle_tthat provides a handle to a
principal’s privilege attributes. This handle is supplied as output of the
sec_cred_get_initiator()call, thesec_cred_get_delegate()call and the
sec_login_credcalls.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_deleg_restrictions()routine extracts delegate restrictions from the
privilege attribute handle identified bycallers_pas. The restrictions are returned in a
sec_id_restriction_set_t.

Before you execute sec_cred_get_pa_data(), you must execute a
sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate() call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_delegate

Purpose Returns a handle to the privilege attributes of an intermediary in a delegation chain

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_cred_pa_handle_t sec_cred_get_delegate(
rpc_authz_cred_handle_tcallers_identity,
sec_cred_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_identity
A handle of typerpc_authz_cred_handle_t. This handle is supplied
as output of therpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call.

Input/Output

cursor As input, a pointer to a cursor of typesec_cred_cursor_t that
has been initialized by thesec_cred_initialize_cursor() call. As
an output parameter,cursor is a pointer to a cursor of type
sec_attr_srch_cursor_t that is positioned past the principal whose
privilege attributes have been returned in this call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.
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Description

The sec_cred_get_delegate()routine returns a handle to the the privilege attributes of
an intermediary in a delegation chain that performed an authenticated RPC operation.

This call is used by servers. Clients use thesec_login_cred_get_delegate()routine
to return the privilege attribute handle of an intermediary in a delegation chain.

The credential handle identified bycallers_identity contains authentication and
authorization information for all delegates in the chain. This call returns a handle
(sec_cred_pa_handle_t) to the privilege attributes of one of the delegates in the
binding handle. Thesec_cred_pa_handle_treturned by this call is used in other
sec_cred_get_* calls to obtain privilege attribute information for a single delegate.

To obtain the privilege attributes of each delegate in the credential handle identified
by callers_identity, execute this call until the messagesec_cred_s_no_more_entries
is returned.

Before you executesec_cred_get_delegate(), you must execute

• An rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call to obtain anrpc_authz_cred_handle_t
for the callers_identityparameter.

• A sec_cred_initialize_cursor() call to initialize a cursor of type
sec_cred_cursor_t.

Use thesec_cred_free_pa_handle()all to free the resources associated with the
sec_cred_pa_handle_t.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_auth_handle

sec_cred_s_invalid_cursor

sec_cred_s_no_more_entries
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error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(3rpc), sec_cred_free_pa_handle(),
sec_cred_get_deleg_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_delegation_type(3sec),
sec_cred_get_extended_attrs(3sec), sec_cred_get_opt_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_pa_date, sec_cred_get_req_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_v1_pac(3sec)
sec_cred_initialize_cursor(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_delegation_type

Purpose Returns the delegation type from a privilege attribute handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_id_delegation_type_t *sec_cred_get_delegation_type(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A value of type sec_cred_pa_handle_tthat provides a handle to a
principal’s privilege attributes. This handle is supplied as output of
either thesec_cred_get_initiator()call or sec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_delegation_type ()routine extracts the delegation type from
the privilege attribute handle identified bycallers_pas and returns it in a
sec_id_delegation_type_t.

Before you execute sec_cred_get_delegation_type(), you must execute
a sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate() call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_extended_attrs

Purpose Returns extended attributes from a privilege handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_get_extended_attrs(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
sec_cred_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
sec_attr_t *attr,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A handle of type sec_cred_pa_handle_tto the caller’s privilege
attributes. This handle is supplied as output of either the
sec_cred_get_initiator()call or sec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Input/Output

cursor A cursor of typesec_cred_attr_cursor_t that has been initialized by
the sec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor() routine. As inputcursor must
be initialized. As output,cursor is positioned at the first attribute after
the returned attribute.

Output

attr A pointer to a value ofsec_attr_t that contains extended registry
attributes.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.
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Description

Thesec_cred_get_extended_attrs()routine extracts extended registry initialized from
the privilege attribute handle identified bycallers_pas.

Before you execute call, you must execute

• A sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate()call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.

• A sec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor()to initialize asec_attr_t.

To obtain all the extended registry attributes in the privilege attribute
handle, repeatsec_cred_get_extended_attrs()calls until the status message
no_more_entries_availableis returned.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

sec_cred_s_invalid_cursor

sec_cred_s_no_more_entries

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec), sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec),
sec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_initiator

Purpose Returns the privilege attributes of the initiator of a delegation chain

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_cred_pa_handle_t sec_cred_get_initiator(
rpc_authz_cred_handle_tcallers_identity,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_identity
A credential handle of typerpc_authz_cred_handle_t. This handle is
supplied as output of therpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_initiator()routine returns a handle to the the privilege attributes
of the initiator of a delegation chain that performed an authenticated RPC operation.

The credential handle identified bycallers_identity contains authentication and
authorization information for all delegates in the chain. This call returns a handle
(sec_cred_pa_handle_t) to the privilege attributes of the client that initiated the
delegation chain. Thesec_cred_pa_handle_treturned by this call is used in other
sec_cred_get... calls to obtain privilege attribute information for the initiator.
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Before you execute sec_cred_get_initiator(), you must execute an
rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call to obtain an rpc_authz_cred_handle_t
for the callers_identityparameter.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_auth_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(3rpc),
sec_cred_get_deleg_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_delegation_type(3sec),
sec_cred_get_extended_attrs(3sec), sec_cred_get_opt_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_pa_date, sec_cred_get_req_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_v1_pac(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_opt_restrictions

Purpose Returns optional restrictions from a privilege handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_id_opt_req_t *sec_cred_get_opt_restrictions(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A handle of typesec_cred_pa_handle_tto a principal’s privilege
attributes. This handle is supplied as output of either the
sec_cred_get_initiator()call or sec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_opt_restrictions ()routine extracts optional restrictions from
the privilege attribute handle identified bycallers_pas and returns them in a
sec_id_restriction_set_t.

Before you execute sec_cred_get_pa_data(), you must execute a
sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate() call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_pa_data

Purpose Returns identity information from a privilege attribute handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_id_pa_t *sec_cred_get_pa_data(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A handle of typesec_cred_pa_handle_tto a principal’s privilege
attributes. This handle is supplied as output of either the
sec_cred_get_initiator()call or sec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_pa_data()routine extracts identity information from the privilege
attribute handle specified bycallers_pasand returns it in asec_id_pa_t. The identity
information includes an identifier of the princpal’s locall cell and the principal’s local
and foreign group sets.

Before you execute sec_cred_get_pa_data(), you must execute a
sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate() call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_req_restrictions

Purpose Returns required restrictions from a privilege attribute handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_id_opt_req_t *sec_cred_get_req_restrictions(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A handle of typesec_cred_pa_handle_tto a principal’s privilege
attributes. This handle is supplied as output of either the
sec_cred_get_initiator()call or sec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_req_restrictions()routine extracts required restrictions from
the privilege attribute handle identified bycallers_pas and returns them in a
sec_id_opt_req_t.

Before you execute sec_cred_get_req_restrictions(), you must execute
a sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate() call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions

Purpose Returns target restrictions from a privilege attribute handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_id_restriction_set_t *sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A handle of typesec_cred_pa_handle_tto a principal’s privilege
attributes. This handle is supplied as output of either the
sec_cred_get_initiator()call or sec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions() routine extracts target restrictions from
the privilege attribute handle identified bycallers_pas and returns them in a
sec_id_restriction_set_t.

Before you execute sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions(), you must execute
a sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate() call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_get_v1_pac

Purpose Returns pre-1.1 PAC from a privilege attribute handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

sec_id_pac_t *sec_cred_get_v1_pac(
sec_cred_pa_handle_tcallers_pas,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_pas A handle of typesec_cred_pa_handle_tto the principal’s privilege
attributes. This handle is supplied as output of either the
sec_cred_get_initiator()call or sec_cred_get_delegate()call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_cred_get_v1_pac()routine extracts the privilege attributes from a pre-1.1
PAC for the privilege attribute handle specified bycallers_pasand returns them in a
sec_id_pa_t.

Before you execute sec_cred_get_v1_pac(), you must execute a
sec_cred_get_initiator() or sec_cred_get_delegate() call to obtain a
sec_cred_pa_handle_tfor the callers_pasparameter.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_pa_handle

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec), sec_cred_get_initiator(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor

Purpose Initializes asec_attr_cursor_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor (
sec_cred_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor As input, a pointer to asec_cred_attr_cursor_tto be initialized. As
output a pointer to an initializedsec_cred_attr_cursor_t.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_cred_initialize_attr_cursor()routine allocates and initializes a cursor of type
sec_cred_attr_cursor_tfor use with thesec_cred_get_extended_attrs()call. Use
the sec_cred_free_attr_cursor()call to free the resources allocated tocursor.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_login_s_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_free_attr_cursor(), sec_cred_get_extended_attrs(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_initialize_cursor

Purpose Initializes asec_cred_cursor_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_cred_initialize_cursor (
sec_cred_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor As input, a sec_cred_cursor_t to be initialized. As output, an
initialized sec_cred_cursor_t.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_cred_initialize_cursor()routine initializes a cursor of typesec_cursor_tfor
use with thesec_cred_get_delegate()call. Use thesec_cred_free_cursor()call to
free the resources allocated tocursor.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_login_s_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_free_cursor(3sec), sec_cred_get_delegate(3sec),
sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_cred_is_authenticated

Purpose Returns TRUE if the supplied credentials are authenticated, and FALSE if they are
not

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

boolean32 sec_cred_is_authenticated(
rpc_authz_cred_handle_tcallers_identity,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_identityA handle of type rpc_authz_cred_handle_t to the credentials to
check for authentication. This handle is supplied as output of the
rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_cred_is_authenticated()routine returns TRUE if the credentials identified
by callers_identityare authenticated or FALSE if they are not.

Before you execute this call, you must execute anrpc_binding_inq_auth_caller()
call to obtain anrpc_authz_cred_handle_tfor the callers_identityparameter.
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Files

/usr/
include/dce/
sec_cred.idl

The idl file from which dce/sec_cred.hwas derived.

Return Values

The routine returnstrue if the credentials are authenticated;false if they are not.

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(3rpc), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_id_gen_group

Purpose Generates a global name from cell and group UUIDs

Synopsis
#include <dce/secidmap.h>

void sec_id_gen_group(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
uuid_t * cell_idp,
uuid_t * group_idp,
sec_rgy_name_tglobal_name,
sec_rgy_name_tcell_namep,
sec_rgy_name_tgroup_namep,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

cell_idp A pointer to the UUID of the home cell of the group whose name is in
question.

group_idp A pointer to the UUID of the group whose name is in question.

Output

global_nameThe global (full) name of the group insec_rgy_name_tform.

cell_namep The name of the group’s home cell insec_rgy_name_tform.

group_namepThe local (with respect to the home cell) name of the group in
sec_rgy_name_tform.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
function returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_id_gen_group()routine generates a global name from input cell and group
UUIDs. For example, given a UUID specifying the cell/.../world/hp/brazil , and
a UUID specifying a group resident in that cell namedwriters , the routine would
return the global name of that group, in this case,/.../world/hp/brazil/writers . It
also returns the simple names of the cell and group, translated from the UUIDs.

The routine will not produce translations to any name for which a NULL pointer has
been supplied.

Files

/usr/include/dce/secidmap.idl
The idl file from which dce/secidmap.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_id_e_name_too_long
The name is too long for current implementation.

sec_id_e_bad_cell_uuid
The cell UUID is not valid.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified group.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_id_gen_name(3sec), sec_id_parse_group(3sec),
sec_id_parse_name(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_id_gen_name

Purpose Generates a global name from cell and principal UUIDs

Synopsis
#include <dce/secidmap.h>

void sec_id_gen_name(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
uuid_t * cell_idp,
uuid_t * princ_idp,
sec_rgy_name_tglobal_name,
sec_rgy_name_tcell_namep,
sec_rgy_name_tprinc_namep,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

cell_idp A pointer to the UUID of the home cell of the principal whose name is
in question.

princ_idp A pointer to the UUID of the principal whose name is in question.

Output

global_nameThe global (full) name of the principal insec_rgy_name_tform.

cell_namep
The name of the principal’s home cell insec_rgy_name_tform.

princ_namepThe local (with respect to the home cell) name of the principal in
sec_rgy_name_tform.
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status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
function returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_id_gen_name()routine generates a global name from input cell and principal
UUIDs. For example, given a UUID specifying the cell/.../world/hp/brazil , and a
UUID specifying a principal resident in that cell namedwriters/tom , the routine would
return the global name of that principal, in this case,/.../world/hp/brazil/writers/tom .
It also returns the simple names of the cell and principal, translated from the UUIDs.

The routine will not produce translations to any name for which a NULL pointer has
been supplied.

Permissions Required

The sec_id_gen_name()routine requires at least one permission of any kind on the
account associated with the input cell and principal UUIDs.

Files

/usr/include/dce/secidmap.idl
The idl file from which dce/secidmap.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_id_e_name_too_long
The name is too long for current implementation.

sec_id_e_bad_cell_uuid
The cell UUID is not valid.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified principal.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_id_gen_group(3sec), sec_id_parse_group(3sec),
sec_id_parse_name(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_id_parse_group

Purpose Translates a global name into group and cell names and UUIDs

Synopsis
#include <dce/secidmap.h>

void sec_id_parse_group(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_name_tglobal_name,
sec_rgy_name_tcell_namep,
uuid_t * cell_idp,
sec_rgy_name_tgroup_namep,
uuid_t * group_idp,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

global_nameThe global (full) name of the group insec_rgy_name_tform.

Output

cell_namep The output name of the group’s home cell insec_rgy_name_tform.

cell_idp A pointer to the UUID of the home cell of the group whose name is in
question.

group_namepThe local (with respect to the home cell) name of the group in
sec_rgy_name_tform.

group_idp A pointer to the UUID of the group whose name is in question.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
function returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_id_parse_group()routine translates a global group name into a cell name
and a cell-relative group name. It also returns the UUIDs associated with the group
and its home cell.

The routine will not produce translations to any name for which a NULL pointer has
been supplied.

Files

/usr/include/dce/secidmap.idl
The idl file from which dce/secidmap.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_id_e_name_too_long
The name is too long for current implementation.

sec_id_e_bad_cell_uuid
The cell UUID is not valid.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified group.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_id_gen_group(3sec), sec_id_gen_name(3sec),
sec_id_parse_group(3sec), sec_id_parse_name(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_id_parse_name

Purpose Translates a global name into principal and cell names and UUIDs

Synopsis
#include <dce/secidmap.h>

void sec_id_parse_name(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_name_tglobal_name,
sec_rgy_name_tcell_namep,
uuid_t * cell_idp,
sec_rgy_name_tprinc_namep,
uuid_t * princ_idp,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

global_nameThe global (full) name of the principal insec_rgy_name_tform.

Output

cell_namep The output name of the principal’s home cell insec_rgy_name_tform.

cell_idp A pointer to the UUID of the home cell of the principal whose name is
in question.

princ_namepThe local (with respect to the home cell) name of the principal in
sec_rgy_name_tform.

princ_idp A pointer to the UUID of the principal whose name is in question.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
function returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_id_parse_name()routine translates a global principal name into a cell name
and a cell-relative principal name. It also returns the UUIDs associated with the
principal and its home cell.

The routine will not produce translations to any name for which a NULL pointer has
been supplied.

Permissions Required

Only if princ_idpis requested as output does thesec_id_parse_name()routine require
a permission. In this case, the routine requires at least one permission of any kind
on the account whose global principal name is to be translated.

Files

/usr/include/dce/secidmap.idl
The idl file from which dce/secidmap.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_id_e_name_too_long
The name is too long for current implementation.

sec_id_e_bad_cell_uuid
The cell UUID is not valid.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified principal.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_id_gen_name(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_change_key

Purpose Changes a principal’s key

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_change_key(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
unsigned32key_vno,
void *keydata,
sec_timeval_period_t *garbage_collect_time,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
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and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyfunction.

Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal whose
key is to be changed.

key_vno The version number of the new key. If 0 (zero) is specified, the routine
will select the next appropriate key version number.

keydata A pointer to a structure of typesec_passwd_rec_t.

Output

garbage_collect_time
The number of seconds that must elapse before all currently valid tickets
(which are encoded with the current or previous keys) expire. At that
time, all obsolete keys may be ‘‘garbage collected,’’ since no valid
tickets encoded with those keys will remain outstanding on the network.

status
A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_change_key()routine performs all activities necessary to update
a principal’s key to the specified value. This includes updating any local storage
for the principal’s key and also performing any remote operations needed to keep the
authentication protocol (or network registry) current. Old keys for the principal are
garbage collected if appropriate.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Any error condition will leave the key state unchanged.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The old key is not present and therefore cannot be used to set a client
side authentication context.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_auth_unavailable
The authentication protocol is not available to update the network
database or to obtain the necessary network credentials.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unsupported
The key type is not supported.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_version_ex
A key with this version number already exists.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No principal was found with the given name.

sec_login_s_no_memory
A memory allocation error occurred.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_gen_rand_key(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_set_key(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_delete_key

Purpose Deletes a key from the local storage

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_delete_key(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
unsigned32key_vno,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyfunction.
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Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal whose
key is to be deleted.

key_vno The version number of the desired key.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_delete_key()routine deletes the specified key from the local key
store. If an administrator ever discovers or suspects that the security of a server’s
key has been compromised, the administrator should delete the key immediately
with sec_key_mgmt_delete_key(). This routine removes the key from the local
key storage, which invalidates all extant tickets encoded with the key. If the
compromised key is the current one, the principal should change the key with
sec_key_mgmt_change_key()before deleting it. It is not an error for a process
to delete the current key (as long as it is doneafter the network context has been
established), but it may seriously inconvenience legitimate clients of a service.

This routine deletes all key types that have the specified key version number.
A key type identifies the data encryption algorithm being used (for example,
DES). This routine differs from sec_key_mgmt_delete_key_type()in that
sec_key_mgmt_delete_key_type()deletes only the specified key version of the
specified key type from the local key store.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Any error condition will leave the key state unchanged.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The requested key is not present.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_delete_key_type(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_delete_key_type

Purpose Deletes a key version of a key type from the local key storage

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_delete_key_type(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
void *keytype,
unsigned32key_vno,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
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and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.

Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal whose
key type is to be deleted.

keytype A pointer to a value of typesec_passwd_type_t. The value identifies
the data encryption algorithm that is being used (for example, DES).

key_vno The version number of the desired key.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_delete_key_type() routine deletes the specified key
version of the specified key type from the local key store. It differs from
sec_key_mgmt_delete_key()in that sec_key_mgmt_delete_key()deletes all key
types that have the same key version number.

This routine removes the key from the local key storage, which invalidates all extant
tickets encoded with the key. If the key in question is the current one, the principal
should change the key withsec_key_mgmt_change_key()before deleting it. It is
not an error for a process to delete the current key (as long as it is doneafter the
network context has been established), but it may seriously inconvenience legitimate
clients of a service.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

Any error condition will leave the key state unchanged.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The requested key is not present.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_delete_key(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_free_key

Purpose Frees the memory used by a key value

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_free_key(
void *keydata,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

keydata A pointer to a structure of typesec_passwd_rec_t.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok.

Description

Thesec_key_mgmt_free_key()routine releases any storage allocated for the indicated
key data bysec_key_mgmt_get_key(). The storage for the key data returned by
sec_key_mgmt_get_key()is dynamically allocated.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_get_key(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect

Purpose Deletes obsolete keys

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.
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Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal whose
key information is to be garbage collected.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect()routine discards any obsolete key information
for this principal. An obsolete key is one that can only decode invalid tickets. As
an example, consider a key that was in use on Monday, and was only used to encode
tickets whose maximum lifetime was 1 day. If that key was changed at 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday morning, then it would become obsolete by 8:00 a.m. Wednesday morning,
at which time there could be no valid tickets outstanding.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.
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sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
Requested key not present.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No principal was found with the given name.

sec_login_s_no_memory
A memory allocation error occurred.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_delete_key(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_gen_rand_key

Purpose Generates a new random key of a specified key type

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_gen_rand_key(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
void *keytype,
unsigned32key_vno,
void ** keydata,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
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and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.

Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal for
whom the key is to be generated.

keytype A pointer to a value of typesec_passwd_type_t. The value identifies
the data encryption algorithm to be used for the key (for example, DES).

key_vno The version number of the new key.

Output

keydata A pointer to a value ofsec_passwd_rec_t. The storage forkeydata
is allocated dynamically, so the returned pointer actually indicates a
pointer to the key value. The storage for this data may be freed with
the sec_key_mgmt_free_key()function.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_gen_rand_key()routine generates a new random key for a
specified principal and of a specified key type. The generated key can be used
with the sec_key_mgmt_change_key()andsec_key_mgmt_set_key()routines.

Note that to initialize the random keyseed, the process must first make an authenticated
call such assec_rgy_site_open().

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_not_implemented
The specified key type is not supported.

sec_s_no_key_seed
No random key seed has been set.

sec_s_no_memory
Unable to allocate memory.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_change_key(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_set_key(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_get_key

Purpose Retrieves a key from local storage

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_get_key(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
unsigned32key_vno,
void ** keydata,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_serviceIdentifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.
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Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal to
whom the key belongs.

key_vno The version number of the desired key. To return the latest version of
the key, set this parameter tosec_c_key_version_none.

Output

keydata A pointer to a value of typesec_passwd_rec_t. The storage forkeydata
is allocated dynamically, so the returned pointer actually indicates a
pointer to the key value. The storage for this data may be freed with
the sec_key_mgmt_free_key()routine.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_get_key()routine extracts the specified key from the local key
store.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The requested key is not present.
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sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

sec_s_no_memory
Unable to allocate memory.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_get_next_key

Purpose Retrieves successive keys from the local key storage

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_get_next_key(
void *cursor,
idl_char ** principal_name,
unsigned32 *key_vno,
void ** keydata,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

cursor A pointer to the current cursor position in the local key storage. The
cursor position is set via the routinesec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor().

Output

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal
associated with the extracted key. Free the storage for the principal
name with thefree() function.

key_vno The version number of the extracted key.

keydata A pointer to a value of typesec_passwd_rec_t. The storage forkeydata
is allocated dynamically, so the returned pointer actually indicates a
pointer to the key value. The storage for this data may be freed with
the sec_key_mgmt_free_key()function.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_key_mgmt_get_next_key()routine extracts the key pointed to by the cursor
in the local key store and updates the cursor to point to the next key. By repeatedly
calling this routine you can scan all the keys in the local store.

Files

/usr/lib/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The requested key is not present.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

sec_s_no_memory
Unable to allocate memory.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_get_key(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_get_next_kvno

Purpose Retrieves the next eligible key version number for a key

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_get_next_kvno(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
void *keytype,
unsigned32 *key_vno,
unsigned32 *next_key_vno,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
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and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.

Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal
associated with the key.

keytype A pointer to a value of typesec_passwd_type_t. The value identifies
the data encryption algorithm (for example, DES) being used for the
key.

Output

key_vno The current version number of the key. Specify NULL if you do not
need this value to be returned.

next_key_vno
The next eligible version number for the key. Specify NULL if you
do not need this value to be returned.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_get_next_kvno()routine returns the current and next eligible
version numbers for a key from the registry server (not from the local key table).
The key is identified via its associated authentication protocol, principal name, and
key type. Thearg value associated with the key is also specified.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The requested key is not present.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No principal was found with the given name.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor

Purpose Repositions the cursor in the local key store

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
void *keytype,
void ** cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
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and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.

Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal whose
key is to be accessed. To access all keys in the local key store, supply
NULL for this parameter.

keytype A pointer to the data encryption algorithm (for example, DES) being
used for the key.

Output

cursor The returned cursor value. The storage for the cursor information is
allocated dynamically, so the returned pointer actually indicates a pointer
to the cursor value. The storage for this data may be freed with the
sec_key_mgmt_release_cursor()routine.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor()routine resets the cursor in the local key store.

Use this routine to reposition the cursor before performing a scan of the local store
via sec_key_mgmt_get_next_key(). The returned cursor value is supplied as input
to sec_key_mgmt_get_next_key().

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_s_no_memory
Unable to allocate memory.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_get_next_key(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_release_cursor(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_manage_key

Purpose Automatically changes a principal’s key before it expires

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_manage_key(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE:
and the file must have been created with thergy_edit ktadd command
or thesec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.
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Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal whose
key is to be managed.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_key_mgmt_manage_key()routine changes the specified principal’s key on a
regular basis, as determined by the local cell’s policy. It will run indefinitely, never
returning during normal operation, and therefore should be invoked only from a thread
that has been devoted to managing keys.

This routine queries the DCE registry to determine the password expiration policy that
applies to the named principal. It then idles until a short time before the current key
is due to expire and then uses thesec_key_mgmt_gen_rand_key()to produce a new
random key, updating both the local key store and the DCE registry. This routine
also invokessec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect()as needed.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The old key is not present and therefore cannot be used to set a client
side authentication context.
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sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unsupported
The key type is not supported.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No principal was found with the given name.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_gen_rand_key(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_garbage_collect(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_release_cursor

Purpose Releases the memory used by an initialized cursor value

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_release_cursor(
void ** cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

cursor A pointer to the cursor value for which the storage is to be released.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok.

Description

The sec_key_mgmt_release_cursor()routine releases any storage allocated for the
indicated cursor value bysec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor(). The storage for the
cursor value returned bysec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor()is dynamically allocated.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_initialize_cursor(3sec).
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sec_key_mgmt_set_key

Purpose Inserts a key value into the local storage

Synopsis
#include <dce/keymgmt.h>

void sec_key_mgmt_set_key(
sec_key_mgmt_authn_serviceauthn_service,
void *arg,
idl_char * principal_name,
unsigned32key_vno,
void *keydata,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using this key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).

arg This parameter can specify either the local key file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default key file (/krb/v5srvtab )
should be used. A key filename specifies that file should be used as
the key file. The filename must begin withFILE: . If the filename
does not begin withFILE: , the code will add it.
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Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

principal_name
A pointer to a character string indicating the name of the principal
associated with the key to be set.

key_vno The version number of the key to be set.

keydata A pointer to the key value to be set.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_key_mgmt_set_key()routine performs all local activities necessary to update
a principal’s key to the specified value. This routine will not update the authentication
protocol’s value for the principal’s key.

In some circumstances, a server may only wish to change its key in the local key
storage, and not in the DCE registry. For example, a database system may have
several replicas of a master database, managed by servers running on independent
machines. Since these servers together represent only one service, they should all
share the same key. This way, a user with a ticket to use the database can choose
whichever server is least busy. To change the database key, the master server would
signal all the replica (slave) servers to change the current key in their local key storage.
They would use thesec_key_mgmt_set_key()routine, which does not communicate
with the DCE registry. Once all the slaves have complied, the master server can then
change the registry key and its own local storage.

Files

/usr/include/dce/keymgmt.idl
The idl file from which dce/keymgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The old key is not present and therefore cannot be used to set a client
side authentication context.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unsupported
The key type is not supported.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_version_ex
A key with this version number already exists.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_key_mgmt_change_key(3sec),
sec_key_mgmt_gen_rand_key(3sec).
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sec_login_become_delegate

Purpose Causes an intermediate server to become a delegate in traced delegation chain

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

sec_login_handle_t sec_login_become_delegate(
rpc_authz_cred_handle_tcallers_identity,
sec_login_handle_tmy_login_context,
sec_id_delegation_type_tdelegation_type_permitted,
sec_id_restriction_set_t *delegate_restrictions,
sec_id_restriction_set_t *target_restrictions,
sec_id_opt_req_t *optional_restrictions,
sec_id_opt_req_t *required_restrictions,
sec_id_compatibility_mode_tcompatibility_mode,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

callers_identity
A handle of typerpc_authz_cred_handle_tto the authenticated identity
of the previous delegate in the delegation chain. The handle is supplied
by the rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller() call.

my_login_context
A value of sec_login_handle_tthat provides an opaque handle to the
identity of the client that is becoming the intermediate delegate. The
sec_login_handle_tthat specifies the client’s identity is supplied as
output of the following calls:

• sec_login_get_current_context(), if the client inherited the identity
of the current context
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• The sec_login_setup_identity() and the
sec_login_validate_identity() pair that together establish an
authenticated identity if a new identity was established

Note that this identity specified bysec_login_handle_tmust be a simple
login context; it cannot be a compound identity created by a previous
sec_login_become_delegate()call.

delegation_type_permitted
A value of sec_id_delegation_type_tthat specifies the type of
delegation to be enabled. The types available are as follows:

sec_id_deleg_type_none
No delegation.

sec_id_deleg_type_traced
Traced delegation.

sec_id_deleg_type_impersonation
Simple (impersonation) delegation.

Note that the initiating client sets the type of delegation. If it is set
as traced, all delegates must also specify traced delegation; they cannot
specify simple delegation. The same is true if the initiating client sets
the delegation type as simple; all subsequent delegates must also specify
simple delegation. The intermediate delegates can, however, specify no
delegation to indicate that the delegation chain can proceed no further.

delegate_restrictions
A pointer to asec_id_restriction_set_tthat supplies a list of servers
that can act as delegates for the intermediate client identified by
my_login_context. These servers are added to delegates permitted by
the delegate_restrictionsparameter of thesec_login_become_initiator
call.

target_restrictions
A pointer to asec_id_restriction_set_tthat supplies a list of servers
that can act as targets for the intermediate client identified by
my_login_context. These servers are added to targets specified by the
target_restrictionsparameter of thesec_login_become_initiatorcall.
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optional_restrictions
A pointer to a sec_id_opt_req_t that supplies a list of application-
defined optional restrictions that apply to the intermediate client
identified by my_login_context. These restrictions are added to the
restrictions identified by theoptional_restrictionsparameter of the
sec_login_become_initiatorcall.

required_restrictions
A pointer to a sec_id_opt_req_t that supplies a list of application-
defined required restrictions that apply to the intermediate client
identified by my_login_context. These restrictions are added to
the restrictions identifiedrequired_restrictions parameter of the
sec_login_become_initiatorcall.

compatibility_mode
A value of sec_id_compatibility_mode_t that specifies the
compatibility mode to be used when the intermediate client operates on
pre-1.1 servers. The modes available are as follows:

sec_id_compat_mode_none
Compatibility mode is off.

sec_id_compat_mode_initiator
Compatibility mode is on. The pre-1.1 PAC data is
extracted from the EPAC of the initiating client.

sec_id_compat_mode_caller
Compatibility mode is on. The pre-1.1 PAC data
extracted from the EPAC of the last client in the
delegation chain.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_become_delegate()is used by intermediate servers to become a
delegate for the client identified bycallers_identity. The routine returns a new
login context (of typesec_login_handle_t) that carries delegation information. This
information includes the delegation type, delegate and target restrictions, and any
application-defined optional and required restrictions.
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The new login context created by this call can then used to to set up authenticated
rpc with an intermediate or target server using therpc_binding_set_auth_info()call.

Any delegate, target, required, or optional restrictions specified in this call are added
to the restrictions specified by the initiating client and any intermediate clients.

The sec_login_become_delegate()call is run only if the initiating client enabled
traced delegation by setting thedelegation_type_permittedparameter in the
sec_login_become_initiatorcall to sec_id_deleg_type_traced.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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err_sec_login_invalid_delegate_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_target_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_opt_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_req_restriction

sec_login_s_invalid_context

sec_login_s_compound_delegate

sec_login_s_invalid_deleg_type

sec_login_s_invalid_compat_mode

sec_login_s_deleg_not_enabled

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(3rpc), sec_intro(3sec),
sec_login_become_impersonator(3sec), sec_login_become_initiator(3sec),
sec_login_get_current_context(3sec), sec_login_setup_identity(3sec),
sec_login_validate_identity().
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sec_login_become_impersonator

Purpose Used by a server to create a login context and assoicated handle that impersonates the
identity of a caller

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

sec_login_handle_t sec_login_become_impersonator(
rpc_authz_cred_handle_tcallers_identity,
sec_login_handle_tmy_login_context,
sec_id_delegation_type_tdelegation_type_permitted,
sec_id_restriction_set_t *delegate_restrictions,
sec_id_restriction_set_t *target_restrictions,
sec_id_opt_req_t *optional_restrictions,
sec_id_opt_req_t *required_restrictions,
error_status_t *status);

Description

The sec_login_become_impersonator()is used by intermediate servers to become
an impersonator for the client identified bycallers_identity. The routine returns a
new login context (of typesec_login_handle_t) that carries delegation information.
This information includes the delegation type, delegate, and target restrictions, and
any application-defined optional and required restrictions.

The new login context created by this call can then used to to set up authenticated
rpc with an intermediate or target server using therpc_binding_set_auth_info()call.

The effective optional and required restrictions are the union of the optional and
required restrictions specified in this call and specified by the initiating client and any
intermediate clients. The effective target and delegate restrictions are the intersection
of the target and delegate restrictions specified in this call and specified by the initiating
client and any intermediate clients.
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The sec_login_become_impersonatorcall is run only if the initiating client
enabled simple delegation by setting thedelegation_type_permittedparameter in the
sec_login_become_initiatorcall to sec_id_deleg_type_simple.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

err_sec_login_invalid_delegate_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_target_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_opt_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_req_restriction

sec_login_s_invalid_deleg_type

sec_login_s_invalid_compat_mode

sec_login_s_deleg_not_enabled

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: rpc_binding_inq_auth_caller(3rpc), sec_intro(3sec),
sec_login_become_initiator(3sec).
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sec_login_become_initiator

Purpose Constructs a new login context that enables delegation for the calling client

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

sec_login_handle_t sec_login_become_initiator(
sec_login_handle_tmy_login_context,
sec_id_delegation_type_tdelegation_type_permitted,
sec_id_restriction_set_t *delegate_restrictions,
sec_id_restriction_set_t *target_restrictions,
sec_id_opt_req_t *optional_restrictions,
sec_id_opt_req_t *required_restrictions,
sec_id_compatibility_mode_tcompatibility_mode,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

my_login_context
A value of sec_login_handle_t that provides an opaque handle
to the identity of the client that is enabling delegation. The
sec_login_handle_tthat specifies the client’s identity is supplied as
output of the following calls:

• sec_login_get_current_context()if the client inherited the identity
of the current context

• The sec_login_setup_identity() and the
sec_login_validate_identity() pair that together establish an
authentiated identity if a new identity was established

delegation_type_permitted
A value of sec_id_delegation_type_tthat specifies the type of
delegation to be enabled. The types available are as follows:
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sec_id_deleg_type_none
No delegation.

sec_id_deleg_type_traced
Traced delegation.

sec_id_deleg_type_impersonation
Simple (impersonation) delegation.

Note each subsequent intermediate delegate of the delegation chain
started by the initiating client must set the delegation type to traced
if the initiating client set it to traced or to simple if the initiating client
set it to simple. Intermediate delegates, however, can set the delegation
type to no delegation to indicate that the delegation chain can proceed
no further.

delegate_restrictions
A pointer to asec_id_restriction_set_tthat supplies a list of servers
that can act as delegates for the client initiating delegation.

target_restrictions
A pointer to asec_id_restriction_set_tthat supplies a list of servers
that can act as targets for the client initiating delegation.

optional_restrictions
A pointer to a sec_id_opt_req_t that supplies a list of application-
defined optional restrictions that apply to the client initiating delegation.

required_restrictions
A pointer to a sec_id_opt_req_t that supplies a list of application-
defined required restrictions that apply to the client initiating delegation.

compatibility_mode
A value of sec_id_compatibility_mode_t that specifies the
compatibility mode to be used when the initiating client interacts with
pre-1.1 servers. The modes available are as follows:

sec_id_compat_mode_none
Compatibility mode is off.

sec_id_compat_mode_initiator
Compatibility mode is on. The pre-1.1 PAC data is
extracted from the EPAC of the initiating client.
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sec_id_compat_mode_caller
Compatibility mode is on. The pre-1.1 PAC data
extracted from the EPAC of the last client in the
delegation chain.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_become_initiator() enables delegation for the calling client by
constructing a new login context (in asec_login_handle_t) that carries delegation
information. This information includes the delegation type, delegate, and target
restrictions, and any application-defined optional and required restrictions.

The new login context is then used to to set up authenticated rpc with an intermediate
server using therpc_binding_set_auth_info() call. The intermediary can continue
the delegation chain by callingsec_login_become_delegate(if the delegation type
is sec_id_deleg_type_traced) or sec_login_become_impersonator(if the delegation
type issec_id_deleg_type_impersonation).

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

err_sec_login_invalid_delegate_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_target_restriction

err_sec_login_invalid_opt_restriction
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err_sec_login_invalid_req_restriction

error_status_ok

sec_login_s_invalid_compat_mode

sec_login_s_invalid_context

sec_login_s_invalid_deleg_type

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_become_delegate(3sec),
sec_login_become_impersonator(3sec), sec_login_get_current_context(3sec),
sec_login_setup_identity(3sec), sec_login_validate_identity().
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sec_login_certify_identity

Purpose Certifies the network authentication service

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_certify_identity(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_certify_identity() routine certifies that the security server used to set
up and validate a login context is legitimate. A legitimate server is one that knows
the host machine’s secret key. On some systems, this may be a privileged operation.

Information may be retrieved viasec_login_get_pwent(), sec_login_get_groups(),
and sec_login_get_expiration() from an uncertified login context, but such
information cannot be trusted. All system login programs that use thesec_login
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interface must callsec_login_certify_identity() to certify the security server. If
they do not, they open the local file system to attacks by imposter Security servers
returning suspect local process credentials (UUID and group IDs). This operation
updates the local registry with the login context credentials if the certification check
succeeds.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Return Values

The routine returns aboolean32value that is TRUE if the certification was successful,
and FALSE otherwise.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_config
The DCE configuration (dce_config) information is not available.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The input context is invalid.

sec_login_s_default_use
It is an error to try to certify the default context.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

Applications wishing to perform a straightforward login can use thesec_loginpackage
as follows:
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if (sec_login_setup_identity(user_name, sec_login_no_flags, &login_context,

&st)) {

... get password from user...

if (sec_login_validate_identity(login_context, password,

&reset_passwd, &auth_src, &st)) {

if (!sec_login_certify_identity(login_context, &st))

exit(error_weird_auth_svc);

sec_login_set_context(login_context, &st);

if (auth_src != sec_login_auth_src_network)

printf("no network credentials");

if (reset_passwd) {

... get new password from user, reset registry record ...

};

sec_login_get_pwent(login_context, &pw_entry, &st);

if (pw_entry.pw_expire < todays_date) {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

exit(0)

}

... any other application specific login valid actions ...

}

} else {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

... application specific login failure actions ...

}

}
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_get_expiration(3sec),
sec_login_get_groups(3sec), sec_login_get_pwent(3sec).
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sec_login_cred_get_delegate

Purpose Returns a handle to the privilege attributes of an intermediary in a delegation chain.
Used by clients.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

sec_cred_pa_handle_t sec_login_cred_get_delegate(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
sec_cred_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
A value of sec_login_handle_t that provides an opaque handle
to a login context for which delegation has been enabled. The
sec_login_handle_tthat specifies the identity is supplied as output of
the sec_login_become_delegate()call.

Input/Output

cursor As input, a pointer to a cursor of typesec_cred_cursor_tthat has been
initialized by the sec_login_cred_init_cursor()call. As an output
parameter,cursor is a pointer to a cursor of typesec_cred_cursor_t
that is positioned past the principal whose privilege attributes have been
returned in this call.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_login_cred_get_delegate() routine returns a handle of type
sec_login_handle_t to the the privilege attributes of an intermediary in a
delegation chain that performed an authenticated RPC operation.

This call is used by clients. Servers use thesec_cred_get_delegate()routine to return
the privilege attribute handle of an intermediary in a delegation chain.

The login context identified bylogin_contextcontains all members in the delegation
chain. This call returns a handle (sec_cred_pa_handle_t) to the privilege attributes
of one of the delegates in the login context. Thesec_cred_pa_handle_treturned by
this call is used in othersec_cred_get_* calls to obtain privilege attribute information
for a single delegate.

To obtain the privilege attributes of each delegate in the credential handle identified
by callers_identity, execute this call until the messagesec_cred_s_no_more_entries
is returned.

Before you execute sec_login_cred_get_delegate(), you must execute a
sec_login_cred_init_cursor()call to initialize a cursor of typesec_cred_cursor_t.

Use the sec_cred_free_pa_handle() sec_cred_free_cursor()calls to free the
resources allocated to thesec_cred_pa_handle_tandcursor.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_cred_s_invalid_cursor

sec_cred_s_no_more_entries
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error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_cred_get_deleg_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_delegation_type(3sec), sec_cred_get_extended_attrs(3sec),
sec_cred_get_opt_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_pa_date(3sec),
sec_cred_get_req_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_v1_pac(3sec), sec_login_cred_init_cursor(3sec).
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sec_login_cred_get_initiator

Purpose Returns information about the delegation initiator in a specified login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

sec_cred_pa_handle_t sec_login_cred_get_initiator(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
A value of sec_login_handle_tthat provides an opaque handle to a
login context for which delegation has been enabled.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_cred_get_initiator() routine returns a handle of type
sec_cred_pa_handle_tto the privilege attributes of the delegation initiator.

The login context identified bylogin_contextcontains all members in the delegation
chain. This call returns a handle (sec_cred_pa_handle_t) to the privilege attributes
of the initiator. Thesec_cred_pa_handle_treturned by this call is used in other
sec_cred_get_* calls to obtain privilege attribute information for the initiator single
delegate.
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Use the sec_cred_free_pa_handle()call to free the resources allocated to the
sec_cred_pa_handle_thandle.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_invalid_context

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_cred_get_deleg_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_delegation_type(3sec), sec_cred_get_extended_attrs(3sec),
sec_cred_get_opt_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_pa_date(3sec),
sec_cred_get_req_restrictions(3sec), sec_cred_get_tgt_restrictions(3sec),
sec_cred_get_v1_pac(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_login_cred_init_cursor

Purpose Initializes asec_cred_cursor_t

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_cred.h>

void sec_login_cred_init_cursor (
sec_cred_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor As input, a pointer to asec_cred_cursor_tto be initialized. As output,
a pointer to an initializedsec_cred_cursor_t.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_cred_init_cursor()routine allocates and initializes a cursor of type
sec_cursor_tfor use with thesec_login_cred_get_delegate()call.

Use thesec_cred_free_cursor()call to free the resources allocated tocursor.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_cred_s_invalid_cursor

sec_login_s_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_cred_get_delegate(3sec).
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sec_login_disable_delegation

Purpose Disables delegation for a specified login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

sec_logon_handle_t *sec_login_disable_delegation(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context for which delegation has been
enabled.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_disable_delegation()routine disables delegation for a specified login
context. It returns a new login context of typesec_login_handle_twithout any
delegation information, thus preventing any further delegation.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_invalid_context

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_become_delegate(3sec),
sec_login_become_impersonator(3sec), sec_login_become_initiator(3sec).
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sec_login_export_context

Purpose Creates an exportable login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_export_context(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
unsigned32buf_len,
idl_byte buf[ ] ,
unsigned32 *len_used,
unsigned32 *len_needed,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

buf_len An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length (in bytes) of
the buffer that is to contain the login context.

Output

buf[ ] An idl_byte array that contains the exportable login context upon return.

len_used A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer indicating the number of bytes
needed for the entire login context, up tobuf_len.
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len_needed If the allocated length of the buffer is too short, an error is issued
(sec_login_s_no_memory), and on return this pointer indicates the
number of bytes necessary to contain the login context.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_export_context()routine obtains an exportable version of the login
context information. This information may be passed to another process running on
the same machine.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_memory
Not enough space was allocated for thebuf[ ] array. Thelen_needed
parameter will point to the needed length.

sec_login_s_handle_invalid
The login context handle is invalid.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context specified by the input handle is invalid.

Related Information

Functions: sec_login_import_context(3sec), sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_login_free_net_info

Purpose Frees storage allocated for a principal’s network information

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_free_net_info(
sec_login_net_info_t *net_info);

Parameters
Input/Output

net_info A pointer to thesec_login_net_info_tstructure to be freed.

Description

The sec_login_free_net_info()routine frees any memory allocated for a principal’s
network information. Network information is returned by a previous successful call
to sec_login_inquire_net_info().

Cautions

This routine does not return any completion codes. Make sure that you supply a valid
sec_login_net_info_taddress. The routine simply frees a range of storage beginning
at the supplied address, without regard to the actual contents of the storage.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_inquire_net_info(3sec).
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sec_login_get_current_context

Purpose Returns a handle to the current login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_get_current_context(
sec_login_handle_t *login_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

login_context
A pointer to an opaque handle to login context data. The login context
contains, among other data, the account principal name and UUID,
account restrictions, records of group membership, and the process
home directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec)for more details about the login
context.)

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_get_current_context()routine retrieves a handle to the login context
for the currently established network identity. The context returned is created from
locally cached data so subsequent data extraction operations may return some NULL
values.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
There was no current context to retrieve. (See
sec_login_setup_identity(3sec) for information about how to
set up, validate, and implement a login context.)

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_get_current_context()routine
as part of a process to change the groupset:

sec_login_get_current_context(&login_context, &st);

sec_login_get_groups(login_context, &num_groups, &groups, &st);

...the group IDs have to be converted from the returned UNIX

numbers into UUIDs (use sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec)...

for (i=0; i < num_groups; i++) {

... query whether the user wants to discard any of the current
group memberships. Copy new groupset to the new_groups array ...

}

if ( !sec_login_newgroups(sec_login_no_flags, num_new_groups,

new_groups, &login_context, &st)) {
if (st == sec_login_s_groupset_invalid)

printf("New groupset invalid);
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... application specific error handling ...

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_setup_identity(3sec).
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sec_login_get_expiration

Purpose Returns the TGT lifetime for an authenticated identity

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_get_expiration(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
signed32 *identity_expiration,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

Output

identity_expiration
The lifetime of the ticket-granting ticket (TGT) belonging to the
authenticated identity identified bylogin_context. It can be used in
the same ways as a UNIXtime_t.

status A pointer to the completion status.

Description

Thesec_login_get_expiration()routine extracts the lifetime for the TGT belonging to
the authenticated identity contained in the login context. The lifetime value is filled
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in if available; otherwise, it is set to 0 (zero). This routine allows an application to
tell an interactive user how long the user’s network login (and authenticated identity)
will last before having to be refreshed.

The routine works only on previously certified contexts.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is invalid.

sec_login_s_default_use
There was illegal use of the default login handle.

sec_login_s_not_certified
The login context has not been certified.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The calling process has no context of its own.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

Since the authenticated network identity for a process has a finite lifetime, there is
a risk it will expire during some long network operation, preventing the operation
from completing. To avoid this situation, an application might, before initiating
a long operation, use thesec_login package to check the expiration time of its
identity and refresh it if there is not enough time remaining to complete the
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operation. After refreshing the identity, the process must validate it again with
sec_login_validate_identity().

sec_login_get_expiration(login_context, &expire_time, &st);

if (expire_time < (current_time + operation_duration)) {

if (!sec_login_refresh_identity(login_context, &st)) {

if (st == sec_login_s_refresh_ident_bad) {

... identity has changed ...

} else {
... login context cannot be renewed ...

exit(error_context_not_renewable);

}

if (sec_login_validate_identity(login_context, password,
&reset_passwd, &auth_src, &st)) {

... identity validated ...

} else {

... validation failed ...

exit(error_validation_failure);

}
}

}

operation();

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_get_current_context(3sec).
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sec_login_get_groups

Purpose Returns the group set from a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_get_groups(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
unsigned32 *num_groups,
signed32 **group_set,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

Output

num_groups An unsigned 32-bit integer indicating the total number of groups
returned in thegroup_setarray.

group_set The list of groups to which the user belongs.

status A pointer to the completion status.
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Description

Thesec_login_get_groups()routine returns the groups contained in the supplied login
context. Part of a network identity is a list of the various groups to which the principal
belongs. The groups are used to determine a user’s access to various objects and
services. This routine extracts from the login context a list of the groups for which
the user has established network privileges.

The routine works only on previously validated contexts.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is not valid.

sec_login_s_info_not_avail
The login context has no UNIX information.

sec_login_s_default_use
Illegal use of the default login handle occurred.

sec_login_s_not_certified
The login context has not been certified.

sec_login_s_not_certified
The login context is not certified.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified login context data.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_get_groups()routine as part
of a process to change the groupset:

sec_login_get_current_context(&login_context, &st);

sec_login_get_groups(login_context, &num_groups, &groups, &st);

...the group IDs have to be converted from the returned UNIX
numbers into UUIDs (use sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec)...

for (i=0; i < num_groups; i++) {

... query whether the user wants to discard any of the current

group memberships. Copy new groupset to the new_groups array ...
}

if ( !sec_login_newgroups(sec_login_no_flags, num_new_groups,

new_groups, &login_context, &st)) {

if (st == sec_login_s_groupset_invalid)

printf("New groupset invalid);

... application specific error handling ...

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist(3sec).
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sec_login_get_pwent

Purpose Returns apasswd-style entry for a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_get_pwent(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
sec_login_passwd_t *pwent,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and Universal Unique
Identifier (UUID), account restrictions, records of group membership,
and the process home directory. (See thesec_intro(3sec)reference
page for more details about the login context.)

Output

pwent A pointer to a pointer to the returnedpasswd-style structure. The
particular structure depends on the underlying system. For example,
on a system with apasswdstructure like that supported by 4.4BSD and
OSF/1, the structure (found in/usr/include/pwd.h) is as follows:

struct passwd {

char *pw_name; /* user name */

char *pw_passwd; /* encrypted password */
int pw_uid; /* user uid */

int pw_gid; /* user gid */

time_t pw_change; /* password change time */
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char *pw_class; /* user access class */

char *pw_gecos; /* miscellaneous account info */

char *pw_dir; /* home directory */

char *pw_shell; /* default shell */

time_t pw_expire; /* account expiration */

};

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returns one of the following status codes:

error_status_ok
Indicates that the login context has been validated and
certified.

sec_login_s_not_certified
Indicates that the login context has been validated, but
not certified. Although this code indicates successful
completion, it warns you that the context is not validated.

If the call does not complete successfully, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_get_pwent()routine creates apasswd-style structure for the current
network login context. This is generally useful for establishing the local operating
system context. Applications that require all of the data normally extracted via
getpwnam() should extract that data from the login context with this call.

This routine works only on explicitly created (not inherited or imported) contexts.

Caution: The returnedsec_login_passwd_tstructure points to data stored in the
structure indicated by thelogin_contextpointer, and must be treated as
read-only data. Writing to these data objects may cause unexpected
failures.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is invalid.

sec_login_s_not_certified
The login context has not been certified.

sec_login_s_default_use
Illegal use of the default login handle occurred.

sec_login_s_info_not_avail
The login context has no UNIX information.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified login context data.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_get_pwent()routine:

#include <pwd.h>

...

struct passwd *pwd;

...

sec_login_get_pwent(login_context,(sec_login_passwd_t*)&pwd,&status);

...

printf ("%s",pwd->pw_name);
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_login_import_context

Purpose Imports a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_import_context(
unsigned32buf_len,
idl_byte buf[ ] ,
sec_login_handle_t *login_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

buf_len The allocated length (in bytes) of the buffer containing the login context.

buf[ ] An idl_byte array containing the importable login context.

Output

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_login_import_context() routine imports a context obtained via a call to
sec_login_export_context()performed on the same machine. To import a login
context, users must have the appropriate privileges. Non-privileged users can import
only their own login context; privileged users can import the login contexts created
by any users.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is not valid.

sec_login_s_default_use
Illegal use of the default login handle occurred.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_export_context(3sec).
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sec_login_init_first

Purpose Initializes the default context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_init_first(
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_init_first() routine initializes the default context inheritance
mechanism. If the default inheritance mechanism is already initialized, the operation
fails. Typically, this routine is called by the initial process at machine boot time
to initialize the default context inheritance mechanism for the host machine process
hierarchy.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_default_use
The default context is already initialized.

sec_login_s_privileged
An unprivileged process was called in.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_setup_first(3sec),
sec_login_validate_first(3sec).
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sec_login_inquire_net_info

Purpose Returns a principal’s network information

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_inquire_net_info(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
sec_login_net_info_t *net_info,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to the login context for the desired principal. (See
sec_intro(3sec)for more details about the login context.)

Output

net_info A pointer to the returnedsec_login_net_info_t data structure
that contains the principal’s network information. The
sec_login_net_info_tstructure is defined as follows:

typedef struct {
sec_id_pac_t pac;
unsigned32 acct_expiration_date;
unsigned32 passwd_expiration_date;
unsigned32 identity_expiration_date;

} sec_login_net_info_t;
};

status A pointer to the completion status.
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Description

The sec_login_inquire_net_info() routine returns network information for the
principal identified by the specified login context. The network information consists
of the following:

• The privilege attribute certificate (PAC) that describes the identity and group
memberships of the principal.

• The expiration date for the principal’s account in the DCE registry.

• The expiration date for the principal’s password in the DCE registry.

• The lifetime for the principal’s authenticated network identity. This is the lifetime
of the principal’s TGT (see thesec_login_get_expiration()routine).

A value of 0 (zero) for an expiration date means there is no expiration date. In other
words, the principal’s account, password, or authenticated identity is good indefinitely.

To remove the returnednet_info structure when it is no longer needed, use
sec_login_free_net_info().

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_not_certified
The login context is not certified.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context is not valid.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The default context was specified, but none exists.
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sec_login_s_auth_local
Operation not valid on local context. The call’s identity was not
authenticated.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_free_net_info(3sec),
sec_login_get_expiration(3sec).
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sec_login_newgroups

Purpose Changes the group list for a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_newgroups(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
sec_login_flags_tflags,
unsigned32num_local_groups,
sec_id_tlocal_groups[ ],
sec_login_handle_t *restricted_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

flags A set of flags of typesec_login_flags_t. These contain information
about how the new network credentials will be used. Currently, the
only flag used issec_login_credentials_private, that, when set, implies
that the new context is only to be used by the calling process. If this
flag is not set (flags = sec_login_no_flags), descendants of the calling
process may also use the new network credentials.

num_local_groups
An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of local group
identities to include in the new context.
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local_groups[ ]
An array ofsec_id_telements. Each element contains the UUID of a
local group identity to include in the new context. These identities are
local to the cell. Optionally, each element may also contain a pointer
to a character string containing the name of the local group.

Output

restricted_context
An opaque handle to the login context containing the changed group
list.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_newgroups()routine changes the group list for the specified login
context. Part of a network identity is a list of the various groups to which a
principal belongs. The groups are used to determine a user’s access to various
objects and services. This routine returns a new login context that contains the
changed group list. To remove the new login context when it is no longer needed,
usesec_login_purge_context().

This operation does not need to be validated as the user identity does not change.
Consequently, knowledge of the password is not needed.

Notes

Currently you can have only groups from the local cell.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Return Values

This routine returns TRUE when the new login context is successfully established.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_auth_local
Operation not valid on local context.

sec_login_s_default_use
It is an error to try to certify the default context.

sec_login_s_groupset_invalid
The input list of group names is invalid. There may be groups to which
the caller does not belong, or the list may contain groups that do not
exist.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_newgroups()routine as part
of a process to change the groupset:

sec_login_get_current_context(&login_context, &st);

sec_login_get_groups(login_context, &num_groups, &groups, &st);

...the group IDs have to be converted from the returned UNIX

numbers into UUIDs (use sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec)...

for (i=0; i < num_groups; i++) {

... query whether the user wants to discard any of the current

group memberships. Copy new groupset to the new_groups array ...

}

if ( !sec_login_newgroups(sec_login_no_flags, num_new_groups,

new_groups, &login_context, &st)) {

if (st == sec_login_s_groupset_invalid)

printf("New groupset invalid);
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... application specific error handling ...

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_get_groups(3sec),
sec_login_purge_context(3sec).
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sec_login_purge_context

Purpose Destroys a login context and frees its storage

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_purge_context(
sec_login_handle_t *login_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
A pointer to an opaque handle to login context data. The login context
contains, among other data, the account principal name and UUID,
account restrictions, records of group membership, and the process
home directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec)for more details about the login
context.) Note that a pointer to the handle is submitted, so the handle
may be reset to NULL upon successful completion.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_purge_context()routine frees any storage allocated for the specified
login context and destroys the associated network credentials, if any exist.
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Cautions

Applications must be cautious when purging the current context as this destroys
network credentials for all processes that share the credentials.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_default_use
Illegal use of the default login handle occurred.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is not valid.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_purge_context()routine as
part of a straightforward login process:

if (sec_login_setup_identity(user_name, sec_login_no_flags,

&login_context, &st)) {

... get password from user...

if (sec_login_validate_identity(login_context, password,
&reset_passwd, &auth_src, &st)) {

if (!sec_login_certify_identity(login_context, &st))

exit(error_wierd_auth_svc);
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sec_login_set_context(login_context, &st);

if (auth_src != sec_login_auth_src_network)

printf("no network credentials");

if (reset_passwd) {

... get new password from user, reset registry record ...

};

sec_login_get_pwent(login_context, &pw_entry, &st);

if (pw_entry.pw_expire < todays_date) {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

exit(0)

}

... any other application specific login valid actions ...

}

} else {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

... application specific login failure actions ...

}

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_set_context(3sec),
sec_login_setup_identity(3sec), sec_login_validate_identity(3sec).
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sec_login_refresh_identity

Purpose Refreshes an authenticated identity for a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_refresh_identity(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_refresh_identity()routine refreshes a previously established identity.
It operates on an existing valid context, and cannot be used to change credentials
associated with that identity. The refreshed identity reflects changes that affect ticket
lifetimes, but not other changes. For example, the identity will reflect a change to
maximum ticket lifetime, but not the addition of the identity as a member to a group.
Only a DCE login reflects all administrative changes made since the last login.
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The refreshed identity must be validated withsec_login_validate_identity()before it
can be used.

It is an error to refresh a locally authenticated context.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is not valid.

sec_login_s_default_use
Illegal use of the default login handle occurred.

sec_login_s_no_memory
Not enough memory is available to complete the operation.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

Since the authenticated network identity for a process has a finite lifetime, there is a
risk it will expire during some long network operation, preventing the operation from
completing.

For a server application that must run with an authenticated network identity because
they themselves sometimes act as clients of another server, thesec_logincalls can be
used to check the network identity expiration date, runsec_login_refresh_identityand
sec_login_validate_identitybefore the expiration. This will prevent interruptions
in the server’s operation due to the restrictions in network access applied to an
unauthenticated identity.
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sec_login_get_expiration(login_context, &expire_time, &st);

if (expire_time < (current_time + operation_duration)) {

if (!sec_login_refresh_identity(login_context, &st)) {

... login context cannot be renewed ...

... sleep and try again ....

}

} else {

if (sec_login_validate_identity(login_context, password,

&reset_passwd, &auth_src, &st)) {

... identity validated ...

} else {

... validation failed ...
exit(error_validation_failure);

}

}

}

operation();

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_validate_identity(3sec).
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sec_login_release_context

Purpose Frees storage allocated for a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_release_context(
sec_login_handle_t *login_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

login_context
A pointer to an opaque handle to login context data. The login context
contains, among other data, the account principal name and UUID,
account restrictions, records of group membership, and the process
home directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec)for more details about the login
context.)

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_release_context()routine frees any memory allocated for a login
context. Unlike sec_login_purge_context(), it does not destroy the associated
network credentials that still reside in the credential cache.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_default_use
Illegal use of the default login handle occurred.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is invalid.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_purge_context(3sec).
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sec_login_set_context

Purpose Creates network credentials for a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_set_context(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_set_context()routine sets the network credentials to those specified
by the login context. This context must have been previously validated. Contexts
acquired throughsec_login_get_current_context()or sec_login_newgroups()do not
need to be validated since those routines return previously validated contexts.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_context_invalid
The login context itself is invalid.

sec_login_s_default_use
Illegal use of the default login handle occurred.

sec_login_s_auth_local
Operation not valid on local context.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_set_context()routine as part
of a straightforward login process:

if (sec_login_setup_identity(user_name, sec_login_no_flags,

&login_context, &st)) {

... get password from user...

if (sec_login_validate_identity(login_context, password,

&reset_passwd, &auth_src, &st)) {

if (!sec_login_certify_identity(login_context, &st))

exit(error_weird_auth_svc);

sec_login_set_context(login_context, &st);

if (auth_src != sec_login_auth_src_network)
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printf("no network credentials");

if (reset_passwd) {

... get new password from user, reset registry record ...

};

sec_login_get_pwent(login_context, &pw_entry, &st);

if (pw_entry.pw_expire < todays_date) {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

exit(0)
}

... any other application specific login valid actions ...

}

} else {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

... application specific login failure actions ...

}

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_setup_identity(3sec),
sec_login_validate_identity(3sec).
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sec_login_set_extended_attrs

Purpose Constructs a new login context that contains extended registry attributes

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

sec_login_handle_t sec_login_set_extended_attrs(
sec_login_handle_tmy_login_context,
unsigned32num_attributes,
sec_attr_t attributes[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

my_login_context
A value of sec_login_handle_tthat provides an opaque handle to the
identity of the calling client.

num_attributes
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in the
attributes[ ] array. The number must be greater than 0.

attributes[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t that specifies the list of attributes
to be set in the new login context.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_login_set_extended_attrs()constructs a login context that contains
extended registry attributes that have been established for the object identified
by my_login_context. The attributes themselves must have been established and
attached to the object using the extended registry attribute API.

The input attributes[ ] array of sec_attr_t values should specify theattr_id field
for each requested attribute. Since the lookup is by attribute type ID only, set the
attribute.attr_value.attr_encodingfield to sec_attr_enc_voidfor each attribute. Note
that sec_attr_t is an extended registry attribute data type. For more information on
extended registry attributes, see the description of thesec_attr calls in this document
and theOSF DCE Application Development Guide—Core Components.

You cannot use this call to add extended registry attributes to a delegation chain. If
you pass in a login context that refers to a delegation chain, an invalid context error
will be returned.

The routine returns a new login context of typesec_login_handle_tthat includes the
attributes specified in theattributes[ ] array.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_login_s_invalid_context

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_become_impersonator(3sec),
sec_login_set_context(3sec), sec_login_setup_identity(3sec),
sec_login_validate_identity(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_* (3sec)calls.
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sec_login_setup_first

Purpose Sets up the default network context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_setup_first(
sec_login_handle_t *init_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

init_context
A pointer to an opaque handle to login context data. The login context
contains, among other data, the account principal name and UUID,
account restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. In this call, the context will be that of the host machine initial
process. (Seesec_intro(3sec)for more details about the login context.)

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_setup_first()routine sets up the default context network identity. If
the default context already contains valid credentials, the routine fails. Typically, this
routine is called from the security validation service of thedced process to breathe
life into the default credentials for the host machine process hierarchy.

This routine uses the host name available via the localdce_config interface as the
principal name for the setup, so it does need a principal name as input.
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Return Values

The routine returns aboolean32value that is TRUE if the setup was successful, and
FALSE otherwise.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_default_use
The default context is already in use and does not need to be set up
again.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The calling process has no context of its own.

sec_login_s_privileged
An unprivileged process was called in.

sec_login_s_config
The DCE configuration (dce_config) information is not available.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The principal does not exist.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The network registry is not available.

sec_login_s_no_memory
A memory allocation error occurred.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_init_first(3sec),
sec_login_validate_first(3sec).
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sec_login_setup_identity

Purpose Sets up the user’s network identity

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_setup_identity(
unsigned_char_p_tprincipal,
sec_login_flags_tflags,
sec_login_handle_t *login_context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

principal A pointer (type unsigned_char_p_t) indicating a character string
containing the principal name on the registry account corresponding
to the calling process.

flags A set of flags of typesec_login_flags_t. These contain information
about how the new network credentials are to be used.

Output

login_context
A pointer to an opaque handle to login context data. The login context
contains, among other data, the account principal name and UUID,
account restrictions, records of group membership, and the process
home directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec)for more details about the login
context.)

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

Thesec_login_setup_identity()routine creates any local context necessary to perform
authenticated network operations. It does not establish any local operating system
context; that is the responsibility of the caller. It is the standard network login
function. The network identity set up by this operation cannot be used until it is
validated viasec_login_validate_identity().

The sec_login_setup_identity() operation and thesec_login_validate_identity()
operation are two halves of a single logical operation. Together they collect the
identity data needed to establish an authenticated identity.

Notes

Neither sec_login_setup_identity() nor sec_login_validate_identity() check for
account or identity expiration. The application program using this interface is
responsible for such checks.

Return Values

The routine returns TRUE if the identity has been successfully established.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The principal does not exist.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The network registry is not available.
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sec_login_s_no_memory
Not enough memory is available to complete the operation.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_setup_identity()routine as
part of a straightforward login process:

if (sec_login_setup_identity(user_name, sec_login_no_flags,

&login_context, &st)) {

... get password from user...

if (sec_login_validate_identity(login_context, password,

&reset_passwd, &auth_src, &st)) {

if (!sec_login_certify_identity(login_context, &st))
exit(error_weird_auth_svc);

sec_login_set_context(login_context, &st);

if (auth_src != sec_login_auth_src_network)
printf("no network credentials");

if (reset_passwd) {

... get new password from user, reset registry record ...

};

sec_login_get_pwent(login_context, &pw_entry, &st);

if (pw_entry.pw_expire < todays_date) {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

exit(0)
}

... any other application specific login valid actions ...

}
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} else {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

... application specific login failure actions ...

}

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_set_context(3sec),
sec_login_validate_identity(3sec).
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sec_login_valid_and_cert_ident

Purpose Validates and certifies a login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_valid_and_cert_ident(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
sec_passwd_rec_t *passwd,
boolean32 *reset_passwd,
sec_login_auth_src_t *auth_src,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

passwd A password record to be checked against the password in the principal’s
registry account. The routine returns TRUE if the two match. The
contents of thepasswdparameter are erased after the call has finished
processing it.

Output

reset_passwd
A pointer to a 32-bitboolean32value. The routine returns TRUE if
the account password has expired and must be reset.
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auth_src A 32-bit set of flags identifying the source of the authentication.
Upon return after successful authentication, the flags inauth_src
indicate what authority was used to validate the login context. If
the authentication was accomplished with the network authority, the
sec_login_auth_src_networkflag is set, and the process login context
has credentials to use the network.

If the authentication was accomplished with local data only (either the
principal’s account is tailored for the local machine with overrides, or
the network authority is unavailable), thesec_login_auth_src_localflag
is set. Login contexts that are authenticated locally may not be used
to establish network credentials because they have none.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_valid_and_cert_ident()routine validates and certifies a login context
established withsec_login_setup_identity(). The caller must supply the user’s
password as input with thepasswdparameter.

This routine combines the operations of thesec_login_validate_identity() and
sec_login_certify_identity()routines. It is intended for use by system login programs
that need to extract trustworthy operating system credentials for use in setting the
local identity for a process. This operation destroys the contents of thepasswdinput
parameter.

If the network security service is unavailable or if the user’s password has been
overridden on the host, a locally authenticated context is created, and theauth_src
parameter is set tosec_login_auth_src_local. Data extracted from a locally
authenticated context may be used to set the local OS identity, but it cannot be used
to establish network credentials.

This routine is a privileged operation.

Return Values

The routine returns TRUE if the login identity has been successfully validated.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_passwd_invalid
The input string does not match the account password.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

sec_login_s_acct_invalid
The account is invalid or has expired.

sec_login_s_privileged
This is a privileged operation and was invoked by an unprivileged
process.

sec_login_s_null_password
The input string is NULL.

sec_login_s_default_use
The input context was the default context, which cannot be validated.

sec_login_s_already_valid
The login context has already been validated.

sec_login_s_unsupp_passwd_type
The password type is not supported.

sec_login_s_no_memory
Not enough memory is available to complete the operation.

sec_login_s_preauth_failed
Preauthentication failure.

sec_pk_e_domain_unsupported
The DCE login domain is not supported by the personal security
mechanism.
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sec_pk_e_device_error
Personal security mechanism device error.

sec_pk_e_usage_unsupported
A private key of the required type was not located in the personal
security mechanism.

sec_pk_e_unauthorized
The password is invalid for personal security mechanism access.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_valid_and_cert_ident()
routine as part of a system login process:

if (sec_login_setup_identity(<user>,

sec_login_no_flags, &login_context, &st)) {
... get password ...

if (sec_login_valid_and_cert_ident(login_context,

password, &st)) {

if (auth_src == sec_login_auth_src_network) {

if (GOOD_STATUS(&st)
sec_login_set_context(login_context);

}

}

if (reset_passwd) {

... reset the user’s password ...

if (passwd_reset_fails) {
sec_login_purge_context(login_context)

... application login failure actions ...

}

... application specific login valid actions ...

}
}
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_certify_identity(3sec),
sec_login_setup_identity(3sec), sec_login_validate_identity(3sec).
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sec_login_valid_from_keytable

Purpose Validates a login context’s identity using input from a specified keytable file

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

void sec_login_valid_from_keytable(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
unsigned32authn_service,
void *arg,
unsigned32try_kvno,
unsigned32 *used_kvno,
boolean32 *reset_passwd,
sec_login_auth_src_t *auth_src,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal’s name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of the account principal’s group memberships, and
the account’s home directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec)for more details
about the login context.)

authn_service
Identifies the authentication protocol using the key. The possible
authentication protocols are as follows:

rpc_c_authn_dce_secret
DCE shared-secret key authentication.

rpc_c_authn_dce_public
DCE public key authentication (reserved for future use).
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arg
This parameter can specify either the local keytab file or an
argument to the get_key_fn key acquisition routine of the
rpc_server_register_auth_inforoutine.

A value of NULL specifies that the default keytab file should be used.
A keytab filename specifies that that file should be used as the keytab
file. You must prepend the file’s absolute filename withFILE: and
the file must have been created with thergy_edit command or the
sec_key_mgmt_set_keyroutine.

Any other value specifies an argument for theget_key_fnkey acquisition
routine. See therpc_server_register_auth_info() reference page for
more information.

try_kvno The version number of the key in the keytab file to try first. Specify
NULL to try the current version of the key.

Output

used_kvno A pointer to a 32-bitboolean32value that specifies the version number
of the the key from the keytab file that was used to successfully validate
the login context, if any.

reset_passwd
A pointer to a 32-bitboolean32value. The routine returns TRUE if
the account password has expired and should be reset.

auth_src How the the login context was authorized. Thesec_login_auth_src_t
data type distinguishes the various ways the login context was
authorized. There are three possible values:

sec_login_auth_src_network
Authentication accomplished through the normal network
authority. A login context authenticated this way will
have all the network credentials it ought to have.

sec_login_auth_src_local
Authentication accomplished via local data.
Authentication occurs locally if a principal’s account is
tailored for the local machine, or if the network authority
is unavailable. Since a login contexts authenticated
locally has no network credentials, it can not be used for
network operations.
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sec_login_auth_src_overridden
Authentication accomplished via the override facility.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_valid_from_keytable ()routine validates the login context established
with sec_login_setup_identity(). The sec_login_valid_from_keytable ()routine
obtains the principal’s password from the specified keytable.

If try_kvno specifies a key version number, that version number key is tried first,
otherwise the current key version number is tried first. The function trys all keys in
the keytable until it finds one that validates the login context. This operation must
be invoked before the network credentials can be used.

Notes

A context is not secure and must not be set or exported until the authentication service
is itself authenticated with thesec_login_certify_identity()call.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_passwd_invalid
The input string does not match the account password.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
There is no data with which to compare the input string.
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sec_login_s_acct_invalid
The account is invalid or has expired.

sec_login_s_default_use
The input context was the default context, which cannot be validated.

sec_login_s_already_valid
The login context has already been validated.

sec_login_s_unsupp_passwd_type
The password type is not supported.

sec_key_mgmt_e_key_unavailable
The requested key is not present.

sec_key_mgmt_e_authn_invalid
The authentication protocol is not valid.

sec_key_mgmt_e_unauthorized
The caller is not authorized to perform the operation.

sec_s_no_memory
Unable to allocate memory.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_valid_from_keytable()routine
as part of a straightforward login process:

if (sec_login_setup_identity(user_name, sec_login_no_flags,
&login_context, &st)) {

... get password from local keytable...

if (sec_login_valid_from_keytable(login_context, authn_service,

arg, try_kvno, &used_kvno, &reset_passwd,

&auth_src, &st)) {

sec_login_set_context(login_context, &st);

if (auth_src != sec_login_auth_src_network)
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printf("no network credentials");

}

... any other application specific login valid actions ...

}

} else {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

... application specific login failure actions ...
}

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_certify_identity(3sec),
sec_login_setup_identity(3sec), sec_login_valid_and_cert_ident(3sec),
sec_login_validate_identity(3sec).
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sec_login_validate_first

Purpose Validates the initial login context

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_validate_first(
sec_login_handle_tinit_context,
boolean32 *reset_passwd,
sec_login_auth_src_t *auth_src,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

init_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. In this call, the context will be that of the host machine
initial process. (Seesec_intro(3sec)for more details about the login
context.)

Output

reset_passwd
A pointer to a 32-bitboolean32value. The routine returns TRUE if
the account password has expired and must be reset.

auth_src A 32-bit set of flags identifying the source of the authentication.
Upon return after successful authentication, the flags inauth_src
indicate what authority was used to validate the login context. If
the authentication was accomplished with the network authority,
the sec_login_auth_src_networkflag is set, and the process login
context has credentials to use the network. If the authentication was
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accomplished with local data only (either the principal’s account is
tailored for the local machine with overrides, or the network authority
is unavailable), thesec_login_auth_src_localflag is set. Login
contexts that are authenticated locally may not be used to establish
network credentials because they have none.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_login_validate_first()routine validates the default login context established
via sec_login_setup_first(). Typically, this operation is called from the security
validation service of thedced process to validate the default credentials for the host
machine process hierarchy. This operation uses the password for the local host, and
therefore does not require a password parameter.

Return Values

The routine returns aboolean32value that is TRUE if the setup was successful, and
FALSE otherwise.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_privileged
An unprivileged process was called in.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The network authentication service was unavailable.
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sec_pk_e_domain_unsupported
The DCE login domain is not supported by the personal security
mechanism.

sec_pk_e_device_error
Personal security mechanism device error.

sec_pk_e_usage_unsupported
A private key of the required type was not located in the personal
security mechanism.

sec_pk_e_unauthorized
The password is invalid for personal security mechanism access.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_init_first(3sec), sec_login_setup_first(3sec).
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sec_login_validate_identity

Purpose Validates a login context’s identity

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_login.h>

boolean32 sec_login_validate_identity(
sec_login_handle_tlogin_context,
sec_passwd_rec_t *passwd,
boolean32 *reset_passwd,
sec_login_auth_src_t *auth_src,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

login_context
An opaque handle to login context data. The login context contains,
among other data, the account principal name and UUID, account
restrictions, records of group membership, and the process home
directory. (Seesec_intro(3sec) for more details about the login
context.)

passwd A password record to be checked against the password in the principal’s
registry account. The routine returns TRUE if the two match. The
contents of thepasswdparameter are erased after the call has finished
processing it.

Output

reset_passwd
A pointer to a 32-bitboolean32value. The routine returns TRUE if
the account password has expired and must be reset.
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auth_src How the the login context was authorized. Thesec_login_auth_src_t
data type distinguishes the various ways the login context was
authorized. There are three possible values:

• sec_login_auth_src_network

• sec_login_auth_src_local

• sec_login_auth_src_overridden

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_login_validate_identity()routine validates the login context established with
sec_login_setup_identity(). This operation must be invoked before the network
credentials can be used. The caller must supply the principal’s password in a
sec_passwd_rec_tas input with thepasswdparameter. The following example sets
up a plaintext password for the thepasswdparameter:

sec_passwd_str_t tmp_passwd;

passwd.version_number = sec_passwd_c_version_none;

passwd.pepper = NULL;
passwd.key.key_type = sec_passwd_plain;

strncpy((char *) tmp_passwd, (char *) my_passwd,

sec_passwd_str_max_len);

tmp_passwd[sec_passwd_str_max_len] = ’ ’;

passwd_rec.key.tagged_union.plain = &(tmp_passwd[0]);

When a network identity is set, only state information for network operations has been
established. The local operating system identity has not been modified. It is the
responsibility of the caller to establish any local operating identity state.

The sec_login_setup_identity() operation and thesec_login_validate_identity()
operation are two halves of a single logical operation. Together they collect the
identity data needed to establish an authenticated identity. The operations are
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independent so the principal’s password need not be sent across the network. The
identity validation performed bysec_login_validate_identity()is a local operation.

Notes

A context is not secure and must not be set or exported until the authentication service
is itself authenticated with thesec_login_certify_identity()call.

System login programs that set local operating system identity using data extracted
from a login context should usesec_login_valid_and_cert_ident() instead of
sec_login_validate_identity().

If the security server and client clocks are not synchronized to within 2 to 3 minutes
of each other, this call can return a password validation error.

Return Values

The routine returns TRUE if the login identity has been successfully validated.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_login.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_login.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_passwd_invalid
The input string does not match the account password.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
There is no data with which to compare the input string.

sec_login_s_acct_invalid
The account is invalid or has expired.
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sec_login_s_null_password
The input string is NULL.

sec_login_s_default_use
The input context was the default context, which cannot be validated.

sec_login_s_already_valid
The login context has already been validated.

sec_login_s_unsupp_passwd_type
The password type is not supported.

sec_login_s_no_memory
Not enough memory is available to complete the operation.

sec_login_s_preauth_failed
Preauthentication failure.

sec_pk_e_domain_unsupported
The DCE login domain is not supported by the personal security
mechanism.

sec_pk_e_device_error
Personal security mechanism device error.

sec_pk_e_usage_unsupported
A private key of the required type was not located in the personal
security mechanism.

sec_pk_e_unauthorized
The password is invalid for personal security mechanism access.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of thesec_login_validate_identity()routine as
part of a straightforward login process:

if (sec_login_setup_identity(user_name, sec_login_no_flags,

&login_context, &st)) {

... get password from user...
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if (sec_login_validate_identity(login_context, password,

&reset_passwd, &auth_src, &st)) {

if (!sec_login_certify_identity(login_context, &st))

exit(error_weird_auth_svc);

sec_login_set_context(login_context, &st);

if (auth_src != sec_login_auth_src_network)

printf("no network credentials");

if (reset_passwd) {

... get new password from user, reset registry record ...

};

sec_login_get_pwent(login_context, &pw_entry, &st);

if (pw_entry.pw_expire < todays_date) {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

exit(0)

}

... any other application specific login valid actions ...

}

} else {

sec_login_purge_context(&login_context, &st);

... application specific login failure actions ...

}

}

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_login_certify_identity(3sec),
sec_login_setup_identity(3sec), sec_login_valid_and_cert_ident(3sec).
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sec_pk_data_free

Purpose Frees memory allocated to asec_pk_data_tand its aliases. This routine is not
available in the DCE binary code. It is provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <sec_pk_base.h>

void sec_pk_data_free(
sec_pk_data_t *data_p);

Parameters
Input/Output

data_p As input, a pointer to asec_pk_data_tthat points to the memory to
be reclaimed. As output, a pointer to asec_pk_data_tthat is set to
NULL.

Description

The sec_pk_data_free()routine frees and sets to NULL each nonnull pointer in a
sec_pk_data_t. Use this function, rather thansec_pk_data_zero_and_free(), for
sec_pk_data_tstructures that contain a public key pair and other nonsensitive data.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Related Information

Functions: sec_pk_data_zero_and_free(3sec).
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sec_pk_data_zero_and_free

Purpose Frees and zeros out memory allocated to asec_pk_data_tor its aliases. This routine
is not available in the DCE binary code. It is provided in DCE source for use by
vendors.

Synopsis
#include <sec_pk_base.h>

void sec_pk_data_zero_and_free(
sec_pk_data_t *data_p);

Parameters
Input/Output

data_p As input, a pointer to asec_pk_data_tthat points to the memory to
be reclaimed. As output, a pointer to asec_pk_data_tthat is set to
NULL.

Description

The sec_pk_data_zero_and_free()routine zeros out and frees memory allocated to a
sec_pk_data_tor its aliases. Use this function, rather thansec_pk_data_free(), for
structures that contain the private part of a public key pair or secret keys.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_pk_data_free(3sec).
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sec_psm_close

Purpose Close a personal security mechanism. This routine is not available in the DCE binary
code. It is provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_close(
sec_psm_handle_tpsm_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

psm_handle A pointer to an opaque handle to the personal security context data.
Use thesec_psm_open()routine to obtain the handle.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_psm_close()routine closes the personal security mechanism identified by
psm_handle. In addition, the routine cleans up the personal security context data and
ensures any confidential information (such as passwords or private keys) is zeroed
out.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_t

sec_psm_not_init

sec_psm_invalid_handle

sec_psm_internal_error

sec_pvtkey_invalid_handle

sec_pvtkey_mechanism_not_init

Related Information

Functions: sec_psm_open(3sec).
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sec_psm_decrypt_data

Purpose Decrypt data that was encrypted with a public key mechanism. This routine is not
available in the DCE binary code. It is provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_decrypt_data(
sec_psm_handle_tpsm_handle,
unsigned32 *kvno,
sec_pk_algorithm_id_t *encryption_alg_id,
sec_pk_usage_flags_tkey_usage,
sec_pk_encrypted_t *cipher_data,
sec_pk__gen_data_t *clear_data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

psm_handle
A pointer to an opaque handle to the personal security mechanism
context. Usesec_psm_open()to obtain the handle.

kvno The unsigned 32-bit version number of the key in which the data is
encrypted.

encryption_alg_id
The ASN.1 DER-encoded object ID of the encryption algorithm, such
as RSA, used to encrypt the data.

key_usage A sec_pk_usage_flags_tthat contains the usage flag for the private key
to be used for this operation.
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cipher_data
A pointer to asec_pk_data_tthat contains the ASN.1 DER-encoded
data to be decrypted.

Output

clear_data
A pointer to the decrypted data.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_psm_decrypt_data()routine decrypts data that was encrypted with a public
key mechanism. Theencryption_alg_idparameter specifies the encryption algorithm
used. This routine allocates memory for the returned decrypted data. Call the
sec_pk_data_free()routine to deallocate that memory.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

sec_psm_not_init

sec_psm_invalid_handle

sec_psm_unsupported_algorithm_id

sec_bsafe_encryption_failure

sec_pvtkey_invalid_handle
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sec_pvtkey_mechanism_not_init

sec_pvtkey_internal_error

sec_pvtkey_invalid_password

sec_pvtkey_multiple_key_usage

Related Information

Functions: sec_pk_data_free(3sec), sec_psm_encrypt_data(3sec).
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sec_psm_encrypt_data

Purpose Encrypt data using a public key mechanism. This routine is not available in the DCE
binary code. It is provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_encrypt_data(
sec_psm_handle_tpsm_handle,
sec_pk domain_t *encryptee_domain,
void *encryptee_name,
unsigned32 *kvno,
sec_pk_algorithm_id_t *encryption_alg_id,
sec_pk_usage_flags_tkey_usage,
sec_pk_gen_data_t *clear_data,
sec_pk_encrypted_t **cipher_data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

psm_handle
A pointer to an opaque handle to the personal security context data.
Usesec_psm_open()to obtain the handle.

encryptee_domain
A pointer to the application domain of the principal for which the data
is encrypted.

encryptee_name
A pointer to the name of the principal for which the data is encrypted.
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encryption_alg_id
The ASN.1 DER-encoded object ID of the encryption algorithm to use,
such as RSA.

key_usage A sec_pk_usage_flags_tthat contains the usage flag for the public key
specified bydata.

clear_data A pointer to ASN.1 DER-encoded data to be encrypted.

Input/Output

kvno As input, the unsigned 32-bit version number of the key with which to
encrypt the data. As output, the unsigned 32-bit version number of the
key used to encrypt the data.

Output

cipher_data
A pointer to the encrypted data.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_psm_encrypt_data()routine encrypts data by using a public key encryption
mechanism. Theencryption_alg_idparameter specifies the encryption algorithm.
This routine allocates memory forcipher_data. Call thesec_pk_data_free()routine
to deallocate that memory.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
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sec_psm_not_init

sec_psm_invalid_handle

sec_psm_unsupported_algorithm_id

sec_pk_e_domain_unsupported

sec_pk_e_usage_unsupported

sec_rgy_object_not_found

sec_rgy_not_authorized

sec_attr_unsupported

Related Information

Functions: sec_pk_data_free(3sec), sec_psm_decrypt_data(3sec).
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sec_psm_gen_pub_key

Purpose Randomly generate a public key pair. This routine is not available in the DCE binary
code. It is provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_gen_pub_key(
sec_pk_algorithm_id_t *key_type,
unsigned32modulus_bit_size,
sec_pk_gen_data_t *seed,
sec_pk_data_t *public_key,
sec_pk_data_t *private_key,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

key_type A pointer to the object ID of the public key encryption algorithm to
use. Only the RSA public key algorithm (RSA_PKCS) is currently
supported.

modulus_bit_size
The desired length of the key. Interpretation of this parameter is
dependent on the algorithm specified bykey_type. For RSA, the only
currently supported key type,modulus_bit_sizeis a number ranging
from 256 through 1024 inclusive that specifies the bit length of the key
modulus. A value of0 indicates the default of 1024.

seed A pointer to the string to seed the random key generator.
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Output

private_key
A pointer to asec_pk_data_tthat contains the private key structure of
the newly generated key.

public_key
A pointer to asec_pk_data_tthat contains the public key structure of
the newly generated key.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_psm_gen_pub_key()routine generates a public key pair. This routine
allocates memory for the returned key. Call thesec_pk_data_free()routine to
deallocate the public key andsec_pk_data_zero_and_free()routine to deallocate the
private key.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

sec_psm_wrong_pub_key_type
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sec_bsafe_alloc

Related Information

Functions: sec_psm_update_pub_key(3sec), sec_psm_put_pub_key(3sec).
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sec_psm_open

Purpose Open a personal security mechanism. This routine is not available in the DCE binary
code. It is provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_open(
void *name,
char *pwd,
sec_pk_domain_t *domain_id,
sec_psm_handle_t *psm_handle,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

name A pointer to the name of the principal for which to open the personal
security mechanism. Supply this name in the form/.:/principal_name
or /.../cell_name/principal_name/.

pwd A pointer to the principal’s password.

domain_id A pointer to the application domain that the principal is
operating on. (Currently, the only domain supported is
sec_pk_domain_dce_pk_login.)

Output

psm_handle A pointer to an opaque handle to the personal security context data.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_psm_open()routine obtains a handle to a personal security mechanism for
the principal specified bynameby using the password specified withpwd.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

sec_pvtkey_privileged

sec_pvtkey_no_more_memory

sec_psm_no_more_memory

Related Information

Functions: sec_psm_close(3sec).
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sec_psm_put_pub_key

Purpose Store a public key pair . This routine is not available in the DCE binary code. It is
provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_put_pub_key(
sec_psm_handle_tpsm_handle,
char *pwd,
sec_pk_usage_flags_tkey_usage,
sec_pk_pvtkey_t *pvtkey,
sec_pk_pvtkey_t *pubkey,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

psm_handle
A pointer to an opaque handle to the personal security mechanism in
which to store the key. Usesec_psm_open()to obtain the handle.

pwd A pointer to the password for the principal associated with the personal
security mechanism.

key_usage A sec_pk_usage_flags_tthat contains the usage flag for the public key
for the key pair specified bypubkey.

pvtkey A pointer to the ASN.1 DER-encoded private key.

pubkey A pointer to the ASN.1 DER-encoded public key.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_psm_put_pub_key()routine stores a public key pair. In the reference
implementation, the public key is stored in the registry and the private key in a personal
security mechanism. Key versions are not currently supported; only a single version
of a key with a given key usage is maintained.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

sec_psm_not_init

sec_psm_invalid_handle

sec_pk_e_domain_unsupported

sec_pk_e_usage_unsupported

sec_rgy_object_not_found

sec_rgy_not_authorized

sec_attr_unauthorized

sec_pvtkey_invalid_handle

sec_pvtkey_mechanism_not_init

sec_pvtkey_no_more_memory

sec_pvtkey_internal_error
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sec_pvtkey_same_domain_and_usage_key_already_exists

Related Information

Functions: sec_psm_gen_pub_key(3sec), sec_psm_update_pub_key(3sec).
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sec_psm_sign_data

Purpose Compute the signature of data using a specified signature algorithm . This routine
is not available in the DCE binary code. It is provided in DCE source for use by
vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_sign_data(
sec_psm_handle_tpsm_handle,
sec_pk_algorithm_id_t *signature_alg_id,
sec_pk_usage_flags_tkey_usage,
sec_pk_gen_data_t *data,
unsigned32 *kvno,
sec_pk_signed_t *signature,
error_status_t *status_t);

Parameters
Input

psm_handle
A pointer to an opaque handle to the personal security context data.
Usesec_psm_open()to obtain the handle.

signature_alg_id
The ASN.1 DER-encoded object ID of the signature algorithm.
MD5WithRSAEncryption is the only algorithm ID currently
supported.

key_usage
A sec_pk_usage_flags_tthat contains the usage flag of the private key
to be used in this operation.

data A pointer to the ASN.1 DER-encoded data to be signed.
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Output

kvno The version of the key being used.

signature A pointer to the computed signature.

status_t A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_psm_sign_data()routine computes the signature of input data by using the
signature algorithm specified bysignature_alg_id. This routine allocates memory
for the returned signed data. Call thesec_pk_data_free()routine to deallocate that
memory.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

sec_psm_not_init

sec_psm_invalid_handle

sec_psm_unsupported_algorithm_id

sec_pvtkey_invalid_handle

sec_pvtkey_mechanism_not_init

sec_pvtkey_internal_error

sec_pvtkey_invalid_password
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sec_pvtkey_multiple_key_usages

Related Information

Functions: sec_pk_data_free(3sec), sec_psm_verify_data(3sec).
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sec_psm_update_pub_key

Purpose Update a public key in a personal security mechanism. . This routine is not available
in the DCE binary code. It is provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_update_pub_key(
sec_psm_handle_tpsm_handle,
char *oldpwd,
char *newpwd,
sec_pk_usage_flags_tkey_usage,
sec_pk_pubkey_t *pubkey,
sec_pk_pvtkey_t *pvtkey,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

psm_handle
A pointer to an opaque handle to a personal security mechanism context
data. Usesec_psm_open()to obtain the handle.

oldpwd A pointer to the principal’s current password.

newpwd A pointer to the principal’s new password.

key_usage A sec_pk_usage_flags_tthat contains the usage flag for the public key
in the key pair.

pubkey A pointer to the ASN.1 DER-encoded public key.

pvtkey A pointer to the ASN.1 DER-encoded private key.
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_psm_update_pub_key()routine updates a principal’s public key pair or
password. The current public key password must be supplied for authentication.
Currently, only a single version of a key with a given key usage is maintained.
Therefore, any old key versions are overwritten by this routine. Note that there is no
routine supplied to delete keys; deletion is assumed to be an internal function initiated
by the personal security mechanism.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

sec_psm_not_init

sec_psm_invalid_handle

sec_pk_e_domain_unsupported

sec_pk_e_usage_unsupported

sec_rgy_object_not_found

sec_rgy_not_authorized

sec_attr_unauthorized
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sec_pvtkey_invalid_handle

sec_pvtkey_mechanism_not_init

sec_pvtkey_private_key_is_not_supplied

sec_pvtkey_new_password_required

sec_pvtkey_no_more_memory

Related Information

Functions: sec_psm_gen_pub_key(3sec), sec_psm_put_pub_key(3sec).
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sec_psm_verify_data

Purpose Verify signed data. This routine is not available in the DCE binary code. It is
provided in DCE source for use by vendors.

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pk_base.h>

error_status_t sec_psm_verify_data(
sec_psm_handle_tpsm_handle,
sec_pk_domain_t *signer_domain_id,
void *signer_name,
unsigned32 *kvno,
sec_pk_algorithm_id_t *signature_alg_id,
sec_pk_usage_flags_tkey_usage,
sec_pk_gen_data_t *data,
sec_pk_signed_t *signature,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

psm_handle
A pointer to an opaque handle to personal security context data. Use
sec_psm_open()to obtain the handle.

signer_domain_id
A pointer to the application domain of the principal that signed the data.

signer_name
A pointer to the name of the principal that signed the data.

kvno The version of the key being used.
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signature_alg_id
The ASN.1 DER-encoded object ID of the signature algorithm, such as
MD5WithRSAEncryption .

key_usage A sec_pk_usage_flags_tthat contains the usage flag for the public key.

data A pointer to the data to be verified.

signature A pointer to the signature to be verified.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_psm_sign_data()routine verifies input data, usually the data signature of
input data.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pk_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_pk_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

sec_psm_not_init

sec_psm_invalid_handle

sec_psm_unsupported_algorithm_id

sec_pk_e_domain_unsupported

sec_rgy_object_not_found
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sec_rgy_not_authorized

sec_attr_unauthorized

Related Information

Functions: sec_psm_sign_data(3sec).
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sec_pwd_mgmt_free_handle

Purpose Frees storage allocated for a password management handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.h>

void sec_pwd_mgmt_free_handle(
sec_pwd_mgmt_handle_t *pwd_mgmt_h,
error_status_t *stp);

Parameters
Input/Output

pwd_mgmt_h
A handle to the password management data which is to be freed.

Output

stp A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returns error_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_pwd_mgmt_free_handle()routine frees any memory allocated for the
contents of a password management handle.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.idl
The idl file from whichdce/sec_pwd_mgmt.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_pwd_mgmt_setup(3sec).
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sec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd

Purpose Generates a set of passwords

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.h>

void sec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd(
sec_pwd_mgmt_handle_tpwd_mgmt_h,
unsigned32num_pwds,
unsigned32 *num_returned,
sec_passwd_rec_tgen_pwds[ ],
error_status_t *stp);

Parameters
Input

pwd_mgmt_h
A handle to user’s password management data.

num_pwds Number of generated passwords requested.

Output

num_returned
Number of generated passwords returned in thegen_pwds[ ] array.

gen_pwds[ ] Array of generated passwords. Each generated password is stored in a
sec_passwd_rec_tstructure.

stp A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, status is
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd()routine retrieves a set of generated passwords from
a password management server which is exporting thersec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd()
routine. It obtains the binding information to this server from thepwd_mgmt_h
handle.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.idl
The idl file from whichdce/sec_pwd_mgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_era_pwd_mgmt_auth_type
The pwd_mgmt_binding ERA must contain authentication information.

sec_pwd_mgmt_svr_unavail
The password management server is unavailable.

sec_pwd_mgmt_svr_error
Generic error returned from password management server. An
administrator should check the password management server’s log file
for more information.

error_status_ok
The call was successful

Various RPC communication errors can be returned if there are failures when binding
to the password management server.

Related Information

Functions: pwd_strengthd(8sec), sec_intro(3sec), sec_pwd_mgmt_setup(3sec).
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sec_pwd_mgmt_get_val_type

Purpose Gets users password validation type

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.h>

void sec_pwd_mgmt_get_val_type(
sec_pwd_mgmt_handle_tpwd_mgmt_h,
signed32 *pwd_val_type,
error_status_t *stp);

Parameters
Input

pwd_mgmt_h
A handle to a user’s password management data.

Output

pwd_val_type
The user’s password validation type. This is retrieved from the
pwd_val_typeERA. The possible values and their meaning are as
follows:

0 (none): the user has no password policy.

1 (user_select): the user must choose his/her own
password.

2 (user_can_select): the user can choose his/her own
password or request a generated password.

3 (generation_required): the user must use a generated
password.

stp A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, stp is
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_pwd_mgmt_get_val_type()routine returns the value of the user’s password
validation type, as specified by thepwd_val_typeERA. If the ERA does not exist,0
(none) is returned inpwd_val_type.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.idl
The idl file from whichdce/sec_pwd_mgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Various RPC communication errors can be returned if there are failures when binding
to the password management server.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_pwd_mgmt_setup(3sec).
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sec_pwd_mgmt_setup

Purpose Sets up the user’s password policy information

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.h>

void sec_pwd_mgmt_setup(
sec_pwd_mgmt_handle_t *pwd_mgmt_h,
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_tlogin_name,
sec_login_handle_tyour_lc,
rpc_binding_handle_t pwd_mgmt_bind_h,
error_status_t *stp);

Parameters
Input

context A registry server handle indicating the desired registry site.

login_name The login name of the user.

your_lc The login context handle of the user currently logged in. If null is
specified, the default login context will be used.

pwd_mgmt_bind_h
An RPC binding handle to the password management server. Use of
this parameter is currently unsupported. The password management
server binding handle will be retrieved from thepwd_mgmt_binding
ERA. Set this parameter to NULL.

Output

pwd_mgmt_h
A pointer to an opaque handle to password management/policy data.
pwd_mgmt_hcontains, among other data, the account name, values of
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password management ERAs, and a binding handle to the password
management server.

stp A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,stp is
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_pwd_mgmt_setup()routine collects the data required to perform remote
password management calls to the password management server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_pwd_mgmt.idl
The idl file from whichdce/sec_pwd_mgmt.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_s_no_memory
Not enough memory is available to complete the operation.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The network registry is not available.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: pwd_strengthd(8sec), sec_intro(3sec),
sec_pwd_mgmt_free_handle(3sec), sec_pwd_mgmt_gen_pwd(3sec),
sec_pwd_mgmt_get_val_type(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_add

Purpose Adds an account for a login name

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_add(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_rgy_acct_key_t *key_parts,
sec_rgy_acct_user_t *user_part,
sec_rgy_acct_admin_t *admin_part,
sec_passwd_rec_t *caller_key,
sec_passwd_rec_t *new_key,
sec_passwd_type_tnew_keytype,
sec_passwd_version_t *new_key_version,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

login_name A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. All three names must be
completely specified.

key_parts
A pointer to the minimum abbreviation allowed when logging in to the
account. Abbreviations are not currently implemented and the only
legal value issec_rgy_acct_key_person.
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user_part A pointer to thesec_rgy_acct_user_tstructure containing the user part
of the account data. This represents such information as the account
password, home directory, and default shell.

admin_part A pointer to the sec_rgy_acct_admin_t structure containing the
administrative part of an account’s data. This information includes the
account creation and expiration dates and flags describing limits to the
use of privilege attribute certificates, among other information.

caller_key
The key representing the user’s current password, used to encrypt
new_keyfor transmission to the registry server.

new_key The password for the new account. During transmission to the registry
server, it is encrypted withcaller_key.

new_keytype
The type of the new key. The server uses this parameter to decide how
to encodenew_keyif it is sent as plaintext.

Output

new_key_version
The key version number returned by the server. If the client requests
a particular key version number (via theversion_numberfield of the
new_keyinput parameter), the server returns the requested version
number back to the client.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_acct_add()routine adds an account with the specified login name.
The login name is given in three parts, corresponding to the principal, group, and
organization names for the account. All input paramters and all fields in those
parameters are required.

The key_partsvariable specifies the minimum login abbreviation for the account. If
the requested abbreviation duplicates an existing abbreviation for another account, the
routine supplies the next shortest unique abbreviation and returns this abbreviation in
key_parts. Abbreviations are not currently implemented.
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Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_add()routine requires the following permissions on the account
(principal) that is to be added:

• The m (mgmt_info) permission to change management information.

• The a (auth_info) permission to change authentication information.

• The u (user_info) permission to change user information.

Notes

The constituent principal, group, and organization (PGO) items for an account must
be added before the account can be created. (See thesec_rgy_pgo_add()routine).
Also, the principal must have been added as a member of the specified group and
organization. (See thesec_rgy_pgo_add_member()routine).

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to add an account to the registry.

sec_rgy_not_member_group
The indicated principal is not a member of the indicated group.

sec_rgy_not_member_org
The indicated principal is not a member of the indicated organization.

sec_rgy_not_member_group_org
The indicated principal is not a member of the indicated group or
organization.
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sec_rgy_object exists
The account to be added already exists.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_delete(3sec),
sec_rgy_login_get_info(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_add_member(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_admin_replace

Purpose Replaces administrative account data

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_admin_replace(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_rgy_acct_key_t *key_parts,
sec_rgy_acct_admin_t *admin_part,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

login_name
A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. For the group and
organization names, blank strings can serve as wildcards, matching any
entry. The principal name must be input.

key_parts
A pointer to the minimum abbreviation allowed when logging in to the
account. Abbreviations are not currently implemented and the only
legal value issec_rgy_acct_key_person.

admin_part
A pointer to the sec_rgy_acct_admin_t structure containing the
administrative part of an account’s data. This information includes the
account creation and expiration dates and flags describing limits to the
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use of privilege attribute certificates, among other information, and can
be modified only by an administrator. Thesec_rgy_acct_admin_t
structure contains the following fields:

creator The identity of the principal who created this account
in sec_rgy_foreign_id_t form. This field is set by the
registry server.

creation_date
The date (sec_timeval_sec_t) the account was created.
This field is set by the registry server.

last_changer
The identity of the principal who last modified any of the
account information (user or administrative). This field
is set by the registry server.

change_date
The date (sec_timeval_sec_t) the account was last
modified (either user or administrative data). This field
is set by the registry server.

expiration_date
The date (sec_timeval_sec_t) the account will cease to be
valid.

good_since_date
This date (sec_timeval_sec_t) is for Kerberos-style,
ticket-granting ticket revocation. Ticket-granting
tickets issued before this date will not be honored by
authenticated network services.

flags Contains administration flags used as part of the
administrator’s information for any registry account.
This field is in sec_rgy_acct_admin_flags_tform. (See
sec_intro(3sec)for a complete description of these flags.)

authentication_flags
Contains flags controlling use of authentication services.
This field is in sec_rgy_acct_auth_flags_tform. (See
sec_intro(3sec)for a complete description of these flags.)
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_rgy_acct_admin_replace()routine replaces the administrative information in
the account record specified by the input login name. The administrative information
contains limitations on the account’s use and privileges. It can be modified only by a
registry administrator; that is, a user with theadmin_info (abbreviated asa) privilege
for an account.

The key_partsvariable identifies how many of thelogin_nameparts to use as the
unique abbreviation for the account. If the requested abbreviation duplicates an
existing abbreviation for another account, the routine supplies the next shortest unique
abbreviation and returns this abbreviation usingkey_parts.

Permissions Required

Thesec_rgy_acct_admin_replace()routine requires the following permissions on the
account principal:

• The m (mgmt_info) permission, ifflags or expiration_date is to be changed.

• The a (auth_info) permission, ifauthentication_flagsor good_since_dateis to
be changed.

Notes

All users need thew (write ) privilege in the appropriate ACL entry to modify any
account information.

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to change the administrative
information for the specified account.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified name.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_lookup(3sec),
sec_rgy_acct_replace_all(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_user_replace(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_delete

Purpose Deletes an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_delete(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

login_name A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. Only the principal name
is required to perform the deletion.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_rgy_acct_delete()routine deletes from the registry the account corresponding
to the specified login name.
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Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_delete()routine requires the following permissions on the account
principal:

• The m (mgmt_info) permission to remove management information.

• The a (auth_info) permission to remove authentication information.

• The u (user_info) permission to remove user information.

Notes

Even though the account is deleted, the PGO items corresponding to the account
remain. These must be deleted with separate calls tosec_rgy_pgo_delete().

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to delete the specified account.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No PGO item was found with the given name.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_delete(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist

Purpose Returns the projects in an account’s project list

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *projlist_cursor,
signed32max_number,
signed32 *supplied_number,
uuid_t id_projlist[ ] ,
signed32unix_projlist[ ],
signed32 *num_projects,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

login_name
A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. For the group and
organization names, blank strings can serve as wildcards, matching any
entry. The principal name must be input.

max_number
The maximum number of projects to be returned by the call. This must
be no larger than the allocated size of theprojlist[ ] arrays.
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Input/Output

projlist_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific project in an account’s project
list. The sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist() routine returns the project
indicated byprojlist_cursor, and advances the cursor to point to the
next project in the list. When the end of the list is reached, the routine
returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the status parameter.
Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to reset the cursor.

Output

supplied_number
A pointer to the actual number of projects returned. This will always
be less than or equal to themax_numbersupplied on input. If there
are more projects in the account list,sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()sets
projlist_cursorto point to the next entry after the last one in the returned
list.

id_projlist[ ]
An array to receive the UUID of each project returned. The size
allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value is less
than the total number of projects in the account project list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the projects.

unix_projlist[ ]
An array to receive the UNIX number of each project returned. The
size allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value is
less than the total number of projects in the account project list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the projects.

num_projects
A pointer indicating the total number of projects in the specified
account’s project list.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()routine returns members of the project list for the
specified account. It returns the project information in two arrays. Theid_projlist[ ]
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array contains the UUIDs for the returned projects. Theunix_projlist[ ] array contains
the UNIX numbers for the returned projects.

The project list cursor,projlist_cursor, provides an automatic place holder in the
project list. The sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()routine automatically updates this
variable to point to the next project in the project list. To return an entire project list,
resetprojlist_cursor with sec_rgy_cursor_reset()on the initial call and then issue
successive calls until all the projects are returned.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()routine requires ther (read) permission on the
account principal for which the project list data is to be returned.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to refresh a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor is at the end of the list of projects.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to see a project list for this
principal.

sec_rgy_object exists
The account to be added already exists.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_lookup

Purpose Returns data for a specified account

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_lookup(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *name_key,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *account_cursor,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *name_result,
sec_rgy_sid_t *id_sid,
sec_rgy_unix_sid_t *unix_sid,
sec_rgy_acct_key_t *key_parts,
sec_rgy_acct_user_t *user_part,
sec_rgy_acct_admin_t *admin_part,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_key A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. Blank strings serve as
wildcards, matching any entry.

Input/Output

account_cursor
An opaque pointer to a specific account in the registry database. If
name_keyis blank, sec_rgy_acct_lookup()returns information about
the account to which the cursor is pointing. On return, the cursor
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points to the next account in the database after the returned account.
If name_keyis blank and theaccount_cursorhas been reset with
sec_rgy_cursor_reset(), sec_rgy_acct_lookup() returns information
about the first account in the database.

When the end of the list of accounts in the database is reached,
the routine returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the status
parameter. Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to refresh the cursor.

Output

name_result
A pointer to the full login name of the account (including all three
names) for which the information is returned. The remaining
parameters contain the information belonging to the returned account.

id_sid A structure containing the three UUIDs of the principal, group, and
organization for the account.

unix_sid A structure containing the three UNIX numbers of the principal, group,
and organization for the account.

key_parts A pointer to the minimum abbreviation allowed when logging in to the
account. Abbreviations are not currently implemented and the only
legal value issec_rgy_acct_key_person.

user_part A pointer to thesec_rgy_acct_user_tstructure containing the user part
of the account data. This represents such information as the account
password, home directory, and default shell, all of which are accessible
to, and may be modified by, the account owner.

admin_part A pointer to the sec_rgy_acct_admin_t structure containing the
administrative part of an account’s data. This information includes the
account creation and expiration dates and flags describing limits to the
use of privilege attribute certificates, among other information, and can
be modified only by an administrator.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_acct_lookup()routine returns all the information about an account
in the registry database. The account can be specified either withname_keyor
account_cursor. If name_keyis completely blank, the routine uses theaccount_cursor
value instead.

For name_key, a zero-length principal, group, or organization key serves as a wildcard.
For example, a login name key with the principal and organization fields blank returns
the next (possibly first) account whose group matches the input group field. The full
login name of the returned account is passed back inname_result.

The account_cursorprovides an automatic place holder in the registry database. The
routine automatically updates this variable to point to the next account in the database,
after the account for which the information was returned. Ifname_keyis blank and the
account_cursorhas been reset withsec_rgy_cursor_reset(), sec_rgy_acct_lookup()
returns information about the first account in the database.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_lookup()routine requires ther (read) permission on the account
principal to be viewed.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to renew a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor is at the end of the accounts in the registry.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The input account could not be found by the registry server.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_admin_replace(3sec),
sec_rgy_acct_replace_all(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_user_replace(3sec),
sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_passwd

Purpose Changes the password for an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_passwd(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_passwd_rec_t *caller_key,
sec_passwd_rec_t *new_key,
sec_passwd_type_tnew_keytype,
sec_passwd_version_t *new_key_version,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

login_name
A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. All three strings must be
completely specified.

caller_key
The key to use to encrypt the key for transmission to the registry server.

new_key The password for the new account. During transmission to the registry
server, it is encrypted withcaller_key.
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new_keytype
The type of the new key. The server uses this parameter to decide how
to encodenew_keyif it is sent as plaintext.

Output

new_key_version
The key version number returned by the server. If the client requests
a particular key version number (via theversion_numberfield of the
new_keyinput parameter), the server returns the requested version
number back to the client.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_acct_passwd()routine changes an account password to the input
password character string. Wildcards (blank fields) are not permitted in the specified
account name; the principal, group, and organization names of the account must be
completely specified.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_passwd()routine requires theu (user_info) permission on the
account principal whose password is to be changed.

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to change the password of this
account.
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sec_rgy_object_not_found
The account to be modified was not found by the registry server.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_rename

Purpose Changes an account login name

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_rename(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *old_login_name,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *new_login_name,
sec_rgy_acct_key_t *new_key_parts,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

old_login_name
A pointer to the current account login name. The login name is
composed of three character strings, containing the principal, group,
and organization (PGO) names corresponding to the account. All three
strings must be completely specified.

new_login_name
A pointer to the new account login name. Again, all three component
names must be completely specified.

Input/Output

new_key_parts
A pointer to the minimum abbreviation allowed when logging in to the
account. Abbreviations are not currently implemented and the only
legal value issec_rgy_acct_key_person.
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_acct_rename() routine changes an account login name from
old_login_nameto new_login_name. Wildcards (empty fields) are not permitted
in either input name; both the old and new login names must completely specify
their component principal, group, and organization names. Note, though, that the
principal component in a login name cannot be changed.

The new_key_partsvariable identifies how many of thenew_login_nameparts to use
as the unique abbreviation for the account. If the requested abbreviation duplicates
an existing abbreviation for another account, the routine identifies the next shortest
unique abbreviation and returns this abbreviation usingnew_key_parts.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_rename()routine requires them (mgmt_info) permission on the
account principal to be renamed.

Notes

The sec_rgy_acct_rename()routine does not affect any of the registry PGO data.
The constituent principal, group, and organization items for an account must be added
before the account can be created. (See thesec_rgy_pgo_add()routine). Also, the
principal must have been added as a member of the specified group and organization.
(See thesec_rgy_pgo_add_member()routine).

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to make the changes.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The account to be modified was not found by the registry server.

sec_rgy_name_exists
The new account name is already in use by another account.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_add(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_replace_all

Purpose Replaces all account data for an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_replace_all(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_rgy_acct_key_t *key_parts,
sec_rgy_acct_user_t *user_part,
sec_rgy_acct_admin_t *admin_part,
boolean32set_password,
sec_passwd_rec_t *caller_key,
sec_passwd_rec_t *new_key,
sec_passwd_type_tnew_keytype,
sec_passwd_version_t *new_key_version,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

login_name
A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. For the group and
organization names, blank strings can serve as wildcards, matching any
entry. The principal name must be input.
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user_part A pointer to thesec_rgy_acct_user_tstructure containing the user part
of the account data. This information can be modified only by the
account owner or other authorized user.

admin_part
A pointer to the sec_rgy_acct_admin_t structure containing the
administrative part of an account’s data. This information includes the
account creation and expiration dates and flags describing limits to the
use of privilege attribute certificates, among other information, and can
be modified only by an administrator.

set_passwd The password reset flag. If you set this parameter to TRUE, the
account’s password will be changed to the value specified innew_key.

caller_key A key to use to encrypt the key for transmission to the registry server.
If communications secure to therpc_c_authn_level_pkt_privacy level
are available on a system, then this parameter is not necessary, and the
packet encryption is sufficient to ensure security.

new_key The password for the new account. During transmission to the registry
server, it is encrypted withcaller_key.

new_keytype
The type of the new key. The server uses this parameter to decide how
to encode the plaintext key.

Input/Output

key_parts A pointer to the minimum abbreviation allowed when logging in to the
account. Abbreviations are not currently implemented and the only
legal value issec_rgy_acct_key_person.

Output

new_key_version
The key version number returned by the server. If the client requests
a particular key version number (via theversion_numberfield of the
new_keyinput parameter), the server returns the requested version
number back to the client.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_acct_replace_all()routine replaces both the user and administrative
information in the account record specified by the input login name. The
administrative information contains limitations on the account’s use and privileges.
The user information contains information such as the account home directory and
default shell. The administrative information can only be modified by a registry
administrator or another authorized user (users withadmin_info (a) and mgmt_info
(m) privileges for an account). The user information can be modified by the account
owner or another authorized user (users withuser_info (u) privileges for an account).

Use theset_passwdparameter to reset the account password. If you set this parameter
to TRUE, the account’s pasword is changed to the value specified innew_key.

The key_partsvariable identifies how many of thelogin_nameparts to use as the
unique abbreviation for the replaced account. If the requested abbreviation duplicates
an existing abbreviation for another account, the routine identifies the next shortest
unique abbreviation and returns this abbreviation usingkey_parts.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_replace_all()routine requires the following permissions on the
account principal:

• The m (mgmt_info) permission, ifflags or expiration_date is to be changed.

• The a (auth_info) permission, ifauthentication_flagsor good_since_dateis to
be changed.

• The u (user_info) permission, if userflags, gecos, homedir (home directory),
shell, or passwd(password) are to be changed.

Notes

All users need thew (write ) privilege to modify any account information.

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to change account information.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified account could not be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_acct_admin_replace(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_rename(3sec),
sec_rgy_acct_user_replace(3sec).
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sec_rgy_acct_user_replace

Purpose Replaces user account data

Synopsis
#include <dce/acct.h>

void sec_rgy_acct_user_replace(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_rgy_acct_user_t *user_part,
boolean32set_passwd,
sec_passwd_rec_t *caller_key,
sec_passwd_rec_t *new_key,
sec_passwd_type_tnew_keytype,
sec_passwd_version_t *new_key_version,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

login_name
A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
three character strings, containing the principal, group, and organization
(PGO) names corresponding to the account. For the group and
organization names, blank strings can serve as wildcards, matching any
entry. The principal name must be input.

user_part A pointer to thesec_rgy_acct_user_tstructure containing the user part
of the account data. This information can be modified only by the
account owner or other authorized user. The structure contains the
following fields:
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gecos A character string containing information about the
account owner. This often includes such information as
their name and telephone number.

homedir The default directory upon login for the account.

shell The default shell to use upon login.

passwd_version_number
The password version number, a 32-bit unsigned integer,
set by the registry server.

passwd_dtm
The date and time of the last password change (in
sec_timeval_sec_tform), also set by the registry server.

flags A flag set of typesec_rgy_acct_user_flags_t.

passwd The account’s encrypted password.

The only user data fields that can be changed are:gecos, homedir,
shell, flags, andpasswd.

set_passwd
The password reset flag. If you set this parameter to TRUE, the user’s
password will be changed to the value specified innew_key.

caller_key A key to use to encrypt the key for transmission to the registry server.
If communications secure to therpc_c_authn_level_pkt_privacy level
are available on a system, then this parameter is not necessary, and the
packet encryption is sufficient to ensure security.

new_key The password for the new account. During transmission to the registry
server, it is encrypted withcaller_key.

new_keytype
The type of the new key. The server uses this parameter to decide how
to encode the plaintext key.

Output

new_key_version
The key version number returned by the server. If the client requests
a particular key version number (via theversion_numberfield of the
new_keyinput parameter), the server returns the requested version
number back to the client.
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status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_rgy_acct_user_replace()routine replaces the user information in the account
record specified by the input login name. The user information consists of information
such as the account home directory and default shell. The the user information can
be modified only by the account owner or other authorized users (users withuser_info
(u) privileges for an account).

Use theset_passwdparameter to reset the user’s password. If you set this parameter
to TRUE, the user’s pasword is changed to the value specified innew_key.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_acct_user_replace()routine requires theu (user_info) permission on
the account principal.

Notes

All users need thew (write ) privilege to modify any account information.

Files

/usr/include/dce/acct.idl
The idl file from which dce/acct.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to modify the account data.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified account could not be found.
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sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_acct_admin_replace(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_rename(3sec),
sec_rgy_acct_replace_all(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc

Purpose Allocates resources to a cursor used bysec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc(
sec_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

cursor A pointer to asec_attr_cursor_t.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the call
returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc()call allocates resources to a cursor used with the
sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_idcall. This routine, which is a local operation, does not
initialize cursor.

The sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init() routine, which makes a remote call, allocates
and initializes the cursor. In addition,sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init() returns
the total number of attributes attached to the object as an output parameter;
sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc()does not.

Permissions Required

None.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_attr_base.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_attr_base.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

no such
object

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_cursor_release(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_cursor_reset(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init

Purpose Initializes a cursor used bysec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init (
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
unsigned32*cur_num_attrs,
sec_attr_cursor_t*cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domainA value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the registry domain
in which the object specified bynameresides. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.
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name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the person, group, or organization to which the attribute to be scanned
is attached.

Output

cur_num_attrs
A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of
attributes currently attached to the object.

cursor A pointer to asec_rgy_cursor_tpositioned at the first attribute in the
list of the object’s attributes.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init() routine initializes a cursor of typesec_attr_cursor_t
(used with thesec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_idcall) and initializes the cursor to the first
attribute in the specified object’s list of attributes. This call also supplies the total
number of attributes attached to the object as part of its output. The cursor allocation
is a local operation. The cursor initialization is a remote operation and makes a
remote call to the registry.

Use thesec_rgy_attr_cursor_release()call to release all resources allocated to a
sec_attr_cursor_tcursor.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init() routine requires at least one permission (of any type)
on the person, group, or organization to which the attribute to be scanned is attached.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

no such
object
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error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_cursor_release,sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id.
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sec_rgy_attr_cursor_release

Purpose Releases a cursor

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_cursor_release (
sec_attr_cursor_t*cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

Input/Output

cursor As an input parameter, a pointer to an uninitialized cursor of
type sec_attr_cursor_t. As an output parameter, a pointer to an
uninitialized cursor of typesec_attr_cursor_t with all resources
released.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_cursor_release()routine releases all resources allocated to a
sec_attr_cursor_tby thesec_rgy_attr_cursor_init() or sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc()
call.

This is a local-only operation and makes not remote calls.
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Permissions Required

None.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

No such
object

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id.
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sec_rgy_attr_cursor_reset

Purpose Reinitializes a cursor

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_attr_base.h>

void sec_attr_cursor_reset(
sec_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor A pointer to asec_attr_cursor_t. As an input parameter, an initialized
cursor. As an output parameter,cursor is reset to the first attribute in
the schema.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_cursor_reset()routine resets adce_attr_cursor_t that has been
allocated by either asec_rgy_attr_cursor_init() or sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc().
The reset cursor can then be used to process a newsec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id
query by reusing the cursor instead of releasing and reallocating it. This is a local
operation and makes no remote calls.

Permissions Required

None.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_cursor_alloc(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_delete

Purpose Deletes specified attributes for a specified object

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_delete (
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
unsigned32num_to_delete,
sec_attr_t attrs[ ] ,
signed32 *failure_index,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
A value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the registry domain
in which the object identified bynameresides. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.
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This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.

name A character string of typesec_rgy_name_tspecifying the name of the
person, group, or organization to which the attributes are attached.

num_to_delete
A 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in theattrs[ ]
array. This integer must be greater than 0.

attrs[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_tthat specifies the attribute instances
to be deleted. The size of the array is determined bynum_to_delete.

Output

failure_index
In the event of an error,failure_indexis a pointer to the element in the
in_attrs[ ] array that caused the update to fail. If the failure cannot be
attributed to a specific attribute, the value offailure_indexis −1.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_delete()routine deletes attributes. This is an atomic operation: if
the deletion of any attribute in theattrs[ ] array fails, all deletions are aborted. The
attribute causing the delete to fail is identified infailure_index. If the failure cannot
be attributed to a given attribute,failure_indexcontains-1.

The attrs[ ] array, which specifies the attributes to be deleted, contains values of type
sec_attr_t These values consist of

• attr_id, a UUID that identifies the attribute type

• attr_value, values ofsec_attr_value_tthat specify the attribute’s encoding type
and values.

To delete attributes that are not multivalued and to delete all instances of a multivalued
attribute, an attribute UUID is all that is required. For these attribute instances,
supply the attribute UUID in the input array and set the attribute encoding (in
sec_attr_encoding_t) to sec_attr_enc_void.

To delete a specific instance of a multivalued attribute, supply the UUID and value
that uniquely identify the multivalued attribute instance in the input array.
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Note that if the deletion of any attribute instance in the array fails, all fail. However,
to help pinpoint the cause of the failure, the call identifies the first attribute whose
deletion failed in a failure index by array element number.

Permissions Required

Thesec_rgy_attr_delete()routine requires the delete permission set for each attribute
type identified in theattrs[ ] array. These permissions are defined as part of the ACL
manager set in the schema entry for the attribute type.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

database read only

invalid/unsupported attribute type

server unavailable

site read only

unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_update(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_get_effective

Purpose Reads effective attributes by ID

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_get_effective(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
unsigned32num_attr_keys,
sec_attr_t attr_keys[ ],
sec_attr_vec_t *attr_list,
error_status_t status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
A value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the domain in which
the named object resides. The valid values are as follows:

sec_rgy_domain_principal
The nameidentifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The nameidentifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The nameidentifies an organization.

This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.
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name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the person, group, or organization to which the attribute is attached.

num_attr_keys
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in the
the attr_keys[ ] array. If num_attr_keysis set to 0 (zero), all of the
effective attributes that the caller is authorized to see are returned.

attr_keys[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t that specify the UUIDs of the
attributes to be returned if they are effective. If the attribute type is
associated with a query attribute trigger, thesec_attr_t attr_valuefield
can be used to pass in optional information required by the attribute
trigger query. If no information is to be passed in theattr_valuefield
(whether the type indicates an attribute trigger query or not), set the
attribute’s encoding type tosec_rgy_attr_enc_void. The size of the
attr_keys[ ] array is determined by thenum_attr_keysparameter.

Output

attr_list A pointer an attribute vector allocated by the server containing all
of the effective attributes matching the search criteria (defined in
num_attr_keysor attr_keys[ ] ). The server allocates a buffer large
enough to return all the requested attributes so that subsequent calls are
not necessary.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_get_effective()routine returns the UUIDs of a specified object’s
effective attributes. Effective attributes are determined by setting of the schema entry
apply_defaults flag:

• If the flag is set off, only the attributes directly attached to the object are effective.

• If the flag is set on, the effective attributes are obtained by performing the
following steps for each attribute identified by UUID in theattr_keysarray:

— If the object named byname is a principal and if the a requested attribute
exists on the principal, that attribute is effective and is returned. If it does
not exist, the search continues.

— The next step in the search depends on the type of object:
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For principals with accounts:

The organization named in the principal’s account is examined to see if
an attribute of the requested type exists. If it does, it is effective and is
returned; then the search for that attribute ends. If it does not exist, the
search for that attribute continues to thepolicy object as described here.

The registry policy object is examined to see if an attribute of the
requested type exits. If it does, it is returned. If it does not, a message
indicating the no attribute of the type exists for the object is returned.

For principals without accounts, for groups, and for organizations:

The registrypolicy object is examined to see if an attribute of the requested
type exits. If it does, it is returned. If it does not, a message indicating the
no attribute of the type exists for the object is returned.

For multivalued attributes, the call returns asec_attr_t for each value as an individual
attribute instance. For attribute sets, the call returns asec_attr_t for each member
of the set; it does not return the set instance.

If the attribute instance to be read is associated with a query attribute trigger
that requires additional information before it can process the query request, use a
sec_attr_value_tto supply the requested information. To do this

• Set thesec_attr_encoding_tto an encoding type that is compatible with the
information required by the query attribute trigger.

• Set thesec_attr_value_tto hold the required information.

If the attribute instance to be read is not associated with a query trigger or no additional
information is required by the query trigger, an attribute UUID is all that is required.
For these attribute instances, supply the attribute UUID in the input array and set the
attribute encoding (insec_attr_encoding_t) to sec_attr_enc_void.

If the requested attribute type is associated with a query trigger, the value returned
for the attribute will be the binding (as set in the schema entry) of the trigger server.
The caller must bind to the trigger server and pass the original input query attribute
to thesec_attr_trig_query call in order to retrieve the attribute value.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id

Purpose Reads a specified object’s attributes, expanding attribute sets into individual member
attributes

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id (
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
sec_attr_cursor_t*cursor,
unsigned32num_attr_keys,
unsigned32space_avail,
sec_attr_t attr_keys[ ],
unsigned32*num_returned,
sec_attr_t attrs[ ] ,
unsigned32*num_left,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
A value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the registry domain
in which the object specified bynameresides. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.
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sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the person, group, or organization to which the attribute is attached.

num_attr_keys
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in the
attr_keys[ ] array. Set this parameter to 0 (zero) to return all of the
object’s attributes that the caller is authorized to see.

space_avail
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the size of theattr_keys[ ]
array.

attr_keys[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t that identify the attribute type
ID of the attribute instance(s) to be looked up. If the attribute type is
associated with a query attribute trigger, thesec_attr_t attr_valuefield
can be used to pass in optional information required by the attribute
trigger query. If no information is to be passed in theattr_valuefield
(whether the type indicates an attribute trigger query or not), set the
attribute’s encoding type tosec_rgy_attr_enc_void.

The size of theattr_keys[ ] array is determined by thenum_attr_keys
parameter.

Input/Output

cursor A pointer to a sec_attr_cursor_t. As an input parameter,
cursor is a pointer to a sec_attr_cursor_t initialized by a
sec_rgy_attr_srch_cursor_init call. As an output parameter,cursor
is a pointer to asec_attr_cursor_t that is positioned past components
returned in this call.

Output

num_returned
A pointer to a 32-bit unsigned integer that specifies the number of
attribute instances returned in theattrs[ ] array.
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attrs[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t that contains the attributes
retrieved by Universal Unique Identifier (UUID). The size of the array
is determined byspace_availand the length bynum_returned.

num_left A pointer to a 32-bit unsigned integer that supplies the number of
attributes that were found but could not be returned because of space
constraints in theattrs[ ] buffer. To ensure that all the attributes will
be returned, increase the size of theattrs[ ] array by increasing the size
of space_availandnum_returned.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok, or, if the requested attributes were
not available, it returns the messagenot_all_available. Otherwise,
it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id() function reads those attributes specified
by UUID for an object specified by name. This routine is similar to the
sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand()routine with one exception: for attribute sets,
the sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand()routine returns asec_attr_t for the set
instance only; it does not expand the set and return asec_attr_t for each member in
the set. This call expands attribute sets and returns asec_attr_t for each member in
the set.

If the num_attr_keysparameter is set to 0 (zero), all of the object’s attributes that
the caller is authorized to see are returned. This routine is useful for programmatic
access.

After a successful call, free the resources allocated by this routine for each attribute
returned in theattrs[ ] parameter with thesec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs()routine.

For multivalued attributes, the call returns asec_attr_t for each value as an individual
attribute instance. For attribute sets, the call returns asec_attr_t for each member
of the set; it does not return the set instance.

The attr_keys[ ] array, which specifies the attributes to be returned, contains values of
type sec_attr_t. These values consist of the following:

• attr_id, a UUID that identifies the attribute type

• attr_value, values ofsec_attr_value_tthat specify the attribute’s encoding type
and values.
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Use theattr_id field of eachattr_keys[ ] array element, to specify the UUID that
identifies the attribute type to be returned.

If the attribute instance to be read is not associated with a query trigger or no additional
information is required by the query trigger, an attribute UUID is all that is required.
For these attribute instances, supply the attribute UUID in the input array and set the
attribute encoding (insec_attr_encoding_t) to sec_attr_enc_void.

If the attribute instance to be read is associated with a query attribute trigger
that requires additional information before it can process the query request, use a
sec_attr_value_tto supply the requested information, as follows:

1. Set thesec_attr_encoding_tto an encoding type that is compatible with the
information required by the query attribute trigger.

2. Set thesec_attr_value_tto hold the required information.

Note that if you setnum_attr_keysto zero to return all of the object’s attributes and
that attribute is associated with a query attribute trigger, the attribute trigger will be
called with no input attribute information (that would normally have been passed in
via theattr_valuefield).

The cursor parameter specifies a cursor of typesec_attr_cursor_t initialized to
the point in the attribute list at which to start processing the query. Use the
sec_attr_cursor_init function to initialize cursor. If cursor is uninitialized, the
behavior is undefined.

The num_leftparameter contains the number of attributes that were found but could
not be returned because of space constraints in theattrs[ ] array. (Note that this
number may be inaccurate if the target server allows updates between successive
queries.) To obtain all of the remaining attributes, set the size of theattrs[ ] array so
that it is large enough to hold the number of attributes listed innum_left.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id()routine requires theq (query) permission set for
each attribute type identified in theattr_keys[ ] array. These permissions are defined
as part of the access control list (ACL) manager set in the schema entry of each
attribute type.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

unauthorized

registry server unavailable

trigger server unavailable

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_attr_lookup_by_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_name

Purpose Reads a single attribute instance for a specific object

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_name(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
char *attr_name,
sec_attr_t *attr,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
A value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the domain in which
the named object resides. The valid values are as follows:

sec_rgy_domain_principal
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.
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name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the person, group, or organization to which the attribute is attached.

attr_name A pointer to a character string that specifies the name of the attribute to
be retrieved.

Output

attr A pointer to asec_attr_t that contains the first instance of the named
attribute.

status A pointer to the completion status. The completion status can be one
of the following:

error_status_ok
All instances of the value were returned with no errors.

more_available
A multivalued attribute was specified asname and
the routine completed successfully. For multivalued
attributes, this routine returns the first instance of the
attribute.

attribute_set_instance
An attribute set was specified asnameand the routine
completed successfully.An error message if the routine did not complete
successfully.

Description

Thesec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_name()routine returns the named attribute for a named
object. This routine is useful for an interactive editor.

For multivalued attributes, this routine returns the first instance of the attribute. To
retrieve every instance of the attribute, use thesec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id call,
supplying the attribute Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) returned in theattr
parameter.

For attribute sets, the routine returns the attribute set instance, not the member
instances. To retrieve all members of the set, use thesec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id
call, supplying the the attribute set UUID returned in theattr parameter.

After a successful call, free the resources allocated by this routine for theattr
parameter, with thesec_attr_util_inst_free_ptrs()routine.
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This routine does not provide for input data to an attribute trigger query operation.
If the named attribute is associated with a query attribute trigger, the attribute trigger
will be called with no input attribute value information.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_name()routine requires theq (query) permission set
for the attribute type of the attribute instance identified byattr_name. These
permissions are defined as part of the access control list (ACL) manager set in the
schema entry of each attribute type.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

registry server unavailable

trigger server unavailable

unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand

Purpose Reads a specified object’s attribute(s), without expanding attribute sets into individual
member attributes

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
sec_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
unsigned32num_attr_keys,
unsigned32space_avail,
uuid_t attr_keys[ ],
unsigned32 *num_returned,
sec_attr_t attr_sets[ ],
unsigned32 *num_left,
error_status_t status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
A value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the domain in which
the named object resides. The valid values are as follows:

sec_rgy_domain_principal
The nameidentifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The nameidentifies a group.
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sec_rgy_domain_org
The nameidentifies an organization.

This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the person, group, or organization to which the attribute is attached.

num_attr_keys
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in the
the attr_keys[ ] array. If num_attr_keysis set to 0 (zero), all attribute
sets that the caller is authorized to see are returned.

space_avail
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the size of theattrs_sets[ ]
array.

attr_keys[ ] An array of values of typeuuid_t that specify the UUIDs of the attribute
sets to be returned. The size of theattr_keys[ ] array is determined by
the num_attr_keysparameter.

Input/Output

cursor A pointer to a sec_attr_cursor_t. As an input parameter,cursor
is a pointer to a sec_attr_cursor_t that is initialized by the
sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init. As an output parameter,cursor is a pointer
to a sec_attr_cursor_tthat is positioned past the attribute sets returned
in this call.

Output

num_returned
A pointer to a 32-bit integer that specifies the number of attribute sets
returned in theattrs[ ] array.

attr_sets[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_t that contains the attribute sets
retrieved by UUID. The size of the array is determined byspace_avail
and the length bynum_returned.

num_left A pointer to a 32-bit unsigned integer that supplies the number of
attribute sets that were found but could not be returned because of space
constraints in theattr_sets[ ] buffer. To ensure that all the attributes
will be returned, increase the size of theattr_sets[ ] array by increasing
the size ofspace_availandnum_returned.
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status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand()routine reads attribute sets. This routine is
similar to thesec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id()routine with one exception: for attribute
sets, thesec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id() routine expands attribute sets and returns a
sec_attr_t for each member in the set. This call does not. Instead it returns a
sec_attr_t for the set instance only. Thesec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand()routine
is useful for programmatic access.

cursor is a cursor of typesec_attr_cursor_t that establishes the point in the
attribute set list from which the server should start processing the query. Use the
sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init function to initializecursor. If cursor is uninitialized, the
behavior is undefined.

Thenum_leftparameter contains the number of attribute sets that were found but could
not be returned because of space constraints of theattr_sets[ ] array. (Note that this
number may be inaccurate if the target server allows updates between successive
queries.) To obtain all of the remaining attribute sets, set the size of theattr_sets[ ]
array so that it is large enough to hold the number of attributes listed innum_left.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_lookup_no_expand()routine requires the query permission set for
each attribute type identified in theattr_keys[ ] array. These permissions are defined
as part of the ACL manager set in the schema entry of each attribute type.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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invalid/unsupported attribute type

registry server unavailable

unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_lookup_by_name(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_aclmgr_strings

Purpose Returns printable ACL strings associated with an ACL manager protecting a schema
object

Synopsis
#include <dce/dce_attr_base.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_aclmgr_strings(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
uuid_t * acl_mgr_type,
unsigned32size_avail,
uuid_t * acl_mgr_type_chain,
sec_acl_printstring_t *acl_mgr_info,
boolean32 *tokenize,
unsigned32 *total_num_printstrings,
unsigned32 *size_used,
sec_acl_printstring_t permstrings[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

acl_manager_type
A pointer to the UUID identifying the type of the ACL manager in
question. There may be more than one type of ACL manager protecting
the schema object whose ACL is bound to the input handle. Use this
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parameter to distinguish them. Usesec_rgy_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs()
to acquire a list of the manager types protecting a given schema object.

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
permstrings[ ]array.

Output

acl_mgr_type_chain
If the target object ACL contains more than 32 permission bits, chains of
manager types are used: each manager type holds one 32-bit segment
of permissions. The UUID returned inacl_mgr_type_chainrefers to
the next ACL manager in the chain. If there are no more ACL managers
in the chain,uuid_nil is returned.

acl_mgr_info
A pointer to a printstring that contains the ACL manager type’s name,
help information, and set of supported of permission bits.

tokenize A pointer to a variable that specifies whether or not printstrings will be
passed separately:

• TRUE indicates that the printstrings must be printed or passed
separately.

• FALSE indicates that the printstrings are unambiguous and can be
concatenated when printed without confusion.

total_num_printstrings
A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer containing the total number of
permission entries supported by this ACL manager type.

size_used A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of
permission entries returned in thepermstrings[ ]array.

permstrings[ ]
An array of printstrings of typesec_acl_printstring_t. Each entry of
the array is a structure containing the following three components:

printstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_len describing the printable
representation of a specified permission.

helpstring A character string of maximum length
sec_acl_printstring_help_len containing some
text that can be used to describe the specified permission.
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permissions A sec_acl_permset_t permission set describing the
permissions that are represented with the companion
printstring.

The array consists of one such entry for each permission supported by
the ACL manager identified byacl_mgr_type.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_aclmgr_strings() routine returns an array of printable
representations (calledprintstrings) for each permission bit or combination of
permission bits the specified ACL manager supports. The ACL manager type
specified byacl_mgr_typemust be one of the types protecting the schema object
bound to byh.

In addition to returning the printstrings, this routine also returns instructions about
how to print the strings in thetokenizevariable. If this variable is set to FALSE,
the printstrings can be concatenated. If it is set to TRUE, the printstrings cannot
be concatenated. For example a printstrings ofr or w could be concatenated asrw
without any confusion. However, printstrings in a form ofread or write , should not
be concatenated.

ACL managers often define aliases for common permission combinations. By
convention, simple entries appear at the beginning of theprintstrings[ ] array, and
combinations appear at the end.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_scl_mgr_strings()routine requires ther permission on the
attr_schemaobject.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_attr_no_memory

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_create_entry

Purpose Creates a schema entry

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_create_entry(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
sec_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

schema_entry
A pointer to asec_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains the schema entry
values for the schema in which the entry is to be created.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_create_entry()routine creates schema entries that define
attribute types.
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Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_create_entry() routine requires i permission on the
attr_schemaobject.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_attr_bad_acl_mgr_set

sec_attr_bad_acl_mgr_type

sec_attr_bad_bind_authn_svc

sec_attr_bad_bind_authz_svc

sec_attr_bad_bind_info

sec_attr_bad_bind_prot_level

sec_attr_bad_bind_svr_name

sec_attr_bad_comment

sec_attr_bad_encoding_type

sec_attr_bad_intercell_action

sec_attr_bad_name

sec_attr_bad_permset

sec_attr_bad_scope

sec_attr_bad_uniq_query_accept

sec_attr_name_exists

sec_attr_no_memory

sec_attr_svr_read_only

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_trig_bind_info_missing

sec_attr_type_id_exists

sec_attr_unauthorized

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_delete_entry(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_update(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc

Purpose Allocates resources to a cursor used withsec_rgy_attr_sch_scan

Synopsis
void sec_rgy_att_sch_cursor_alloc(

dce_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Output

cursor A pointer to asec_attr_cursor_t.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the call
returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()call allocates resources to a cursor used with
the sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan()call. This routine, which is a local operation, does not
initialize cursor.

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init() routine, which makes a remote call, allocates
and initializes the cursor. In addition,sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init() returns
the total number of entries found in the schema as an output parameter;
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()does not.

Permissions Required

None.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_attr_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_release(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init

Purpose Initializes and allocates a cursor used withsec_rgy_attr_sch_scan

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_cursor_init(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
unsigned32 *cur_num_entries,
sec_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

Output

cur_num_entries
A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the total number
of entries contained in the schema at the time of this call.

cursor A pointer to asec_attr_cursor_t that is initialized to the first entry in
the the schema.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the call
returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

Thesec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init()call initializes and allocates resources to a cursor
used with thesec_rgy_attr_sch_scancall. This call makes remote calls to initialize
the cursor.

To limit the number of remote calls, use thesec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()
call to allocate cursor, but not initialize it. Be aware, however, that the the
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init() call supplies the total number of entries found in
the schema as an output parameter; thesec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc()call does
not.

If the cursor iunput to sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan has not been initialized,
the sec_rgy_attr_sch_scancall will initialize it; if it has been initialized,
sec_rgy_attr_sch_scanadvances it.

Permissions Required

None.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_attr_no_memory

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(3sec),sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_release(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_release

Purpose Releases states associated with a cursor used bysec_rgy_attr_sch_scan

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_cursor_release(
sec_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor A pointer to asec_attr_cursor_t. As an input parameter,cursor must
have been initialized to the first entry in a schema. As an output
parameter,cursor is uninitialized with all resources releases.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init() routine releases the resources allocated to the
cursor used by thesec_rgy_attr_sch_scanroutine. This call is a local operation and
makes no remote calls.

Permissions Required

None.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_allocate(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_reset

Purpose Resets a cursor that has been allocated

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void dce_attr_cursor_reset(
sec_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor A pointer to asec_attr_cursor_t. As an input parameter, an initialized
cursor. As an output parameter,cursor is reset to the first attribute in
the schema.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_reset() routine resets a dce_attr_cursor_t
that has been allocated by either asec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init() or
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(). The reset cursor can then be used to
process a newsec_rgy_attr_sch_scanquery by reusing the cursor instead of
releasing and reallocating it. This is a local operation and makes no remote calls.

Permissions Required

None.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_attr_bad_cursor

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_delete_entry

Purpose Deletes a schema entry

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_delete_entry(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
uuid_t * attr_id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

attr_id A pointer to auuid_t that identifies the schema entry to be deleted.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_delete_entry()routine deletes a schema entry. Because this
is a radical operation that invalidates any existing attributes of this type on objects
dominated by the schema, access to this operation should be severely limited.
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Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_delete_entry()routine requires thed permission on the
attr_schemaobject.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_attr_no_memory

sec_attr_sch_entry_not_found

sec_attr_svr_read_only

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_create_entry(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_update_entry(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs

Purpose Retrieves the manager types of the ACLs protecting the objects dominated by a named
schema

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
unsigned32size_avail,
unsigned32 *size_used,
unsigned32 *num_acl_mgr_types,
uuid_t acl_mgr_types[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

size_avail An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the allocated length of the
acl_manager_types[ ] array.

Output

size_used An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of output entries
returned in theacl_mgr_types[ ]array.

num_acl_mgr_types
An unsigned 32-bit integer containing the number of types returned in
theacl_mgr_types[ ]array. This may be greater thansize_usedif there
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was not enough space allocated bysize_availfor all the manager types
in the acl_manager_types[ ] array.

acl_mgr_types[ ]
An array of the length specified insize_availto contain UUIDs (of type
uuid_t) identifying the types of ACL managers protecting the target
object.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs()routine returns a list of the manager types
protecting the schema object identified bycontext.

ACL editors and browsers can use this operation to determine the ACL
manager types protecting a selected schema object. Then, using the
sec_rgy_attr_sch_aclmgr_strings()routine, they can determine how to format for
display the permissions supported by that ACL manager type.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_get_acl_mgrs()routine requires ther permission on the
attr_schemaobject.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_attr_no_memory

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_aclmgr_strings(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_id

Purpose Reads a schema entry identified by UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_id(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
uuid_t * attr_id,
sec_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

attr_id A pointer to auuid_t that identifies a schema entry.

Output

schema_entry
A sec_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains an entry identified byattr_id.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_id()routine reads a schema entry identified by
attr_id. This routine is useful for programmatic access.

After a successful call, use thesec_attr_util_sch_ent_free_ptrs()routine to free the
resources allocated by this routine for theschema_entryparameter.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_id()routine requires ther (read) permission on
the attr_schemaobject.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_attr_sch_entry_not_found

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_unauthorized

sec_attr_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_name

Purpose Reads a schema entry identified by name

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_name(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
char *attr_name,
sec_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

attr_name A pointer to a character string that identifies the schema entry.

Output

schema_entry
A sec_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains the schema entry identified
by attr_name.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_name()routine reads a schema entry identified by
name. This routine is useful for use with an interactive editor.

After a successful call, use thesec_attr_util_sch_ent_free_ptrs()routine to free the
resources allocated by this routine for theschema_entryparameter.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_name()routine requires ther (read) permission
on theattr_schemaobject.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_attr_bad_name

sec_attr_no_memory

sec_attr_sch_entry_not_found

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_lookup_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan

Purpose Reads a specified number of schema entries

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
sec_attr_cursor_t *cursor,
unsigned32num_to_read,
unsigned32 *num_read,
sec_attr_schema_entry_tschema_entries[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

num_to_read
An unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the size of theschema_entries[ ]
array and the maximum number of entries to be returned.

Input/Output

cursor A pointer to a sec_attr_cursor_t. As input cursor must be
allocated and can be initialized. Ifcursor is not initialized,
sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan will initialized. As output, cursor is
positioned at the first schema entry after the returned entries.
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Output

num_read A pointer an unsigned 32-bit integer specifying the number of entries
returned inschema_entries[ ].

schema_entries[ ]
A sec_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains an array of the returned
schema entries.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan()routine reads schema entries. The read begins at the
entry at which the inputcursor is positioned and ends after the number of entries
specified innum_to_read.

The input cursor must have been allocated by either the
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init() or the sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc() call.
If the input cursor is not initialzed,sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan()initializes it; if cursor
is initialized, sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan()simply advances it.

To read all entries in a schema, make successivesec_rgy_attr_sch_scan()calls.
When all entries have been read, the call returns the messageno_more_entries.

This routine is useful as a browser.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_scan()routine requiresr permission on theattr_schema
object.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_attr_bad_cursor

sec_attr_no_memory

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_unauthorized

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_alloc(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_init(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_cursor_release(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_sch_update_entry

Purpose Updates a schema entry

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_sch_update_entry(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_attr_component_name_tschema_name,
sec_attr_schema_entry_parts_tmodify_parts,
sec_attr_schema_entry_t *schema_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

schema_name
Reserved for future use.

modify_parts
A value of type sec_attr_schema_entry_parts_tthat identifies the
fields in schema_entrythat can be modified.

schema_entry
A pointer to asec_attr_schema_entry_tthat contains the schema entry
values for the schema entry to be updated.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_update_entry()routine modifies schema entries. Only those
schema entry fields set to be modified in thesec_attr_schema_entry_parts_tdata
type can be modified.

Some schema entry components can never be modified. Instead to make any changes
to these components, the schema entry must be deleted (which deletes all attribute
instances of that type) and recreated.

The schema entry components that can never be modified are as follows:

• Attribute name

• Reserved flag

• Apply defaults flag

• Intercell action flag

• Trigger types

• Comment

Fields that are arrays of structures (such asacl_mgr_set and trig_binding ) are
completely replaced by the new input array. This operation cannot be used to add a
new element to the existing array.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_sch_update_entry() routine requires theM (Member_list)
permission on theattr_schemaobject.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr_sch.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_attr_field_no_update

sec_attr_bad_name

sec_attr_bad_acl_mgr_set

sec_attr_bad_acl_mgr_type

sec_attr_bad_permset

sec_attr_bad_intercell_action

sec_attr_trig_bind_info_missing

sec_attr_bad_bind_info

sec_attr_bad_bind_svr_name

sec_attr_bad_bind_prot_level

sec_attr_bad_bind_authn_svc

sec_attr_bad_bind_authz_svc

sec_attr_bad_uniq_query_accept

sec_attr_bad_comment

sec_attr_name_exists

sec_attr_sch_entry_not_found

sec_attr_unauthorized

sec_attr_svr_read_only

sec_attr_svr_unavailable

sec_attr_no_memory

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_sch_create_entry(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_sch_delete_entry(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_test_and_update

Purpose Updates specified attribute instances for a specified object only if a set of control
attribute instances match the object’s existing attribute instances

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_test_and_update (
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
unsigned32num_to_test,
sec_attr_t test_attrs[ ],
unsigned32num_to_write,
sec_attr_t update_attrs[ ],
signed32 *failure_index,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
A value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the registry domain
in which the object specified bynameresides. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.
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sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.

name A character string of typesec_rgy_name_tspecifying the name of the
person, group, or organization to which the attribute is attached.

num_to_test
An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of elements in the
test_attrs[ ] array. This integer must be greater than 0 (zero).

test_attrs[ ]
An array of values of typesec_attr_tthat specifies the control attributes.
The update takes place only if the types and values of the control
attributes exactly match those of the attribute instances on the named
registry object. The size of the array is determined bynum_to_test.

num_to_write
A 32-bit integer that specifies the number of attribute instances returned
in the update_attrs[ ]array.

update_attrs[ ]
An array of values of typesec_attr_tthat specifies the attribute instances
to be updated. The size of the array is determined bynum_to_write.

Output

failure_index
In the event of an error,failure_indexis a pointer to the element in the
update_attrs[ ]array that caused the update to fail. If the failure cannot
be attributed to a specific attribute, the value offailure_indexis −1.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_attr_test_and_update()routine updates an attribute only if the set of
control attributes specified in thetest_attrs[ ] match attributes that already exist for
the object.

This update is an atomic operation: if any of the control attributes do not match
existing attributes, none of the updates are performed, and if an update should be
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performed, but the write cannot occur for whatever reason to any member of the
update_attrs[ ] array, all updates are aborted. The attribute causing the update to fail
is identified infailure_index. If the failure cannot be attributed to a given attribute,
failure_indexcontains-1.

If an attribute instance already exists which is identical in bothattr_id andattr_value
to an attribute specified inin_attrs[ ], the existing attribute information is overwritten
by the new information. For multivalued attributes, every instance with the same
attr_id is overwritten with the supplied values.

If an attribute instance does not exist, it is created.

If you specify an attribute set for updating, the update applies to the set instance, the
set itself, not the members of the set. To update a member of an attribute set, supply
the UUID of the set member.

If an input attribute is associated with an update attribute trigger server, the attribute
trigger server is invoked (by thesec_attr_trig_update() function) and thein_attr[ ]
array is supplied as input. The output attributes from the update attribute trigger
server are stored in the registry database and returned in theout_attrs[ ] array. Note
that the update attribute trigger server may modify the values before they are used to
update the registry database. This is the only circumstance under which the values
in the out_attrs[ ] array differ from the values in thein_attrs[ ] array.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_test_and_update()routine routine requires the test permission and
the update permission set set for each attribute type identified in thetest_attrs[ ]array.
These permissions are defined as part of the ACL manager set in the schema entry of
each attribute type.

Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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control attribute has changed

database read only

invalid encoding type

invalid/unsupported attribute type

server unavailable

site read only

trigger server unavailable

unauthorized

value not unique

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_delete(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_update(3sec).
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sec_rgy_attr_update

Purpose Creates and updates attribute instances for a specified object

Synopsis
#include <dce/sec_rgy_attr.h>

void sec_rgy_attr_update (
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
unsigned32num_to_write,
unsigned32space_avail,
sec_attr_t in_attrs[ ],
unsigned32*num_returned,
sec_attr_t out_attrs[ ],
unsigned32*num_left,
signed32 *failure_index,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
A value of typesec_rgy_domain_tthat identifies the registry domain
in which the object specified bynameresides. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.
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sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

This parameter is ignored ifnameis policy or replist.

name A character string of typesec_rgy_name_tspecifying the name of the
person, group, or organization to which the attribute is attached.

num_to_write
A 32-bit unsigned integer that specifies the number of elements in the
in_attrs[ ] array. This integer must be greater than 0 (zero).

space_avail
Set this parameter to zero. It is a 32-bit unsigned integer that specifies
the size of theout_attrs[ ] array. Use of this parameter and its
associatedout_attrs[ ] array is reserved for future use by update trigger
servers.

in_attrs[ ] An array of values of typesec_attr_tthat specifies the attribute instances
to be updated. The size of the array is determined bynum_to_write.

Output

num_returned
A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the number of
attribute instances returned in theout_attrs[ ] array.

out_attrs[ ] Reserved for future use by update trigger servers.

num_left A pointer to an unsigned 32-bit integer that supplies the number of
attributes that could not be returned because of space constraints in the
out_attrs[ ] buffer. To ensure that all the attributes will be returned,
increase the size of theout_attrs[ ] array by increasing the size of
space_availandnum_returned.

failure_index
In the event of an error,failure_indexis a pointer to the element in the
in_attrs[ ] array that caused the update to fail. If the failure cannot be
attributed to a specific attribute, the value offailure_indexis −1.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_attr_update() routine creates new attribute instances and updates
existing attribute instances attached to a object specified by name and registry domain.
The instances to be created or updated are passed as an array ofsec_attr_tdata types.
This is an atomic operation: if the creation of any attribute in thein_attrs[ ] array
fails, all updates are aborted. The attribute causing the update to fail is identified in
failure_index. If the failure cannot be attributed to a given attribute,failure_index
contains-1.

The in_attrs[ ] array, which specifies the attributes to be created, contains values of
type sec_attr_t. These values are as follows:

attr_id A Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) that identifies the attribute type

attr_value Values of sec_attr_value_t that specify the attribute’s encoding type
and values.

If an attribute instance already exists which is identical in bothattr_id andattr_value
to an attribute specified inin_attrs[ ], the existing attribute information is overwritten
by the new information. For multivalued attributes, every instance with the same
attr_id is overwritten with the supplied values.

If an attribute instance does not exist, it is created.

For multivalued attributes, because every instance of the multivalued attribute is
identified by the same UUID, every instance is overwritten with the supplied value.
To change only one of the values, you must supply the values that should be unchanged
as well as the new value.

To create instances of multivalued attributes, create individualsec_attr_t data types
to define each multivalued attribute instance and then pass all of them in in the input
array.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_attr_update()routine requires theU (Update) permission set for each
attribute type identified in thein_attrs[ ] array. These permissions are defined as part
of the access control list (ACL) manager set in the schema entry of each attribute
type.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/sec_rgy_attr.idl
The idl file from which dce/sec_rgy_attr.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

unauthorized

database read only

server unavailable

invalid/unsupported attribute type

invalid encoding type

value not unique

attribute instance already exists

trigger server unavailable

site read only

error_status_ok

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_attr_delete(3sec),
sec_rgy_attr_test_and_update(3sec).
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sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective

Purpose Returns the effective authentication policy for an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *account,
sec_rgy_plcy_auth_t *auth_policy,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

account A pointer to the account login name (typesec_rgy_login_name_t).
A login name is composed of three character strings, containing the
principal, group, and organization (PGO) names corresponding to the
account. If all three fields contain empty strings, the authentication
policy returned is that of the registry.

Output

auth_policy
A pointer to the sec_rgy_plcy_auth_t structure to receive the
authentication policy. The authentication policy structure contains
the maximum lifetime for an authentication ticket, and the maximum
amount of time for which one can be renewed.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective()routine returns the effective authentication
policy for the specified account. The authentication policy in effect is the more
restrictive of the registry and the account policies for each policy category. If no
account is specified, the registry’s authentication policy is returned.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective()routine requires ther (read) permission on
the policy object from which the data is to be returned. If an account is specified
and an account policy exists, the routine also requires ther (read) permission on the
account principal.

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified account could not be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_info(3sec),
sec_rgy_auth_plcy_set_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_info

Purpose Returns the authentication policy for an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *account,
sec_rgy_plcy_auth_t *auth_policy,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

account A pointer to the account login name (typesec_rgy_login_name_t).
A login name is composed of three character strings, containing the
principal, group, and organization (PGO) names corresponding to the
account.

Output

auth_policy
A pointer to the sec_rgy_plcy_auth_t structure to receive the
authentication policy. The authentication policy structure contains
the maximum lifetime for an authentication ticket, and the maximum
amount of time for which one can be renewed.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_info()routine returns the authentication policy for the
specified account. If no account is specified, the registry’s authentication policy is
returned.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_info()routine requires ther (read) permission on the
policy object or account principal from which the data is to be returned.

Notes

The actual policy in effect will not correspond precisely to what is returned by this call
if the overriding registry authentication policy is more restrictive than the policy for
the specified account. Usesec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective()to return the policy
currently in effect for the given account.

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No account with the given login name could be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective(3sec),
sec_rgy_auth_plcy_set_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_auth_plcy_set_info

Purpose Sets the authentication policy for an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_auth_plcy_set_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *account,
sec_rgy_plcy_auth_t *auth_policy,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

account A pointer to the account login name (typesec_rgy_login_name_t).
A login name is composed of three character strings, containing the
principal, group, and organization (PGO) names corresponding to the
account. All three names must be completely specified.

auth_policy
A pointer to the sec_rgy_plcy_auth_t structure containing the
authentication policy. The authentication policy structure contains
the maximum lifetime for an authentication ticket, and the maximum
amount of time for which one can be renewed.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_auth_plcy_set_info()routine sets the indicated authentication policy for
the specified account. If no account is specified, the authentication policy is set for
the registry as a whole.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_auth_plcy_set_info()routine requires thea (auth_info) permission on
the policy object or account principal for which the data is to be set.

Notes

The policy set on an account may be less restrictive than the policy set for the registry
as a whole. In this case, the change in policy has no effect, since the effective policy
is the most restrictive combination of the principal and registry authentication policies.
(See thesec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective()routine).

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No account with the given login name could be found.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The user is not authorized to update the specified record.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective(3sec),
sec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_cell_bind

Purpose Binds to a registry in a cell

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_cell_bind(
unsigned_char_t *cell_name,
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t *auth_info,
sec_rgy_handle_t *context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

cell_name A character string (typeunsigned_char_t) containing the name of the
cell in question. Upon return, a security server for that cell is associated
with context, the registry server handle. The cell must be specified
completely and precisely. This routine offers none of the pathname
resolving services ofsec_rgy_site_bind().

auth_info A pointer to thesec_rgy_bind_auth_info_tstructure that identifies the
authentication protocol, protection level, and authorization protocol to
use in establishing the binding. (See therpc_binding_set_auth_info()
routine).

Output

context A pointer to asec_rgy_handle_tvariable. Upon return, this contains
a registry server handle indicating (bound to) the desired registry site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_cell_bind()routine establishes a relationship with a registry site at an
arbitrary level of security. Thecell_nameparameter identifies the target cell.

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_bind(3sec).
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sec_rgy_cursor_reset

Purpose Resets the registry database cursor

Synopsis
#include <dce/misc.h>

void sec_rgy_cursor_reset(
sec_rgy_cursor_t *cursor);

Parameters
Input/Output

cursor A pointer into the registry database.

Description

The sec_rgy_cursor_reset()routine resets the database cursor to return the first
suitable entry. A cursor is a pointer into the registry. It serves as a place holder
when returning successive items from the registry.

A cursor is bound to a particular server. In other words, a cursor that is in use with
one replica of the registry has no meaning for any other replica. If a calling program
attempts to use a cursor from one replica with another, the cursor is reset and the
routine for which the cursor was specified returns the first item in the database.

A cursor that is in use with one call cannot be used with another. For example,
you cannot use the same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist() and
sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(). The behavior in this case is undefined.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/misc.idl
The idl file from which dce/misc.hwas derived.

Examples

The following example illustrates use of the cursor within a loop. The initial
sec_rgy_cursor_reset()call resets the cursor to point to the first item in the registry.
Successive calls tosec_rgy_pgo_get_next()return the next PGO item and update
the cursor to reflect the last item returned. When the end of the list of PGO
items is reached, the routine returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin thestatus
parameter.

sec_rgy_cursor_reset(&cursor);

do {

sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(context, domain, scope, &cursor,

&item, name &status);

if (status == error_status_ok) {
/* Print formatted PGO item info */

}

}while (status == error_status_ok);

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_get_projlist(3sec),
sec_rgy_acct_lookup(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_members(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(3sec).
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sec_rgy_login_get_effective

Purpose Returns the effective login data for an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/misc.h>

void sec_rgy_login_get_effective(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_rgy_acct_key_t *key_parts,
sec_rgy_sid_t *sid,
sec_rgy_unix_sid_t *unix_sid,
sec_rgy_acct_user_t *user_part,
sec_rgy_acct_admin_t *admin_part,
sec_rgy_plcy_t *policy_data,
signed32max_number,
signed32 *supplied_number,
uuid_t id_projlist[ ] ,
signed32unix_projlist[ ],
signed32 *num_projects,
sec_rgy_name_tcell_name,
uuid_t * cell_uuid,
sec_override_fields_t *overridden,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context The registry server handle.

max_numberThe maximum number of projects to be returned by the call. This must
be no larger than the allocated size of theprojlist[ ] arrays.
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Input/Output

login_name
A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
the names for the account’s principal, group, and organization (PGO)
items.

Output

key_parts
A pointer to the minimum abbreviation allowed when logging in to the
account. Abbreviations are not currently implemented and the only
legal value issec_rgy_acct_key_person.

sid A pointer to asec_rgy_sid_tstructure to receive the returned subject
identifier (SID) for the account. This structure consists of the UUIDs
for the account’s PGO items.

unix_sid A pointer to a sec_rgy_unix_sid_tstructure to receive the returned
UNIX subject identifier (SID) for the account. This structure consists
of the UNIX numbers for the account’s PGO items.

user_part A pointer to asec_rgy_acct_user_tstructure to receive the returned
user data for the account.

admin_part A pointer to asec_rgy_acct_admin_tstructure to receive the returned
administrative data for the account.

policy_data
A pointer to a sec_rgy_policy_tstructure to receive the policy data
for the account. The policy data is associated with the account’s
organization, as identified in the login name.

supplied_number
A pointer to the actual number of projects returned. This will always
be less than or equal to themax_numbersupplied on input.

id_projlist[ ]
An array to receive the UUID of each project returned. The size
allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value is less
than the total number of projects in the account project list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the projects.

unix_projlist[ ]
An array to receive the UNIX number of each project returned. The
size allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value is
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less than the total number of projects in the account project list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the projects.

num_projects
A pointer indicating the total number of projects in the specified
account’s project list.

cell_name The name of the account’s cell.

cell_uuid The UUID for the account’s cell.

overridden
A pointer to a 32-bit set of flags identifying the local overrides, if any,
for the account login information.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_login_get_effective()routine returns effective login information for
the specified account. Login information is extracted from the account’s entry in
the registry database. Effective login information is a combination of the login
information from the registry database and any login overrides defined for the account
on the local machine.

The overriddenparameter indicates which, if any, of the following local overrides
have been defined for the account:

• The UNIX user ID

• The group ID

• The encrypted password

• The account’s miscellaneous information (gecos) field

• The account’s home directory

• The account’s login shell

Local overrides for account login information are defined in the/etc/passwd_override
file and apply only to the local machine.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/misc.idl
The idl file from which dce/misc.hwas derived.

/etc/passwd_override
The file that defines local overrides for account login information.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy__object_not_found
The specified account could not be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_add(3sec), sec_rgy_login_get_info(3sec).

Files: passwd_override(5sec).
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sec_rgy_login_get_info

Purpose Returns login information for an account

Synopsis
#include <dce/misc.h>

void sec_rgy_login_get_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_login_name_t *login_name,
sec_rgy_acct_key_t *key_parts,
sec_rgy_sid_t *sid,
sec_rgy_unix_sid_t *unix_sid,
sec_rgy_acct_user_t *user_part,
sec_rgy_acct_admin_t *admin_part,
sec_rgy_plcy_t *policy_data,
signed32max_number,
signed32 *supplied_number,
uuid_t id_projlist[ ] ,
signed32unix_projlist[ ],
signed32 *num_projects,
sec_rgy_name_tcell_name,
uuid_t * cell_uuid,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context The registry server handle.

max_number
The maximum number of projects to be returned by the call. This must
be no larger than the allocated size of theprojlist[ ] arrays.
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Input/Output

login_name
A pointer to the account login name. A login name is composed of
the names for the account’s principal, group, and organization (PGO)
items.

Output

key_parts A pointer to the minimum abbreviation allowed when logging in to the
account. Abbreviations are not currently implemented and the only
legal value issec_rgy_acct_key_person.

sid A pointer to a sec_rgy_sid_t structure to receive the UUID’s
representing the account’s PGO items.

unix_sid A pointer to a sec_rgy_unix_sid_t structure to receive the UNIX
numbers for the account’s PGO items.

user_part A pointer to asec_rgy_acct_user_tstructure to receive the returned
user data for the account.

admin_part A pointer to asec_rgy_acct_admin_tstructure to receive the returned
administrative data for the account.

policy_data
A pointer to a sec_rgy_policy_tstructure to receive the policy data
for the account. The policy data is associated with the account’s
organization, as identified in the login name.

supplied_number
A pointer to the actual number of projects returned. This will always
be less than or equal to themax_numbersupplied on input.

id_projlist[ ]
An array to receive the UUID of each project returned. The size
allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value is less
than the total number of projects in the account project list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the projects.

unix_projlist[ ]
An array to receive the UNIX number of each project returned. The
size allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value is
less than the total number of projects in the account project list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the projects.
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num_projects
A pointer indicating the total number of projects in the specified
account’s project list.

cell_name The name of the account’s cell.

cell_uuid The UUID for the account’s cell.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_login_get_info()routine returns login information for the specified
account. This information is extracted from the account’s entry in the registry
database. To return any local overrides for the account’s login data, use
sec_rgy_login_get_effective().

Permissions Required

Thesec_rgy_login_get_info()routine requires ther (read) permission on the account
principal from which the data is to be returned.

Files

/usr/lib/dce/misc.idl
The idl file from which dce/misc.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified account could not be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_login_get_effective(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_add

Purpose Adds a PGO item to the registry database

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_add(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
sec_rgy_pgo_item_t *pgo_item,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the new PGO item.
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pgo_item A pointer to asec_rgy_pgo_item_tstructure containing the data for the
new PGO item. The data in this structure includes the PGO item’s
name, UUID, UNIX number (if any), and administrative data, such as
whether the item may have (or belong to) a concurrent group set.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_add()routine adds a PGO item to the registry database.

The PGO data consists of the following:

• The universal unique identifier (UUID) of the PGO item. Specify NULL to have
the registry server create a new UUID for an item.

• The UNIX number for the PGO item. Since the registry uses embedded UNIX
IDs (where a subset of the UUID bits represent the UNIX ID), the specified ID
must match the UUID, if both are specified.

• The quota for subaccounts allowed for this item entry.

• The full name of the PGO item.

• Flags (in thesec_rgy_pgo_flags_tformat) indicating whether

— A principal item is an alias.

— The PGO item can be deleted from the registry.

— A principal item can have a concurrent group set.

— A group item can appear in a concurrent group set.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_add()routine requires thei (insert) permission on the parent
directory in which the the PGO item is to be created.
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Notes

An account can be added to the registry database only when all its constituent
PGO items are already in the database, and the appropriate membership relationships
between them are established. For example, to establish an account with principal
nametom, group namewriters , and organization namehp, all three names must exist
as independent PGO items in the database. Furthermore,tom must be a member of
writers , which must be a member ofhp. (Seesec_rgy_acct_add()to add an account
to the registry.)

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to add the specified PGO item.

sec_rgy_object_exists
A PGO item already exists with the name given inname.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_delete(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_rename(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_replace(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_add_member

Purpose Adds a principal to a group or organization

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_add_member(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tgo_name,
sec_rgy_name_tprincipal_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_group
The go_nameparameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The go_nameparameter identifies an organization.

go_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
group or organization to which the specified principal will be added.

principal_name
A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
principal to be added to the membership list of the group or organization
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specified bygo_name. You must use fully qualified names to add
foreign principals as members of a group. (Only local principals can
be added as members of an organization.)

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_add_member()routine adds a member to the membership list of a
group or organization in the registry database. For this call to succeed when adding
a principal from a foreign cell to a group, the Security Server (secd) must be running
in the foreign cell.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_add_member()routine requires theM (Member_list) permission
on the group or organization item specified bygo_name. If go_namespecifies a
group, the routine also requires theg (groups) permission on the principal identified
by principal_name.

Notes

An account can be added to the registry database only when all its constituent
PGO items are already in the database, and the appropriate membership relationships
between them are established. For example, to establish an account with principal
nametom, group namewriters , and organization namehp, all three names must exist
as independent PGO items in the database. Furthermore,tom must be a member of
writers , which must be a member ofhp. (See thesec_rgy_acct_add()routine to
add an account to the registry.)

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to add members to the specified
group or organization.

sec_rgy_bad_domain
An invalid domain was specified. A member can be added only to a
group or organization, not a principal.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified name.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_delete_member(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_members(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_is_member(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_delete

Purpose Deletes a PGO item from the registry database

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_delete(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the PGO item to be deleted.
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Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_delete()routine deletes a PGO item from the registry database.
Any account depending on the deleted PGO item is also deleted.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_delete()routine requires the following permissions:

• The d (delete) permission on the parent directory that contains the the PGO item
to be deleted.

• The D (Delete_object) permission on the PGO item itself.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to delete the specified item.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified item.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_delete_member

Purpose Removes a member from a group or organization

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_delete_member(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tgo_name,
sec_rgy_name_tprincipal_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_group
The go_nameparameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The go_nameparameter identifies an organization.

go_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of
the group or organization from which the specified principal will be
removed.
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principal_name
A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
principal to be removed from the membership list of the group or
organization specified bygo_name. You must use fully-qualified names
to remove foreign principals from groups. (Only local principals can
be members of an organization.)

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_rgy_pgo_delete_member()routine removes a member from the membership
list of a group or organization. The principal to be removed from a group can be in
the local or a foreign cell. (Only local principals can be members of an organization.)

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_delete_member()routine requires the M (Member_list)
permission on the group or organization item specified bygo_name.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to remove the specified member.

sec_rgy_bad_domain
An invalid domain was specified. Members can exist only for groups
and organizations, not for principals.
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sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified group or organization was not found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add_member.
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sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_eff_unix_num

Purpose Returns the name and data for a PGO item identified by its effective UNIX number

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_eff_unix_num(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tscope,
signed32unix_id,
boolean32allow_aliases,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_pgo_item_t *pgo_item,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
boolean32 *overridden,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The UNIX number identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The UNIX number identifies a group.
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Note that this function doesnot support the valuesec_rgy_domain_org.

scope A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the scope of the
desired search. The registry database is designed to accommodate a
tree-structured name hierarchy. The scope of a search is the name of
the branch under which the search takes place. For example, all names
in a registry might start with/alpha, and be divided further into/beta
or /gamma. To search only the part of the database under/beta, the
scope of the search would be/alpha/beta, and any resulting PGO items
would have names beginning with this string. Note that these naming
conventions need not have anything to do with group or organization
PGO item membership lists.

unix_id The UNIX number of the desired registry PGO item.

allow_aliases
A boolean32value indicating whether to search for a primary PGO
item, or whether the search can be satisfied with an alias. If TRUE,
the routine returns the next entry found for the PGO item. If FALSE,
the routine returns only the primary entry.

Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_pgo_get_next()routine returns the PGO item
indicated byitem_cursor, and advances the cursor to point to the next
item in the database. When the end of the list of entries is reached,
the routine returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the status
parameter. Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to reset the cursor.

Output

pgo_item
A pointer to asec_rgy_pgo_item_tstructure to receive the data for the
returned PGO item. The data in this structure includes the PGO item’s
name, UUID, UNIX number (if any), and administrative data, such as
whether the item, if a principal, may have a concurrent group set. The
data is as it appears in the registry, for that UNIX number, even though
some of the fields may have been overridden locally.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the returned
name for the PGO item. This string might contain a local override
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value if the supplied UNIX number is found in thepasswd_override
or group_override file.

overridden
A pointer to aboolean32value indicating whether or not the supplied
UNIX number has an entry in the local override file (passwd_override
or group_override).

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_eff_unix_num()routine returns the name and data for a
PGO item. The desired item is identified by its type (domain) and its UNIX number.

This routine is similar to thesec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num()routine. The
difference between the routines is thatsec_rgy_pgo_get_by_eff_unix_num()first
searches the local override files for the respectivename_domainfor a match with
the supplied UNIX number. If an override match is found, and an account or group
name is found in that entry, then that name is used to obtain PGO data from the
registry and the value of theoverriddenparameter is set to TRUE.

The item_cursorparameter specifies the starting point for the search through the
registry database. It provides an automatic place holder in the database. The routine
automatically updates this variable to point to the next PGO item after the returned
item. The returned cursor location can be supplied on a subsequent database access
call that also uses a PGO item cursor.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_eff_unix_num()routine requires ther (read) permission
on the PGO item to be viewed.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
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same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to renew a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

group_override
The local group override file.

passwd_override
The local password override file.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor is at the end of the list of PGO items.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified PGO item was not found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id

Purpose Returns the name and data for a PGO item identified by its UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tscope,
uuid_t * item_id,
boolean32allow_aliases,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_pgo_item_t *pgo_item,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The UUID identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The UUID identifies a group.
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sec_rgy_domain_org
The UUID identifies an organization.

scope A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the scope of the
desired search. The registry database is designed to accommodate a
tree-structured name hierarchy. The scope of a search is the name of
the branch under which the search takes place. For example, all names
in a registry might start with/alpha, and be divided further into/beta
or /gamma. To search only the part of the database under/beta, the
scope of the search would be/alpha/beta, and any resulting PGO items
would have names beginning with this string. Note that these naming
conventions need not have anything to do with group or organization
PGO item membership lists.

item_id A pointer to theuuid_t variable containing the UUID (Unique Universal
Identifier) of the desired PGO item.

allow_aliases
A boolean32value indicating whether to search for a primary PGO
item, or whether the search can be satisfied with an alias. If TRUE,
the routine returns the next entry found for the PGO item. If FALSE,
the routine returns only the primary entry.

Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id()routine returns the PGO item
indicated byitem_cursor, and advances the cursor to point to the next
item in the database. When the end of the list of entries is reached,
the routine returnssec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the statusparameter.
Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to reset the cursor.

Output

pgo_item A pointer to asec_rgy_pgo_item_tstructure to receive the data for the
returned PGO item. The data in this structure includes the PGO item’s
name, UUID, UNIX number (if any), and administrative data, such as
whether the item, if a principal, may have a concurrent group set.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the returned
name for the PGO item.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id()routine returns the name and data for a PGO item.
The desired item is identified by its type (domain) and its UUID.

The item_cursorparameter specifies the starting point for the search through the
registry database. It provides an automatic place holder in the database. The routine
automatically updates this variable to point to the next PGO item after the returned
item. The returned cursor location can be supplied on a subsequent database access
call that also uses a PGO item cursor.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id()routine requires ther (read) permission on the PGO
item to be viewed.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to renew a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor is at the end of the list of PGO items.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified PGO item was not found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name

Purpose Returns the data for a named PGO item

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tpgo_name,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_pgo_item_t *pgo_item,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

pgo_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
principal, group, or organization to search for.
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Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name()routine returns the PGO
item indicated byitem_cursor, and advances the cursor to point to the
next item in the database. When the end of the list of entries is reached,
the routine returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the status
parameter. Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to reset the cursor.

Output

pgo_item A pointer to asec_rgy_pgo_item_tstructure to receive the data for the
returned PGO item. The data in this structure includes the PGO item’s
name, UUID, UNIX number (if any), and administrative data, such as
whether the item, if a principal, may have a concurrent group set.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name()routine returns the data for a named PGO item
from the registry database. The desired item is identified by its type (name_domain)
and name.

The item_cursorparameter specifies the starting point for the search through the
registry database. It provides an automatic place holder in the database. The routine
automatically updates this variable to point to the next PGO item after the returned
item. The returned cursor location can be supplied on a subsequent database access
call that also uses a PGO item cursor.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name()routine requires ther (read) permission on the
PGO item to be viewed.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
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of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to renew a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor is at the end of the list of PGO items.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified PGO item was not found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num

Purpose Returns the name and data for a PGO item identified by its UNIX ID

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tscope,
signed32unix_id,
boolean32allow_aliases,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_pgo_item_t *pgo_item,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The UNIX number identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The UNIX number identifies a group.
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sec_rgy_domain_org
The UNIX number identifies an organization.

scope A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the scope of the
desired search. The registry database is designed to accommodate a
tree-structured name hierarchy. The scope of a search is the name of
the branch under which the search takes place. For example, all names
in a registry might start with/alpha, and be divided further into/beta
or /gamma. To search only the part of the database under/beta, the
scope of the search would be/alpha/beta, and any resulting PGO items
would have names beginning with this string. Note that these naming
conventions need not have anything to do with group or organization
PGO item membership lists.

unix_id The UNIX number of the desired registry PGO item.

allow_aliases
A boolean32value indicating whether to search for a primary PGO
item, or whether the search can be satisfied with an alias. If TRUE,
the routine returns the next entry found for the PGO item. If FALSE,
the routine returns only the primary entry.

Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num()routine returns the
PGO item indicated byitem_cursor, and advances the cursor to point
to the next item in the database. When the end of the list of entries is
reached, the routine returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the
statusparameter. Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to reset the cursor.

Output

pgo_item A pointer to asec_rgy_pgo_item_tstructure to receive the data for the
returned PGO item. The data in this structure includes the PGO item’s
name, UUID, UNIX number (if any), and administrative data, such as
whether the item, if a principal, may have a concurrent group set.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the returned
name for the PGO item.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num()routine returns the name and data for a PGO
item. The desired item is identified by its type (domain) and its UNIX number.

The item_cursorparameter specifies the starting point for the search through the
registry database. It provides an automatic place holder in the database. The routine
automatically updates this variable to point to the next PGO item after the returned
item. The returned cursor location can be supplied on a subsequent database access
call that also uses a PGO item cursor.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num()routine requires ther (read) permission on
the PGO item to be viewed.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to renew a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor is at the end of the list of PGO items.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified PGO item was not found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_get_members

Purpose Returns the membership list for a specified group or organization or returns the set of
groups in which the specified principal is a member

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_get_members(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tgo_name,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *member_cursor,
signed32max_members,
sec_rgy_member_tmember_list[ ],
signed32 *number_supplied,
signed32 *number_members,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to asecd server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable specifies whethergo_nameidentifies a principal, group,
or organization. The valid values are as follows:

sec_rgy_domain_group
The go_nameparameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The go_nameparameter identifies an organization.
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sec_rgy_domain_person
The go_nameparameter identifies an principal.

go_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) that contains the name of a
group, organization, or principal. Ifgo_nameis the name of a group
or organization, the call returns the group’s or organization’s member
list. If go_nameis the name of a principal, the call returns a list of
all groups in which the principal is a member. (Contrast this with the
sec_rgy_acct_get_projcall, which returns only those groups in which
the principal is a member and that have been marked to be included in
the principal’s project list.)

max_members
A signed32 variable containing the allocated dimension of the
member_list[ ] array. This is the maximum number of members or
groups that can be returned by a single call.

Input/Output

member_cursor
An opaque pointer to a specific entry in the membership list or list
of groups. The returned list begins with the entry specified by
member_cursor. Upon return, the cursor points to the next entry
after the last one returned. If there are no more entries, the routine
returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the status parameter.
Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to reset the cursor to the beginning of the
list.

Output

member_list[ ]
An array of character strings to receive the returned member or group
names. The size allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If
this value is less than the total number of members or group names,
multiple calls must be made to return all of the members or groups.
For groups, fully qualified names are returned for foreign principals and
local names for local principals. (Only local principals can be members
of an organization.)

number_supplied
A pointer to asigned32variable to receive the number of members or
groups actually returned inmember_list[ ].
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number_members
A pointer to a signed32 variable to receive the total number of
members or groups. If this number is greater thannumber_supplied,
multiple calls tosec_rgy_pgo_get_members()are necessary. Use the
member_cursorparameter to coordinate successive calls.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_rgy_pgo_get_members()routine returns a list of the members in the specified
group or organization, or a list of groups in which a specified principal is a member.

The member_cursorparameter specifies the starting point for the search through the
registry database. It provides an automatic place holder in the database. The routine
automatically updatesmember_cursorto point to the next member or group (if any)
after the returned list. If not all of the members or groups are returned, the updated
cursor can be supplied on successive calls to return the remainder of the list.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_members()routine requires ther (read) permission on the
group, organization, or principal object specified bygo_name.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to renew a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.
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Return Values

The routine returns

• The names of the groups or members inmember_list[ ]

• The number of members or groups returned by the call innumber_supplied

• The total number of members in the group or organization, or the total number
of groups in which the principal is a member innumber_members

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor points to the end of the membership list for a group or
organization or to the end of the list of groups for a principal.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified group, organization, or principal could not be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_acct_get_proj(3sec),
sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add_member(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_is_member(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_get_next

Purpose Returns the next PGO item in the registry database

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_get_next(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tscope,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_pgo_item_t *pgo_item,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
Returns the next principal item.

sec_rgy_domain_group
Returns the next group item.

sec_rgy_domain_org
Returns the next organization item.
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scope A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the scope of the
desired search. The registry database is designed to accommodate a
tree-structured name hierarchy. The scope of a search is the name of
the branch under which the search takes place. For example, all names
in a registry might start with/alpha, and be divided further into/beta
or /gamma. To search only the part of the database under/beta, the
scope of the search would be/alpha/beta, and any resulting PGO items
would have names beginning with this string. Note that these naming
conventions need not have anything to do with group or organization
PGO item membership lists.

Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_pgo_get_next()routine returns the PGO item
indicated byitem_cursor, and advances the cursor to point to the next
item in the database. When the end of the list of entries is reached,
the routine returns the valuesec_rgy_no_more_entriesin the status
parameter. Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to reset the cursor.

Output

pgo_item A pointer to asec_rgy_pgo_item_tstructure to receive the data for the
returned PGO item. The data in this structure includes the PGO item’s
name, UUID, UNIX number (if any), and administrative data, such as
whether the item, if a principal, may have a concurrent group set.

name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the name of
the returned PGO item.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_next()routine returns the data and name for the PGO in the
registry database indicated byitem_cursor. It also advances the cursor to point to the
next PGO item in the database. Successive calls to this routine return all the PGO
items in the database of the specified type (given byname_domain), in storage order.

The PGO data consists of the following:
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• The universal unique identifier (UUID) of the PGO item.

• The UNIX number for the PGO item.

• The quota for subaccounts.

• The full name of the PGO item.

• Flags indicating whether

— A principal item is an alias.

— The PGO item can be deleted.

— A principal item can have a concurrent group set.

— A group item can appear on a concurrent group set.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_get_next()routine requires ther (read) permission on the PGO
item to be viewed.

Cautions

There are several different types of cursors used in the registry application programmer
interface (API). Some cursors point to PGO items, others point to members in a
membership list, and others point to account data. Do not use a cursor for one sort
of object in a call expecting another sort of object. For example, you cannot use the
same cursor on a call tosec_rgy_acct_get_projlist()and sec_rgy_pgo_get_next().
The behavior in this case is undefined.

Furthermore, cursors are specific to a server. A cursor pointing into one replica of
the registry database is useless as a pointer into another replica.

Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset()to renew a cursor for use with another call or for another
server.

Return Values

The routine returns the data for the returned PGO item inpgo_itemand the name in
name.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The cursor is at the end of the list of PGO items.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_cursor_reset(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name

Purpose Returns the name for a PGO item identified by its UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
uuid_t * item_id,
sec_rgy_name_tpgo_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The item_id parameter identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The item_id parameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The item_id parameter identifies an organization.

item_id A pointer to theuuid_t variable containing the input UUID (unique
universal identifier).
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Output

pgo_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
principal, group, or organization with the input UUID.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name()routine returns the name of the PGO item having the
specified UUID.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name()routine requires at least one permission of any kind
on the PGO item to be viewed.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No item with the specified UUID could be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num

Purpose Returns the UNIX number for a PGO item identified by its UUID

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
uuid_t * item_id,
signed32 *item_unix_id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The item_id parameter identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The item_id parameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The item_id parameter identifies an organization.

item_id A pointer to theuuid_t variable containing the input UUID (unique
universal identifier).
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Output

item_unix_id
A pointer to thesigned32variable to receive the returned UNIX number
for the PGO item.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num()routine returns the UNIX number for the PGO
item having the specified UUID.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No item with the specified UUID could be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
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sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_is_member

Purpose Checks group or organization membership

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

boolean32 sec_rgy_pgo_is_member(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tgo_name,
sec_rgy_name_tprincipal_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_group
The go_nameparameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The go_nameparameter identifies an organization.

go_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
group or organization whose membership list is in question.

principal_name
A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
principal whose membership in the group or organization specified
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by go_nameis in question. For groups, use fully-qualified names
for foreign principals. (Only local principals can be members of an
organization.)

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_is_member()routine tests whether the specified principal is a
member of the named group or organization.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_is_member()routine requires thet (test) permission on the group
or organization item specified bygo_name.

Return Values

The routine returns TRUE if the principal is a member of the named group or
organization. If the principal is not a member, the routine returns FALSE.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The named group or organization was not found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add_member(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_members(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id

Purpose Returns the UUID for a named PGO item

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tpgo_name,
uuid_t * item_id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

pgo_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
principal, group, or organization whose UUID is desired.
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Output

item_id A pointer to theuuid_t variable containing the UUID (unique universal
identifier) of the resulting PGO item.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id()routine returns the UUID associated with the named
PGO item.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The specified PGO item could not be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_unix_num

Purpose Returns the UNIX number for a PGO item identified by its name

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_unix_num(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tpgo_name,
signed32 *item_unix_id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

pgo_name A character string containing the name of the PGO item in question.
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Output

item_unix_id
A pointer to thesigned32variable to receive the returned UNIX number
for the PGO item.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_unix_num()routine returns the UNIX number for the
PGO item having the specified name.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No item with the specified UUID could be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
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sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_rename

Purpose Changes the name of a PGO item in the registry database

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_rename(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_told_name,
sec_rgy_name_tnew_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

old_name A pointer to asec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the existing
name of the PGO item.
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new_name A pointer to a sec_rgy_name_tcharacter string containing the new
name for the PGO item.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_rename()routine renames a PGO item in the registry database.

Permissions Required

If the sec_rgy_pgo_rename()routine is performing a rename within a directory, it
requires then (name) permission on the old name of the PGO item. If the routine
is performing a move between directories, it requires the following permissions:

• The d (delete) permission on the parent directory that contains the PGO item.

• The n (name) permission on the old name of the PGO item.

• The i (insert) permission on the parent directory in which the PGO item is to be
added under the new name.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to change the name of the specified
PGO item.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified PGO item.
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sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_replace(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_replace

Purpose Replaces the data in an existing PGO item

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_replace(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
sec_rgy_name_tpgo_name,
sec_rgy_pgo_item_t *pgo_item,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The name identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The name identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The name identifies an organization.

pgo_name A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
principal, group, or organization whose data is to be replaced.
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pgo_item A pointer to asec_rgy_pgo_item_tstructure containing the new data
for the PGO item. The data in this structure includes the PGO item’s
name, UUID, UNIX number (if any), and administrative data, such as
whether the item, if a principal, may have a concurrent group set.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_replace()routine replaces the data associated with a PGO item in
the registry database.

The UNIX ID and UUID of a PGO item cannot be replaced. To change the UNIX
ID or UUID, the existing PGO item must be deleted and a new PGO item added in
its place. The one exception to this rule is that the UNIX ID can be replaced in the
PGO item for a cell principal. The reason for this exception is that the UUID for a
cell principal does not contain an embedded UNIX ID.

Permissions Required

Thesec_rgy_pgo_replace()routine requires at least one of the following permissions:

• The m (mgmt_info) permission on the PGO item, ifquota or flags is being set.

• The f (fullname) permission on the PGO item, iffullname is being set.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The client program is not authorized to replace the specified PGO item.
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sec_rgy_object_not_found
No PGO item was found with the given name.

sec_rgy_unix_id_changed
The UNIX number of the PGO item was changed.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_delete(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_rename(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id

Purpose Returns the UUID for a PGO item identified by its UNIX number

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
signed32item_unix_id,
uuid_t * item_id,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
This variable identifies the type of the principal, group, or organization
(PGO) item identified by the given name. The valid values are as
follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The item_unix_idparameter identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The item_unix_idparameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The item_unix_idparameter identifies an organization.

item_unix_id
The signed32variable containing the UNIX number for the PGO item.
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Output

item_id A pointer to theuuid_t variable containing the UUID (unique universal
identifier) of the resulting PGO item.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_id()routine returns the universal unique identifier
(UUID) for a PGO item that has the specified UNIX number.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No item with the specified UNIX number could be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_name

Purpose Returns the name for a PGO item identified by its UNIX number

Synopsis
#include <dce/pgo.h>

void sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_name(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_domain_tname_domain,
signed32item_unix_id,
sec_rgy_name_tpgo_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name_domain
The type of the principal, group, or organization (PGO) item identified
by item_unix_id. Valid values are as follows:

sec_rgy_domain_person
The item_unix_idparameter identifies a principal.

sec_rgy_domain_group
The item_unix_idparameter identifies a group.

sec_rgy_domain_org
The item_unix_idparameter identifies an organization.

item_unix_id
The signed32variable containing the UNIX number for the PGO item.
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Output

pgo_name A character string containing the name of the PGO item in question.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_name()routine returns the name for a PGO item
that has the specified UNIX number.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_pgo_unix_num_to_name()routine requires at least one permission of
any kind on the PGO item identified byitem_unix_id.

Files

/usr/include/dce/pgo.idl
The idl file from which dce/pgo.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
No item with the specified UNIX number could be found.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_add(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_id(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_get_by_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_name(3sec), sec_rgy_pgo_id_to_unix_num(3sec),
sec_rgy_pgo_name_to_id(3sec).
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sec_rgy_plcy_get_effective

Purpose Returns the effective policy for an organization

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_plcy_get_effective(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_name_torganization,
sec_rgy_plcy_t *policy_data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

organization
A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
organization for which the policy data is to be returned. If this string
is empty, the routine returns the registry’s policy data.

Output

policy_data
A pointer to thesec_rgy_plcy_tstructure to receive the authentication
policy. This structure contains the minimum length of a user’s
password, the lifetime of a password, the expiration date of a password,
the lifetime of the entire account, and some flags describing limitations
on the password spelling.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

Thesec_rgy_plcy_get_effective()routine returns the effective policy for the specified
organization.

The effective policy data is the most restrictive combination of the registry and the
organization policies.

The policy data consists of the following:

• The password expiration date. This is the date on which account passwords will
expire.

• The minimum length allowed for account passwords.

• The period of time (life span) for which account passwords will be valid.

• The period of time (life span) for which accounts will be valid.

• Flags indicating whether account passwords can consist entirely of spaces or
entirely of alphanumeric characters.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_plcy_get_effective()routine requires ther (read) permission on the
policy object from which the data is to be returned. If an organization is specified,
the routine also requires ther (read) permission on the organization.

Notes

If no organization is specified, the routine returns the registry’s policy data. To return
the effective policy, an organization must be specified. This is because the routine
compares the registry’s policy data with that of the organization to determine which
is more restrictive.

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified organization.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_plcy_get_info(3sec),
sec_rgy_plcy_set_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_plcy_get_info

Purpose Returns the policy for an organization

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_plcy_get_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_name_torganization,
sec_rgy_plcy_t *policy_data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

organization
A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
organization for which the policy data is to be returned. If this string
is empty, the routine returns the registry’s policy data.

Output

policy_data
A pointer to thesec_rgy_plcy_tstructure to receive the authentication
policy. This structure contains the minimum length of a user’s
password, the lifetime of a password, the expiration date of a password,
the lifetime of the entire account, and some flags describing limitations
on the password spelling.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_plcy_get_info() routine returns the policy data for the specified
organization. If no organization is specified, the registry’s policy data is returned.

The policy data consists of the following:

• The password expiration date. This is the date on which account passwords will
expire.

• The minimum length allowed for account passwords.

• The period of time (life span) for which account passwords will be valid.

• The period of time (life span) for which accounts will be valid.

• Flags indicating whether account passwords can consist entirely of spaces or
entirely of alphanumeric characters.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_plcy_get_info()routine requires ther (read) permission on the policy
object or organization from which the data is to be returned.

Notes

The returned policy may not be in effect if the overriding registry authorization policy
is more restrictive. (See thesec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective()routine.)

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified organization or the
organization exists, but policy has not been set for the the specified
organizaton.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_plcy_get_effective_info(3sec),
sec_rgy_plcy_set_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_plcy_set_info

Purpose Sets the policy for an organization

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_plcy_set_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_name_torganization,
sec_rgy_plcy_t *policy_data,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

organization
A character string (typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
organization for which the policy data is to be returned. If this string
is empty, the routine sets the registry’s policy data.

policy_data
A pointer to thesec_rgy_plcy_tstructure containing the authentication
policy. This structure contains the minimum length of a user’s
password, the lifetime of a password, the expiration date of a password,
the lifetime of the entire account, and some flags describing limitations
on the password spelling.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_plcy_set_info()routine sets the authentication policy for a specified
organization. If no organization is specified, the registry’s policy data is set.

Policy data can be returned or set for individual organizations and for the registry as
a whole.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_plcy_set_info()routine requires them (mgmt_info) permission on the
policy object or organization for which the data is to be set.

Notes

The policy set on an account may be less restrictive than the policy set for the
registry as a whole. In this case, the changes in policy have no effect, since the
effective policy is the most restrictive combination of the organization and registry
authentication policies. (See thesec_rgy_auth_plcy_get_effective()routine.)

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The user is not authorized to perform this operation.

sec_rgy_object_not_found
The registry server could not find the specified organization.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_plcy_get_effective(3sec),
sec_rgy_plcy_get_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_properties_get_info

Purpose Returns registry properties

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_properties_get_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_properties_t *properties,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

Output

properties
A pointer to asec_rgy_properties_tstructure to receive the returned
property information. A registry’s property information contains
information such as the default and minimum lifetime and other
restrictions on privilege attribute certificates, the realm authentication
name, and whether or not this replica of the registry supports updates.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_properties_get_info()routine returns a list of the registry properties.

The property information consists of the following:
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read_version
A stamp specifying the earliest version of the registry server software
that can read from this registry.

write_version
A stamp specifying the earliest version of the registry server software
that can write to this registry.

minimum_ticket_lifetime
The minimum period of time for which an authentication ticket remains
valid.

default_certificate_lifetime
The default period of time for which an authentication certificate (ticket-
granting ticket) remains valid. A process can request an authentication
certificate with a longer lifetime. Note that the maximum lifetime for
an authentication certificate cannot exceed the lifetime established by
the effective policy for the requesting account.

low_unix_id_person
The lowest UNIX ID that can be assigned to a principal in the registry.

low_unix_id_group
The lowest UNIX ID that can be assigned to a group in the registry.

low_unix_id_org
The lowest UNIX ID that can be assigned to an organization in the
registry.

max_unix_id
The maximum UNIX ID that can be used for any item in the registry.

realm A character string naming the cell controlled by this registry.

realm_uuid The UUID of the cell controlled by this registry.

flags Flags include the following:

sec_rgy_prop_readonly
If TRUE, the registry database is read-only.

sec_rgy_prop_auth_cert_unbound
If TRUE, privilege attribute certificates can be generated
for use at any site.
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sec_rgy_prop_shadow_password
If FALSE, passwords can be distributed over the network.
If this flag is TRUE, passwords will be stripped from
the returned data to thesec_rgy_acct_lookup(), and other
calls that return an account’s encoded password.

sec_rgy_prop_embedded_unix_id
All registry UUIDs contain embedded UNIX IDs. This
implies that the UNIX ID of any registry object cannot be
changed, since UUIDs are immutable.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_properties_get_info()routine requires ther (read) permission on the
policy object from which the property information is to be returned.

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_properties_set_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_properties_set_info

Purpose Sets registry properties

Synopsis
#include <dce/policy.h>

void sec_rgy_properties_set_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_properties_t *properties,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context The registry server handle. An opaque handle bound to a registry
server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()to acquire a bound handle.

properties A pointer to asec_rgy_properties_tstructure containing the registry
property information to be set. A registry’s property information
contains information such as the default and minimum lifetime and other
restrictions on privilege attribute certificates, the realm authentication
name, and whether or not this replica of the registry supports updates.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_properties_set_info()routine sets the registry properties.

The property information consists of the following:
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read_version
A stamp specifying the earliest version of the registry server software
that can read from this registry.

write_version
A stamp specifying the earliest version of the registry server software
that can write to this registry.

minimum_ticket_lifetime
The minimum period of time for which an authentication ticket remains
valid.

default_certificate_lifetime
The default period of time for which an authentication certificate (ticket-
granting ticket) remains valid. A process can request an authentication
certificate with a longer lifetime. Note that the maximum lifetime for
an authentication certificate cannot exceed the lifetime established by
the effective policy for the requesting account.

low_unix_id_person
The lowest UNIX ID that can be assigned to a principal in the registry.

low_unix_id_group
The lowest UNIX ID that can be assigned to a group in the registry.

low_unix_id_org
The lowest UNIX ID that can be assigned to an organization in the
registry.

max_unix_id
The maximum UNIX ID that can be used for any item in the registry.

realm A character string naming the cell controlled by this registry.

realm_uuid The UUID of the cell controlled by this registry.

flags Flags include the following:

sec_rgy_prop_readonly
If TRUE, the registry database is read-only.

sec_rgy_prop_auth_cert_unbound
If TRUE, privilege attribute certificates can be generated
for use at any site.
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sec_rgy_prop_shadow_password
If FALSE, passwords can be distributed over the network.
If this flag is TRUE, passwords will be stripped from
the returned data to thesec_rgy_acct_lookup(), and other
calls that return an account’s encoded password.

sec_rgy_prop_embedded_unix_id
All registry UUIDs contain embedded UNIX IDs. This
implies that the UNIX ID of any registry object cannot be
changed, since UUIDs are immutable.

Permissions Required

The sec_rgy_properties_set_info()routine requires them (mgmt_info) permission
on the policy object for which the property information is to be set.

Files

/usr/include/dce/policy.idl
The idl file from which dce/policy.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_not_authorized
The user is not authorized to change the registry properties.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_properties_get_info(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_bind

Purpose Binds to a registry site

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_bind(
unsigned_char_t *site_name,
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t *auth_info,
sec_rgy_handle_t *context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

site_name A character string (typeunsigned_char_t) specifying the security server
to bind to in one of the following forms:

• To bind to an arbitrary security server site in a named cell, specify
a cell name (for example,/.../r_d.com) or /.: for the local cell.

• To bind to a specific security server site in a specific cell, specify
either the cell name and the server name (for example,/.../r_d.com/
subsys/dce/sec/rs_server_250_2)or the server’s network address
(for example,ncadg_ip_udp:15.22.144.248). If the server name
is not valid, the routine binds to an arbitrary security site in the
named cell.

Note that the routine ignores anything after the cell name that does not
refer to an item in the Cell Directory Service (CDS) namespace. If the
specified CDS namespace item does not resolve to a security server, the
call fails.

auth_info A pointer to the sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t structure that
identifies the authentication protocol, protection level, and
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authorization protocol to use in establishing the binding. (See
the rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc) reference page.) If the
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t structure specifies authenticated RPC, the
caller must have established a valid network identity for this call to
succeed.

Output

context A pointer to asec_rgy_handle_tvariable. Upon return, this contains a
registry server handle indicating (‘‘bound to’’) the desired registry site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_bind()call binds to a registry site at the security level specified by
the auth_infoparameter. Thesite_nameparameter identifies the registry to use. If
site_nameis NULL, or a zero-length string, a registry site in the local cell is selected
by the client agent.

Note: Like the sec_rgy_site_bind_query()routine, this routine binds arbitrarily to
either an update or query site. Although update sites can accept queries,
query sites cannot accept updates. To specifically select an update site, use
sec_rgy_site_bind_update().

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The caller does not have a valid network login context.
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sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_cell_bind(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_bind_query

Purpose Binds to a registry query site

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_bind_query(
unsigned_char_t *site_name,
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t *auth_info,
sec_rgy_handle_t *context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

site_name A character string (typeunsigned_char_t) specifying the security server
to bind to in one of the following forms:

• To bind to an arbitrary security server site in a named cell, specify
a cell name (for example,/.../r_d.com) or /.: for the local cell.

• To bind to a specific security server site in a specific cell, specify
either the cell name and the server name (for example,/.../r_d.com/
subsys/dce/sec/rs_server_250_2)or the server’s network address
(for example,ncadg_ip_udp:15.22.144.248). If the server name
is not valid, the routine binds to an arbitrary security site in the
named cell.

Note that the routine ignores anything after the cell name that does not
refer to an item in the Cell Directory Service (CDS) namespace. If the
specified CDS namespace item does not resolve to a security server, the
call fails.

auth_info A pointer to the sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t structure that
identifies the authentication protocol, protection level, and
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authorization protocol to use in establishing the binding. (See
the rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc) reference page.) If the
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t structure specifies authenticated RPC, the
caller must have established a valid network identity for this call to
succeed.

Output

context A pointer to asec_rgy_handle_tvariable. Upon return, this contains a
registry server handle indicating (‘‘bound to’’) the desired registry site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_bind_query()routine binds to a registry query site at an arbitrary
level of security. A registry query site is a satellite server that operates on a
periodically updated copy of the main registry database. To change the registry
database, it is necessary to change a registry update site, which then automatically
updates its associated query sites. No changes can be made directly to a registry
query database.

The site_nameparameter identifies the query site to use. Ifsite_nameis NULL, or
a zero-length string, a query site in the local cell is selected by the client agent.

The handle for the associated registry server is returned incontext.

Note: Like sec_rgy_bind_open()routine, this routine binds arbitrarily to either
an update or query site. Although update sites can accept queries, query
sites cannot accept updates. To specifically select an update site, use
sec_rgy_site_bind_update().

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The caller does not have a valid network login context.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_bind(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_bind_update

Purpose Binds to a registry update site

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_bind_update(
unsigned_char_t *site_name,
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t *auth_info,
sec_rgy_handle_t *context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

site_name A character string (typeunsigned_char_t) containing the name of the
security server to bind to. Supply this name in any of the following
forms:

• To bind to the update site in a named cell, specify a cell name (for
example,/.../r_d.com) or /.: for the local cell.

• To start the search for the update site at a specific replica
in the replica’s cell, specify either the cell name and the
server name (for example, /.../r_d.com/subsys/dce/sec/
rs_server_250_2) or the server’s network address (for example,
ncadg_ip_udp:15.22.144.248). If the server name is not valid,
the routine starts the search at an arbitrary security site in the
named cell.

Note that the routine ignores anything after the cell name that does not
refer to an item in the Cell Directory Service (CDS) namespace. If the
specified CDS namespace item does not resolve to a security server, the
call fails.
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auth_info A pointer to the sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t structure that
identifies the authentication protocol, protection level, and
authorization protocol to use in establishing the binding. (See
the rpc_binding_set_auth_info(3rpc) reference page.) If the
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t structure specifies authenticated RPC, the
caller must have established a valid network identity for this call to
succeed.

Output

context A pointer to asec_rgy_handle_tvariable. Upon return, this contains
a registry server handle indicating (bound to) the desired registry site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_bind_update()routine binds to a registry update site. A registry
update site is a master server that may control several satellite (query) servers. To
change the registry database, it is necessary to change a registry update site, which then
automatically updates its associated query sites. No changes can be made directly to
a registry query database.

The site_nameparameter identifies either the cell in which to find the update site or
the replica at which to start the search for the update site. Ifsite_nameis NULL, or
a zero-length string, an update site in the local cell is selected by the client agent.

The handle for the associated registry server is returned incontext. The handle
is to an update site. Use this registry context handle in subsequent calls that
update or query the the registry database (for example, thesec_rgy_pgo_add()or
sec_rgy_acct_lookup()calls).

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The caller does not have a valid network login context.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_bind(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_binding_get_info

Purpose Returns information from the registry binding handle

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_binding_get_info(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
unsigned_char_t **cell_name,
unsigned_char_t **server_name,
unsigned_char_t **string_binding,
sec_rgy_bind_auth_info_t *auth_info,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context A sec_rgy_handle_t variable that contains a registry server
handle indicating (bound to) the desired registry site. To obtain
information on the default binding handle, initializecontext to
sec_rgy_default_handle. A valid login context must be set for the
process if context is set to sec_rgy_default_handle; otherwise the
error sec_under_login_s_no_current_contextis returned.

Output

cell_name The name of the home cell for this registry.

server_name
The name of the node on which the server is resident. This name is
either a global name or a network address, depending on the form in
which the name was input to the call that bound to the site.

string_binding
A string containing binding information fromsec_rgy_handle_t.
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auth_info A pointer to thesec_rgy_bind_auth_info_tstructure that identifies the
authentication protocol, protection level, and authorization protocol to
use in establishing the binding. (See therpc_binding_set_auth_info()
routine).

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

Thesec_rgy_site_binding_get_info()routine returns the site name and authentication
information associated with thecontext parameter. If the context is the default
context, the information for the default binding is returned. Passing in a NULL
value for any of the output values (except forstatus) will prevent that value from being
returned. Memory is allocated for the string returned in thecell_name, server_name,
and string_bindingparameters. The application calls therpc_string_free() routine
to deallocate that memory.

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_under_login_s_no_current_context

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.
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Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_bind(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_close

Purpose Frees the binding handle for a registry server

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_close(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle indicating (bound to) a registry server. Use
sec_rgy_site_open()to acquire a bound handle.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_close()routine frees the memory occupied by the specified handle
and destroys its binding with the registry server.

Notes

A handle cannot be used after it is freed.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_get(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_is_readonly(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_open_query(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open_update(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_get

Purpose Returns the string representation for a bound registry site

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_get(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
unsigned_char_t **site_name,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle indicating (bound to) a registry server. Use
sec_rgy_site_open() to acquire a bound handle. To obtain
information on the default binding handle, initializecontext to
sec_rgy_default_handle. A valid login context must be set for the
process if context is set to sec_rgy_default_handle; otherwise the
error sec_under_login_s_no_current_contextis returned.

Output

site_name A pointer to a character string (typeunsigned_char_t) containing the
returned name of the registry site associated withcontext, the given
registry server handle.

The name is either a global name or a network address, depending on
the form in which the name was input to the call that bound to the site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.
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Description

The sec_rgy_site_get()routine returns the name of the registry site associated with
the specified handle. If the handle is the default context, the routine returns the
name of the default context’s site. Memory is allocated for the string returned
in the site_nameparameter. The application calls therpc_string_free() routine to
deallocate that memory.

Notes

To obtain binding information, the use of thesec_rgy_site_binding_get_info()call
is recommended in place of this call.

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_under_login_s_no_current_context

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The requested registry server is not available.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_is_readonly

Purpose Checks whether a registry site is read-only

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

boolean32 sec_rgy_site_is_readonly(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle indicating (bound to) a registry server. Use
sec_rgy_site_open()to acquire a bound handle.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_is_readonly()routine checks whether the registry site associated
with the specified handle is a query site or an update site. A query site is a read-only
replica of a master registry database. The update site accepts changes to the registry
database, and duplicates the changes in its associated query sites.

Return Values

The routine returns

• TRUE, if the registry site is read-only or if there was an error using the specified
handle

• FALSE, if the registry site is an update site
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Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_open_query(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_open

Purpose Binds to a registry site

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_open(
unsigned_char_t *site_name,
sec_rgy_handle_t *context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

site_name A character string (typeunsigned_char_t) specifying the security server
to bind to in one of the following forms:

• To bind to an arbitrary security server site in a named cell, specify
a cell name (for example,/.../r_d.com) or /.: for the local cell.

• To bind to a specific security server site in a specific cell, specify
either the cell name and the server name (for example,/.../r_d.com/
subsys/dce/sec/rs_server_250_2) or the server’s network address
(for example,ncadg_ip_udp:15.22.144.248). If the server name
is not valid, the routine binds to an arbitrary security site in the
named cell.

Note that the routine ignores anything after the cell name that does not
refer to an item in the Cell Directory Service (CDS) namespace. If the
specified CDS namespace item does not resolve to a security server, the
call fails.
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Output

context A pointer to asec_rgy_handle_tvariable. Upon return, this contains
a registry server handle indicating (bound to) the desired registry site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_open()routine binds to a registry site at the level of security
specified in therpc_binding_set_auth_info() call. The site_nameparameter
identifies the registry to use. Ifsite_nameis NULL, or a zero-length string, a registry
site in the local cell is selected by the client agent. The caller must have established
a valid network identity for this call to succeed.

Note: To bind to a registry site, the use of thesec_rgy_site_bind() call is
recommended in place of this call.

Like sec_rgy_site_open_query()routine, this routine binds arbitrarily to
either an update or query site. Although update sites can accept queries,
query sites cannot accept updates. To specifically select an update site, use
sec_rgy_site_open_update().

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The caller does not have a valid network login context.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The requested registry server is not available.
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error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_close(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_is_readonly(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open_query(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_open_update(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_open_query

Purpose Binds to a registry query site

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_open_query(
unsigned_char_t *site_name,
sec_rgy_handle_t *context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

site_name A character string (typeunsigned_char_t) specifying the security server
to bind to in one of the following forms:

• To bind to an arbitrary security server site in a named cell, specify
a cell name (for example,/.../r_d.com) or /.: for the local cell.

• To bind to a specific security server site in a specific cell, specify
either the cell name and the server name (for example,/.../r_d.com/
subsys/dce/sec/rs_server_250_2) or the server’s network address
(for example,ncadg_ip_udp:15.22.144.248). If the server name
is not valid, the routine binds to an arbitrary security site in the
named cell.

Note that the routine ignores anything after the cell name that does not
refer to an item in the Cell Directory Service (CDS) namespace. If the
specified CDS namespace item does not resolve to a security server, the
call fails.
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Output

context A pointer to asec_rgy_handle_tvariable. Upon return, this contains
a registry server handle indicating (bound to) the desired registry site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_open_query()routine binds to a registry query site. A registry
query site is a satellite server that operates on a periodically updated copy of the main
registry database. To change the registry database, it is necessary to change a registry
update site, which then automatically updates its associated query sites. No changes
can be made directly to a registry query database.

The site_nameparameter identifies the query site to use. Ifsite_nameis NULL, or
a zero-length string, a query site in the local cell is selected by the client agent.

The handle for the associated registry server is returned incontext.

The caller must have established a valid network identity for this call to succeed.

Note: To bind to a registry query site, the use of thesec_rgy_site_bind_query()
call is recommended in place of this call.

Like sec_rgy_site_open()routine, this routine binds arbitrarily to either an
update or query site. Although update sites can accept queries, query
sites cannot accept updates. To specifically select an update site, use
sec_rgy_site_open_update().

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_login_s_no_current_context
The caller does not have a valid network login context.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_close(3sec), sec_rgy_site_get(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_is_readonly(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_open_update(3sec).
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sec_rgy_site_open_update

Purpose Binds to a registry update site

Synopsis
#include <dce/binding.h>

void sec_rgy_site_open_update(
unsigned_char_t *site_name,
sec_rgy_handle_t *context,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

site_name A character string (typeunsigned_char_t) specifying the security server
to bind to in one of the following forms:

• To bind to the update site in a named cell, specify a cell name (for
example,/.../r_d.com) or /.: for the local cell.

• To start the search for the update site at a specific replica
in the replica’s cell, specify either the cell name and the
server name (for example, /.../r_d.com/subsys/dce/sec/
rs_server_250_2) or the server’s network address (for example,
ncadg_ip_udp:15.22.144.248). If the server name is not valid,
the routine binds to an arbitrary security site in the named cell.

Note that the routine ignores anything after the cell name that does not
refer to an item in the Cell Directory Service (CDS) namespace. If the
specified CDS namespace item does not resolve to a security server, the
call fails.
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Output

context A pointer to asec_rgy_handle_tvariable. Upon return, this contains
a registry server handle indicating (bound to) the desired registry site.

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion, the
routine returnserror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_site_open_update()routine binds to a registry update site. A registry
update site is a master server that may control several satellite (query) servers. To
change the registry database, it is necessary to change a registry update site, which then
automatically updates its associated query sites. No changes can be made directly to
a registry query database.

The site_nameparameter identifies either the cell in which to find the update site or
the replica at which to start the search for the update site. Ifsite_nameis NULL, or
a zero-length string, an update site in the local cell is selected by the client agent.

The handle for the associated registry server is returned incontext. The handle
is to an update site. Use this registry context handle in subsequent calls that
update or query the the registry database (for example, thesec_rgy_pgo_add()or
sec_rgy_acct_lookup()calls). The caller must have established a valid network
identity for this call to succeed.

Note: To bind to a registry update site, the use of thesec_rgy_site_bind_update()
call is recommended in place of this call.

Files

/usr/include/dce/binding.idl
The idl file from which dce/binding.h was derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.
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sec_login_s_no_current_context
The caller does not have a valid network login context.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec), sec_rgy_site_close(3sec), sec_rgy_site_get(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_is_readonly(3sec), sec_rgy_site_open(3sec),
sec_rgy_site_open_query(3sec).
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sec_rgy_unix_getgrgid

Purpose Returns a UNIX style group entry for the account matching the specified group ID

Synopsis
#include <dce/rgynbase.h>

void sec_rgy_unix_getgrgid(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
signed32gid,
signed32max_number,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_unix_group_t *group_entry,
signed32 *number_members,
sec_rgy_member_tmember_list[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

gid A 32-bit integer specifying the group ID to match.

max_numberThe maximum number of members to be returned by the call. This
must be no larger than the allocated size of themember_list[ ]array.

Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific principal, group, and
organization (PGO) item entry in the registry database. The
sec_rgy_unix_getgrgid()routine returns the PGO item indicated by
item_cursor, and advances the cursor to point to the next item in the
database. When the end of the list of entries is reached, the routine
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returns sec_rgy_no_more_entries. Use sec_rgy_cursor_reset()to
refresh the cursor.

Output

group_entry A UNIX style group entry structure returned with information about the
account matchinggid.

number_members
A signed 32-bit integer containing the total number of member names
returned in themember_list[ ]array.

member_list[ ]
An array of character strings to receive the returned member names.
The size allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value
is less than the total number of members in the membership list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the members.

status On successful completion, the routine returnserror_status_ok.
Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_unix_getgrgid() routine returns the next UNIX group structure that
matches the input UNIX group ID. The structure is in the following form:

typedef struct {
sec_rgy_name_t name;
signed32 gid;
sec_rgy_member_buf_t members;

} sec_rgy_unix_group_t;

The structure includes the following:

• The name of the group

• The group’s UNIX ID

• A string containing the names of the group members. This string is limited in
size by the size of thesec_rgy_member_buf_ttype defined inrgynbase.idl.

The routine also returns an array of member names, limited in size by the
number_membersparameter.
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This call is supplied in source code form.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rgynbase.idl
The idl file from which dce/rgybase.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_nomore_entries
The end of the list of entries has been reached.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_rgy_unix_getgrnam

Purpose Returns a UNIX style group entry for the account matching the specified group name

Synopsis
#include <dce/rgynbase.h>

void sec_rgy_unix_getgrnam(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
signed32name_length,
signed32max_num_members,
sec_rgy_cursor_titem_cursor,
sec_rgy_unix_group_tgroup_entry,
signed32number_members,
sec_rgy_member_tmember_list[ ],
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

name A character string (of typesec_rgy_name_t) specifying the group name
to be matched.

name_length
An signed 32-bit integer specifying the length ofnamein characters.

max_num_members
The maximum number of members to be returned by the call. This
must be no larger than the allocated size of themember_list[ ]array.
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Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_unix_getgrnam() routine returns the PGO
item indicated by item_cursor, and advances the cursor to point
to the next item in the database. When the end of the list of
entries is reached, the routine returnssec_rgy_no_more_entries. Use
sec_rgy_cursor_reset()to refresh the cursor.

Output

group_entry
A UNIX style group entry structure returned with information about the
account matchingname.

number_members
An signed 32-bit integer containing the total number of member names
returned in themember_list[ ]array.

member_list[ ]
An array of character strings to receive the returned member names.
The size allocated for the array is given bymax_number. If this value
is less than the total number of members in the membership list, multiple
calls must be made to return all of the members.

status On successful completion, the routine returnserror_status_ok.
Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_unix_getgrnam()routine looks up the next group entry in the registry
that matches the input group name and returns the corresponding UNIX style group
structure. The structure is in the following form:

typedef struct {
sec_rgy_name_t name;
signed32 gid;
sec_rgy_member_buf_t members;

} sec_rgy_unix_group_t;

The structure includes the following:
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• The name of the group.

• The group’s UNIX ID.

• A string containing the names of the group members. This string is limited in
size by the size of thesec_rgy_member_buf_ttype defined inrgynbase.idl.

The routine also returns an array of member names, limited in size by the
number_membersparameter. Note that the array contains only the names explicitly
specified as members of the group. A principal that was made a member of the group
because that group was assigned as the principal’s primary group will not appear in
the array.

This call is provided in source code form.

Files

/usr/include/dce/rgynbase.idl
The idl file from which dce/rgybase.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The end of the list of entries has been reached.

sec_rgy bad_data
The name supplied as input was too long.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_rgy_unix_getpwnam

Purpose Returns a UNIX style passwd entry for account matching the specified name

Synopsis
#include <dce/rgynbase.h>

void sec_rgy_unix_getpwnam (
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
sec_rgy_name_tname,
unsigned32name_len,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_unix_passwd_t *passwd_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open
to acquire a bound handle.

name A character string (of typesec_rgy_name_t) containing the name of the
person, group, or organization whose name entry is desired.

name_len A 32-bit integer representing the length of thenamein characters.

Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_unix_getpwnamroutine returns the PGO item
indicated byitem_cursor, and advances the cursor to point to the next
item in the database. When the end of the list of entries is reached, the
routine returnssec_rgy_no_more_entries. Usesec_rgy_cursor_reset
to refresh the cursor.
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Output

passwd_entry
A UNIX style passwd structure returned with information about the
account matchingname.

status On successful completion, the routine returnserror_status_ok.
Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_unix_getpwnamroutine returns the next UNIX passwd structure that
matches the input name. The structure is in the following form:

typedef struct {
sec_rgy_unix_login_name_t name;
sec_rgy_unix_passwd_buf_t passwd;
signed32 uid;
signed32 gid;
signed32 oid;
sec_rgy_unix_gecos_t gecos;
sec_rgy_pname_t homedir;
sec_rgy_pname_t shell;

} sec_rgy_unix_passwd_t;

The structure includes the following:

• The account’s login name.

• The account’s password.

• The account’s UNIX ID.

• The UNIX ID of group and organization associated with the account.

• The account’s GECOS information.

• The account’s home directory.

• The account’s login shell

This call is provided in source code form.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/rgynbase.idl
The idl file from which rgynbase.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy bad_data
The name supplied as input was too long.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The end of the list of entries has been reached.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_rgy_unix_getpwuid

Purpose Returns a UNIX stylepasswdentry for the account matching the specified UID

Synopsis
#include <dce/rgynbase.h>

void sec_rgy_unix_getpwuid(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
signed32uid,
sec_rgy_cursor_t *item_cursor,
sec_rgy_unix_passwd_t *passwd_entry,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context An opaque handle bound to a registry server. Usesec_rgy_site_open()
to acquire a bound handle.

uid A 32-bit integer UNIX ID.

Input/Output

item_cursor
An opaque pointer indicating a specific PGO item entry in the registry
database. Thesec_rgy_unix_getpwuid() routine returns the PGO
item indicated by item_cursor, and advances the cursor to point
to the next item in the database. When the end of the list of
entries is reached, the routine returnssec_rgy_no_more_entries. Use
sec_rgy_cursor_reset()to refresh the cursor.

Output

passwd_entry
A UNIX style password structure returned with information about the
account matchinguid.
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status On successful completion, the routine returnserror_status_ok.
Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_unix_getpwuid()routine looks up the nextpasswdentry in the registry
that matches the input UNIX ID and returns the correspondingsec_rgy_passwd
structure. The structure is in the following form:

typedef struct {
sec_rgy_unix_login_name_t name;
sec_rgy_unix_passwd_buf_t passwd;
signed32 Vuid;
signed32 Vgid;
signed32 oid;
sec_rgy_unix_gecos_t gecos;
sec_rgy_pname_t homedir;
sec_rgy_pname_t shell;

} sec_rgy_unix_passwd_t;

The structure includes the following:

• The account’s login name.

• The account’s password.

• The account’s UNIX ID.

• The UNIX ID of group and organization associated with the account.

• The account’s GECOS information.

• The account’s home directory.

• The account’s login shell

Files

/usr/include/dce/rgynbase.idl
The idl file from which dce/rgynbase.hwas derived.

This call is provided in source code form.
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Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_no_more_entries
The end of the list of entries has been reached.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The DCE registry server is unavailable.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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sec_rgy_wait_until_consistent

Purpose Blocks the caller while prior updates are propagated to the registry replicas

Synopsis
#include <dce/misc.h>

boolean32 sec_rgy_wait_until_consistent(
sec_rgy_handle_tcontext,
error_status_t *status);

Parameters
Input

context The registry server handle associated with the master registry.

Output

status A pointer to the completion status. On successful completion,statusis
assignederror_status_ok. Otherwise, it returns an error.

Description

The sec_rgy_wait_until_consistent()routine blocks callers until all prior updates to
the master registry have been propagated to all active registry replicas.

Return Values

The routine returns TRUE when all active replicas have received the prior updates.
It returns FALSE if at least one replica did not receive the updates.
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Files

/usr/include/dce/misc.idl
The idl file from which dce/misc.hwas derived.

Errors

The following describes a partial list of errors that might be returned. Refer to
the OSF DCE Problem Determination Guidefor complete descriptions of all error
messages.

sec_rgy_server_unavailable
The server for the master registry is not available.

sec_rgy_read_only
Either the master site is in maintenance mode or the site associated with
the handle is a read-only (query) site.

error_status_ok
The call was successful.

Related Information

Functions: sec_intro(3sec).
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